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Abstract

This  deliverable  reports  on  the evaluation of  the  legal  requirements  (Task 2.1)  and describes  the  legal  
requirements for the ENDORSE Project. After summarizing related work on legal requirements engineering,  
a methodology for eliciting legal requirements from the European Data Protection Regulation in the context 
of Human and Identity Rights is presented that will  inform the design of the ENDORSE architecture. It  
includes a basic set of rules for compliance with EU Data Protection Requirements and for compliance in  
each of the selected European Member States (NL, ES, IT, UK and EI). Domain specific national legislation,  
where relevant, regarding the insurance sector, and, partially, online services, has been studied. Issues arising 
from the tension between the needs of business and rights of users, as well as effective data use and legal 
restrictions, have been also be discussed.
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Executive summary

The primary objective of ENDORSE is to create an open and freely available legal technical toolset for  
privacy preserving data management that can be adopted by enterprises to offer solid guarantees to service  
subscribers regarding the range of use of personal information on their systems. This toolset will contribute 
to  prevent  the  accidental  or  unauthorised  manipulation  of  personal  information.  The  framework  will  
describe how personal information can be stored and accessed in a compliant and secure manner on public  
and  private  data  stores,  and  how it  is  exposed  to  services  and  authorised  personnel  using  a  privacy  
preserving rule based modelling approach.

This deliverable reports on the results of the evaluation of the legal requirements for such a toolset (Task 
2.1) and  describes the legal requirements for the ENDORSE Project. It  distinguishes different kinds of 
requirements and different stakeholders. On a high level, this deliverable informs the project regarding the 
general principles, obligations and rights in the European Data Protection arena, focusing in Chapters 1, 2, 
4 and 5 of the Data Protection Directive 95/46/EC and the national implementation of these provisions in 
the selected European Member States (NL, ES, IT, UK and EI), and thus serves as a general backdrop for 
all  stakeholders  involved.  Such  analysis  includes  the  information  on  the  domain  specific  national 
legislation, where relevant, regarding the insurance sector, and, partially, online services, and is completed 
by discussing the issues arising from the tension between the needs of business and rights of users, as well  
as effective data use and legislative restrictions. On a more detailed level, it provides a set of concrete 
requirements, derived from relevant regulation mentioned above, that informs the developers in the project 
on functions, procedures and features that have to be developed in order to provide end-users (enterprises)  
the toolset to build applications that adhere to the requirements set out by the Data Protection Framework. 
Furthermore, this deliverable provides a concrete set of requirements in the form of rules to be taken in to 
account  by  privacy  officers  within  enterprises  when  drafting  company  privacy  policies  that  can  be 
implemented in the ENDORSE tools.

The current document serves as input for different tasks within the project. It feeds into the development of  
the policy language (PRDL), the policy editor, the policy engine, the end-user verification tool and the  
prototypes to be developed as part of WP 5. Specially, this deliverable is the basis for the specification of 
the legal component of ENDROSE (Task 4.4). From the of the legal criteria identified here, this task aims 
to provide instances of the appropriate parts of the relevant legal provisions and to generate a set of rulesets  
for European Compliance with Data Protection and special set of rulesets for each of the selected European 
Member States, regarded as a specific "variant" ruleset. Those rulesets will be expressed in the Privacy 
Rules Definition Language in Task 3.3, using the Editing Environment emerging from Task 4.3. Such a  
task will be develop in two steps, a preliminary version in D4.5 [month 17], and in a final version in D4.6  
[month 24].

In Chapter 1, we will first outline the problem space and the aims and scope of the current deliverable, and 
previous work in more detail. Chapter 2 will address legal requirements engineering and will outline the 
approach adopted for this deliverable. Chapter 3 provides an overview of the legal landscape covered in  
this deliverable. Chapter 4 describes the landscape from the perspective of enterprises. Chapter 5 develops  
the analysis of the legal landscape in detail and provides the first set of concrete requirements derived from  
the data protection framework. Finally, we will provide the conclusions in Chapter 6.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Problem space
The ENDORSE project aims to provide data controllers (e.g., enterprises, public administrations) with tools  
to  allow  them to  build  IT  services  that  are  compliant  with  the  relevant  EU and  Member  State  data  
protection regulation. These tools, furthermore, should offer data subjects (e.g., customers and citizens)  
transparency with respect to the personal data processing of the data controllers.

Compliance with the data protection regulation therefore is  a key term.  'Legal  compliance'  is  topic of 
debate among legal scholars [1]. A useful distinction in this respect is between 'rule compliance' on the one 
hand  and  'substantive  compliance'  with  collective  goals  on  the  other  [1,  p.  152].  We  focus  on  rule 
compliance and define this  as  'the  practice  of  obeying  rules  or  requests  based on what  is  allowed or  
required by law made by authorities'.

This,  however, is less helpful than it seems because legal rules are over- and underinclusive, are often 
indeterminate and require interpretation. Complying with legal rules that are open to interpretation requires  
norm-addressees to consider relevant case-law, legal history, and other relevant official documents, and 
then, still, in the end the only authoritative answer to the question whether or not certain behaviour is  
legally compliant can only be given by the court.

With  this  in  mind,  Breaux and Antón define  legal  compliance  as  a  company’s  ability  to  'maintain  a  
defensible position in a court of law' [2], which  resembles 'substantive compliance'. In their view, '[t]he act 
of compliance includes demonstrating due diligence, which is in turn defined as 'reasonable efforts that 
persons make to satisfy legal requirements or discharge their legal obligations' [3]. Although this broader  
definition of legal compliance has its merits because it incorporates a balancing of different interests in 
view of the legislature's intent, this creates insurmountable burdens in a project that aims to build legal  
compliance tools. Achieving substantive compliance is difficult as is. We have therefore opted to primarily 
focus on rule compliance.

The ENDORSE framework provides users tools to develop applications that are compliant with the Data 
Protection Framework. In Europe this framework consists of regulation on different levels (EU level and  
national) and contains both general rules and domain specific ones. On the EU level, the regulation consists  
of general principles, such as articles 7 (right to privacy) and 8 (right to data protection) of the Charter of 
Fundamental  Rights  of  the  European  Union  (hereafter,  CFREU)1,  and  Directives,  such  as  Directive 
95/46/EC  of  the  European  Parliament  and  of  the  Council  of  24  October  1995  on  the  protection  of 
individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data (hereafter,  
DPD)2 and  Directive  2002/58/CE of  the  European  Parliament  and  of  the  Council  of  12  July  2002 
concerning the processing of personal data and the protection of privacy in the electronic communications 
sector  (Directive  on  privacy  and  electronic  communications;  hereafter  e-Privacy  Directive) 3.  These 
Directives do not have direct legal effect but have to be transposed into national legislation in the Member  
States. Therefore, although the Directives provide harmonisation in the various fields, it is the legislation in 
the  Member  States  that  matters  most.  For  the  current  deliverable,  the  analysis  will  focus on the data  
protection regulation in the countries for which the consortium has legal scholars: the Netherlands, Spain, 
Italy,  the  UK and  Ireland.  Within  the  data  protection  regulation  the  primary  focus  is  on  a  subset  of 
provisions,  namely  those  that  have  a  bearing  on  the  processing  of  personal  data  within  company  IT 
systems. In terms of the structure of the DPD this means a focus on chapters 1 (general terms), chapter 2 
(general rules regarding lawful processing (sections 2 thru 8)) and chapter 4 (transfer to third countries). 
Provisions regarding the functioning of Data Protection Authorities, the Art 29 WP, etc. are left out of our 
analysis because they have no bearing on the processing of personal data within company IT systems.

The data protection regulation originating in the DPD is only a small fraction of the regulation relevant for  
the processing of personal data in organisations. Each Member State also has general and more domain  
specific provisions that affect the processing of personal data. For instance, there is regulation pertaining to  
identity numbers,  tax law imposes  data  retention obligations  on enterprises,  etc.  Also domain specific 
1Text of the CFREU (OJ C 83/389, 30.3.2010) available in: http://www.europarl.europa.eu/charter/pdf/text_en.pdf
2OJ L281/31, 23.11.1995.
3OJ L 201/37, 31.7.2002.
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regulation contains provisions regarding personal data. Especially in the domain of health care and health 
insurance, there are numerous laws and bylaws that need to be taken into account within the ENDORSE 
tools. 

A final source of rules that will have to be represented in PRDL are enterprise policies. Article 6 DPD 
specifies  that  data  controllers  may  only  process  personal  data  for  specified,  explicit  and  legitimate 
purposes. This means that data controllers have to make explicit which data they will process for which 
purposes. These policies, which we will address as Company Privacy Operating Policies, on the one hand 
have to be compliant with the data protection regulation and on the other hand serve as 'law' for the data  
controller: their operations have to be compliant with the rules they create themselves. Each data controller 
deploying the ENDORSE tools will have to represent their own policies (CPOPs) into PRDL and these 
PRDL policies are subsequently enforced in the IT systems by the policy engine.

Privacy  statement  vs.  privacy  policy4.  The  data  handling  practices  of  companies  are  commonly 
communicated to consumers via privacy statements, which are also called privacy commitments or privacy 
notices. These statements specify what kinds of personal data of customers or website visitors (including 
e.g.  click data  or  IP addresses)  are  processed,  for  which purposes  this  is  done  (e.g.  service  delivery,  
marketing, research), and with whom personal data are shared, if at all. Privacy statements should also 
inform visitors and customers of their rights (e.g., the right to data correction) and they should describe 
how to use these rights. Privacy statements can be concise or quite detailed. According to Bennett & Raab 
[4] privacy commitments  are often brief  statements  with a symbolic  status,  whereas privacy codes lay  
down in much more detail the rules for handling personal data of costumers in business processes. Privacy 
codes  refer  to  what  are  called  codes  of  conduct,  often  established  for  a  particular  sector,  e.g.,  direct  
marketing.

Privacy statements must, moreover, be distinguished from privacy policies. Privacy policies are “internally 
focused tools describing how an organisation intends to achieve the [data protection] principles set out [in  
personal  data protection legislation] and a clear means to provide for accountability”  [5].  By contrast, 
privacy statements are “externally facing tools supporting objectives of transparency, [which] would alert  
individuals at an appropriate time and context as to how their personal data is being used” [4]. In other 
words,  privacy policies  are  intended to provide “a  set  of  rules  for  employees,  members  and member  
organisations to follow [..] and provide important guidance about correct procedure and behaviour based on 
a version of information privacy principles” [4]. Privacy policies are internal measures of companies and  
other organisations to ensure data protection compliance of their business processes. Privacy statements on 
the other hand are external, often rather brief communications of organisational privacy policies that do not 
comprehensibly reflect the complexities of organisational personal data processing procedures.

For our present purposes we focus on privacy policies (Company Privacy Operating Policies) because these 
will have to be represented in PRDL to allow for enforcement by the policy engine. However, the privacy 
policies can be used to generate privacy statements because they contain very detailed information about 
the processing of personal data within a data controller's systems. ENDORSE Tasks 2.2, 4.5 and 5 focus on 
building tools to generate privacy statements on the basis of privacy policies in a manner understandable 
for the end-user (customer), the End User Verification Tool.

1.2. Requirements in context
The  legal  framework  contains  obligations  (and  rights)  for  the  various  stakeholders  involved  in  the 
processing of personal data. The nature of the different norms varies considerably. We have distinguish 
four types of requirements based on the legal provisions in the relevant legislation: 

a) System level requirements. System level requirements are requirements that affect the entire architecture 
of the IT system and that have to be taken into account during the design of the system. Typically, system  
requirements only affect the initial design of IT systems. A clear example of a system level requirement is 
art. 17 of the DPD which requires data controllers to implement appropriate technical and organizational  
measures to protect personal data against accidental or unlawful destruction or accidental loss. Another is: 
“[i]t needs to be possible [for the data controller] to [a]ccess data, [a]lter data, [d]elete data, [b]lock data”  
[6], or, in order to be able to handle processing on the basis of data subjects' consent, “[a] consent database  
needs to be created”. 

4This subsection is taken from D2.2 Social requirements, ENDORSE Consortium, 2011.
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b)  Language requirements.  Language requirements are requirements for the policy language that derive 
from legal provisions. Ideally, PRDL has to be able to express any relevant legal provision and any relevant 
privacy policy. Any formal language has syntax and semantics; primitives and constructs. Requirements  
and functionality can be formalised in different ways (e.g.,   FOR … NEXT loops can be expressed in  
WHILE … DO loops), but some ways are closer to the source material than others. On the basis of the legal 
analysis, specific legal constructs are uncovered that may warrant specific features in the language. The 
legal  language  requirements  affect  concepts distinguished in  PRDL (e.g.,  source,  destination,  actions), 
instances of (data) types (e.g., minor, adult, legal representative) or required metadata (e.g., the legal source 
has to be associated to PRDL rules based on legal sources to support rule maintenance). The initial legal  
language requirements can be found in D2.4 “Language requirements”.

c) Runtime requirements. Runtime requirements are those requirements that regulate the data handling and 
data access during runtime of ENDORSE systems.  These include  access control policies based on the 
Company Privacy Operating Policies, but also rules based on legal provisions.  Runtime requirements are 
enforced by the policy engine. An example of a legal  requirement that gives rise to a runtime requirement  
is “data must be stored for seven years after contract expiry”. 

d)  Requirements for the editor environment.  The final type of legal requirements are requirements that 
affect the functionality of the policy editor. The data protection regulation implies workflows that have to  
be followed when a data controller develops a new service. For instance, based on the location of the 
controller, the intended audience, the type of processing, etc, first applicable law has to be determined, 
which will instantiate the appropriate national rule set. Next the controller will have to specify the purpose 
and grounds for data processing, etc. These workflows can be supported by the editor by offering the user 
guidance in the form of structured dialogs ('expert system' like support), explanation and guidance, and 
PRDL rule templates that can be completed in the editor.

Figure 1 shows how the legal sources lead to the various types of requirements (left hand side). It also  
shows that legislation is taken into account by decision makers and policy makers within enterprises to craft 
their  business  and how this  leads  to  Company Privacy Operating Policies  that,  within the  ENDORSE 
project, will be captured into PRDL statements for execution in the policy engine.
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1.3. Previous work
Representing legal knowledge in a machine executable form has a long history. It belongs to the field of 
Artificial  Intelligence and Law5.  Within this  field several  research strands exist.  An important  area  is 
automated legal reasoning, which focuses on implementing systems that can reason with legal knowledge 
in  order  to  solve legal  problems.  The source of  the  legal  knowledge can be either  positive  law (e.g., 
legislation) or case law. A prime example of research (and applications) in this area are the Dutch TESSEC  

5With the bi-annual ICAAIL conferences and the annual JURIX conferences as major germination points for research 
in the field.
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system,  developed in the late 1980s/early 1990s,  which was capable of determining the entitlement  of  
applicants to Dutch Social welfare. The system contained over 3000 production rules that isomorphically 
representing  the  Dutch  Social  welfare  Act  (Algemene  Bijstandswet  and  Bijstandsbesluit  Landelijke  
Normering) [7]. Other prominent examples within this area can be found in [8]. The general designation of 
this kind of system is Rule Based Knowledge Based System.

Another relevant area of research takes representations of legal sources as a starting point, but rather than 
reasoning with the knowledge, which requires 'chaining' rules to derive conclusions from facts and rules,  
merely applies (individual) rules to facts. Policy engines belong to this category. A set of rules describes 
intended  system  behaviour.  The  system  contains  and  produces  facts  on  the  basis  of  input  by  the 
environment. The engine keeps the systems operations within the boundaries set by the rules. We will call  
this kind of system Rule Based Policy Systems (RBPS).

The distinction made here is in some way artificial because any reasoning system can be transformed into 
the second type  by rewriting the chained rules into single rules.  This is  usually undesirable because it 
makes the rule base very hard to maintain.  The major  advantage of a RBKBS is that  individual  rules  
represent 'truths' within the domain (and in the case of legal knowledge based systems, individually are 
based on a legal source). As such, they can be maintained individually. If a single legal provision changes,  
ideally, just a single rule in the knowledge base has to be amended. The reasoning engine takes care of  
chaining the relevant rules during runtime; the reasoning paths are implicit. In the case of an RBPS, all  
conditions relevant for a particular case would have to be embedded into a single rule. Ergo, different legal  
provisions would be conflated into a single policy rule. We will come back to the issues in representing  
legal sources in section 2.4 'The trouble with law'.

In this section we discuss some relevant research with regard to policy engines in legal domains. For a  
similar overview from the perspective of policy languages, see ENDORSE D2.4 Language requirements.

1.3.1. MetaLex
MetaLex emerged as part of the E-POWER project6. The main focus of this project was the support of 
common people  and governments  regarding the handling of law related regulations.  These regulations 
affect  the  daily lives  of  both  citizens  and organizations.  The  project  primarily  aimed  at  making  legal  
documents available online in a well-structured way and standardized format which, furthermore, facilitates 
the interchange and comparison of similar documents of different sources in different countires. MetaLex 
provides a generic and simple extensible framework for XML encoded contents and at the same time only  
demands  minimal  requirements  regarding  the  documents’  structure.  MetaLex  is  currently  used  by 
organizations like Dutch Tax and Customs Administration or the Belgian Public Centers for Welfare [9]  
[10].

MetaLex imposes few restrictions regarding jurisdiction and language. It easily integrates with other XML 
schemes  and can thus  be combined with proprietary XML formats  used by organizations.  Due to  the 
rigorous segmentation of containers, blocks and inline elements the resulting structure is less error prone.  
MetaLex allows storing information in decentralized way and encodes legal knowledge (provisions) on a 
very fine grained level.

MetaLex aims at representing legal knowledge, not at reasoning with the knowledge.

1.3.2. LexDania
LexDania  was  founded  by  the  Danish  Ministry  of  Science,  Technology  and  Innovation  to  provide  a 
national Danish system to support the exchange and creation process of legal documents. It uses a basic 
model based on the OIO XML strategy. This strategy is based on creating so-called ‘building blocks’, sets 
of elements and central types as well as the refactoring of blocks for specific schemas. The project features 
a unique approach: “.. a structure of stratified layers is used to incrementally construct the schemas from 
functional features - rather than document characteristics. The structure is accompanied by a methodology 
explaining ways of constructing schemas to assure consistent and compatible schemas” [11] [9].

One of the major advantages of LexDania is its modularity regarding the schema definition. This definition 

6See http://www.lri.jur.uva.nl/epower/
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provides the possibility to extract specific schemas for a document out of the same common root. This  
feature is implemented by the use of an inheritance mechanism of elements as well as data-types according 
to an object-oriented philosophy. This inheritance makes it possible to increase the level of semantics as 
well as the level of detail regarding data types in each LexDania layer. The project also provides “best  
practice” hints how to handle XML in a legislative domain [12]. 

Similar to MetaLex, LexDania aims at providing a way to structure legal sources in XML in order to ease 
working with legal sources. It is not aimed at providing support for reasoning with the legal sources or  
policy checking.

1.3.3. NormeinRete
NormeinRete was initiated by several Italian public institutions, research organizations and the ministry of  
Justice. One of the components implemented inside the project was a web portal that allows access and 
search in Italian legal documents. To accomplish this, a XML standard representation for legal documents  
including DTDs and XML schemas related to Italian law was developed. The representation can handle all  
necessary  metadata  required  for  automated  life-cycle  management  of  legal  documents.  Furthermore  a 
standard for  persistent  identification of  legal  documents,  compatible  with the  IETF Uniform Resource 
Name, was established, which is used nowadays by the majority of the Italian public administration as well  
as private adopters [13] [9].

The previous three research projects have focussed on representing legal sources in XML. The primary 
purpose of all projects is to facilitate the maintenance and presentation of legal sources. As is, legislation is  
relatively loosely structured with significant differences between laws within the same country and ever 
bigger  differences  between  countries.  He  basic  structure  is  similar,  chapters,  sections,  provisions, 
paragraphs,  but  the way these are numbered and formatted varies significantly.  For instance,  the USA 
HIPAA contains:

HIPAA §164.512(f)(2): Except for disclosures required by law as permitted by paragraph 
164.512(f)(1), a covered entity may disclose PHI in response to a law enforcement (LE) 
official's request for the purpose of identifying or locating a suspect 

Whereas the Dutch Data Protection Act is structured thus:

Article 8 Personal data may only be processed where:

a. the data subject has unambiguously given his consent for the processing;
The similar provision in the Italian Legislative Decree no. 196 dated 30 June 2003, looks like this:

Section 23 

1. Processing of personal data by private entities or profit-seeking public bodies shall only 
be allowed if the data subject gives his/her express consent

Transforming legislation into standardised XML and having DTDs and document models facilitates the  
comparison of documents from different sources. The XML structure in these projects is generally aimed at  
the paragraph level and not  on individual  concepts within provisions which is necessary for automatic  
policy enforcement. 

A second strand of projects aims at developing tools for policy enforcement.

1.3.4. PrimeLife
One of  the  primary aims  within the  PrimeLife  project  (and  in  the  preceding project,  PRIME) was  to 
develop a powerful  policy language that  allows service providers to  define their  data access and data  
handling policies in a machine executable form and allows end-user (customers) to define their privacy  
preferences in the same language: PPL, the PrimeLife Policy Language. PPL is based on XACML[14] and 
SAML [15]. PPL statements are enforced by a policy engine.

PPL aims at the representation of data handling policies and data access control policies, in other words 
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Company Privacy Operating Policies and not so much at representing legal obligations derived from legal  
sources.  PPL may,  however, be suitable for representing these as well.  The suitability of PPL for this 
purpose will be explored in ENDORSE Task 3.3.

1.3.5. HIPPA privacy rule (project)
In the US, scholars at North Carolina State University, notably Travis Breaux, Annie Antón and others,  
have specifically focused on representing legal knowledge in the domain of healthcare privacy. Their work  
focuses on the US HIPAA, the Health Insurance Accountability and Portability Act of 1996. Unlike the  
project mentioned above, their work focused on representing not only the structure of the regulation, but  
also  the  concepts  within  the  regulation  in  order  to  be  able  to  build  systems  that  enforce  the  privacy 
provisions within the HIPAA. Within the “The HIPAA Privacy Rule” project  [16],  Breaux and others 
explored  XACML  as  a  language  for  expressing  the  obligations  derived  from  the  legislation.  Their  
conclusion is that is seems possible to implement the requirements in XACML, however one has to be 
extremely exact while formulating rules and in addition to that, some drawbacks of XACML have to be 
considered. These are beyond the scope of the current document and will be addressed in ENDORSE Task 
3.3. We will, however, return extensively to Breaux' work in the next chapter because he offers one of the  
most elaborated accounts of legal requirements engineering.

1.3.6. The EnCoRe project
The EnCoRe (Ensuring Consent & Revocation)  project, funded by the UK TSB, EPSRC and ESRC, aims 
at making an individual’s consent a more powerful means for allowing them to control what happens to the 
personal information they disclose to organisations. EnCoRe develops a ”conceptual model [that] provides 
a means to express privacy policy requirements as well as users’ privacy preferences”. It enables structured 
reasoning  regarding  containment  and  implementation  between  various  policies  at  the  high  level,  and 
enables easy traceability into the low-level policy implementations. Thus it offers a means to reason about  
correctness  that  links  low-level  privacy management  mechanisms  to  stakeholder  requirements,  thereby 
encouraging exploitation of the low-level methods” [17]. 

The EnCoRe project focuses specifically on the concepts of consent and consent revocation and how these  
can be expressed in policies and be enforced by policy engines. It  is inspired by legal analysis,  but is  
primarily focused on developing conceptual  models.  As such it  is  relevant  for  the  ENDORSE project  
because consent is one of the grounds that make the processing of personal data legitimate (art. 7 para a  
DPD). However, ENDORSE's scope is much broader than that.

1.3.7. The Neurona project7

The Spanish Neurona project’s general goal is the development of techniques and systems to incorporate 
intelligence in the three main areas of corporative security: legal, organizational and technological. Such 
integration may represent the next step in corporative security and IT asset management [18]. “The project 
focuses on the development of a data protection compliance application that offers reports regarding the  
correct application of security measures to files containing personal data. The ontological knowledge-base 
reasons about the correctness of the information regarding personal data files provided (or their lack of)  
according to the information required by the  Agencia Espanola de Proteccion de Datos  [Spanish Data 
Protection Authority], and the correctness of the measures of protection applied to these data files. This is a  
first step towards determining whether some aspects of the current state of a company’s personal data files  
might not comply with the established set of regulations.” [18].

The Neurona project  thus provides a representation of legal material  stemming form the Spanish Data  
Protection Act. Primary in their analysis is an ontology of legal concepts derived from this act. Its focus is  
not the entire act, nor regulating all data handling and data access within an application, but is focused on 
assessing whether or not files (containing personal) data may be used.

7http://www.s21sec.com/neurona/neurona.html
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1.4. Aims and scope
The current deliverable lays the legal foundation for the development of the ENDORSE tools. Based on the  
description of work and the previous subsections, we can summarise the aims and scope of the current  
deliverable.

The legal requirements deliverable aims at:

• providing a thorough overview of the legal landscape pertaining to data protection on the EU level,  
as well as at the level of the following Member States: the Netherlands, Spain, Italy, the UK and 
Ireland;

• providing an inventory of domain specific regulation with respect to the handling of personal data 
within the health insurance domain in the Netherlands, Spain, Italy, the UK and Ireland;

• demonstrating the feasibility and complexity of representing legal obligations in the domain of data 
protection in machine executable form;

• providing legal requirements in the form of rules (specified in 'pseudo code') that will inform the 
development of the policy language, policy editor and the development of (country specific) rule 
sets for data protection compliance.

The scope of the current deliverable is limited to:

• on the EU level: the DPD, the e-Privacy Directive, …

• on the national level in the Netherlands, Spain, Italy, the United Kingdom and Ireland;

• laying the foundation for proof of concept demonstrators. We do not aim at covering the entire data 
protection framework due to resource limitations and ENDORSE being a research project, not a  
product development project;

• data protection compliance by IT systems. Organisational measures, such as the recommendation 
to  institute  a  data  protection  official  within  the  data  controller,  that  affect  the  controller's 
obligations (c.f. Art. 18(2) DPD) are left out of the current analysis;

• the domain specific regulation relevant for the trial scenario's within the project. Hence the focus  
currently is on the Europ Assistance (hereafter, EurA) scenario's as described in Deliverable D2.3.  
Within the trial scenario domain we have restricted ourselves to the material regulation pertaining 
to the core of the scenario. Tax law, labour law, company law, etc. also contain provisions that 
affect the handling of personal data within enterprises, but these are currently outside the scope of  
this deliverable. They may be incorporated in the PRDL rule sets later on in the project and can be 
elicited in the same way as the ones reported in this deliverable.

1.5. Outline
Chapter 2 addresses legal requirements engineering and outlines the approach adopted for this deliverable.  
Chapter 3 provides an overview of the legal context and the legal landscape covered in this deliverable.  
Chapter 4 describes the impact of such a legal landscape from the perspective of enterprises. Chapter 5  
provides the analysis of the legal landscape in detail and the first set of concrete requirements derived from  
the data protection framework. Finally, we will provide the conclusions in Chapter 6. 
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2. Legal requirements engineering
The aim of the legal requirements task within the ENDORSE project is to list the requirements, derived 
from the law, that have to be accommodated by the ENDORSE framework. As outlined in the previous 
chapter, this involves different legal sources (EU level, national level in the Member States, different pieces 
of regulation within each Member State) and different kinds of requirements: those affecting the entire 
system, the policy language, the editor and runtime requirements. As a consequence, the task of eliciting 
the legal requirements is non trivial.

A  further  complication  is  that  the  language  in  which  the  legal  requirements  ultimately  have  to  be  
represented (in  a  machine  executable  form)  is  unavailable  at  the  time  of  requirements  engineering as 
developing the language is done in parallel (the initial specifications are reported on in ENDORSE D2.4).  
The development of knowledge bases containing national rule sets will be done in year 2 of the project,  
once the necessary languages and tools are available within the project. This raises several questions. First,  
what methodology should be adopted to elicit legal requirements? The legal requirements will de elicited in 
4 different  EU Member  States  by researchers  in  the  four  countries.  This  requires  a  methodology that  
guarantees comparable and correct results irrespective of the individual eliciting the requirements. In other  
words, the analyses should be reproducible. Second, in what form should legal requirements be specified?  
The starting point of the legal requirements engineering process is legal sources, consisting of laws and  
bylaws, preambles, case law, codes of conduct, and secondary materials, such as text books. The end point  
of the whole process is a set of rules in the formal language(s) to be developed within the project. Because  
these are absent and also because the exact functional requirements of the ENDORSE tools are not yet  
known in detail, the requirements as a consequence have to be specified in some pseudo formal manner 
(pseudo code). 

As a starting point for our work we have used the Frame Based Requirements Analysis Method developed 
by Travis Breaux [19]. We have, however, decided not to adopt this methodology in its entirety for a  
number of reasons. First, Breaux assumes the analysis to be done from start to finish in one process flow. 
Within  ENDORSE,  because  of  its  wider  scope,  we  have  adopted  a  two  step  approach  within  the  
representation process in ENDORSE. In year one, we elicit (high level) requirements as a foundation for 
developing languages, tools and policy engine. These requirements are presented in the current deliverable. 
Next, in year two, we develop full fledged representations of the requirements once the initial tools are 
available. This means that the detailed analysis in the early stages of Breaux' methodology would be too  
time consuming and irrelevant in year one of the ENDORSE project. Second, Breaux has developed several  
tools that support his methodology (as will be described in the next section). We do not have access to 
Breaux' tools and hence, we can not perform some of the steps. Three, where Breaux has limited his work 
to parts of the HIPAA, ENDORSE covers much more regulation (in terms of variety, amount of provisions 
and complexity). As a result, using Breaux' methodology to its full extent is untenable given the resources 
available for the current task.

Nevertheless, Breaux' methodology has been a very welcome source of inspiration. His methodology is, to 
the extent of our knowledge, one of the most elaborated legal requirements engineering methodologies. 

In the next section (2.2) we first describe Breaux' methodology. In section 2.3 we outline the methodology  
we have adopted in our requirements elicitation process. Section 2.4 sketches some of the intricacies of 
legal  sources  in  relation  to  requirements  engineering  and  legal  knowledge  representation.  Section  2.5 
concludes the chapter.

2.1. Frame Based Requirements Analysis Method
As part of his Ph. D. thesis research, Travis Breaux [19] has developed a methodology, called Frame Based 
Requirements Analysis Method (FBRAM). According to Breaux [19, p. 2],  “Due diligence, good faith and 
a  reasonable  standard  of  care  require  that  software  engineers  maintain  evidence  that  unequivocally 
represents that: (1) software requirements correctly align with relevant laws; (2) software specifications  
correctly implement aligned software requirements; and (3) aligned software requirements are verifiable  
through testing at compile time or monitoring at runtime.” His work focuses on the first aspect: making  
sure that the software requirements handed over to the software developers are aligned with the relevant  
laws. He aims to show that his methodology to elicit legal requirements from U.S. federal regulations, that  
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is:

“1. Consistent, meaning there are no false-positives by showing that the method does not produce 
indecision about which legal statements map to which kind of legal requirements;

2. Complete, meaning there are no false-negatives by showing that the method includes all legal  
requirements based on a finite classification of legal statements; and

3. A partial solution to the alignment of software requirements with relevant laws, by showing that 
eight legal requirement refinement patterns provide reasonable explanations for the kinds of gaps  
that exist between legal and software requirements.” [19, p. 2]

Breaux' primary legal challenges are that legal sources have complex, implicit and explicit hierarchy issues,  
contain complex cross references that have to be handled appropriately and contain ambiguities that have to 
be straightened out to allow proper implementation. Another relevant complication with legal requirements  
is that in order for a system to be aligned with law, it has to be able to cope with changes in the law. This  
requires traceability from formal representation of norms back to their source. 

Although Breaux applies his methodology to US (Federal) regulation, the basic characteristics outlined 
above equally hold for EU and MS regulation. We will return to these issues in section 2.4.

The  way  Breaux  presents  the  legal  requirements  is,  unsurprisingly,  by  means  of  frames.  Phrases  in 
regulatory documents are isolated and some of these phrases are used to represent concepts (frames), while 
other phrases link these concepts together as roles (slots in the frames). The frames are ultimately expressed  
in first-order predicate logic. As already mentioned, Breaux has developed tools to support the process of 
creating the frames.  The tools  rely on markup in the  source text  that  allows  for  automatic  linking of  
references  to  the  relevant  provision,  recognize  certain  words  in  phrases  that  designate  relevant  legal  
constructs (e.g., may, must, etc. signal permission respectively obligation) which play a role in the frames. 

FBRAM is depicted in figure 2. It consists of the following three steps:

1. Structuring the legal text according to legal hierarchy and cross-references by means of a document  
model;

2. Identifying sentence- and phrase-level concepts within the legal provisions and identifying and 
resolving ambiguities, all by means of applying a markup language;

3. Parsing the marked-up legal text into requirements.

The document model in step 1 describes the structural properties of the relevant regulation in the form of a 
DTD. The DTD for the HIPAA allows the following segment of the HIPAA:

(2) Exception for group health plans.

.. 

(ii) A group health plan must: 

(A) Maintain a notice under this section; and 

(B) Provide such notice to any person 

to be transformed into the following instance:

<?xml version="1.0"?>

<document>

..

<div index="(2)" title="Exception for group health plans.">

.. 

<div index="(ii)">

    A group health plan.., must:

    <div index="(A)">
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        Maintain a notice under this section; and

    </div>

    <div index="(B)">

       Provide such notice to any person

</div> 

.. 

    </div><!-- end of (2)(ii) -->

</div><!-- end of (2) →

</document>

As a result of this step, each sentence has an identifier that can be constructed from the tags in which it is  
embedded. 

The second step is much more complicated. It requires the structured text to be analysed by a human editor 
who has to mark phrases and concept within phrases to be included in the frames. The basis for this step is  
a 'domain-independent upper ontology' [19, p. 24] (see figure 3).
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This  ontology  can  be  used  to  analyse  individual  sentences  and  phrases  within  legal  documents.  The  
elements with the ontology are defined as:

The sentence-level concepts are defined as follows [19, pp. 23-24]:

Def.S.1: Permission – an act that an actor is permitted to perform. (right)

Def.S.2: Obligation – an act that an actor is required to perform. (duty)

Def.S.3: Refrainment – an act that an actor is prohibited from performing. (no-right) 

Def.S.4: Exclusion – an act that an actor has no express permission to perform or that an actor 
is not expressly required or prohibited from performing. (privilege)

Def.S.5: Fact – an act or state of being that is conditionally true. 

Def.S.6: Definition – a statement of the meaning of a word or phrase. 
Sentences that describe acts will have properties assigned to one or more of the following phrase-level 
concepts [19, pp. 24-25]: 

Def.P.1: Subject – the actor who performs an action. 

Def.P.2: Act – the act performed by the subject. 

Def.P.3: Object – the object on which the action is performed. 

Def.P.4: Target – to where/ with whom an action is performed by the subject. 

Def.P.5: Source – from where an action is performed by the subject. 

Def.P.6: Purpose – an act describing why an action is performed. 

Def.P.7: Instrument – an act or thing describing how an action is performed. 

Def.P.8: Location – the place where an action is performed. 

Def.P.9: Quality – a property of a state of being that exists at some interval. 

Def.P.10: Modality – the modality of the action (e.g., may, must, etc.) 

Def.P.11: Condition – an event that occurs before, during or after executing a rule. 

Def.P.12: Exception – an event that does not occur before, during or after executing a rule. 

Sentences that describe definitions have properties assigned to one or more of the following phrase-level 
concepts [19, p. 25]:

Def.D.1: Term – the word which the definition defines. 
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Def.D.2: Description – an equivalent description of the defined term. 

Def.D.3: Kind – a word that describes one kind, sub-class or sub-type of the defined term. 

To assign the phrase-level concepts in the original legal text, Breaux uses a mark-up language. In order to 
assist the human engineer in assigning concepts from the ontology to the statements and phrases in the text 
(and label them in the markup language), Breaux has developed a set of heuristics.  Figure 4 shows an 
example of a set of heuristics for identifying slot concepts.

Once the source text is marked up with the concepts from the ontology, a parser transforms the text into  
frames with the appropriate slot fillers. Figure 5 shows an example of a completed frame.

On the basis of the frames,  finally,  the requirements can be drafted. What became apparent in Breaux'  
research is that there are common patterns in these requirements. For instance [19, p. 30]:

[subject] [modality] [act] [object] 

[subject] [modality] [act] [object] [instrument] 

{if [condition]} [subject] [modality] [act] [object] 

[subject] [modality] [act] [object] [condition] {to [target]} 

Breaux  applied  his  methodology  to  part  of  the  HIPAA  and  aimed  at  showing  that  the  methodology 
accomplishes the aims he set out for it.

The aims of requirements engineering in ENDORSE at the time of composing the current deliverable differ 
slightly from Breaux' and hence we did not adopt his methodology in full. We will use the upper ontology  
in a later stage and have used the different heuristics he provided in [19]. The following section outlines our  
legal requirements engineering process in more detail.
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2.2. The ENDORSE legal requirements engineering methodology
Legal  provisions  as  such  are  not  machine-readable  or  executable;  the  structure  and  ambiguous  and 
hierarchical nature of law do not allow for a direct transfer of laws into software. Within the ENDORSE 
project we define the process of transforming legal sources into requirements that guide the development of 
the ENDORSE tools, policy language, policy engine, and the development of concrete rule sets that can be  
enforced by the policy engine, as legal requirements engineering. Legal requirement are defined as follows.

Legal requirements are a set of rules, in natural language, albeit in a pseudo formal way ('pseudo code'),  
elicited  directly  or  indirectly  from  legislation,  whereby  these  requirements  can  govern  both  the  
development  or  design  of  the  IT  system,  as  well  as  the  functioning  of  the  IT  system.  While  such  
requirements  are  based on  law,  they are  not  an exact  copy  of  the  legal  provisions  –  they  are  rules,  
specifically tailored for the software development process or IT-system operations. 

This is a general definition of 'legal requirements'. As was outlined in chapter one already, we distinguish 
four different types of legal requirements: system, language, editor, and runtime requirements. 

On  the  basis  of  [19]  and [20]  and extensive  discussions  within  the  ENDORSE we  have  defined  the 
following steps in our legal engineering process: 

Step 1: 'Identification of relevant laws and regulations': The first step comprised of identifying the relevant  
legislation, both on the EU level, as well as within the relevant member states. The guiding principles here 
are: relevancy of the regulation for the handling of personal data within IT systems, in particular those in  
the ENDORSE pilot domains. This leads to a long list of potentially relevant regulation. After a cursory 
inspection of the long list, we have decided to focus on regulation that affects the processing of personal  
data of customers or clients of the services within the pilot domain. This, for instance, means that enterprise  
law and labour  law are  declared  outside  our  scope.  Labour  law,  for  instance,  affects  the  handling  of 
personal data of personnel employed by Europ Assistance. 

Step 2: 'Classification of Legal Texts with Metadata': All relevant regulation is entered into a custom made  
database that allows the lowest level of provisions (para level) to be tagged with metadata that assists the 
analysis.  Examples  of  metadata  incorporated  in  the  database  are:  "implements",  which,  for  instance,  
contains a reference to the DPD provision that is implemented by a paragraph of a national implementation  
of  the  DPD;  "requirement  type"  (system,  runtime,  etc.);  "type  of  provision"  (obligation,  right),  etc. 
Screenshots of the database, including the full list of metadata fields can be found in Annex 1. The database 
at the time of completion of this deliverable was partially populated with relevant legislation. 

Step 3: 'Initial formulation of requirements and runtime rules': In this step, each individual provision is  
transformed  in  a  pseudo  formal  representation  that  keeps  the  bare  minimum  semantic  content  of  the 
provision intact. This step particularly shows the concepts, functions and rules necessary in the runtime  
environment. Initially, the analysis of the regulation based on the DPD is carried out on the basis of English  
translations of the regulation, as well as on the regulation in the languages of the different partners. Also a  
representation of the DPD is made to serve as a common foundation for the representation of the national 
implementations. Ultimately, the rule sets have to be available in both an English version that will be used 
by the policy engine and localised versions that will be used for communication to end-users in the End 
User Verification Tool. 

Step 4: 'Cross comparison': This step, applicable to the analysis of the national implementations of the  
DPD, aims at ensuring that the requirements elicited on the basis of the various national implementations of 
the DPD is consistent. The DPD aims at harmonization of the data protection regime throughout the EU. 
Hence, there are similarities in the provisions in the different member states. The representation of similar 
provisions obviously should be the similar as well.

Step 5: 'Data dictionary and glossary to ensure consistency': a “system-wide glossary”, certainly in a system 
that will be used in different languages and different jurisdictions is necessary to guarantee interoperability.

Below we  describe  the  process  in  more  detail  on  the  basis  of  the  analysis  performed  for  the  current 
deliverable.
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2.2.1. Step 1: Identification of relevant laws and regulations
In deriving legal requirements it is important to first identify all the relevant laws and regulations for the 
target system [21]. A common issue identified in legal requirements engineering literature is that too many 
legal documents are identified midway through the requirements engineering process. As a result, analysis 
may have to be conducted twice due to different use of concepts in the newly added documents, or because  
newly discovered regulations change the already identified legal hierarchy and cross references. A clear  
overview of the relevant source material before starting detailed analysis helps mitigating some of these 
issues.

Determining the relevant regulation for the ENDORSE project is non-trivial. The DPD and the national  
implementations in the relevant Member States are obvious first candidates, but apart from these there are 
many more potentially relevant sources. Apart from the general data protection  regulation there is domain 
specific data protection regulation, but there are also other laws that include legal provisions relating to data  
processing. These laws may not intrinsically fall under the umbrella of data protection law, but nevertheless 
contain provisions related to data processing operations of businesses, and in the case these data constitute 
personal data, potentially are within the scope of ENDORSE. From the perspective of creating software 
tools that assure data protection compliance, it is important to include these laws as well, as they state when 
and under which conditions data processing is required (or prohibited) by law. In the context of health  
insurance (the EurA pilot domain), this can range from data protection and health insurance law to tax- and 
labour law. Furthermore,  in determining  the relevancy of legal  texts and provisions,  it  is  important  to 
realize that the law does not only consist of what is written in codes and regulations, but also of case law,  
codes of conduct, common practice, jurisprudence and general principles of law. For a correct application  
of the law by the IT system, all these legal sources need to be included in the requirements engineering 
process. 

Chapter 3 provides an overview of the legal sources analysed for step one of the requirements engineering 
process. It assesses the EU data protection law, as well as the national implementations of these EU laws in  
the  Netherlands,  Spain,  Italy,  the  United  Kingdom and Ireland. It  also  describes  the  domain  specific 
national  laws,  relating  to  the  EurA health  insurance  scenario,  in  the  Netherlands,  Spain,  and  Italy.  A 
detailed assessment  of individual provisions of each of these sources is documented in the ENDORSE  
database. 

2.2.2. Step 2: Classification of Legal Texts with Metadata
In order to help the researchers engaged with drafting the legal requirements, an application was developed 
to  keep  track  of  regulation  and  individual  legal  provisions  within  these  regulations.  The  web-based 
application  is  a  front-end  to  a  relational  database.  The  database  provides  cross-references  between 
provisions in the Directives and their implementation in national legislation (see Figures 7, 8 and 9, Annex 
1), allowing users to easily acquaint themselves with how the relevant Directives are implemented in the  
different Member States.

On  the  level  of  legal  provisions,  the  database  contains  records  for  the  lowest  meaningful  entity  in  a 
provision. For the following provision of the DPD: 

Article 7
Member States shall provide that personal data may be processed only if:

a) the data subject has unambiguously given his consent; or

b) processing is necessary for the performance of a contract to which the data subject is 
party or in order to take steps at the request of the data subject prior to entering into a 
contract; or

Regarding the Dutch legislation, the database contains two entries of the  Dutch Personal Data Protection 
Act [Wet bescherming persoonsgegevens 20008] (hereafter, Wbp):

art. 7a Wbp  Member States shall provide that personal data may be 
processed only if: the data subject has unambiguously given his 

8Wet van 6 juli 2000, houdende regels inzake de bescherming van persoonsgegevens.
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consent; or
art. 7b Wbp Member States shall provide that personal data may be 

processed only if: processing is necessary for the performance 
of a contract to which the data subject is party or in order to 
take steps at the request of the data subject prior to entering 
into a contract; or

On the atomic level,  the provisions are phrased as self  contained provisions,  hence in the case of the  
example, the general introduction of Art. 7 (Member States …) is repeated for each of the paragraphs. This 
makes it easier to read the individual entries, and corresponds to how the provision should be understood. 

Each provision is entered in the database in its source language and in English. The English version serves 
both the cross analysis by the researchers and it provides a common ground for use in the ENDORSE tools.

For each atom the database contains metadata describing the provision (see Figures 9 and 10 in Annex 1).  
This allows the analysis to be carried out in iterations and it documents the analysis in a systematic way 
[21, p. 387; 22].

The database allows us to: 

• identify the relevant legal provisions for the ENDORSE project;

• uniquely identify the provisions by means of a standardised identifier 'full-ID' for the purpose of  
cross-referencing;

• identify the hierarchical structure of the relevant legislation;

• cross-reference provisions: identifying the references in legal provision to other provisions or legal  
texts;

• establish  links  from  provisions  in  national  legislation  to  the  provision  in  the  EU  Directive 
implemented by that national provision;

• identify (syntactic and semantic) ambiguities;

• tag supplementary documents to enable interpretation;

• identify the type of legal provision e.g., an obligation, permission or definition for each entry 

• identify the  type(s)  of  legal  requirement(s)  that  can be derived from the  legal  provision,  e.g.,  
runtime, system, language;

• tagging legal concepts essential in the domain;

• tagging “one-worders” for summary purposes, e.g., Art 7(a) DPD: consent.

The individual elements of the legal analysis, together with how these elements have been represented in 
the database, will be described next .

a) Relevancy per legal provision. The database purports to contain all relevant legal Acts, Regulations and 
Decrees. Each individual provision will be marked with respect to relevancy for legal requirements within 
ENDORSE. A legal provision is relevant when it applies to the EurA scenario as described in Deliverable 
D2.3 and has not been declared out of scope for the ENDORSE project. Out of scope are, for instance  
labour law, enterprise law, tax law. In the database, the relevancy is indicated for each legal provision by a 
'y' (yes) or 'n' (no). 

b)  Identifier.  Each  atom is  assigned a  unique  identifier  consisting  of  the  legal  source,  and  its  article 
designation in a standardised form. Article 6(1)(b) DPD is for instance assigned the following ID: 'DPD|
CH-2|S-1|A-6|1|b'.  The first  part  is  the Act,  the second represents Chapter II of  the DPD),  Section 1,  
Article  6,  para  1,  sub  para  a,  respectively.  The  ID  is  global  which  allows  for  unambiguous  cross 
referencing. This is necessary because cross references in Acts are usually local. For instance,

Article 8 The processing of special categories of data
(1) Member States shall prohibit the processing of personal data revealing racial or ethnic 
origin, political opinions, religious or philosophical beliefs, trade-union membership, and 
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the processing of data concerning health or sex life.

(2) Paragraph 1 shall not apply where:

Paragraph  1  here  refers  to  article  8.  When  para  2  is  read  in  isolation,  the  reference  to  para  1  is  
underspecified. In the database the reference to para 1 in the atom for article 8 is replaced by 'DPD|CH-2|A-
8|1', which is global.

The unique ID allows for referencing from other provisions. It facilitates keeping track of  the hierarchical  
structure of regulation and to establish and maintain traceability between legal references and - at a later  
stage - traceability between the original legal text and PRDL statements.

As an aside, some of the legislation has been automatically parsed from a marked-up version (XML, or  
HTML)  to  appropriate  SQL  records.  For  instance,  the  Dutch  site  Overheid.nl  displays  consolidated 
legislation in a marked-up version that eases entry in the database. For instance, art 8 contains the following 
metadata embedded in the html as displayed in the browser.

<div class="artikel">
<h5 class='artikel-kop'>Artikel 8</h5>
<p class="al">Persoonsgegevens mogen slechts worden verwerkt 

indien:</p>
<ul class=" whitespace-small">
<li class="li"><p class="labeled">

<span class="ol">a. </span>de betrokkene voor de 
verwerking zijn ondubbelzinnige toestemming heeft verleend;</p>

</li>
c) Legal hierarchy. Within our legal analysis, legal hierarchy comprises of two things. First, it relates to the 
order of legal acts according to certain legal conflict principles. Second, it comprises of exceptions in legal 
provisions to other legal provisions. An example of the second type of legal hierarchy can be found in Art.  
8 DPD: the general rule, as stated in Art. 8(1) DPD is that the processing of sensitive personal data is  
prohibited. However, Article 8(2) DPD, for instance provides an exception to this prohibition, provided that 
certain conditions apply. Hence, the legal hierarchy in this example is as follows: Art. 8(2)(a) overrules Art. 
8(1)  on the condition that  the data subject  has  provided his explicit  consent  to  the processing of that  
sensitive data.  

The first  type of legal hierarchy,  constituting the order of legal texts, is determined in continental law 
systems and in a similar way in the common law systems [23], by a number of core legal – generally 
unwritten – principles of legal theory on conflict rules [24]:

• Lex Superior Derogat Legi Inferior: a higher legal source prevails over a lower legal source. For 
example, EU law prevails over national legislation, but also within national laws there is such a 
hierarchy.  This  hierarchy  differs  from  country  to  country,  but  an  example  from  the  Dutch 
legislative system is that the Constitution prevails over Acts of Parliament ['Wet in Formele Zin']. 
This rule shall be completed with the competence rule and, if it is the case, the application of the  
subsidiarity principle.

• Lex Specialis Derogat Legi Generali: where there is a conflict between legal texts of an equal level, 
e.g. two Acts of Parliament, the specific law (i.e. covering a specific domain) prevails over the 
general law. Whether one law is more specific than another 'can be discovered by comparing the  
logical  content  of  the  provisions'  [24,  p.  33].  For  example,  specific  provisions  regarding  data 
processing in a health insurance act take precedence over the general data protection act. 

• Lex Posterior Derogat Legi Anterior: where there is a conflict between legal texts of a hierarchical 
equal level, a new law prevails over an older law – considering the transitional provisions here, too. 

The Supremacy of European law over national law – i.e. a legal establishment of the Lex Superior principle 
- has been legally established by the European Court of Justice in the Costa v. ENEL case 9.  The  Lex 
Specialis and Lex Posterior principles have not been generally codified. However, it may be that in certain  
9Case 6/64, Flaminio Costa v. ENEL [1964] ECR 585.
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specific  legal  provisions,  both  in  European  and  national  law,  these  principles  have  been  codified  for  
specific cases.

We will return to the issue of conflicting norms in section 2.4.

Within the database, we have addressed the two types of legal hierarchy in the following manner. For 
establishing  the  hierarchical  order  of  legal  texts,  with  a  focus  on the  Lex Superior principle,  we  will 
indicate for each relevant legal provision in what type of legislation the legal provision is stated. This can 
for example be an Act of Parliament, a Regulation or a Decision. 

For establishing the hierarchical structure of legal provisions and their exceptions, the database contains the 
fields  'overrules',  and  'overrule_condition'.  In  the  'overrules'  field  the  full_ID of  the  provision  that  is 
overruled by the current provision is stated, the condition under which this is the case is specified in the  
'overrule_condition' field.

d) Cross-references. Legal provisions often refer to other legal provisions, which can be found in either the  
same  text  (references  to  other  (sub)paragraphs  or  articles,  called internal  references)  or  in  other  legal 
documents (external references). References to other provisions can be implicit, meaning that the referred  
legal provisions is mentioned in the referring legal provision, or explicit, for example when certain legal  
concepts  are  mentioned  by  words,  but  are  defined  in  another  legal  provision.  Because  a  single  legal 
provisions containing such references cannot be understood and applied correctly without including the  
referred legal provisions, it is important that these references are identified and linked to each other. 

In the database, these implicit, explicit, internal and external references are indicated by mentioning the  
referring word(s) in combination with the unique ID (full_ID). For example, if the concept 'personal data' is 
mentioned in a legal provision, the reference will  be indicated as follows in the 'refers_to' field in the 
database: [personal data]: 'full_ID'. This process enables the legal requirements engineers to easily find the 
full context of a legal provisions. 

e) Links from national to EU law. In case of legal provisions from national law implementing provisions of 
a Directive, the database contains a reference to the appropriate provision in the Directive (see Figure 7, 8 
and  9,  Annex  1).  This  also  has  the  purpose  of  providing  full  context,  because  it  may  be  that  the 
corresponding European legal provision has been the subject of a e.g. a European court case or an Article 
29 Working Party opinion.

f) Identify (syntactic and semantic) ambiguities. Sometimes, legal provisions provide syntactic ambiguities 
that  need  to  be  sorted  out  when  representing  the  provisions  in  a  machine  executable  form.  Syntactic 
ambiguities  (see  also section  2.4)  often occur  when nested  conjunctive  and disjunctive  conditions  are 
stated. Semantic ambiguities occur when it is not clear what the meaning or interpretation of a word or 
provision should be. 

g) Type of legal provision. For each legal provision its type will be indicated in the database. The distinct 
types are: permission, obligation, refrainment (prohibition), exclusion (exemption) and definition. 10 Legal 
provisions labelled as obligations render 'SHOULD' requirements, permissions render 'MAY' requirements, 
refrainments render  'SHOULD NOT' requirements, exclusions render  MAY NOT and definitions render 
'DEFINED AS' requirements. In addition, indicating the type of legal provision allows to derive implicit  
legal  requirements  from law,  because,  for  instance,  obligations  for  one  party can  be  translated into a 
permission for the other party,  and vice versa.  The data subject's  data access right  (Art.  12 DPD),  for  
instance, imply an obligation for the data controller to provide the data subject access to information about 
the data subject's personal data held by the controller.

h)  Type(s) of legal requirement(s) that can be derived from the legal provision.  For each provision, the 
database contains what type(s) of requirements can be derived from the provision. The four  types are: 

• system:  for  system  wide  requirements  that  have  to  be  covered  by  the  application  or  its  
functionality.

• runtime (or operational): for requirements that need to be checked/enforced during runtime by the 
policy engine. These requirements usually take the form of rules which will have to be specified in 
PRDL. 

• editor: for those provisions that give rise to a workflow or dialog in the editor, which subsequently 

10[3] calls these sentence level concepts.
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may lead to the instantiation of policy rules (runtime rules). For instance, article 6 DPD gives rise  
to a dialog in which the user (privacy officer of a company) is asked to specify the purposes for 
data  processing  regarding  a  particular  service.  These  purposes  will  pre-populate  purpose 
specification templates that can be completed with data types and other relevant information.

• language: for those provisions that may affect the expressiveness or syntax of PRDL. 

In case a legal provisions contains none of the three types of legal requirements, we will consider that legal  
provision to be a non-implementable.

i)  Tagging legal concepts.  In case a legal definition is introduced in a legal provision, that has not been 
explicitly defined within a legal act and hence does not fall under the cross-references field in the database,  
the introduced concept will be mentioned in the 'concepts' field. And example of such concept is 'consent 
revocation'. This concept is not explicitly defined by law, but follows from the fact that processing (in view 
of Art. 8(a) DPD) is only permissible when the data subject has given their consent. Hence, consent can  
also be revoked. If the concept reoccurs later on in another legal provision, it will be referred to under the 
'refers_to' field by the word mentioned in the concepts field as follows: [consent revocation]: 'concepts:  
consent revocation'. 

j) Tagging “one-worders” for easy classification. The final element of the legal analysis is to tag concepts 
to  legal  provisions  to  make  the  corpus  of  legal  provisions  easily  searchable  and  understandable.  For 
example, Art. 17 DPD can be summarized as 'technical security'. Other examples of tags are 'consent', 'data  
minimization' or  'purpose binding'.

2.2.3. Step 3: Initial formulation of requirements and runtime rules
The most important step in the requirements engineering task is the definition of the actual requirements. 
For  this  step,  coinciding with  the  previous step,  each provision was transformed  in pseudo code  that  
abstracts from the complexity of the source provision, while maintaining its conditional structure as closely 
as possible. 

In this process functions a number of transformations take place:

a)  Defining  concepts.  Many  acts,  including  the  Data  Protection  Act,  start  with  defining  concepts.  
Unfortunately,  not  all  concepts used in the regulation are defined.  For each act  analysed for D2.5,  all  
relevant concepts are defined to be able to refer to them in the various requirements. For instance, the DPD 
in article 2 para b defines `processing of personal data': “`processing of personal data' (`processing') shall  
mean  any  operation  or  set  of  operations  which  is  performed  upon  personal  data,  whether  or  not  by  
automatic means,  such as collection, recording, organization, storage, adaptation or alteration, retrieval,  
consultation, use, disclosure by transmission, dissemination or otherwise making available, alignment or 
combination,  blocking,  erasure  or  destruction;”  This  allows  the  analist  to  refer  to  'processing'  in  the 
requirements as a shorthand to all actions referred to in the definition. The DPD does not define concepts 
such as termination of data processing or erasure explicitly. In order to be able to refer to actions such as  
these, these are defined in the set of D2.5 requirements. For instance, 'data_collection_ends' is defined as 
'any set of operations concerning personal_data at tx that ensures that data_collection ends'. Each concept 
with underscores is defined.

b)  Introducing variables. Some provisions implicitly refer to variables. For instance, when processing of 
personal data is based on 'consent' of the data subject, the availability of consent of a particular data subject  
needs to be checked in order to be permitted to process the data of this subject. This implies that rules have  
to  allow  for  variables,  in  this  case  processing_ground.  This  allows  for  conditions  to  be  specified  in 
rules/requirements, such as:

IF intention(process(dc,"personal_data")) AND 
(check(dc,"processing_ground=Art.8aWbp") = true AND 
check(dc,"stored_consent") = true) THEN 
permission(process(dc,"personal_data")).

Or, in case processing is based on the ground of performance of a contract (Art. 8(b)Wbp), an example is:
IF intention(process(dc,"personal_data")) AND 
(check(dc,"processing_ground=Art.8bWbp) = true AND 
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check(dc↔ds,"stored_contract") = true AND 
check(dc↔ds,"necessary_for_contract") = true) THEN 
permission(process(dc,"personal_data",p= 
necessary_for_contract_dc↔ds)).

Art. 8(a) Wbp mentions consent, by which consent of the data subject is meant. However, Art. 5(1) states,  
among  others,  that  in  case  the  data  subject  is  a  minor  and has  not  reached the age  of  16 their  legal  
representative should consent to the processing. Hence, consent(X) requires X to be instantiated with the 
appropriate person's ID.

c) Introducing functions. The example in the previous bullet also shows that functions are useful. Art. 8(a)  
jo. Art. 5(2) Wbp require the data controller to check whether the data subject's consent is present for the  
current processing purpose. Hence, a function to check consent availability is required. Similar functions  
exist for revoke_consent, obtain_consent, etc. These functions can be called in runtime rules. This assumes 
that the system implements the functions, hence the existence of these functions are system requirements.

d) Simplifying conditions. Often times, legal provisions are very complex because they purport to precisely 
state the conditions for certain legal effects to occur. In drafting the legal requirements we have simplified  
many terms and conditions in the actual requirements or rules. For instance,  Art.  13 Wbp contains an  
elaborate description of the security measures required to be taken by the data controller:

The responsible party shall implement appropriate technical and 
organizational measures to secure personal data against loss or 
against any form of unlawful processing. These measures shall 
guarantee an appropriate level of security, taking into account 
the state of the art and the costs of implementation, and having 
regard to the risks associated with the processing and the nature 
of the data to be protected. These measures shall also aim at 
preventing unnecessary collection and further processing of 
personal data.

For the present purposes, this statement is simplified to:
The system MUST meet the ISO/IEC 27001:2005 requirements.

The details will have to be addressed while the system architecture is developed.

e) Explicating implicit conditions and consequences. Legal provisions are written for interpretation and use 
by human beings who fill in all sorts of implicit conditions and draw (logical) consequences. When these  
provisions  have  to  be  transformed  in  a  form  executable  by  machines,  these  implicit  conditions  and  
consequences  need  to  be  made  explicit.  Art.  8(a)  Wbp can  again  serve  as  an  example  in  point.  The  
provision states:

Personal data may only be processed where:
a. the data subject has unambiguously given his consent for the 
processing; 

This implies that a: one of the legal grounds for processing is consent of the data subject, b: if data is going 
to be processed on this ground, consent of the data subject has to be available for this processing, c: this  
consent has to exist prior to data processing, d: (in conjunction with Art. 5(2)) that consent can be revoked, 
e: if consent is revoked, data processing no longer is permitted.

All these consequences need to be formulated into requirements and/or runtime rules. In this case they also  
give rise  to an editor  requirement  because the editor  can help the user (privacy officer)  to set  up the 
appropriate means to comply with the requirements. For instance, is consent is the processing ground, then 
the editor can instruct the user to set up a store for keeping track of data subjects' consent.  

f) Transforming statements into rules. Legal provisions take different forms. Usually they are formulated as 
statements, sometimes as rules with clear conditionals. We can again look at Art. 8(a) Wbp. In the natural 
language form it is formulated as a requirement: an obligation for the data controller only to process data  
when the data subject has unambiguously given his consent. This statement can be transformed into rules  
that expresses the same requirement:
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IF intention(process(dc,"personal_data")) AND 
(check(dc,"processing_ground=Art.8aWbp") = true AND 
check(dc,"stored_consent") = true) THEN 
permission(process(dc,"personal_data")).
IF intention(process(dc,"personal_data")) AND 
check(dc,"processing_ground=Art.8aWbp") = true AND 
check(dc,"stored_consent") = false THEN (obtain(dc←ds,"consent") 
AND store(dc,"consent")).

This rule can be implemented as a runtime rule to be enforced by the policy engine.

g) Transforming statements into requirements. The same provision also gives rise to other requirements as 
outlined above. The editor requirement that if processing takes place on the basis of consent requires a 
consent store to be present can be formulated as a requirement that can not be enforced by the runtime  
engine:

IF processing_ground=art.8aWbp THEN system MUST have consent 
store.

h) Documenting and resolving ambiguities. Once the foundations for the rule sets are clear, a second level 
of analysis can be performed where ambiguities in the legal text, either intentional or unintentional are  
resolved, or at least documented. Article 29 Working Party opinions guide this process. 

Each of the provisions in the relevant regulation have been analysed with the notions outline above in mind. 
The result of this analysis is reported on in chapter five of this deliverable.

2.2.4. Step 4: 'Cross comparison'
Once initial rule/requirements sets are developed for each of the Member States studied, the different rule 
sets are compared in order to make the various sets consistent. On the one hand this is based on the idea  
that the DPD aims at harmonization of the data protection regime throughout the EU, and hence there  
should be considerable similarities between the sets created for each of the five Member States. On the  
other hand, analysis conducted by different researchers may lead to different insights in the requirements  
implicit in the regulation which may require amendments to the various sets.

2.2.5. Step 5: 'Data dictionary and glossary to ensure consistency'
Step 5 is conducted in parallel with the other steps in the sense that a glossary is developed during the entire 
analysis.  For  each set  of  legal  requirements  (EU,  NL,  IT,  ES,  UK,  EI)  we have developed a  distinct  
glossary, that corresponds with the terms used in the legal requirements. The glossary for each country is 
attached in a separate section at the end of the set of legal requirements in Chapter 5.

The syntax  and semantics  of  the language used for specifying  the legal  requirements  are  listed at  the 
beginning of each set of legal requirements (EU, NL, IT, ES, UK and EI) in Chapter 5.

2.3. The trouble with law 
In the previous section we have outline the process by which we have derived the initial  set  of  legal  
requirements. In passing reference has been made to the non-trivial task of eliciting legal requirements that  
have to be implemented as machine executable policies. In this section we discuss some of the issues in 
legal knowledge representation in somewhat more detail to underline the complexity of building systems 
that reason with legal knowledge or aim to enforce legal compliance. These issues will have to be tackled,  
if possible, in a pragmatic, yet correct manner during the development of the ENDORSE tools and runtime 
rule sets.

2.3.1. Vagueness, open texture, ambiguity
Legal provisions are written with human readers in mind. In theory, the law should be understandable for  
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lay  people  because  they  have  to  base  their  behavior  on  what  is  permitted  by  law,  but  in  practice,  
interpreting legal texts is beyond the capabilities of many people. 

Legislation has to strike a balance between setting out clear rules and guidelines to provide legal certainty  
on the one hand and to be open on the other hand to cope with changes in society and technology. In order 
to cope with changes the law uses vagueness, evaluative terms and in any case law has open texture [25]. 

Vagueness and evaluative terms are regularly used in regulation in order to allow for flexibility in applying  
the law. For instance, Art. 17 DPD states:

(1) Member States shall provide that the controller must implement 
appropriate technical and organizational measures to protect 
personal data against accidental or unlawful destruction or 
accidental loss, alteration, unauthorized disclosure or access, in 
particular where the processing involves the transmission of data 
over a network, and against all other unlawful forms of 
processing.

What constitutes “appropriate technical and organizational measures” is intentionally left unspecified in the 
Directive. This concept has to be interpreted in the light of evolving technologies and depends on the kind 
of data being processed, the data controller, etc. Rulings by the national Data Protection Authorities, codes 
of conduct and textbooks can help to understand this requirement. When this kind of requirement has to be  
transposed to an ICT system, the developers will have to translate the current understanding of the concept  
into concrete technical measures and procedures, which may have to be amended if the state of the art  
regarding protection measures changes. 

A classical example of open texture can be found in Dutch maritime law. The Vaarwet (check) contained 
provisions outlining which vessel has to give way to other vessels. For instance, leisure ships have to give 
way  to  'professional'  vessels.  In  the  early  1980s,  windsurfing  boards  were  introduced.  Although  the  
Vaarwet distinguishes different kinds of vessels,  among those sailing boats,  it  did not cover the newly 
introduced windsurfing board. As can be imagined accidents happened involving windsurfing boards and 
leisure sailing boats and windsurfing boards and professional ships. This raised questions to the court to  
establish under which category of vessel windsurfing boards had to be understood. This is not a matter of  
applying definitions to case, because the windsurfing board simply did not meet any of the definitions, but 
rather it involves taking a decision by court to include the windsurfing board in one of the categories and  
thus amending the definition of this category. This shows two things about law. First, cases not fitting the 
existing state  of law may always  arise  and require  non-trivial  classifications  to  be made.  Second,  just  
resorting to the text of certain regulation is insufficient to properly understand the meaning of the legal  
provisions.  Instead,  case  law,  text  books,  etc.  have  to  be  consulted  as  well  as  these  contain  relevant 
information concerning the proper, meaning: as handled by courts, interpretation of legal concepts and legal 
rules. 

In the case of implementing vague and open textured concepts in machine executable form, one has to 
realize that the interpretation developed by the (requirements) engineer is non binding and temporary. It is  
non binding, because ultimately courts decides on the proper interpretation of legal concepts and rules. It is  
temporary because new case may render current interpretations obsolete as was shown in the windsurfing 
board case.

The law also contains unintended ambiguities that are inherent to natural language syntax and semantics [3,  
p.  6].  He  discusses  four  types  of  ambiguities:  logical  ambiguity,  attributive  ambiguity,  referential  
ambiguity, and under-specification. In the process of eliciting requirements and (run)time rules, these have 
to be resolved. 

Logical ambiguity arises when conjunctions (and, or) are mapped on conflicting logical connectives. The 
US HIPAA para 164.524(a)(1) contains: “individuals have a right of access to inspect and obtain a copy 
of their protected health information” [3, p. 6]. Although the provision uses and, this does not mean and in 
a logical sense, but rather  or, because individuals may inspect a copy of their data without obtaining a 
copy,  or  they  may  obtain  a  copy  without  inspecting  the  data  first,  or  do  both.  If  the  provision  is 
implemented as a conjunction, then only 'inspection & obtain' would be a permissible action.

Attributive ambiguity is related to logical ambiguity because usually these also arise as a result of casual  
use of and and or. For instance, a provision that states that “it is required to provide name and e-mail or 
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telephone  number”  may  mean  that  1:  name  and e-mail,  2:  name  and telephone  number,  3:  telephone 
number, have to be provided, depending on where () are placed. The requirement engineer will have to pick  
one of the interpretations for the implementation.

Referential  ambiguity exists  when a word or  phrase has  multiple  meanings (intensional  or  extensional 
polysemy) [3, p. 7]. Typically in the kind of legal documents analysed within ENDORSE, pronouns (this, 
that, they), noun phrases that use articles (the) and adjectives (such) cause issues with respect to forward-
referencing  (cataphoric)  or  backward-referencing  (anaphoric).  Art.  28  Wbp provides  an  example  of  a 
reference that has to be made explicit in the requirements:

Article 28
1. The notification shall contain the following particulars:
a. the name and address of the responsible party;

"The notification" refers to a notification that was introduced in Art. 27. The requirements engineer has to  
determine  what  the  referent  is  and  what  the  consequences  are  of  the  reference.  This  is  not  always 
immediately apparent. For instance, a common referral is "the provisions in the previous section do not  
apply". The engineer nevertheless has to decide whether this indeed implies an exception to all provisions 
in the given section. Often references are more direct, for instance, the same article, in para 4 states:

4. Any processing which departs from that which has been notified 
in accordance with the provisions of (1)(b) to (f) shall be 
recorded and kept for at least three years.

The reference to provisions (1)(b) to (f) concerns Art. 28, which is left implicit in the provision. In the final 
rule set, these references have to be made explicit.

2.3.2. Traceability and accountability
The legal requirements engineering task lays the foundation for the development of national rule sets based 
on the data protection regulation in the Netherlands, Spain, Italy, the UK, and Ireland, as well as national 
domain  specific  rule  sets  for  the  Netherlands,  Spain,  and  Italy.  These  rule  sets  consist  of  system 
requirements and runtime, or operational, policies that guide the system's behaviour in a way that should  
guarantee legal compliance as much as possible. The legal compliance is based on the fact that the relevant  
norms have been represented in a machine executable form and the fact that the policy engine enforces  
these norms. 

A data protection legally compliant system ensures that only those stakeholders are permitted access to  
information will receive access [3, p. 8]. An accountable system can demonstrate which legal rules apply to  
each  transaction.  Accountability  therefore  goes  beyond  compliance  because  it  requires  the  system  to  
'reason' about its own behaviour (on the basis of the rules embedded in the system). Both compliance and 
accountability require a mapping between the rules embedded in the system and their legal source. This 
allows  third  parties  to  check  whether  the  law  is  correctly  implemented  in  the  system.  This  topic  is 
addressed in more detail in D2.6 Certification Methodology Requirements. 

The mapping, or traceability, of requirements and rules to their legal source is also required because of the  
evolving legal system. Regulation changes over time and interpretation of legal concepts as a result of 
policy decisions, for instance Article 29 WP opinions, and case law. Such changes may require changes in  
the knowledge base and hence traceability facilitates keeping the knowledge base up to date.

2.3.3. Rule conflicts and hierarchy
Regulation, and certainly complex regulation such as the one pertaining to the processing of personal data,  
consists of norms that have to be assessed as a whole, not on an article by article basis. Legislation contains 
provisions and exceptions to those provisions. These exceptions may be part of the provision itself, may be 
of the same act, may appear in different acts, or may even be implicit. 

For instance, Art. 16 Wbp states:
It is prohibited to process personal data concerning a person's 
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religion or philosophy of life, race, political persuasion, health 
and sexual life, or personal data concerning trade union 
membership, except as otherwise provided in this Section. 

In this case an exception to the processing of sensitive data is mentioned in the provision, although the 
conditions for the exception are not clear form the provision.

Art. 18 Wbp provides such an exception:
1. The prohibition on processing personal data concerning a 
person's race, as referred to in Article 16, does not apply where 
the processing is carried out:
a. with a view to identifying data subjects and only where this is 
essential for that purpose;

Domain specific regulation may contain significant exceptions to more general regulation. For instance, in 
the Dutch health care insurance domain, detailed exceptions can be found on the general rules regarding 
personal data processing provided in the Wbp.

Within criminal  law, we find examples or 'implicit'  exceptions.  Each criminal  offense or misdemeanor  
contains  the  conditions  under  which  an  act  should  be  classified  as  an  offense  or  misdemeanor.  The 
Criminal Code also contains general criminal defenses, such as necessity, self defense, insanity, etc. Such  
defenses do not dispute the facts of the case matching the conditions of the criminal provisions, but rather  
justify the deed, or limit or waive legal liability.

From a logical point of view, rules and exceptions offer conflicting consequences. The rule may lead to the  
conclusion that some act is permitted, while the exception may warrant the conclusion that the act is not 
permitted. These rule conflicts are usually easily to resolve. Any criminal lawyer knows how to handle  
criminal defenses. Murder was committed, but the defendant acted on self defense, which under conditions  
leads to acquittal of the defendant. Legal reasoning is defeasible or non-monotonic: conclusions drawn on  
one set of rules can be defeated by new information and other rules [26]. For knowledge based systems, this 
is more complicated. First order predicate logic, for instance is monotonic: conclusions drawn can not be 
retracted or defeated. This means that the exceptions have to be internalised in the rules. Although this fixes  
the problem, it is awkward from a legal point of view [26], and provides major maintenance issues; each  
time an exception is recognized, all rules will have to be revisited in order to update the rule set to make it  
logically consistent, if that where possible at all.

In the rule sets implemented in the ENDORSE tools, rule conflicts have to be addressed, otherwise the 
system will be unable to maintain compliance. Generally there are three ways to handle rule conflicts:

• incorporate all exceptions in the rules. As mentioned this may be achievable in a small domain, but 
might  prove impossible in realistic domains.  It  also leads to very complex  rules.  Finally,  it  is  
unsatisfying from a legal point of view: this is not how legal reasoning works. Legal reasoning is  
defeasible, mapping this on monotonic systems is awkward at best;

• allow meta reasoning. In this case the system collects all applicable rules, including exceptions,  
which are rules after all, and then reasons about the different rules to decide which rule(s) trump  
the  others.  This  requires  implementing  knowledge  about  handling  rule  conflicts.  Earlier  we 
mentioned the established conflict resolution rules: lex superior, lex posterior, lex specialis. These 
conflict resolution norms help deciding which rules to apply to a particular case;

• signal  rule  conflict.  In  this  case  the  system  recognizes  conflicting  rules  to  apply,  but  leaves 
deciding which rule to apply to a human operator.

This issue will have to be resolved in WP3.

2.4. Conclusions
Based  on  the  Frame  Based  Requirements  Analysis  Method  developed  by  Breaux,  a  methodology  is 
proposed to face the challenge of eliciting the legal requirements from data protection legislation. This  
methodology consists of five steps, (1) identification of relevant laws and regulations, (2) classification of 
legal texts with metadata', (3) initial formulation of requirements and runtime rules, (4) cross comparison; 
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and (5) data  dictionary and glossary to  ensure consistency.  Such a  methodology shall  be able to  face 
complexities  of  representing  law in  a  machine  executable  from,  such  as  (1)  vagueness,  open texture,  
ambiguity,  (2) traceability and accountability and (3) rule conflicts and hierarchy.  This methodology is 
under development, is applied for the year 1 legal requirements and will be refined in Year 2 of the project  
when we will formulate relevant parts of the legislation in PRDL.
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3. Legal context and landscape
This chapter provides an overview of the legal context and the legal landscape covered in this deliverable. It  
will first focus on the EU level and second on the Member State level.

3.1.  EU data protection law
At EU level the prominence belongs to the Directive on Data Protection. However, it not the only piece of 
EU Law which is relevant in this field. To understand them properly is necessary to summarise fist their  
context.

3.1.1.  Legal context of the EU data protection Directives
The right to protection of personal data is regarded as a fourth generation fundamental right [27, p. 95]  
[28]. However it gets tangled in the right to personal privacy, which is an essential value of any democratic 
society.  Privacy is  a  fundamental  human  right.  It  underpins  human  dignity  and other  values  such  as 
freedom of association and freedom of speech. It has become one of the most important human rights of the 
modern  age. Therefore,  privacy is  recognized  around the  world  in  diverse  regions  and  cultures.  It  is  
protected in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the International Covenant on Civil and Political  
Rights11,  and  in  many  other  international  and  regional  human  rights  treaties  and  instruments,  as  the 
Organisation  for  Economic  Co-operation  and  Development  (OECD)  Recommendation  of  the  Council 
concerning  Guidelines  governing  the  Protection  of  Privacy  and  Transborder  Flows  of  Personal  Data 
(1980)12. Nearly every country in the world includes a right to privacy in its Constitution. At a minimum,  
these provisions include rights of inviolability of the home and secrecy of communications. Most recently 
written constitutions include specific rights to access and control one's personal information. In many of the  
countries where privacy is not explicitly recognized in the Constitution, the courts have found that right in  
other provisions.  In many countries,  international  agreements  that  recognize privacy rights such as the 
above mentioned International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights have been adopted into law.

Focusing in the European context, Art. 8 of the European Convention on Human Rights (1950) (hereafter, 
ECHR)13 states “(1) Everyone has the right to respect for his private and family life, his home and his  
correspondence. (2) There shall  be no interference by a public authority with the exercise of this right  
except as in accordance with the law and is necessary in a democratic society in the interests of national  
security, public safety or the economic well-being of the country, for the prevention of disorder or crime,  
for the protection of health or morals, or for the protection of the rights and freedoms of others”.

A more specific instrument  of the Council of  Europe is  the Convention No. 108 for the Protection of 
Individuals with regard to Automatic Processing of Personal Data (1981) (hereafter, Convention No. 108),  
which represents one of  the  first  legal  documents  which have been published regarding personal  data  
protection, and which has generated one of the biggest boosts to develop national legislation about the 
rights  of  people  in automated  proceedings of  personal  data.  All  the signatories assume the obligation, 
according to Art. 4(2), of taking “the necessary measures in its domestic law to give effect to the basic 
principles for data protection set out in this chapter”14.

In the European Union frame, Art. 16 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (hereafter,  
TFEU) as drafted by the Treaty of Lisbon15 (former Art. 286 of the Treaty of the European Community,  
also makes latent the protection of privacy: “1. Everyone has the right to the protection of personal data 
concerning them. 2. The European Parliament and the Council,  acting in accordance with the ordinary 
legislative procedure, shall lay down the rules relating to the protection of individuals with regard to the  
processing of personal data by Union institutions, bodies, offices and agencies, and by the Member States 
when carrying out activities which fall within the scope of Union law, and the rules relating to the free  

11Text of the International Convention available in: http://www2.ohchr.org/english/law/ccpr.htm
12See an overview of these instruments in: http://ec.europa.eu/justice/policies/privacy/instruments/index_en.htm
13Text of the European Convention available in: http://conventions.coe.int/treaty/Commun/QueVoulezVous.asp?
NT=005&CL=ENG
14Text of the Convention No. 108 available in: http://conventions.coe.int/Treaty/en/Treaties/Html/108.htm; [29, p. 27].
15Text of the Treaty of Lisbon available in: http://eur-lex.europa.eu/JOHtml.do?uri=OJ:C:2007:306:SOM:EN:HTML
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movement  of  such  data”,  introducing  an  exemption  in  Art.  39  of  the  Treaty  of  the  European  Union 
(hereafter, TEU)16, as drafted by the Treaty of Lisbon (former Art. 15 TEU), when ruling the common  
foreign and security policy.

Taking a step forward, the CFREU, after recognising in Art. 7 the right to respect for his/her private and 
family life, home and communications, devotes Art. 8 specifically to the right to protection of personal  
data, which is regarded autonomously as such: “1. Everyone has the right to the protection of personal data  
concerning him or her. 2. Such data must be processed fairly for specified purposes and on the basis of the  
consent of the person concerned or some other legitimate basis laid down by law. Everyone has the right of  
access  to  data  which  has  been  collected  concerning  him or  her,  and  the  right  to  have  it  rectified.  3.  
Compliance with these rules shall be subject to control by an independent authority”.

However, all these instruments do not guarantee an uniform treatment of privacy in the different States.  
Privacy is not an absolute right but requires for balancing with other fundamental rights, as this is the case 
of freedom of expression (cf. Art. 10 ECHD and Art. 11 CFREU). And even while at the international  
sphere there is common understanding of data protection, this understanding remains in a very high and 
abstract level, and limited harmonization has been achieved. There is an agreement on the basic principles 
in data protection, such as data quality, limited access, security, limitation on treatment and transfer, rights 
of data subjects and liability of data controllers, but the concrete legislation of each countries can differ  
substantially [30, pp. 283-284] [31]. This situation is better in the EU, where a high level of harmonization 
exist by means of Directives, and specially by the DPD.

3.1.2.  The Directive on Data Protection
Many years after the enactment of the Convention No. 108, there is still little concrete regulation on data 
protection based on the Convention. This is, in the EU, due to the adoption of the DPD by the EU. The 
DPD encompasses all key elements from Art. 8 ECHR17, and it is designed to protect the privacy of all 
personal  data  collected for  or  about  citizens  of  the  EU,  specially as  it  relates  to  processing,  using or  
exchanging such data18.

Before dealing with the DPD and other Directives which are relevant in this field, it may be useful for the 
later exposition to explain breifly how EU Directives work. These regulatory instruments are directed to the 
EU Member States and do not produce direct legal effect. Legal effect is achieved by the implementation of 
the  rules  established  in  a  European Directive  by  the  individual  Member  States  in  their  national  law.  
Member  States  are  obliged  to  implement  these  rules  (generally  within  a  two year  period),  which  are 
generally minimum requirements.

However, in the case of DPD, the option was a complete and maximum harmonisation, and no additional  
restrictions to free movement of data can be established in national legislation19. Thus, the EU Member 
States have adopted the  basic principles regarding data protection which should be introduced in their 
national legislations, in order to remove the obstacles to the free movement of data by harmonising national 
provisions on this field but without diminishing the protection of personal data. As a result, the personal 
data of all the citizens will have equivalent protection around all the EU. The Member States were required 
to bring their regulation in line with the provisions of the Directive within three years after enactment of the  
DPD (i.e., by 2001)20.

Despite the aim of complete and maximum harmonisation, many provisions of the DPD leave open room to 
the Member States for further elaboration (dealing with legal open concepts) or for the introduction of  
particular regulations (for example, regarding special data categories). This means that a very wide margin 
of appreciation exists for each individual Member State. In fact, the concrete, specific regulations can only 
be found in national legislation, as the implementation and application of these rules is left to the Member  
States. The only situation where there are more or less equal interpretations across the Member States is  
when there is a judgement of the European Court of Justice (hereafter, ECJ) 21, but these judgements are 
16Consolidated versions of the TEU (OJ C 83/13, 30.3.2010) and the TFEU (OJ C 83/47, 30.3.2010) available in: 
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/JOHtml.do?uri=OJ:C:2010:083:SOM:EN:HTML
17See http://searchsecurity.techtarget.co.uk/definition/EU-Data-Protection-Directive
18See http://searchsecurity.techtarget.co.uk/definition/EU-Data-Protection-Directive
19See ECJ Judgement of 6.11.2003, C-101/01 Lindqvist, No. 95-95.
20http://ec.europa.eu/justice/policies/privacy/docs/guide/guide-ukingdom_en.pdf
21See a compilation of case law of the ECJ on data protection in: 
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mostly very context specific and not many general, widely applicable rules can be derived from these,  
especially not in the field of data protection.

Hence, in the end, if one wants to focus on the most concrete data protection regulation one has to focus  
(mostly) on national law. Nevertheless, the DPD is the common denominator of all national legislation on  
data protection of the Member States. Moreover, national legislation must be interpreted in accordance with 
the DPD and the Case Law of the ECJ. This framework is going to be improved: a t the present time, the 
European Commission is reviewing the DPD (Action 12 of the Digital Agenda 2010-202022), where the 
main policy objectives are to modernise the EU legal system, in particular to meet the challenges resulting  
from globalisation and the use of new technologies; to strengthen individuals' rights, and at the same time 
reduce administrative formalities to ensure a free flow of personal data within the EU and beyond; and to 
improve the clarity and coherence of the EU rules for personal data protection and achieve a consistent and  
effective implementation and application of the fundamental right to the protection of personal data in all  
areas of the EU activities23. In such a task, the European Data Protection Supervisor believes in privacy by 
design and identifies three points which need a more specific action: RFID, social networks and target  
advertising [32].

In the current deliverable, we focus on the present state of the DPD. Equally important are the Opinions of  
the Art. 29 Data Protection Working Party24.

In the following we summarise the main regulatory components of the DPD. The DoW states that the 
primary focus of the legal analysis will be on Chapter I (general terms), Chapter II (general rules regarding 
lawful processing), Chapter IV (transfer to third countries), and Chapter V (codes of conduct) of the DPD.  
For the purposes of the legal analysis,  the corresponding provisions of the DPD are reorganised in five 
blocks  attending  to  legal  requirements  before  processing,  during  internal  processing,  related  to  the 
relationship between data controller and subjects, related to general rights of data subjects and third parties,  
and consisting in general exemptions and restrictions.

3.1.2.1.  Block 1: Before processing
When  does  the  data  protection  law  apply?  In  the  context  of  the  DPD,  “personal  data” means  "any 
information relating to an identified or identifiable natural person ('data subject'); an identifiable person is  
one who can be identified, directly or indirectly, in particular by reference to an identification number or to  
one or more factors specific to his physical, physiological, mental, economic, cultural or social identity"  
(Art. 2(a) DPD). So. data is considered personal when it enables anyone to link information to a specific 
person, even if the person or entity holding that data cannot make that link. It includes, but it is not limited 
to, name, address, phone numbers, e-mail addresses, ethnicity, religion, gender, sexual orientation, birth 
dates, employment, financial account numbers25, bank statements, credit card numbers, and so forth. The 
DPD is applicable to automated and non-automated process of personal data (Art. 3(1) DPD) [29, pp. 27-
28], but not if it is done in the course of an activity which falls outside the scope of EU Law (i. e., foreign 
and security policies of the EU and the Member States, and cooperation in the field of justice and home 
affairs; and processing “by a natural person in the course of a purely personal or household activity” 26).

The responsibility for compliance with the directive rests with the “data controller”, which is the “natural or  
legal person, group of people, public authority27, agency, or other body that determines the purposes and 

http://ec.europa.eu/justice/policies/privacy/law/index_en.htm
22See http://ec.europa.eu/information_society/newsroom/cf/fiche-dae.cfm?
action_id=170&pillar_id=43&action=Action%2012%3A%20Review%20the%20EU%20data%20protection%20rules
23See http://ec.europa.eu/justice/policies/privacy/review/index_en.htm
24See http://ec.europa.eu/justice/policies/privacy/workinggroup/index_en.htm
25See PGP Compilance Brief – EU Data Protection Directive 95/46/EC
26The scope of this exclusion has been set by the ECJ in its Judgement in Re. Lindqvist, ob. cit.
27So, for the EU public authorities, see Regulation (EC) 45/2001 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 18. 
December 2000 on the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data by the Community 
institutions and bodies and on the free movement of such data (OJ L 8/1, 12.1.2001)  – hereby  it was necessary to 
provide the individuals with legally enforceable rights, to specify the data processing obligations of the controllers  
within the EU institutions and bodies, and to create an independent supervisory authority responsible for monitoring 
the processing of personal data by EU institutions and bodies, Parliament and Council agreed on this Regulation; see 
[29, pp.28-30]. See also Council Framework Decision 2008/977/JHA of 27 November 2008 on the protection of  
personal  data  processed  in  the  framework  of  police  and  judicial  cooperation  in  criminal  matters  (OJ  L  350/6, 
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means of processing personal data (art. 2(d) DPD)28. It is remarkable that all these data protection rules 
apply not only when the controller is established or operates within the EU, but whenever the controller 
uses equipment located inside the EU to process personal data29. Thus, controllers from outside the EU who 
process personal data inside the EU must nevertheless comply with the DPD (Art. 4 DPD).

When can data be processed? “Processing” is also broadly defined and involves any manual or automatic 
operation  on  personal  data,  including  its  collection,  recording,  organization,  storage, 
adaptation/modification, alteration, retrieval, consultation, use, disclosure, transmission, dissemination or 
publication, and even blocking, erasure or destruction (Art. 2(b) DPD)30. Art. 7 DPD lists six requirements 
of  a  legitimate  data  processing:  (i)  Data  subject  must  give  unambiguously his/her  consent.  The  “data 
subject’s consent” is defined as “any freely given specific and informed indication of his wishes by which  
the data subject signifies his agreement to personal data relating to him being processed.” (Art. 2(h) DPD). 
(ii) Need for the performance of a contract to which the data subject is party or in order to take steps at the  
request of  the data subject for entering into a contract.  (iii) Need for compliance with an obligation to  
which the controller is subject. (iv) Need for protecting the vital interest of the data subject 31. (v) Need for 
the performance of a task carried out in the public interest pursued by the controller or by a third party or  
parties to whom the data are disclosed. And (vi) Need for purposes of the legitimate interests pursued by 
the controller or by a third party or parties to whom the data are disclosed, except where such interests are  
overridden by the interests or fundamental rights and freedoms of the data  subject32.  The purpose of the 
processing should be defined at the moment of the collection and the purposes of further processing should 
not  be  incompatible  with  the  purposes  initially  defined  (see  also  Art.  6(1)(b)  DPD).  Therefore,  each 
processing of personal data obliges the data controller to verify that the action falls under one of the criteria  
for making data processing legitimate. Special regulation is provided for the so called “sensitive” personal 
data, as far as Member States have to prohibit the processing of “personal data revealing racial or ethnic 
origin, political opinions, religious or philosophical beliefs, trade-union membership, and the processing of 
data concerning health or sex life” (Art. 8(1) DPD). This prohibition may be relaxed by the Member States 
providing exemptions in the frame give by Art.  8(2)-(6) DPD,  an they have to have to determine  the  
conditions under which a national identification number or any other identifier or general application may 
be processed (Art. 8(7) DPD).

The processing activities  of  personal  data  are  submitted  to  supervision,  specially in  the  form of  prior 
notification to supervisory authorities which have to be implemented in the Member States and whose job 
is  to  monitor  data  protection  levels  in  that  State,  to  advise  the  Government  about  related  rules  and 
regulations, and to initiate legal proceedings when data protection regulations are broken (Art. 28 DPD).  
All controllers must notify their authority before beginning any processing of personal information, and 
such  notification  describes  name  and  address  of  the  controller  or  representative,  purpose(s)  of  the  
processing, descriptions of the categories of data subjects and the data or categories of data to be collected,  
recipients to whom such data might be disclosed, any proposed transfers of data to third countries, and  
general description of protective measures taken to ensure safety and security of processing and related  
data. The authority shall determine if the processing operations are likely to present specific risks to the 
rights and freedoms of data subjects and shall check that these processing operations are examined prior to  
the start thereof (Art. 18-20 DPD)33.

3.1.2.2. Block 2: Internal processing
How must data be processed? Article 6 DPD contains a list of the most important principles relating to data 
quality: (i) Principle of fair and lawful processing: any processing of personal data should be carried out in 
a fair and lawful way with respect to the data subjects (ii). Finality principle/Limitation principle:  personal 

30.12.2008).
28See PGP Compliance Brief- EU Data Protection Directive 95/46/EC
29Cookies are considered equipment in this light, see for instance Article 29 Data Protection Working Party, Opinion 
4/2007 on the concept of personal data (WP 136). Adopted on 20 June 2007. Article 29 Data Protection Working 
Party (2002). Working document on determining the international application of EU data protection law to personal  
data processing on the Internet by non-EU based web sites (WP 56). Adopted on 30 May 2002. 
30See http://searchsecurity.techtarget.co.uk/definition/EU-Data-Protection-Directive.
31See Recital 31 DPD.
32See Recital 30 DPD.
33See http://searchsecurity.techtarget.co.uk/definition/EU-Data-Protection-Directive.
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data must be collected for specified, explicit and legitimate purposes, i. e., only as far as it is necessary in 
order to achieve the specified purpose, and may not be further processed in a way incompatible with those  
purposes.  (iii)  Principle  of  data  minimisation:  data  should  be  adequate,  relevant  and  not  excessive  in 
relation to the purposes for which they are collected and further processed. (iv) Accuracy principle: data 
should further be accurate and, where necessary, kept up to date. And (v) Limited duration of storage: data  
may not be kept in a form permitting identification of data subjects for longer than is necessary for the 
purposes for which the data were collected or for which they are further processed.

Further principles can be found in Art. 16 and 17 DPD. On the one hand, Art. 16 states the principle of  
confidentiality, which means that any person acting under the authority of the controller or of the processor, 
who has access to personal data must not process them except on instructions from the controller, unless he  
is required to do so by law. On the other hand, Art. 17 DPD determines the extension of the principle of  
security. It requires that controllers implement technical and organisational measures which are appropriate 
to the risks presented for personal data in storage or transmission, with a view to protecting personal data 
against  accidental  loss,  alteration,  unauthorised access,  in particular  where the  processing involves the  
transmission of data over a network, and against all other unlawful forms of processing.

Specific regulation is established for transfer of data to country outside EU. First of all, Art. 25 imposes an 
information requirement: in the case of data transfer to third countries, controllers are obliged to inform 
data subjects whether or not these countries provide adequate level of protection of individuals, and only in 
the  answer  is  positive  it  is  permitted.  This  has  to  be  assessed  by  the  Member  States  or  European 
Commission for each case, under particular consideration of the nature of the data, the purpose and duration 
of the proposed processing operation or operations, the country of origin and country of final destination,  
the rules of law, both general and sectoral, in force in the third country in question and the professional  
rules and security measures which are complied with in that country. However, the controller may not be 
aware yet of some of the information which, according to Art. 10 DPD, should be provided to the data 
subject at the moment of the collection. According to Recital 39 DPD, the data subject should be informed  
subsequently. The exemptions to the prohibition set up in Art. 25 DPD are established in Art. 26 DPD.

3.1.2.3. Block 3: Relationship data controller-data subjects and data subjects-data controller
This  block  aims  to  focus  not  on  actual  processing  but  on  transparency and/or  accountability  of  data  
controller towards data subjects, and about control of data subjects over their personal data.

On the side of the information obligations, Art. 10 and 11 DPD provide the foundations.

As a general information obligation, Art. 10 DPD provides that the identity of the data controller and the  
intended purpose(s) of the processing should always be communicated to the data subject. Complementary 
information (i.e, the recipients or categories of recipients of the data, the fact whether the questions asked 
are obligatory or voluntary as well as the possible consequences of failure to reply, the existence of the  
right to access and the right to rectify the data concerning to him/her) should only be provided in so far as it  
is necessary to guarantee fair processing in respect of the data subject.

Where the data have not been obtained from data subject, the information obligation is regulated by Art. 11 
DPD: (i) Regarding the moment in which data subject shall be reported, information should be provided at 
the time of the recording of personal data or if a disclosure to a third party is envisaged, no later than the 
time when the data are first disclosed (ii) In relation to the complementary information which must be  
provided, for evident reasons, no need for information about the compulsory or voluntary nature of the  
questions is needed, instead information about the categories of data concerned is required. (iii) Regarding  
the cases in which information shall be provided, and apart from the case in which the data subject already 
has the information, a number of exceptions are foreseen when data are not collected from the data subject.  
Art. 11(2) DPD states that the obligation to inform the data subject shall not apply where, in particular for 
processing for statistical purposes of historical or scientific research, the provision of such information  
proves impossible or would involve a disproportionate effort or if recording or disclosure is expressly laid 
down by law; however, Member States shall then provide adequate safeguards.

On the side of the right of access and right to object, they have their starting point in Art. 12 DPD, every 
data subject has the right to obtain from the controller: (i) Confirmation as to whether or not data relating to 
him/her are being processed and information at least as to the purposes of the processing, the categories of  
data concerned and the recipients or categories of recipients to whom the data are disclosed; this should  
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happen without  constraint  at  reasonable  intervals  and without  excessive delay or expense for  the data  
subject.  (ii)  Communication of the data which are being processed and their source (if available);  this  
information must be given in an intelligible form. (iii) In the cases of automated individuals decisions (see  
Art. 15(1) DPD), knowledge of the logic involved – on agreements on international transfer of data [33] 
[34]. Where rectification, the data subject has the right to erase or block data the processing of which does 
not comply with the provisions DPD, in particular because of the incomplete or inaccurate nature of the 
data. And where notification to third parties to whom the data have been disclosed of any rectification, the 
right  to  erase  or  block  carried  out  in  compliance  with  the  former  right,  unless  impossible  or  
disproportionate.

The right to object implies that the data subject can avoid the processing of data relating to him/her on  
compelling legitimate grounds relating to his/her particular situation – at least in the cases of  performance 
of a task carried out in the public interest or exercise of public authority, and of existence of legitimate 
interests pursued by the controller (Art. 14(a) DPD). Special attention has got the processing of personal  
data for direct marketing. Art. 14(b) DPD offers Member States two possible alternative solutions they can 
implement: (i) The right of the data subject to object, on request and free of charge, to the processing of  
personal data relating to him/her which the controller anticipates being processed for the purposes of direct 
marketing. (ii) The right of the data subject to be informed before his/her data are disclosed for the first  
time  to  third  parties  or  used  on  his/her  own behalf  by  the  data  controller  for  the  purposes  of  direct 
marketing, and then to be expressly offered the right to object free of charge to such disclosures or uses; in 
this case, the data controller has to inform the data subject that there is a right to object.

3.1.2.4.  Block 4: General rights of data subjects or others

This  block  embraces  the  provisions  on  automated  individual  decisions,  publicising  of  processing 
operations, and judicial remedies and liability.

Regarding the first issue mentioned above, Art. 15 DPD recognises, as a general principle, the right t to be 
subject to a fully automated decision which is intended to evaluate certain personal aspects relating to the  
data  subject  and produces  legal  effects  concerning or  significantly affects  him/her.  However,  Member 
States can permit this kind of decision, alternatively, if: (i) It is taken in the course of the entering into or 
performance of a contract, provided the request for the entering into or the performance of the contract,  
lodged by the data  subject,  has  been satisfied or  that  there  are  suitable  measures  to  safeguard his/her 
legitimate interests, such as arrangements allowing him/her to put his/her point of view. (ii) It is authorized 
by a law which also lays down measures to safeguard the data subject's legitimate interests.

Art.  21(3) DPD obliges controllers or another body appointed by the Member State to publicise in an  
appropriate form processing operations to anyone in case no notification was required, at least given the  
information required for the content of the notification to Data Protection Authorities (Art. 19 (1) (a) to (e)  
DPD). Nevertheless, Member States may provide that this obligation does not apply to processing whose 
sole purpose is the keeping of a register which according to laws or regulations is intended to provide 
information to the public and which is open to consultation either by the public in general or by any person 
who can provide proof of a legitimate interest (i.e., Register of Births, Marriages and Deaths).

Finally, and oriented to an effective enforcement of the national law which implements the DPD,  Art. 22  
and 23 require Member States to provide: (i) for the right of every person to a judicial remedy for any 
breach of the rights guaranteed him/her by the national law applicable; and (ii) that any person who has 
suffered  damage  as  a  result  of  an unlawful  processing operation  or  of  any act  incompatible  with  the  
national data protection provisions is entitled to receive compensation from the controller for the damage  
suffered; however, the controller may be exempted from this liability, in whole or in part, if he proves that  
he is not responsible for the event giving rise to the damage. Compensation for damages is one of the areas 
where there is a need for further harmonisation (so, it is no clear if the DPD is asking for an objective 
liability regulation or not  [30, pp 285-286]),  as it  happens in other EU Law areas, i.e.,  in the case of  
antitrust [35].

3.1.2.5.  Block 5: General exemptions and restrictions
All these rules summarised in the blocks above are submitted to general exemptions and restrictions, which 
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display that protection of personal data is not an absolute right, on the opposite, it must be weighed up with  
other rights and interests. Therefore, Art. 13(1) DPD states that the safeguard of national security; defence; 
public security; the prevention, investigation, detection and prosecution of criminal offences, or of breaches 
of ethics for regulated professions; an important economic or financial interest of a Member State or of the 
European Union,  including monetary,  budgetary and taxation matters;  and a  monitoring,  inspection or 
regulatory function connected, even occasionally, with the exercise of official authority in the former cases,  
justify where necessary the adoption of legal measures by Member States which constitute exemptions to  
the right to protect personal data – specifically to Art.  6(1), 10, 11(1) and 12 DPD. But Art. 13(1) DPD 
considers not only all this State interests but the protection of the data subject or of the rights and freedoms  
of others, too, as a reason for exempting the right to protection of personal data. The exemption of scope is 
even wider in the case of collusion with freedom of expression, as far as Art. 9 DPD are allowed to provide 
measures which exclude or limit the application of Art. 5 to 21, 25 to 26 and 28 to 30 DPD.

Specifically related to the right to access, and subject to adequate legal safeguards (in particular that the  
data are not used for taking measures or decisions regarding any particular individual), Art. 13(2) DPD 
allow Member  States may restrict  this  right,  when data are processed solely for purposes of scientific  
research or are kept in personal form for a period which does not exceed the period necessary for the sole  
purpose of creating statistics, provided that there is no risk of breaching the privacy of the data subject.

Finally, Art. 32(3) DPD exempts the application of Art. 6 to 8 DPD in the case of historical data processed  
before DPD entered into force.

3.1.2.6. Codes of conduct
Article 27 DPD deals with codes of conduct, a regulatory channel which shall be encouraged as a way to 
achieve a sectoral implementation of the DPD and the national law implementing the DPD – the same 
leading idea, in relation to information society services, is to be found in Art. 16 Directive 2000/31/EC of 
the European Parliament and of the Council of 8 June 2000 on certain legal aspects of information society 
services, in particular electronic commerce, in the Internal Market (hereafter, e-commerce Directive)34 [36].

Deferring from the regulation in e-Commerce, the DPD contains an express mandate to establish a kind of  
verification channel for such codes of conduct to be done by the national Data Protection Authorities. So,  
Member States shall make provision for this authority to ascertain, among other things, whether the drafts  
submitted to it are in accordance with the national provisions adopted pursuant the DPD. If it sees fit, the 
authority shall seek the views of data subjects or their representatives. For EU-wide codes of conduct, the 
WP Art. 29 DPD is in charge of the verification35.  Those proceedings shall seek for the views of data 
subjects or their representatives (Art. 27(2) and (3) DPD).

3.1.3.  Other Directives relating to data protection
Apart  form the  DPD,  other  Directives  affect  the  data  protection  landscape.  This  is  the  case  with  the 
Directives on telecommunication services. This sector has always been considered one of those linked with 
data  protection  regulation,  due  to  two  basic  reasons:  (a)  telecommunication  companies  and  operators  
process a huge quantity of personal data relative to the subscribes of their services; and (b) t he important 
problems in matter of data and personal privacy protection due to the specialities in providing and using 
telecommunication services [30, pp. 325-332] [29, p. 28].

The  first  Directive  of  interest  is  the  e-Privacy  Directive,  which  replaced  Directive  97/66/EC  of  15 
December 1997 of the European Parliament and of the Council concerning the processing of personal data 
and the protection of privacy in the telecommunications sector36.  The Directive 97/66/EC was the first 
response of the EU to the problems which arise from new advanced digital technologies, being introduced 
in public telecommunications networks: these give rise to specific requirements concerning the protection 
of personal data and privacy of the user; also the development of the information society is characterised by 

34OJ L 178/1, 17.7.2000.
35So, as EU-wide code of conduct can be referred to the European Code of Practice for the Use of Personal Data in 
Direct Marketing of the Federation of European Direct and Interactive Marketing: http://www.fedma.org/index.php?
id=56
36OJ L 24/1, 30.1.1998.
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the introduction of new telecommunications services and the introduction of the Integrated Services Digital 
Network (ISDN) and digital mobile networks. This Directive regulated all the main principles to guarantee  
data protection into the telecommunication sector, such as: processing of traffic and billing data, itemized 
billing, presentation and restriction of calling line identification and connected; automatic call forwarding; 
public directories containing personal data of subscribers or unsolicited calls [29, p. 28].

The e-Privacy Directive (2002/58/EC) represents a second step in this field.  ICTs and in particular the 
Internet and electronic messaging services, call for specific requirements to ensure that users have a right to 
privacy. The e-Privacy Directive contains provisions that are crucial to ensuring that users can trust the  
services and technologies they use for communicating electronically. The main provisions apply to spam,  
ensuring the user’s prior consent ("opt-in"), and the installation of cookies37. The Directive  2002/58/EC 
replaces  the  previous  one  (97/66/EC),  according  to  her  article  19,  regulated  several  important  new 
technologies  advances,  particularly  into  the  telecommunication  and  communication  sector.  Although, 
according to  its  article  1(2),  “The provisions  of this  Directive particularise  and complement  Directive 
95/46/EC  for  the  purposes  mentioned  in  paragraph  1.  Moreover,  they  provide  for  protection  of  the 
legitimate interests of subscribers who are legal persons” [29, p. 29]. So,the e-Privacy Directive principally 
concerns the processing of personal data relating to the delivery of communications services. The provider 
of an electronic communications service must protect the security of its services by ensuring personal data  
is accessed by authorised persons only; protecting personal data from being destroyed, lost or accidentally 
altered;  ensuring  the  implementation  of  a  security  policy  on  the  processing  of  personal  data.  It  also  
reiterates  the  basic  principle  that  Member  States  must,  through  national  legislation,  ensure  the 
confidentiality of communications made over a public electronic communications network. They must in 
particular prohibit the listening into, tapping and storage of communications by persons other than users 
without the consent of the users concerned38 [37]. The subscriber or user who stores their information must 
first be informed of the purposes of the processing of their data. They have the option to withdraw their  
consent on the processing of traffic data. This Directive determines that traffic data and location data must  
be erased or made anonymous when they are no longer required for the conveyance of a communication or  
for billing, except if the subscriber has given their consent for another use and takes an "opt-in" approach to 
unsolicited commercial electronic communications, i.e. users must have given their prior consent before 
such communications are addressed to them. Finally, the Directive states that users must give their consent 
for  information  to  be  stored  on  their  terminal  equipment,  or  that  access  to  such  information  may  be 
obtained. In order to do this, users must receive clear and comprehensive information about the purpose of  
the storage or access. These provisions protect the private life of users from malicious software, such as  
viruses or spyware, but also apply to cookies39.

The  e-Privacy  Directive  forms  part  of  the  "Telecoms  Package",  a  legislative  framework  designed  to 
regulate  the  electronic  communications  sector  and  amend  the  existing  regulations  governing  the 
telecommunications  sector.  The  "Telecoms  Package"  includes  four  other  Directives  on  the  general 
framework,  access  and  interconnection,  authorisation  and  licensing  and  the  universal  service.  The 
“Telecoms Package” was amended in December  2009 by the two Directives “Better  law-making” and 
“Citizens’  rights”,  as  well  as  by  the  establishment  of  a  body  of  European  regulators  for  electronic 
communications  (BEREC);  specially interesting for  this  project  are the  amendments  introduced by the 
Directive 2009/136/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 25 November 2009 (hereafter, 
Cookies Directive)40 – to be adopted by Member States before May 25, 2011 (Art. 4 Cookies Directive).

On the other hand, Directive 2006/24/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 15 March 2006 
on the retention of  data  generated or  processed in connection with the  provision of  publicly available 
electronic  communications  services  or  of  public  communications  networks  (hereafter  Data  Retention 
Directive)41.

Originally, the Telecoms Package was envisioned to be dealt with in depth in this Deliverable, because of 
the SeeComms Scenario. However, the withdrawal of SeeComms from the project obliges us to concentrate  
our  efforts  on  the  Europe  Assistance scenario  and  to  abandon  this  set  of  norms;  nevertheless  some 

37http://europa.eu/legislation_summaries/information_society/legislative_framework/l24120_en.htm
38See ec.europa.eu/justice/policies/privacy/index_en.htm; specially relvant is the ECJ Judgement of 29.1.2008, C-
275/06 Promusicae.
39http://europa.eu/legislation_summaries/information_society/legislative_framework/l24120_en.htm
40OJ L 337/11, 18.12.2009.
41OJ L 105/54, 13.4.2006.
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information related to the implementation of this Directive in Spanish Law is given in Section 3.2.2.3.

Finally,  the  e-commerce  Directive  is  considered  not  to  cover  any  provisions  on  data  protection,  as 
stipulated by recital 14 of that Directive, and is therefore left outside the scope of the ENDORSE project.  
However, some of their provisions are going to be discussed below, in Chapter 4.

3.2.  Member States national data protection law
In  this  section  we  discuss  the  general  and  domain  specific  national  data  protection  legislation  in  the 
Member  States  specified  in  the  Description  of  Work  (DoW),  i.  e.,  Netherlands,  Spain,  Italy,  United 
Kingdom  and  Ireland,  including  the  implementations  of  the  European  Directives  on  data  protection, 
specially the DPD. We focus solely on legislation that is relevant in respect of the ENDORSE scenario, i.e.  
the  EurA  scenario,  as  described  in  deliverable  D2.3.  Therefore,  the  national  laws  and  regulations 
complementing  the implementations  of  the  EU e-Privacy Directive as  amended by the Data  Retention 
Directive will be indicated but not further discussed because these Directives do not apply to the EurA 
scenario and are hence outside the scope of the ENDORSE project as of present42 – notwithstanding the 
information given on Spain in Chapter 4.

Besides general and domain specific data protection legislation, there are also other norms that include  
legal  provisions  on  data  processing.  These  laws  may  not  intrinsically  fall  under  the  umbrella  of  data 
protection  Law,  but  they  nevertheless  contain  provisions  that  govern  data  processing  operations  of 
businesses. From the perspective of building software tools that assure data protection compliance, it is  
important  to  include  these  provisions  as  well,  as  they  state  when  and  under  which  conditions  data  
processing is required by law. However, considering our limited  resources, we have declared many of  
these laws and regulations out of scope for the ENDORSE project for the time being. Nevertheless, to give 
an impression of how many laws govern companies' data processing operations, a number of domain and 
specific national provisions will be briefly discussed next.

3.2.1.  Netherlands
First the general Dutch data protection legislation is going to be synthesised. Second the specific Dutch  
data  protection  legislation in  the  health  insurances  domain  is  pinpointed.  And third other  Dutch  laws  
governing data processing are going to be mentioned.

3.2.1.1.  General Dutch data protection law
The DPD has been fully implemented by the Wbp, the Dutch Personal Data Protection Act. The e-Privacy 
Directive has been implemented in Dutch Telecommunications Act [Telecommunicatiewet 199843], and was 
amended  according  to  the  Data  Retention  Directive  in  2009  by  the  Dutch  Act  on  the  Retention  of  
Telecommunications Data [Wet bewaarplicht telecommunicatiegegevens 200944]. The Cookie Directive is 
not yet implemented in the Netherlands.

It is relevant to mention Dutch laws and regulations that supplement the implementations of the European  
Data Protection Directive, too. As regards compliance by companies, these include ID-number regulation,  
based on Article 8(7) DPD, and regulations on the notification of and prior check on data processing based  
on Articles 18-20 DPD. As regards general ID-number regulation (also called citizen service number (BSN 
in Dutch) in the Netherlands), there is the Dutch General Act on ID-numbers [Wet algemene bepalingen  
42EurA is not, or does not provide, a publicly available electronic communications service as defined in Article 2(c) 
Directive 2002/21/EC. Rather, EurA, and in particular the Docticare.it service, falls under the definition of 
'information society service as defined in Article 1(2) Directive 98/34/EC as amended by Directive 98/48/EC. Since 
'information society services' are excluded from the definition of 'publicly available electronic communications 
service' as defined in Article 2(c) Directive 2002/21/EC, the e-Privacy Directive 2002/58/EC and Data Retention 
Directive 2006/24/EC do not apply.
43Wet van 19 oktober 1998, houdende regels inzake de telecommunicatie.
44Wet van 18 juli 2009 tot wijziging van de Telecommunicatiewet en de Wet op de economische delicten in verband  
met de implementatie van Richtlijn 2006/24/EG van het Europees Parlement en de Raad van de Europese Unie  
betreffende de bewaring van gegevens die zijn verwerkt in verband met het aanbieden van openbare elektronische  
communicatiediensten en tot wijziging van Richtlijn 2002/58/EG.
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burgerservicenummer 200745], the Regulation on citizen-service numbers [Regeling burgerservicenummer  
200746]  and  the  Decision  on  citizen  service  numbers  [Besluit  burgerservicenummer 200747].  Specific 
(procedural)  rules on the notification of  data  processing are laid down in the  Decision exemptions on 
notification [Vrijstellingsbestluit Wbp 200148],the Regulation on notification Wbp [Meldingsregeling Wbp 
200249] and the Decision on notification Wbp [Meldingsbesluit Wbp 200150].

3.2.1.2.  Dutch data protection law in the health insurance domain
In the Netherlands, there is a significant amount of domain specific regulation pertaining to data processing 
in the health insurance domain.  In general health insurance regulation, there often is a specific section  
devoted to processing of medical data and other personal information. 

There is legislation that covers the processing of ID-numbers in the health care sector, including the Act on 
the use of citizen-service numbers in healthcare [Wet gebruik burgerservicenummer in de zorg 200851], the 
Regulation on the use of citizen-service numbers in healthcare [Regeling gebruik burgerservicenummer in  
de zorg 200852],  and the Decision on the use of citizen-service numbers in healthcare [Besluit  gebruik  
burgerservicenummer in de zorg 200853]. Health insurers are obliged to use unique citizen service numbers 
(BSN) in their administration and communication with other organizations for the purpose of facilitating 
correct and efficient data exchange.54 The Decision on the use of citizen service numbers in health care 
mostly regulates the maintenance and use of a central governmental citizen service number register. This  
central gateway55,  is used by a number of (semi-) governmental and other institutions, including health  
insurers,  to request  and verify ID-numbers,  for  instance for the purpose of verifying  whether personal 
information of a person match the used ID-number. The Regulation on the use of citizen-service numbers  
in  health  care  requires  health  care  institutions,  including health  insurers,  to  process  these  ID-numbers  
according  to  the  Dutch  NEN  7510  norms  for  information  security.  These  norms  are  based  on  the  
international ISO/IEC 27002:2005 standards for information security.

These is  also a general  Dutch Health Insurance Act  [Zorgverzekeringswet  200556]  and a Dutch Health 
Insurance Regulation [Regeling zorgverzekering 200557], which both devote Chapter 7 to the processing of 
personal data. This legislation provides rules on the conditions for which health insurers may and must 
process or transfer personal data, including medical data.

Finally,  there  is  health  regulation  that  is  also  applicable  to  health  insurance  companies  containing 
provisions relating to data processing, includingthe Act Marketregulation Healthcare [Wet marktordening 

45Wet van 21 juli 2007, houdende algemene bepalingen betreffende de toekenning, het beheer en het gebruik van het  
burgerservicenummer.
46Regeling van de Staatssecretaris van Binnenlandse Zaken en Koninkrijksrelaties van 2 november 2007, nr. 2007-
0000442237, STAF/CZW/WVOB, houdende regels ter uitvoering van de Wet algemene bepalingen  
burgerservicenummer en het Besluit burgerservicenummer, en tot wijziging van de Regeling gemeentelijke  
basisadministratie persoonsgegevens. 
47Besluit van 30 oktober 2007, houdende regels ter uitvoering van de Wet algemene bepalingen  
burgerservicenummer.
48Besluit van 7 mei 2001, houdende aanwijzing van verwerkingen van persoonsgegevens die zijn vrijgesteld van de  
melding bedoeld in artikel 27 van de Wet bescherming persoonsgegevens
49Regeling modelformulier en informatiedrager voor de melding van verwerking van persoonsgegevens bij het  
College bescherming persoonsgegevens.
50Besluit van 7 mei 2001, houdende nadere regels over de wijze waarop de melding, bedoeld in artikel 27 of 28 van de  
Wet bescherming persoonsgegevens, dient te geschieden.
51Wet van 10 april 2008, houdende regels inzake het gebruik van het burgerservicenummer in de zorg.
52Regeling van de Minister van Volksgezondheid, Welzijn en Sport van 26 mei 2008, nr. MEVA/ICT-2838255,  
houdende regels omtrent het gebruik van het burgerservicenummer in de zorg.
53Besluit van 23 mei 2008, houdende regels voor het gebruik van het burgerservicenummer in de zorgsector.
54Article 86 Zorgverzekeringswet. 
55This central dispatch is called 'The Central Messaging Service for the Health Sector' [De Sectorale Berichten  
Voorziening in de Zorg, abbreviated SBV-Z], see http://www.sbv-z.nl.
56 Wet van 16 juni 2005, houdende regeling van een sociale verzekering voor geneeskundige zorg ten behoeve van de  
gehele bevolking.
57Regeling van de Minister van Volksgezondheid, Welzijn en Sport van 1 september 2005, nr. Z/VV-2611957,  
houdende regels ter zake van de uitvoering van de Zorgverzekeringswet.
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gezondheidszorg  200658],  the  Act  on  reimbursements  for  the  chronically  ill  and  disabled  [Wet  
tegemoetkoming chronisch zieken en gehandicapten 200859] and the Exceptional Medical Expenses Act 
[Algemene Wet Bijzondere Ziektekosten 196760]. Again, these Acts provide the conditions for when inter 
alia health insurers may and must process or transfer personal information.

3.2.1.3.  Other Dutch laws governing data processing
Depending on the type of legal entity, e.g. private limited company, public limited company, the company  
has certain obligations according to tax law and civil law. For example, according to Dutch tax law, public  
and  private  limited  companies  have  certain  administrative  duties,  including  salary  administration  and 
corporate administration (e.g., revenues- and sales-administration). To the extent that these data contain 
personal information, think of e.g. salary administration, these data are governed by data protection law, 
including the specific tax laws.  Furthermore, in case a company has employees, that company will have 
obligations, also relating to data processing, based on labour law and e.g., pension law.

This means that an inventory of Dutch laws and regulations can be made, from the aforementioned areas,  
which  are  potentially  relevant  from  the  perspective  of  creating  data  protection  compliance  software. 
Nevertheless, these laws and regulations have been left out of the current legal requirements engineering  
process because of resource limitations and keeping complexity within reasonable bounds. So, out of scope 
are:  Company  law61;  Tax  law and  (administrative)  duties  based  on  tax  law,  including  income  /salary 
administration  and  corporate  administration  (e.g.  revenues-  and  sales-administration) 62;  Administrative 
law63;  Labour law and pension law, and any data processing based on these laws; Data processing for  
purposes  of  bookkeeping  and/or  accountancy,  including  creditors/debtors  administration  and  any 
regulations governing data processing for such purposes; Policy guidelines (beleidsregels), since these are 
not general binding regulations (algemeen verbindende voorschriften); Amendments (wijzigingsregelingen,  
wijzigingsbesluiten), since we base our research on the laws and regulations that are currently applicable to 
data  processing;  Data  processing  by individual  associated  medicals  (e.g.  doctors)  as  autonomous  data 
controllers, thereby excluding e.g. the Wet op de beroepen in de individuele gezondheidszorg and Decisions 
and Regulations based on this Act;  Communication with / data flows to external organizations / health 
insurance companies (the scope of Endorse ends at the concerning entity, once outside e.g. EurA's doors its 
not longer within scope. However, data transfer from the entitiy to another entity will be governed by data  
access rules).

Corporate law is not the only civil law "side-domain" that includes legal provisions relevant for the legal  
requirements engineering process for the pilot domain. Another branch of civil law that is also relevant is 
family law. Data protection law in the Netherlands often provides specific rules for minors; both the Dutch  
Personal Data Protection Act and Dutch ID-number regulation contain such specific rules. To correctly 
translate these minor-specific legal provisions into machine executable rules, legal provisions regarding 
minority have to included in the legal requirements engineering process as well. After all, IT-systems are  
not aware of the  fact that minors are people who have not yet reached the age of majority, and thus have to  
be told these seemingly simple facts. The exact age of when majority is reached is determined in national  
law (more specifically,  family law) and these laws, although this age is generally eighteen, differ from 

58Wet van 7 juli 2006, houdende regels inzake marktordening, doelmatigheid en beheerste kostenontwikkeling op het  
gebied van de gezondheidszorg.
59Wet van 29 december 2008 tot regeling van een tegemoetkoming voor chronisch zieken en gehandicapten.
60Wet van 14 december 1967, houdende algemene verzekering bijzondere ziektekosten.
61Thereby excluding inter alia the Dutch Civil Code: Burgerlijk Wetboek Boek 2, Rechtspersonen.
62Thus excluding inter alia the following laws and regulations: Wet van 2 juli 1959, houdende regelen, welke aan een  
aantal  rijksbelastingen  gemeen  zijn  (Algemene  wet  inzake  rijksbelastingen);  Wet  van  8  oktober  1969,  houdende  
vervanging  van het  Besluit  op de Vennootschapsbelasting 1942 door een  nieuwe wettelijke  regeling (Wet  op de  
vennootschapsbelasting 1969), this regulation was researched, but does not contain any provisions that are relevant for 
the processing of personal data in the EurA scenario context; Wet van 16 december 1964, houdende vervanging van  
het  Besluit  op  de  Loonbelasting  1940  door  een  nieuwe  wettelijke  regeling (Wet  op  de  loonbelasting  1964); 
Uitvoeringsregeling loonbelasting 2011, potentially, but not exclusively relevant provisions from this regulation:  Art. 
7(2), 7(5), 7(9), 7(10), these provisions were researched, but are excluded from our scope within Endorse; WET van 
28 juni 1968, houdende vervanging van de bestaande omzetbelasting door een omzetbelasting volgens het stelsel van  
heffing over de toegevoegde waarde (Wet op de omzetbelasting 1968).
63Thereby excluding inter alia the following laws and regulations: Wet van 4 juni 1992, houdende algemene regels  
van bestuursrecht (Algemene wet bestuursrecht).
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country to country. Hence, to implement rules specifically for minors, additional rules need to be derived 
from (family) law to inform the IT-system as tho when the minor-specific rules apply. 

Where the regulations we have included in our elaborate research refer  to these or other not  included  
regulation, for instance for definitions, the individual provisions containing the referred material, e.g. the  
definition of "minor", are included in the process for study and requirements engineering.

3.2.2.  Spain
First the general Spanish data protection legislation is going to be synthesised. Second the specific Spanish 
data protection legislation in the health insurances domain is pinpointed. And third other Spanish laws 
governing data processing are going to be mentioned.

3.2.2.1.  General Spanish data protection law
The DPD has been fully implemented in the Spanish Act  on Protection of Personal  Data (1999) [Ley 
Orgánica 15/1999, de 23 de diciembre, de protección de datos de carácter personal64 - hereafter, LOPD]. It 
is also based in Art. 18(1) of the Spanish Constitution 1978, which guarantees “the right of the honour, to  
personal and family privacy and to the own image”. Further, article 18(4) of the Spanish Constitution 1978 
establishes that “[t]he law should restrict the use of data processing in order to guarantee the honour, the  
right to personal and family privacy of the citizens and the full  exercise of their rights” [29, p.31].  In 
addition, the right to protect personal data has already been considered by Spanish Constitutional Court a  
fundamental  right which is autonomous to other rights and whose principles are contemplated into the  
LOPD. Art. 18 of the Spanish Constitution 1978 was developed by the Spanish Data Protection Act (1992) 
[Ley Orgánica 5/1992, de 29 de octubre], which was withdrawn by the LOPD when implementing the 
DPD.

The e-Privacy Directive has been implemented in the Spanish e-Commerce Act [Ley 34/2002 de Servicios  
de la Sociedad de la Información y de Comercio Electrónico65] and in the Spanish Telecommunications Act 
[Ley 32/2003, de 3 de noviembre, General de Telecomunicaciones66]. The last act was amended in 2007 
according  to  the  Data  Retention  Directive  by  the  the  Spanish  Act  on  Retention  of  Data  relative  to  
Electronic Communications  [Ley 25/2007,  de 18 de octubre,  de conservación de datos relativos a las  
comunicaciones electrónicas67], which mainly implements the Retention Directive. The Cookie Directive is 
not yet implemented in Spain.

It is relevant to mention Spanish regulations that supplement the implementations of the European Data 
Protection Directive, too. On the one side, the Royal Decree No. 1720/2007, which approves the Regulation 
to the LOPD [Real Decreto 1720/2007,  de 21 de diciembre,  por el que se aprueba el  Reglamento de  
desarrollo de la Ley Orgánica 15/1999, de 13 de diciembre, de protección de datos de carácter personal68 - 
hereafter ROPD]. The ROPD is approved based on the need to provide grater coherence to the regulation of 
the different issues relating to the transposition of the Directive and to implement the new aspects of the  
LOPD. Moreover, the attribution of powers to the Spanish Data Protection Authority (Agencia Española de 
Protección  de  Datos –  hereafter,  AEPD)  by  the  Spanish  e-Commerce  Act and  the  Spanish 
Telecommunications Act, also obliges the implementation of the procedures through which the Spanish 
DPA can exercises its legal authority to impose sanctions and control69.  On the other hand, the  Royal 
Decree No. 428/1993, which approves the Statute of the Spanish Protection Data Authority [Real Decreto 
482/1993, de 26 de marzo, por el que se aprueba el Estatuto de la Agencia Española de Protección de  

64BOE  14.12.1999;  last  amendment  by  the  final  provision  No.  56  of  the  Act  No.  2/2011  of  4  April  2001,  on  
Sustainable Economy (BOE 5.3.2011), which has modified the regulation of their sanctions.On the LOPD, see [38,  
39, 40]; more praxis oriented [41, 42].
65BOE 12.6.2002; last amendment by the final provision No. 43 Act on Sustainable Economy (BOE 5.3.2011), as a 
part of the so called “Sinde Act” against Illegal File Downloads.
66BOE 4.11.2003. Last amendment by the final provision No. 34 Act on Sustainable Economy (BOE 5.3.2011), which 
modifies the regulation of the National Commission of the Telecommunications Market.
67BOE 19.10.2007; not amended.
68BOE 18.1.2008. It withdrew the Royal Decrees No. 1332/1994 of 20.6.1994 (BOE 21.6.1994), 994/1999 of 
11.6.1999 (BOE 25.6.1999) and 1995/2000 of 11.2.2000 (BOE 26/2/2000).
69https://www.agpd.es/portalwebAGPD/canaldocumentacion/legislacion/estatal/common/pdfs/RD_1720_2007.pdf
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Datos70]. According to this Statute, the AEPD is considered as a public body, with its own legal personality 
and with fully capacity in terms of public and private context. It has inspection and punishment functions  
according to infringements relative to data protection legislation. This Royal Decree develops the rules of 
functioning of the AEPD, in particular its dispositions take care about: legal regulation must be applied, 
functions  and organic  structure of the AEPD, and economic,  patrimonial  and personal  regulation.  The 
AEPD concretes the application criteria of this legal norms by means of Resolutions71.

3.2.2.2. Spanish data protection law in the health insurance domain
Specific for the health insurance domain, on the one hand,  there is no relevant Spanish legislation that 
could affect data protection. It could be just pinpointed that Art. 81 of the Insurance Organization and 
Supervision Act (passed by Royal Legislative Decree No. 6/200472), reproduces the right of information 
which has the holder of the insurance contract, right established in the LOPD, too. On the other hand, and  
reagarding the Spanish health assistance legislation, as far as most companies which offer their services in 
the health insurance sector, must take care of the medical dossiers of their clients. These files are regulated 
in Art. 2 to 5 and 14 to 19 of the Patient Autonomy Act (2002)73. Appart form that, there is other legislation 
that could be taken into consideration but it could divert the purpose of our project [45]. These provisions 
are:  Art.  20  of  the  Act  No.  9/2003  on  Use,  Voluntary  Liberation  and  Commercialisation  of  Genetic 
Modified Organisms74,  dealing with confidentiality and information obligations; Art.  18 of the Act No. 
14/2006 on Assisted Reproduction Techniques75,  regulating the functioning of the reproduction centres; 
Art. 5, 51, 52 and 60 of the Act No. 14/2007 on Biomedical Research 76, dealing with data protection and 
confidentiality obligations; and Art. 2 and Annex I of the Royal  Decree No. 1343/2007 on the Quality  
System of Blood Transfusion Services and Centres77.

3.2.2.3. Other Spanish laws governing data processing
In  Spanish  Law  there  are  many  other  provisions  which  are  governing  data  protection  (extensive 
compilations can be found in [43] [44]). Regarding the scenario of EurA, following has to be highlighted:

If we compare Spanish legislation which other national legislation, such us the Dutch one, there is no  
specific regulation on the way to collect and process personal data included in the Spanish Identity Card (e-
DNI), or that deals with the ID-Number as special personal data.

Regarding Spanish legislation on minors´consent, in general, we must focus our attention not only in the 
general  Spanish Civil  Code,  but  in  Regional  (Foral)  Civil  Codes,  too.  In  Spain,  a number  of  Regions 
(“Comunidades Autónomas”), i. e., Aragón, Navarra, Galicia, País Vasco, Islas Baleares and Cataluña, have 
their own legislative competences and peculiarities in terms of Civil Law; this implies that, firstly, one has  
to apply the specific regional provisions (lex specialis) and, in the case there are no special provisions, 
Spanish Civil Code (lex generalis) is applicable. As a general rule, all these legislations state that a minor 
person can give his/her consent by his/her own. However, there are some differences if the minor is under 
14 years old, older than 14 years old or emancipated. The existence of such differences generates legal 
uncertainty in the application of the data protection legislation, which is a Spanish wide regulation. Because 
of this, art. 13(1) ROPD establishes on the consent for the processing of data of minors that data pertaining 
to data subjects over 14 years of age may be processed with their consent, except in those cases where the  
law requires the assistance of parents or guardians in the provision of such data. The consent of parents or  

70BOE  4.5.1993;  modified  by  Royal  Decrees  No.  156/1996  of  17.10.1993  (BOE  12.2.1996)  and  1665/2008  of 
17,10.2011 (BOE 5.11.2008).
71See https://www.agpd.es/portalwebAGPD/resoluciones/index-ides-idphp.php
72Real Decreto Legislativo 4/2006, de 29 de octubre, por el se aprueba el Texto Refundido de la Ley de Ordenación y  
Supervisión de Seguros Privados (BOE 2.5.2005).
73Ley 41/2002, de 14 de noviembre, básica reguladora de la autonomía del paciente y de derechos y obligaciones en  
materia de información y documentación clínica (BOE 15.11.2002).
74Ley 9/2003, de 25 abril, por la que se establece el régimen jurídico de la utilización confinada, liberación  
voluntaria y comercialización de organismos modificados genéticamente (BOE 26.4.2003).
75Ley 14/2006, de 26 de mayo, sobre técnicas de reproducción humana asistida (BOE 27.5.2006).
76Ley 14/2007, de 3 julio, sobre investigación biomédica (BOE 4.7.2007).
77Real Decreto 1343/2007, de 11 de octubre, por el que se establecen normas y especificaciones relativas al sistema  
de calidad de los centros y servicios de transfusión (BOE 1.11.2007).
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guardians shall be required for children under 14 years old.

Furthermore, Art. 13(2) ROPD says that under no circumstances may data be collected from the minor 
regarding any other member of the family unit, or about its characteristics, such as data relating to the  
professional activity of the parents, financial information, sociological or any other such data, without the  
consent of the persons to whom such data refer. The aforesaid notwithstanding, data regarding the identity 
and address  of  the  father,  mother  or  guardian may be collected for  the  sole  purpose of  obtaining the  
authorisation set out in the previous subsection. Art. 13(3) ROPD determines that when processing refers to 
the data of minors, the information aimed at them shall be expressed in easily understandable language,  
with  express  indication  of  the  provisions  of  this  Article.  At  least,  Art.  13(4)  ROPD  makes  the  data  
controller responsible for setting up the procedures that guarantee that the age of the minor and authenticity 
of the consent given by the parents, guardians or legal representatives have been effectively checked [46].

The implementation of legislation on the telecommunication services and the issues related to protection of  
personal  data  can  be  found  spread  out  in  six  different  Spanish  legal  texts:  Act  No.  56/2007  on 
Improvement  of  the  Information  Society78,  the  above  mentioned  Act  on Retention  of  Data  relative  to 
Electronic  Communications,  Act  No.  59/2003  on  Digital  Signature79,  the  above  mentioned 
Telecommunications Act, e-Commerce Act and Royal Decree No. 424/2005 ruling the conditions for the 
provision of electronic communication services, universal services and user protection80. They all introduce 
particular  legal  rules  for the processing of  personal  data  in  the  telecommunications  sector,  as well  as,  
liabilities and rights. We are going now to focus on four of them:

(a) Art. 19  e-Commerce Act states that “The commercial telecommunications and promotional offers are 
governed, in addition to this law, by its own rules and force in commercial and advertising material, and in  
any case shall apply the Act 15/1999 about Personal Data Protection and its implementing regulations,  
especially in regard to the collection of personal data, information from stakeholders and the creation and  
maintenance of personal data files”. This Act is going to be discussed further in Chapter 4.

(b)  Chapter  III,  Title  III  of  the  Telecommunications  Act is  dedicated  to  regulate  the  secrecy  of 
communications and protection of personal data, as well as those liabilities of public character which link  
with networks and services which have relationship with electronic communications. In this sense, there is  
a  clear  connection between providing an electronic  communication service  and the liabilities  of  those  
subjects which provide or operate with such services, to protect confidentiality and personal data of those  
other  subjects  who  are  users  of  these  services.  The  Telecommunications  Act  deals  with  secret  of 
communications,  data  protection   in  the  Telecommunication  sector,  interception  of  electronic 
communication for technical services, encryption in networks and electronic communication service and 
users´s rights [29, p. 36].

(c)  Title  V  of  the  Royal  Decree  No.  424/2005  ruling  the  conditions  for  the  provision  of  electronic  
communication  services,  universal  services  and  user  protection, regulates  deeper  the  guidelines  for 
protecting of personal data set by the Telecommunications Act. In particular, and according to the basic  
principles delimited in the e-Privacy Directive, this instrument establishes basic obligations to operators 
and providers of services which must be attached to guarantee confidentiality of subscribers´ and users´s of  
communication network data. In this sense, art. 61 to 82 regulate among others issues, personal data on 
traffic  and  billing,  protection  of  personal  data  in  the  itemized  billing,  guides  available  electronic  
communications  services  to  the  public,  provision  of  processing  services  subscriber  directories  and 
telephone consultation on subscriber numbers, unsolicited calls for direct marketing purposes, and location 
data other than traffic. It is one of the most important specifics Spanish rules, with sectorial character about 
personal data protection [29, p. 36].

(d) The Act on Retention of Data relative to Electronic Communications is the result of the implementation 
in the Spanish legal framework of the Data Retention Directive. It sets the basic obligation to those who 
serve  fixed  and mobile  telephony,  Internet  access  or  telephony and Internet  e-mail,  of  recording  and  
keeping systematically and for a period of 12 months, certain information associated with those services.  
This law applies to data traffic location on natural and legal persons related times and needed to identify the  

78Ley 57/2007, de 28 de diciembre, de medidas de impulso de la sociedad de la información (BOE 29.12.2007).
79Ley 59/2003, de 19 de diciembre, de firma electrónicica (BOE 20.12.2003).
80Real Decreto 424/2005, de 15 de abril, por el que se aprueba el Reglamento sobre las condiciones para la  
prestación de servicios de comunicaciones electrónicas, el servicio universal y la protección de los usuarios (BOE 
29.4.2005).
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subscriber or registered user [29, p. 37].

Finally,  there  are  rules  affecting  an obligation  to  retain  data  –  apart  from  the  obligations  in  the 
telecommunications sector. On the one hand, the  LOPD establishes a  period of prescription/limitation of 
infringements. So, in theory, unnecessary personal data must be conserved in controlled environment, like  
minimum three years, because it is the prescription period established for the infringements of the LOPD in  
its Art. 47. We have also found rules with legal rank that establish superior time periods, those periods  
established will be considered. So, it must be considered that the period during which the data retention is 
necessary for managing the accounting obligations or possible tax audits, may also affect the right to cancel 
attending the party concerned:

(a)  Tax Law.  According to the reclamation procedure which for the payment of tax debts, Art. 66 of the 
Spanish General Taxation Act81 establishes in favour of the Spanish Tax Administration a period of four (4) 
years in order to determine the tax liability by timely settlement requires the payment of debts settled and 
self-assessed tax, request refunds arising from the rules of each tax, the returns of funds unduly paid and 
repayment of cost of guarantees and get the returns derived from the rules of each tax, the returns of funds  
unduly paid and reimbursement of the cost of guarantees, and the conservation of these data must also be 
performed without blocking, what it is the same, it can not be used for any other purpose than management  
accounting  obligations  (including  relevant  tax  inspections).  After  that  time,  the  data  must  be  deleted 
permanently, which means, paper document that contain them will be completely eliminated and destroyed. 
Those data or documents which contain them and they could wish be retaining beyond that period, must be 
anonymised by deleting not only the identification data (name, surname, ID-Number) of the person refered 
to, but also other information that could be related to him/her.

(b) Commercial Law. According to Art. 30 of the Spanish Commercial Code82, an entrepreneur must retain 
in proper manner the books, letters, documentation and receipts relative to his/her running business for 6 
years,  from the last entry made in those documentation, except those established by general or special  
provisions. That  is,  all  operations must  be kept on the activities of the society with proper supporting  
documentation that justifies them (invoices, invoices, receipts, bank statements, ..) for that period of time.

3.2.3. Italy
First the general Italian data protection legislation is going to be synthesised. Second the specific Italian  
data  protection legislation in  the  health  insurances  domain  is  pinpointed.  And third  other  Italian  laws 
governing data processing are going to be mentioned.

3.2.3.1. General Italian data protection law
The DPD has been fully implemented in the Data Protection Code (hereafter, Code) which came into force 
on 1 January 2004 (Legislative Decree 196/03)83. The Code brings together all the various laws, codes and 
regulations relating to data protection which had been promulgates in Italy since 199684. In particular, it 

81Ley 58/2003, de 17 de diciembre, General Tributaria (BOE 18.12.2003).
82Real Decreto de 22 de agosto de 1885 por el que se aprueba el Código de comercio (Gaceta, 16.11.1885).
83G.U. 29 July 2003, n. 174, S.O.
84From 1 January 2004 by the section 183 of the Legislative Decree 196/03 had been annulled: a) Act no.675/1996; b) 
Act no. 325/2000; c) Legislative Decree no. 123/1997; d) Legislative Decree no. 255/1997; e) Section 1 of Legislative  
Decree no. 135/1998; f) Legislative Decree no. 171/1998; g) Legislative Decree no. 389/1998; h) Legislative Decree 
no. 51/1999; i) Legislative Decree no. 135/1999; l) Legislative Decree no. 281/1999, except for Sections 8(1), 11 and 
12; m) Legislative Decree no. 282/1999; n) Legislative Decree no. 467/2001; o) Presidential Decree no. 318/1999; p) 
Sections 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19 and 20 of Presidential Decree no. 501/1998; q) Section 5(9) of Decree no.  
279/2001 by the Minister of Health concerning rare diseases; r) Section 12 of Act no. 152/2001; s) Section 4(3) of Act 
no.  52/2001,  concerning  bone  marrow  donors;  t)  Section  16(2)  and  (3)  of  Presidential  Decree  no.  445/2000,  
concerning certifications of attendance at birth; u) Section 2(5) of Decree no. 380/2000, concerning information flows 
on discharged patients; v) Section 2(5-quater 1), second and third sentence, of Decree-Law no. 70/2000 as converted,  
with amendments, into Act no. 137 of 26 May 2000, as subsequently amended, concerning the car accidents data bank 
for the insurance sector; z) Section 6(4) of Legislative Decree no. 204/1998, concerning dissemination of data for 
purposes of research and co-operation in the scientific and technological sectors; aa) Section 330-bis of Legislative  
Decree no. 297/1994, concerning dissemination of data on pupils and students, and bb) Section 8(4) and Section 9(4)  
of Act no. 121/1981.
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supersedes the Data Protection Act (Act 675/96) which had come into effect in May 1997.

The e-Privacy Directive85 and the Data Retention Directive86 have been implemented in the Title X of the 
Code. The Cookie Directive is not yet implemented in Italy.

Already in the Data Protection Act (1996) Il Garante per la protezione dei dati personali, the Italian Data 
Protection Authority (hereafter, Garante) was established, which is an independent Authority with the aim 
to protect fundamental rights and freedoms in connection with the processing of personal data and to ensure 
respect for individuals' dignity87.  The Garante, pursuant to Section 143, 1b and 154, 1c of the Code, may 
provide requirements through an act called “Provvedimento” in relation to the processing of personal data 
against specific data controller or against all the data controllers for particular data processing The Garante 
shall  encourage within the  framework of the categories concerned in conformity with the  principle of 
representation, the drawing and adoption of a code of conduct and professional practice for specific sectors:  
compliance with the provisions included in the codes shall be a prerequisite for the processing of personal  
data by public and private entities to be lawful.

3.2.3.2. Italian data protection law in the health insurance domain
There  is  no  specific  regulation  regarding  the  health  insurance  sector,  however  there  are  guidelines 
(prescriptions) given by the Garante related to health sector that had been taken into account in building the  
Docticare portal (the base of the EurA scenario), even if the prescription is not directly applicable. We are 
referring to the Guidelines on the Electronic Health Record and the Health File published by the Garante on 
August 200988 to regulate initiatives that are aimed at storing, with the help of different techniques, the  
multifarious documents used by health care bodies for different treatment-related purposes. The Guidelines  
do not apply to the EurA scenario because they are focused on the creation of electronic health records or 
health files  by health care  bodies.  In Docticare  the medical  informations are  directly,  fully and freely 
created by the customer.

3.2.3.3.  Other Italian laws governing data processing
Many provisions of civil  Law, criminal  Law, procedural Law, some others of specific fields like anti-
money laundering, “antimafia”, insurance, have impacts on the processing of data: here we make only some 
examples that should not be considered as exhaustive.

On the one hand, important provisions that have an impact on the processing of data are the ones regarding 
the retention of documents,  also in the way of substitute retention. Section 11, 1e of the Code states that  
data has to be kept in a form which permits identification of the data subject for no longer than is necessary 
for the purposes for which the data were collected or subsequently processed.  The compliance with the 
"right to oblivion" must be combined with the needs of the Data controller to retain documentation. This  
right/obligation  of  retention  results  from (i.e.):  (a)  Obligations  under  by  law  and/or  regulations that 
prescribe to keep certain acts/documents for certain minimum periods of time; i.e.: (i) Section 2220 of the  
Italian Civil Code prescribe a retention period of ten years of accounting records; (ii) Section 36 of the  
Legislative Decree 231/200789 on the anti-money laundering provides a retention period of ten years of all  
documents  and  information  acquired  to  fulfill  the  obligations  of  due  diligence  on  customers;  (iii)  
Regulation  ISVAP90 5/200691 prescribes  to  brokers  and  insurance  companies  the  retention  of  policies 
records for at least 5 years; and (iv) Regulation ISVAP 27/0892 prescribes a period of retention of at least 
85The Directive had been passed by the Act 14/2003 and the Act 306/2003.
86The Directive has been passed by the Legislative Decree 109/2008.
87The  Authority  today  is  composed  for  the  President,  Francesco  Pizzetti,  the  Vice  President,  Giuseppe  
Chiaravallottiand,  and  the  members  Mauro  Paissan  and  Giuseppe  Fortunato.  Daniele  De  Paoli  is  the  General  
Secretary. More information in: www.garanteprivacy.it
88Linee guida in tema di Fascicolo sanitario elettronico (Fse) e di dossier sanitario (G.U. 3 August 2009  n. 178).
89G.U. 14 December 2007, n. 290, S.O.
90ISVAP is the Italian supervisory body for private insurance.
91Regulation n. 5 of 16 October 2006 Regulation laying down provisions on insurance and reinsurance mediation 
referred to under title IX (Insurance and reinsurance intermediaries) and article 183 (Rules of conduct) of Legislative  
Decree n. 209 of  7 September 2005 – Code of private insurance (G.U. 24 October 2006, n. 247 S.O.).
92Regolamento concernente la tenuta dei registri assicurativi di cui all'articolo 101 del Decreto Legislativo n. 209 del  
7 settembre 2005 – Codice delle assicurazioni private (G.U. 25 October 2008, n. 251 S.O.).
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ten years records for non-life insurance and at least twenty years for life insurance records. (b) Need (also  
potential need) to enforce the right of defence: retention period coincides with period of expiration of the 
right. (c)  Corporate policies that may provide certain retention periods based on technical/organizational 
reasons like i.e the rule of system administrators's access logs for a  minimum of 6 months93.

On the other hand, many fields of the civil, criminal and procedural Law are regulated by prescriptions that 
have impacts on the processing of data, i.e.: (a) all the provisions that prescribe the publication of personal 
data in public registers94; (b) the field of the anti-money laundering95 where there are prescriptions related to 
the traceability of flows of capital; (c) in the insurance field, i.e. the data flows between the companies and  
the ISVAP in relation to claims happens to insured people (car insurance field)96, or the prescription of the 
ISVAP  that  impose  to insurance  company  promoting  it's  products  to  write in  each  commercial 
communication sent to a data subject using means of distance communication, the source of the data and  
the purposes of the processing97; (d) the obligation of the publications of the sentences; and (e) the matter of 
the phone tapping, of police and criminal investigation, etc.

3.2.4.  United Kingdom
First the general British data protection legislation is going to be synthesised. Second the specific British  
data protection legislation in the health insurances domain is pinpointed. And third British laws governing 
data processing in telecommunications are going to be mentioned.

3.2.4.1. General British data protection law
The DPD is implemented through the Data Protection Act 1988 as amended by about 35 supplementary 
orders  and  the  Privacy  and  Electronic  Communications  Regulations  2003.  In  the  UK  there  are  also 
guidance notes which have persuasive effect and are expected to be met and case law that is binding on 
future interpretations.

The increasing use of  computers  in  the  1970s first  prompted  concerns  about  the  threat  they posed to 
personal privacy, especially as the UK law on data consisted of little more than a law of confidentiality.  
Following the loss of two or three high profile prosecutions for accessing data in terms that we would  
consider a breach of privacy today, the UK Government authorised a privacy commission (the Younger  
committee  on  Privacy98).  The  committee  recommended  10  guiding  principles  for  data  and  privacy. 
Although only ever a guideline and never part of legislation, the   government responded with a White 
Paper99 concluding that "the time has come when those who use computers to handle personal information 
[…] can no longer remain the sole judges of whether their own systems adequately safeguard privacy".

Various  recommendations were adopted by the 1978 Lindop Committee  when it  recommended a Data 
Protection Authority and defining Codes of Practice.  Three years after Convention No. 108, in 1984, the 
UK's first Data Protection Act was introduced, requiring public and private organisations with access to  
computer-held personal data to register with a Data Protection Registrar, who also enforced the Act but did 
not explicitly recognise the individual's right to privacy. This was followed by the Access to Personal Files  

93Regulation of 27 November 2008 of the Garante per la protezione dei dati personali - Measures and arrangements 
applying to the controllers of processing operations performed with the help of electronic tools in view of committing 
the task of system administrator.
94e.g. For the attorneys, the R.D.L. 27 November 1933, n. 1578, sets that no one can use the title, nor act as attorney  
or agent is he is not subscribed in the attorneys' public register (art 1) 
e.g. The PRA is the Provincial Automotive Public Registry. It was established by Royal Decree No 436 of 15/3/1927 
to regulate the transfer of ownership of vehicles. The PRA is organized in the territory on a provincial basis. It 
manages the data base of the vehicles registered to residents in the province. Any transfer of property, every event on 
the legal situation of the vehicle and any asset-purchase agreement must be submitted in the record to the PRA.
95Legislative Decree 231/07 (G.U. 14 December 2007 n. 290, S.O.).
96Regolamento recante la disciplina della banca dati sinistri di cui all'articolo 135 del Decreto legislativo n. 209 del 7  
settembre 2005 – Codice delle assicurazioni private. (G.U. 19 June 2009 n. 140 S.O.)
97Regulation concerning the promotion and distance marketing of insurance contracts referred to articles 183 and 191,  
paragraphs 1 letters a) and B) of Legislative Decree n. 209 of 7 September 2005 – Code of Private Insurance -  (G.U. 
26 April 2010 n. 96 S.O.).
98http://hansard.millbanksystems.com/lords/1973/jun/06/privacy-younger-committees-report
99Cmnd 5353, 1975.
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Act 1987.

Having produced a Data Protection Act in 1984, therefore the UK was unreceptive to a European-wide 
DPD and took little part in the negotiations on the final text of the Directive, which introduced an explicit 
protection of  privacy and which  was implemented  by the  Data  Protection Act  1998100.  The  1998 Act 
consolidated and repealed the earlier  laws,  many of which had grown piece-meal  since 1984 and also 
directly transposed the provisions of the EC Directive into UK law, although much of the detail was left to 
secondary legislation101.  The 1998 Act eventually entered into force on 1 March 2000102 and subject to 
minor modifications made under the Freedom of Information Act 2000103 and additional provisions of the 
e-Privacy Directive which implemented via the Privacy and Electronic Communications (EC Directive) 
regulations 2003104 altering the consent regulations for electronic marketing, represents the force of law for 
data  protection  in  the  UK.  The  Act  remains  subject  to  a  wide  number  of  secondary  implementing 
regulations, such as the The Data Protection (Processing of Sensitive Personal Data) Order 2000105.

The UK Act maintains exemptions for processing of personal data for particular purposes of which the  
most notable are National security106,  Crime and taxation107,  and Domestic Purposes108 and provides for 
compensation to be claimed by victims of the wrongful processing of personal data109.

The UK Data Protection Act has a reputation amongst data protection lawyers for its complexity, based 
partly on the technical treatment of guidance notes which although called guidance notes and stated to be 

100Passed into UK law on 16 July 1998, but many parts being subject to implementing regulations.
10117 Statutory Instruments were needed before commencement.
102The  Data  Protection  Act  1998  (Commencement)  Order  2000; 
http://www.legislation.hmso.gov.uk/si/si2000/20000183.htm
103The Freedom of Information Act deals with official information held by public authorities in England, Northern  
Ireland and Wales and to those which are UK-wide and covers recorded information such as emails, meeting minutes,  
research or reports. It is applicable to all public agencies including central government and government departments,  
local  authorities,  government  agencies  (including  police  forces  and  prison  services,  and NHS hospitals,  doctors’ 
surgeries, dentists, pharmacists and opticians) as well as applying to state-funded schools, colleges and universities. It  
gives the right to request official information held by public authorities although there is a very long list of exceptions  
to the right to receive the information.
104http://www.opsi.gov.uk/si/si2003/20032426.htm
105http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2000/417/introduction/made  which  provides  that  sensitive  data  may  be 
processed where in the public interest (or where the data controller reasonably believes that publication would be in  
the public interest) or necessary for the purposes of the prevention or detection of any unlawful act or the carrying out 
of any function designed for protecting members of the public against  dishonesty,  malpractice,  or other seriously 
improper conduct by, or the unfitness or incompetence of, any regulated person, or corporate mismanagement or mal-
administration, or relating to confidential counselling, advice, support or any other similar service or which impact on 
the physical  or mental health of a person and also permits processing where consent cannot be given by the data 
subject or is necessary in a case where the data controller cannot reasonably be expected to obtain the explicit consent 
of  the  data  subject,  or  relates  to  the  carrying  on  insurance  or  pension  business  (where  data  about  the  parent, 
grandparent, great grandparent or sibling of an insured person, or a member of the scheme, may also be expressly  
permitted without consent). (See s95 of the Insurance Companies Act 1982 and s1 of the Pension Schemes Act 1993)  
and necessary in a case where the data controller cannot reasonably be expected to obtain the explicit consent of the  
data  subject  and  where  the  data  subject  has  not  informed  the  data  controller  that  he  does  not  so  consent,  and  
processing does not cause, nor is likely to cause, substantial damage or substantial distress to the data subject or any 
other person. (Certain unresolved conflicts exist in UK law where the processing of data would cause substantial 
damage or substantial distress to the data subject but failure to process would cause greater substantial damage or 
substantial distress to a 3rd party).
106s28 stating that “[…] any processing for the purpose of safeguarding national security is exempt from all the data  
protection principles”.
107S29: “Data processed for the prevention or detection of crime, the apprehension or prosecution of offenders, or the  
assessment or collection of taxes are exempt from the first data protection principle”.
108S36: “Processing by an individual only for the purposes of that individual's personal, family or household affairs is  
exempt from all the data protection principles, as well as Part II (subject access rights) and Part III (notification)”.
109HFC Bank accidentally e-mailed 2,600 people in 2004 and cc'd ( carbon copied) all the recipients so all 2,600 could 
see  one another’s  e-mail  addresses,  compounded by automatic “out  of  office”  responses  which provided further  
personal information. In line with comments from the Information Commissioner that loss of an e-mail address was  
likely to be subject  to a  £50 compensation right,  HFC Bank credited the affected  customer’s  accounts with £50 
compensation. Privacy Groups identified that for many people, the direct losses could be significantly higher and in 
2010,  the Information  Commissioner  was  given  new statutory  powers  to  fine  companies  up  to  £1M for  serious 
breaches of data protection.
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guidance notes are often interpreted as if secondary legislation within the courts,  partly upon the large 
number of Statutory Instruments and the number of other Acts intersecting the Data Protection Act (see  
below),  partly  upon  very  poor  levels  of  training  and  implementation  by  companies,  many  of  which 
typically purport to use the restrictions in the Act to avoid providing even very basic, publicly available 
material and partly upon the very imprecise language used in the drafting of the legislation110.

Statutory Instruments in effect are used to provide additional powers under the data Protection Act and  
include  Data  Protection  (Processing  of  Sensitive  Personal  Data)  Order  2006111,  the  Data  Protection 
(Processing of Sensitive Personal Data) (Elected Representatives) Order 2002 and Guidance 112, the Data 
Protection  (Functions  of  Designated  Authority)  Order  2000113,  the  Data  Protection  (International  Co-
operation) Order 2000114, the Data Protection (Conditions under Paragraph 3 of Part II of Schedule 1) Order 
2000115, the Data Protection (Corporate Finance Exemption) Order 2000116, the Data Protection Tribunal 
(Enforcement  Appeals)  Rules  2000117,  the  Data  Protection  Tribunal  (National  Security Appeals)  Rules 
2000118, the Data Protection (Subject Access Modification) (Education) Order 2000119, the Data Protection 
(Crown Appointments) Order 2000120, the Data Protection (Designated Codes of Practice) (No. 2) Order 
2000121, the Data Protection (Miscellaneous Subject Access Exemptions) (Amendment Order) 2000122, the 
Consumer Credit (Credit Reference Agency)  Regulations 2000123,  the Data Protection (Subject  Access) 
(Fees and Miscellaneous Provisions) (Amendment) Regulations 2001124, the Data Protection (Notification 
and Notification Fees) (Amendment) Regulations 2001125, the Data Protection (Subject Access) (Fees and 
Miscellaneous Provisions) Regulations 2000126,  the Data Protection (Notification and Notification Fees) 
Regulations 2000127 and the Data Protection (Fees under section 19(7)) Regulations 2000128.

Additional requirements are imposed via the Information Act 2000 and a wide number of appeal provisions 
are  also  included  such  as  the  Information  Tribunal  (Enforcement  Appeals)  Rules  2005,  the  Tribunal  
(Enforcement Appeals) (Amendment) Rules 2005, the Information Tribunal (National Security Appeals) 
Rules 2005 and The Information Tribunal (formerly known as the Data Protection Tribunal). Some of the  
appeal bodies also hear appeals relating to the Privacy and Electronic Communications (EC Directive)  
Regulations  2003  and  from  the  Data  Protection  Tribunal  (National  Security  Appeals) 
(Telecommunications) Rules 2000.

(a)  Human  Rights  Act  1998. The  Human  Rights  Act  safeguards  the  right  to  respect  for  private  life, 
including the right to respect for personal information, under Article 8 ECHR and the House of Lords had 
confirmed that lapses in data protection by public sector bodies may also contravene the Human Rights 
Act129.

Although the legislation has not changed, the case law surrounding the related privacy rights has undergone  
a significant change following Campbell v MGN Ltd [2004] 2 A.C. 457 and the associated line of cases that 
have led the court determination of privacy rights within the EU. As a result of the News of the World 2011 
scandal, new privacy guidelines and codes of practice are expected. In addition, there is expected to be a 
wholly new level of compensation available for breach of privacy and data protection. (Cases are ongoing 

110Data Protection myths and realities, Information Commissioner's Office 2008.
111http://www.opsi.gov.uk/si/si2006/draft/20064712.htm
112http://www.hmso.gov.uk/si/si2002/20022905.htm
113http://www.legislation.hmso.gov.uk/si/si2000/20000186.htm
114http://www.legislation.hmso.gov.uk/si/si2000/20000190.htm
115http://www.legislation.hmso.gov.uk/si/si2000/20000185.htm
116http://www.legislation.hmso.gov.uk/si/si2000/20000184.htm
117http://www.legislation.hmso.gov.uk/si/si2000/20000189.htm
118http://www.legislation.hmso.gov.uk/si/si2000/20000206.htm
119http://www.legislation.hmso.gov.uk/si/si2000/20000414.htm
120http://www.legislation.hmso.gov.uk/si/si2000/20000416.htm
121http://www.legislation.hmso.gov.uk/si/si2000/20001864.htm
122http://www.legislation.hmso.gov.uk/si/si2000/20001865.htm
123http://www.legislation.hmso.gov.uk/si/si2000/20000290.htm
124http://www.legislation.hmso.gov.uk/si/si2000/20000191.htm
125http://www.hmso.gov.uk/si/si2001/20013214.htm
126http://www.legislation.hmso.gov.uk/si/si2000/20000191.htm
127http://www.legislation.hmso.gov.uk/si/si2000/20000188.htm
128http://www.legislation.hmso.gov.uk/si/si2000/20000187.htm
1292008 Joint Select report on Data Protection and Human Rights.
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and further commentary at this time is not possible).

(b) Freedom of Information Act 2000. The FOI makes provision for the disclosure of information held by 
public  authorities  and  persons  providing  services  to  them.  The  Act  created  new  rights  of  access  to 
information and superseded the non-statutory Code of Practice on Access to Government  Information,  
amending the Data Protection Act 1998.

The Act provided for a more extensive scheme for making information publicly available and covers a  
much wider range of public authorities including local government, NHS bodies, schools and colleges, the 
police  and  other  public  bodies  and  publicly-funded  offices  permitting  people  to  apply  for  access  to  
documents, or copies of documents, as well as to the information itself. From January 2005, public bodies  
must deal with individual requests for information, normally within 20 working days.

(c)  Crown Dependencies. Guernsey and Jersey,  as  Crown Dependencies of  the UK,  have traditionally 
followed UK legislation closely in the field of data protection, although without the significant variances in 
other acts and in statutory instruments found in the UK legislation. The Bailiwicks' Data Protection Laws 
are close copies of UK Data Protection Act 1998 and in 2003,  the European Commission granted the  
Bailiwick data protection legislation a 'declaration of adequacy', acknowledging that the islands' laws met  
European standards.

(d) Periods of Retention. Unlike other jurisdictions, there are no codified rights relating to the interpretation 
of the legislation timetables and retentions and these are dealt with by the data controller who is required to  
have  consideration  of  commentaries  and  guidance  papers  as  well  as  requirements  under  insurance  
conditions etc. For example, there is no express legislation setting out the period of retention of documents 
or setting out the age that a minor may consent. In the absence of express requirements the data controller  
will be expected to retain documents for a minimum period that they are exposed under the limitation act  
(which may be up to 12 years) but to also have regard for the risk of latent claims and for expediency in the 
ability to access documents at a later date and a number of institutions have been warned that they may be  
criticised by the Information Commissioner's Office130 for early deletion of documents where a data subject 
may reasonably expect to rely upon the existence of those records for a number of years, even though a  
limitation period deletion may indicate early deletion. For example, criticism has been levied at deletion of 
core  data  after  an  expiry  of  a  6  year  limitation  period  where  the  data  subject  may  have  reasonably 
concluded that the particular organisation may hold records for considerably longer and may seek to use  
those records at a later date and these criticisms have been adopted into new guidelines by many regulators,  
especially where an element of trusteeship or trust may have arisen when it may not be safe to ever delete  
documents.

Sample of UK data Retention Period Requirments (finance industry) 2004. Source: Intech Group.

130Q&A session Queen Elizabeth Conference centre 2008.
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As a result of the scatter gun approach to record keeping in the UK, each data Controller can effectively 
determine, subject to any express guidelines and justification of derivation from those guidelines, the period 
of retention of that data.

3.2.4.2. British data protection law in the health insurance domain
(a)  Retention of health records131.  In addition to data protection obligations, use of patient data is also 
governed by the British Medical Association (hereafter, BMA) and General Medical Council (hereafter,  
GMC) guidelines and these state that the principles of confidentiality132 in modern medical practice are 
ethical  as  well  as  legal  and  that  there  is  a  public  interest  in  maintaining  trust  in  the  doctor-patient  
relationship confidentiality should be maintained unless disclosure can be justified by an interest which  
outweighs the patient’s interest in confidentiality being maintained. As such common law and statutes such 
as  the Data Protection Act 1998 and the Human Rights  Act  1998,  as  well  as  employer  and regulator 
obligations  of  confidentiality,  information  security133,  records  management134,  etc.,  jointly  define  how 
medical data is handled and these vary from Health Trust to health Trust in the UK so that there is no 
coherent  data  handling  code  across  all  National  Health  Service  (hereafter,  NHS)  Trusts  or  across  all 
operations in an NHS Trust area.

With regard to disclosures required by law the GMC states that “ information must be disclosed if required  
under a specific statutory requirement […] including communicable diseases” and that doctors and health 
carers should inform patients about such disclosures, wherever that is practicable, but their consent is not  
required and where the disclosure may hinder treatment or may result in patients not accepting treatment,  
then even disclosure may not  be necessary.  Doctors can also disclose confidential information about a 
patient if he believes it to be in the patient’s best interests although this is  less straightforward and it is  
more difficult to justify a breach for these reasons135. In the case of communicable disease risk, the breach 
of confidentiality of a patient, without consent, and possibly without disclosure, may be justifiable in the 
public interest136 137.

(b) NHS Guidance on Legal and Professional Obligations. Additional legal controls on the NHS are set out 
in a specific document entitled “Guidance on Legal and Professional Obligations” which is recommended  
reading. The provisions therein are not repeated here as they are clearly set out in the 55 page guide 138 
available online at http//:tinyurl.com/medicalobligations.

There is a specialist NHS unit and a specialist BMA unit now giving detailed advice about the retention of 
health records. Although published guidance refers to minimum periods for which records must be retained, 
there may be occasions on which records need to be retained for longer, and although the fifth principle of  
the Data Protection Act 1998 prohibits the retention of personal data for longer than is necessary, in the  
scope of medicine, necessary now appears to be a very long time and possibly forever. For example, in the 
case of a child or adult where the illness or death could have potential relevance to adult conditions or for 
any patient where the records could have genetic implications for the family of the deceased, it is now 
considered  that  normal  retention  periods  no  longer  apply  and  given  the  development  of  new genetic  
markers, certain BMA papers suggest that “it should be considered whether in the future it is ever safe to  
delete records as the descendants of the deceased may require access to those records in the future” and as 
a result, it is the view of the BMA that electronic patient records (EPRs) must not be destroyed, or deleted,  
for the foreseeable future139.

Although the definition of 'necessary' will vary, where a decision is made to retain records for longer than 
the periods given below, it is important that this is supported by explicit reasons, which should ordinarily 
be recorded in the records.

131http://www.bma.org.uk/ethics
132http://www.ecric.org.uk/docs/nhs_conf_code.pdf
133http://www.connectingforhealth.nhs.uk/systemsandservices/infogov/codes/securitycode.pdf
134http://www.dh.gov.uk/en/Publicationsandstatistics/Publications/PublicationsPolicyAndGuidance/DH_4131747
135GMC Guidance notes to Junior Doctors and Trainee Doctors 2002, GMC.  Confidentiality: protecting and providing 
information (2004).
136W v Egdel Court of Appeal [1990] 1 All ER 83.
137GMC handbook Good Medical Practice 2001, SCD handbook 2001.
138http://www.connectingforhealth.nhs.uk/systemsandservices/infogov/codes/lglobligat.pdf
139http://www.bma.org.uk/ethics
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Current guidelines are that:

(i)  Maternity  records  (including  all  obstetric  and  midwifery  records,  including  those  of  episodes  of 
maternity care that end in stillbirth or where the child later dies) should be retained for at least 25 years 
after the birth of the last child but where there are any complicatory indicia or where there are any genetic 
indicators present or likely then records should not be deleted.

(ii) GP Records not showing any items likely to have an impact on descendants should be retained for 10 
years after death or after the patient has permanently left  the country unless the patient remains in the 
European Union. Records relating to persons receiving treatment for a mental disorder within the meaning 
of mental health legislation are to be retained for 20 years after the date of the last contact; or 10 years after  
the patient’s death if sooner.

(iii) Mental and Care institutions' records should be retained for the longer of (i) 20 years after the date of  
the last contact of any health professional, (ii) 20 years after majority if later, but subject to the proviso that  
they can be deleted 10 years after the patient’s death if sooner.

(iv) Records relating to those serving in HM Armed Forces or to those serving a prison sentence should not  
be destroyed.

(v)  Details  of  operations  on children and young  people's  hospital  records  should be retained until  the 
patient’s 25th birthday or 26th if young person was 17 at conclusion of treatment, or 8 years after death. All 
other adult hospital records (other than non-specified secondary care records) should be retained for 8 years  
after the conclusion of treatment or death. (It should be noted that certain recommended periods are in  
conflict and suggest earlier dates but the BMA indicia is that records should be retained for the longer 
period. 

In addition, the BMA Guidelines on the Data Protection Act140 (noted to be out of date, due to changes in 
other guidelines and statutory instruments)  and BMA Guidelines on medical  ethics also impact  on the  
application of data protection.

The  Secretary  of  State  has  also  stated  that  processing  should  be  allowed  in  professional  disciplinary 
proceedings or to allow NHS authorities to investigate malpractice or mis-management and there is also a  
general  allowance  for  processing  when  there  is  substantial  public  interest,  for  example  in  cases  of 
dishonesty, malpractice or service failure, in order to protect the public. One consideration currently under 
review is the practice of deletion of records 10 years after death as a number of high-profile cases involving  
the prosecution of “doctors of  death” have had problems due to the 10 year  after death deletion rule  
because prosecution authorities cannot establish how long the practice has gone on for.

The difficulty with access to records where multiple parties and the public interest  are concerned was  
highlighted in the case of Gaskin which has had a substantial impact on British law. The DPA rules on 
social services records allow for access by people formerly in public care and were refused on the grounds  
that Gaskin or 3rd parties may suffer harm by the disclosure of the records and no independent appeal  
mechanism was in place at the time. The case141 ruled that individuals who were placed in public care as 
children should be presumed to have a right  to limited access to  their  own records  to the  extent  that  
knowledge and understanding of their childhood and early development will be revealed. However, the  
case files of individuals who were placed in care with the independent sector (the charities) are not caught  
by the access provisions of the Data Protection Act. (Access to these files can only be obtained with the  
agreement of these organisations). Appeal against refusal to disclose lies with the ICO office.

Regulations under Section 60 of the Health and Social Care Act 2001 deal with the use of sensitive data in  
medical research and provides that the Secretary of State for Health may exercise discretion over the use 
and disclosure of data held by the NHS. This has the result that identified research can now be exempted  
from the consent requirements142, 

Significant new penalties for breaches of confidentiality, failures to follow ethical principles and including 
exceptions  for  here  are  important  exceptions  to  confidentiality,  namely  where  it  conflicts  with  the  
clinician's duty to warn or duty to protect. This includes instances of suicidal behaviour or homicidal plans,  

140See BMA.org but  noted to be out of date, due to changes in other guidelines and statutory instruments.
141Gaskin v UK, judgement from the European Court of Human Rights, Strasbourg, 07 July 1989.
142recommendation from the Patient Information Advisory Group to the Secretary of State.
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child abuse, elder abuse and dependent adult abuse143.

Similar  guidelines  are  adopted  from  all  medical  regulatory  bodies  such  as  the  Royal  college  of  
Radiologists144, the nursing and midwifery council145 etc, in addition to those from the cabinet office on 
Emergency Planners and Responders146.

(c) Insurance industry. Since 14th January 2005 when statutory regulation of general insurance was moved 
from the Association of British Insurers (hereafter, ABI) to the Financial Services Authority (hereafter,  
FSA), there have been no ABI codes of practice. Since that date a number of guides have been published  
aimed generally at the industry by the FSA including Data Security in Financial Services 147 which does not 
impose any specific obligations over and above those of good data practice but which helpfully set out in a 
100 page booklet how insurance companies should protect their data,and highlighting the risks from lost 
data  as  well  as  setting  out  minimum standards  for  access  rights,  monitoring access  to  customer  data, 
authentication,  backup,  internet  access,  key  logging,  use  of  portable  devices,  access  to  premises  and 
disposing of customer data. There are no specific legal provisions, only guidelines (some of which are  
binding as to minimum standards) by the FSA. 

Procedures for disposing of confidential paper although in August 2010, the FSA imposed a fine on Zurich  
insurance  of  £49 per  customer  record lost,  appearing  to  take the  view that  customer  record fines  are 
appropriate at £49-55 per record lost or compromised.

Insurance retention recommended minimum periods are set out in the FSA Critical Retention document 148 . 
These do not have force of law but are effectively binding as a minimum period because they are set by the  
regulator. 

3.2.4.3. Other British laws governing data processing
Data Retention – Telecommunications. In the field of telecommunications, data retention generally refers to 
traffic data storage (TD) or call detail records (CDR) Storage of communication data by such as telephone 
calls made and received, emails sent and received and web sites visited as well as location data which is  
increasingly being logged as co-ordinated combined storage. The primary objective in government-forced 
telecoms  data  retention  is  traffic  analysis  and  mass  surveillance  and  by  analysing  the  retained  data,  
governments  can identify the locations of individuals,  an individual's associates and the members  of a  
group such as political opponents. As these fall within the exception for National Security, the operations 
have no legal or judicial oversight.

The Communications Data Code of Practice came into force in the UK in December 2003, but since  15 
March 2006 when the European Union formally adopted the Data Retention Directive all communications 
providers must retain, for a period of between 6 months and 2 years, necessary data as specified in the  
Directive including the ability if held to trace and identify the source of a communication; to trace and 
identify the destination of a communication, to identify the date, time and duration of a communication, to 
identify the type of communication, to identify the communication device, and to identify the location of  
mobile communication equipment and proposals are now being placed before the European Parliament to  
amend the Directive to require the storage of internet  searches149.  This covers fixed telephony,  mobile 
telephony, Internet access, Internet email and Internet telephony.  In the UK, the provisions are currently 
subject to a voluntary data retention system operating under the Anti-Terrorism, Crime and Security Act 
2001150 wherein telephone operators and ISPs are required to retain data under a voluntary arrangement  
with  the  UK Home  Office  and  where  the  data  protection  provisions  are  expressly  overridden by the 
requirements of the Anti-terrorism, Crime and Security Act 2001.Communications data retained includes 

143Source: NHS newsletter 2011, no identifiable underlying source has been found for this although it is believed that  
this may be BMA ethics standards board inherent powers.
144http://www.rcr.ac.uk/docs/radiology/pdf/ITguidance_Retention_storage_images.pdf
145http://www.nmc-uk.org/Documents/Guidance/nmcGuidanceRecordKeepingGuidanceforNursesandMidwives.pdf
146http://interim.cabinetoffice.gov.uk/media/132709/dataprotection.pdf
147http://www.fsa.gov.uk/pubs/other/data_security.pdf
148Available at http://www.fsa.gov.uk/pubs/staff/retention.pdf, 22 pages.
149Source: Anna Záborská.
150Part 11.
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data which constitutes subscriber information151, telephony data152, SMS153 and data traffic, Log-On data 
and IP activity154, postal155 and all banking and vehicle movement data156 or otherwise identifies the users of 
services,  data  which  identifies  which  services  were  used  and  when  they  were  used,  and  data  which 
identifies  who  the  user  contacted,  and  although  the  voluntary  code  does  not  include  the  content  of 
communications, powers exist for this to be required outside the voluntary code. For example, in the case of 
a call from a mobile telephone, the data to be retained would include data identifying the owner of the  
phone, who was called, the duration of the call and the approximate locations of both parties. It would not  
include what was said during the call  unless an express request for content was made under the Anti-
Terrorism, Crime and Security Act was made by the security services.

Certain intercept information is also thought to be possessed by the security services and not requiring data  
protection or operator consents as covered under the Anti-Terrorism, Crime and Security Act and includes 
all of the above listed capabilities as well as the ability to record to the content of selected conversations, to 
determine the location of a mobile telephone to within a few yards by using triangulation and multiple base 
stations in real time, to stealth-download onto phones special software to listen to any conversations in its 
vicinity, to take photographic and video information and to download it and to remotely turn on mobile  
phones whilst leaving screen, keyboard and lights inactive and to mirror SMS and other communications  
secretly to other handsets157. The capabilities in the hands of the security services probably explain the lack 
of use of voluntary code requests.  Limited capability exists in police hands.

151Subscriber details relating to the person e.g. Name, date of birth, installation and billing address, payment methods,  
account/credit  card  details  Contact  information  such  as  Telephone  number,  email  address  Identity  of  services 
subscribed to (information determined by the communication service provider) Customer reference/account number, 
list  of  services  subscribed  to  Telephony:  telephone  number(s),  IMEI,  IMSI(s)  Email:  email  address(es),  IP  at  
registration Instant messaging: Internet Message Handle, IP at registration ISP - dial-in: Log-in, CLI at registration (if 
kept) ISP - always-on: Unique identifiers, MAC address (if kept), ADSL end points, IP tunnel address
152All  numbers  (or  other  identifiers  e.g.  name@xxxx)  associated  with  call  (e.g.  physical/presentational/network 
Assigned CLI, DNI, IMSI, IMEI, exchange/divert numbers) Date and time of start of call Duration of call/date and  
time of end of call Type of call (if available) Location data at start and/or end of call, in form of lat/long reference.  
Cell site data from time cell ceases to be used. IMSI/MSISDN/IMEI mappings. For GPRS & 3G, date and time of  
connection, IMSI, IP address assigned. Mobile data exchanged with foreign operators; IMSI & MSISDN, sets of GSM 
triples, sets of 3G quintuples, global titles of equipment communicating with or about the subscriber.
153Calling number, IMEI - Called number, IMEI - Date and time of sending - Delivery receipt - if available - Location  
data when messages sent and received, in form of lat/long reference.
154Log-on  (authentication  user  name,  date  and  time  of  log-in/log-off,  IP  address  logged-in  from)  -  sent  email  
(authentication user name, from/to/cc email addresses, date and time sent) - received email (authentication user name, 
from/to email addresses, date and time received).IP address assigned, Dial-up: CLI and number dialed, Always-on:  
ADSL end point/MAC address (If available). Proxy server logs (date/time, IP address used, URL’s visited, services.  
TIP of source and host machines or domain name Data needed to interpret other communications data, for example 
the mapping between cell  mast  identifiers  and their  location,  and  the translation of  dialing (as  supported by IN  
networks).
155Information written on the outside of a postal item (such as a letter or parcel, online tracking of postal items, records  
of postal items, such as records of registered, recorded or special delivery postal items, records of parcel consignment, 
delivery and collection.
156WikiLeaks  documents  revealed  that  the  UK's  banks store  all  banking data for  up to  7 years  and provide  this  
automatically to tax and police and security services.  Leaked ACPO documents revealed that the UK  nationwide 
network  of  automatic  numberplate  recognition  cameras  is  linked  with  other  data  held  by  the  government  and 
watchlists from the police and security services and that a complete record of all vehicle movement data is held  
(Currently believed to be 3 years).
157Classified Sources (Confirmed and reported by Financial Times 2009).
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The Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act 2000 (RIPA) also authorises exchange of information between 
government  bodies158 regardless of the reasons that  the information was provided and gives the Home 
Secretary powers to change the list of bodies with access to retained data through secondary legislation. 

3.2.5.  Ireland
First the general Irish data protection legislation is going to be synthesised. Second the specific Irish data  
protection legislation in the health insurances domain is pinpointed. And third other Irish laws governing  
data processing are going to be mentioned.

3.2.5.1. General Irish data protection law

The Irish Data Protection Act 1988 was passed on 13th July 1988 and came into full force on 19 th  April 
1989 updating  Data  Protection  law and  establishing  the  Irish  Data  Protection  Commission.  The  Irish  
legislation was updated in 2003 by the Data Protection (Amendment) Act, thus incorporating DPD into 
Irish law and broadening the definition of data to include manual data in structured filing systems. The  
2003 Act extends or clarifies many of the data subjects’ existing rights providing that there is a valid access 
request and introduced new safeguards for automated decision making and enforced subject access 159. It 
also clarified that data controllers must provide their identity, the purpose for which data is collected and 
any information about why data collection is fair, together with disclosure information.

The Act only applied to Data Controllers established in Ireland so that only those actually established (and  
processing data) in Ireland are covered by the Act. Organisations are treated as established in Ireland,  if  
normally resident in Ireland as individuals, or incorporated under the Irish law of the State or a partnership 
or unincorporated association formed under the law of Ireland or any other person who although not in the 
above definitions maintains either an office, branch, or agency in Ireland, through which the person carries  
on  any activity, or regularly practices a business in Ireland.

Although there is a national ID number system- Personal Public Service Number (PPSN)- and while State 
rules do exist governing its use, there is no formal system for this relating to Data Protection (s.14(1) of the  
Social Welfare Act 1998 makes it an offence to use a PPSN or to seek to have a PPSN disclosed).

The e-Privacy Regulations 2011 (S.I. 336 of 2011160) deal with data protection for phone, e-mail, SMS and 
158Including Appeals Service,  Assets Recovery Agency,  Association of Police Authorities,  Audit  Commission for 
Local Authorities and the National Health Service in England and Wales, Audit Commission for Local Authorities  
and the National  Health Service  in  England and  Wales,  Audit  Scotland,  Benefit  Fraud Inspectorate,  Border  and  
Immigration  Agency,  Boundary  Commission  for  England,  Boundary  Commission  for  Scotland,  Boundary 
Commission  for  Wales,  Cabinet  Office,  Central  Office  of  Information,  Child  Support  Agency,  Department  for  
Children, Schools and Families, Civil Contingencies Secretariat, Coal Authority, Constitutional Affairs, Department 
for,  Countryside Agency,  now part  of Natural  England,  Courts Service,  Criminal Records Bureau (CRB), Crown 
Prosecution Service, Debt Management Office, Defence, Ministry of, Department for Children, Schools and Families,  
Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Defra), Department for Innovation, Universities and Skills,  
Department for Transport (DfT), Department for Work and Pensions (DWP), Department of Health (DH), Drinking 
Water  Inspectorate,  Driver  and Vehicle  Licensing Agency (DVLA) -  Driver  Licensing  Enquiries,  Education and  
Skills, Department for, Electoral Commission, Environment Agency,  Forestry Commission, Government Actuaries 
Department,  Government  Communications  Headquarters  (GCHQ),  Government  Communications  Network, 
Department of Health (DH), Healthcare Commission, HM Courts Service, HM Customs and Excise, HM Inspectorate  
of Constabulary, HM Inspectorate of Prisons, HMInspectorate of Probation, HM Prison Service, HM Revenue and  
Customs, Highways Agency, Home Office (certain divisions), Identity and Passport Service (IPS), Immigration and 
Nationality  Directorate  (IND),  Border  and  Immigration  Agency,  Her  Majesty's  Inspectorate  of  Constabulary,  
Inspectorate  of  Prisons,  Her  Majesty's,  Local  Government  Ombudsman,  Local  authorities  (certain  divisions  and 
departments  only),  London  Development  Agency,  Maritime  and  Coastguard  Agency,  Medicines  and  Healthcare 
Products Regulatory Agency, Security Services, Ministry of Defence (MoD), National Probation Service, NCS, NHS, 
Northern Ireland Office (NIO), Office of Gas and Electricity Markets (Ofgem), Office of Rail Regulation, Office of  
the HM Paymaster General, Office of the Public Guardian, Office of Water Services (OFWAT), Identity and Passport  
Service (IPS), Planning Inspectorate, Resilience, UK (Civil Contingencies  Secretariat),  Secret Intelligence Service, 
Serious Fraud Office, SoCA, UK Passport Service, UK Identity and Passport Service (IPS).
159All Sections of the Acts are in force, except Section 4 (13) (enforced subject access).
160S.I.  336  of  2011 http://www.dataprotection.ie/documents/legal/SI336of2011.pdf  .  This  repeals  SI  192/2002,  SI 
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Internet use and give effect to the EU e-Privacy Directive161.

There is a non-statutory guide for data controllers which sets out how organisations should deal with the 
personal data162.

(a)  Statutory Instruments. Like the United Kingdom,  there are a wide number of Statutory instruments  
implemented in relation to Data Protection163.

(b) Freedom of information. The Freedom of Information (FoI) 2007 amended the 2003 Act and provided 
the right of individuals to access information held on them by the public sector and to correct information.  
The rights are slightly less wide than the UK reflecting the history of security issues in Ireland but also  
mean that private healthcare data cannot be obtained under FoI.

(c) Codes of Practice. There are approved three codes of practice in Ireland, one for the Garda Síochána164 
(being the Irish police force), one for the Injuries Board165 and the other for the Insurance Sector (detailed 
below) and the Irish Data Commissioner  has  also approved a Personal  Data  Security Breach Code of 
Practice166.  The Injuries  Board is  a  statutory body which provides independent  assessment  of personal  
injury compensation for victims of Workplace, Motor and Public Liability accidents167.

(d) Data breaches. As a result of numerous notifications to the Irish Data Commissioner which had security 
implications  for  data  subjects,  the  Data  Commissioner  has  taken  greater  enforcement  powers.  These 
incidents  prompted  the  Minister  for  Justice,  Equality  and  Law  Reform  to  establish  in  2009  a  Data 
Protection  Review  Group  to  consider  Irish  legislative  changes.  This  led  to  recommendations  for 
compulsory notification of data breaches via a statutory Code of Practice168 and the Code of Practice was 
approved in July 2010 and provides that failure to notify can result in prosecution.

This Code of Practice sets out a general rule that:

All incidents in which personal data has been put at risk  should be reported to the Office of the Data  
Protection Commissioner as soon as the data controller becomes aware of the incident, except when the  
full extent and consequences of the incident has been reported without delay directly to the affected data  
subject(s)169 and affects no more than 100 data subjects and does not include sensitive personal data or  
personal data of a financial nature. Notification to the DPC should take place within two working days.

Following the Californian Data-Breach Code model, there is an exception where the data lost was securely  

535/2003 and SI 526/2008.
1612002/58/EC as amended by Directive 2006/24/EC and 2009/136/EC.
162http://www.dataprotection.ie/ViewDoc.asp?fn=/documents/guidance/Guide_Data_Contollers.htm&CatID=90&m=y
163Including  the  Data  Protection  Act  1988  (Section  5(1)(D))  (Specification)  Regulations  2009,  the  European 
Communities  (Electronic  Communications  Networks  and  Services)  (Data  Protection  and  Privacy)  (Amendment) 
Regulations 2008, the Data Protection (Amendment) Act 2003 (Commencement) Order 2007, the Data Protection Act 
1988 (Section 16(1)) Regulations 2007, the Data Protection (Fees) Regulations 2007, the Data Protection (Processing 
of Genetic Data) Regulations 2007, the Customs and Excise (Mutual Assistance) Act 2001 (Section 8) (Protection of 
Manual  Data)  Regulations  2004,  the Data  Protection (Amendment)  Act  2003 (Commencement)  Order  2003,  the 
European  Communities  (Electronic  Communications  Networks  and  Services)  (Data  Protection  and  Privacy)  
Regulations 2003, the Data Protection (Amendment)  Act  2003,  the European Communities  (Data Protection and 
Privacy  in  Telecommunications)  Regulations  2002,  the  Data  Protection  (Registration)  Regulations,  2001,  the 
European Communities (Data Protection) Regulations, 200, the Circuit Court Rules (No. 2) (Data Protection Act, 
1988),  1999,  the  Data  Protection  (Fees)  Regulations,  1996,  the  Data  Protection  Act,  1988  (Section  5  (1)  (D)) 
(Specification)  Regulations,  1993,  the  Data  Protection  Commissioner  Superannuation  Scheme,  1993,  the  Data 
Protection (Fees) Regulations, 1990, the Data Protection Act, 1988 (Restriction of Section 4) Regulations, 1989 and 
the Data Protection (Access Modification) (Health) Regulations, 1989. See www.tinyurl.com/IrishSIDP
164http://www.garda.ie/Controller.aspx?Page=136&Lang=1
165http://www.injuriesboard.ie/eng/Data_Protection_Code_of_Practice/
166http://www.dataprotection.ie/viewdoc.asp?DocID=1082&m=f
167InjuriesBoard.ie
168Power to issue these is provided for under the Data Protection Acts.
169In relation to informing victims, the Code provides that “where an incident gives rise to a risk of unauthorised  
disclosure, loss, destruction or alteration of personal data, in manual or electronic form, the data controller must give  
immediate  consideration  toinforming  those  affected.  Such  information  permits  data  subjects  to  consider  the  
consequences for eachof them individually and to take appropriate measures. In appropriate cases, data controllers  
shouldalso  notify  organisations  that  may  be  in  a  position  to  assist  in  protecting  data  subjects  including,  
whererelevant, An Garda Síochána, financial institutions, etc.”
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encrypted  and  the  data  controller  concludes  that  there  is  no  risk  to  the  data.  Even  where  there  is 
requirement  to  notify the  Data  Protection Commissioner,  the  data  controller  is  obliged should keep a  
summary record of each incident which has given rise to a risk of unauthorised disclosure, loss, destruction  
or alteration of personal data170. Unlike some other jurisdictions, such as the United Kingdom171, there is no 
provision for the Data Protection Commissioner to impose civil penalties and there is currently no criminal 
offence to cover such a situation although the Data Protection Commissioner is seeking such powers where  
the data controller has been guilty of deliberate or reckless acts or omissions in relation to the personal data. 

3.2.5.2. Irish data protection law in the health insurance domain

(a) Healthcare. Restrictions on Right of Access exist in relation to Health data and Social Work data (see  
below) and apply to the functions of the Financial Regulator and of the Consumer Agency172 and in relation 
to information on adopted children173. 

Specific Data Protection provisions exist for healthcare under the Data Protection (Access Modification)  
(Health) Regulations, 1989174 and provides that to the extent that any data is held by a Data Controller who 
is a health professional (medical practitioner, dentist, optician, pharmaceutical chemist, nurse or midwife  
and  who  is  registered  under  the  enactments  governing  his  profession,  or  by  a  chiropodist,  dietician,  
occupational therapist, orthoptist, physiotherapist, psychologist, child psychotherapist or speech therapist),  
that data, if constituting health data, must not be supplied in respect of any data subject access request if  
supply would be likely to cause serious harm to the physical  or  mental  health of the data subject  and 
anyone processing that data who is not a health professional must check with the data subject's registered 
medical  practitioner175 or  if  relevant  the  registered  dentist176,  or  other  relevant  health  professional177. 
Similarly under the Data Protection (Access Modification) (Social Work) Regulations, 1989178, information 
constituting social work data cannot be supplied by or on behalf of a data controller to the data subject 
concerned under an access request179 if it would be likely to cause serious harm to the physical or mental 
health or emotional condition of the data subject. 

(b) Insurance Companies. Regarding insurance companies, there are various considerations to be taken into 
account:

(i) Code of Practice on Data Protection for the Insurance Sector180 sets out how the insurer must operate 
under Irish Data Protection legislation if they are a data Controller. It applies to all personal data held by or 
on behalf of insurance companies that are established in the State and therefore there are no obligations on 
insurers that are not established in the State but are trading with the State only. Those insurers that are not  
established in the State but are trading with the State only are regulated by their home state. 

(ii) Information Fairness must be maintained and the insurer must ensure that at the application or proposal 
stage, the insurer only requests relevant and appropriate information. This will be that information that is  
appropriate for determining whether cover is available and for setting out the premium. During the terms of  
the policy the information must determine the premiums paid and the any other relevant information such 
as whether a policy is in force and at the claims stage whether the insurer can again require detailed policy  
information in order to assess whether a claim is payable and if so how much.

170The record should include abrief  description of  the nature of  the incident and an explanation of  why the data 
controller did notconsider it necessary to inform the Office of the Data Protection Commissioner.
171s55A of the (UK) Data Protection Act 1998 (inserted by section 144 of the Criminal Justice and Immigration Act 
2008).
172S.I. 95 of 1993.
173S.I. 81 of 1989. Other guidance arising out of recent scandals in relation to the Catholic Church's orphanages and  
adoption schemes exists. repealing SI 192/2002, SI 535/2003 and SI 526/2008.
174http://www.irishstatutebook.ie/1989/en/si/0082.html
175Within the meaning of the Medical Practitioners Act, 1978 (No. 4 of 1978).
176Within the meaning of the Dentists Act, 1985 (No. 9 of 1985).
177The most recent healthcare professional responsible for the clinical care of the data subject in connection with the 
matters to which the information relates.
178http://www.irishstatutebook.ie/1989/en/si/0083.html
179In response to a request under section 4 (1) (a) of the Act.
180http://www.dataprotection.ie/view.asp?DocID=841
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(iii)  Privacy Policies must be in writing and set out clearly for what purposes personal data is processed 
(and on a website if data is collected on the site). 

(iv)  Data Controller Details must also be given so insurers must clearly identify the data controller, the  
purpose of collecting the data, any persons to whom it will be disclosed and any other relevant information  
and if recording is used, they must identify this. 

(v) Subsequent fair processing notices will have to be given with relevant warnings if data is used for new 
purposes. 

(vi) Pre-claim Notification stages are banned except where anonymised data is used. 

(vii) Sensitive Data is subject to explicit consent and a requirement to take appropriate security measures.

(viii) 3rd Party Information Disclosure whether to or from other insurance companies is regulated. Where 
information may be sought from other insurance companies who hold a policy or other relevant information 
about  a  risk,  insurance  companies  must  make  it  clear  on application forms  (for  life  assurance)  or  on 
application or claim forms (for non life insurance) that such data will be sought and obtain the customer’s 
acknowledgement  of  this.  Where  the  information  to  be  disclosed  is  sensitive  data,  the  explicit  opt-in 
consent of the individual must  be in place before the disclosure takes place. If insurers may use other  
sources to verify independently information provided by the insured . These may include industry databases 
containing  claims  information.  Where  this  is  the  case,  the  insurer  will  ensure  that  a  reference  to  the  
existence and purpose of any databases to be consulted is included in relevant customer documentation.

(ix) Specified, Explicit and Lawful Purposes are the only grounds on which data may be retained and will  
include advice on type of insurance policy, risk underwriting proposed, policy administration, assessment 
and processing of any claims, compliance with regulatory, legal and tax laws and regulations and statistical  
analysis.

(x) Secondary Purposes such as direct marketing of products to existing and potential customers are also 
permitted within the ambit of the Data Protection Acts.
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  Mail-based Direct 
Marketing  Text/Email Marketing#  Phone Marketing*

 Existing Customers#
An opt-out opportunity must 
be offered to the recipient of 
the marketing message.

An opt-out opportunity must be offered to the 
recipient of the marketing message at the time 
the details are collected and on the occasion 
of each message. Marketing can take place 
until such time as an opt-out is conveyed by 
the customer provided that contact has taken 
place within a 12 month period.

Must respect any preferences which the 
customer must have been given an 
opportunity to indicate regarding the 
receipt of marketing calls in advance of 
such calls. Marketing can then take place 
until such time as an opt-out is conveyed 
by the customer

Individuals who 
request quotes

An opportunity to opt-out 
must be provided to the 
recipient of the marketing 
message.

An explicit opt-in to receive the marketing 
message is required from the individual.

Must respect any preferences conveyed 
by the customer regarding the receipt of 
marketing calls. Marketing can take place 
until such time as opt-out conveyed. An 
explicit opt-in is required if person is on 
the NDD.

Individuals with no 
relationship with 
company whatsoever

An opportunity to opt-out 
must be provided to the 
individual on the basis that 
their details were collected in 
line with the Data Protection 
Acts.

An explicit opt-in to receive the marketing 
message is required from the individual.

Must respect any preferences conveyed 
by the customer regarding the receipt of 
marketing calls. Marketing can take place 
until such time as an opt-out is conveyed. 
An explicit opt-in is required if person is 
on the NDD

Business Customer Not covered by Data 
Protection unless a sole trader.

Marketing can take place until such time as 
opt-out conveyed by the recipient.

Marketing can take place until such time 
as an opt-out is conveyed. Must respect 
the NDD or any preferences conveyed by 
the customer.

Table Source: Guidance Note Data Protection Commissioner Ireland

(xi)  Electronic Contact Details if obtained from a customer must be accompanied with an easy way to 
object to use and change the contact details and unless the customer has explicitly opted-in to receiving 
more general marketing material, they will be limited to the specific type of policy taken – in other words if  
they have taken a motor policy they can  be marketed only for motor-related policies unless they opt to 
receive information on other types of policies. Where a customer has not opted out, they can be contacted  
once a year about other policy types (or the same policy types if not renewed) providing they are given an 
opportunity to opt out each time. Non-accepted quotes can be kept for fraud checks but only for 15 months. 

(xii) Compatible Purpose Information Use is mandated unless otherwise permitted by the Data Protection 
legislation.  Data  may  however  be  disclosed  to  the  customer’s  agents  (insurance  brokers,  doctors, 
investigators,  loss  adjusters,  solicitors,  executors)  and  regulators  or  other  parts  of  the  corporate  group 
(including the insurer's agents (such as loss adjusters and other external investigators, medical practitioners  
and solicitors).  It  may also  be  disclosed to  other  insurance companies  but  only is  clearly notified  on 
application or claim forms or by letter and to fraud prevention schemes. 

(xiii) Appropriate Security Measures must be taken against unauthorised access to, or alteration, disclosure 
or destruction of the data and against their accidental loss or destruction and this includes backup and  
appropriate encryption, access logging, access audits and robust breach procedures. Each insurer must have 
an appropriate  confidentiality policy for sensitive data. 

(xiv) Accurate, Complete and Up-to-date Information obligations arise and insurers must have appropriate 
procedures to check accuracy on an ongoing basis. 

(xv) Only Necessary Information may be collected and checks must be carried out regularly to ensure this. 
Family history may only be collected if relevant to the premium and cover sought but is limited to the  
insured person and cannot be used in relation to insurance of any other person. Insurers must also only use 
“underwriting criteria which can be justified on commercial or actuarial grounds”.

(xvi) A written No-longer-than-necessary Data Retention Policy must be used; however similar arguments 
appear to apply as have been highlighted in the English commentary and must be held for at least 6 years 
after the ending of the client/insurer relationship to take account of the insurer’s responsibilities under the 
Statute  of  Limitations,  the  Financial  Regulator’s  Consumer  Protection  Code  and  money  laundering 
legislation,  although  other  longer  retention  periods  are  recognised  as  possible  by  the  Data  Protection 
Commission  office  but  this  should  be  limited  to  the  narrow particular  circumstances  arising  or  other  
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legitimate reasons permitted by the Data Protection Acts. Data may also be held for  up to 6 years  to 
facilitate “subsequent applications” or to check for non-disclosure or for the investigation of future claims.

(xvii)  Data Subject Access Requests must also be in place in accordance with the provisions of the Data 
Protection (Access Modifications) (Health) Regulations 1989 and the permitted restrictions in the Data  
Protection Acts. 

(xviii)  Genetic  Test  Results are  governed  under  the  Disability  Act  2005  which  provides  that  “the 
processing of  genetic  data in  relation to  insurance,  life  insurance,  health  insurance or  health-related  
insurance, an occupational pension, a retirement annuity contract or any other pension arrangement is  
prohibited” and an applicant cannot be forced to have a genetic test, nor can the questions be required from 
an individual's doctor.  In the event of a genetic test result coming into the possession of an insurer, the  
insurer is not allowed to process this, (whether a positive and negative test result) and should be deleted as 
soon as possible. 

(xix) Private Investigator Disclosure is also permitted but only in the context of the assessment of a claim 
(or other similar reason) and must fully comply with the Data Protection Acts. Processing can only be done  
under  the  express  specific  instructions  of  the  insurance  company  and  to  fulfil  contract  duties  and 
obligations  with  the  insurer.  There  must  be  safeguards  to  protect  against  accidental  loss,  destruction,  
damage, alteration, disclosure or unlawful access to the personal data in their possession and data must be  
delivered to  the  insurance company at  the  conclusion of  the  investigation and all  data  deleted by the 
investigator. If a private investigator may be instructed by an insurer to investigate a claim, this should be  
mentioned  in  relevant  customer  documentation  (although  it  is  unclear  whether  this  is  only  at  policy 
inception or at  any other time)  and the insurer is  expected to obtain appropriate indemnities from the  
private  investigator  in  relation  to  any  non-compliance  with  the  Data  Protection  Acts  by  the  private 
investigator.

(xx)  Data  breaches.  There  have  been  regular  breaches  of  data  protection  in  the  Irish  healthcare  and 
insurance Sectors, particularly the latter181.

In  April  2011,  the  Information  Commissioner  further  reported  that  details  had  emerged  of   an 
"unprecedented" number of data protection breaches in the Irish insurance industry and what appeared to be  
deliberate flouting of data protection law.  Staff at some insurance companies inappropriately accessed data 
to examine the claims history of family, friends and a number of celebrities and found that staff at some  
insurance  companies  were  also  illegally  using  "pre-claim"  information  when  calculating  quotes.  
Disciplinary  action  has  been  taken  by  the  insurance  companies  against  the  employees  involved  but  
highlights lack of appropriate concerns. Insurers have also been ordered to remove some unlawful data 
being stored on a shared insurance claims database.

181http://www.phiprivacy.net/?p=6748
In January 2011, the Information Commissioner stated that  “I take very seriously the allegations contained in  
recent  editions  of  the  Sunday  Tribune  that  confidential  personal  information  has  been  provided  illegally  to  
insurance companies,  in some cases via private investigators, by sources within An Garda Síochána and the  
Department  of Social and Family Affairs.  Similar allegations had been conveyed directly  to my Office in the  
recent past. The information that I received formed the basis of a comprehensive work programme that my Office  
has commenced with all the relevant parties. I am pleased to say they are all treating the matter seriously.
I have also been in contact with the Department of Social and Family Affairs. The Department has assured me that  
the allegations of improper disclosure of personal information will be thoroughly investigated. I am also informed 
that, following an audit of the Department by my Office in 2006, the Department had tightened up its data security 
procedures and taken action against employees found to have improperly accessed client information.
I believe that the insurance sector takes its data protection responsibilities seriously but that there are areas where  
compliance may need to be improved. I will be meeting with representatives of the insurance industry in the  
coming week. My Office plans to carry out audits of a number of companies in the sector over the coming months, 
with a view to identifying and correcting any departure from the requirements of the Data Protection Acts. The  
results  of  these  audits  will  influence  the contents  of  a  Code of  Practice  that  is  being developed by the Irish  
Insurance Federation in conjunction with my Office.”
Mirroring similar concerns of the ICO in the UK following Sunday Times disclosures of sale of information by  
police officers and social security officers.
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3.2.5.3. Other Irish laws governing data processing

Communications. European  Communities  (Electronic  Communications  Networks  and  Services)  (Data 
Protection  and  Privacy)  (Amendment)  Regulations  2008  implements  the  European  Communities 
(Electronic  Communications  Networks  and  Services)  (Data  Protection  and  Privacy)  Directive 
2002/58/EC182 to  restrict  access  to  network  stored  information  or  information  stored  in  the  terminal 
equipment without notice and notice of the purpose and where consent may be refused and restricts e-mail  
direct  marketing  and  unsolicited  calls  for  direct  marketing  with  consequential  minor  amendments  in 
relation to confidentiality.

As adopted, Directive 2009/136/EC amends article 4 of the e-Privacy Directive to provide for mandatory 
data  breach  notification  in  the  telecoms  sector,  so  that  the  public  electronic  communications  service  
provider (ESP) must notify the personal data breach without delay but not to the subscriber if the ESP has 
implemented appropriate technological protection measures to remove the security risk and “to render the  
data unintelligible to any person who is not authorised to access it”.

At the time of writing, the Irish Department of Communications is carrying out a consultation process on 
draft regulations to implement the Telecom Reforms Package (see draft European Communities (Electronic 
Communications Networks and Services) (Privacy and Electronic Communications) Regulations 2011).

182OJ L 201, 31.7.2002, p. 37.
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4. Enterprise perspective: impact of data protection legislation on 
e-commerce
Having specially considered in ENDORSE the data subject's perspective183, the impact of the requirements 
arising from data protection legislation shall be assessed from the point of view of the enterprises which 
provide online services as well, regarded as data controllers. This chapter aims to take into account how far 
the interests of enterprises are in conflict with the rights of users, i.e., the impact of the legal and social  
requirements to the needs and subsequent development of businesses, with particular reference to the trial  
scenario.

Advances in information technology have provided business with powerful tools to collect, use and store  
quantities of information about their customers, which in a B2C context –as in the trial scenario may be the  
case– are consumers. Although this trend has created new and lucrative business opportunities, it has also  
accelerated the accumulation of personal information by companies. That is why consumers feel vulnerable 
in  the  face of  invasive  and unrestricted information  practices:  A loss  of  human  dignity,  autonomy or  
respect, may result from a loss of control over one´s own personal information [47, p. 1] [48].

Hence,  privacy  is  seen  as  one  of  the  key  social  values  being  threatened  by  companies.  Actually,  
“individuals are often unable to understand that their personal details are collected every day in a wide  
variety of mundane activities, much less being able to control the situation. This is an important reason for  
promoting transparency and better information for the customer so they can gain greater comprehension of 
the  risk”  [49].  Indeed,  transparency becomes  one  of  the  key  principles  in  data  protection  legislation;  
furthermore since companies must communicate to the users what happen to the data they collect; and this 
has to be done in a way that is meaningful, adequate and appropriate for end-users, i.e., information must  
be clear and compressible by end-users. This is essential for several reasons: to ensure quality, to facilitate  
accountability and protection, and to generate trust upon the company which process the personal data. It is 
a manner of ensuring that end-users have control over their own personal data, and of balancing power  
relations between end-users and companies. In this context, transparency means that these companies are  
open, and translucency, with respect to their data processing practices, and that they can held accountable 
for their actions184.

On the one hand, to achieve these goals, companies have to re-think their policies and practices regarding 
consumer information and they begin to recognise that with the ability to collect and use vast quantities of  
personal information about them, a true responsibility comes to protect that information and their customer
´s legitimacy rights to privacy.  That protection must  be integral and must  be adopted through policies 
which balance the use of personal information for legitimate business purposes with the consumer´s right to 
privacy protection and which respect data protection acts.

On the other hand, as far as online enterprises in the course of their activities are dealing with personal data  
within the context  of  both European Union and Member  States data protection legislation,  there is  an  
economic impact of the legal and social requirements derived from such provisions in business: privacy 
rules  prompt  costs  for  enterprises,  not  only  expenses  like  direct  costs  (the  direct  expenses  outlay  to 
accomplish a given activity, as noted under cost description), indirect costs (the amount of time, effort and 
other organizational resources spent, but not as direct cash) and opportunity costs (costs resulting from 
inefficient or ineffective compliance, including cost of failure/non-compliance ), but costs directly related 
with the lack of privacy; i. e., the increase of on-line sales is in conflict with, in certain cases, the lack of  
control as regard the using and revelation of personal data; or the problems related to the exploitation of  
personal data or to junk mail as consequence of the giving the e-mail address [50] [ 51] [52].

Coming down to the normative sphere, until the publication of the e-commerce Directive, the regulation of 
e-commerce within the EU, as a part of retail business regulation, was considerably fragmented 185. This was 
183ENDORSE, D2.2.
184See ENDORSE D2.2., chapter 10.
185Further, as the preparatory report  Study on the economic impact of the E-Commerce Directive, carried out by the 
Expert  Group  on  Electronic  Commerce,  stated,  of  18  Member  States  reviewed,  12  of  them did  not  have  clear 
legislation about the legal  status of an electronic  contract:  See Commission Report  of 21 November 2003,  First  
Report on the application of Directive 2000/31/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 8 June 2000 on  
certain  legal  aspects  of  information  society  services,  in  particular  electronic  commerce  ,in  the  internal  market  
(http://eurlex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=COM:2003:0702:FIN:EN:PDF);  and  Report  on  “E  commerce  and 
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due to a situation that, in fact, was opposed to the concept of internal market lay down in Article 26(2)  
TFEU (old Article 4(2) ECT). From a legal point of view, e-commerce was regulated by non-harmonized 
national rules and the regulation was compartmentalised186.

With the e-commerce Directive a first step is made towards the creation of a single market for electronic  
commerce, i.e., information society services (hereinafter, ISS), encouraging legal certainty for consumers  
and enterprises which provide such services in the European Union.

The main goal of the e-commerce Directive is to abolish the legal frontiers between the different legislation 
across the Member States, harmonizing rules for the free movement of ISS within electronic commerce,  
developing therefore an internal market framework for e-commerce;  inter alia the rules harmonized, are 
relating  to  the  establishment  of  ISS  providers,  the  requirements  of  information  in  commercial  
communications,  treatment  of electronic contracts,  limiting the liability of ISS providers,  settlement  of  
disputes out of court, codes of conduct, and court action and cooperation between Member States187.

However, one of the issues which the e-commerce Directive has not addressed at all is the data protection 
legal  requirements  under  consideration  of  the  needs  of  an  internal  market  of  ISS,  whereas  14  of  the 
Preamble of the e-commerce Directive clearly referred this area to DPD and states that there was no need 
for further consideration of data protection issues. Actually, the e-commerce Directive does not deal with 
data protection matters, but limit its activity to point out general nuances, referring to the data protection 
legislation,  as it  is  said above,  such as  DPD,  therefore the relationship between e-commerce and data  
protection is not figured out.

Now,  and  taking  into  consideration  the  scenario  established  in  D2.1  and  D2.3,  four  issues  on  the 
relationship between e-commerce and data protection are going to be considered: (1) the issue of binding  
purpose  when  collecting  and  using  personal  data  in  e-commerce,  (2)  the  impact  of  data  protection 
provisions on electronic promotion activities and on (3) electronic contracting, and (4) the consideration of  
privacy policies and statements as general terms and conditions in order to proceed to its legal control.

4.1.  The issue of specification of purposes
a) One of the big issues of re-thinking policies is the specification of purposes. As mentioned above188, one 
of the first principles of data protection legislation, as in the DPD, is that personal data should be processed 
fairly and lawfully (Art. 6(1)(a)). One of the conditions for fair and lawful processing is that the data subject 
gives his/her consent189. The DPD defines data subject´s consent as “any freely given specific and informed 
indication of the wishes by which the data subject signifies his agreement to personal data relating to him 
being processing”190. Hence, the controller must collect data subject´s consent, but this consent is given to 
the purpose(s) identified by the company. The information that will be collected and processed must be  
necessary and relevant for the purpose(s) involved.

In order to protect data privacy, the notion of purpose plays a major role in terms of access control models.  
The purpose directly dictates how accesses to data items should be controlled. To access a specific data  
item should be allowed if  the purposes allowed by privacy policies  for  the data  include or imply the  
purpose for accessing the data. Intended purposes are associated with data and thus regulate data accesses 
and can be viewed as brief summaries of privacy policies for data. An access decision is made based on a  
relationship between the defined access purpose and the intended use of the data once accessed. Then, a  
computing system has to make the access decision on the basis of the defined access purpose [48].

financial  services  to  the  financial  services  policy  group”  (http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/finservices-
retail/docs/onlineservices/fspg_en.pdf), p.1. See as well  Preface ,Whereas 5 e-commerce Directive.
186Inter alia, the different conclusions are defined in the document “Study on the economic impact of the E-Commerce  
Directive”  elaborated  by  the  Expert  Group  on  electronic  commerce  (http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/e-
commerce/docs/expert/20080915_study_en.pdf), Copenhagen 8 September 2008, p. 5.
187Art. 1(2) e-commerce Directive.
188See Chapter 3.1.2.
189Consent is related to the concept of informational self-determination, founded in Art. 8 EHRC. The autonomy of the 
data subject is both a precondition and a consequence of his/her consent. It gives the data subject influence over the 
processing of data. The consent must be used by companies in “the right context”. If it is used in circumstances where  
is not appropriate, because the elements that constitute valid consent are unlikely to be present, this would lead to 
great vulnerability and, in practice, this would weaken the position of data subject in practice.
190http://www.edps.europa.eu/EDPSWEB/edps/site/mySite/QA6.
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Therefore, the requirement for purpose specification appears in all privacy codes and legislations. So, Art.  
10 DPD states: “the controller or his representative must provide a data subject from whom data relating to  
himself with are collected at last the following information (..) b) the purposes of the processing for which 
the data are intended”. Although a notion of purposes does not exist into the legal texts, it could be the 
common understanding that purposes describes the reasons for data collection and data access management  
systems.

In assessing this, it is essential that companies take under consideration other principles established in Art.  
6(1)(b) and (c) DPD to warrant data quality, which states that personal data must be collected for specified, 
explicit and legitimate purposes and not further processed in a way incompatible with those purposes. So,  
companies must  not only state a purpose, but they have to specify it in some level of detail.  And this  
specification is binding for enterprises. Here, the open issue is the degree of specification of purpose(s): 
when is a purpose properly specified?

Purposes  are  communicated  to  customers  via  privacy  statements,  commitments  or  policies.  However,  
research reveals that in practice these privacy statements are rarely read by customers [53] [54]. Some of  
the reasons that customers state, are that privacy statements are incomprehensible and difficult to read [54]  
[55] [56] [57] [58] [59]. Thinking on these reasons, companies must start to work on implementing more  
easily readable and comprehensible policies statements.

However, the fact that customers do not read privacy statements is not only the fault of companies. Many of 
their customers do not even find time to try and read and understand privacy statements before giving their  
consent. In any case, companies have the obligation to ensure that their customers have unlimited access to  
all relevant information and to guarantee that this information is available at every moment and it is easy to  
understand.

On the other  hand,  it  seems  impossible  to  avoid the  fact  that  a  process  of  entering  into  any kind of 
relationship means that some aspects of an individual´s life or information, becomes known to the partner 
of that relationship. There are many circumstances where business has a legitimate right to acquire and use  
personal  information,  and  end-users  consent  for  such  acquisition  and  use  of  their  personal  data.  For 
example, a bank needs information about a customer´s income and creditworthiness, and needs to keep a  
record of transactions and balances in order to carry out its business. This authentication comes from legal  
requirements or from the purposes which are being determined by the own company as purposes why they 
collect data. Hence, as far as the contract entered is binding and data are necessary to fulfil the service as  
organised by the company, this should limit the right to object to data processing or, where not, should be 
understand as an breach of contract by data subject [47] [60].

b) After dealing with the more theoretical frame, the  interests which are at play in terms of specifying 
purposes more detailed than not, what purposes are and how they relate to data subject´s consent, shall be  
considered, too.

Customers  prefer  control,  security,  and  determination  of  the  purposes.  The  more  narrowly  defined  a  
purpose is, the more protected their privacy rights will be. That is the impression that they have. The reason  
is that concrete purposes put limits on business activities. Businesses have to use, collect, transfer and store,  
paying attention to concrete purposes which has been previously delimited with precision. Which means,  
that whatever other action that they will try that extends beyond of these limits could be punished and  
pursued,  because  the  customer  has  not  given  his/her  consent  to  this  action  which  exceeds  the  limits 
previously agreed between the customer and the company. That is why, customers want to be informed in  
advance of what personal data is processed, why personal data is processed, how personal data is used [61].

However,  on the other  hand,  a  too narrow-defined purpose implies  more  complexity and difficulty to  
develop the company´s business activity, to be less efficiency in terms of productivity. We can consider as  
example a company which develops its activity into the insurance sector. For this company having the 
obligation of giving all the details about the purposes for what she is going to use, collect and storage the 
personal data of her clients, could suppose a loss of time and money in the sense that its activity implies  
working with personal data. Sometimes, it is hard to know in advance for which specific purposes the data 
is going to be managed and making a list about the different specific purposes could be inefficient because  
new uses are born along the time. This is often provided as the reason why companies want to state general 
purposes that their conscientious customers accept, and which allow them having a general control upon 
personal data which are collected in the company [62, pp.8-9]. In conclusion and talking in general terms,  
enterprises want more and more flexibility, which means, they do not want to specify in too much detail the 
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purposes  of  the  processing  for  which  the  data  are  intended,  for  being  more  efficient  and  simplified 
procedures.

c)  This  constellation  of  interests  is  present  in  the  real  world:  Companies  establish  general  purposes 
including a number of actions which are not narrowly-defined together with the purpose, and which are 
supposed  to  be  consciously  accepted  at  the  same  time  that  the  general  purpose  by  the  data  subject.  
Accordingly we have found a broad specification of purposes in the files registered into the Register of the 
Spanish  Data  Protection  Authority  (Agencia  Española  de  Protección  de  Datos,  hereafter  AEPD). 
According to Art. 37 LOPD, and among other functions, the AEPD is responsible for the General Data  
Protection Register, where the AEPD records and publishes the existence of files of personal data notified 
compulsory  by  the  data  controllers.  Such  a  register  is  accessible  through  its  website 191 and contains 
information regarding files in private ownership (see Art.  39 LOPD). There is a similar website in the 
Netherlands,  where  the  notifications,  which  data  controllers  are  required  to  send  to  the  Dutch  Data 
Protection  Authority  (College  Bescherming  Persoonsgegevens)  before  processing,  are  listed.192 This 
register includes, as required by law (see Art.  28 Wet Bescherming Persoonsgegevens (Dutch Personal  
Data Protection Act) on the requirements of the content of the notification) the specification of the purposes 
for processing. Here it is where empirical research was set out oriented to the EurA scenario. The registers 
were searched for health insurance companies. Once these companies where identified, we extracted from 
the data base of the register all files which had been registered by such companies. 

The result of the of the Spanish analysis is presented in Annex 2, and has been summarised in Annex 3: in 
the left column are shown the main purposes which have been declared by these insurance companies and 
in the right column the personal data which are collected for each purpose. Now, as an example, we pay 
attention to a particular  case,  ADESLAS,  a Spanish company whose business is  in the healthcare and 
insurance sector. ADESLAS has registered a number of files into the register. One of those registered files  
is called “Clientes” (Customers). The description of the purpose is composed by three different actions or  
purposes: ADESLAS collects, stores, and uses personal data of its clients to shedule meeting for the doctor  
attendances, to invoice services and for internal statistical purposes. Arriving at this point, immediately, we 
realise that three different general purposes are notified and that such purposes are not narrowly defined:  
what does it mean “order”, what kind of “services”, what does it means “for internal statistical purposes”?  
Such purposes, as far as they are broad defined, may imply a lack of security for the customer, in terms of  
correct information about how the company is going to process her/his data, what is the same in terms of 
controlling by the customer. However, it lends to ADESLAS being able to carry out their business activities 
without extra complexity, quicker, efficient and having the certainty of being able to warrant and protect 
the privacy of the personal that are processing. The same can be stated if the rule set taken from D2.3 
related to EurA. We find some rules established such us: “Europ Assistance MAY use customer’s email 
FOR future  purpose”  or  “Europ  Assistance  MAY use  name,  email  address  FOR  online  competition, 
marketing purpose”. Both are examples of general purposes which include several  aspects that  are not 
defined with the purpose: What are these “future purposes”? What does “marketing purpose” include?

The analysis of the Dutch register entries by insurance companies is listed in  Annex 4. First, it is listed 
which purposes are taken from the Dutch register for notifications of the Dutch Data Protection Authority.  
The purposes specified by several large Dutch health insurance companies have been selected. Afterwards,  
we have selected a few purposes from to list for a closer analysis, more specifically a phrase-level concept  
analysis.  We have used the phrase-level concepts as identified by Breaux [19, pp. 24-25] as explained  
earlier in para 2.1. These phrase-level concepts are [19, pp. 24-25]: 

Def.P.1: Subject – the actor who performs an action. 

Def.P.2: Act – the act performed by the subject. 

Def.P.3: Object – the object on which the action is performed. 

Def.P.4: Target – to where/ with whom an action is performed by the subject. 

Def.P.5: Source – from where an action is performed by the subject. 

Def.P.6: Purpose – an act describing why an action is performed. 

Def.P.7: Instrument – an act or thing describing how an action is performed. 

191 https://www.agpd.es/portalwebAGPD/canalresponsable/inscripcion_ficheros/index-ides-idphp.php.
192 http://www.cbpweb.nl/Pages/ind_reg_meldreg.aspx.
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Def.P.8: Location – the place where an action is performed. 

Def.P.9: Quality – a property of a state of being that exists at some interval. 

Def.P.10: Modality – the modality of the action (e.g., may, must, etc.) 

Def.P.11: Condition – an event that occurs before, during or after executing a rule. 

Def.P.12: Exception – an event that does not occur before, during or after executing a rule. 

The phrase-level  concept  analysis  comprises  of  the  identification of  these various  concept  swithin the  
purposes. The idea is that by checking which phrase-level concepts are present and missing in the purposes 
commonly used by health-insurance companies, we can set a benchmark for determining when purposes  
are specific. To know what this benchmark is, is essential knowledge for the next stage in the project when  
we create a purpose specification mechanism for the ENDORSE software. Subsequently,  we have also 
identified the natural language patterns, i.e. the language structure of the selected purposes, to find out what  
kind of structures we can use for the purpose specification mechanism that is to be developed later on. The  
detailed conclusions for each analysed purpose are presented in Annex 4. The general conclusion from the 
phrase-level concept analysis is that the natural language patterns partially say something about the level of  
specificity of a privacy statement, but that even when the purposes have the same natural language pattern, 
the general level of specificity (i.e. the content of the phrase-level concepts, or, what is in the brackets) can  
be very different. 

Besides  the phrase-level  concept  analysis  of  the purposes,  we have conducted another analysis  on the  
purposes as listed in Annex 4. A hierarchical purpose-tree was created to visualise the level of specificity of  
the purposes (see also Annex 4). The more elements a purpose contains, the lower the purposes is ranged 
on the purpose-tree and the more specific that purpose is.  These elements are the purpose,  the further 
elaeborate specification of the purpose, the information as to whom data will be disseminated (indicated by 
"whom"),  the information as to what kind of data will be processed (indicated by "what data"), information  
as to how data are processed (indicated by "how") and information as to who's data is processed (indicated  
by  "whom  it  regards").  Furthermore,  the  purposes  have  been  categorized  into  groups  (e.g.  company 
management,  customer  relations  management,  performance  of  contract,  fraud  prevention,  etcetera),  to 
visualise which purposes are commonly specified by health insurance companies. This exercise aids in the 
creation of a company-friendly and usable purpose specification tool.

d) As a conclusion, to determine an accurate degree of specification of the purposes is a difficult issue. A 
balance between certainty for customers, which avoid unfair substitution or modification of purpose, and 
and practicable  specifications  for  companies  has  to  be found;  i.e.,  free  flow of  data  but  with privacy 
safeguards. In any case, to force companies to have narrowly-defined purposes though laws or governments
´  actions  will  increase  not  only  the  complexity  of  the  business  activities,  but  the  complexity  of  the 
guarantee system in general. On the one hand, it will be difficult for companies to carry out their own 
business activities in a fluent and efficient manner, being scared about the protection data control by the  
supervision authorities, having to spend lot of time in communication activities to look for data subject´s  
consent.  On the other hand, governments will  have to increase supervision functions of control bodies,  
which means increasing costs and to allocate more resources. Nowadays, a clear lack of resources exists to 
enforce such as change by the governments. That is why, it could be the target for the future in a long term  
roadmap  that  must  begin  with small  changes  that  imply  a  closer  relationship  between businesses  and 
consumers and a greater commitment to more accurate allocation purposes without losing a reasonable  
degree of flexibility. The results of the ENDORSE project could contribute to such a roadmap.

4.2.  Electronic promotion
Another main issue within electronic commerce related to data protection is electronic promotion, as far as  
it is the regular case that personal data are at stake. In the economic flow, the implementation of ICT has 
transformed the traditional tools of marketing, improving the use of strategies of direct marketing, whereby 
enterprises, for example, aim to obtain measurable replies to their campaigns within a concrete, precisely 
profiled target public [63].

Looking for the balance of the permission of such strategies and the reduction of the risk of abuse, we are  
going to assess the legal regime applicable to spam and to techniques which are based on the capture of  
personal data, like cookies, cookies in flash, web bugs, mail bugs, etc.
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4.2.1. Spam
Although  initially  the  term  “spam”  was  used  to  identify  the  unsolicited  indiscriminate  sending  of  
advertising  messages  via  email,  currently,  with  the  growth  of  electronic  means  and  platforms  of 
communication, its use has been extended to designate whatever kind of advertising sending unsolicited via 
electronic means, which has the aim of offering a product or attracting the interest in a service or enterprise,  
including the sending of unsolicited advertising via SMS, MMS or  phone calls193.  Spam via e-mail  is 
configured as an entrepreneur’s advantageous tool to send advertising messages indiscriminately to users  
around the world in a low cost way. Spamming remains economically viable because advertisers have no 
costs beyond the management of their mailing lists [64 p. 55-56].

The regulation of spam can be sorted in Spam via e-mail and SMS (which have the same legal treatment),  
on the one hand, and Spam via phone calls, on the other hand. We are going to deal only with the first one, 
as relevant for the ENDORSE scenarios.

a) Regarding EU Law, one has to analyse different Directives which make reference thereto.

i)  The  applicable  regime  is  firstly  lay  down  in  e-commerce  Directive. Electronic  commercial 
communications are considered as an essential tool for financing information society services, and develop  
charge-free services, in the interests of consumer protection and fair trading, which increase the welfare of  
consumers, but in any case it is such communications have to meet transparency requirements194.

Article 2 e-commerce Directive, refers a definition of commercial communication, which is delimited as 
any form of communication designed to promote directly or indirectly, the goods, services or image of a  
company,  organisation  or  person  pursuing  a  commercial,  industrial  or  craft  activity  or  exercising  a  
regulated profession.  It  is  excluded from the definition,  both information allowing direct  access to the 
activity of the company, organisation or person, in particular a domain name or an electronic-mail address 
and,  communications  relating to  the  goods,  services  or image  of  the company,  organization or  person 
compiled in an independent manner, particularly when this is without financial consideration.

In  addition,  Chapter  II  e-commerce  Directive,  in  its  Section  2,  called  “commercial  communications”, 
regards electronic commercial communications as an ISS. In relation to this subject-matter, the Directive 
lay down generic obligations, which are, the identification of the commercial communication as such and  
the legal or natural person on whose behalf the commercial communication is made. Promotional offers and 
promotional competitions or games, where permitted in the Member States where the service provider is  
established,  and  the  conditions  for  participation  should  be  identifiable  as  well  (Art.  6  e-commerce 
Directive).

Specifically the e-commerce Directive refers to unsolicited communications (Art. 7), where it is envisaged 
to ensure that Member States which permit unsolicited commercial communications should grant that the 
service provider: (a) shall be identifiable clearly and unambiguously as such, as soon it is received by the 
recipient. (Article 7(1)); and (b) shall consult regularly the opt out registers in which natural persons not  
wishing to receive such communication can register themselves.(Article 7(2)).

Unsolicited commercial  communications  via e-mail  may be,  nevertheless,  annoying for consumers  and  
service  providers,  disrupting  the  functioning  of  interactive  networks.  For  these  reasons  it  should  be 
encouraged to implement filter systems. In addition to the requirements of transparency,  the unsolicited 
communications by electronic means should not result in additional communication cost for the recipient195.

Therefore the e-commerce Directive doesn’t take position neither in favour of and opt-in approach nor in 
favour of an opt-out approach, it simply wants to ensure, in the case of the Member States which permit an 
opt-out approach, that certain guaranties should be met.

ii) The Directive 97/7/EC of 20 May 1997 on the protection of consumers in respect of distance contracts 
(hereinafter, distance selling Directive)196 because of the cross reference in Art. 7(2) e-commerce Directive, 
should be analysed as well. Spam may fall within the restrictions listed of means for the use of distance  
193This widespread conception has been confirmed by the Spanish Data Protection Agency in its Resolution of 29 
September 2008.
194See e-commerce Directive, Preamble, Whereas 29.
195See e-commerce Directive, Preamble, Whereas 30.
196OJ L 144, 04.06.1997, p. 19.
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communications (though not expressly). In this case, Art. 10(2) distance selling Directive points out that  
individual communications are allowable where there is no a clear objection from the consumer, in this  
sense, it can be stated that this Directive adopts an opt-out approach in relation to unsolicited commercial 
communications.

That means that there is a potential contradiction between implementation of the e-commerce Directive and 
the distance selling Directive which is not solved by EU Law, as far as a Member States can decide to  
implement the e-commerce Directive establishing an opt-in system. This conflict has been solved by the 
Spanish regulator, which considers of preferential application the Spanish e-Commerce Act (which follows  
an opt-in approach) over Art. 94 of the Spanish Royal Legislative Decree 1/2007, which passes the General 
Act on Consumers and Users Protection197 – for B2C communication – and Art.  39  of the Spanish Act 
7/1996 on Regulation of Retail  Trade198 – for B2B communications – (both of them follow an opt-out 
approach) and therefore the opt-in approach is confirmed for electronic commercial communications 199; 
however, on the other hand, it  is reminded the obligation of fulfilment of the provisions regarding the  
LOPD when data have been obtained from public accessible sources, which implies, inter alia, to offer the 
opportunity of opposition to receive such communications200.

iii) Another regulation which covers spam is the e-privacy Directive, which points out an opt-in approach 
when it stresses that an use of automated calling systems without human intervention, fax or e-mail for the 
purposes of direct marketing, may only be allowed if there’s a prior consent of the recipient201. Regarding 
again the distance selling Directive, it can be appreciated that the EU regulator enters in a conflict, as each 
Directive focuses the spam issue differently. However, it is envisaged a exception where a company obtains 
the client’s email  from their electronic contact,  in the context of the sale of a product or a service, in 
accordance  with  data  protection  Directive,  using  these  email  for  direct  marketing  of  its  own  similar  
products or services provided that customers clearly and distinctly are given the opportunity to object, free 
of charge and in an easy manner202.  In any case, the practice consisting of sending electronic mail  for 
purposes of direct marketing disguising the identity of the sender on whose behalf the communication is  
made, or without a valid address to which the recipient may send a request that such communications cease,  
all of them in the case that the client has not previously reject such use, when this data was collected, or  
whenever the client received a message, shall be prohibited203.

iv) To get a complete picture of the European rules on this topic, it is necessary to assess the  Directive 
2005/29/EC of 11 May 2005 concerning unfair business-to-consumer commercial practices in the internal  
market (hereinafter  unfair  commercial  practices  Directive)204.  This  Directive  typifies,  as  aggressive 
commercial practice205,  making  persistent and unwanted solicitations by telephone, fax, e-mail  or other 
remote media except in circumstances and to the extent justified under national law to enforce a contractual  
obligation. To the question of what can be regarded as “persistent”, it could be to carry out more than an 
unique communication per day and per company, when the person has already stated her/his opposition to  
such  commercial  proposition.  All  this  is,  according  the  Annex  I of  the  unfair  commercial  practices 
Directive,  without prejudice to Art. 10 distance selling Directive and the data protection and privacy and 
electronic communications Directives.

b)  Spanish legislation  provides a  regulation for  electronic  spam issue in  Art.  21(2)  of  the  Spanish e-
Commerce Act.  Spanish legislator has established an opt-in approach206,  whereby just it is possible the 
sending of electronic commercial communications if there is a prior consent of the user in question in a 
express way, or the user has solicited the sending of such communications; there is no valid the passive  
attitude, the lack of response or the mere tolerance of the user to send commercial communications does not 

197BOE no. 287, 30.11.2007.
198BOE no. 15, 17.1.1996
199Article 94 General Act on Consumers and Users Protection.
200See Art. 96(4) General Act on Consumers and Users Protection and Art. 38(7) Act on Regulation Retail Trade.
201See Art. 13(1) e-privacy Directive.
202See Article 13(2) e-privacy Directive.
203Article 13(4) e-privacy Directive.
204OJ L 149, 11.06.2005, p. 1.
205Annex  I of  the  unfair  commercial  practices  Directive  contains  a  list  of  commercial  practices  which  shall  be 
considered as unfair under any circumstances.
206The system opt-in was introduced as consequence of the implementation of the Directive on privacy and electronic  
communications into the Spanish Telecommunications Act,  which at the same time modified, as consequence of its 
First Additional Disposition, the Art. 21 and 22 Spanish e-Commerce Act.
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means that there is consent [64, p. 61]. Furthermore, here is not applicable the exemption of data from a  
public accessible source (see below, c).

In addition in the Spanish e-Commerce Act point out the same exception of  Directive  on privacy and 
electronic communications, where the provision (Article 21(1)) states that the latter provision shall not be 
applied when a previous contractual relationship exists, subject to the condition that service provider had  
lawfully obtained the addressee data, and had used it to send of commercial communications respecting to  
products or services of its own company similar to those products which initially were object of contract 
with the client  in question.  Though in any case the service provider should offer  to the recipients the  
possibility of opposition to the management of their data with promotional aims, through a free of charge  
and simple process, both in the moment of gathering the data and in any commercial communication which 
he/she  renders207.  Prima  facie the  provision  “similar  to  those  products  which  initially  were  object  of 
contract with the client in question” can be understood as those products which belong to the same sort of  
products, or belonging to different types, permit satisfy the same necessity or serve to the same purpose  
[64, p. 61].

The recipient's consent could be revoked at any time. It does not matter if the addressee authorized the  
sending of commercial communications via e-mail, or if the advertising is sent on the basis of a previous 
commercial relationship. For the former case, the service provider has to offer to the recipient simply and  
free of charge way to revoke the consent asserted208. In the latter case, as said above, it is stated that the 
offerer has to prepare a system for permitting the opposition of his/her data processing, in a free of charge  
and simply manner, both in the moment of gathering the data and in any commercial communication which  
he/she renders [64, p. 62].

As consequence of the implementation of unfair commercial practices Directive, the Spanish Regulator has 
introduced  different  amendments  on  the  Spanish  Act  3/1991  of  10  January  1991 on  Unfair  Business 
Practices209, inter alia within this topic of spam, it is important to highlight the reference which is targeted  
to spam via email,  telephone or fax. It  is described as aggressive commercial  practices by harassment,  
making persistent and unwanted solicitations by telephone, fax, e-mail or other remote media except in  
circumstances and to the extent justified to enforce a contractual obligation210. The reference continues 
asserting that the entrepreneur has to use system in such communications which permits consumer point out  
his/her opposition to receive such commercial communications211.  These provisions have to be taken in 
consideration with the Spanish Regulation on data protection,  telecommunications,  distance contracting 
with  consumers  and  respecting  finance  products212.  Here  we  can  notice  a  dissonance  between  the  e-
Commerce Act and the Act on Unfair Business Practices: in the first case an unique sending of unsolicited 
commercial communication can be sanctioned as an administrative infringement (fine), on the contrary, to 
regard unsolicited commercial communications as unfair (and therefore, to be able to claim for damages,  
for  example)  more  than  an  unique  transmission  is  required. In  a  teleological  interpretation,  such  a 
difference can be justified by the aim and spirit of the Act, as far as the Act on Unfair Business Practices  
punishes the practices which are aggressive because they suppose a harass to the user, and in such a way,  
with difficulties one can presume that exist to harass when it has simply carried out an unique transmission.

c) All in all, one cannot ignore spam builds on the gathering and administration of personal data, as the e-
mail address. In addition as one can see below, the design of advertising campaign imply the use of other  
personal data which permit design a recipient’s profile, all this it is reached through download of cookies or  
spyware which permit know what are the users’ habits. This is a strategy which is allowed by Art. 19(2) of 
the Spanish e-Commerce Act; however, it refers to the  LOPD and its developing ROPD,  which shall be 
applied, particularly respecting the gathering of personal data and the creation and maintenance of personal 
data files. Because of this, sending commercial communications will be lawful not only if the exigencies of 
the e-commerce are fulfilled but if the regulation on data protection is applied, too.

The LOPD regulates, as well, the requirements of the service provider in order to obtain e-mail addresses. 
The possibilities are two: either obtain it from a publicly accessible source (the internet is not considered a  

207Article 21(2) e-Commerce Act.
208Article 22(1) e-Commerce Act.
209BOE no 10, 11.1.1991 
210Article 29(2) Paragraph 1 Act on Unfair Business Practices.
211Article 29(2) Paragraph 2 Act on Unfair Business Practices.
212Article 29(2) Paragraph 4 Act on Unfair Business Practices.
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publicly accessible source213) or that the data have been facilitated by the user, granting previously their 
consent214. For the treatment or administration of personal data such as an e-mail address it is not necessary  
to have the user's consent but for sending commercial communication the user's express consent is required 
to meet the exigencies of Spanish e-Commerce Act215.

d) Another obstacle to entrepreneurs, common to all forms of distance commercial promotion, could be the 
principle of  identification.  This principle it  is reflected mainly in the Spanish e-Commerce Act,  which 
stresses that the commercial communications carried out by electronic means should be clearly identifiable 
as such, and the natural or legal person on whose behalf they are being rendered, and in case they take place 
by electronic  means,  the  communications  have  to  include the  word  “Publicidad”  (Advertising)  or  the 
abbreviation “Publi” (Adv)216. That provision is a means to basically protect consumers; in order to they 
know who they are contracting with.

It is asserted that in an e-mail, the inclusion of the word “advertising” at the subject of the email is enough  
to consider such obligation fulfilled [64, p. 64], because, without any doubt, that incursion permits in a 
rapid and simple way the identification of advertising, being even not necessary to open the message or  
download it. Therefore, fulfilling these prescriptions, spam would be a less problematic question, because  
the user  himself/herself can filter the content which is identified as advertising. This point of view is  
stressed in ITU Survey on Anti-Spam Legislation Worldwide, which refers to the identification of spam 
with the title “advertising” in the subject of the e-mail, as another approach to restrict spam different from 
both  opt-in  or  opt  out.  In  this  way the survey asserts  that  “[a]nother  approach to  restraining spam is 
requiring that senders of commercial e-mail use a label, such as “ADV,” in the subject line of the message, 
so the recipient will know before opening an e-mail message that it is an advertisement. That would also  
make it easier for spam filtering software to identify commercial e-mail and eliminate it. Some propose that 
adult-oriented spam have a special label, such as ADV-ADLT, to highlight that the e-mail may contain 
material or links that are inappropriate for children, such as pornography. On 19 May 2004, an FTC rule  
regarding labeling of sexually oriented commercial e-mail went into effect” [65].

The  obligation  of  identification  is  at  the  same  time  regulated  in  the  Spanish  Act  on  Unfair  Business 
Practices, when stressing that the unwanted commercial communications are carried out by telephone calls, 
the calls should be rendered from a telephone number clearly identifiable217 and, at the same time, the affair 
is regulated, as said above, in the General Act on Consumers and Users Protection, which also refers to the 
principle  of  identification  when  remind  that  the  entrepreneurs  have  to  identify  themselves,  and  its 
commercial character at the beginning of the  call218. Lastly the  Spanish Act on Regulation Retail Trade 
points out as well the requirement of identification both businessman and commercial character of the call.

4.2.2. Techniques which capture data
Cookies,  flash  cookies,  spyware,  mail  bugs  and  web  bugs  are  techniques  that  irrespective  of  their  
particularities are capable of capturing information about internet users. This practice is regulated in the e-
privacy Directive and the Cookies Directive.

The e-privacy Directive recognizes the importance and usefulness of cookies, when there is a legitimate 
purpose  such  as  facilitate  the  provision  of  ISS  or  analysing  the  effectiveness  of  website  design  or 
advertising. Their use should be allowed under condition that users are provided with clear and precise 
information, in accordance with DPD, about the purposes of cookies to ensure that users are made aware of 
information being placed on the terminal. This provision directly relates to Article 5(3) e-privacy Directive, 
which  states  the  necessary existence  of  clear  and  comprehensive  information,  for  example,  about  the 
purposes of the processing by data controller, i.e. all in all a legitimate purpose is required, subject to the  
condition of offering the right to refuse such processing by the data, which should be made in a user-

213See Report 342/2008 Spanish Data Protection Agency.
214Article 30 LOPD.
215Article 21(1) e-Commerce Act. See Decision of the Audiencia Nacional (Sala de lo Contencioso-Administrativo) on 
17.9.2008 (Revista de Derecho de la competencia y de la distribución comercial, 5-2009, pp. 375-376), where is 
stated that even if data consisting in e-mails can be regarded as public data in the sense of the LOPD, explicit consent  
is necessary, because Art. 21(1) e-Commerce Act has to be regarded a special rule against LOPD.
216Article 20 e-Commerce Act.
217Article 29 (2) Paragraph 3 Act on Unfair Business Practices.
218Article 96(2) General Act on Consumers and Users Protection.
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friendly way. The information and the right to refuse may be offered once for the use of various devices to 
be installed on the user’s terminal equipment during the same connection and also covering any further user 
that may be made of those devices during subsequent connections219.

An exception is provided in Article 5(3) in fine e-privacy Directive: “there is no need for such information 
and to observe the right to refuse where any technical storage or access happens for the sole purpose of  
carrying  out  or  facilitating  the  transmission  of  a  communication  over  an  electronic  communications 
network, or as strictly necessary in order to provide an information society service explicitly requested by 
the subscriber or user”.

But in the Whereas 24 of the Preamble of the e-privacy Directive also warns of the danger spyware may 
present to privacy, it is required a legitimate purposes, with the knowledge of the users concerned.

Regarding the Spanish legislation, the regulation of cookies is contained in Art. 22 e-Commerce Act. The 
use of cookies by service providers it is permitted in an opt-out manner. The requirements and exceptions  
are the same of the e-privacy Directive. The exigencies of the text are clear and complete information to the 
consumer of the use and purpose of the cookies, offering the possibility to reject the treatment of their data  
through a simple and free of charge process220. There is an exemption, as its counterpart Art. 5(3) e-privacy 
Directive, where it is allowed to use any technical storage or access for the sole purpose of carrying out or 
facilitating the transmission of a communication over an electronic communications network, or as strictly 
necessary in  order  to  provide an information  society service  explicitly  requested by the  subscriber  or 
user221.

The regime both European and Spanish can be described as opt-out. This in fact means that the user must  
be given the possibility to opt-out this sort of techniques. Therefore, within the scope of business, the opt-
out approach has a greater potential. Provided that companies fulfil the prescriptions stated in legislation,  
they can obtain user data without a prior consent, and it is no need for a prior commercial relationship. In  
opposition to the spam regulation, this approach encourages  and favours the developing of business. In 
addition, users and consumers who wish to be provided with ISS can be favoured by such opt-out approach,  
as  far  as  it  configures flexible system in order  to get  access  to more  contents online,  simply because 
companies can offer their services directly.

Apart from the requirements set out in the Article 22(2)  Spanish e-Commerce Act  and Article 5(3) e-
privacy Directive, it is necessary to take into account the exigencies lay down in the LOPD, whereby the  
data controller which wants to transfer the data to a third party just can do it, prior to consent of the data 
subject, and as long as, the transference is carried out to the fulfilling of ends directly related with the legal 
functions of the sender and recipient. According to the  Art. 11 LOPD it will be unlawful the consent when 
the transferred information to the data subject, does not permit to him/her, to know what is the purpose of 
the sending of their data.

These provisions are related with the Art. 4 LOPD, which require to be lawful the management of the data 
through cookies or another systems for the treatment of information, only if they are adequate, relevant and 
not excessive in relation to the scope and the specified, explicit and legitimate purposes for which they 
were obtained. The data object of processing cannot be used to purposes different and incompatible with  
those for which they were collected, though the processing of the data for historical, statistical or scientific  
purposes it is not considered incompatible (Article 4(2) LOPD). And the later provisions, is in fact, argued 
by enterprises who include spyware in their software.

4.3. Electronic contracting
Now it shall be considered if the connexion between the regulation on electronic contracting and on data 
protection suppose an obstacle to electronic contracting.

At the EU level, on the one hand, the electronic contracting regulation is laid down in the aforementioned  
e-commerce  Directive.  Relevant  provisions  are  contained  in  Art.  9  and  10,  dealing  with  “contracts 
concluded by electronic means”. This Directive makes sure that national legislation permits to celebrate  
contracts by electronic means, avoiding the creation of obstacles for the use of electronic means in the 

219See Article 5 and, Preface paragraph 24 and 25 e-privacy Directive.
220Article 22(2) Paragraph 1 e-Commerce Act.
221Article 22(2) Paragraph 2 e-Commerce Act.
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contractual  process,  and  guaranteeing  the  effectiveness  thereof222.  The  requirement  of  the  information 
within electronic contracts is reinforced in Art. 10 e-commerce Directive, whereby,  the provider has to  
inform (b) whether or not the concluded contract will be filed by the service provider and whether it will be 
accessible. This provision means that the existence of an electronic contract containing data within the 
meaning of DPD obliges companies to comply with data protection legislation if they want to file the  
contract  –something  which,  in  many  cases,  will  be  done  because  of  the  existence  of  a  legal  duty or 
obligation.  Therefore  relating  the  collecting  of  personal  data,  the  right  of  access ,  rectification  or 
cancellation,  and  the  creation and maintenance  of  personal  data  files,  requires  the  service  provider  to 
organise electronic contracting in his/her enterprise in accordance to data protection legislation. Apart from 
the implications of consent in data processing and in contract entering223, no further issues can be detected 
here.

On the other hand, and taking into consideration the EU efforts in order to create a digital single market, it  
has been developed a program to increase the level on integration as regard electronic commerce.  The 
current plan is the Europe's Digital Agenda 2020 [66]. In this context, and apart from the difficulties due to 
payments224, an action planed within this issue is to monitor the impact of the e-commerce Directive on  
online markets and make concrete proposals, action which is currently being accomplished [66, p. 12].

Regarding the Spanish legislation, the transposition of the e-commerce Directive on this topic is reflected in 
Art. 23 to 29 e-Commerce  Act, which has as their object the incorporation into the Spanish legislative 
body, the aforementioned Directive, in addition to the Directive 98/27/EC of the European Parliament and 
of the Council of 19 May 1998 on injunctions for the protection of consumers' interests225.

4.4. Privacy policies and statements as unfair contract terms?
Finally, and following the path of the so called “Consumer Privacy” [67, pp. 269-270], the possibility of the 
control of the privacy policies and statements as unfair contract terms shall be addressed.

The  Directive  93/13/EEC  of  the  Council  of  5  April  1993  on  unfair  terms  in  consumer  contracts 226 
(hereinafter,  unfair  terms  Directive)  and  its  national  implementations,  as  Art.  80  seq.  Spanish  Royal 
Legislative  Decree  1/2007, permits  the  control  of  any  unfair  balance  which  in  certain  contracts  the 
consumer is placed, regarding the  rights and obligations of consumers on the one hand and the ones of 
sellers and suppliers on the other hand. This is the case of electronic contracts in general, too. This can be  
concluded from Art. 9(1) e-commerce Directive, which transposition is located in the Art. 23 Spanish Act 
on Information Society Services and Electronic Commerce, where it is assured that contracts concluded by 
222Albeit certain electronic contracts may be deprived of efficacy if particular interests or issues are at stake. For that  
reason the Article 9(2) e-commerce Directive, set out several exceptions to the main rule aforesaid: (a) contracts that 
create or transfer rights in real estate, except register themselves for rental rights; (b) contracts requiring by law the 
involvement of  courts, public authorities or professions exercising public authority; (c) contracts of loan, granted and 
on  collateral  securities  furnished  by  persons  acting  for  purposes  outside  their  trade,  business  or  profession; 
(d)contracts governed by family law or by the law of succession.
223See above, Chapter 4.1.
224Some websites don’t accept bank cards issued by other EU countries (refusal of non-domestic credit cards, cause as 
many as 60% of attempted cross-border internet shopping orders to fail, and many websites do not deliver goods or 
services across the EU). Less than one in ten e-commerce transactions are cross-border, and Europeans often find it 
easier to conduct a cross-border transaction with a US business than with one from another European country.  As 
many as 92% of individuals who order goods or services over he internet do so from national sellers, rather than cross-
border; see Communication on Cross-Border Business to Consumer e-Commerce in the EU (COM(2009) 557).
A strong position of the EU is the existence of a common currency, but on the contrary there has not been improved 
the  system  for  electronic  payments  and  invoicing,  because  is  still  fragmented  across  national  borders.  The 
Commission in the aforementioned Communication, considers as a urgent action complete the Single Euro Payment 
Area (whose framework and foundation are lay down in them Directive 2007/64/EC of the European Parliament and 
of  the Council  of  13 November 2007 on payment  services  in the internal  market  amending Directives  97/7/EC, 
2002/65/EC, 2005/60/EC and 2006/48/EC and repealing Directive 97/5/EC (OJ L 319 , 05/12/2007 p. 1-36), which is 
defined as an EU single market for payments (See EU Commission web site on the Directive on Payment Services.  
http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/payments/framework/index_en.htm),  through  a  legally  binding  instruments,  in 
order to create an integrated payment market, through  safe and efficient methods, and the creation of an interoperable 
system for electronic invoicing.
225OJ L 166, 11.6.1998, p. 51.
226OJ L 95 , 21/04/1993 p. 29-34
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electronic means shall carry the same weight as common contracts. Further, an specific provision regarding  
general terms and conditions is established in Art. 10(3) e-commerce Directive, its Spanish counterpart is  
Art. 27(4) Spanish e-Commerce Act.

A different issue that can be raised here is, whether for the assessment of privacy policies and statements  
the unfair terms regulation can be applied, where the data subject has the consideration of consumer, and  
regarding such policies and statements as clauses submitted to the inclusion and content controls for unfair  
terms established in Art. 5, on the one hand, and Art. 3(1) and 4 of the unfair terms Directive, on the other 
hand. The answer is yes.  This means that it is possible to apply the the unfair terms Directive and their 
national implementations to privacy policies and statements, as they can be regarded as a contract or a  
clause or clauses in a contract –the user consents i.e. agrees the policy establish by the controller– and such 
policies or statements are no individually negotiated. The question is what are the consequences of such an  
affirmation. The transparency requirements of this regulation can be applied and added to the requirements  
established by the data protection legislation. So, one can imagine situations where users accept privacy 
regulations that they have not even read or contracts between consumers/users and enterprises that include  
clauses which are manifestly contrary to the requirements of good faith, as a consequence of the detriment  
that occurs in the sphere of the user, because of a lack on transparency: because of reference to external  
links,  because they are in English and not  in user's  language,  because of  their  incomprehensible  legal 
content, or because for an user with basic legal knowledge the understanding of these clauses is close to  
zero. But the actual trouble is not the control of formal quality but of the substantive quality of privacy 
policies  and statements,  which in  terms  of  unfair  terms  is  done by the content  control.  And this  is  a  
potential weak point of this approach: there are no specific parameters in order to monitor the content of 
privacy policy statements,  beyond  the  fulfilling  of  the  basic  legal  criteria:  it  is  unfair  if  “it  causes  a 
significant imbalance in the parties' rights and obligations arising under the contract, to the detriment of the 
consumer”; this has to be assessed, “taking into account the nature of the goods or services for which the 
contract was concluded and by referring, at the time of conclusion of the contract, to all the circumstances  
attending the conclusion of the contract and to all the other terms of the contract or of another contract on 
which it is dependent” (Art. 3(1) and 4(1) unfair terms Directive). The requirements of a fair and lawfully 
data processing and of the collection of consent for specified, explicit and legitimate purposes stated in data 
protection legislation are even more specific. Nevertheless, this approach may allow a civil judge to control 
data policies and statements as contractual clauses, and this could allow consumers to ask for damages.

4.5. Conclusions
On one hand, the plain reference to the data protection legislation, with no further consideration if it fits or  
not,  is  not  any more  a  satisfactory solution  for  fixing  the  impact  of  data  protection  legislation  in  e-
commerce. It is a complex issue which requires a complementary regulation to specific questions which 
arise in the course of the online business. Hence it is necessary to develop the regulation and avoid open  
references, because in certain cases it leads to unexpected results and generates legal uncertainty. On the 
other hand, the Directives have faced problematic issues like unsolicited commercial communication or 
cookies. And this is done with no clear idea in favour of an opt-in or an opt-out solution. Such an option is  
very relevant, as far as it has been estimated that only 20% of the users are active in answering forms  
related  to  data  protection  [69,  p.  32].  An  opt-out  solution  will  be  better  for  the  interests  of  online 
businesses, and with an accurate legislation the risk of abuse will be reduced.

The Directives related to data protection have not experienced any change in legislative policy approach to 
adapt them to the needs of e-commerce.  The symbol for such an overruled approach can be seen in the 
Article 1(5) e-commerce Directive, objective and scope, it is asserted that the Directive shall not apply to 
questions relating to information society services covered by DPD and e-Privacy Directive. However, it can 
be seen that this is not the better approach and it is possible that such an approach will change in the future, 
as, for example, has been the case in the Directive 2008/48/EC of the European Parliament and of the  
Council  of  23  April  2008  on  credit  agreements  for  consumers  and  repealing  Council  Directive 
87/102/EEC227 (see  Whereas  28,  29  and 45;  and  Arts.  5.1.q),  6.1.j),  8,  9,  10  and Annex II):  without 
prejudice to the application of DPD, there are specific rules where credit guarantor using data bases to  
assess creditworthiness of consumers, i .e., an adaptation by sections of the rules on data protection to the  
specific needs of the consumer credit market. Here, some kind of balance between data protection, profiling 

227OJ L 133, 22.5.2008, p. 66.
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and responsible granting of credit to consumers.

Furthermore, new challenges as social networks and cloud computing will be faced in showing enterprises 
a way of doing business which has an acceptable degree of legal certainty. In the case of social networks,  
enterprises shall comply with DPD where users agree, at the point of account opening, the use of their  
personal data; having a detailed privacy policy; applying privacy settings which allow users to restrict who 
can view their data (social networks); ensuring security of the data on the website to prevent unauthorized 
access [68]. On the other hand, in a modern data-fluid, distributed, cloud-based environment, the strict rules 
on data control laid down by legislation can be still applied, but conflicts between effective data use and the 
legislative restrictions will arise, as far as cloud computing implies a relocation of data, which require new 
rules on transparency and security [30, pp. 279-280] [70, p. 199] [71].

The path to a more specific, sectoral-oriented, data protection regulation, where the legislator already offers  
a balance between privacy and business, is an interesting path to be follow; meanwhile initiatives such as  
the ENDORSE project can help business to fill the gap between the general legislation and a more sectoral 
and specific enforcement of data protection legal and social requirements.
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5. Analysis of legal requirements

5.1. Introduction

In this Chapter we present a detailed analysis of the DPD and its implementation in the Netherlands, Italy,  
Spain, the United Kingdom and Ireland in view of deriving legal requirements for ENDORSE. The analysis 
provides  a  first  step in  the  development  of  software tools  that  implement  the  relevant  data  protection  
provisions allowing for the automatic enforcement of these provisions in IT applications.

The requirements produced in this chapter can be broken down in three types: system, editor, and runtime. 
(a) The system requirements are those requirements that need to be implemented in, or honored by, the IT 
application  and  generally  concern  static  requirements  not  dependent  on  the  runtime  behaviour  of  the 
system.  An  example  is  need  for  proper  data  security  in  systems  processing  personal  data.  The  
implementation of this requirement may involve storing data in encrypted form and keeping personal data 
in different tables or databases than non-personal data.  Once implemented,  the requirement  is  met.  (b) 
Runtime  requirements on  the  other  hand pertain  to  obligations  (and  sometimes  rights)  that  exist  at  a 
particular state of the life cycle of personal data in a system. These requirements hence are more dynamic. 
Whether or not these requirements are met have to be checked during runtime of the system. For instance,  
if a data controller (e.g., an online shop) wants to process personal data with the data subject's consent (e.g.,  
customer), then the system not only needs to be able to obtain this individual's consent, but the system will  
have to 'fire' the appropriate rule (get consent) when the appropriate situation occurs during runtime. (c) 
The third kind of requirement relates to procedures that have to be followed during setup of a service, or 
actions that have to be be taken by the responsible person within an organisation. We have coined these 
requirements 'editor requirements'  because these can be implemented as wizards or services within the  
editor environment in which the privacy officer creates runtime rules for their IT system. 

The system requirements elicited in this chapter will drive the ENDORSE architecture. These requirements  
call for functionality and services that have to be available in order to comply with the data protection 
regulation. The editor requirements drive the design of the rule editor. On the basis of the flowcharts that  
accompany the editor requirements, wizards, help screens and functions can be developed that support the  
privacy officer to draft data protection compliant rule sets to be enforced by the ENDORSE policy engine. 
The  runtime requirements require further elaboration.  Ultimately,  the  runtime requirements  have to  be 
formulated  in  a  language  understood by the  policy  engine  (PRDL).  This  language  is  currently under 
development and its syntax and semantics depends on the requirements elicited in the current document.  
Hence,  we  adopt  a  iterative  approach  in  developing  rule  sets  that  implement  the  relevant  legal  data  
protection requirements. 

This chapter provides the runtime requirements  in an intermediate stage.  We have abstracted from the 
natural language as found in the different legal sources and have presented the various requirements in a  
pseudo language that aims to make understanding the meaning of the (complex) natural language legal  
provisions easier for the developers and making the transition to an executable representation of the legal  
provisions easier  as well.  The pseudo code therefore borrows constructs from programming languages, 
such as functions, variables, and types of data and actors.

The chapter is organised as follows. First (section 5.2), we present an overview of the DPD on an article by 
article basis. This provides the reference for the national implementations that follow. The DPD in itself  
does not constitute binding law228 in the sense that data controllers have to adhere to it. They do have to  
comply with one or more of the national implementations of the DPD. The Dutch, Spanish, Italian, British 
and Irish implementations of the DPD will be presented in sections 5.3 to 5.7. Each section first outlines the  
language elements and country specific constructs and abbreviations facilitating studying the individual 
rule sets in isolation. Next, an analysis of all relevant provisions in the respective law is presented. For each  
provision  the  (English)  source  is  provided  as  well  as  the  requirements  that  can  be  derived  from  it.  
Associated to the analysis are schemes (flow charts) that outline the procedural aspects of the regulation.

For  instance,  The Spanish Data  Protection Act,  the  LOPD (Ley Orgánica de Protección de Datos  de  

228It is binding law, but only directed to the EU Member States.
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Carácter Personal) contains the following provision (art 2 para 1).

EdReq.2(1) LOPD Scope

Legal provision Art.2(1)  This  Organic  Act  shall  apply  to  personal  data  recorded on  a  physical  
support which makes them capable of processing, and to any type of subsequent use 
of such data by the public and private sectors.

Requirement Whether or not the processing of personal data falls within the scope of the LOPD 
MUST be determined in the editor. 

Each requirement has an identifier that designates the type of requirements and a reference to its source, 
here EdReq.2(1) LOPD,  where EdReq means 'editor requirement'.

A (more complex) example is the following runtime requirement from the LOPD:

R.7(1) LOPD Consent for the processing of sensitive data

Legal provision Art.  7(1) In accordance with the provisions of Article 16(2) of the Constitution, 
nobody may be obliged to state his ideology, religion or beliefs. If, in relation to 
such data, the consent referred to in the following paragraph is sought, the data  
subject shall be warned of his right to refuse such consent.

Requirement/rule IF intention(process(dc,“personal_data”))  AND check(dc,“sensitive_data”)  = true 
THEN communicate(dc→ds,“right_to_refuse_data_processingsensitive_data”)

The rule reads as follows: 

If the Data Controller (dc) intends to process personal data, the data controller has to check whether these 
data concern sensitive data, and if this is the case, the Data Controller has to inform the data subject that  
they have the right to refuse processing these data.

Also available is a cross reference index (Annex 5) that facilitates finding provisions in the other rule sets. 
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5.2. Legal Requirements Analysis for the European Data Protection Directive 

5.2.1. Language specifications 

EXPLANATION ABBREVIATIONS/SYMBOLS

R Runtime requirement / rule.

SysReq System requirement.

EdReq Editor requirement.

DPD Directive 95/46/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 24 October 
1995 on the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data 
and on the free movement of such data.

→, ← The  arrow  points  to  the  actor  on  whom/to  whom an  action  is  performed.  For 
example, when a data controller must communicate something to a data subject, that 
is expressed as dc→ds. Or, when personal data is collected by a data controller from 
a ds, it is epressed as dc←ds.

↔ conrners  a  relationship  with,  or  action  that  is  performed  by,  two  actors.  For 
example,  when  a  contract  is  established  between  dc  and  ds,  it  is  expressed  as 
follows: dc↔ds. 

[..] The square brackets in the syntax specifications indicate that something is optional. 

LANGUAGE SPECIFICATIONS 

ACTORS:

agentdc someone working under the authority of dc.

agentdp someone working under the authority of dp.

dc data controller, see definition.

dp data processor, see definition.

dpa the Dutch data protection authority, see definition.

ds data subject, see definition.

medical_professiona
l

a healthcare professional, not being a health-insurer, e.g. a doctor.

third_party third party, see definition.

ACTIONS:

a(s,"o",[,t][,p][,l]) - a describes the action itself (e.g. store, obtain etc.)
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- s is the subject (i.e. the agent who performs the action)

- "o" is the object, this specifies the content of the action that is intended or the 
object to which the action applies, e.g. "personal_data" or e.g. "notification" (then 
the notification must be communicated)

- if the action must take place at, before, or a after a specified time, this will be 
stipulated in t, e.g. t<0. NOTE: not every rule includes this variable!

- p is the purpose for which the action takes place, indicated by p, e.g. 
p=direct_marketing. NOTE: not every rule includes this variable!

- l is the location where or to where an action is performed, indicated by l, e.g. 
l=non_EU_country. NOTE: not every rule includes this variable!

a(s→T,"o",[,t][,p]
[,l])

subject s performs an action a with target T, whereby "o" describes the content or 
object of the action, t specifies the time, p specifies the purpose for which a takes 
place and l specifies the location where or to where an action is performed. NOTE 
that t, p and l are optional variables! 

E.g.: s communicates to T that "o" at t. 

a(s←T,"o",[,t][,p]
[,l])

subject s performs an action a with target T, whereby "o" describes the content or 
object of the action, t specifies the time, p specifies the purpose for which x takes 
place and l specifies the location where or to where an action is performed. NOTE 
that t, p and l are optional variables! 

E.g.: s collects "o" from T at t.

a(s↔T,"o",[,t][,p]
[,l])

subject s performs an action a with target T, whereby "o" describes the content or 
object of the action, t specifies the time, p specifies the purpose for which x takes 
place and l specifies the location where or to where an action is performed. NOTE 
that t, p and l are optional variables!

E.g.: s and T engage a contract together.

VERBS (i.e. fill in under a):

anonymize any form of anonymization of personal_data, hence making it not longer possible to 
identify a person by means of that data

check anything that needs to be verified, output is boolean (yes or no)

collect obtaining personal_data at t
0
 from ds or third_party

communicate communication, mostly applies to obligations of the DC to communicate to another 
party, e.g. DPA, ds, third_party. 

conclude (contract) applies to contracts

correct to correct or supplement personal_data (in the event that  this personal_data is 
factually inaccurate or incomplete)

create (purpose) applies to specified purposes, which need to be created at data collection (t<0)

delete any operation or set of operations concerning personal_data at t
x
 that ensures that 

that data_processing ends AND personal_data are deleted.

disseminate the dissemination or making available of data of data, e.g. the dissemination of data 
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to a third_party.

end any operation or set of operations concerning personal_data that ensures that 
data_processing ends.

object An objection from ds to data processing by dc based on particular legal grounds, 
see Article 14 DPD.

obtain applies to permissions, e.g. to obtain consent etc.

process the processing of personal data, including also the collection of personal data. See 
definition of data_processing. 

request applies to requests for DC that come from the DS, e.g. an access request. 

store saving data

STATES:

intention(a(s,"o",[,t]
[,p][,l]))

- a describes the action that is intended (e.g. process)

- s is the subject that has the intention 

- "o" is the object, this specifies the content of the action that is intended or the 
object to which the action applies, e.g. "personal_data". 

- if the action is only intended at a certain time or within a certain time limit, this 
will be stipulated with t[time], e.g. t<0 (whereby 0 is the first time action is 
intended).

- p is the purpose for which the action is intended to take place, e.g. 
"necessary_for_contract"

- l is the location to where or where the action is permitted, e.g. "non_EU_country". 

intention(a(s←T,"o"
,[,t][,p][,l]))

- a describes the action that is intended (e.g. process)

- s is the subject that has the intention 

- T is the agent (target) with whom the intended action would be performed  (e.g. 
the collection of data from a ds).

- "o" is the object, this specifies the content of the action that is intended or the 
object to which the action applies, e.g. "personal_data". 

- if the action is only intended at a certain time or within a certain time limit, this 
will be stipulated with t[time], e.g. t<0 (whereby 0 is the first time action is 
intended).

- p is the purpose for which the action is intended to take place, e.g. 
"necessary_for_contract"

- l  is the location to where or where the action is permitted, e.g. "non_EU_country". 

intention(a(s→T,"o"
,[,t][,p][,l]))

- a describes the action that is intended (e.g. process)

- s is the subject that has the intention 

- T is the agent (target) with whom the intended action would be performed  (e.g. 
the intention to disseminate data to a third_party).

- "o" is the object, this specifies the content of the action that is intended or the 
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object to which the action applies, e.g. "personal_data". 

- if the action is only intended at a certain time or within a certain time limit, this 
will be stipulated with t[time], e.g. t<0 (whereby 0 is the first time action is 
intended).

- p is the purpose for which the action is intended to take place, e.g. 
"necessary_for_contract"

- l is the location to where or where the action is permitted, e.g. "non_EU_country". 

permission(a(s,"o",
[,t][,p][,l]))

- a describes the action that is permitted (e.g. process).

- s is the subject that has permission.

- "o" is the object, this specifies the content of the action, or the object to which the 
action applies, e.g. "personal_data".

- if the action is only permitted at a certain time or within a certain time limit, this 
will be stipulated with t[time], e.g. t<0 (whereby 0 is the first time data is collected).

- p is the purpose for which the permitted action may only take place, e.g. 
"necessary_for_contract".

- l is the location to where or where the action is permitted, e.g. "non_EU_country". 

permission(a(s←T,"
o",[,t][,p][,l]))

- a describes the action that is permitted (e.g. process).

- s is the subject that has permission.

 - T is the agent (target) with (or from) whom the action may be performed  (e.g. the 
collection of data from a ds).

- "o" is the object, this specifies the content of the action, or the object to which the 
action applies, e.g. "personal_data".

- if the action is only permitted at a certain time or within a certain time limit, this 
will be stipulated with t[time], e.g. t<0 (whereby 0 is the first time data is collected).

- p is the purpose for which the permitted action may only take place, e.g. 
"necessary_for_contract".

- l is the location to where or where the action is permitted, e.g. "non_EU_country". 

permission(a(s→T,"
o",[,t][,p][,l]))

- a describes the action that is permitted (e.g. process).

- s is the subject that has permission.

- T is the agent (target) with (or to) whom the action may be performed  (e.g. the 
dissemination of data to a third_party).

- "o" is the object, this specifies the content of the action, or the object to which the 
action applies, e.g. "personal_data".

- if the action is only permitted at a certain time or within a certain time limit, this 
will be stipulated with t[time], e.g. t<0 (whereby 0 is the first time data is collected).

- p is the purpose for which the permitted action may only take place, e.g. 
"necessary_for_contract".

- l is the location to where or where the action is permitted, e.g. "non_EU_country". 

prohibition(a(s[,T],"
o",[,t][,p][,l]))

- a describes the action that is prohibited (e.g. process)

- s is the subject to which the prohibition applies.

- T is the agent (target) whom the action concerns (e.g. processing of personal_data 
concerning a particular ds is prohibited).
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- "o" is the object, this specifies the content of the action, or the object to which the 
action applies, e.g. "personal_data".

- if the action is only prohibited at a certain time or within a certain time limit, this 
will be stipulated with t[time].

- p is the purpose for which the action may not take place, e.g. "direct_marketing".

-  l is the location to where or where the action is prohibited, e.g. 
"non_EU_country".
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5.2.2. Legal requirements analysis of the European Data Protection Directive 

CHAPTER I - GENERAL PROVISIONS 

Article 1 – Object of the Directive

1. In accordance with this Directive, Member States shall protect the fundamental rights and freedoms of  
natural persons, and in particular their right to privacy with respect to the processing of personal data.

2. Member States shall neither restrict nor prohibit the free flow of personal data between Member States  
for reasons connected with the protection afforded under paragraph 1.

Requirement for Article 1:

As such unimplementable.

Article 2 – Definitions

FOR ALL DEFINITIONS IN THE DPD: SEE PARA 5.1.3!

For the purposes of this Directive:

(a) 'personal data' shall mean any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural person ('data  
subject');  an  identifiable  person  is  one  who  can  be  identified,  directly  or  indirectly,  in  particular  by 
reference to an identification number  or to one or more factors specific to his physical,  physiological,  
mental, economic, cultural or social identity;

(b)  'processing  of  personal  data'  ('processing')  shall  mean  any operation or  set  of  operations  which is 
performed  upon  personal  data,  whether  or  not  by  automatic  means,  such  as  collection,  recording, 
organization,  storage,  adaptation  or  alteration,  retrieval,  consultation,  use,  disclosure  by  transmission, 
dissemination or otherwise making available, alignment or combination, blocking, erasure or destruction;

(c) 'personal data filing system' ('filing system') shall mean any structured set of personal data which are  
accessible according to specific criteria, whether centralized, decentralized or dispersed on a functional or  
geographical basis;

(d) 'controller' shall mean the natural or legal person, public authority, agency or any other body which  
alone or jointly with others determines the purposes and means of the processing of personal data; where  
the purposes and means of processing are determined by national or Community laws or regulations, the 
controller or the specific criteria for his nomination may be designated by national or Community law;

(e) 'processor'  shall  mean a natural  or  legal  person,  public authority,  agency or any other body which 
processes personal data on behalf of the controller;

(f) 'third party' shall mean any natural or legal person, public authority, agency or any other body other than  
the  data  subject,  the  controller,  the  processor  and  the  persons  who,  under  the  direct  authority  of  the 
controller or the processor, are authorized to process the data;

(g) 'recipient' shall mean a natural or legal person, public authority, agency or any other body to whom data 
are disclosed, whether a third party or not; however, authorities which may receive data in the framework 
of a particular inquiry shall not be regarded as recipients;

(h) 'the data subject's consent' shall mean any freely given specific and informed indication of his wishes by 
which the data subject signifies his agreement to personal data relating to him being processed.

Article 3 - Scope

Art. 3(1). This Directive shall apply to the processing of personal data wholly or partly by automatic means, 
and to the processing otherwise than by automatic means of personal data which form part of a filing 
system or are intended to form part of a filing system.
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Art. 3(2). This Directive shall not apply to the processing of personal data:

- in the course of an activity which falls outside the scope of Community law, such as those provided for by  
Titles V and VI of the Treaty on European Union and in any case to processing operations concerning  
public security, defence, State security (including the economic well-being of the State when the processing 
operation relates to State security matters) and the activities of the State in areas of criminal law,

- by a natural person in the course of a purely personal or household activity.

Requirements for Article 3:

EdReq.3DPD Scope

Legal 
provision

Article 3 DPD:

1.  This  Directive shall  apply to  the  processing of  personal  data  wholly or  partly  by 
automatic means, and to the processing otherwise than by automatic means of personal  
data which form part of a filing system or are intended to form part of a filing system.

2. This Directive shall not apply to the processing of personal data:

- in the course of an activity which falls outside the scope of Community law, such as  
those provided for by Titles V and VI of the Treaty on European Union and in any case 
to processing operations concerning public security, defence, State security (including the 
economic well-being of the State when the processing operation relates to State security 
matters) and the activities of the State in areas of criminal law,

- by a natural person in the course of a purely personal or household activity.

Requirement Whether  the  activities  of  a  (potential)  dc  fall  within  scope  of  the  DPD  MUST  be 
determined in the editor. 

Article 4 - National law applicable

Art. 4(1). Each Member State shall apply the national provisions it adopts pursuant to this Directive to the  
processing of personal data where:

(a) the processing is carried out in the context of the activities of an establishment of the controller on the  
territory of the Member State; when the same controller is established on the territory of several Member 
States, he must take the necessary measures to ensure that each of these establishments complies with the 
obligations laid down by the national law applicable;

(b) the controller is not established on the Member State's territory, but in a place where its national law  
applies by virtue of international public law;

(c) the controller is not established on Community territory and, for purposes of processing personal data 
makes use of equipment, automated or otherwise, situated on the territory of the said Member State, unless  
such equipment is used only for purposes of transit through the territory of the Community.

Art. 4(2). In the circumstances referred to in paragraph 1 (c), the controller must designate a representative  
established in the territory of that Member State, without prejudice to legal actions which could be initiated 
against the controller himself.

Requirements for Article 4:

EdReq4(1) 
DPD

Applicable national law

Legal provision Article 4 DPD:

1.  Each  Member  State  shall  apply  the  national  provisions  it  adopts  pursuant  to  this 
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Directive to the processing of personal data where:

(a) the processing is carried out in the context of the activities of an establishment of the 
controller on the territory of the Member State; when the same controller is established 
on the territory of several Member States, he must take the necessary measures to ensure  
that each of these establishments complies with the obligations laid down by the national 
law applicable;

(b) the controller is not established on the Member State's territory, but in a place where 
its national law applies by virtue of international public law;

(c)  the  controller  is  not  established  on  Community  territory  and,  for  purposes  of 
processing personal data makes use of equipment, automated or otherwise, situated on 
the territory of the said Member State, unless such equipment is used only for purposes 
of transit through the territory of the Community.

Requirement The applicable rule set for a particular data controller will be determined in the editor.  
The ENDORSE system will load the relevant rule set (NL, IT, ES, UK, or IE) in the  
runtime environment.

EdReq4(2) 
DPD

Applicable national law - designate representative if dc not established in EU

Legal provision Article 4 DPD National law applicable:

2. In the circumstances referred to in paragraph 1 (c), the controller must designate a  
representative established in the territory of that Member State, without prejudice to legal  
actions which could be initiated against the controller himself.

Requirement In case dc is not established in an EU_country,  i.e. if Article 4(1c) DPD applies, the  
ENDORSE system must flag, within the editor environment, that dc must designate a 
representative established in the territory of the EU country of which the national laws 
apply.

CHAPTER  II  -  GENERAL  RULES  ON  THE  LAWFULNESS  OF  THE  PROCESSING  OF 
PERSONAL DATA 

Article 5

Member  States shall,  within the limits  of the provisions of this  Chapter,  determine more precisely the  
conditions under which the processing of personal data is lawful.

Requirement for Article 5:

As such unimplementable.

SECTION I - PRINCIPLES RELATING TO DATA QUALITY

Article 6 

Art. 6(1). Member States shall provide that personal data must be:

(a) processed fairly and lawfully; (unimplementable as such) 

(b) collected for specified, explicit and legitimate purposes and not further processed in a way incompatible  
with those purposes. Further processing of data for historical, statistical or scientific purposes shall not be 
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considered as incompatible provided that Member States provide appropriate safeguards; 

(c) adequate, relevant and not excessive in relation to the purposes for which they are collected and/or  
further processed; (incorporated in rules under Art. 6(1)(b) DPD) 

(d) accurate and, where necessary, kept up to date; every reasonable step must be taken to ensure that data  
which are inaccurate or incomplete, having regard to the purposes for which they were collected or for  
which they are further processed, are erased or rectified;

(e) kept in a form which permits identification of data subjects for no longer than is necessary for the  
purposes for which the data were collected or for which they are further processed. Member States shall lay 
down  appropriate  safeguards  for  personal  data  stored  for  longer  periods  for  historical,  statistical  or 
scientific use.

Art. 6(2). It shall be for the controller to ensure that paragraph 1 is complied with. (incorporated into the 
rules/requirements) 

Requirements for Article 6:

SysReq  6(1)
(b) DPD

Purpose binding

Legal 
provision

Art. 6(1)(b) DPD: 

1. Member States shall provide that personal data must be:

(b) collected for specified, explicit and legitimate purposes and not further processed in a 
way  incompatible  with  those  purposes.  Further  processing  of  data  for  historical,  
statistical or scientific purposes shall  not be considered as incompatible provided that  
Member States provide appropriate safeguards; 

Requirement It MUST be possible to check purpose_binding.
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R.6(1)(b) 
DPD.01

Purposes 

Legal 
provision

Art. 6(1)(b) DPD: Member States shall provide that personal data must be: collected for  
specified,  explicit  and  legitimate  purposes  and  not  further  processed  in  a  way 
incompatible with those purposes. 

Requirement/ 
rule

IF intention(collect(dc←ds,"personal_data")) THEN 
create(dc,"data_collection_purposes").

R.6(1)(b) 
DPD.02

Purposes 

Legal 
provision

Art. 6(1)(b) DPD: Member States shall provide that personal data must be: collected for 
specified,  explicit  and  legitimate  purposes  and  not  further  processed  in  a  way 
incompatible with those purposes. 

Requirement/ 
rule

IF intention(process(dc,"personal_data")) THEN create(dc,"data_processing_purposes").

R.6(1)(b) 
DPD.03

Purposes 

Legal 
provision

Art. 6(1)(b) DPD: Member States shall provide that personal data must be: collected for 
specified,  explicit  and  legitimate  purposes  and  not  further  processed  in  a  way 
incompatible with those purposes. 

Requirement/ 
rule

IF process(dc,ds,"personal_data") AND check(dc,"purpose_binding") = true THEN 
permission(process(dc,ds,"personal_data")).

R.6(1)(d) 
DPD.01

Personal data accuracy

Legal 
provision

Art. 6(1)(d) DPD: Member States shall provide that personal data must be: accurate and, 
where necessary, kept up to date; every reasonable step must be taken to ensure that data  
which are inaccurate or incomplete, having regard to the purposes for which they were 
collected or for which they are further processed, are erased or rectified

Requirement/ 
rule

IF process(dc,“personal_data”) AND check(dc,“inaccurate_data”,t0...∞) = true THEN 
correct(dc,“inaccurate_data”)
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R.6(1)
(d)DPD.02

Personal data accuracy

Legal 
provision

Art. 6(1)(d) DPD: Member States shall provide that personal data must be: accurate and, 
where necessary, kept up to date; every reasonable step must be taken to ensure that data 
which are inaccurate or incomplete, having regard to the purposes for which they were  
collected or for which they are further processed, are erased or rectified

Requirement/ 
rule

IF process(dc,"personal_data") AND check(dc,"irrelevant_data",t0...∞) = true  THEN 
delete(dc,"irrelevant_data").

SysReq.6(1)
(e)DPD.01

Purposes + anonymization

Legal 
provision

Art. 6(1)(e) DPD: Member States shall provide that personal data must be:kept in a form 
which  permits  identification  of  data  subjects  for  no  longer  than  is  necessary for  the 
purposes for which the data were collected or for which they are further processed.

Requirement The system MUST facilitate anonymization of personal_data. 

SysReq.6(1)
(e)DPD.02

Purposes + anonymization

Legal 
provision

Art. 6(1)(e) DPD: Member States shall provide that personal data must be:kept in a form 
which  permits  identification  of  data  subjects  for  no  longer  than  is  necessary for  the 
purposes for which the data were collected or for which they are further processed.

Requirement The system MUST contain a store for data_collection_purposes and 
data_processing_purposes.

R.6(1)(e)DPD Purposes + anonymization

Legal 
provision

Art. 6(1)(e) DPD: Member States shall provide that personal data must be:kept in a form 
which  permits  identification  of  data  subjects  for  no  longer  than  is  necessary for  the 
purposes for which the data were collected or for which they are further processed.

Requirement/ 
rule

IF process(dc,"personal_data") AND check(dc,"specified_purposes_achieved") = true 
THEN anonymize(dc,"personal_data").
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SECTION II - CRITERIA FOR MAKING DATA PROCESSING LEGITIMATE

Article 7

Member States shall provide that personal data may be processed only if:

(a) the data subject has unambiguously given his consent; or

(b) processing is necessary for the performance of a contract to which the data subject is party or in order to  
take steps at the request of the data subject prior to entering into a contract; or

(c) processing is necessary for compliance with a legal obligation to which the controller is subject; or

(d) processing is necessary in order to protect the vital interests of the data subject; or

Out of scope: 

(e) processing is necessary for the performance of a task carried out in the public interest or in the exercise  
of official authority vested in the controller or in a third party to whom the data are disclosed; or

(f) processing is necessary for the purposes of the legitimate interests pursued by the controller or by the 
third party or parties to whom the data are disclosed, except where such interests are overridden by the 
interests for fundamental rights and freedoms of the data subject which require protection under Article 1 
(1).

Requirements for Article 7:

SysReq.7(a) 
DPD

Processing ground = Consent

Legal 
provision

Art. 7(a) DPD: Member States shall provide that personal data may be processed only if:  
the data subject has unambiguously given his consent; or

Requirement The system MUST have consent store and a store for processing grounds

EdReq.7(a) 
DPD

Processing ground = Consent

Legal 
provision

Art. 7(a) DPD: Member States shall provide that personal data may be processed only if:  
the data subject has unambiguously given his consent; or

Requirement It MUST be possible in the editor to determine on the basis of which legal ground data  
will be processed. This ground must then be stored via the editor. 

R.7(a)DPD.01 Processing ground = Consent

Legal provision Art. 7(a) DPD: Member States shall provide that personal data may be processed only if:  
the data subject has unambiguously given his consent; or

Requirement/ 
rule

IF intention(process(dc,"personal_data")) AND 
check(dc,"processing_ground=Art.7aDPD") = true THEN obtain(dc←ds,"consent") 
AND store(dc,"consent").
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R.7(a)DPD.02 Processing ground = Consent

Legal provision Art. 7(a) DPD: Member States shall provide that personal data may be processed only if:  
the data subject has unambiguously given his consent; or

Requirement/ 
rule

IF intention(process(dc,"personal_data")) AND check(dc←ds,"consent") = false THEN 
obtain(dc←ds,"consent") AND store(dc,ds,"consent"). 

R.7(a)DPD.03 Processing ground = Consent

Legal provision Art. 7(a) DPD: Member States shall provide that personal data may be processed only if:  
the data subject has unambiguously given his consent; or

Requirement/ 
rule

IF intention(process(dc,"personal_data")) AND 
check(dc,"processing_ground=Art.7aDPD") = true AND check(dc,"stored_consent") = 
true) THEN permission(process(dc,"personal_data")).

SysReq.7b 
DPD

Processing ground = contract 

Legal provision Art. 7(b) DPD: Member States shall provide that personal data may be processed only if:  
processing is necessary for the performance of a contract to which the data subject is  
party or in order to take steps at the request of the data subject prior to entering into a  
contract

Requirement The system MUST be able to check whether a contract is established between ds and dc.

EdReq.7b 
DPD

Processing ground = contract 

Legal provision Art. 7(b) DPD: Member States shall provide that personal data may be processed only if:  
processing is necessary for the performance of a contract to which the data subject is  
party or in order to take steps at the request of the data subject prior to entering into a  
contract

Requirement It must be possible to indicate in the editor whether a contract is established between ds  
and dc. 

R.7bDPD.01 Processing ground = contract 

Legal provision Art. 7(b) DPD: Member States shall provide that personal data may be processed only if: 
processing is necessary for the performance of a contract to which the data subject is 
party or in order to take steps at the request of the data subject prior to entering into a  
contract

Requirement/ 
rule

IF conclude(dc↔ds,"contract") THEN store(dc,"contract_dc↔ds")).
.
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R.7bDPD.02 Processing ground = contract 

Legal provision Art. 7(b) DPD: Member States shall provide that personal data may be processed only if: 
processing is necessary for the performance of a contract to which the data subject is 
party or in order to take steps at the request of the data subject prior to entering into a  
contract

Requirement/ 
rule

IF intention(process(dc,"personal_data") AND 
(check(dc,"processing_ground=Art.7bDPD") = true AND 
check(dc,"stored_contract_dc↔ds") = true AND 
acheck(dc,"processing_is_necessary_for_contract_dc↔ds") = true) THEN 
permission(process(dc,ds,"personal_data",p= performance_of_contract_dc↔ds)).

R.7bDPD.03 Processing ground = contract 

Legal provision Art. 7(b) DPD: Member States shall provide that personal data may be processed only if: 
processing is necessary for the performance of a contract to which the data subject is 
party or in order to take steps at the request of the data subject prior to entering into a  
contract

Requirement/ 
rule

IF intention(process(dc,"personal_data") AND 
(check(dc,"processing_ground=Art.7bDPD") = true AND 
check(dc,"progress_conclude_contract_dc↔ds ") = true AND 
check(dc,"processing_is_necessary_for_progress_conclude_contract_dc↔ds") = true) 
THEN permission(process(dc,"personal_data",p= progress_conclude_contract_dc↔ds)).

SysReq.7cDPD Processing ground = legal obligation dc

Legal provision Art. 7(c) DPD: Member States shall provide that personal data may be processed only if: 
processing is necessary for compliance with a legal obligation to which the controller is 
subject

Requirement The system MUST be able to recognize when there is  a legal_obligation and which 
processing operations fall under that legal obligation. 

EdReq.7cDPD Processing ground = legal obligation dc

Legal provision Art. 7(c) DPD: Member States shall provide that personal data may be processed only if:  
processing is necessary for compliance with a legal obligation to which the controller is 
subject

Requirement It MUST be possible to indicate in the editor whether there is a legal obligation for  
which personal data processing is necessary. Via the editor it MUST then be stored that  
there is such legal obligation.
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R.7cDPD Processing ground = legal obligation dc

Legal provision Art. 7(c) DPD: Member States shall provide that personal data may be processed only if:  
processing is necessary for compliance with a legal obligation to which the controller is  
subject

Requirement/ 
rule

IF intention(process(dc,"personal_data")) AND (check(dc,"processing_ground= 
Art.7cDPD)) = true AND check(dc,"legal_obligation")) = true AND 
check(dc,"processing_is_necessary_for_legal_obligation")) = true) THEN 
permission(process(dc,"personal_data",p=legal_obligation)).

SysReq.7dDPD Processing ground = vital interest ds

Legal provision Art. 7(d) DPD: Member States shall provide that personal data may be processed only 
if: processing is necessary in order to protect the vital interests of the data subject; or

Requirement The system MUST be able to recognize when there is a vital_interest ds.

EdReq.7dDPD Processing ground = vital interest ds

Legal provision Art. 7(d) DPD: Member States shall provide that personal data may be processed only 
if: processing is necessary in order to protect the vital interests of the data subject; or

Requirement It MUST be possible to indicate in the editor whether there is a vital interest of the data  
subject. Also, there MUST be a "break the glass" option, i.e. to access data in case of an 
emergency without access rules blocking such access.

R.7dDPD Processing ground = vital interest ds

Legal provision Art. 7d DPD: Member States shall provide that personal data may be processed only if:  
the processing is necessary in order to protect a vital interest of the data subject;

Requirement/ 
rule

IF intention(process(dc,"personal_data")) AND (check(dc,"processing_ground= 
Art.7dDPD) = true AND check(dc,"processing_is_necessary_for_vital_interest_ds") = 
true) THEN permission(process(dc,"personal_data",p=vital_interest_ds)).

Edreq.7fDPD Processing ground = legitimate interest dc or third party

Legal provision Art. 7f DPD: Member States shall provide that personal data may be processed only if: 
processing  is  necessary  for  the  purposes  of  the  legitimate  interests  pursued  by  the 
controller or by the third party or parties to whom the data are disclosed, except where 
such interests are overridden by the interests for fundamental rights and freedoms of the 
data subject which require protection under Article 1 (1).

Requirement Whether processing is necessary for legitimate interest of the dc or third party and 
whether the interest or fundamental rights and freedoms of the data subject prevail 
MUST be determined and stored in the editor. 
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R.7fDPD.01 Processing ground = legitimate interest dc

Legal provision Art. 7f DPD: Member States shall provide that personal data may be processed only if: 
processing  is  necessary  for  the  purposes  of  the  legitimate  interests  pursued  by  the 
controller or by the third party or parties to whom the data are disclosed, except where 
such interests are overridden by the interests for fundamental rights and freedoms of the 
data subject which require protection under Article 1 (1).

Requirement/ 
rule

IF intention(process(dc,"personal_data")) AND (check(dc,"processing_ground= 
Art.7fDPD) = true AND 
check(dc,"processing_is_necessary_for_legitimate_interest_dc") = true) THEN 
permission(process(dc,personal_data",p=legitimate_interest_dc)).

R.7fDPD.02 Processing ground = legitimate interest third party

Legal provision Art. 7f DPD: Member States shall provide that personal data may be processed only if: 
processing  is  necessary  for  the  purposes  of  the  legitimate  interests  pursued  by  the 
controller or by the third party or parties to whom the data are disclosed, except where  
such interests are overridden by the interests for fundamental rights and freedoms of the 
data subject which require protection under Article 1 (1).

Requirement/ 
rule

IF intention(process(dc,"personal_data")) AND (check(dc,"processing_ground= 
Art.7fDPD) = true AND 
check(dc,"processing_is_necessary_for_legitimate_interest_third_party") = true) THEN 
permission(process(dc,personal_data",p=legitimate_interest_third_party)).

SECTION III - SPECIAL CATEGORIES OF PROCESSING

Article 8 - The processing of special categories of data

Art. 8(1). Member States shall prohibit the processing of personal data revealing racial or ethnic origin,  
political opinions, religious or philosophical beliefs, trade-union membership, and the processing of data 
concerning health or sex life.

Art. 8(2). Paragraph 1 shall not apply where:

(a) the data subject has given his explicit consent to the processing of those data, except where the laws of 
the Member State provide that the prohibition referred to in paragraph 1 may not be lifted by the data  
subject's giving his consent; or

Out of scope: 
(b) processing is necessary for the purposes of carrying out the obligations and specific rights of the controller in the field of  
employment law in so far as it is authorized by national law providing for adequate safeguards; or

(c) processing is necessary to protect the vital interests of the data subject or of another person where the  
data subject is physically or legally incapable of giving his consent; or

Out of scope: 

(d) processing is  carried out  in the course of its  legitimate  activities with appropriate guarantees by a  
foundation, association or any other non-profit-seeking body with a political, philosophical, religious or 
trade-union aim and on condition that the processing relates solely to the members of the body or to persons 
who have regular contact with it in connection with its purposes and that the data are not disclosed to a 
third party without the consent of the data subjects; or

(e) the processing relates to data which are manifestly made public by the data subject, or is necessary for 
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the establishment, exercise or defence of legal claims.

Art.  8(3).  Paragraph  1  shall  not  apply  where  processing  of  the  data  is  required  for  the  purposes  of  
preventive medicine, medical diagnosis, the provision of care or treatment or the management of health-
care services, and where those data are processed by a health professional subject under national law or  
rules established by national  competent  bodies to  the obligation of  professional  secrecy or by another 
person also subject to an equivalent obligation of secrecy.

Out of scope (as such not implementable):

Art. 8(4). Subject to the provision of suitable safeguards, Member States may, for reasons of substantial 
public interest, lay down exemptions in addition to those laid down in paragraph 2 either by national law or 
by decision of the supervisory authority.

Out of scope:

Art. 8(5). Processing of data relating to offences, criminal convictions or security measures may be carried 
out only under the control of official authority, or if suitable specific safeguards are provided under national  
law, subject to derogations which may be granted by the Member State under national provisions providing 
suitable specific safeguards. However, a complete register of criminal convictions may be kept only under  
the control of official authority.

Member States may provide that data relating to administrative sanctions or judgements in civil cases shall 
also be processed under the control of official authority.

Art.  8(6).  Derogations  from paragraph  1  provided  for  in  paragraphs  4  and  5  shall  be  notified  to  the 
Commission.

Out of scope (as such not implementable):

Art. 8(7). Member States shall determine the conditions under which a national identification number or  
any other identifier of general application may be processed.

Requirements for Article 8:

SysReq.8(1) 
DPD.01

Sensitive data

Legal provision Art. 8(1) DPD: Member States shall prohibit the processing of personal data revealing 
racial or ethnic origin, political opinions, religious or philosophical beliefs, trade-union 
membership, and the processing of data concerning health or sex life.

Requirement System MUST recognize some personal_data as sensitive_data.

SysReq.8(1) 
DPD.02

Sensitive data

Legal provision Art. 8(1) DPD: Member States shall prohibit the processing of personal data revealing 
racial or ethnic origin, political opinions, religious or philosophical beliefs, trade-union 
membership, and the processing of data concerning health or sex life.

Requirement System MUST distinguish rule  sets for personal_data AND (different  categories of) 
sensitive_data.
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R.8(1)DPD Default = prohibition to process sensitive data

Legal provision Art. 8(1) DPD: Member States shall prohibit the processing of personal data revealing 
racial or ethnic origin, political opinions, religious or philosophical beliefs, trade-union 
membership, and the processing of data concerning health or sex life.

Requirement/ 
rule

IF intention(process(dc,"personal_data")) AND check(dc,"sensitive_data") = true THEN 
prohibition(process(dc,"sensitive_data")).

EdReq.8(2)(a) 
DPD

Sensitive data – consent 

Legal provision Art. 8(2)(a) DPD: Paragraph 1 shall  not apply where: the data subject has given his 
explicit consent to the processing of those data, except where the laws of the Member 
State provide that the prohibition referred to in paragraph 1 may not be lifted by the data 
subject's giving his consent

Requirement In case there is a rule conflict between rule R.8(2)(a)DPD  and rules based  national law 
where no rule regarding consent and sensitive data is present, the national rules shall 
prevail.

R.8(2)(a)DPD Sensitive data – consent 

Legal provision Art. 8(2)(a) DPD: Paragraph 1 shall  not apply where: the data subject has given his 
explicit consent to the processing of those data, except where the laws of the Member 
State provide that the prohibition referred to in paragraph 1 may not be lifted by the data 
subject's giving his consent

Requirement/ 
rule

IF intention(process(dc,"personal_data")) AND check(dc,"sensitive_data")) = true AND 
check(dc←ds,"consent_to_processing_sensitive_data") = true THEN 
permission(process(dc,"sensitive_data")).

SysReq.8(2)(c) 
DPD

Processing ground = vital interest

Legal provision Art. 8(2)(c) DPD: Paragraph 1 shall not apply where: processing is necessary to protect  
the vital interests of  the data subject or  of another person where the data subject  is 
physically or legally incapable of giving his consent; or

Requirement The system MUST be able to recognize when there is a vital_interest of ds or someone 
other than ds.

EdReq.8(2)
(c)DPD

Processing ground = vital interest ds/not ds

Legal provision Art. 8(2)(c) DPD: Paragraph 1 shall not apply where: processing is necessary to protect 
the vital interests of  the data subject or  of another person where the data subject  is  
physically or legally incapable of giving his consent; or

Requirement Whether the data subject is physically or legally incapable of giving his consent MUST 
be determined in the editor.
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R.8(2)(c) 
DPD.01

Processing ground = vital interest ds

Legal provision Art. 8(2)(c) DPD: Paragraph 1 shall not apply where: processing is necessary to protect  
the vital interests of  the data subject or  of another person where the data subject  is 
physically or legally incapable of giving his consent; or

Requirement/ 
rule

IF intention(process(dc,"personal_data")) AND check(dc,"sensitive_data")) = true AND 
check(dc←ds,"consent_to_processing_sensitive_data")) = false AND 
check(dc,"vital_interest_ds") = true THEN 
permission(process(dc,"sensitive_data",p=vital_interest_ds)).

R.8(2)(c) 
DPD.02

Processing ground = vital interest not ds

Legal provision Art. 8(2)(c) DPD: Paragraph 1 shall not apply where: processing is necessary to protect 
the vital  interests  of  the data subject  or  of  another person where the data subject  is 
physically or legally incapable of giving his consent; or

Requirement/ 
rule

IF intention(process(dc,"personal_data")) AND check(dc,"sensitive_data")) = true AND 
check(dc←ds,"consent_to_processing_sensitive_data")) = false AND 
check(dc,"vital_interest_not_ds") = true THEN 
permission(process(dc,"sensitive_data",p=vital_interest_not_ds)).

SysReq.8(2)(e) 
DPD

Sensitive data – public data 

Legal provision Art.  8(2)(e)  DPD: Paragraph 1 shall  not  apply where:  the processing relates  to  data 
which are manifestly made public by the data subject

Requirement It MUST be possible for the system to recognize and store the source of personal_data.

EdReq.8(2)(e) 
DPD

Sensitive data – public data 

Legal provision Art.  8(2)(e)  DPD: Paragraph 1 shall  not  apply where:  the processing relates  to  data 
which are manifestly made public by the data subject

Requirement It MUST be possible for to indicate the source of data in the editor. 

R.8(2)(e)DPD Sensitive data – public data 

Legal provision Art.  8(2)(e)  DPD: Paragraph 1 shall  not  apply where:  the processing relates  to  data 
which are manifestly made public by the data subject

Requirement/ 
rule

IF intention(process(dc,"personal_data")) AND check(dc,"sensitive_data") = true AND 
check(dc,"data_source=public") = true THEN permission(process(dc,"sensitive_data")).
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R.8(3)DPD Sensitive data – processing by medical professional

Legal provision Art. 8(3) DPD: Paragraph 1 shall not apply where processing of the data is required for  
the  purposes  of  preventive  medicine,  medical  diagnosis,  the  provision  of  care  or  
treatment or the management of health-care services, and where those data are processed 
by a  health  professional  subject  under  national  law or  rules  established  by national 
competent bodies to the obligation of professional secrecy or by another person also  
subject to an equivalent obligation of secrecy.

Requirement/ 
rule

IF intention(process(dcmedical_professional,"sensitive_data",p=medical)) THEN 
permission(process(dcmedical_professional,"sensitive_data",p=medical)).

Article 9 - Processing of personal data and freedom of expression

Member States shall provide for exemptions or derogations from the provisions of this Chapter, Chapter IV 
and Chapter  VI  for  the  processing of  personal  data  carried out  solely for  journalistic  purposes  or  the 
purpose of artistic or literary expression only if they are necessary to reconcile the right to privacy with the  
rules governing freedom of expression.

Requirement for Article 9:

EdReq.9DPD Data processing for journalistic/artistic/literary purposes

Legal provision Art.  9  DPD:  Member  States  shall  provide  for  exemptions  or  derogations  from the 
provisions of this Chapter, Chapter IV and Chapter VI for the processing of personal 
data  carried out  solely for  journalistic purposes  or the purpose of artistic or  literary 
expression only if they are necessary to reconcile the right to privacy with the rules 
governing freedom of expression.

Requirement It MUST be possible to indicate in the editor that data will be processed solely for 
journalistic purposes or the purpose of artistic or literary expression. 

SECTION IV - INFORMATION TO BE GIVEN TO THE DATA SUBJECT

Article 10 - Information in cases of collection of data from the data subject

Member  States shall  provide that  the controller  or his representative must  provide a data subject  from 
whom data relating to himself are collected with at least the following information, except where he already 
has it:

(a) the identity of the controller and of his representative, if any;

(b) the purposes of the processing for which the data are intended;

(c) any further information such as

- the recipients or categories of recipients of the data,

- whether replies to the questions are obligatory or voluntary,  as well as the possible consequences of 
failure to reply,

- the existence of the right of access to and the right to rectify the data concerning him

in so far as such further information is necessary, having regard to the specific circumstances in which the 
data are collected, to guarantee fair processing in respect of the data subject.
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Requirements for Article 10:

EdReq.10(a) 
DPD

Provision of information - Identity dc

Legal provision Art. 10(a) DPD:

Member States shall provide that the controller or his representative must provide a data 
subject from whom data relating to himself  are collected with at least the following 
information, except where he already has it:

(a) the identity of the controller and of his representative, if any;

Requirement It MUST be possible for the dc to indicate and store his identity or that of his 
representative in the editor. 

EdReq.10(b) 
DPD

Provision of information - Data collection purposes 

Legal provision Art. 10(b) DPD:

Member States shall provide that the controller or his representative must provide a data 
subject from whom data relating to himself  are collected with at least the following 
information, except where he already has it:

(b) the purposes of the processing for which the data are intended;

Requirement It MUST be possible to create and store data collection purposes in the editor. 

EdReq.10(c) 
DPD

Provision of information - additional information 

Legal provision Art. 10(c) DPD:

Member States shall provide that the controller or his representative must provide a data 
subject from whom data relating to himself  are collected with at least the following 
information, except where he already has it:

(c) any further information such as

- the recipients or categories of recipients of the data,

- whether replies to the questions are obligatory or voluntary, as well as the possible 
consequences of failure to reply,

- the existence of the right of access to and the right to rectify the data concerning him

in  so  far  as  such  further  information  is  necessary,  having  regard  to  the  specific 
circumstances in which the data are collected, to guarantee fair processing in respect of  
the data subject.

Requirement It MUST be possible to indicate and store (which) other information required to be 
provided by dc to ds, such as the data recipients.
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R.10DPD Provision of information

Legal provision Art. 10 DPD:

Member States shall provide that the controller or his representative must provide a data 
subject from whom data relating to himself  are collected with at least the following 
information, except where he already has it:

(a) the identity of the controller and of his representative, if any;

(b) the purposes of the processing for which the data are intended;

(c) any further information such as

- the recipients or categories of recipients of the data,

- whether replies to the questions are obligatory or voluntary, as well as the possible 
consequences of failure to reply,

- the existence of the right of access to and the right to rectify the data concerning him

in  so  far  as  such  further  information  is  necessary,  having  regard  to  the  specific 
circumstances in which the data are collected, to guarantee fair processing in respect of  
the data subject.

Requirement/ 
rule

IF collect(dc←ds,"personal_data") THEN store(dc,"data_source=ds") AND 
check(dc,"provision_information_Art10DPD_completed") = false AND 
check(dc,"provision_information_Art11DPD_completed") = false THEN 
communicate(dc→ds,"Art.10DPD_information") AND 
store(dc,"provision_information_Art.10DPD_completed).

Article 11 - Information where the data have not been obtained from the data subject

Art. 11(1). Where the data have not been obtained from the data subject, Member States shall provide that 
the controller or his representative must at the time of undertaking the recording of personal data or if a  
disclosure to a third party is envisaged, no later than the time when the data are first disclosed provide the 
data subject with at least the following information, except where he already has it:

(a) the identity of the controller and of his representative, if any;

(b) the purposes of the processing;

(c) any further information such as

- the categories of data concerned,

- the recipients or categories of recipients,

- the existence of the right of access to and the right to rectify the data concerning him

in so far as such further information is necessary, having regard to the specific circumstances in which the 
data are processed, to guarantee fair processing in respect of the data subject.

Art. 11(2). Paragraph 1 shall not apply where, in particular for processing for statistical purposes or for the 
purposes of historical or scientific research, the provision of such information proves impossible or would  
involve a disproportionate effort or if recording or disclosure is expressly laid down by law. In these cases  
Member States shall provide appropriate safeguards.
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Requirements for Article 11:

R.11(1)DPD Provision of information - data source = third party

Legal provision Art. 11(1) DPD: 

1. Where the data have not been obtained from the data subject, Member States shall 
provide that the controller  or his representative must  at the time of undertaking the 
recording of personal data or if a disclosure to a third party is envisaged, no later than 
the time when the data are first  disclosed provide the data subject  with at  least the 
following information, except where he already has it:

(a) the identity of the controller and of his representative, if any;

(b) the purposes of the processing;

(c) any further information such as

- the categories of data concerned,

- the recipients or categories of recipients,

- the existence of the right of access to and the right to rectify the data concerning him

in  so  far  as  such  further  information  is  necessary,  having  regard  to  the  specific 
circumstances in which the data are processed, to guarantee fair processing in respect of 
the data subject.

Requirement/ 
rule

IF collect(dc←third_party,"personal_data") THEN store(dc,"data_source=third_party") 
AND check(dc,"provision_information_Art11DPD_completed",t<dissemination) = 
false THEN communicate(dc→ds,"Art.11DPD_information",t<dissemination) 
store(dc,"provision_information_Art.11DPD_completed).

EdReq.11(2) 
DPD

Provision of information - data source = third party

Legal provision Art.  11(2) DPD: Paragraph 1 shall  not apply where, in particular for processing for  
statistical purposes or for the purposes of historical or scientific research, the provision 
of such information proves impossible or would involve a disproportionate effort or if  
recording or disclosure is expressly laid down by law. In these cases Member States  
shall provide appropriate safeguards.

Requirement It MUST be possible to indicate and store whether there is a disproportionate effort to 
provide information. 
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SECTION V - THE DATA SUBJECT'S RIGHT OF ACCESS TO DATA

Article 12  - Right of access

Member States shall guarantee every data subject the right to obtain from the controller:

(a) without constraint at reasonable intervals and without excessive delay or expense:

- confirmation as to whether or not data relating to him are being processed and information at least as to  
the  purposes  of  the  processing,  the  categories  of  data  concerned,  and  the  recipients  or  categories  of  
recipients to whom the data are disclosed,

- communication to him in an intelligible form of the data undergoing processing and of any available  
information as to their source,

- knowledge of the logic involved in any automatic processing of data concerning him at least in the case of  
the automated decisions referred to in Article 15 (1);

(b) as appropriate the rectification, erasure or blocking of data the processing of which does not comply 
with the provisions of this Directive, in particular because of the incomplete or inaccurate nature of the 
data;

(c)  notification  to  third parties  to  whom the data  have been disclosed  of  any rectification,  erasure  or 
blocking carried out in compliance with (b), unless this proves impossible or involves a disproportionate 
effort.

Requirements for Article 12:

SysReq.12(a) 
DPD

Access request ds

Legal provision Art. 12 (a) DPD: Member States shall guarantee every data subject the right to obtain 
from the controller:

(a) without constraint at reasonable intervals and without excessive delay or expense:

-  confirmation  as  to  whether  or  not  data  relating  to  him are  being  processed  and 
information  at  least  as  to  the  purposes  of  the  processing,  the  categories  of  data  
concerned, and the recipients or categories of recipients to whom the data are disclosed,

- communication to him in an intelligible form of the data undergoing processing and of 
any available information as to their source,

- knowledge of the logic involved in any automatic processing of data concerning him 
at least in the case of the automated decisions referred to in Article 15 (1);

Requirement System must be able to receive an access request from ds.
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R.12(a)DPD.01 Access request ds

Legal provision Art. 12 (a) DPD: Member States shall guarantee every data subject the right to obtain 
from the controller:

(a) without constraint at reasonable intervals and without excessive delay or expense:

-  confirmation  as  to  whether  or  not  data  relating  to  him are  being  processed  and 
information  at  least  as  to  the  purposes  of  the  processing,  the  categories  of  data 
concerned, and the recipients or categories of recipients to whom the data are disclosed,

- communication to him in an intelligible form of the data undergoing processing and of 
any available information as to their source,

- knowledge of the logic involved in any automatic processing of data concerning him 
at least in the case of the automated decisions referred to in Article 15 (1);

Requirement/ 
rule

IF request(ds→dc,"access_request")  AND check(dc,"access_request_completed") = 
false AND check(dc,"processing") = true THEN 
communicate(dc→ds,"Art.12DPD_information",t<4weeks).

R.12(a)DPD.02 Access request ds

Legal provision Art. 12 (a) DPD: Member States shall guarantee every data subject the right to obtain 
from the controller:

(a) without constraint at reasonable intervals and without excessive delay or expense:

-  confirmation  as  to  whether  or  not  data  relating  to  him  are  being  processed  and 
information  at  least  as  to  the  purposes  of  the  processing,  the  categories  of  data 
concerned, and the recipients or categories of recipients to whom the data are disclosed,

- communication to him in an intelligible form of the data undergoing processing and of 
any available information as to their source,

- knowledge of the logic involved in any automatic processing of data concerning him 
at least in the case of the automated decisions referred to in Article 15 (1);

Requirement/ 
rule 

IF request(ds→dc,"access_request")  AND check(dc,"access_request_completed") = 
false AND check(dc,"data_processing") = false THEN 
communicate(dc→ds,"no_processing",t<4weeks).

SysReq.12(b) 
DPD

Update/deletion request

Legal provision Art. 12 (b) DPD: Member States shall guarantee every data subject the right to obtain  
from the controller:  as  appropriate  the  rectification,  erasure  or  blocking  of  data  the 
processing of which does not comply with the provisions of this Directive, in particular 
because of the incomplete or inaccurate nature of the data;

Requirement The system MUST be able to receive requests from DS's to update or delete data. 
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R.12(b)DPD.01 Update request

Legal provision Art. 12 (b) DPD: Member States shall guarantee every data subject the right to obtain  
from the controller:  as  appropriate  the  rectification,  erasure  or  blocking  of  data  the 
processing of which does not comply with the provisions of this Directive, in particular 
because of the incomplete or inaccurate nature of the data;

Requirement/ 
rule

IF request(ds→dc,"update_data") AND check(dc,"inaccurate_data") = true THEN 
correct(dc,"inaccurate_data",t<4weeks).

R.12(b)DPD.02 Deletion request

Legal provision Art. 12 (b) DPD: Member States shall guarantee every data subject the right to obtain  
from the controller:  as  appropriate  the  rectification,  erasure  or  blocking of  data  the 
processing of which does not comply with the provisions of this Directive, in particular 
because of the incomplete or inaccurate nature of the data;

Requirement IF request(ds→dc,"delete_data") AND check(dc,"irrelevant_data") = true THEN 
correct(dc,"irrelevant_data",t<4weeks).

EdReq.12(c) 
DPD

Update data ds - inform third parties

Legal provision Art. 12 (c) DPD: Member States shall guarantee every data subject the right to obtain  
from the controller: notification to third parties to whom the data have been disclosed of  
any rectification,  erasure or blocking carried out  in compliance with (b),  unless this 
proves impossible or involves a disproportionate effort.

Requirement DC MUST determine informing_third_party_impossible OR 
informing_third_party_disproportionate_effort in the editor.

R.12(c)DPD Update data ds - inform third parties

Legal provision Art. 12 (c) DPD: Member States shall guarantee every data subject the right to obtain 
from the controller: notification to third parties to whom the data have been disclosed of 
any rectification, erasure or blocking carried out in compliance with (b),  unless this  
proves impossible or involves a disproportionate effort.

Requirement/ 
rule

IF request(ds→dc,"third_parties_correction") AND ((check(dc,"update_request_ds") = 
true OR check(dc,"deletion_request") = true) AND 
(check(dc,"informing_third_party_impossible") = false AND 
check(dc,"informing_third_party_disproportionate_effort") = false)) THEN 
communicate(dc→third_partyto_whom_DC_supply_inaccurate_data"correct_inaccurate_data").
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As such not implementable (see national legislation):

SECTION VI - EXEMPTIONS AND RESTRICTIONS

Article 13 - Exemptions and restrictions

1. Member States may adopt legislative measures to restrict the scope of the obligations and rights provided 
for in Articles 6 (1), 10, 11 (1), 12 and 21 when such a restriction constitutes a necessary measures to  
safeguard:

(a) national security;

(b) defence;

(c) public security;

(d) the prevention, investigation, detection and prosecution of criminal offences, or of breaches of ethics for 
regulated professions;

(e) an important economic or financial interest of a Member State or of the European Union, including 
monetary, budgetary and taxation matters;

(f)  a  monitoring,  inspection  or  regulatory function  connected,  even  occasionally,  with  the  exercise  of 
official authority in cases referred to in (c), (d) and (e);

(g) the protection of the data subject or of the rights and freedoms of others.

2. Subject to adequate legal safeguards, in particular that the data are not used for taking measures or  
decisions  regarding  any  particular  individual,  Member  States  may,  where  there  is  clearly  no  risk  of  
breaching the privacy of the data subject, restrict by a legislative measure the rights provided for in Article 
12 when data are processed solely for purposes of scientific research or are kept in personal form for a 
period which does not exceed the period necessary for the sole purpose of creating statistics.

SECTION VII - THE DATA SUBJECT'S RIGHT TO OBJECT

Article 14  - The data subject's right to object

Member States shall grant the data subject the right:

(a) at least in the cases referred to in Article 7 (e) and (f), to object at any time on compelling legitimate  
grounds relating to his particular situation to the processing of data relating to him, save where otherwise  
provided by national  legislation.  Where there  is  a  justified objection,  the  processing instigated by the  
controller may no longer involve those data;

(b) to object, on request and free of charge, to the processing of personal data relating to him which the 
controller  anticipates  being  processed  for  the  purposes  of  direct  marketing,  or  to  be  informed  before 
personal data are disclosed for the first time to third parties or used on their behalf for the purposes of direct  
marketing, and to be expressly offered the right to object free of charge to such disclosures or uses.

Member States shall take the necessary measures to ensure that data subjects are aware of the existence of  
the right referred to in the first subparagraph of (b).
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Requirements for Article 14:

SysReq.14(a) 
DPD.01

Objection ds

Legal provision Art. 14(a) DPD: Member States shall grant the data subject the right:

(a) at least in the cases referred to in Article 7 (e) and (f), to object at any time on  
compelling legitimate grounds relating to his particular situation to the processing of 
data relating to him, save where otherwise provided by national legislation. Where there 
is a justified objection, the processing instigated by the controller may no longer involve 
those data;

Requirement It MUST be possible for the system to receive objections to processing from ds's.

SysReq.14(a) 
DPD.02

Objection ds

Legal provision Art. 14(a) DPD: (...) Member States shall take the necessary measures to ensure that  
data subjects are aware of the existence of the right referred to in the first subparagraph 
of (b).

Requirement Data subjects must be informed about their rights to object to processing.

R.14(a)DPD.01 Objection ds - end processing

Legal provision Art. 14(a) DPD: Member States shall grant the data subject the right:

(a) at least in the cases referred to in Article 7 (e) and (f),  to object at any time on  
compelling legitimate grounds relating to his particular situation to the processing of 
data relating to him, save where otherwise provided by national legislation. Where there 
is a justified objection, the processing instigated by the controller may no longer involve 
those data;

Requirement/ 
rule

IF (object(ds→dc,"data_processing") AND check(dc,"data_processing_ds") = true AND 
check(dc,"processing_ground = Art. 7(e)DPD) = true) THEN 
end(dc,"data_processing_with_processing_ground_Art.7(e)DPD").

R.14(a)DPD.02 Objection ds - end processing

Legal provision Art. 14(a) DPD: Member States shall grant the data subject the right:

(a) at least in the cases referred to in Article 7 (e) and (f),  to object at any time on  
compelling legitimate grounds relating to his particular situation to the processing of 
data relating to him, save where otherwise provided by national legislation. Where there 
is a justified objection, the processing instigated by the controller may no longer involve 
those data;

Requirement/ 
rule

IF (object(ds→dc,"data_processing") AND check(dc,"data_processing_ds") = true AND 
check(dc,"processing_ground = Art. 7(f)DPD) = true) THEN 
end(dc,"data_processing_with_processing_ground_Art.7(f)DPD").
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R.14(b) 
DPD.01

Objection ds - processing for the purpose of direct marketing

Legal provision Art.  14(b)  DPD:  Member  States  shall  grant  the  data  subject  the  right:  to  object,  on 
request and free of charge, to the processing of personal data relating to him which the 
controller anticipates being processed for the purposes of direct marketing, (...).

Requirement/ 
rule

IF (object(ds→dc,"data_processing",p=direct_marketing) AND 
check(dc,"data_processing_ds",p=direct_marketing) = true) THEN 
(end(dc←ds"data_processing_ds",p=direct_marketing) AND 
prohibition(process(dc←ds,"personal_data",p=direct_marketing))).

R.14(b) 
DPD.02

Objection ds - processing for the purpose of direct marketing by third parties

Legal provision Art.  14(b)  DPD:  Member  States  shall  grant  the  data  subject  the  right:  to  object,  on 
request and free of charge, to the processing of personal data relating to him which the 
controller anticipates being processed for the purposes of direct marketing, (...).

Requirement/ 
rule

IF (object(ds→dc,"data_processing_by_third_parties",p=direct_marketing) AND 
check(dc,"data_processing_ds__by_third_parties",p=direct_marketing) = true) THEN 
(end(third_party←ds"data_processing_ds",p=direct_marketing) AND 
prohibition(process(third_party←ds,"personal_data",p=direct_marketing)) AND 
prohibition(disseminate(dc→third_party,"personal_data",p=direct_marketing"))).

R.14(b) 
DPD.03

Objection ds - processing for the purpose of direct marketing

Legal provision Art.  14(b)  DPD:  Member  States  shall  grant  the  data  subject  the  right:  to  object,  on 
request and free of charge, to the processing of personal data relating to him which the 
controller anticipates being processed for the purposes of direct marketing, (...).

Requirement/ 
rule

IF object(ds→dc,"data_processing",p=direct_marketing) THEN 
prohibition(process(dc←ds,"personal_data",p=direct_marketing)).

R.14(b) 
DPD.04

Objection ds - processing for the purpose of direct marketing

Legal 
provision

Art.  14(b)  DPD:  Member  States  shall  grant  the  data  subject  the  right:  (...)  or  to  be 
informed before personal data are disclosed for the first time to third parties or used on 
their behalf for the purposes of direct marketing, and to be expressly offered the right to 
object free of charge to such disclosures or uses.

Requirement/ 
rule

IF intention(disseminate(dc→third_party,"personal_data",p=direct_marketing))  THEN 
(communicate(dc→ds,"intention_to_disseminate_data_to_third_party_for_purpose_direc
t_marketing",t<dissemination) AND 
communicate(dc→ds,"possibility_objection",t<dissemination).
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R.14(b) 
DPD.05

Objection ds - processing for the purpose of direct marketing

Legal 
provision

Art.  14(b)  DPD:  Member  States  shall  grant  the  data  subject  the  right:  (...)  or  to  be 
informed before personal data are disclosed for the first time to third parties or used on 
their behalf for the purposes of direct marketing, and to be expressly offered the right to 
object free of charge to such disclosures or uses.

Requirement/ 
rule

IF intention(process(third_party,"personal_data",p=direct_marketing))  THEN 
(communicate(dc→ds,"intention_to_have_personal_data_processed_by_third_party_for_
purpose_direct_marketing",t<dissemination) AND 
communicate(dc→ds,"possibility_objection",t<dissemination).

Article 15 - Automated individual decisions

Art.  15(1).  Member  States shall  grant  the right  to every person not  to be subject  to a decision which  
produces legal effects concerning him or significantly affects him and which is based solely on automated 
processing of data intended to evaluate certain personal aspects relating to him, such as his performance at 
work, creditworthiness, reliability, conduct, etc.

Art. 15(2). Subject to the other Articles of this Directive, Member States shall provide that a person may be 
subjected to a decision of the kind referred to in paragraph 1 if that decision:

(a) is taken in the course of the entering into or performance of a contract, provided the request for the 
entering into or the performance of the contract, lodged by the data subject, has been satisfied or that there  
are suitable measures to safeguard his legitimate interests, such as arrangements allowing him to put his  
point of view; or

(b)  is  authorized  by a  law which  also  lays  down measures  to  safeguard  the  data  subject's  legitimate 
interests.

Requirement for Article 15:

EdReq.15 
DPD

Automated decisions

Legal 
provision

Art. 15 DPD:

1. Member States shall grant the right to every person not to be subject to a decision 
which produces legal effects concerning him or significantly affects him and which is  
based  solely  on  automated  processing  of  data  intended  to  evaluate  certain  personal  
aspects relating to him, such as his performance at work, creditworthiness, reliability,  
conduct, etc.

2. Subject  to the other Articles of this  Directive, Member States shall  provide that a  
person may be subjected to a decision of the kind referred to in paragraph 1 if  that  
decision:

(a) is taken in the course of the entering into or performance of a contract, provided the  
request  for  the  entering  into  or  the  performance  of  the  contract,  lodged by the  data 
subject, has been satisfied or that there are suitable measures to safeguard his legitimate  
interests, such as arrangements allowing him to put his point of view; or

(b) is authorized by a law which also lays down measures to safeguard the data subject's  
legitimate interests.

Requirement It MUST be possible to determine in the editor whether or not automated decisions will 
be taken, and whether or not one of the exceptions to the prohibition of such automated 
decisions as stipulated in Art. 15(2) DPD apply.
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SECTION VIII - CONFIDENTIALITY AND SECURITY OF PROCESSING

Article 16  - Confidentiality of processing

Any person acting under the authority of the controller or of the processor, including the processor himself, 
who has access to personal data must not process them except on instructions from the controller, unless he  
is required to do so by law.

Requirements for Article 16:

SysReq.16 
DPD

Persons/entities processing under the authority of dc

Legal 
provision

Art. 16 DPD: Any person acting under the authority of the controller or of the processor,  
including the processor himself, who has access to personal data must not process them 
except on instructions from the controller, unless he is required to do so by law.

Requirement The system MUST facilitate role-based access control (and be able to identify who is  
processing or collecting personal data, e.g. dc, dp, agent

dc 
or agent

dp
).

SysReq.16 
DPD

Persons/entities processing under the authority of dc

Legal 
provision

Art. 16 DPD: Any person acting under the authority of the controller or of the processor,  
including the processor himself, who has access to personal data must not process them 
except on instructions from the controller, unless he is required to do so by law.

Requirement The system MUST be able to compare processing operations of dp with orders of the dc 
and check whether  they match.  If  these processing operations do not  match  with the  
processing operations as ordered by the dc, then the processing of personal data by dp is  
prohibited. This is similar for people working under the authority of dc or dp.

SysReq.16 
DPD

Persons/entities processing under the authority of dc

Legal 
provision

Art. 16 DPD: Any person acting under the authority of the controller or of the processor,  
including the processor himself, who has access to personal data must not process them 
except on instructions from the controller, unless he is required to do so by law.

Requirement Within the editor it MUST be indicated what the orders (permitted processing operations) 
of dc are. 

R.16DPD.01 Persons/entities processing under the authority of dc

Legal 
provision

Art. 16 DPD: Any person acting under the authority of the controller or of the processor,  
including the processor himself, who has access to personal data must not process them 
except on instructions from the controller, unless he is required to do so by law.

Requirement/

rule

IF process(dp,"personal_data") AND check(dp,"orders_dc") = true THEN 
permission(process(dp,"personal_data_as_ordered")).
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R.16DPD.02 Persons/entities processing under the authority of dc

Legal 
provision

Art. 16 DPD: Any person acting under the authority of the controller or of the processor,  
including the processor himself, who has access to personal data must not process them 
except on instructions from the controller, unless he is required to do so by law.

Requirement/ 
rule

IF process(agentdp,"personal_data") AND check(agentdp,,"orders_dc_and_dp") = true 
THEN 

 
permission(process(dp,"personal_data_as_ordered")).

R.16DPD.03 Persons/entities processing under the authority of dc

Legal 
provision

Art. 16 DPD: Any person acting under the authority of the controller or of the processor, 
including the processor himself, who has access to personal data must not process them 
except on instructions from the controller, unless he is required to do so by law.

Requirement/ 
rule

IF process(agentdc,"personal_data") AND check(agentdc,,"orders_dc") = true THEN 
permission(process(dp,"personal_data_as_ordered")).

Article 17 - Security of processing

Art.  17(1).  Member  States  shall  provide  that  the  controller  must  implement  appropriate  technical  and 
organizational measures to protect personal data against accidental or unlawful destruction or accidental  
loss,  alteration,  unauthorized  disclosure  or  access,  in  particular  where  the  processing  involves  the 
transmission of data over a network, and against all other unlawful forms of processing.

Having regard to the state of the art and the cost of their implementation, such measures shall ensure a level  
of security appropriate to the risks represented by the processing and the nature of the data to be protected.

Art. 17(2). The Member States shall provide that the controller must, where processing is carried out on his  
behalf, choose a processor providing sufficient guarantees in respect of the technical security measures and 
organizational measures governing the processing to be carried out, and must ensure compliance with those 
measures.

Art. 17(3). The carrying out of processing by way of a processor must be governed by a contract or legal 
act binding the processor to the controller and stipulating in particular that:

- the processor shall act only on instructions from the controller,

- the obligations set out in paragraph 1, as defined by the law of the Member State in which the processor is  
established, shall also be incumbent on the processor.

Art. 17(4). For the purposes of keeping proof, the parts of the contract or the legal act relating to data  
protection and the requirements relating to the measures referred to in paragraph 1 shall be in writing or in 
another equivalent form.
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Requirements for Article 17:

SysReq.17(1) 
DPD

Technical security

Legal 
provision

Art.  17(1)  DPD:  1.  Member  States  shall  provide  that  the  controller  must  implement 
appropriate  technical  and  organizational  measures  to  protect  personal  data  against 
accidental or unlawful destruction or accidental loss, alteration, unauthorized disclosure 
or access, in particular where the processing involves the transmission of data over a  
network, and against all other unlawful forms of processing.

Having regard to the state of the art and the cost of their implementation, such measures  
shall ensure a level of security appropriate to the risks represented by the processing and  
the nature of the data to be protected.

Requirement The  ENDORSE  system  MUST  meet  the  security  requirements  defined  by  ISO/IEC 
27001:2005.

EdReq.17(1) 
DPD

Technical security

Legal 
provision

Art.  17(1)  DPD:  1.  Member  States  shall  provide  that  the  controller  must  implement 
appropriate  technical  and  organizational  measures  to  protect  personal  data  against 
accidental or unlawful destruction or accidental loss, alteration, unauthorized disclosure 
or access, in particular where the processing involves the transmission of data over a  
network, and against all other unlawful forms of processing.

Having regard to the state of the art and the cost of their implementation, such measures  
shall ensure a level of security appropriate to the risks represented by the processing and  
the nature of the data to be protected.

Requirement The editor MUST notify the dc that the IT systems of dc must meet the proper security  
requirements.

EdReq.17(2-
4)DPD

Technical security

Legal 
provision

Art. 17(2-4) DPD: 

2. The Member States shall provide that the controller must, where processing is carried 
out on his behalf, choose a processor providing sufficient guarantees in respect of the 
technical security measures and organizational measures governing the processing to be 
carried out, and must ensure compliance with those measures.

3. The carrying out of processing by way of a processor must be governed by a contract 
or legal act binding the processor to the controller and stipulating in particular that:

- the processor shall act only on instructions from the controller,

- the obligations set out in paragraph 1, as defined by the law of the Member State in 
which the processor is established, shall also be incumbent on the processor.

4. For the purposes of keeping proof, the parts of the contract or the legal act relating to 
data protection and the requirements relating to the measures referred to in paragraph 1  
shall be in writing or in another equivalent form.

Requirement The editor MUST notify the dc that the relationship between dc and dp must be governed 
by the requirements set out in Article 17(2) and (3) DPD. 
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SECTION IX – NOTIFICATION

Article 18  - Obligation to notify the supervisory authority

Art. 18(1).  Member States shall provide that the controller or his representative, if any,  must notify the 
supervisory  authority  referred  to  in  Article  28  before  carrying  out  any  wholly  or  partly  automatic 
processing  operation  or  set  of  such  operations  intended  to  serve  a  single  purpose  or  several  related 
purposes.

Out of scope/unimplementable a such:

Art. 18(2). Member States may provide for the simplification of or exemption from notification only in the 
following cases and under the following conditions:

-  where,  for  categories  of  processing  operations  which  are  unlikely,  taking account  of  the  data  to  be 
processed, to affect adversely the rights and freedoms of data subjects, they specify the purposes of the  
processing, the data or categories of data undergoing processing, the category or categories of data subject,  
the recipients or categories of recipient to whom the data are to be disclosed and the length of time the data  
are to be stored, and/or

- where the controller, in compliance with the national law which governs him, appoints a personal data  
protection official, responsible in particular:

- for ensuring in an independent manner the internal application of the national provisions taken pursuant to  
this Directive

- for keeping the register of processing operations carried out by the controller, containing the items of 
information referred to in Article 21 (2),

thereby ensuring that the rights and freedoms of the data subjects are unlikely to be adversely affected by 
the processing operations.

Art. 18(3). Member States may provide that paragraph 1 does not apply to processing whose sole purpose is  
the keeping of a register which according to laws or regulations is intended to provide information to the  
public and which is open to consultation either by the public in general or by any person demonstrating a 
legitimate interest.

Art. 18(4). Member States may provide for an exemption from the obligation to notify or a simplification of 
the notification in the case of processing operations referred to in Article 8 (2) (d).

Art. 18(5). Member States may stipulate that certain or all non-automatic processing operations involving 
personal  data  shall  be  notified,  or  provide  for  these  processing  operations  to  be  subject  to  simplified 
notification.

Requirements for Article 18(1):

SysReq.18(1) 
DPD

Notification DPA

Legal 
provision

Art. 18(1) DPD: Member States shall provide that the controller or his representative, if 
any, must notify the supervisory authority referred to in Article 28 before carrying out 
any wholly or partly automatic processing operation or set of such operations intended to 
serve a single purpose or several related purposes.

Requirement It MUST be possible to fill in a notification form for the DPA and when such notification 
is sent, the editor must store that this has been done.
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R.18(1)DPD Notification DPA

Legal provision Art. 18(1) DPD: Member States shall provide that the controller or his representative, if 
any, must notify the supervisory authority referred to in Article 28 before carrying out  
any wholly or partly automatic processing operation or set of such operations intended to 
serve a single purpose or several related purposes.

Requirement  /r 
ule

IF intention(process(dc,"personal_data")) AND check(dc→dpa,"notification_sent") = 
true THEN permission(process(dc,"personal_data")).

Article 19 

1. Member States shall specify the information to be given in the notification. It shall include at least:

(a) the name and address of the controller and of his representative, if any;

(b) the purpose or purposes of the processing;

(c) a description of the category or categories of data subject and of the data or categories of data relating to  
them;

(d) the recipients or categories of recipient to whom the data might be disclosed;

(e) proposed transfers of data to third countries;

(f)  a  general  description  allowing a  preliminary  assessment  to  be  made  of  the  appropriateness  of  the  
measures taken pursuant to Article 17 to ensure security of processing.

Not implementable as such, see national legislation:

2. Member States shall specify the procedures under which any change affecting the information referred to  
in paragraph 1 must be notified to the supervisory authority.

Requirement for Article 19:

See definition of notification, incorporated in rules under Art. 18 DPD.

Article 20 - Prior checking

Art. 20(1). Member States shall determine the processing operations likely to present specific risks to the  
rights and freedoms of data subjects and shall check that these processing operations are examined prior to  
the start thereof.

Art.  20(2).  Such prior  checks shall  be  carried out  by the supervisory authority following receipt  of  a 
notification from the controller or by the data protection official, who, in cases of doubt, must consult the  
supervisory authority.

Art. 20(3). Member States may also carry out such checks in the context of preparation either of a measure 
of the national parliament or of a measure based on such a legislative measure, which define the nature of 
the processing and lay down appropriate safeguards.

Not implementable as such, see national legislation.
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Article 21 - Publicizing of processing operations

Out of scope: 

Art. 21(1). Member States shall take measures to ensure that processing operations are publicized.

Art. 21(2). Member States shall provide that a register of processing operations notified in accordance with 
Article 18 shall be kept by the supervisory authority.

The register shall contain at least the information listed in Article 19 (1) (a) to (e).

The register may be inspected by any person.

Art. 21(3). Member States shall provide, in relation to processing operations not subject to notification, that 
controllers  or  another  body appointed  by  the  Member  States  make  available  at  least  the  information  
referred to in Article 19 (1) (a) to (e) in an appropriate form to any person on request.  (Out of scope:) 
Member States may provide that this provision does not apply to processing whose sole purpose is the 
keeping of a register which according to laws or regulations is intended to provide information to the public 
and which is open to consultation either by the public in general or by any person who can provide proof of  
a legitimate interest.

Requirement for Article 21(3):

EdReq.21(3) 
DPD

Publication of processing operations

Legal 
provision

Art. 21(3). Member States shall provide, in relation to processing operations not subject 
to notification, that controllers or another body appointed by the Member States make  
available at least the information referred to in Article 19 (1) (a) to (e) in an appropriate  
form to any person on request. 

Requirement The editor  MUST flag,  in  case  national  law requires  so,  that  the  dc must  make  the  
information of Art. 19(1a-e) DPD available if no notification was sent.
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Out of scope:

CHAPTER III -  JUDICIAL REMEDIES, LIABILITY AND SANCTIONS 

Article 22 - Remedies

Without prejudice to any administrative remedy for which provision may be made, inter alia before the  
supervisory authority referred to in Article 28, prior to referral to the judicial authority, Member States shall 
provide for the right of every person to a judicial remedy for any breach of the rights guaranteed him by the 
national law applicable to the processing in question.

Article 23  - Liability

Art. 23(1). Member States shall provide that any person who has suffered damage as a result of an unlawful  
processing  operation  or  of  any act  incompatible  with the  national  provisions  adopted  pursuant  to  this  
Directive is entitled to receive compensation from the controller for the damage suffered.

Art. 23(2). The controller may be exempted from this liability, in whole or in part, if he proves that he is  
not responsible for the event giving rise to the damage.

Article 24  - Sanctions

The Member States shall adopt suitable measures to ensure the full implementation of the provisions of this 
Directive and shall  in particular  lay down the sanctions to be imposed in case  of infringement  of the 
provisions adopted pursuant to this Directive.

CHAPTER IV - TRANSFER OF PERSONAL DATA TO THIRD COUNTRIES 

Article 25  - Principles

Art. 25(1). The Member States shall provide that the transfer to a third country of personal data which are  
undergoing  processing  or  are  intended  for  processing  after  transfer  may  take  place  only  if,  without  
prejudice  to  compliance  with  the  national  provisions  adopted  pursuant  to  the  other  provisions  of  this 
Directive, the third country in question ensures an adequate level of protection.

Out of scope:

(f)  the transfer  is  made from a register  which according to laws or  regulations is  intended to provide 
information to the public and which is open to consultation either by the public in general or by any person 
who can demonstrate legitimate interest, to the extent that the conditions laid down in law for consultation  
are fulfilled in the particular case.

Art. 25(2). The adequacy of the level of protection afforded by a third country shall be assessed in the light 
of all the circumstances surrounding a data transfer operation or set of data transfer operations; particular  
consideration shall be given to the nature of the data, the purpose and duration of the proposed processing  
operation or operations, the country of origin and country of final destination, the rules of law, both general 
and sectoral,  in force in the third country in question and the professional rules and security measures  
which are complied with in that country.

Art. 25(3). The Member States and the Commission shall inform each other of cases where they consider 
that a third country does not ensure an adequate level of protection within the meaning of paragraph 2.

Art. 25(4). Where the Commission finds, under the procedure provided for in Article 31 (2), that a third  
country does not ensure an adequate level of protection within the meaning of paragraph 2 of this Article, 
Member States shall take the measures necessary to prevent any transfer of data of the same type to the 
third country in question.
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Art. 25(5). At the appropriate time, the Commission shall enter into negotiations with a view to remedying 
the situation resulting from the finding made pursuant to paragraph 4.

Art. 25(6). The Commission may find, in accordance with the procedure referred to in Article 31 (2), that a 
third country ensures an adequate level of protection within the meaning of paragraph 2 of this Article, by 
reason of  its  domestic  law or  of  the  international  commitments  it  has  entered  into,  particularly upon  
conclusion of the negotiations referred to in paragraph 5, for the protection of the private lives and basic  
freedoms and rights of individuals.

Member States shall take the measures necessary to comply with the Commission's decision.

Requirements for Article 25:

SysReq.25(1)
DPD.01

Transfer data to third countries

Legal 
provision

Art. 25(1) DPD: The Member States shall provide that the transfer to a third country of  
personal  data  which  are  undergoing  processing  or  are  intended  for  processing  after 
transfer  may  take  place  only  if,  without  prejudice  to  compliance  with  the  national 
provisions adopted pursuant to the other provisions of this Directive, the third country in  
question ensures an adequate level of protection.

Requirement There must be a store for the location or destination of data. 

SysReq.25(1)
DPD.02

Transfer data to third countries

Legal 
provision

Art. 25(1) DPD: The Member States shall provide that the transfer to a third country of  
personal  data  which  are  undergoing  processing  or  are  intended  for  processing  after 
transfer  may  take  place  only  if,  without  prejudice  to  compliance  with  the  national 
provisions adopted pursuant to the other provisions of this Directive, the third country in 
question ensures an adequate level of protection.

Requirement The system MUST be able to recognize to which country data is transferred. 

EdReq.25(1)
DPD

Transfer data to third countries

Legal 
provision

Art. 25(1) DPD: The Member States shall provide that the transfer to a third country of  
personal  data  which  are  undergoing  processing  or  are  intended  for  processing  after  
transfer  may  take  place  only  if,  without  prejudice  to  compliance  with  the  national 
provisions adopted pursuant to the other provisions of this Directive, the third country in  
question ensures an adequate level of protection.

Requirement In the system, it MUST be possible to indicate in which country data will be stored or sent 
to. 
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R.25(1)DPD Transfer data to third countries

Legal 
provision

Art. 25(1) DPD: The Member States shall provide that the transfer to a third country of  
personal  data  which  are  undergoing  processing  or  are  intended  for  processing  after 
transfer  may  take  place  only  if,  without  prejudice  to  compliance  with  the  national 
provisions adopted pursuant to the other provisions of this Directive, the third country in 
question ensures an adequate level of protection.

Requirement/ 
rule

IF intention(disseminate(dc→third_party,"personal_data",l=non_EU_country)) AND 
check(dc,"EU_list_adequate_protection") = true) THEN 
permission(disseminate(dc→third_party,"personal_data")).

Article 26 - Derogations

Art. 26(1). By way of derogation from Article 25 and save where otherwise provided by domestic law 
governing particular cases, Member States shall provide that a transfer or a set of transfers of personal data  
to a third country which does not ensure an adequate level of protection within the meaning of Article 25 
(2) may take place on condition that:

(a) the data subject has given his consent unambiguously to the proposed transfer; or

(b) the transfer is necessary for the performance of a contract between the data subject and the controller or  
the implementation of precontractual measures taken in response to the data subject's request; or

(c) the transfer is necessary for the conclusion or performance of a contract concluded in the interest of the 
data subject between the controller and a third party; or

Art. 26(2). Without prejudice to paragraph 1, a Member State may authorize a transfer or a set of transfers  
of  personal  data  to  a  third country which does  not  ensure  an adequate  level  of  protection  within the 
meaning of Article 25 (2), where the controller adduces adequate safeguards with respect to the protection  
of  the  privacy and fundamental  rights  and freedoms  of  individuals  and as  regards  the  exercise  of  the  
corresponding rights; such safeguards may in particular result from appropriate contractual clauses.

(d)  the  transfer  is  necessary  or  legally  required  on  important  public  interest  grounds,  or  for  the 
establishment, exercise or defence of legal claims; or

(e) the transfer is necessary in order to protect the vital interests of the data subject; or

Out of scope:

Art.  26(3).  The  Member  State  shall  inform  the  Commission  and  the  other  Member  States  of  the  
authorizations it grants pursuant to paragraph 2.

If a Member State or the Commission objects on justified grounds involving the protection of the privacy 
and fundamental rights and freedoms of individuals, the Commission shall take appropriate measures in 
accordance with the procedure laid down in Article 31 (2).

Member States shall take the necessary measures to comply with the Commission's decision.

Art. 26(4). Where the Commission decides, in accordance with the procedure referred to in Article 31 (2),  
that certain standard contractual clauses offer sufficient safeguards as required by paragraph 2, Member  
States shall take the necessary measures to comply with the Commission's decision.
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Requirements for Article 26:

R.26(1)(a) 
DPD.01

Transfer data to third countries

Legal 
provision

Art.  26(1)(a)  DPD:  By way of derogation from Article 25 and save where otherwise 
provided by domestic law governing particular cases, Member States shall provide that a 
transfer or a set of transfers of personal data to a third country which does not ensure an  
adequate  level  of  protection within the  meaning  of  Article  25  (2)  may take  place  on 
condition that:

(a) the data subject has given his consent unambiguously to the proposed transfer; or

Requirement/
rule

IF intention(disseminate(dc→third_party,"personal_data",l=non_EU_country)) AND 
check(dc,"on_EU_list_adequate_protection") = false AND 
check(dc,"consent_on_dissemination_data_to_country_not_on_EU_list_adequate_protecti
on ") = true) THEN 
permission(disseminate(dc→third_party,"personal_data",l=non_EU_country)).

R.26(1)
(a)DPD.02

Transfer data to third countries

Legal 
provision

Art.  26(1)(a) DPD:  By way of derogation from Article 25 and save where otherwise 
provided by domestic law governing particular cases, Member States shall provide that a 
transfer or a set of transfers of personal data to a third country which does not ensure an 
adequate  level  of  protection within the  meaning of  Article  25 (2)  may take place on  
condition that:

(a) the data subject has given his consent unambiguously to the proposed transfer; or

Requirement/ 
rule

IF intention(disseminate(dc→third_party,"personal_data",l=non_EU_country) AND 
check(dc,"on_EU_list_adequate_protection") = false THEN 
obtain(dc←ds,"consent_on_dissemination_data_to_country_not_on_EU_list_adequate_pr
otection",t<dissemination).

SysReq.26(1)
(b)DPD

Transfer data to third countries

Legal 
provision

Art.  26(1)(a) DPD:  By way of derogation from Article 25 and save where otherwise 
provided by domestic law governing particular cases, Member States shall provide that a 
transfer or a set of transfers of personal data to a third country which does not ensure an 
adequate  level  of  protection within the  meaning of  Article  25 (2)  may take place on  
condition that:

(b) the transfer is necessary for the performance of a contract between the data subject and  
the controller or the implementation of precontractual measures taken in response to the 
data subject's request

Requirement The system MUST be able to check whether a contract is established between DS and DC 
or DS and third_party. 
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R.26(1)(b) 
DPD.01

Transfer data to third countries - contract dc↔ds

Legal 
provision

Art.  26(1)(a) DPD:  By way of derogation from Article 25 and save where otherwise 
provided by domestic law governing particular cases, Member States shall provide that a 
transfer or a set of transfers of personal data to a third country which does not ensure an 
adequate  level  of  protection within the  meaning of  Article  25 (2)  may take place on  
condition that:

(b) the transfer is necessary for the performance of a contract between the data subject and  
the controller or the implementation of precontractual measures taken in response to the 
data subject's request

Requirement/ 
rule

IF intention(disseminate(dc→third_party,"personal_data_ds",l=non_EU_country)) AND 
(check(dc,dc↔ds,"stored_contract") = true AND 
check(dc,dc↔ds,"transfer=necessary_for_contract_dc↔ds") = true) THEN 
permission(disseminate(dc→third_party,"personal_data_ds",p=performance_of_contract_
dc↔ds",l=non_EU_country)).

R.26(1)(b) 
DPD.02

Transfer data to third countries - contract dc↔ds

Legal 
provision

Art.  26(1)(a) DPD:  By way of derogation from Article 25 and save where otherwise 
provided by domestic law governing particular cases, Member States shall provide that a 
transfer or a set of transfers of personal data to a third country which does not ensure an 
adequate  level  of  protection within the  meaning of  Article  25 (2)  may take place on  
condition that:

(b) the transfer is necessary for the performance of a contract between the data subject and  
the controller or the implementation of precontractual measures taken in response to the 
data subject's request

Requirement/ 
rule

IF intention(disseminate(dc→third_party,"personal_data_ds",l=non_EU_country)) AND 
(check(dc,dc↔ds,"progress_conclude_contract") = true AND 
check(dc,dc↔ds,"transfer=necessary_for_progress_conclude_contract_dc↔ds") = true) 
THEN 
permission(disseminate(dc→third_party,"personal_data_ds",p=progress_conclude_contra
ct_dc↔ds",l=non_EU_country)).

SysReq.26(1)
(c)DPD

Transfer data to third countries - contract dc↔third party

Legal 
provision

Art. 26(1)(c) DPD:  By way of derogation from Article 25 and save where otherwise 
provided by domestic law governing particular cases, Member States shall provide that a 
transfer or a set of transfers of personal data to a third country which does not ensure an 
adequate level of protection within the meaning of Article 25 (2) may take place on 
condition that:

(c) the transfer is necessary for the conclusion or performance of a contract concluded in 
the interest of the data subject between the controller and a third party; 

Requirement It MUST be possible to indicate in the editor whether a contract is established between 
DC and third_party.
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R.26(1)(c) 
DPD.01

Transfer data to third countries - contract dc↔third party

Legal 
provision

Art. 26(1)(c) DPD:  By way of derogation from Article 25 and save where otherwise 
provided by domestic law governing particular cases, Member States shall provide that a 
transfer or a set of transfers of personal data to a third country which does not ensure an 
adequate level of protection within the meaning of Article 25 (2) may take place on 
condition that:

(c) the transfer is necessary for the conclusion or performance of a contract concluded in 
the interest of the data subject between the controller and a third party; 

Requirement/ 
rule

IF intention(disseminate(dc→third_party,"personal_data_ds",l=non_EU_country)) AND 
(check(dc,"stored_contract_dc↔third_party,")) = true AND 
check(dc,"transfer=necessary_for_contract_dc↔third_party",p=interests_ds)) = true) 
THEN 
permission(disseminate(dc→third_party,"personal_data_ds",p=performance_of_contract_
dc↔third_party_in_interests_ds,l=non_EU_country)).

R.26(1)(c) 
DPD.02

Transfer data to third countries - contract dc↔third party

Legal 
provision

Art. 26(1)(c) DPD:  By way of derogation from Article 25 and save where otherwise 
provided by domestic law governing particular cases, Member States shall provide that a 
transfer or a set of transfers of personal data to a third country which does not ensure an 
adequate level of protection within the meaning of Article 25 (2) may take place on 
condition that:

(c) the transfer is necessary for the conclusion or performance of a contract concluded in 
the interest of the data subject between the controller and a third party; 

Requirement/ 
rule

IF intention(disseminate(dc→third_party,"personal_data_ds",l=non_EU_country)) AND 
(check(dc,"progress_conclude_contract_dc↔third_party",p=interests_ds)) = true AND 
check(dc,"transfer=necessary_for_progress_conclude_contract_dc↔third_party",p=intere
sts_ds)) = true) THEN 
permission(disseminate(dc→third_party,"personal_data_ds",p=progress_conclude_contra
ct_dc↔third_party_in_interests_ds,l=non_EU_country)).

EdReq.26(1)
(d)DPD

Transfer data to third countries - legal obligation 

Legal 
provision

Art. 26(1)(d) DPD:  By way of derogation from Article 25 and save where otherwise 
provided by domestic law governing particular cases, Member States shall provide that a 
transfer or a set of transfers of personal data to a third country which does not ensure an 
adequate level of protection within the meaning of Article 25 (2) may take place on 
condition that: 

(d) the transfer is necessary or legally required on important public interest grounds, 

Requirement It MUST be possible to indicate and store via the editor whether there is a legal 
obligation based on an important public interest ground for which data processing is 
necessary.
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R.26(1)(d) 
DPD

Transfer data to third countries - legal obligation 

Legal 
provision

Art. 26(1)(d) DPD:  By way of derogation from Article 25 and save where otherwise 
provided by domestic law governing particular cases, Member States shall provide that a 
transfer or a set of transfers of personal data to a third country which does not ensure an 
adequate level of protection within the meaning of Article 25 (2) may take place on 
condition that: 

(d) the transfer is necessary or legally required on important public interest grounds, 

Requirement/ 
rule

IF intention(disseminate(dc→third_party,"personal_data_ds",l=non_EU_country)) AND 
(check(dc,"legal_obligation_public_interest") = true AND 
check(dc,"transfer=necessary_for_legal_obligation_public_interest") = true) THEN 
permission(disseminate(dc→third_party,"personal_data",p=legal_obligation_public_inter
est,l=non_EU_country)).

EdReq.26(1)
(e)DPD

Transfer data to third countries - vital interest ds

Legal 
provision

Art. 26(1)(e) DPD:  By way of derogation from Article 25 and save where otherwise 
provided by domestic law governing particular cases, Member States shall provide that a 
transfer or a set of transfers of personal data to a third country which does not ensure an 
adequate level of protection within the meaning of Article 25 (2) may take place on 
condition that: 

(e) the transfer is necessary in order to protect the vital interests of the data subject; or

Requirement/ 
rule

It MUST be possible to determine and store via the editor whether processing is 
necessary to protect the vital interest of ds's.

R.26(1)
(e)DPD

Transfer data to third countries - vital interest ds

Legal 
provision

Art. 26(1)(e) DPD:  By way of derogation from Article 25 and save where otherwise 
provided by domestic law governing particular cases, Member States shall provide that a 
transfer or a set of transfers of personal data to a third country which does not ensure an 
adequate level of protection within the meaning of Article 25 (2) may take place on 
condition that: 

(e) the transfer is necessary in order to protect the vital interests of the data subject; or

Requirement/ 
rule

IF intention(disseminate(dc→third_party,"personal_data_ds",l=non_EU_country)) AND 
check(dc,"transfer=necessary_for_vital_interest_ds",) = true) THEN 
permission(disseminate(dc→third_party,"personal_data",p=vital_interest_ds,l=non_EU_
country)).
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Not implementable as such (see national law):

CHAPTER V - CODES OF CONDUCT 

Article 27

1. The Member States and the Commission shall encourage the drawing up of codes of conduct intended to 
contribute to the proper implementation of the national provisions adopted by the Member States pursuant 
to this Directive, taking account of the specific features of the various sectors.

2. Member States shall make provision for trade associations and other bodies representing other categories 
of  controllers  which have  drawn up draft  national  codes  or  which have the intention  of  amending or 
extending existing national codes to be able to submit them to the opinion of the national authority.

Member States shall make provision for this authority to ascertain, among other things, whether the drafts  
submitted to it are in accordance with the national provisions adopted pursuant to this Directive. If it sees  
fit, the authority shall seek the views of data subjects or their representatives.

3. Draft Community codes, and amendments or extensions to existing Community codes, may be submitted 
to the Working Party referred to in Article 29. This Working Party shall determine, among other things,  
whether the drafts submitted to it are in accordance with the national provisions adopted pursuant to this  
Directive. If it  sees fit, the authority shall  seek the views of data subjects or their representatives. The  
Commission may ensure appropriate publicity for the codes which have been approved by the Working 
Party.

Out of scope: 

CHAPTER  VI  -  SUPERVISORY  AUTHORITY  AND  WORKING  PARTY  ON  THE 
PROTECTION OF INDIVIDUALS WITH REGARD TO THE PROCESSING  OF PERSONAL 
DATA 

Article 28  - Supervisory authority

1. Each Member State shall provide that one or more public authorities are responsible for monitoring the 
application within its territory of the provisions adopted by the Member States pursuant to this Directive.

These authorities shall act with complete independence in exercising the functions entrusted to them.

2.  Each  Member  State  shall  provide  that  the  supervisory  authorities  are  consulted  when  drawing  up 
administrative measures or regulations relating to the protection of individuals' rights and freedoms with  
regard to the processing of personal data.

3. Each authority shall in particular be endowed with:

- investigative powers, such as powers of access to data forming the subject-matter of processing operations 
and powers to collect all the information necessary for the performance of its supervisory duties,

-  effective powers  of  intervention,  such as,  for  example,  that  of  delivering opinions before  processing 
operations are carried out,  in accordance with Article 20, and ensuring appropriate publication of such 
opinions, of ordering the blocking, erasure or destruction of data, of imposing a temporary or definitive ban  
on  processing,  of  warning  or  admonishing  the  controller,  or  that  of  referring  the  matter  to  national 
parliaments or other political institutions,

- the power to engage in legal proceedings where the national provisions adopted pursuant to this Directive 
have been violated or to bring these violations to the attention of the judicial authorities.

Decisions by the supervisory authority which give rise to complaints may be appealed against through the  
courts.

4. Each supervisory authority shall hear claims lodged by any person, or by an association representing that 
person, concerning the protection of his rights and freedoms in regard to the processing of personal data.  
The person concerned shall be informed of the outcome of the claim.
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Each supervisory authority shall, in particular, hear claims for checks on the lawfulness of data processing 
lodged by any person when the national provisions adopted pursuant to Article 13 of this Directive apply.  
The person shall at any rate be informed that a check has taken place.

5. Each supervisory authority shall draw up a report on its activities at regular intervals. The report shall be  
made public.

6.  Each supervisory authority is  competent,  whatever  the  national  law applicable  to  the  processing in  
question, to exercise, on the territory of its own Member State, the powers conferred on it in accordance 
with paragraph 3.  Each authority may be requested to  exercise  its  powers  by an authority of  another  
Member State.

The supervisory authorities shall cooperate with one another to the extent necessary for the performance of  
their duties, in particular by exchanging all useful information.

7. Member States shall provide that the members and staff of the supervisory authority, even after their  
employment  has ended, are to be subject  to a duty of professional secrecy with regard to confidential  
information to which they have access.

Article  29   -  Working  Party  on  the  Protection  of  Individuals  with  regard  to  the  Processing  of  
Personal Data

1.  A Working Party on  the Protection of  Individuals  with regard  to  the  Processing  of  Personal  Data, 
hereinafter referred to as 'the Working Party', is hereby set up.

It shall have advisory status and act independently.

2. The Working Party shall  be composed of a representative of the supervisory authority or authorities  
designated by each Member State and of a representative of the authority or authorities established for the  
Community institutions and bodies, and of a representative of the Commission.

Each member of the Working Party shall be designated by the institution, authority or authorities which he 
represents. Where a Member State has designated more than one supervisory authority, they shall nominate  
a joint representative. The same shall apply to the authorities established for Community institutions and 
bodies.

3. The Working Party shall take decisions by a simple majority of the representatives of the supervisory 
authorities.

4.  The Working Party shall  elect  its  chairman.  The chairman's  term of  office shall  be two years.  His  
appointment shall be renewable.

5. The Working Party's secretariat shall be provided by the Commission.

6. The Working Party shall adopt its own rules of procedure.

7. The Working Party shall consider items placed on its agenda by its chairman, either on his own initiative 
or at the request of a representative of the supervisory authorities or at the Commission's request.

Article 30 

1. The Working Party shall:

(a) examine any question covering the application of the national measures adopted under this Directive in  
order to contribute to the uniform application of such measures;

(b) give the Commission an opinion on the level of protection in the Community and in third countries;

(c) advise the Commission on any proposed amendment of this Directive, on any additional or specific 
measures to safeguard the rights and freedoms of natural persons with regard to the processing of personal  
data and on any other proposed Community measures affecting such rights and freedoms;

(d) give an opinion on codes of conduct drawn up at Community level.

2. If the Working Party finds that divergences likely to affect the equivalence of protection for persons with 
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regard to the processing of personal data in the Community are arising between the laws or practices of 
Member States, it shall inform the Commission accordingly.

3. The Working Party may,  on its own initiative, make recommendations on all  matters relating to the  
protection of persons with regard to the processing of personal data in the Community.

4. The Working Party's opinions and recommendations shall be forwarded to the Commission and to the 
committee referred to in Article 31.

5. The Commission shall inform the Working Party of the action it has taken in response to its opinions and 
recommendations. It shall do so in a report which shall also be forwarded to the European Parliament and 
the Council. The report shall be made public.

6. The Working Party shall draw up an annual report on the situation regarding the protection of natural  
persons with regard to the processing of personal data in the Community and in third countries, which it 
shall  transmit  to the Commission,  the European Parliament  and the Council.  The report shall  be made 
public.

CHAPTER VII - COMMUNITY IMPLEMENTING MEASURES 

Article 31  - The Committee

1. The Commission shall be assisted by a committee composed of the representatives of the Member States 
and chaired by the representative of the Commission.

2. The representative of the Commission shall submit to the committee a draft of the measures to be taken.  
The committee shall deliver its opinion on the draft within a time limit which the chairman may lay down 
according to the urgency of the matter.

The opinion shall be delivered by the majority laid down in Article 148 (2) of the Treaty. The votes of the  
representatives of the Member States within the committee shall be weighted in the manner set out in that  
Article. The chairman shall not vote.

The Commission shall adopt measures which shall apply immediately. However, if these measures are not  
in accordance with the opinion of the committee, they shall be communicated by the Commission to the  
Council forthwith. It that event:

- the Commission shall defer application of the measures which it has decided for a period of three months 
from the date of communication,

- the Council, acting by a qualified majority, may take a different decision within the time limit referred to 
in the first indent.

FINAL PROVISIONS 

Article 32 

1. Member States shall bring into force the laws, regulations and administrative provisions necessary to 
comply with this Directive at the latest at the end of a period of three years from the date of its adoption.

When  Member  States  adopt  these  measures,  they  shall  contain  a  reference  to  this  Directive  or  be  
accompanied by such reference on the occasion of their official publication. The methods of making such  
reference shall be laid down by the Member States.

2.  Member  States  shall  ensure  that  processing  already under  way on  the  date  the  national  provisions 
adopted pursuant to this Directive enter into force, is brought into conformity with these provisions within  
three years of this date.

By way of derogation from the preceding subparagraph, Member States may provide that the processing of  
data already held in manual filing systems on the date of entry into force of the national provisions adopted 
in  implementation  of  this  Directive shall  be  brought  into  conformity  with Articles  6,  7  and 8 of  this 
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Directive within 12 years of the date on which it is adopted. Member States shall, however, grant the data 
subject the right to obtain, at his request and in particular at the time of exercising his right of access, the  
rectification, erasure or blocking of data which are incomplete, inaccurate or stored in a way incompatible 
with the legitimate purposes pursued by the controller.

3. By way of derogation from paragraph 2, Member States may provide, subject to suitable safeguards, that 
data kept for the sole purpose of historical research need not be brought into conformity with Articles 6, 7  
and 8 of this Directive.

4. Member States shall communicate to the Commission the text of the provisions of domestic law which 
they adopt in the field covered by this Directive.

Article 33 

The Commission shall report to the Council and the European Parliament at regular intervals, starting not  
later than three years after the date referred to in Article 32 (1), on the implementation of this Directive,  
attaching to its report, if necessary, suitable proposals for amendments. The report shall be made public.

The Commission shall examine, in particular, the application of this Directive to the data processing of  
sound and image data relating to natural persons and shall submit any appropriate proposals which prove to 
be necessary,  taking account of developments in information technology and in the light of the state of 
progress in the information society.

Article 34 

This Directive is addressed to the Member States.
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5.2.3. Definitions European Data Protection Directive

TERM Definition Legal 
Provision 
DPD

CENTRAL TERMS:

consent any unambiguous, freely-given, specific and informed expression of 
will whereby ds agrees to the processing of personal_data relating to 
him.

2(h)

data_processing any operation or set of operations concerning personal_data 2(b)

personal_data 
(also: ‘data’)

any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural 
person.

2(a)

ACTORS:

data_controller 
(also: dc)

the natural person, legal person, administrative body or any other 
entity which, alone or in conjunction with others, determines the 
data_collection_and_processing_purposes of, and means for 
data_processing.

2(d)

data_processor 
(also: dp)

the person or body which processes personal_data for dc, without 
coming under the direct authority of dc.

2(e)

data_subject, 
(also: ds)

the natural person to whom personal_data relate. 2(a)

dpa the   public  authority  responsible  for  monitoring  the  application 
within its territory of the provisions adopted by the Member States 
pursuant to the DPD. 

28(1)

medical_ 
professional

a healthcare professional, not being a health-insurer. 8(3)

third_party any party other than the ds, the dc, the dp, or any person under the 
direct  authority  of  the  responsible  party or  the  processor,  who  is 
authorized to process personal_data

2(f)

PURPOSES:

data_collection_ 
purposes

specific, explicitly defined and legitimate purposes for which 
data_collection at t

0
.

6(1)(b)

data_processing_ 
purposes

specific, explicitly defined and legitimate purposes for which 
data_processing at t0,>0.

6(1)(e)

purpose_binding data_processing_purposes MAY NOT be incompatible with 
data_collection_purposes AND data_processing_purposes MAY 
NOT be excessive in comparison to data_collection_purposes. 

6(1)

specified_purposes specific, explicitly defined and legitimate purposes consisting of both 
data_collection_purposes AND data_processing_purposes.

6(1)(e)
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SPECIAL CATEGORIES/TYPES OF DATA:

inaccurate_data personal_data that is factually inaccurate or incomplete. 6(1)(d), 
12(b)

irrelevant_data personal_data that is irrelevant to the purpose or purposes of the 
processing, or is being processed in any other way which infringes a 
legal provision. 

6(1)(d), 
12(b)

public_data data that have manifestly been made public by ds. 8(2)(e)

sensitive_data personal_data concerning a person's religion or philosophy of life, 
race, political persuasion, health and sexual life, or personal_data 
concerning trade union membership, or personal_data concerning a 
person's criminal behaviour, or unlawful or objectionable conduct 
connected with a ban imposed with regard to such conduct.

8(1)

CONDITIONS ON PROCESSING:

necessary_for_legal
_obligation_public_
interest

data_processing  required by a legal obligation or governmental 
authority whereby that legal obligation or governmental order is based 
on a public interest. 

26(1)(d)

orders The orders or instructions of the entity to which someone is in a 
hierarchical position, which may be a condition to 
data_collection_or_processing, e.g. the dp must follow the orders or 
instructions of the dc, and employees of the dp must follow 
instructions of both the dp and dc.

16

processing_ground A legal ground on the basis of which a dc is permitted to process 
personal_data. These grounds limitatively include the grounds 
specified in Art. 7 DPD.

7

processing_is_neces
sary_for_ contract

the contract cannot be performed without data_processing 7(b)

processing_is_neces
sary_for_ progress_ 
conclude_contract

progress (or process) to conclude a contract cannot be performed 
without data_rocessing.

7(b)

processing_is_neces
sary_for_legal_obli
gation

legal_obligation cannot be complied with without data_processing 7(c)

processing_is_neces
sary_for_legitimate
_interest

the necessity of data_processing for the continuity of the company of 
dc, dp or third_party, or the proper execution of the business activities 
relating to that company 

7(f)

processing_is_neces
sary_for_vital_inter
est_ds

the medical needs of ds or other person cannot be fulfilled without 
data_processing

7(d), 8(2)(c)
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ACTIONS BY DS'S:

access_request ds’s request to dc for 

- confirmation as to whether or not data relating to him are being 
processed by dc or dp and information as to the purposes of the 
processing, the categories of data concerned, and the recipients or 
categories of recipients to whom the data are disclosed,

-  communication  to  him  in  an  intelligible  form  of  the  data 
undergoing processing and of any available information as to their 
source,

- knowledge of the logic involved in any automatic processing of 
data concerning him at least in the case of the automated decisions 
referred to in Article 15 (1);

12(a)

third_parties_corre
ction

the identity of third_parties whom dc has notified about 
inaccurate_data or irrelevant_data of ds. 

12(c)

NOTIFICATION, REQUESTS & COMMUNICATION:

Art.10DPD_infor
mation

(a) the identity of the controller and of his representative, if any;

(b) the purposes of the processing for which the data are intended;

(c) any further information such as

- the recipients or categories of recipients of the data,

- whether replies to the questions are obligatory or voluntary, as well  
as the possible consequences of failure to reply,

- the existence of the right of access to and the right to rectify the 
data concerning him.

10

Art.11DPD_infor
mation

(a) the identity of the controller and of his representative, if any;

(b) the purposes of the processing;

(c) any further information such as

- the categories of data concerned,

- the recipients or categories of recipients,

- the existence of the right of access to and the right to rectify the  
data concerning him.

11

Art.12DPD_ 
information

- confirmation as to whether or not data relating to ds are being 
processed by dc or dp and information as to the purposes of the 
processing, the categories of data concerned, and the recipients or 
categories of recipients to whom the data are disclosed,

- communication to ds in an intelligible form of the data undergoing 
processing and of any available information as to their source,

- knowledge of the logic involved in any automatic processing of 
data concerning ds at least in the case of the automated decisions 
referred to in Article 15 (1);

12(a)

informing_third_ 
party_disproportio
nate_effort

an effort that involves supply_third_party of personal_data t
<5 years

 or 
supply_third_party of personal_data in large databases

12(c)

informing_third_ 
party_impossible

an effort that involves supply_third_party to unknown third_party 
OR unknown supply_third_party t

<effort

12(c)
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notification A  notification  from  dc  to  dpa  before  personal_data_processing 
including:

(a) the name and address of the controller and of his representative, if 
any;

(b) the purpose or purposes of the processing;

(c) a description of the category or categories of data subject and of 
the data or categories of data relating to them;

(d) the recipients or categories of recipient to whom the data might  
be disclosed;

(e) proposed transfers of data to third countries;

(f) a general description allowing a preliminary assessment to be 
made of the appropriateness of the measures taken pursuant to 
Article 17 to ensure security of processing.

19

possibility_objecti
on

the possibility of ds to object against data_processing under certain 
circumstances, e.g. when his data are processed for commercial or 
charitable purposes.

14(b)

OTHER:

anonymization any set of operations on persona_data_ds which ensure that that data 
becomes unidentifiable or in any way unlinkable to the ds. 

6(1)(e)

contract a legally binding contract 7b

data_inaccuracy personal_data that is factually inaccurate or incomplete. 6(1)(d), 
12(b)

data_irrelevancy personal_data that is irrelevant to the purpose or purposes of the 
processing, or is being processed in any other way which infringes a 
legal provision. 

6(1)(d), 
12(b)

direct_marketing data_processing for commercial or charitable purposes 14(b)

EU_list_ 
adequate_ 
protection

the list of non_EU_countries set up by the European Commission 
that provide an adequate level of data protection, including:

• Guernsey 

• Isle of Man 

• Argentina 

• Canada (Canadian Personal Information Protection and 
Electronic Documents Act) 

• Switzerland 

• United States of America 

• Passenger Name Record
Information on aircraft passengers transferred to the 
United States Bureau of Customs and Border 
Protection 

• Safe Harbour
Attention please! An adequate level of protection 
shall only be deemed to apply for those companies 
and organisations that have undertaken to comply 
with the so-called Safe Harbour Principles. 

25(1)
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legal_obligation data_processing required by a legal obligation or governmental 
authority

7(c)

medical preventive medicine, medical diagnosis, the provision of care or 
treatment or the management of health-care services

8(3)

no_processing no data_processing is being conduction with respect to ds's data. 12(a)

non_EU_country Any country that does not belong to the European Union 25(1)

progress_conclude
_contract

the progress of the conclusion of a contract, while the contract has 
not yet been concluded but the parties are in a pre-contractual phase, 
for instance in case of online interaction (filling in a form, shopping 
cart, etc.) 

7(b)

vital_interest_ds urgent medical need of ds 7(d)
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5.3. Legal Requirements Analysis for the Dutch Personal Data Protection Act 

5.3.1. Language specifications

EXPLANATION ABBREVIATIONS/SYMBOLS

R Runtime requirement / rule.

SysReq System requirement.

EdReq Editor requirement.

Wbp Wet bescherming persoonsgegevens (Dutch Personal Data Protection Act).

→, ← The  arrow  points  to  the  actor  on  whom/to  whom an  action  is  performed.  For 
example, when a data controller must communicate something to a data subject, that 
is expressed as dc→ds. Or, when personal data is collected by a data controller from 
a ds, it is epressed as dc←ds.

↔ conrners  a  relationship  with,  or  action  that  is  performed  by,  two  actors.  For 
example,  when  a  contract  is  established  between  dc  and  ds,  it  is  expressed  as 
follows: dc↔ds. 

[..] The square brackets in the syntax specifications indicate that something is optional. 

LANGUAGE SPECIFICATIONS 

ACTORS:

agentdc someone working under the authority of dc.

agentdp someone working under the authority of dp.

dc data controller, see definition.

dp data processor, see definition.

dpa_NL the Dutch data protection authority, see definition.

ds data subject, see definition.

dsattribute a special type of data subject, e.g. a minor (dsminor) or a patient (dspatient).

health_insurer a health insurance company.

healthcare_professio
nal

a healthcare professional, not being a health-insurer, e.g. a doctor.

legal_representative
_ds

the legal representative of a data subject, see definition.

officer_NL a Dutch data protection officer, see definition.

third_party third party, see definition.
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ACTIONS:

a(s,"o",[,t][,p][,l]) - a describes the action itself (e.g. store, obtain etc.)

- s is the subject (i.e. the agent who performs the action)

- "o" is the object, this specifies the content of the action that is intended or the 
object to which the action applies, e.g. "personal_data" or e.g. "notification" (then 
the notification must be communicated)

- if the action must take place at, before, or a after a specified time, this will be 
stipulated in t, e.g. t<0. NOTE: not every rule includes this variable!

- p is the purpose for which the action takes place, indicated by p, e.g. 
p=direct_marketing. NOTE: not every rule includes this variable!

- l is the location where or to where an action is performed, indicated by l, e.g. 
l=non_EU_country. NOTE: not every rule includes this variable!

a(s→T,"o",[,t][,p]
[,l])

subject s performs an action a with target T, whereby "o" describes the content or 
object of the action, t specifies the time, p specifies the purpose for which a takes 
place and l specifies the location where or to where an action is performed. NOTE 
that t, p and l are optional variables! 

E.g.: s communicates to T that "o" at t. 

a(s←T,"o",[,t][,p]
[,l])

subject s performs an action a with target T, whereby "o" describes the content or 
object of the action, t specifies the time, p specifies the purpose for which x takes 
place and l specifies the location where or to where an action is performed. NOTE 
that t, p and l are optional variables! 

E.g.: s collects "o" from T at t.

a(s↔T,"o",[,t][,p]
[,l])

subject s performs an action a with target T, whereby "o" describes the content or 
object of the action, t specifies the time, p specifies the purpose for which x takes 
place and l specifies the location where or to where an action is performed. NOTE 
that t, p and l are optional variables!

E.g.: s and T engage a contract together.

VERBS (i.e. fill in under a):

anonymize any form of anonymization of personal_data, hence making it not longer possible to 
identify a person by means of that data

check anything that needs to be verified, output is boolean (yes or no)

collect collection of personal data. See definition of data_collection. 

communicate communication, mostly applies to obligations of the DC to communicate to another 
party, e.g. DPA, ds, third_party. 

conclude (contract) applies to contracts

correct to correct or supplement personal_data (in the event that  this personal_data is 
factually inaccurate or incomplete., see Article 36 Wbp)
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create (purpose) applies to specified purposes, which need to be created at data collection (t<0)

delete any operation or set of operations concerning personal_data at t
x
 that ensures that 

that data_processing ends AND personal_data are deleted.

disseminate the dissemination or making available of data of data, mostly from the dc to another 
party. E.g. the dissemination of data to a third_party. See Art. 1(n) Wbp.

end any set of operations concerning personal_data at t
x
 that ensures that that 

data_processing ends.

object An objection from DS to data processing by DC based on particular legal grounds, 
see Article 40 Wbp. 

obtain applies to permissions, e.g. to obtain consent etc.

process the processing of personal data, including also the collection of personal data. See 
definition of data_processing. 

request applies to requests for DC that come from the DS, e.g. an access request. 

revoke any form of withdrawal, applies e.g. to consent

store saving data

validate dc must ensure with regular intervals that personal_data are correct and accurate 

verify applies to verification of DS's identity by a DC; to ensure that in case of e.g. an 
access_request, personal_data are not sent to someone else than ds or his agent, e.g 
by sending a copy of the id-card of ds by ds, or a signed authorization of ds. 

STATES:

intention(a(s,"o",[,t]
[,p][,l]))

- a describes the action that is intended (e.g. process)

- s is the subject that has the intention 

- "o" is the object, this specifies the content of the action that is intended or the 
object to which the action applies, e.g. "personal_data". 

- if the action is only intended at a certain time or within a certain time limit, this 
will be stipulated with t[time], e.g. t<0 (whereby 0 is the first time action is 
intended).

- p is the purpose for which the action is intended to take place, e.g. 
"necessary_for_contract"

- l is the location to where or where the action is permitted, e.g. "non_EU_country". 

intention(a(s←T,"o"
,[,t][,p][,l]))

- a describes the action that is intended (e.g. process)

- s is the subject that has the intention 

- T is the agent (target) with whom the intended action would be performed  (e.g. 
the collection of data from a ds).

- "o" is the object, this specifies the content of the action that is intended or the 
object to which the action applies, e.g. "personal_data". 

- if the action is only intended at a certain time or within a certain time limit, this 
will be stipulated with t[time], e.g. t<0 (whereby 0 is the first time action is 
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intended).

- p is the purpose for which the action is intended to take place, e.g. 
"necessary_for_contract"

- l  is the location to where or where the action is permitted, e.g. "non_EU_country". 

intention(a(s→T,"o"
,[,t][,p][,l]))

- a describes the action that is intended (e.g. process)

- s is the subject that has the intention 

- T is the agent (target) with whom the intended action would be performed  (e.g. 
the intention to disseminate data to a third_party).

- "o" is the object, this specifies the content of the action that is intended or the 
object to which the action applies, e.g. "personal_data". 

- if the action is only intended at a certain time or within a certain time limit, this 
will be stipulated with t[time], e.g. t<0 (whereby 0 is the first time action is 
intended).

- p is the purpose for which the action is intended to take place, e.g. 
"necessary_for_contract"

- l is the location to where or where the action is permitted, e.g. "non_EU_country". 

permission(a(s,"o",
[,t][,p][,l]))

- a describes the action that is permitted (e.g. process).

- s is the subject that has permission.

- "o" is the object, this specifies the content of the action, or the object to which the 
action applies, e.g. "personal_data".

- if the action is only permitted at a certain time or within a certain time limit, this 
will be stipulated with t[time], e.g. t<0 (whereby 0 is the first time data is collected).

- p is the purpose for which the permitted action may only take place, e.g. 
"necessary_for_contract".

- l is the location to where or where the action is permitted, e.g. "non_EU_country". 

permission(a(s←T,"
o",[,t][,p][,l]))

- a describes the action that is permitted (e.g. process).

- s is the subject that has permission.

 - T is the agent (target) with (or from) whom the action may be performed  (e.g. the 
collection of data from a ds).

- "o" is the object, this specifies the content of the action, or the object to which the 
action applies, e.g. "personal_data".

- if the action is only permitted at a certain time or within a certain time limit, this 
will be stipulated with t[time], e.g. t<0 (whereby 0 is the first time data is collected).

- p is the purpose for which the permitted action may only take place, e.g. 
"necessary_for_contract".

- l is the location to where or where the action is permitted, e.g. "non_EU_country". 

permission(a(s→T,"
o",[,t][,p][,l]))

- a describes the action that is permitted (e.g. process).

- s is the subject that has permission.

- T is the agent (target) with (or to) whom the action may be performed  (e.g. the 
dissemination of data to a third_party).

- "o" is the object, this specifies the content of the action, or the object to which the 
action applies, e.g. "personal_data".
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- if the action is only permitted at a certain time or within a certain time limit, this 
will be stipulated with t[time], e.g. t<0 (whereby 0 is the first time data is collected).

- p is the purpose for which the permitted action may only take place, e.g. 
"necessary_for_contract".

- l is the location to where or where the action is permitted, e.g. "non_EU_country". 

prohibition(a(s[,T],"
o",[,t][,p][,l]))

- a describes the action that is prohibited (e.g. process)

- s is the subject to which the prohibition applies.

- T is the agent (target) whom the action concerns (e.g. processing of personal_data 
concerning a particular ds is prohibited).

- "o" is the object, this specifies the content of the action, or the object to which the 
action applies, e.g. "personal_data".

- if the action is only prohibited at a certain time or within a certain time limit, this 
will be stipulated with t[time].

- p is the purpose for which the action may not take place, e.g. "direct_marketing".

-  l is the location to where or where the action is prohibited, e.g. 
"non_EU_country".
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5.3.2. Legal requirements analysis for the Dutch Personal Data Protection Act 

CHAPTER 1. GENERAL PROVISIONS

General requirement for the Wbp:

R.Wbp Default rule = data processing is prohibited, unless a permission is specified.

Requirement
/rule

prohibition(process(dc,"personal_data")).

Article 1 

For the purposes of this Act and the provisions based upon it:

a. “personal data” shall mean: any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural person;

b. “processing of personal data” shall mean: any operation or any set of operations concerning personal 
data,  including  in  any case  the  collection,  recording,  organization,  storage,  updating  or  modification, 
retrieval, consultation, use, dissemination by means of transmission, distribution or making available in any 
other form, merging, linking, as well as blocking, erasure or destruction of data;

c.  “file”  shall  mean:  any structured set  of  personal  data,  regardless  of  whether  or  not  this  data  set  is 
centralised or  dispersed along functional  or  geographical  lines,  that  is  accessible according to  specific  
criteria and relates to different persons;

d. “data controller” shall mean: the natural person, legal person, administrative body or any other entity 
which, alone or in conjunction with others, determines the purpose of and means for processing personal 
data;

e. “data processor” shall mean: the person to whom personal data relate;

f. “data subject” shall mean: the person to whom personal data relate;

g. "third party" shall mean: any party other than the data subject, the responsible party, the processor, or  
any person under the direct authority of the responsible party or the processor, who is authorised to process  
personal data;

h. “recipient” shall mean: the party to whom the personal data are provided;

I. “consent of the data subject”: any freely-given, specific and informed expression of will whereby data  
subjects agree to the processing of personal data relating to them;

j. “Our Minister” shall mean: Our Minister of Justice;

k. “Data Protection Commission” or “Commission” shall mean: the body referred to in Article 51;

l. “officer” shall mean: the data protection officer referred to in Article 62;

m. “prior investigation” shall mean: an investigation as referred to in Article 31;

n. “provision of personal data” shall mean: the disclosure or making available of personal data;

o. “collection of personal data” shall mean: the obtaining of personal data.
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Article 2 

Art.  2(1).  This  Act  applies to the fully or  partly automated  processing of personal  data,  and the non-
automated processing of personal data entered in a file or intended to be entered therein.

Art. 2(2). This Act does not apply to the processing of personal data:

a. in the course of a purely personal or household activity;

Out of scope:

b.  by or  on behalf  of  the  intelligence or  security services  referred to  in  the  Intelligence and Security  
Services Act (Wet op de inlichtingen- en veiligheidsdiensten);

c. for the purposes of implementing the police tasks defined in Article 2 of the Police Act 1993 (Politiewet 
1993);

d.  governed  by  or  under  the  Municipal  Database  (Personal  Records)  Act  (Wet  gemeentelijke  
basisadministratie persoonsgegevens);

e. for the purposes of implementing the Judicial Documentation Act (Wet justitiële documentatie) and

f. for the purposes of implementing the Electoral Provisions Act (Kieswet).

Art.  2(3).  This Act  does not  apply to the processing of personal  data by the armed forces where Our  
Defence Minister so decides with a view to deploying or making available the armed forces to maintain or 
promote  the  international  legal  order.  Such  a  decision  shall  be  communicated  to  the  Data  Protection 
Commission as quickly as possible.

Requirements for Article 2:

For Article 2 Wbp please check the following schemes

Annex B Scheme 1: Wbp Overview

para 5.3.4.2 Scheme 2: Applicability Wbp

EdReq.2(1)
(2a)Wbp

Scope

Legal provision Article  2(1-2)  Wbp:  This  Act  applies  to  the  fully or  partly automated  processing of 
personal  data,  and the nonautomated processing of  personal  data  entered in  a file or 
intended to be entered therein.

2. This Act does not apply to the processing of personal data:

a. in the course of a purely personal or household activity;

Requirement Whether  the  activities  of  a  (potential)  dc  fall  within  scope  of  the  Wbp  MUST  be 
determined in the editor. 
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Article 3

Art. 3(1). This Act does not apply to the processing of personal data for exclusively journalistic, artistic or  
literary purposes, except where otherwise provided in this Chapter and in Articles 6 to 11, 13 to 15, 25 and 
49.

Art. 3(2). The prohibition on processing personal data referred to in Article 16 does not apply where this is 
necessary for the purposes referred to under (1).

Requirements for Article 3:

For Article 3 Wbp please check the following schemes

Annex B Scheme 1: Wbp Overview

para 5.3.4.2 Scheme 2: Applicability Wbp

EdReq.3Wbp Scope

Legal provision Article 3 Wbp: 

1.This Act does not apply to the processing of personal data for exclusively journalistic, 
artistic  or  literary purposes,  except  where otherwise  provided in  this  Chapter  and in  
Articles 6 to 11, 13 to 15, 25 and 49.

2. The prohibition on processing personal data referred to in Article 16 does not apply  
where this is necessary for the purposes referred to under (1).

Requirement Whether  the  activities  of  a  (potential)  dc  fall  within  scope  of  the  Wbp  MUST  be 
determined in the editor. 

Article 4

Art. 4(1). This Act applies to the processing of personal data carried out in the context of the activities of an  
establishment of a responsible party in the Netherlands.

Art. 4(2). This Act applies to the processing of personal data by or for responsible parties who are not  
established in the European Union, whereby use is made of automated or non-automated means situated in 
the Netherlands, unless these means are used only for forwarding personal data.

Art. 4(3). The responsible parties referred to under (2) are prohibited from processing personal data, unless  
they designate a person or body in the Netherlands to act on their behalf in accordance with the provisions 
of this Act. For the purposes of application of this Act and the provisions based upon it, the said person or 
body shall be deemed to be the responsible party.

Requirements for Article 4:

For Article 4 Wbp please check the following schemes

para 5.3.4.1 Scheme 1: Wbp Overview

para 5.3.4.2 Scheme 2: Applicability Wbp
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EdReq4(1)
(2)Wbp

Applicable law 

Legal provision Article 4(1)(2) Wbp:

1. This Act applies to the processing of personal data carried out in the context of the  
activities of an establishment of a responsible party in the Netherlands.

2. This Act applies to the processing of personal data by or for responsible parties who 
are not established in the European Union, whereby use is made of automated or non-
automated  means  situated  in  the  Netherlands,  unless  these  means  are  used  only for 
forwarding personal data.

Requirement The applicable rule set for a particular data controller will be determined in the editor. In 
case it appears that the conditions of Article 4(1)(2) Wbp are met, and hence the Dutch 
Wbp applies, the Dutch rule set wil be loaded in the runtime environment.

EdReq.4(3) 
Wbp.01

Applicable national law - designate representative if dc not established in EU

Legal provision Article 4(3) Wbp:

3. The responsible parties referred to under (2) are prohibited from processing personal 
data, unless they designate a person or body in the Netherlands to act on their behalf in  
accordance with the provisions of this Act. For the purposes of application of this Act  
and the provisions based upon it,  the said person or body shall  be deemed to be the  
responsible party.

Requirement In case dc is  not  established in an EU_country,  i.e.  if  Article 4(2) Wbp applies,  the  
ENDORSE system must flag, within the editor environment, that dc must designate a 
representative established in the territory of the EU country of which the national laws  
apply.

It MUST be indicated in the editor environment of the ENDORSE system whether or not 
the dc located outside the EU has designated a representative in the EU country of which 
the national laws apply.

EdReq.4(3)W
bp.02

Applicable national law - designate representative if dc not established in EU

Legal provision Article 4(3) Wbp:

3. The responsible parties referred to under (2) are prohibited from processing personal 
data, unless they designate a person or body in the Netherlands to act on their behalf in  
accordance with the provisions of this Act. For the purposes of application of this Act  
and the provisions based upon it,  the said person or body shall  be deemed to be the  
responsible party.

Requirement IF intention(process(dcoutside_EU,"personal_data")) AND 
check(dcoutside_EU,"designated_representative_EU") = true THEN 
permission(process(dcoutside_EU,"personal_data")) 
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Article 5

Art. 5(1). In the case that the data subjects are minors and have not yet reached the age of sixteen, or have  
been placed under legal restraint or the care of a mentor, instead of the consent of the data subjects, that of  
their legal representative is required.

Art. 5(2). The data subjects or their legal representative may withdraw consent at any time.

Requirements for Article 5:

SysReq.5(1)
Wbp

Consent

Legal 
provision

Art. 5(1) Wbp: In the case that the data subjects are minors and have not yet reached the  
age of sixteen, or have been placed under legal restraint or the care of a mentor, instead of 
the consent of the data subjects, that of their legal representative is required.

Requirement The system MUST be able to recognize when a ds is a minor, or placed under legal 
restraint, or under mentorship. 

R.5(1)Wbp Consent

Legal 
provision

Art. 5(1) Wbp: In the case that the data subjects are minors and have not yet reached the  
age of sixteen, or have been placed under legal restraint or the care of a mentor, instead of 
the consent of the data subjects, that of their legal representative is required.

Requirement/ 
rule

IF (intention(process(dc←ds
minorAND<16

,"personal_data")) OR 
intention(process(dc←ds

legal_restraint
,"personal_data")) OR 

intention(process(dc←ds
under_mentorship

,"personal_data"))  AND 
check(dc,"processing_ground=8aWbp) = true

THEN 

obtain(dc←legal_representative_ds,"consent").

R.5(2)Wbp Consent

Legal 
provision

Art. 5(2) Wbp: The data subjects or their legal representative may withdraw consent at any 
time.

Requirement/
rule

IF revoke(ds→dc,"consent") OR revoke(legal_representativeds→dc,"consent") THEN 
end(dc,"data_processing WHERE processing_ground=Art8aWbp").
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CHAPTER 2. CONDITIONS FOR THE LAWFUL PROCESSING OF PERSONAL DATA 

Section 1. Processing of personal data in general

Article 6 

Personal data shall be processed in accordance with the law and in a proper and careful manner.

Requirements for Article 6:

For Article 6 Wbp please check the following scheme

Annex E Scheme 4: Lawful processing

Article 7 

Personal data shall be collected for specific, explicitly defined and legitimate purposes.

Requirements for Article 7:

For Article 7 Wbp please check the following schemes

para 5.3.4.1 Scheme 1: Wbp Overview

Annex E Scheme 4: Lawful processing

EdReq.7Wbp Purposes 

Legal 
provision

Art. 7 Wbp: Personal data shall be collected for specific, explicitly defined and legitimate 
purposes.

Requirement/ 
rule

Data collection purposes MUST be specified prior to data collection. 

Article 8 

Personal data may only be processed where: 

a. the data subject has unambiguously given his consent for the processing;

b. the processing is necessary for the performance of a contract to which the data subject is party, or for 
actions to be carried out at the request of the data subject and which are necessary for the conclusion of a  
contract;

c. the processing is necessary in order to comply with a legal obligation to which the responsible party is  
subject;

d. the processing is necessary in order to protect a vital interest of the data subject;

Out of scope:

e. the processing is necessary for the proper performance of a public law duty by the administrative body 
concerned or by the administrative body to which the data are provided, or
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f. the processing is necessary for upholding the legitimate interests of the responsible party or of a third 
party to whom the data are supplied, except where the interests or fundamental rights and freedoms of the 
data subject, in particular the right to protection of individual privacy, prevail.

Requirements for Article 8:

For Article 8 Wbp please check the following schemes

para 5.3.4.1 Scheme 1: Wbp Overview

Annex E Scheme 4: Lawful processing

EdReq.8Wbp Store processing_ground

Legal 
provision

Art. 8 Wbp: Personal data may only be processed where: (specific grounds).

Requirement In the editor, it MUST be determined by the dc on which ground the processing will be 
conducted. This ground MUST then be stored. Based on the processing ground, the 
relevant rule set will loaded in the runtime environment

SysReq.8Wbp Store processing_ground

Legal 
provision

Art. 8 Wbp: Personal data may only be processed where: (specific grounds).

Requirement The system MUST contain a store for processing grounds. 

SysReq.8aWb
p

Processing ground = Consent

Legal 
provision

Art.  8a  Wbp:  Personal  data  may  only  be  processed  where:  the  data  subject  has  
unambiguously given his consent for the processing;

Requirement If the processing_ground is Art. 8aWbp THEN system MUST have consent store. 

R.8aWbp.01 Processing ground = Consent

Legal 
provision

Art.  8a  Wbp:  Personal  data  may  only  be  processed  where:  the  data  subject  has 
unambiguously given his consent for the processing;

Requirement/ 
rule

IF intention(process(dc,"personal_data")) AND 
check(dc,"processing_ground=Art.8aWbp") = true AND check(dc,"stored_consent") = 
false THEN (obtain(dc←ds,"consent") AND store(dc,"consent")).
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R.8aWbp.02 Processing ground = Consent

Legal 
provision

Art.  8a  Wbp:  Personal  data  may  only  be  processed  where:  the  data  subject  has 
unambiguously given his consent for the processing;

Requirement/ 
rule

IF intention(process(dc,"personal_data")) AND 
(check(dc,"processing_ground=Art.8aWbp") = true AND check(dc,"stored_consent") = 
true) THEN permission(process(dc,"personal_data")).

SysReq.8bWbp Processing ground = contract 

Legal provision Art. 8b Wbp: Personal data may only be processed where: the processing is necessary 
for the performance of a contract to which the data subject is party, or for actions to be 
carried out at the request of the data subject and which are necessary for the conclusion 
of a contract;

Requirement The system MUST be able to check whether a contract is established between DS and  
DC.

EdReq.8bWbp
.01

Processing ground = contract 

Legal provision Art. 8b Wbp: Personal data may only be processed where: the processing is necessary 
for the performance of a contract to which the data subject is party, or for actions to be 
carried out at the request of the data subject and which are necessary for the conclusion 
of a contract;

Requirement/ 
rule

It MUST be possible to indicate and store in the editor whether a contract is established 
between dc and ds. If this is stored, then the system must load that the processing 
ground=Art.8bWbp.

EdReq.8bWbp
.02

Processing ground = contract 

Legal provision Art. 8b Wbp: Personal data may only be processed where: the processing is necessary 
for the performance of a contract to which the data subject is party, or for actions to be  
carried out at the request of the data subject and which are necessary for the conclusion  
of a contract;

Requirement Whether the processing of personal data is necessary for the performance or conclusion 
of a contract MUST be determined and stored via the editor by dc.
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R.8bWbp.02 Processing ground = contract 

Legal provision Art. 8b Wbp: Personal data may only be processed where: the processing is necessary 
for the performance of a contract to which the data subject is party, or for actions to be 
carried out at the request of the data subject and which are necessary for the conclusion 
of a contract;

Requirement/ 
rule

IF intention(process(dc,"personal_data")) AND 
(check(dc,"processing_ground=Art.8bWbp") = true AND 
check(dc,dc↔ds,"progress_conclude_contract") = true AND 
check(dc,dc↔ds,"processing_necessary_for_progress_conclude_contract_dc↔ds",t<0) 
= true) THEN permission(process(dc,"personal",p= 
necessary_for_progress_conclude_contract_dc↔ds)).

SysReq.8cWbp Processing ground = legal obligation dc

Legal provision Art. 8c Wbp: Personal data may only be processed where: the processing is necessary in 
order to comply with a legal obligation to which the responsible party is subject;

Requirement The system MUST be able to recognize when there is a legal_obligation.

EdReq.8cWbp Processing ground = legal obligation dc

Legal provision Art. 8c Wbp: Personal data may only be processed where: the processing is necessary in  
order to comply with a legal obligation to which the responsible party is subject;

Requirement Whether there is a legal obligation, and whether data processing is necessary for 
complying with that legal obligation, MUST be determined and indicated and stored by 
dc via the editor. 

R.8cWbp Processing ground = legal obligation dc

Legal provision Art. 8c Wbp: Personal data may only be processed where: the processing is necessary in  
order to comply with a legal obligation to which the responsible party is subject;

Requirement/ 
rule

IF intention(process(dc,"personal_data")) AND (check(dc,"processing_ground= 
Art.8cWbp) = true AND check(dc,"legal_obligation") = true AND 
check(dc,"necessary_for_legal_obligation") = true) THEN 
permission(process(dc,"personal_data",p=legal_obligation)).

EdReq.8dWbp Processing ground = vital interest ds

Legal provision Art. 8d Wbp: Personal data may only be processed where: the processing is necessary in  
order to protect a vital interest of the data subject;

Requirement Whether there is a vital interest of ds, and whether data processing is necessary for 
pursuing that vital interest, MUST be determined, indicated and stored via the editor. 
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R.8dWbp Processing ground = vital interest ds

Legal provision Art. 8d Wbp: Personal data may only be processed where: the processing is necessary in 
order to protect a vital interest of the data subject;

Requirement/ 
rule

IF intention(process(dc,"personal_data")) AND (check(dc,"processing_ground= 
Art.8dWbp) = true AND check(dc,"necessary_for_vital_interest_ds") = true) THEN 
permission(process(dc,"personal_data",p=necessary_for_vital_interest_ds)).

Edreq.8fWbp Processing ground = legitimate interest(DC or third party)

Legal 
provision

Art.  8f  Wbp:  the processing is  necessary for upholding the legitimate  interests  of  the 
responsible party or of  a third party to whom the data are supplied, except  where the 
interests or fundamental rights and freedoms of the data subject, in particular the right to 
protection of individual privacy, prevail.

Requirement Whether processing is necessary for legitimate interest of the dc or third party and 
whether the interest  interests or fundamental rights and freedoms of the data subject 
prevail MUST be determined, indicated and stored in the editor. 

R.8fWbp Processing ground = legitimate interest dc or third party

Legal provision Art.  8f Wbp:  the processing is necessary for upholding the legitimate interests of the 
responsible party or of a third party to whom the data are supplied, except where the 
interests or fundamental rights and freedoms of the data subject, in particular the right to 
protection of individual privacy, prevail.

Requirement/ 
rule

IF intention(process(dc,"personal_data")) AND (check(dc,"processing_ground= 
Art.8fWbp) = true AND 
check(dc,"necessary_for_legitimate_interest_dc_or_third_party") = true) THEN 
permission(process(dc,"personal_data",p=necessary_for_legitimate_interest_dc_or_third
_party)) .

Article 9 

Art. 9(1). Personal data shall not be further processed in a way incompatible with the purposes for which 
they have been obtained.

Art. 9(2). For the purposes of assessing whether processing is incompatible, as referred to under (1), the 
responsible party shall in any case take account of the following:

a. the relationship between the purpose of the intended processing and the purpose for which the data have 
been obtained;

b. the nature of the data concerned;

c. the consequences of the intended processing for the data subject;

d. the manner in which the data have been obtained, and

e. the extent to which appropriate guarantees have been put in place with respect to the data subject.

Art. 9(3). The further processing of personal data for historical, statistical or scientific purposes shall not be  
regarded as incompatible where the responsible party has made the necessary arrangements to ensure that 
the further processing is carried out solely for these specific purposes.

Art. 9(4). The processing of personal data shall not take place where this is precluded by an obligation of 
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confidentiality by virtue of office, profession or legal provision.

Requirements for Article 9:

For Article 9 Wbp please check the following schemes

para 5.3.4.1 Scheme 1: Wbp Overview

Annex E Scheme 4: Lawful processing

SysReq.9(1) 
Wbp.01

Purpose specification

Legal 
provision

Art. 9(1) Wbp:  Personal data shall not be further processed in a way incompatible with 
the purposes for which they have been obtained.

Requirement The system MUST contain a store for data_collection_purposes and 
data_processing_purposes.

SysReq.9(1) 
Wbp.02

Purpose specification

Legal 
provision

Art. 9(1) Wbp:  Personal data shall not be further processed in a way incompatible with 
the purposes for which they have been obtained.

Requirement The system MUST facilitate the binding of personal data to data_collection_purposes and 
data_collection_purposes

SysReq.9(1)
Wbp.03

Purpose binding

Legal 
provision

Art. 9(1) Wbp:  Personal data shall not be further processed in a way incompatible with 
the purposes for which they have been obtained.

Requirement It  MUST be  possible  to  check purpose_binding.  This  MUST be  done  by comparing 
data_collection  purposes  with  data_processing_purposes  (both  are  formulated  in  the 
editor by the dc), i.e. checking whether these two match sufficiently or not. If not, then 
the data processing, according to the stipulated data_processing_purposes, is excessive in 
comparison to the purposes for which the data were collected. 

R.9(1)Wbp.01 Purpose specification

Legal 
provision

Art. 9(1) Wbp:  Personal data shall not be further processed in a way incompatible with 
the purposes for which they have been obtained.

Requirement/ 
rule

IF intention(collect(dc←ds,"personal_data",t0)) THEN 
create(dc,"data_collection_purposes",t<0).
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R.9(1)Wbp.02 Purpose specification

Legal 
provision

Art. 9(1) Wbp:  Personal data shall not be further processed in a way incompatible with 
the purposes for which they have been obtained.

Requirement/ 
rule

IF intention(process(dc,"personal_data")) THEN 
create(dc,"data_processing_purposes",t0).

R.9(1)Wbp.03 Purpose binding

Legal 
provision

Art. 9(1) Wbp:  Personal data shall not be further processed in a way incompatible with 
the purposes for which they have been obtained.

Requirement/ 
rule

IF intention(process(dc,"personal_data",t0,>0)) AND check(dc,"purpose_binding",t<0) = 
true THEN permission(process(dc,"personal_data",t0,>0)).

Article 10 

Art. 10(1). Personal data shall not be kept in a form which allows the data subject to be identified for longer  
than is necessary for achieving the purposes for which they were collected or subsequently processed.

Art.  10(2).  Personal  data may be kept  for longer than provided under (1),  where this is  for historical, 
statistical or scientific purposes, and where the responsible party has made the necessary arrangements to 
ensure that the data concerned are used solely for these specific purposes.

Requirements for Article 10:

For Article 10 Wbp please check the following schemes

para 5.3.4.1 Scheme 1: Wbp Overview

Annex E Scheme 4: Lawful processing

SysReq.10(1)
Wbp.01

Purposes + anonymization

Legal 
provision

Art. 10(1) Wbp: Personal data shall not be kept in a form which allows the data subject to  
be identified for longer than is necessary for achieving the purposes for which they were 
collected or subsequently processed.

Requirement The system MUST facilitate anonymization of personal data. 

SysReq.10(1)
Wbp.02

Purposes + anonymization

Legal 
provision

Art. 10(1) Wbp: Personal data shall not be kept in a form which allows the data subject to  
be identified for longer than is necessary for achieving the purposes for which they were 
collected or subsequently processed.

Requirement The system MUST be able to check for which purpose data has been used,  and must  
recognize when this purpose has been achieved. If the purpose has been achieved,  this 
fact must be stored in the system. 
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R.10(1)Wbp Purposes + anonymization

Legal 
provision

Art. 10(1) Wbp: Personal data shall not be kept in a form which allows the data subject to 
be identified for longer than is necessary for achieving the purposes for which they were  
collected or subsequently processed.

Requirement/
rule

IF process(dc,"personal_data",p=any_purpose) THEN 
check(dc,"specified_purposes_achieved") = true AND anonymize(dc,"personal_data").

Article 11 

Art. 11(1). Personal data shall only be processed where, given the purposes for which they are collected or 
subsequently processed, they are adequate, relevant and not excessive. (Incorporated in rules under Art. 
9 and 11 Wbp)

Art. 11(2). The responsible party shall  take the necessary steps to ensure that personal data, given the 
purposes for which they are collected or subsequently processed, are correct and accurate.

Requirements for Article 11:

For Article 11 Wbp please check the following schemes

para 5.3.4.1 Scheme 1: Wbp Overview

Annex E Scheme 4: Lawful processing

R.11(2)Wbp.
01

Personal data accuracy

Legal 
provision

Art.  11(2)  Wbp:  The  responsible  party  shall  take  the  necessary  steps  to  ensure  that  
personal data, given the purposes for which they are collected or subsequently processed, 
are correct and accurate

Requirement/
rule

IF process(dc,"personal_data") THEN validate(dc,"personal_data",t1,t2,t3,etc.).

R.11(2)Wbp.
02

Personal data accuracy

Legal 
provision

Art.  11(2)  Wbp:  The  responsible  party  shall  take  the  necessary  steps  to  ensure  that  
personal data, given the purposes for which they are collected or subsequently processed, 
are correct and accurate

Requirement/
rule

IF validate(dc,"personal_data",t1,t2,t3,etc.) AND check(dc,"inaccurate_data") = true) 
THEN correct(dc,"inaccurate_data").
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R.11(2)Wbp.
03

Personal data accuracy

Legal 
provision

Art.  11(2)  Wbp:  The  responsible  party  shall  take  the  necessary  steps  to  ensure  that  
personal data, given the purposes for which they are collected or subsequently processed, 
are correct and accurate

Requirement/
rule

IF validate(dc,"personal_data",t1,t2,t3,etc.) AND check(dc,"irrelevant_data") = true) 
THEN delete(dc,"irrelevant_data").

Article 12 

Art. 12(1). Anyone acting under the authority of the responsible party or the processor, as well as the  
processor himself, where they have access to personal data, shall only process such data on the orders of the 
responsible party, except where otherwise required by law.

2. The persons referred to under (1), who are not subject to an obligation of confidentiality by virtue of  
office, profession or legal provision, are required to treat as confidential the personal data which comes to  
their knowledge, except where the communication of such data is required by a legal provision or the  
proper performance of their duties. Article 272(2) of the Penal Code is not applicable.

Requirements for Article 12:

For Article 12 Wbp please check the following schemes

para 5.3.4.3 Scheme 3: Data controller or data processor?

SysReq.12(1)
Wbp.01

Personal data - processing under authority 

Legal 
provision

Art.  12(1)  Wbp:  Anyone  acting  under  the  authority  of  the  responsible  party  or  the 
processor, as well as the processor himself, where they have access to personal data, shall  
only process such data on the orders of the responsible party,  except  where otherwise 
required by law.

Requirement The system MUST facilitate role-based access control  (and be able to identify who is  
processing or collecting personal data, e.g. dc, dp, agent

dc 
or agent

dp
).

SysReq.12(1)
Wbp.02

Personal data processing under authority 

Legal 
provision

Art.  12(1)  Wbp:  Anyone  acting  under  the  authority  of  the  responsible  party  or  the 
processor, as well as the processor himself, where they have access to personal data, shall  
only process such data on the orders of the responsible party,  except  where otherwise 
required by law.

Requirement The system MUST be able to compare processing operations of dp with orders of the dc  
and check whether  they  match.  If  these  processing  operations  do  not  match  with  the 
processing operations as ordered by the dc, then the processing of personal data by dp is  
prohibited. This is similar for people working under the authority of dc or dp.
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EdReq.12(1) 
Wbp

Personal data processing under authority 

Legal 
provision

Art.  12(1)  Wbp:  Anyone  acting  under  the  authority  of  the  responsible  party  or  the 
processor, as well as the processor himself, where they have access to personal data, shall  
only process such data on the orders of the responsible party,  except  where otherwise 
required by law.

Requirement Within the editor it MUST be indicated what the orders (permitted processing operations) 
of dc are. 

R.12(1)Wbp.
01

Personal data processing under authority 

Legal 
provision

Art.  12(1)  Wbp:  Anyone  acting  under  the  authority  of  the  responsible  party  or  the 
processor, as well as the processor himself, where they have access to personal data, shall  
only process such data on the orders of the responsible party,  except  where otherwise 
required by law.

Requirement/ 
rule

IF process(dp,"personal_data") AND check(dp,"orders_dc") = true THEN 
permission(process(dp,"personal_data_as_ordered")).

R.12(1)Wbp.
02

Personal data processing under authority 

Legal 
provision

Art.  12(1)  Wbp:  Anyone  acting  under  the  authority  of  the  responsible  party  or  the 
processor, as well as the processor himself, where they have access to personal data, shall  
only process such data on the orders of the responsible party,  except  where otherwise 
required by law.

Requirement/ 
rule

IF process(agentdp,"personal_data") AND check(agentdp,,"orders_dc_and_dp") = true 
THEN 

 
permission(process(dp,"personal_data_as_ordered")).

R.12(1)Wbp.
03

Personal data processing under authority 

Legal 
provision

Art.  12(1)  Wbp:  Anyone  acting  under  the  authority  of  the  responsible  party  or  the 
processor, as well as the processor himself, where they have access to personal data, shall  
only process such data on the orders of the responsible party,  except  where otherwise 
required by law.

Requirement/ 
rule

IF process(agentdc,"personal_data") AND check(agentdc,,"orders_dc") = true THEN 
permission(process(dp,"personal_data_as_ordered")).
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SysReq.12(2)
Wbp

Personal data confidentiality

Legal 
provision

Art. 12(2) Wbp: The persons referred to under (1), who are not subject to an obligation of  
confidentiality by virtue of office, profession or legal provision, are required to treat as  
confidential  the  personal  data  which  comes  to  their  knowledge,  except  where  the 
communication of such data is required by a legal provision or the proper performance of 
their duties. Article 272(2) of the Penal Code is not applicable.

Requirement The system MUST facilitate confidentiality of personal data, e.g. by encryption. 

Article 13 

The responsible party shall implement appropriate technical and organizational measures to secure personal 
data against loss or against any form of unlawful processing. These measures shall guarantee an appropriate 
level of security, taking into account the state of the art and the costs of implementation, and having regard  
to the risks associated with the processing and the nature of the data to be protected. These measures shall  
also aim at preventing unnecessary collection and further processing of personal data.

Requirement for Article 13:

SysReq.13
Wbp

Technical security

Legal 
provision

Art.  13  Wbp:  The  responsible  party  shall  implement  appropriate  technical  and 
organizational  measures  to  secure  personal  data  against  loss  or  against  any  form  of 
unlawful  processing.  These  measures  shall  guarantee  an  appropriate  level  of  security,  
taking into account the state of the art and the costs of implementation, and having regard  
to the risks associated with the processing and the nature of the data to be protected. These 
measures  shall  also aim at  preventing unnecessary collection and further  processing of  
personal data.

Requirement The system MUST meet the security requirements defined by ISO/IEC 27001:2005.

Article 14 

Art. 14(1). Where responsible parties have personal data processed for their purposes by a processor, these 
responsible  parties  shall  make  sure  that  the  processor  provides  adequate  guarantees  concerning  the 
technical and organizational security measures for the processing to be carried out. The responsible parties 
shall make sure that these measures are complied with.

Art. 14(2). The carrying out of processing by a processor shall be governed by an agreement or another 
legal act whereby an obligation is created between the processor and the responsible party.

Art. 14(3). The responsible party shall make sure that the processor:

a. processes the personal data in accordance with Article 12(l) and

b. complies with the obligations incumbent upon the responsible party under Article 13.

Art. 14(4)Where the processor is established in another country of the European Union, the responsible  
party shall make sure that the processor complies with the laws of that other country, notwithstanding the 
provisions of (3)(b).

Art. 14(5)With a view to the keeping of proof, the parts of the agreement or legal act relating to personal 
data protection and the security measures referred to in Article 13, shall be set down in writing or in another 
equivalent form.
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Requirements for Article 14:

For Article 14 Wbp please check the following schemes

para 5.3.4.3 Scheme 3: Data controller or data processor?

EdReq.14(1) 
Wbp

Personal data processing under authority 

Legal 
provision

Art. 14(1) Wbp: Where responsible parties have personal data processed for their purposes 
by  a  processor,  these  responsible  parties  shall  make  sure  that  the  processor  provides 
adequate guarantees concerning the technical and organizational security measures for the 
processing to be carried out. The responsible parties shall make sure that these measures 
are complied with.

Requirement In the editor the dc MUST stipulate the permitted processing operations (see EdReq.12(1) 
Wbp) and the system must then flag that the dc must instruct dp to meet the security 
requirements defined by ISO/IEC 27001:2005. 

EdReq.14(2-
5) Wbp

Personal data processing under authority 

Legal 
provision

Art. 14(2-5) Wbp: 

2. The carrying out of processing by a processor shall be governed by an agreement or 
another  legal  act  whereby  an  obligation  is  created  between  the  processor  and  the 
responsible party.

3. The responsible party shall make sure that the processor:

a. processes the personal data in accordance with Article 12(l) and

b. complies with the obligations incumbent upon the responsible party under Article 13.

4.  Where  the  processor  is  established  in  another  country  of  the  European  Union,  the 
responsible party shall make sure that the processor complies with the laws of that other  
country, notwithstanding the provisions of (3)(b).

5. With a view to the keeping of proof, the parts of the agreement or legal act relating to 
personal data protection and the security measures referred to in Article 13, shall be set  
down in writing or in another equivalent form.

Requirement The DC must be informed by the system that the processing activities of the dp must be 
governed by an agreement between dc and dp, which agreement must meet the 
requirements stipulated in Article 14(2-5) Wbp.

Article 15 

The responsible party shall make sure that the obligations referred to in Articles 6 to 12 and 14(2) and (5) 
of this Chapter are complied with. 
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Requirement for Article 15:

For Article 15 Wbp please check the following schemes

para 5.3.4.3 Scheme 3: Data controller or data processor?

Section 2. Processing of special personal data

Article 16 

It is prohibited to process personal data concerning a person's religion or philosophy of life, race, political  
persuasion, health and sexual life, or personal data concerning trade union membership, except as otherwise 
provided in  this  Section.  This prohibition also applies  to  personal  data  concerning a person's  criminal 
behaviour,  or  unlawful  or  objectionable  conduct  connected  with  a  ban  imposed  with  regard  to  such 
conduct.

Requirements for Article 16:

For Article 16 Wbp please check the following schemes

para 5.3.4.1 Scheme 1: Wbp Overview

SysReq.16W
bp.01

Sensitive data

Legal 
provision

Art.  16 Wbp: It  is prohibited to process personal data concerning a person's religion or 
philosophy  of  life,  race,  political  persuasion,  health  and  sexual  life,  or  personal  data 
concerning trade union membership,  except  as otherwise provided in this Section.  This  
prohibition  also  applies  to  personal  data  concerning  a  person's  criminal  behaviour,  or 
unlawful  or  objectionable  conduct  connected  with  a  ban  imposed  with  regard  to  such 
conduct.

Requirement System MUST mark and recognize some personal_data as sensitive_data.

SysReq.16 
Wbp.02

Sensitive data

Legal 
provision

Art.  16 Wbp: It  is prohibited to process personal data concerning a person's religion or  
philosophy  of  life,  race,  political  persuasion,  health  and  sexual  life,  or  personal  data 
concerning trade union membership,  except  as  otherwise  provided in  this Section.  This  
prohibition  also  applies  to  personal  data  concerning  a  person's  criminal  behaviour,  or 
unlawful  or  objectionable  conduct  connected  with  a  ban  imposed  with  regard  to  such 
conduct.

Requirement System  MUST  distinguish  rule  sets  for  personal_data  and  (different  categories  of)  
sensitive_data.
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R.16Wbp Sensitive data

Legal 
provision

Art.  16 Wbp: It  is prohibited to process personal data concerning a person's religion or  
philosophy  of  life,  race,  political  persuasion,  health  and  sexual  life,  or  personal  data 
concerning trade union membership,  except  as  otherwise  provided in  this Section.  This  
prohibition  also  applies  to  personal  data  concerning  a  person's  criminal  behaviour,  or 
unlawful  or  objectionable  conduct  connected  with  a  ban  imposed  with  regard  to  such 
conduct.

Requirement/
rule

IF process(dc,"personal_data") AND check(dc,"sensitive_data") = true THEN 
prohibition(process(dc,"sensitive_data")).

Out of scope:

Article 17

1.  The prohibition on processing personal  data concerning a person's religion or philosophy of life,  as  
referred to in Article 16, does not apply where the processing is carried out by:

a. church associations, independent sections thereof or other associations founded on spiritual principles, 
provided that the data concerns persons belonging thereto;

b. institutions founded on religious or philosophical principles, provided that this is necessary to the aims of  
the institutions and for the achievement of their principles, or

c. other institutions provided that this is necessary to the spiritual welfare of the data subjects, unless they 
have indicated their objection thereto in writing.

2. In the cases referred to under (1)(a), the prohibition also does not apply to personal data concerning the  
religion or philosophy of life of family members of the data subjects, provided that:

a. the association concerned maintains regular contacts with these family members in connection with its  
aims, and

b. the family members have not indicated any objection thereto in writing.

In the cases referred to under (1) and (2), no personal data may be supplied to third parties without the 
consent of the data subject.

Article 18

1. The prohibition on processing personal data concerning a person's race, as referred to in Article 16, does  
not apply where the processing is carried out:

a. with a view to identifying data subjects and only where this is essential for that purpose;

b. for the purpose of assigning a preferential status to persons from a particular ethnic or cultural minority  
group with a view to eradicating or reducing actual inequalities, provided that:

1o. this is necessary for that purpose;

2o. the data only relate to the country of birth of the data subjects, their parents or grandparents, or to other  
criteria laid down by law, allowing an objective determination whether a person belongs to a minority 
group as referred to under (b), and

3o. the data subjects have not indicated any objection thereto in writing.

Article 19

1. The prohibition on processing personal data concerning a person's political persuasion, as referred to in  
Article 16, does not apply where the processing is carried out:

a.  by institutions  founded on political  principles  with respect  to  their  members  or employees  or other  
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persons belonging to the institution, provided that this is necessary to the aims of the institutions and for the 
achievement of their principles, or

b. with a view to the requirements concerning political persuasion which can reasonably be applied in  
connection with the performance of duties in administrative and advisory bodies.

2. In the cases referred to under (1)(a), no personal data may be supplied to third parties without the consent  
of the data subject.

Article 20

1. The prohibition on processing personal data concerning a person's trade union membership, as referred to 
in Article 16, does not apply where the processing is carried out by the trade union concerned or the trade  
union federation to which this trade union belongs, provided that this is necessary to the aims of the trade 
union or trade union federation;

2. In the cases referred to under (1), no personal data may be supplied to third parties without the consent of  
the data subject.

Article 21

Art.  21(1).  The prohibition on processing personal  data concerning a person's  health,  as referred to in  
Article 16, does not apply where the processing is carried out by:

a.  medical  professionals,  healthcare  institutions  or  facilities  or  social  services,  provided  that  this  is  
necessary for the proper treatment and care of the data subject, or for the administration of the institution or  
professional practice concerned;

b. insurance companies as referred to in Article 1(1)(h) of the Financial Supervision Act (Wet financieel 
toezicht) provided that this is necessary for:

1º. assessing the risk to be insured by the insurance company and the data subject has not indicated 
any objection thereto, or

2º. the performance of the insurance agreement;

Out of scope:

c. schools, provided that this is necessary with a view to providing special support for pupils or making  
special arrangements in connection with their state of health;

d.  institutions  for  probation,  child  protection  or  guardianship,  provided  that  this  is  necessary  for  the 
performance of their legal duties;

e. Our Minister of Justice, provided that this is necessary in connection with the implementation of prison 
sentences  or  detention  measures,  or  f.  administrative  bodies,  pension  funds,  employers  or  institutions 
working for them, provided that this is necessary for:

1º. the proper implementation of the provisions of laws, pension regulations or collective agreements which 
create rights dependent on the state of health of the data subject, or

2º. the reintegration of or support for workers or persons entitled to benefit in connection with sickness or  
work incapacity.

Art. 21(2). In the cases referred to under (1), the data may only be processed by persons subject to an  
obligation of  confidentiality by virtue of  office,  profession or  legal  provision,  or  under  an agreement.  
Where  responsible  parties  personally  process  data  and  are  not  already  subject  to  an  obligation  of  
confidentiality by virtue of office,  profession or legal  provision,  they are required to treat  the data  as 
confidential, except where they are required by law or in connection with their duties to communicate such 
data to other parties who are authorised to process such data in accordance with (1).

Art. 21(3). The prohibition on processing other personal data, as referred to in Article 16, does not apply 
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where this is necessary to supplement the processing of personal  data concerning a person's  health,  as  
referred to under (1)(a), with a view to the proper treatment or care of the data subject.  (See rule under 
Article 21(1) Wbp).

Out of scope:

4. Personal data concerning inherited characteristics may only be processed, where this processing takes 
place with respect to the data subject from whom the data concerned have been obtained, unless:

a. a serious medical interest prevails, or

b. the processing is necessary for the purpose of scientific research or statistics. In the case referred to under 
(b), Article 23(l)(a) and (2) shall likewise be applicable.

5. More detailed rules may be issued by general administrative regulation concerning the application of (1)
(b) and (e).

Requirements for Article 21:

For Article 21 Wbp please check the following schemes

Annex E Scheme 4: Lawful processing

SysReq.21(1)
Wbp

Sensitive data – health data

Legal 
provision

Art. 21(1)(a)(b) Wbp: 

1. The prohibition on processing personal data concerning a person's health, as referred to  
in Article 16, does not apply where the processing is carried out by:

a. medical professionals,  healthcare institutions or facilities or social services, provided 
that  this  is  necessary for the  proper  treatment  and care of  the data  subject,  or  for  the 
administration of the institution or professional practice concerned;

b. insurance companies as referred to in Article 1(1)(h) of the Financial Supervision Act  
(Wet financieel toezicht) provided that this is necessary for:

1º. assessing the risk to be insured by the insurance company and the data subject has not 
indicated any objection thereto, or

2º. the performance of the insurance agreement;

Requirement The system MUST be able to mark and identify a data controller type, e.g. health-care 
professional, or insurer. 
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R.21(1)
(a)Wbp

Sensitive data – health data

Legal 
provision

Art. 21(1)(a) Wbp: 

1. The prohibition on processing personal data concerning a person's health, as referred to  
in Article 16, does not apply where the processing is carried out by:

a. medical professionals,  healthcare institutions or facilities or social services, provided 
that  this  is  necessary for the  proper  treatment  and care of  the data  subject,  or  for  the 
administration of the institution or professional practice concerned;

Requirement/ 
rule

IF intention(process(dc
healthcare_professional

,"health_data") AND

 (check(dc
healthcare_professional

,"processing_necessary_for_proper_treatment_and_care") = true 
OR check(dc

healthcare_professional
,"necessary_for_administration") = true) THEN 

permission(process(dc
healthcare_professional

,"health_data"))

R.21(1)
(a)Wbp

Sensitive data – health data

Legal 
provision

Art. 21(1)(a) Wbp: 

1. The prohibition on processing personal data concerning a person's health, as referred to  
in Article 16, does not apply where the processing is carried out by:

a. medical professionals,  healthcare institutions or facilities or social services, provided 
that  this  is  necessary for the  proper  treatment  and care of  the data  subject,  or  for  the 
administration of the institution or professional practice concerned;

Requirement/ 
rule

Whether the processing of health data is necessary for the proper treatment and care of ds, 
or for the administration, MUST be determined and indicated/stored via the editor. 

R.21(1)
(b)Wbp.01

Sensitive data – health data

Legal 
provision

Art. 21(1)(b) Wbp: 

1. The prohibition on processing personal data concerning a person's health, as referred to 
in Article 16, does not apply where the processing is carried out by:

b. insurance companies as referred to in Article 1(1)(h) of the Financial Supervision Act 
(Wet financieel toezicht) provided that this is necessary for:

1º. assessing the risk to be insured by the insurance company and the data subject has not 
indicated any objection thereto,

Requirement/ 
rule

IF intention(process(dc
healthcare_professional

,"health_data")) AND 
((check(dc

health_insurer
,"necessary_for_risk_assessment") = true AND 

check(dc
health_insurer

,"objection_risk_assessment") = false) THEN 
permission(process(dc

health_insurer
,"health_data",p=risk_assessment)).
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R.21(1)
(b)Wbp.02

Sensitive data – health data

Legal 
provision

Art. 21(1)(b) Wbp: 

1. The prohibition on processing personal data concerning a person's health, as referred to 
in Article 16, does not apply where the processing is carried out by:

b. insurance companies as referred to in Article 1(1)(h) of the Financial Supervision Act 
(Wet financieel toezicht) provided that this is necessary for:

(...)

2º. the performance of the insurance agreement;

Requirement/ 
rule

IF intention(process(dc
healthcare_professional

,"health_data")) AND 
(check(dc

health_insurer
,"insurance_contract_ds↔dc

health_insurer
") = true AND 

check(dc
health_insurer

,"necessary_for_performance_insurance_contract_ds↔dc
health_insurer

") = 
true) THEN 
permission(process(dc

health_insurer
,"health_data",p=performance_insurance_contract_ds↔dc

he

alth_insurer
").

EdReq.21(1)
(b)Wbp

Sensitive data – health data

Legal 
provision

Art. 21(1)(a)(b) Wbp: 

1. The prohibition on processing personal data concerning a person's health, as referred to 
in Article 16, does not apply where the processing is carried out by:

b. insurance companies as referred to in Article 1(1)(h) of the Financial Supervision Act 
(Wet financieel toezicht) provided that this is necessary for:

1º. assessing the risk to be insured by the insurance company and the data subject has not  
indicated any objection thereto, or

2º. the performance of the insurance agreement;

Requirement Whether the processing of health data is necessary for conducting a risk assessment or 
insurance contract, or whether ds has filed an objection against risk assessment by dc 
MUST be determined and indicated/stored via the editor. 
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SysReq.21(2) 
Wbp

Sensitive data – health data

Legal 
provision

Art. 21(2) Wbp:  In the cases referred to under (1), the data may only be processed by 
persons subject to an obligation of confidentiality by virtue of office, profession or legal  
provision, or under an agreement. Where responsible parties personally process data and 
are not already subject to an obligation of confidentiality by virtue of office, profession or 
legal provision, they are required to treat the data as confidential, except where they are  
required by law or in connection with their  duties to communicate such data to other  
parties who are authorised to process such data in accordance with (1).

Requirement/
rule

The system MUST facilitate confidentiality of health_data, e.g. by means of encryption. It 
MUST be possible to disable the technical confidentiality measures only in case the health 
data, or processing of health data, is required by law or in connection with their duties to 
communicate such data to other parties who are authorised to process such data in 
accordance with (1). 

Out of scope:

Article 22

1. The prohibition on processing personal data concerning a person's criminal behaviour, as referred to in  
Article 16, does not apply where the processing is carried out by bodies, charged by law with applying  
criminal  law and  by  responsible  parties  who  have  obtained  these  data  in  accordance  with  the  Police 
Registers Act (Wet politieregisters) or the Judicial Documentation Act (Wet justitiële documentatie).

2. The prohibition does not apply to responsible parties who process these data for their own purposes with 
a view to:

a. assessing an application by data subjects in order to take a decision about them or provide a service to  
them, or

b. protecting their interests, provided that this concerns criminal offences which have been or, as indicated 
by certain facts and circumstances, can be expected to be committed against them or against persons in 
their service.

3. The processing of these data concerning personnel in the service of the responsible party shall take place  
in accordance with the rules established in compliance with the procedure referred to in the Works Councils 
Act (Wet op de ondernemingsraden).

4. The prohibition does not apply where these data are processed for the account of third parties:

a. by responsible parties acting in accordance with a licence issued under the Private Security Organisations 
and Investigation Bureaus Act (Wet particuliere beveiligingsorganisaties en recherchebureaus);

b. where these third parties are legal persons forming part of the same group, as referred to in Article  
2:24(b) of the Civil Code, or

c. where appropriate and specific guarantees have been provided and the procedure referred to in Article 31 
has been followed.

5. The prohibition on processing other personal data, as referred to in Article 16, does not apply where this  
is necessary to supplement the processing of data on criminal behaviour, for the purposes for which these 
data are being processed.

6. The provisions of (2) to (5) are likewise applicable to personal data relating to a ban imposed by a court  
concerning unlawful or objectionable conduct.

7.  Rules  may  be  issued  by  general  administrative  regulation  concerning  the  appropriate  and  specific  
guarantees referred to under (4)(c).
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Article 23 

Art. 23(1). Without prejudice to Articles 17 to 22, the prohibition on processing personal data referred to in  
Article 16 does not apply where:

a. this is carried out with the express consent of the data subject;

b. the data have manifestly been made public by the data subject;

Out of scope:

c. this is necessary for the establishment, exercise or defence of a right in law;

d. this is necessary to comply with an obligation of international public law, or

e. this is necessary with a view to an important public interest, where appropriate guarantees have been put  
in  place  to  protect  individual  privacy  and  this  is  provided  for  by  law  or  else  the  Data  Protection  
Commission has granted an exemption. When granting an exemption, the Commission can impose rules 
and restrictions.

Art. 23(2). The prohibition on the processing of personal data referred to in Article 16 for the purpose of  
scientific research or statistics does not apply where:

a. the research serves a public interest,

b. the processing is necessary for the research or statistics concerned, c. it appears to be impossible or 
would involve a disproportionate effort to ask for express consent, and

d. sufficient guarantees are provided to ensure that the processing does not adversely affect the individual  
privacy of the data subject to a disproportionate extent.

Art.  23(3).  Processing  referred  to  under  (1)(e)  must  be  notified  to  the  European  Commission.  This  
notification shall be made by Our Minister concerned where the processing is provided for by law. The 
Data Protection Commission shall make the notification in the case that it has granted an exemption for the  
processing.

Requirements for Article 23:

For Article 23 Wbp please check the following schemes

para 5.3.4.1 Scheme 1: Wbp Overview

Annex E Scheme 4: Lawful processing

SysReq.23(1)
(a)Wbp

Sensitive data – consent 

Legal 
provision

Art. 23(1)(a) Wbp: 

1.  Without  prejudice to Articles 17 to  22,  the  prohibition on processing personal  data 
referred to in Article 16 does not apply where:

a. this is carried out with the express consent of the data subject;

Requirement The system MUST be able to distinguish between consent of the ds given for "normal" 
data processing, and consent given for processing of specific data types, e.g. the 
processing of sensitive data. 
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R.23(1)
(a)Wbp

Sensitive data – consent 

Legal 
provision

Art. 23(1)(a) Wbp: 

1.  Without  prejudice to  Articles  17 to  22,  the  prohibition on processing personal  data 
referred to in Article 16 does not apply where:

a. this is carried out with the express consent of the data subject;

Requirement/
rule

IF intention(process(dc,"sensitive_data")) AND 
check(dc←ds,"consent_to_processing_sensitive_data") = true THEN 
permission(process(dc,"sensitive_data").

EdReq.23(1)
(b)Wbp

Sensitive data – public data 

Legal 
provision

Art. 23(1)(b) Wbp: 

1.  Without  prejudice to  Articles  17 to  22,  the  prohibition on processing personal  data 
referred to in Article 16 does not apply where:

b. the data have manifestly been made public by the data subject;

Requirement It MUST be possible to indicate the source of data in the editor.

R.23(1)
(b)Wbp

Sensitive data – public data 

Legal 
provision

Art. 23(1)(b) Wbp: 

1.  Without  prejudice to Articles  17 to 22,  the prohibition on processing personal  data 
referred to in Article 16 does not apply where:

b. the data have manifestly been made public by the data subject;

Requirement/
rule

IF intention(process(dc,"personal_data") AND (check(dc,"sensitive_data") = true AND 
check(dc,"public_data") = true) THEN permission(dc,"personal_data")).

Article 24 

Art. 24(1). A number that is required by law for the purposes of identifying a person may only be used for  
the processing of personal data in execution of the said law or for purposes stipulated by the law. 

To be specified further in the domain specific rule sets!

Out of scope:

Art.  24(2).  Cases  other  than  those  referred  to  under  (1)  can  be  designated  by  general  administrative  
regulation in which a number to be indicated in this connection, as referred to under (1), can be used. More  
detailed rules may be laid down in this connection concerning the use of such a number.
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Out of scope:

Article 25

1. An organisation or organisations planning to draw up a code of conduct may request the Data Protection 
Commssion to declare that, given the particular features of the sector or sectors of society in which these  
organisations are operating, the rules contained in the said code properly implement this Act or other legal  
provisions on the processing of personal data. Where a code of conduct provides for the arrangement of 
disputes  about  its  observance,  the  Commission  may only issue  a  declaration,  if  guarantees  have been 
provided for its independent character.

2. The provisions of (1) are likewise applicable to amendments or extensions to existing codes of conduct.

3.  The Commission  shall  only consider  requests  where,  in  its  opinion,  the  requester  or  requesters  are 
sufficiently representative and the sector or sectors concerned are sufficiently precisely defined in the code.

4. A decision on a request referred to under (1) shall be deemed to be equivalent to a decision within the 
meaning of the General Administrative Regulations Act (Algemene wet bestuursrecht). This decision shall 
be arrived at in accordance with the procedure laid down by Section 3.4 of that Act. The decision must be  
taken within a reasonable period of time,  it  being understood that  this  period must  be no longer than  
thirteen weeks.

5. The declaration shall apply for the duration of the code of conduct, while not exceeding five years from 
the date on which the declaration is announced. Where a declaration is requested for an amendment to a  
code of conduct for which a declaration has already been issued previously, the declaration shall apply for  
the duration of the declaration issued previously.

6. The Commission is responsible for publishing the declaration, together with the associated code, in the  
Official Gazette (Staatscourant).

Article 26

1. More detailed rules may be issued by general administrative regulation with regard to a particular sector  
concerning the matters covered in Articles 6 to 11 and 13.

2. The Data Protection Commission shall indicate in its annual report the extent to which, in its opinion, the  
provisions of (1) should be applied.

CHAPTER 4. NOTIFICATION AND PRIOR INVESTIGATION

Section 1. Notification

Article 27 

Art. 27(1). The fully or partly automated processing of personal data intended to serve a single purpose or  
different related purposes, must be notified to the Data Protection Commission or the officer before the 
processing is started.

Out of scope:

Art. 27(2). The non-automated processing of personal data intended to serve a single purpose or different 
related purposes, must be notified where this is subject to a prior investigation.
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Requirements for Article 27:

For Article 27 Wbp please check the following scheme

Annex E Scheme 4: Lawful processing

EdReq.27 
Wbp

Notification DPA

Legal 
provision

Art. 27 Wbp: The fully or partly automated processing of personal data intended to serve a 
single  purpose  or  different  related  purposes,  must  be  notified  to  the  Data  Protection 
Commission or the officer before the processing is started.

Requirement It MUST be possible to fill in a notification form for the DPA and when such notification 
is sent, the editor must store that this has been done.

R.27Wbp Notification DPA

Legal 
provision

Art. 27 Wbp: The fully or partly automated processing of personal data intended to serve a 
single  purpose  or  different  related  purposes,  must  be  notified  to  the  Data  Protection 
Commission or the officer before the processing is started.

Requirement/
rule

IF intention(process(dc,"personal_data")) AND (check(dc→dpa_NL,"notification_sent") = 
true OR check(dc→privacy_officer,"notification_sent") = true) THEN 
permission(process(dc,"personal_data")).

Article 28 

Art. 28(1). The notification shall contain the following particulars:

a. the name and address of the responsible party;

b. the purpose or purposes of the processing;

c. a description of the categories of data subjects and of the data or categories of data relating thereto;

d. the recipients or categories of recipients to whom the data may be supplied;

e. the planned transfers of data to countries outside the European Union;

f. a general description allowing a preliminary assessment of the suitability of the planned measures to  
guarantee the security of the processing, in application of Articles 13 and 14.

Art. 28(2). The notification shall include the purpose or purposes for which the data or categories of data 
have been or are being collected.

Out of scope:

Art. 28(3). Changes in the name or address of the responsible party must be notified within one week.  
Changes to the notification which concern (1)(b) to (f) shall be notified in each case within one year of the  
previous notification, where they appear to be of more than incidental importance.

Organisational requirements have been declared out of scope.

Art.  28(4).  Any processing  which  departs  from that  which  has  been  notified  in  accordance  with  the  
provisions of (1)(b) to (f) shall be recorded and kept for at least three years.

This provision does not have to be implemented due to art. 27 enforcement by the engine. 

Art. 28(5). More detailed rules can be issued by or under general administrative regulation concerning the  
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procedure for submitting notifications.

Requirements for Article 28:

For Article 28 Wbp please check the following scheme

para 5.3.4.5 Scheme 5: Notification

EdReq.28 
Wbp

Notification DPA

Legal 
provision

Art. 28 Wbp: 1. The notification shall contain the following particulars:

a. the name and address of the responsible party;

b. the purpose or purposes of the processing;

c. a description of the categories of data subjects and of the data or categories of data  
relating thereto;

d. the recipients or categories of recipients to whom the data may be supplied;

e. the planned transfers of data to countries outside the European Union;

f. a general description allowing a preliminary assessment of the suitability of the planned 
measures to guarantee the security of the processing, in application of Articles 13 and 14.

2. The notification shall include the purpose or purposes for which the data or categories of  
data have been or are being collected.

Requirement Via the editor a notification form MUST be loaded, before data processing is intitiated, 
containing the fields as required by Art. 28 Wbp. It MUST also be possible to, at that 
moment (before actual processing and data collection), create data collection and 
processing purposes (which are also part of the notification requirements).

Out of scope:

Article 29

1. It may be laid down by general administrative regulation that certain categories of data processing which  
are unlikely to infringe the fundamental rights and freedoms of the data subject, are exempted from the 
notification requirement referred to in Article 27.

2. In this case, the following particulars shall be stated:

the purposes of the processing,

the processed data or categories of processed data,

the categories of data subjects,

the recipients or categories of recipients to whom the data is to be supplied, and

the period during which the data are to be stored.

3 . Where this is necessary in order to detect criminal offences in a particular case, it may be laid down by  
general administrative regulation that certain categories of processing by responsible parties who are vested 
with investigating powers by law shall be exempt from notification. Compensatory guarantees to protect  
personal data can be provided in this connection. The processed data may only be used for the purposes 
expressly stated in the said general administrative regulation.

4. The notification requirement does not apply to public registers set up by law or to data supplied to an  
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administrative body pursuant to a legal obligation.

 

Article 30

1. Both the Data Protection Commission and the officer shall maintain an up-to-date register of the data 
processing  notified  to  them.  The  register  shall  contain  as  a  minimum  the  information  provided  in  
accordance with Article 28(l)(a) to (e).

2. The register may be consulted by any person free of charge.

3.  The responsible party shall  provide any person who so requests with the information referred to in 
Article 28(l)(a) to (e) concerning data processing exempted from the notification requirement.

4. The provisions of (3) do not apply to:

a. data processing which is covered by an exemption under Article 29(3).

b. public registers set up by law.

Section 2. Prior investigation

Article 31

Art. 31(1). The Data Protection Commission shall initiate an investigation prior to any processing for which 
responsible parties:

a. plan to process a number identifying persons for a purpose other than the one for which the number is 
specifically intended with the aim of linking the data together with data processed by other responsible  
parties, unless the number is used for the cases defined in Article 24;

b. plan to record data on the basis of their own observations without informing the data subjects thereof, or

Out of scope:

c. plan to process data on criminal behaviour or on unlawful or objectionable conduct for third parties other 
than under the terms of a license issued under the Private Security Organisations and Investigation Bureaus  
Act.

Art. 31(2). The provisions of (1)(b) do not apply to public registers set up by law.

Art. 31(3). The provisions of (1) may be rendered applicable to other types of data processing by law or 
general administrative regulation where such processing carries a particular risk for the individual rights 
and freedoms of the data subject. The Data Protection Commission shall indicate in its annual report the 
extent to which, in its opinion, the said provisions should be rendered applicable to such data.

Art.  31(4).  The  Data  Protection  Commission  shall  notify  processing  referred  to  under  (1)(c)  to  the  
European Commission.

 

Requirements for Article 31:

Incorporated into rules under Article 32 Wbp

For Article 31 Wbp please check the following schemes

para 5.3.4.1 Scheme 1: Wbp Overview

para 5.3.4.5 Scheme 5: Notification
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Article 32

Art. 32(1). Data processing to which Article 31(1) is applicable shall be notified as such by the responsible 
party to the Data Protection Commission.

Art. 32(2. The notification of such data processing requires responsible parties to suspend the processing 
they are planning to carry out until  the Commission has completed its investigation or until  they have  
received notice that a more detailed investigation will not be conducted.

Out of scope:

Art.  32(3).  In  the case  of the  notification of  data  processing to which Article 31(1)  is  applicable,  the 
Commission shall communicate its decision in writing within four weeks of the notification as to whether  
or not it will conduct a more detailed investigation.

Art.  32(4).  In the event  that the Commission decides to conduct a more detailed investigation, it  shall 
indicate the period of time within which it plans to conduct this investigation. This period must not exceed 
thirteen weeks.

Art.  32(5).  The  more  detailed  investigation  referred  to  under  (4)  leads  to  a  statement  concerning  the  
lawfulness of the data processing.

Art. 32(6). The statement by the Commission is deemed to be equivalent to a decision within the meaning 
of the General Administrative Regulations Act. This statement shall be prepared in accordance with the  
procedure laid down by Section 3.4 of that Act.

Requirements for Article 32:

For Article 32 Wbp please check the following schemes

para 5.3.4.1 Scheme 1: Wbp Overview

para 5.3.4.5 Scheme 5: Notification

SysReq.32(1)
Wbp

Notification DPA

Legal 
provision

Art. 32(1) Wbp: Data processing to which Article 31(1) is applicable shall be notified as 
such by the responsible party to the Data Protection Commission.

Requirement System MUST recognize some personal_data as ID_number.

EdReq.32(1)
Wbp.01

Notification DPA

Legal 
provision

Art. 32(1) Wbp: Data processing to which Article 31(1) is applicable shall be notified as 
such by the responsible party to the Data Protection Commission.

Art. 31(1)(a) in conjunction with Art. 32(1)).

Requirement It MUST be possible for the dc to indicate in the ENDORSE system that he intends to 
process specific types of data, such as ID-numbers, or that he intends to record personal 
data of which he will not inform the ds's. 
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EdReq.32(1)
Wbp.02

Notification DPA

Legal 
provision

Art. 32(1) Wbp: Data processing to which Article 31(1) is applicable shall be notified as 
such by the responsible party to the Data Protection Commission.

Requirement It MUST be possible to indicate in the ENDORSE system (editor) the legal grounds on the 
basis of which ID numbers may be processed. The system MUST be able to check whether 
the intention of the dc to process ID numbers falls outside these legal grounds. 

EdReq.32(1)
Wbp.03

Notification DPA

Legal 
provision

Art. 32(1) Wbp: Data processing to which Article 31(1) is applicable shall be notified as 
such by the responsible party to the Data Protection Commission.

Requirement It MUST be possible for dc to indicate in the ENDORSE system (editor) that he intends to 
process personal data without informing the ds. 

EdReq.32(1)
Wbp.04

Notification DPA

Legal 
provision

Art. 32(1) Wbp: Data processing to which Article 31(1) is applicable shall be notified as 
such by the responsible party to the Data Protection Commission.

Requirement If it appears, by answering the relevant questions in the editor, that the dc's intention to 
process data falls under the processing types as specified in Article 31 Wbp, such as the 
processing of ID-numbers outside the legal grounds specified for processing that type of 
data, then the ENDORSE system (editor) must load a form via which dc can notify the 
local dpa of his intention to process in a manner as indicated in Article 31 Wbp. 

EdR.32(2)W
bp

Notification DPA

Legal 
provision

Art. 32(2) Wbp: The notification of such data processing requires responsible parties to 
suspend the processing they are planning to carry out until the Commission has completed 
its investigation or until they have received notice that a more detailed investigation will  
not be conducted.

Requirement It MUST be possible to indicate in the ENDORSE system (via the editor) that the local 
dpa has permitted the processing indicated in Article 31 Wbp. 

R.32(2)Wbp.
01

Notification DPA

Legal 
provision

Art. 32(2) Wbp: The notification of such data processing requires responsible parties to 
suspend the processing they are planning to carry out until the Commission has completed 
its investigation or until they have received notice that a more detailed investigation will  
not be conducted.

Requirement/
rule

IF intention(process(dc,"ID_number") AND check(dc←dpa,"approval_art31_processing") 
= true THEN permission(process(dc,"ID_number")).
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R.32(2)Wbp.
02

Notification DPA

Legal 
provision

Art. 32(2) Wbp: The notification of such data processing requires responsible parties to 
suspend the processing they are planning to carry out until the Commission has completed 
its investigation or until they have received notice that a more detailed investigation will  
not be conducted.

Requirement/
rule

IF (intention(process(dc,"personal_data")) AND 
check(dc→ds"communication_Art.33Wbp") = false AND 
check(dc,dpa,"approval_art31_processing") = true) THEN 
permission(process(dc,"personal_data")). 

CHAPTER 5. INFORMATION PROVIDED TO THE DATA SUBJECT

Article 33 

Art. 33(1). Where personal data are to be obtained from a data subject, the responsible party shall provide 
the data subject with the information referred to under (2) and (3) prior to obtaining the said personal data, 
unless the data subject is already acquainted with this information.

Art.  33(2).  The responsible party shall  inform the data  subject  of  its  identity and the purposes of the  
processing for which the data are intended.

Art. 33(3). The responsible party shall provide more detailed information, where given the type of data, the  
circumstances in which they are to be obtained or the use to be made thereof, this is necessary in order to  
guarantee with respect to the data subject that the processing is carried out in a proper and careful manner.

Requirements for Article 33:

For Article 33 Wbp please check the following scheme

para 5.2.4.6 Scheme 6: Provision of information

SysReq.33(1)
(2)Wbp.02

Inform ds

Legal 
provision

Art. 33(1),(2) Wbp: 

1. Where personal data are to be obtained from a data subject, the responsible party shall  
provide  the  data  subject  with  the  information  referred  to  under  (2)  and  (3)  prior  to 
obtaining the said personal data, unless the data subject is already acquainted with this 
information.

2. The responsible party shall inform the data subject of its identity and the purposes of the 
processing for which the data are intended.

Requirement There MUST be a store for what has been communicated from dc to ds. 
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R.33(1)
(2)Wbp.01

Inform ds

Legal 
provision

Art. 33(1),(2) Wbp: 

1. Where personal data are to be obtained from a data subject, the responsible party shall  
provide  the  data  subject  with  the  information  referred  to  under  (2)  and  (3)  prior  to 
obtaining the said personal data, unless the data subject is already acquainted with this 
information.

2. The responsible party shall inform the data subject of its identity and the purposes of the 
processing for which the data are intended.

Requirement/
rule

IF intention(collect(dc←ds,"personal_data"t<0) THEN 
((communicate(dc→ds,"identity_DC",t0) AND 
communicate(dc→ds,"data_collection_purposes",t0) AND 
store(dc,"communication_Art.33Wbp_completed")).

R.33(1)
(2)Wbp.02

Inform ds

Legal 
provision

Art. 33(1),(2) Wbp: 

1. Where personal data are to be obtained from a data subject, the responsible party shall  
provide  the  data  subject  with  the  information  referred  to  under  (2)  and  (3)  prior  to 
obtaining the said personal data, unless the data subject is already acquainted with this 
information.

2. The responsible party shall inform the data subject of its identity and the purposes of the 
processing for which the data are intended.

Requirement/
rule

IF intention(collect(dc←ds,"personal_data"t<0)) AND 
check(dc,"communication_Art.33Wbp",t0) = true THEN 
permission(collect(dc←ds,"personal_data",t>0)).

EdReq.33(3)
Wbp

Inform ds

Legal 
provision

Art. 33(3) Wbp: 

3. The responsible party shall provide more detailed information, where given the type of 
data, the circumstances in which they are to be obtained or the use to be made thereof, this 
is necessary in order to guarantee with respect to the data subject that the processing is  
carried out in a proper and careful manner.

Requirement It MUST be possible to determine in the editor whether the circumstances require a dc to 
provide more information to ds than the identity_DC and data_collection_purposes by 
means of providing the dc, via the editor, contextual legal information. 
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Article 34 

Art. 34(1). Where personal data are obtained in a manner other than that referred to in Article 33, the 
responsible party shall provide the data subject with the information referred to under (2) and (3), unless the 
data subject is already acquainted with this information:

a. at the time that the data relating to him is recorded; or

b. when it is intended to supply the data to a third party, at the latest on the first occasion that the said data  
are so supplied.

Art.  34(2).  The responsible  party shall  inform the data subject  of  its  identity and the purposes  of  the 
processing. (Incorporated in rules under Art. 34(1) Wbp.)

Art. 34(3). The responsible party shall provide more detailed information, where given the type of data, the  
circumstances in which they have been obtained or the use to be made thereof, this is necessary in order to 
guarantee with respect to the data subject that the processing is carried out in a proper and careful manner.

Art.  34(4).  The  provisions  of  (1)  do  not  apply  if  it  appears  to  be  impossible  or  would  involve  a  
disproportionate effort to provide the said information to the data subject. In that case, the responsible party 
shall record the origin of the data.

Art. 34(5). The provisions of (1) likewise do not apply if the recording or provision of the data is required  
by or under the law. In that case, the responsible party must inform the data subject, upon his request, about  
the  legal  provision  which  led  to  the  recording  or  supply  of  data  relating  to  the  data  subject.  (Also 
incorporated in rules under Art. 34(1-4)Wbp.)

Requirements for Article 34:

For Article 34 Wbp please check the following scheme

para 5.3.4.1 Scheme 1: Wbp Overview

para 5.2.4.6 Scheme 6: Provision of information

R.34(1)
(a)Wbp

Inform ds

Legal 
provision

Art. 34(1a) Wbp: 

1. Where personal data are obtained in a manner other than that referred to in Article 33, 
the responsible party shall provide the data subject with the information referred to under 
(2) and (3), unless the data subject is already acquainted with this information:

a. at the time that the data relating to him is recorded; or

Requirement/
rule

IF intention(collect(dc←not_ds,"personal_data",t<0,p≠legal_obligation)) AND 
check(dc→ds,"communication_Art.33Wbp") = false THEN 
(communicate(dc→ds,"identity_DC",t0) AND 
communicate(dc→ds,"data_collection_purposes",t0)) AND 
store(dc→ds,"communication_Art.34Wbp_completed").
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R.34(1)
(b)Wbp

Inform ds

Legal 
provision

Art. 34(1b) Wbp: 

1. Where personal data are obtained in a manner other than that referred to in Article 33,  
the responsible party shall provide the data subject with the information referred to under 
(2) and (3), unless the data subject is already acquainted with this information:

b. when it is intended to supply the data to a third party, at the latest on the first occasion 
that the said data are so supplied.

Requirement/
rule

IF (intention(collect(dc←not_ds,"personal_data",t<0,p≠legal_obligation)) AND 
intention(disseminate(dc→third_party,"personal_data",t<0,p≠legal_obligation)) AND 
check(dc→ds,"communication_Art.33Wbp") = false) THEN 
(communicate(dc→ds,"identity_DC",t=dissemination) AND 
communicate(dc→ds,"data_collection_purposes",t=dissemination)) AND 
store(dc→ds,"communication_Art.34Wbp").

EdReq.34(2)
Wbp

Inform data subject

Legal 
provision

Art. 34(2) Wbp: 

2. The responsible party shall inform the data subject of its identity and the purposes of the 
processing.

Requirement/r
ule

It MUST be possible to enter into the ENDORSE system (via the editor) what the identity 
of dc is and what the data collection purposes and processing purposes are so that this can 
be (automatically) communicated to the ds. 

EdReq.34(3)
Wbp

Inform ds

Legal 
provision

Art. 34(3) Wbp: 

3. The responsible party shall provide more detailed information, where given the type of 
data, the circumstances in which they have been obtained or the use to be made thereof,  
this is necessary in order to guarantee with respect to the data subject that the processing is 
carried out in a proper and careful manner.

Requirement It MUST be possible to determine in the editor whether the circumstances require a dc to 
provide more information to ds than the identity_DC and data_collection_purposes by 
means of providing the dc, via the editor, contextual legal information. 
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EdR.34(4)W
bp

Inform data subject - disproportionate effort

Legal 
provision

Art. 34(4) Wbp: 

4. The provisions of (1) do not apply if it appears to be impossible or would involve a 
disproportionate effort to provide the said information to the data subject. In that case, the 
responsible party shall record the origin of the data.

Requirement Whether or not there is a disproportionate effort to provide the Art.34Wbp information to 
the ds MUST be determined and stored in the editor. 

EdReq.34(5)
Wbp

Inform data subject - disproportionate effort

Legal 
provision

Art. 34(5) Wbp: 

5. The provisions of (1) likewise do not apply if the recording or provision of the data is 
required by or under the law. In that case,  the responsible party must  inform the data  
subject, upon his request, about the legal provision which led to the recording or supply of 
data relating to the data subject.

Requirement It MUST be possible for dc to indicate if there is a legal obligation to process personal 
data. 

R.34(5)Wbp Inform data subject - disproportionate effort

Legal 
provision

Art. 34(5) Wbp: 

5. The provisions of (1) likewise do not apply if the recording or provision of the data is 
required by or under the law. In that case,  the responsible party must  inform the data  
subject, upon his request, about the legal provision which led to the recording or supply of 
data relating to the data subject.

Requirement/ 
rule

IF (process(dc,"personal_data",p=legal_obligation) AND 
request(ds→dc,"legal_basis_processing_Art.34(5)Wbp")) THEN communicate(dc→ds," 
legal_basis_processing_Art.34(5)Wbp").

CHAPTER 6. RIGHTS OF THE DATA SUBJECT

Article 35 

Art. 35(1). A data subject has the right, freely and at reasonable intervals, to request the responsible party to  
inform him as to whether personal data relating to him are being processed. The responsible party shall  
inform the data subject in writing within four weeks as to whether personal data relating to him are being 
processed.

Art. 35(2). In the event that such data are being processed, the information provided shall contain a full and 
clear summary thereof, a definition of the purpose or purposes of the processing, the data categories to  
which  the  processing  relates  and  the  recipients  or  categories  of  recipients,  as  well  as  the  available 
information about the origin of the data.

Out of scope:

3. Prior to the providing of information referred to under (1) to which a third party may be expected to  
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object,  the responsible party shall  give the third party an opportunity to express its  views where such 
information contains data concerning that third party unless this appears to be impossible or would involve 
a disproportionate effort.

4. Upon request, the responsible party shall provide information concerning the underlying logic of the 
automated processing of data relating to the data subject.

Requirements for Article 35:

SysReq.35(1)
(2)Wbp.01

Access request ds

Legal 
provision

Art. 35(1),(2) Wbp: 

1. A data subject has the right, freely and at reasonable intervals, to request the responsible 
party to inform him as to whether personal data relating to him are being processed. The  
responsible party shall inform the data subject in writing within four weeks as to whether  
personal data relating to him are being processed.

2. In the event that such data are being processed, the information provided shall contain a  
full and clear summary thereof, a definition of the purpose or purposes of the processing,  
the  data  categories  to  which the processing relates  and the recipients  or  categories  of 
recipients, as well as the available information about the origin of the data.

Requirement The system MUST be able to receive access_requests from DS's.

SysReq.35(1)
(2)Wbp.02

Access request ds

Legal 
provision

Art. 35(1),(2) Wbp: 

1. A data subject has the right, freely and at reasonable intervals, to request the responsible 
party to inform him as to whether personal data relating to him are being processed. The  
responsible party shall inform the data subject in writing within four weeks as to whether  
personal data relating to him are being processed.

2. In the event that such data are being processed, the information provided shall contain a  
full and clear summary thereof, a definition of the purpose or purposes of the processing,  
the  data  categories  to  which the processing relates  and the recipients  or  categories  of 
recipients, as well as the available information about the origin of the data.

Requirement The system MUST contain a store for the information to which ds's certain data processing 
operations relate. 
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EdReq.35(1)
(2)Wbp

Access request ds

Legal 
provision

Art. 35(1),(2) Wbp: 

1. A data subject has the right, freely and at reasonable intervals, to request the responsible 
party to inform him as to whether personal data relating to him are being processed. The  
responsible party shall inform the data subject in writing within four weeks as to whether  
personal data relating to him are being processed.

2. In the event that such data are being processed, the information provided shall contain a  
full and clear summary thereof, a definition of the purpose or purposes of the processing,  
the  data  categories  to  which the processing relates  and the recipients  or  categories  of 
recipients, as well as the available information about the origin of the data.

Requirement It MUST be possible to indicate in the ENDORSE system (via the editor) which data 
processing relates to which ds. 

R.35(1)
(2)Wbp.01

Access request ds

Legal 
provision

Art. 35(1),(2) Wbp: 

1. A data subject has the right, freely and at reasonable intervals, to request the responsible 
party to inform him as to whether personal data relating to him are being processed. The  
responsible party shall inform the data subject in writing within four weeks as to whether  
personal data relating to him are being processed.

2. In the event that such data are being processed, the information provided shall contain a  
full and clear summary thereof, a definition of the purpose or purposes of the processing,  
the  data  categories  to  which the processing relates  and the recipients  or  categories  of 
recipients, as well as the available information about the origin of the data.

Requirement/
rule

IF (request(ds→dc,"access_request") AND check(dc,"data_processing") = true) THEN 
(communicate(dc→ds,"Art.35(2)_information",t<4weeks) AND 
store(dc,"Art.35(2)_information_provided")).

R.35(1)
(2)Wbp.02

Access_request ds

Legal 
provision

Art. 35(1),(2) Wbp: 

1. A data subject has the right, freely and at reasonable intervals, to request the responsible 
party to inform him as to whether personal data relating to him are being processed. The  
responsible party shall inform the data subject in writing within four weeks as to whether  
personal data relating to him are being processed.

2. In the event that such data are being processed, the information provided shall contain a 
full and clear summary thereof, a definition of the purpose or purposes of the processing,  
the  data  categories  to  which the processing relates  and the recipients  or  categories  of 
recipients, as well as the available information about the origin of the data.

Requirement/
rule

IF request(ds→dc,"access_request") AND check(dc,"data_processing") = false THEN 
communicate(dc→ds,"no_processing").
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Article 36

Art. 36(1). A person who has been informed about personal data relating to him in accordance with Article 
35 may request the responsible party to correct, supplement, delete or block the said data in the event that it  
is factually inaccurate, incomplete or irrelevant to the purpose or purposes of the processing, or is being  
processed in any other way which infringes a legal provision. The request shall contain the modifications to  
be made.

Art. 36(2). The responsible party shall inform the requester in writing within four weeks of receiving the 
request as to whether and, if so, to what extent, it is complying therewith. A refusal to do so must be  
accompanied by the reasons.

Art. 36(3). The responsible party must make sure that a decision to correct, supplement, delete or block 
data is implemented as quickly as possible. (Incorporated into rules under Article 36(2).)

Out of scope:

Art. 36(4). Where personal data have been recorded on a data carrier to which no modifications can be  
made, the responsible party must take the necessary steps to inform the data user that it is impossible to  
correct, supplement, delete or block the data, even where there are grounds under this article for modifying 
the data.

Art.  36(5).  The provisions of (1) to (4) do not  apply to public registers set up by law where this law  
provides for a special procedure for correcting, supplementing, deleting or blocking data.

Requirements for Article 36:

SysReq.36(1)
Wbp

Request update/delete dataDS

Legal 
provision

Art. 36(1) Wbp: A person who has been informed about personal data relating to him in 
accordance with Article 35 may request the responsible party to correct, supplement, delete  
or block the said data in the event that it is factually inaccurate, incomplete or irrelevant to  
the purpose or purposes of the processing, or is being processed in any other way which 
infringes a legal provision. The request shall contain the modifications to be made.

Requirement The system MUST be able to receive requests from ds's to update or delete data. 

EdReq.36(2)
Wbp

Verify if data are inaccurate

Legal 
provision

Art. 36(2) Wbp: The responsible party shall inform the requester in writing within four  
weeks of receiving the request as to whether and, if so, to what extent, it is complying 
therewith. A refusal to do so must be accompanied by the reasons.

Requirement Via the editor it MUST be possible to determine whether or not personal data are 
inaccurate or irrelevant according to the update_request/deletion_request as sent in by ds 
and then store whether this is the case as a fact in the system.
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R.36(2)Wbp.
01

Approval update request 

Legal 
provision

Art. 36(2) Wbp: The responsible party shall inform the requester in writing within four  
weeks of receiving the request as to whether and, if so, to what extent, it is complying 
therewith. A refusal to do so must be accompanied by the reasons.

Requirement/ 
rule

IF (request(ds→dc,"update_data") AND check(dc,"Art.35(2)_information_provided") = 
true AND check(dc,"inaccurate_data") = true) THEN 
(correct(dc,"inaccurate_data",t<4weeks)) AND 
communicate(dc→ds,"approval_update_request",t<4weeks)).

R.36(2)Wbp.
02

Approval deletion request 

Legal 
provision

Art. 36(2) Wbp: The responsible party shall inform the requester in writing within four  
weeks of receiving the request as to whether and, if so, to what extent, it is complying 
therewith. A refusal to do so must be accompanied by the reasons.

Requirement/ 
rule

IF (request(ds→dc,"delete_data") AND check(dc,"Art.35(2)_information_provided") = 
true AND check(dc,"irrelevant_data") = true) THEN 
(correct(dc,"irrelevant_data",t<4weeks) AND 
communicate(dc→ds,"approval_deletion_request",t<4weeks)).

R.36(2)Wbp.
03

Refusal update request

Legal 
provision

Art. 36(2) Wbp: The responsible party shall inform the requester in writing within four  
weeks of receiving the request as to whether and, if so, to what extent, it is complying 
therewith. A refusal to do so must be accompanied by the reasons.

Requirement/ 
rule

IF (request(ds→dc,"update_data") AND check(dc,"inaccurate_data") = false) THEN 
(communicate(dc→ds,"refusal_update_request",t<4weeks) AND 
communicate(dc→ds,"refusal_update_request_reasons",t<4weeks)).

R.36(2)Wbp.
04

Refusal deletion request

Legal 
provision

Art. 36(2) Wbp: The responsible party shall inform the requester in writing within four  
weeks of receiving the request as to whether and, if so, to what extent, it is complying 
therewith. A refusal to do so must be accompanied by the reasons.

Requirement/ 
rule

IF (request(ds→dc,"delete_data") AND check(dc,"irrelevant_data") = false) THEN 
(communicate(dc→ds,"refusal_deletion_request",t<4weeks) AND 
communicate(dc→ds,"refusal_deletion_request_reasons",t<4weeks)).
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Article 37

Out of scope:

Art. 37(1). Where an important interest of the requester so requires, the responsible party shall reply to the  
request referred to in Articles 35 and 36 in a form, other than in writing, which takes due account of this  
interest.

Art. 37(2). The responsible party shall make sure that the identity of the requester is properly established.

Art. 37(3). In the case of minors who have not yet reached the age of sixteen, and of persons placed under  
legal restraint, the requests referred to in Articles 35 and 36 shall be made by their legal representatives.  
The information concerned shall also be provided to the legal representatives.

Requirements for Article 37:

SysReq.37(2)
Wbp

Request - Identity ds

Legal 
provision

Art. 37(2) Wbp: The responsible party shall make sure that the identity of the requester is 
properly established.

Requirement System MUST be able to verify identity of the DS and DSlegal_representative.

R.37(2)Wbp Request - identity ds

Legal 
provision

Art. 37(2) Wbp: The responsible party shall make sure that the identity of the requester is  
properly established.

Requirement IF (request(ds→dc,"access_request)) OR request(ds→dc,"update_data") OR 
request(ds→dc,"delete_data")) THEN verify(dc,"identity_requester=identity_ds") = true.

SysReq.37(3)
Wbp

Request - ds minor/legal restraint - verify identity

Legal 
provision

Art. 37(3) Wbp: In the case of minors who have not yet reached the age of sixteen, and of 
persons placed under legal restraint, the requests referred to in Articles 35 and 36 shall be 
made by their legal representatives. The information concerned shall also be provided to 
the legal representatives.

Requirement The  system  MUST  be  able  to  verify  whether  an  access_request,  update_request  or  
deletion_request comes from a ds

minorAND<16
  OR ds

legal_restraint
.

R.37(3)Wbp.
01

Request ds minor - verify identity

Legal 
provision

Art. 37(3) Wbp: In the case of minors who have not yet reached the age of sixteen, and of 
persons placed under legal restraint, the requests referred to in Articles 35 and 36 shall be  
made by their legal representatives. The information concerned shall also be provided to 
the legal representatives.

Requirement/ 
rule

IF (request(ds
minorAND<16

→dc,"access_request") OR request(ds
minorAND<16

→dc,"update_data") 
OR request(ds

minorAND<16
  →dc,"delete_data")) THEN 

verify(dc,"identity_requester=identity_legal_representative_DS") = true.
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R.37(3)Wbp.
02

Request ds under legal restraint - verify identity

Legal 
provision

Art. 37(3) Wbp: In the case of minors who have not yet reached the age of sixteen, and of 
persons placed under legal restraint, the requests referred to in Articles 35 and 36 shall be  
made by their legal representatives. The information concerned shall also be provided to 
the legal representatives.

Requirement/ 
rule

IF request(ds
legal_restraint

→dc,"access_request")) OR request( ds
legal_restraint

→dc,"update_data")) 
OR request( ds

legal_restraint
→dc,"delete_data"))) THEN verify(dc,"identity_requester = 

identity_legal_representative_ds")) = true.

R.37(3)Wbp.
03

Request ds minor - communicate information Art. 35

Legal 
provision

Art. 37(3) Wbp: In the case of minors who have not yet reached the age of sixteen, and of 
persons placed under legal restraint, the requests referred to in Articles 35 and 36 shall be 
made by their legal representatives. The information concerned shall also be provided to 
the legal representatives.

Requirement/ 
rule

IF (request(ds
minorAND<16

→dc,"access_request") AND check(dc,"data_processing") = true) 
THEN communicate(dc→ds

legal_representative
,"Art.35(2)_information",t<4weeks).

R.37(3)Wbp.
04

Request ds under legal restraint - communicate information Art. 35

Legal 
provision

Art. 37(3) Wbp: In the case of minors who have not yet reached the age of sixteen, and of 
persons placed under legal restraint, the requests referred to in Articles 35 and 36 shall be 
made by their legal representatives. The information concerned shall also be provided to 
the legal representatives.

Requirement/ 
rule

IF (request(ds
legal_restraint

→dc,"access_request") AND check(dc,"data_processing") = true) 
THEN communicate(dc→ds

legal_representative
,"Art.35(2)_information",t<4weeks).

R.37(3)Wbp.
05

Request ds minor - communicate update request

Legal 
provision

Art. 37(3) Wbp: In the case of minors who have not yet reached the age of sixteen, and of 
persons placed under legal restraint, the requests referred to in Articles 35 and 36 shall be  
made by their legal representatives. The information concerned shall also be provided to 
the legal representatives.

Requirement/ 
rule

IF (request(ds
minorAND<16

→dc,"update_request") AND check(dc,"data_processing") = true) 
THEN communicate(dc→ds

legal_representative
,"update_request",t<4weeks).
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R.37(3)Wbp.
06

Request ds legal restraint  - communicate update request

Legal 
provision

Art. 37(3) Wbp: In the case of minors who have not yet reached the age of sixteen, and of  
persons placed under legal restraint, the requests referred to in Articles 35 and 36 shall be  
made by their legal representatives. The information concerned shall also be provided to 
the legal representatives.

Requirement/ 
rule

IF (request(ds
legal_restraint

→dc,"update_request") AND check(dc,"data_processing") = true) 
THEN communicate(dc→ds

legal_representative
,"update_request",t<4weeks).

R.37(3)Wbp.
07

Request ds minor - communicate deletion request

Legal 
provision

Art. 37(3) Wbp: In the case of minors who have not yet reached the age of sixteen, and of 
persons placed under legal restraint, the requests referred to in Articles 35 and 36 shall be  
made by their legal representatives. The information concerned shall also be provided to 
the legal representatives.

Requirement/ 
rule

IF (request(ds
minorAND<16

→dc,"deletion_request") AND check(dc,"data_processing") = true) 
THEN communicate(dc→ds

legal_representative
,"deletion_request",t<4weeks).

R.37(3)Wbp.
08

Request ds legal restraint - communicate deletion request

Legal 
provision

Art. 37(3) Wbp: In the case of minors who have not yet reached the age of sixteen, and of 
persons placed under legal restraint, the requests referred to in Articles 35 and 36 shall be 
made by their legal representatives. The information concerned shall also be provided to 
the legal representatives.

Requirement/ 
rule

IF (request(ds
legal_restraint

→dc,"deletion_request") AND check(dc,"data_processing") = true) 
THEN communicate(dc→ds

legal_representative
,"deletion_request",t<4weeks).

Article 38 

Art. 38(1). The responsible party who has corrected, supplemented, deleted or blocked personal data in  
response to a request under Article 36, has an obligation as soon as possible to inform third parties to whom 
the  data  has  previously been  supplied about  the  correction,  addition,  deletion or  blocking,  unless  this  
appears to be impossible or would involve a disproportionate effort.

Art. 38(2). Upon request, the responsible party shall notify the requester referred to in Article 36 of those 
parties to whom it has provided such information.

Requirements for Article 38:

For Article 38 Wbp please check the following scheme

Annex E Scheme 4: Lawful processing
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R.38(1)Wbp.
01

Update data ds - inform third parties

Legal 
provision

Art.  38(1)  Wbp:  The  responsible  party  who  has  corrected,  supplemented,  deleted  or 
blocked personal data in response to a request under Article 36, has an obligation as soon 
as possible to inform third parties to whom the data has previously been supplied about the 
correction, addition, deletion or blocking, unless this appears to be impossible or would 
involve a disproportionate effort.

Requirement/ 
rule

IF correct(dc,"inaccurate_data") AND (check(dc,"informing_third_party_impossible") = 
false AND check(dc,"informing_third_party_disproportionate_effort") = false) THEN 
communicate(dc→third_partyto_whom_DC_supply_inaccurate_data"correct_inaccurate_data").

R.38(1)Wbp.
02

Delete data ds - inform third parties

Legal 
provision

Art.  38(1)  Wbp:  The  responsible  party  who  has  corrected,  supplemented,  deleted  or 
blocked personal data in response to a request under Article 36, has an obligation as soon 
as possible to inform third parties to whom the data has previously been supplied about the 
correction, addition, deletion or blocking, unless this appears to be impossible or would 
involve a disproportionate effort.

Requirement/ 
rule

IF delete(dc,"irrelevant_data") and (check(dc,dc,"informing_third_party_impossible") = 
false AND check(dc,dc,"informing_third_party_disproportionate_effort") = false) THEN 
communicate(dc→third_partyto_whom_DC_supply_irrlevant_data"delete_irrelevant_data").

EdReq.38(1)
Wbp

Update/delete data ds - inform third parties

Legal 
provision

Art.  38(1)  Wbp:  The  responsible  party  who  has  corrected,  supplemented,  deleted  or 
blocked personal data in response to a request under Article 36, has an obligation as soon 
as possible to inform third parties to whom the data has previously been supplied about the 
correction, addition, deletion or blocking, unless this appears to be impossible or would 
involve a disproportionate effort.

Requirement DC MUST determine informing_third_party_impossible OR 
informing_third_party_disproportionate_effort in the editor.

R.38(2)Wbp.
01

Update dataDS - request third parties

Legal 
provision

Art. 38(2) Wbp: Upon request, the responsible party shall notify the requester referred to 
in Article 36 of those parties to whom it has provided such information.

Requirement/ 
rule

IF ((communicate(dc→third_party,"update_data") OR 
communicate(dc→third_party,"delete_data")) AND 
request(ds→dc,"third_parties_correction")) THEN 
communicate(dc→ds,"third_parties_correction").
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Out of scope:

Article 39

1. The responsible party may require a payment for expenses incurred in providing the information referred 
to in Article 35, the amount of which shall be laid down by or under general administrative regulation and 
may not exceed ten Dutch guilder.

2. The payment shall be refunded in the event that the responsible party corrects, supplements, deletes or 
blocks data at the request of the data subject, on the recommendation of the Data Protection Commission or 
by order of a court.

3. The amount referred to under (1) may be modified in special cases by general administrative regulation.

Article 40

Art. 40(1). Where data are undergoing the processing referred to in Article 8(e) and  (f), the data subject 
may at any time register an objection with the responsible party in connection with his particular personal 
circumstances.

Art. 40(2). The responsible party shall take a decision within four weeks of receiving a notice of objection  
as to whether the objection is justified. In the event that the objection is justified, the responsible party shall 
stop the processing with immediate effect.

Out of scope:

Art. 40(3). The responsible party may require a payment for expenses incurred in dealing with an objection, 
which payment may not exceed an amount to be laid down by or under a general administrative regulation. 
The payment shall be refunded in the event that the objection is found to be justified.

Art. 40(4). This article does not apply to public registers set up by law.

Requirements for Article 40:

For Article 40 Wbp please check the following scheme

Annex E Scheme 4: Lawful processing

SysReq.40(1)
Wbp

Objection ds

Legal 
provision

Art. 40 (1) Wbp: Where data are undergoing the processing referred to in Article 8(e) and 
(f), the data subject may at any time register an objection with the responsible party in 
connection with his particular personal circumstances.

Requirement System must be able to receive an objection to processing from DS.
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R.40(2)Wbp.
01

Objection ds - stop processing by DC if DC honours request.

Legal 
provision

Art.  40(2)  Wbp:   The  responsible  party  shall  take  a  decision  within  four  weeks  of 
receiving a notice of objection as to whether the objection is justified. In the event that the 
objection  is  justified,  the  responsible  party  shall  stop  the  processing  with  immediate 
effect.

Requirement/
rule

IF (object(ds→dc,"data_processing") AND check(dc,"processing_ground=Art. 8(e)Wbp) 
= true) THEN (end(dc,"data_processing_with_processing_ground_Art.8(e)Wbp") AND 
communicate(dc→ds"data_processing_with_processing_ground_Art.8(e)Wbp_ends",t<4
weeks)).

R.40(2)Wbp.
02

Objection ds - stop processing by DC if DC honours request.

Legal 
provision

Art.  40(2)  Wbp:   The  responsible  party  shall  take  a  decision  within  four  weeks  of  
receiving a notice of objection as to whether the objection is justified. In the event that the  
objection  is  justified,  the  responsible  party shall  stop  the  processing  with  immediate 
effect.

Requirement/ 
rule

IF (object(ds→dc,"data_processing") AND check(dc,"processing_ground=Art. 8(f)Wbp) 
= true) THEN (end(dc,"data_processing_with_processing_ground_Art.8(f)Wbp") AND 
communicate(dc→ds"data_processing_with_processing_ground_Art.8(f)Wbp_ends",t<4
weeks)).

Article 41

Art. 41(1). Where data are being processed in connection with the creation or maintenance of a direct 
relationship between the responsible party or a third party and the data subject with a view to recruitment  
for commercial or charitable purposes, the data subject may register an objection to such processing with 
the responsible party at any time and at no cost to himself. 

Art. 41(2). In the case of an objection, the responsible party shall take the steps required to stop this form of 
processing with immediate effect.

Art. 41(3).  Responsible parties, who are planning to provide personal data to third parties or to use such 
data at their account for the purposes referred to under (1), shall take appropriate steps to notify the data  
subjects  of  the  possibility  of  registering  objections.  This  notification  shall  be  made  via  one  or  more 
newspapers or free-sheets, or in some other suitable way. In the case of regular provision to or use at the 
account of third parties, the notification shall take place at least once a year.

Art. 41(4). Responsible parties processing personal data for the purposes referred to under (1), shall make 
sure that data subjects are notified of the possibility of registering objections, whenever a direct message is  
sent to them for the said purposes.

Requirements for Article 41:

For Article 41 Wbp please check the following scheme

para 5.3.4.1 Scheme 1: Wbp Overview
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SysReq.41(1)
Wbp

Objection ds - processing for commercial/charitable purposes

Legal 
provision

Art.  41(1)  Wbp:   Where  data  are  being processed  in  connection  with the  creation  or 
maintenance of a direct relationship between the responsible party or a third party and the 
data subject with a view to recruitment for commercial or charitable purposes, the data  
subject may register an objection to such processing with the responsible party at any time 
and at no cost to himself.

Requirement The system MUST be able to receive objections from ds with regard to the processing of 
personal data for recruitment for commercial or charitable purposes. 

R.41(2)Wbp Objection ds - processing for commercial/charitable purposes

Legal 
provision

Art.  41(2) Wbp:  In the case of an objection, the responsible party shall take the steps 
required to stop this form of processing with immediate effect.

Requirement/ 
rule

IF object(ds→dc,"data_processing_by_DC_or_third_party_for 
purpose=commercial_or_charitable") AND 
check(dc,"data_processing_by_DC_or_third_party_for 
purpose=commercial_or_charitable") = true THEN 
end(dc,"data_processing_by_DC_or_third_party",p=commercial_or_charitable)).

R.41(3)Wbp Objection ds - processing for commercial/charitable purposes

Legal 
provision

Art. 41(3) Wbp:  Responsible parties, who are planning to provide personal data to third 
parties or to use such data at their account for the purposes referred to under (1), shall take  
appropriate steps to notify the data subjects of the possibility of registering objections. This  
notification shall be made via one or more newspapers or free-sheets, or in some other  
suitable way. In the case of regular provision to or use at the account of third parties, the 
notification shall take place at least once a year.

Requirement/ 
rule

IF (process(dc←ds,"personal_data",p=commercial_or_charitable) OR 
disseminate(dc→third_party,"personal_data",p=commercial_or_charitable)) THEN 
communicate(dc→ds,"possibility_of_objection_against_data_processing_for_p=commerci
al_or_charitable"). 

R.41(4)Wbp Objection ds - processing for commercial/charitable purposes

Legal 
provision

Art. 41(4) Wbp: Responsible parties processing personal data for the purposes referred to 
under (1), shall make sure that data subjects are notified of the possibility of registering  
objections, whenever a direct message is sent to them for the said purposes.

Requirement IF (process(dc,"personal_data",p=commercial_or_charitable) AND 
communicate(dc→ds,"message",p=commercial_or_charitable)) THEN 
communicate(dc→ds,"possibility_of_objection_against_data_processing_for_p=commerci
al_or_charitable",t=communicate).
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R.41(4)Wbp Objection ds - processing for commercial/charitable purposes

Legal 
provision

Art. 41(4) Wbp: Responsible parties processing personal data for the purposes referred to  
under (1), shall make sure that data subjects are notified of the possibility of registering 
objections, whenever a direct message is sent to them for the said purposes.

Requirement IF process(third_party,ds,"personal_data",p=commercial_or_charitable) AND 
communicate(third_party→ds,"message",p=commercial_or_charitable) THEN 
communicate(third_party→ds,"possibility_of_objection_against_data_processing_for_p=c
ommercial_or_charitable",t=communicate).

SysReqWbp Communication

Legal 
provision

Art. 14(3)(4), 27-28, 32-41 Wbp. 

Requirement The system MUST facilitate  communication between DC and DS,  DS legal_representative, DP, 
DPA and third_parties. 

Article 42

Art. 42(1). No one may be subject to a decision to which are attached legal consequences for them, or 
which affects them to a substantial degree, where this decision has been taken solely on the basis of the  
automated processing of personal data intended to provide a picture of certain aspects of their personality.

Art. 42(2). The provisions of (1) do not apply where the decision referred to therein:

a. has been taken in connection with the conclusion or execution of a contract, and

1º. the request of the data subjects has been met, or

2º. appropriate measures have been taken to protect their legitimate interests; or

b. is based on a law in which measures are laid down for protecting the legitimate interests of data subjects.

Art. 42(3). Appropriate measures, as referred to under (2)(a), shall be considered as taken where the data  
subjects have been given the opportunity to put forward their views on the decisions as referred to under 
(1).

Art. 42(4). In the case referred to under (2), the responsible party shall inform the data subjects about the 
underlying logic of the automated processing of the data relating to them.

Requirements for Article 42:

For Article 42 Wbp please check the following scheme

para 5.3.4.1 Scheme 1: Wbp Overview
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EdReq.42 
Wbp

Communication

Legal 
provision

Article 42 Wbp: 

1. No one may be subject to a decision to which are attached legal consequences for them, 
or which affects them to a substantial degree, where this decision has been taken solely on 
the basis of the automated processing of personal data intended to provide a picture of 
certain aspects of their personality.

2. The provisions of (1) do not apply where the decision referred to therein:

a. has been taken in connection with the conclusion or execution of a contract, and

1º. the request of the data subjects has been met, or

2º. appropriate measures have been taken to protect their legitimate interests; or

b. is based on a law in which measures are laid down for protecting the legitimate interests 
of data subjects.

3. Appropriate measures, as referred to under (2)(a), shall be considered as taken where the 
data subjects have been given the opportunity to put forward their views on the decisions 
as referred to under (1).

4. In the case referred to under (2), the responsible party shall inform the data subjects  
about the underlying logic of the automated processing of the data relating to them.

Requirement It MUST be possible to determine in the editor whether or not automated decisions will be 
taken, and whether or not  one of the  exceptions to  the prohibition of  such automated  
decisions as stipulated in Art. 42(2) Wbp apply.

Out of scope:

Article 43

Responsible parties are not required to apply Articles 9(1), 30(3), 33, 34 and 35, wherethis is necessary in 
the interests of:

a. State security;

b. the prevention, detection and prosecution of criminal offences;

c. important economic and financial interests of the State and other public bodies;

d. supervising compliance with legal provisions established in the interests referred to under (b) and (c), or

e. protecting the data subject or the rights and freedoms of other persons.

Article 44 

Art. 44(1). Where processing is carried out by institutions or services for the purposes of scientific research 
or statistics, and the necessary arrangements have been made to ensure that the personal data can only be  
used  for  statistical  or  scientific  purposes,  the  responsible  party  shall  not  be  required  to  provide  the  
information referred to in Article 34 and may refuse to comply with the requests referred to in Article 35.

Art. 44(2). Where personal data are being processed which form part of archive records transferred to an 
archive storage place under Articles 12 or 13 of the Archives Act 1995 (Archiefwet 1995), the responsible  
party shall not be required to provide the information referred to in Article 34.
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Requirements for Article 44:

For Article 44 Wbp please check the following scheme

para 5.2.4.6 Scheme 6: Provision of information

Out of scope: 

Articles 45-75 except 51 and 62.

Article 51

1.  An  Office  of  the  Data  Protection  Commission  has  been  established  with  the  task  to  oversee  the  
processing  of  personal  data  in  accordance  with  the  provisions  laid  down by and  under  the  Act.  The 
Commission shall also oversee the processing of personal data in the Netherlands, where the processing  
takes place in accordance with the laws of another country of the European Union.

See definitions, not a requirement!

Article 62 

A responsible party or an organisation to which responsible parties are affiliated may appoint its own data  
protection officer, without prejudice to the responsibilities of the Commission under Chapters 9 and 10 of 
this Act.

See definitions, not a requirement!
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CHAPTER 11. TRANSFER OF DATA TO COUNTRIES OUTSIDE THE EUROPEAN UNION

Article 76

Art. 76(1). Personal data which are subject to processing or intended for processing after they have been  
transferred, shall only be transferred to a country outside the European Union in the case that, without  
prejudice to  compliance with the  provisions  of  this  Act,  that  country guarantees  an adequate  level  of  
protection.

Out of scope: 

Only countries of which the European Commission has determined that  an adequate level of protection  
is ensured, see rule under Article 76(1).

Art. 76(2). An assessment of the adequacy of the level of protection shall take account of the circumstances  
affecting a data transfer operation or a category of data transfer operations. Account shall  be taken in  
particular  of  the  type  of  data,  the  purpose or  purposes  and the duration of  the  planned processing or  
processing operations, the country of origin and country of final destination, the general and sectoral legal 
provisions applying in the non-member country concerned, as well as the rules governing the business 
sector and security rules applying in these countries.

Requirements for Article 76:

For Article 76 Wbp please check the following schemes

para 5.3.4.1 Scheme 1: Wbp Overview

para 5.3.4.4 Scheme 4: Lawful processing

SysReq.76(1)
Wbp.01

Transfer data to third countries

Legal 
provision

Art. 76(1) Wbp: Personal data which are subject to processing or intended for processing 
after  they  have  been  transferred,  shall  only  be  transferred  to  a  country  outside  the 
European Union in the case that, without prejudice to compliance with the provisions of 
this Act, that country guarantees an adequate level of protection.

Requirement There must be a store for the location or destination of data. 

SysReq.76(1)
Wbp.02

Transfer data to third countries

Legal 
provision

Art. 76(1) Wbp: Personal data which are subject to processing or intended for processing 
after  they  have  been  transferred,  shall  only  be  transferred  to  a  country  outside  the 
European Union in the case that, without prejudice to compliance with the provisions of 
this Act, that country guarantees an adequate level of protection.

Requirement The system MUST be able to recognize to which country data is transferred. 
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EdReq.76(1)
Wbp

Transfer data to third countries

Legal 
provision

Art. 76(1) Wbp: Personal data which are subject to processing or intended for processing 
after  they  have  been  transferred,  shall  only  be  transferred  to  a  country  outside  the 
European Union in the case that, without prejudice to compliance with the provisions of 
this Act, that country guarantees an adequate level of protection.

Requirement In the system, it MUST be possible to indicate in which country data will be stored or sent 
to. 

R.76(1)Wbp Transfer data to third countries

Legal 
provision

Art. 76(1) Wbp: Personal data which are subject to processing or intended for processing 
after  they  have  been  transferred,  shall  only  be  transferred  to  a  country  outside  the 
European Union in the case that, without prejudice to compliance with the provisions of 
this Act, that country guarantees an adequate level of protection.

Requirement/
rule

IF intention(disseminate(dc→third_party,"personal_data",l=non_EU_country)) AND 
check(dc,"EU_list_adequate_protection") = true) THEN 
permission(disseminate(dc→third_party,"personal_data")).

Article 77

Art. 77(1) . Notwithstanding Article 76, an operation or category of operations to transfer personal data to a 
non-member country which does not provide guarantees for an adequate level of protection may take place,  
provided that:

a. the data subjects have unambiguously given their consent thereto,

b. the transfer is necessary for the performance of a contract between the data subjects and the responsible 
parties, or for actions to be carried out at the request of the data subjects and which are necessary for the 
conclusion of a contract;

c. the transfer is necessary for the conclusion or performance of a contract concluded or to be concluded 
between responsible parties and third parties in the interests of data subjects;

d. the transfer is necessary on account of an important public interest, or for the establishment, exercise or 
defence in law of any right;

e. the transfer is necessary to protect a vital interest of data subjects, or

Out of scope:

f. the transfer is carried out from a public register set up by law or from a register which can be consulted  
by anyone or by any persons who can invoke a legitimate interest, provided that in the case concerned the  
legal requirements for consultation are met.

Art. 77(2). Notwithstanding the provisions under (1), Our Minister, after consulting the Data Protection 
Commission,  may issue a permit  for a personal  data transfer or  category of transfers to a nonmember  
country that does not provide guarantees for an adequate level of protection. Attaching to this permit are the 
more detailed rules  required to  protect  the  individual  privacy and fundamental  rights  and freedoms of 
persons and to guarantee implementation of the associated rights.
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Requirements for Article 77:

For Article 77 Wbp please check the following scheme

para 5.3.4.4 Scheme 4: Lawful processing

R.77(1)(a) 
Wbp.01

Transfer data to third countries - consent 

Legal 
provision

Art. 77(1)(a) Wbp: Notwithstanding Article 76, an operation or category of operations to 
transfer personal data to a non-member country which does not provide guarantees for an 
adequate level of protection may take place, provided that:

a. the data subjects have unambiguously given their consent thereto,

Requirement/
rule

IF intention(disseminate(dc→third_party,"personal_data",l=non_EU_country)) AND 
check(dc,"on_EU_list_adequate_protection") = false AND 
check(dc,"consent_on_dissemination_data_to_country_not_on_EU_list_adequate_protecti
on ") = true) THEN 
permission(disseminate(dc→third_party,"personal_data",l=non_EU_country)).

R.77(1)(a) 
Wbp.02

Transfer data to third countries - consent 

Legal 
provision

Art. 77(1)(a) Wbp: Notwithstanding Article 76, an operation or category of operations to 
transfer personal data to a non-member country which does not provide guarantees for an 
adequate level of protection may take place, provided that:

a. the data subjects have unambiguously given their consent thereto,

Requirement/
rule

IF intention(disseminate(dc→third_party,"personal_data",l=non_EU_country) AND 
check(dc,"on_EU_list_adequate_protection") = false THEN 
obtain(dc←ds,"consent_on_dissemination_data_to_country_not_on_EU_list_adequate_pr
otection",t<dissemination).

SysReq.77(1)
(b)Wbp

Transfer data to third countries - contract

Legal 
provision

Art. 77(1)(b) Wbp: Notwithstanding Article 76, an operation or category of operations to 
transfer personal data to a non-member country which does not provide guarantees for an 
adequate level of protection may take place, provided that:

b. the transfer is necessary for the performance of a contract between the data subjects and 
the responsible parties, or for actions to be carried out at the request of the data subjects  
and which are necessary for the conclusion of a contract;

Requirement The system MUST be able to check whether a contract is established between DS and DC 
or DS and third_party. 
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R.77(1)(b) 
Wbp.01

Transfer data to third countries - performance contract dc↔ds

Legal 
provision

Art. 77(1)(b) Wbp: Notwithstanding Article 76, an operation or category of operations to 
transfer personal data to a non-member country which does not provide guarantees for an 
adequate level of protection may take place, provided that:

b. the transfer is necessary for the performance of a contract between the data subjects and 
the responsible parties, or for actions to be carried out at the request of the data subjects  
and which are necessary for the conclusion of a contract;

Requirement/
rule

IF intention(disseminate(dc→third_party,"personal_data_ds",l=non_EU_country)) AND 
(check(dc,dc↔ds,"stored_contract") = true AND 
check(dc,dc↔ds,"transfer=necessary_for_contract_dc↔ds") = true) THEN 
permission(disseminate(dc→third_party,"personal_data_ds",p=performance_of_contract_
dc↔ds",l=non_EU_country)).

R.77(1)(b) 
Wbp.02

Transfer data to third countries - entering into contract dc↔ds

Legal 
provision

Art. 77(1)(b) Wbp: Notwithstanding Article 76, an operation or category of operations to 
transfer personal data to a non-member country which does not provide guarantees for an 
adequate level of protection may take place, provided that:

b. the transfer is necessary for the performance of a contract between the data subjects and 
the responsible parties, or for actions to be carried out at the request of the data subjects  
and which are necessary for the conclusion of a contract;

Requirement/
rule

IF intention(disseminate(dc→third_party,"personal_data_ds",l=non_EU_country)) AND 
(check(dc,dc↔ds,"progress_conclude_contract") = true AND 
check(dc,dc↔ds,"transfer=necessary_for_progress_conclude_contract_dc↔ds") = true) 
THEN 
permission(disseminate(dc→third_party,"personal_data_ds",p=progress_conclude_contrac
t_dc↔ds",l=non_EU_country)).

R.77(1)(b) 
Wbp.03

Transfer data to third countries - performance contract third_party↔ds

Legal 
provision

Art. 77(1)(b) Wbp: Notwithstanding Article 76, an operation or category of operations to 
transfer personal data to a non-member country which does not provide guarantees for an 
adequate level of protection may take place, provided that:

b. the transfer is necessary for the performance of a contract between the data subjects and 
the responsible parties, or for actions to be carried out at the request of the data subjects  
and which are necessary for the conclusion of a contract;

Requirement/
rule

IF intention(disseminate(dc→third_party,"personal_data_ds",l=non_EU_country)) AND 
(check(dc,"stored_contract_ds↔third_party") = true AND 
check(dc,"transfer=necessary_for_contract_ds↔third_party") = true) THEN 
permission(disseminate(dc→third_party,"personal_data",p=necessary_for_contract_ds↔t
hird_party",l=non_EU_country)).
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R.77(1)(b) 
Wbp.04

Transfer data to third countries - entering into contract third_party↔ds

Legal 
provision

Art. 77(1)(b) Wbp: Notwithstanding Article 76, an operation or category of operations to 
transfer personal data to a non-member country which does not provide guarantees for an 
adequate level of protection may take place, provided that:

b. the transfer is necessary for the performance of a contract between the data subjects and 
the responsible parties, or for actions to be carried out at the request of the data subjects  
and which are necessary for the conclusion of a contract;

Requirement/
rule

IF intention(disseminate(dc→third_party,"personal_data_ds",l=non_EU_country)) AND 
(check(dc,"progress_conclude_contract_ds↔third_party") = true AND 
check(dc,"transfer=necessary_for_progress_conclude_contract_ds↔third_party") = true) 
THEN 
permission(disseminate(dc→third_party,"personal_data",p=necessary_for_progress_concl
ude_contract_ds↔third_party ,l=non_EU_country)).

R.77(1)(c) 
Wbp

Transfer data to third countries - performance contract third_party↔dc, interests ds

Legal 
provision

Art. 77(1)(c) Wbp: Notwithstanding Article 76, an operation or category of operations to  
transfer personal data to a non-member country which does not provide guarantees for an 
adequate level of protection may take place, provided that:

c. the transfer is necessary for the conclusion or performance of a contract concluded or to 
be concluded between responsible parties and third parties in the interests of data subjects;

Requirement/
rule

IF intention(disseminate(dc→third_party,"personal_data_ds",l=non_EU_country)) AND 
(check(dc,"stored_contract_dc↔third_party,")) = true AND 
check(dc,"transfer=necessary_for_contract_dc↔third_party",p=interests_ds)) = true) 
THEN 
permission(disseminate(dc→third_party,"personal_data_ds",p=necessary_for_contract_dc
↔third_party_in_interests_ds,l=non_EU_country)).

SysReq.77(1)
(c)Wbp

Transfer data to third countries - contract 

Legal 
provision

Art. 77(1)(c) Wbp: Notwithstanding Article 76, an operation or category of operations to 
transfer personal data to a non-member country which does not provide guarantees for an 
adequate level of protection may take place, provided that:

c. the transfer is necessary for the conclusion or performance of a contract concluded or to 
be concluded between responsible parties and third parties in the interests of data subjects;

Requirement The system MUST be able to check whether a contract is established between DC and 
third_party.
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R.77(1)(c) 
Wbp

Transfer data to third countries - entering into contract third_party↔dc, interests ds

Legal 
provision

Art. 77(1)(c) Wbp: Notwithstanding Article 76, an operation or category of operations to 
transfer personal data to a non-member country which does not provide guarantees for an 
adequate level of protection may take place, provided that:

c. the transfer is necessary for the conclusion or performance of a contract concluded or to 
be concluded between responsible parties and third parties in the interests of data subjects;

Requirement/
rule

IF intention(disseminate(dc→third_party,"personal_data_ds",l=non_EU_country)) AND 
(check(dc,"progress_conclude_contract_dc↔third_party",p=interests_ds)) = true AND 
check(dc,"transfer=necessary_for_progress_conclude_contract_dc↔third_party",p=interes
ts_ds)) = true) THEN 
permission(disseminate(dc→third_party,"personal_data_ds",p=progress_conclude_contrac
t_dc↔third_party_in_interests_ds,l=non_EU_country)).

R.77(1)(d) 
Wbp

Transfer data to third countries - public interest 

Legal 
provision

Art. 77(1)(d) Wbp: Notwithstanding Article 76, an operation or category of operations to 
transfer personal data to a non-member country which does not provide guarantees for an 
adequate level of protection may take place, provided that:

d.  the  transfer  is  necessary  on  account  of  an  important  public  interest,  or  for  the 
establishment, exercise or defence in law of any right;

Requirement/
rule

IF intention(disseminate(dc→third_party,"personal_data_ds",l=non_EU_country)) AND 
(check(dc,"legal_obligation_public_interest") = true AND 
check(dc,"transfer=necessary_for_legal_obligation_public_interest",) = true) THEN 
permission(disseminate(dc→third_party,"personal_data",p=legal_obligation_public_intere
st,l=non_EU_country)).

R.77(1)(e) 
Wbp

Transfer data to third countries - vital interest ds

Legal 
provision

Art. 77(1)(e) Wbp: Notwithstanding Article 76, an operation or category of operations to 
transfer personal data to a non-member country which does not provide guarantees for an 
adequate level of protection may take place, provided that:

e. the transfer is necessary to protect a vital interest of data subjects, or

Requirement/
rule

IF intention(disseminate(dc→third_party,"personal_data_ds",l=non_EU_country)) AND 
check(dc,"transfer=necessary_for_vital_interest_ds",) = true) THEN 
permission(disseminate(dc→third_party,"personal_data",p=vital_interest_ds,l=non_EU_c
ountry)).

Out of scope: 

Articles 78 - 83 Wbp.
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5.3.3. Definitions Dutch Personal Data Protection Act 

Term Definition Legal 
Provision 
Wbp

CENTRAL TERMS:

consent any unambiguous, freely-given, specific and informed expression of 
will whereby ds (OR IF ds

minorAND<16
 OR ds

legal restraint
 OR ds

under_mentorship 

THEN consent = consent
legal_representative_ds

) agrees to the processing of 
personal_data relating to ds.

1(i) + 5 + 8

data_collection obtaining personal_data from ds or third_party at t
0.

1(o)

data_processing any operation or any set of operations concerning personal data, 
including in any case the collection, recording, organization, storage, 
updating or modification, retrieval, consultation, use, dissemination by 
means of transmission, distribution or making available in any other 
form, merging, linking, as well as blocking, erasure or destruction of 
data.

1(b)

personal_data 
(also: ‘data’)

any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural 
person.

1(a)

ACTORS:

data_controller 
(also: dc)

the natural person, legal person, administrative body or any other 
entity which, alone or in conjunction with others, determines the 
data_collection_and_processing_purposes of, and means for 
data_processing.

1(d)

data_processor 
(also: dp)

the person or body which processes personal_data for dc, without 
coming under the direct authority of dc.

1(e)

data_subject, 
(also: ds)

the natural person to whom personal_data relate. 1(f)

dpa_NL the Dutch Data Protection Commission (hereafter also: Dutch Data 
Protection Authority or dpa_NL) assigned with the following tasks: 
to oversee the processing of personal data in accordance with the 
provisions laid down by and under Wbp; and to oversee the 
processing of personal_data in the Netherlands, where the processing 
takes place in accordance with the laws of another country of the 
European Union.

1(k)

health_insurer a health insurance company according to art. 1:1 Wft. 21(1)

healthcare_ 
professional

a healthcare professional, not being a health-insurer. 21(1)

legal_ 
representative

The representative of a person according to law, e.g. a parent, a by 
the court appointed guardian or mentor, a by the person authorized 
representative. 

5

officer_ NL a Dutch data protection officer, appointed by a dc. 1(l)

third_party any party other than the ds, the dc, the dp, or any person under the 
direct  authority  of  the  responsible  party or  the  processor,  who is 

1(g)
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authorized to process personal_data

SPECIFIC TYPES OF DATA PROCESSING:

delete_data to delete or block personal_data in the event that it is  irrelevant to 
the purpose or purposes of the processing, or is being processed in 
any other way which infringes a legal provision. 

37(3)

update_data to correct or supplement personal_data in the event that these 
personal_data is factually inaccurate or incomplete.

37(3)

PURPOSES:

data_collection_ 
purposes

specific, explicitly defined and legitimate purposes for which data 
will be collected at t

0
.

7 + 9

data_processing_ 
purposes

specific, explicitly defined and legitimate purposes for which data 
will be processed at t0,>0.

7 + 9

purpose_binding data_processing_purposes MAY NOT be incompatible with 
data_collection_purposes AND data_processing_purposes MAY 
NOT be excessive in comparison to data_collection_purposes. 
(‘Incompatible’: see Article 9(2-4) Wbp).

9 + 11(1)

specified_purposes specific, explicitly defined and legitimate purposes consisting of both 
data_collection_purposes AND data_processing_purposes.

7 + 9

SPECIAL CATEGORIES/TYPES OF DATA:

health_data personal data concerning a person's health 21(1)

ID_number a number identifying natural persons as stipulated in General Act on 
Citizen Service Number (Wet algemene bepalingen burger service 
nummer)

24 + 31

inaccurate_data personal_data that is factually inaccurate or incomplete. 36(2)

irrelevant_data personal_data that is irrelevant to the purpose or purposes of the 
processing, or is being processed in any other way which infringes a 
legal provision. 

36(2)

public_data data that have manifestly been made public by ds. 23(1b)

sensitive_data personal_data concerning a person's religion or philosophy of life, 
race, political persuasion, health and sexual life, OR personal_data 
concerning trade union membership, OR personal_data concerning a 
person's criminal behaviour, or unlawful or objectionable conduct 
connected with a ban imposed with regard to such conduct.

16

CONDITIONS ON PROCESSING:

approval_art31_pro
cessing

the approval of the dpa of the processing of data mentioned in Article 
31 Wbp (e.g. processing of ID-numbers without legal ground or the 
processing of data without informting ds's thereof).

27

necessary_for_ 
administration

the administration of the concerned party, e.g. dc, cannot be 
maintained without data_processing. 

21(1)

necessary_for_ the contract cannot be performed without data_processing 8b
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contract

necessary_for_ 
legitimate_ interest

the legitimate_interest cannot be pursued without data_processing. 8(f)

necessary_for_ 
progress_ 
conclude_contract

progress of concluding a contract cannot be performed without 
data_processing.

8(b)

necessary_for_ 
proper_treatment_ 
and_care

the proper treatment and care of a ds cannot be pursued without 
data_processing.

21(1)

necessary_for_legal
_obligation

legal_obligation cannot be complied with without data_processing 8(c)

necessary_for_risk_
assessment

the risk assessment, i.e.  assessing the risk to be insured by the 
insurance company, cannot be conducted without data_processing. 

21(1)

necessary_for_vital
_interest

the medical needs of ds cannot be fulfilled without data_processing 8(d)

orders The orders or instructions of the entity to which someone is in a 
hierarchical position, which may be a condition to data_processing, 
e.g. the dp must follow the orders or instructions of the dc, and 
employees of the dp must follow instructions of both the dp and dc.

12

processing_ground A legal ground on the basis of which a dc is permitted to process 
personal_data. These grounds limitatively include the grounds 
specified in Art. 8 Wbp.

8

ACTIONS BY DS'S:

access_request a request to receive a full and clear summary of data_processing and 
data_collection relating to ds by dc, a definition of the 
specified_purposes, the data categories to which the processing 
relates and the data_recipients, as well as the available information 
about the origin of the data.

36(1)

objection_risk_ 
assessment

an objection from ds to dc
health_insurer

 to perform a risk assessment on 
the risk of insuring ds by the insurance company

21(1)

third_parties_corre
ction

the identity of third_parties whom dc has notified about 
inaccurate_data or irrelevant_data of ds. 

38(2)

NOTIFICATION, REQUESTS & COMMUNICATION:

approval_deletion
_request

the approval of the dc to delete personal_data according according to 
the deletion_request of ds.

36(2)

approval_update_ 
request

the approval of the dc to update personal_data according to the 
modifications requested by ds in an update_request.

36(2)

Art.35(2)_informa
tion

communication from dc to ds, or ds_legal_representative(see Art. 
37(3) Wbp) by dc of a full and clear summary of data_processing and 
data_collection relating to ds by dc, a definition of the 
specified_purposes, the data categories to which the processing 
relates and the data_recipients, as well as the available information 

35(2), 
37(3)
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about the origin of the data.

communication_A
rt.33Wbp

the communication of dc to ds of the information as required by 
Article 33 Wbp, including the identity of the dc and the purposes for 
the processing for which the data are intended. 

33

communication_A
rt.34Wbp

communication of dc to ds, in case the personal data were not 
obtained directly from ds, about  the the identity of the dc and the 
purposes for the processing for which the data are intended (see 
Article 33 Wbp). 

34

informing_third_ 
party_disproportio
nate_effort

an effort that involves dissemination of personal_data t
<5 years

 or 
dissemination of personal_data in large databases

38

informing_third_ 
party_impossible

an effort that involves dissemination of personal_data to unknown 
third_party OR unknown dissemination t

<effort

38

legal_basis_proces
sing_Art.34(5)Wb
p

if personal_data regarding  a ds have not been obtained from him 
directly, and that collection and subsequent processing of personal 
data was required by law, than the dc must inform the ds (on ds's 
request) about the legal ground on the basis of which this processing 
was conducted.

34(5)

notification A notification containing the following:

(a) the name and address of the responsible party; 

(b) the purpose or purposes of the processing;

(c) a description of the categories of data subjects and of the data or 
categories of data relating thereto; 

(d). the recipients or categories of recipients to whom the data may 
be supplied; 

(e) the planned transfers of data to countries outside the European 
Union; 

(f) a general description allowing a preliminary assessment of the 
suitability of the planned measures to guarantee the security of the 
processing, in application of Articles 13 and 14 Wbp. (2) 

The notification shall include the purpose or purposes for which the 
data or categories of data have been or are being collected.

28

possibility_of_ 
objection

the possibility of the ds to object against data_processing under 
certain circumstances, e.g. when his data are processed for 
commercial or charitable purposes.

41(3),(4)

refusal_deletion_ 
request

the refusal of the dc to delete personal data according to  the 
deletion_request of ds.

36(2)

refusal_deletion_ 
request_reasons

the reasons explicated by dc for the refusal not to delete 
personal_data of the ds according to the deletion-request of ds.

36(2)

refusal_update_ 
request

the refusal of the dc to update personal data according to the 
modifications requested by ds in an update_request.

36(2)

refusal_update_ 
request_reasons

the reasons explicated by dc for the refusal not to update 
personal_data of the ds according to the modifications requested by 
ds.

36(2)

OTHER:

contract a legally binding contract 8b
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designated_represe
ntative_EU

a representative, appointed by a dc that is situated in a country outside the 
EU, in the country in which that dc processes personal data (e.g. the 
Netherlands). This designated representative in the EU acts on behalf of 
the dc not located in the EU and is the responsible party for compliance 
with the local legislation. 

4(3)

identity_dc the name and contact details of dc 33

identity_ds the identity of the data_subject who's personal_data are processed by dc. 37(2)

identity_legal_ 
representative_ds

the identity of the legal_representative of the data_subject. 37(3)

identity_requester the identity of the person filing an access_request, update_request or 
deletion_request.

37(2)

legal_obligation a legal obligation or order of a governmental authority 8(c)

legal_restraint A legal restraint placed by court on a person due to mental illness, 
dissipation, or alcohol or drug abuse.

5 + 
Art. 
1:378 
BW.

legitimate_interest the necessity of data_processing for the continuity of the company of dc, 
dp or third_party, or the proper execution of the business activities 
relating to that company 

8(f)

message a message, e.g. e-mail, letter. 41(4)

minor Persons who have not reached the age of eighteen years  and who are not 
married or registered, or have been married or registered, or have been 
declared of age according to Article 1:253ha BW. 

5 + 
Art. 
1:233 
BWu
nder_,

no_processing no data_processing is being conduction with respect to ds's data 35

non_EU_country Any country that does not belong to the European Union 77

on_EU_list_ 
adequate_ 
protection

the list of non_EU_countries set up by the European Commission  that 
provide an adequate level of data protection, including:

• Guernsey 

• Isle of Man 

• Argentina 

• Canada (Canadian Personal Information Protection and Electronic 
Documents Act) 

• Switzerland 

• United States of America 

1. Passenger Name Record
Information on aircraft passengers transferred to the United 
States Bureau of Customs and Border Protection 

2. Safe Harbour
Attention please! An adequate level of protection shall only 
be deemed to apply for those companies and organisations 
that have undertaken to comply with the so-called Safe 
Harbour Principles. 

77
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progress_conclude
_contract

the progress of the conclusion of a contract, while the contract has not yet 
been concluded but the parties are in a pre-contractual phase, for instance 
in case of online interaction (filling in a form, shopping cart, etc.) 

8(b)

purpose=commerc
ial_or_charitable

data_processing for commercial or charitable purposes, think of direct 
marketing

41

under_mentorship a  person appointed by court in case a person is temporarily or longer 
incapable or unable to perceive, due to his mental or physical condition.

5 + 
Art. 
1:450 
BW.

vital_interest urgent medical need of ds 8(d)
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5.3.4 Schemes Dutch Personal Data Protection Act 

5.3.4.1 Scheme 1: Wbp Overview 
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5.3.4.2. Scheme 2: Applicability Dutch Personal Data Protection Act (Wbp)
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5.3.4.3. Scheme 3: Data Controller or Data Processor? 
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5.3.4.4. Scheme 4: Lawful Processing
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5.3.4.5 Scheme 5: Notification 
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5.3.4.6  Scheme 6: Provision of Information
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5.4. Legal Requirements Analysis for the Spanish Data Protection Act 

5.4.1. Language specifications

EXPLANATION SYMBOLS/ABBREVIATIONS

R Runtime requirement / rule.

SysReq System requirement.

Ed.Req Editor requirement.

LOPD Ley Orgánica de Protección de Datos de Carácter Personal de España 
(Spanish Personal Data Protection Act).

→, ← The  arrow  points  to  the  actor  on  whom/to  whom  an  action  is 
performed.  For  example,  when a  data  controller  must  communicate 
something to a data subject,  that  is  expressed as dc→ds.  Or,  when 
personal data is collected by a data controller from a ds, it is epressed 
as dc←ds.

↔ concerns a relationship between, or an action that is performed by two 
actors. For example, when a contract is established between dc and ds, 
it is expressed as follows: dc↔ds. 

[..] The  square  brackets  in  the  syntax  specifications  indicate  that 
something is optional. 

LANGUAGE SPECIFICATIONS

ACTORS:

ds data subject

dc data controller

dcprivate_party a private party that acts as data controller

dp data processor

third_party third party

third_partypublic_authority a specified third party, namely: the Ombudsman, or the Office of 
Public Prosecutor, or judges, or courts, or the Court of Auditors, or 
regional government authorities with functions analogous to the 
Ombudsman or the Court of Auditors. These are stipulated in 
Art.11(2)iv of the LOPD.

DPAESP Spanish data protection authority
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ACTIONS:

a(s,"o",[,t][,p][,l]) - a describes the action itself (e.g. store, obtain etc.)

- s is the subject (i.e. the agent who performs the action)

- "o" is the object, this specifies the content of the action that is 
intended or the object to which the action applies, e.g. "personal_data" 
or e.g. "notification" (then the notification must be communicated)

- if the action must take place at, before, or a after a specified time, this 
will be stipulated in t, e.g. t<0. NOTE: not every rule includes this  
variable!

- p is the purpose for which the action takes place, indicated by p, e.g. 
p=direct_marketing. NOTE: not every rule includes this variable!

- l is the location where or to where an action is performed, indicated 
by l, e.g. l=non_EU_country. NOTE: not every rule includes this  
variable!

a(s→T,"o",[,t][,p][,l]) subject s performs an action a with target T, whereby "o" describes the 
content or object of the action, t specifies the time, p specifies the 
purpose for which a takes place and l specifies the location where or to 
where an action is performed. NOTE that t, p and l are optional  
variables! 

E.g.: s communicates to T that "o" at t. 

a(s←T,"o",[,t][,p][,l]) subject s performs an action a with target T, whereby "o" describes the 
content or object of the action, t specifies the time, p specifies the 
purpose for which a takes place and l specifies the location where or to 
where an action is performed. NOTE that t, p and l are optional  
variables! 

E.g.: s collects "o" from T at t.

a(s↔T,"o",[,t][,p][,l]) subject s performs an action a with target T, whereby "o" describes the 
content or object of the action, t specifies the time, p specifies the 
purpose for which a takes place and l specifies the location where or to 
where an action is performed. NOTE that t, p and l are optional  
variables!

E.g.: s and T engage a contract together.
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VERBS: (represented by a in each formula)

anonymize any form of anonymization of personal_data, hence making it not 
longer possible to identify a person by means of that data

block any action that ensures that personal_data can no longer be used, for 
example to prevent that they will be disseminated.

check anything that needs to be verified, output is boolean (yes or no)

collect collection of personal data

communicate communication, mostly applies to obligations of the dc to 
communicate to another party, e.g. ds, DPAESP or a third_party. 

correct the correction of data that are inaccurate, see Articles 4(4) and 16 of 
the LOPD. 

create (purpose) applies to specified purposes for collecting and processing 
personal_data, which need to be created at data collection (t<0)

delete any set of operations concerning personal_data at t
x
 that ensures that 

that data_processing ends AND personal_data are deleted.

disseminate the dissemination of data, mostly from the dc to another party. E.g. the 
dissemination of data to a third_party.

end any set of operations concerning personal_data at t
x
 that ensures that 

that data_processing ends.

modify to change information

obtain applies to permissions, e.g. to obtain consent etc.

process the processing of personal data, including also the collection of 
personal data.

request applies to requests for DC that come from the DS, e.g. an access 
request. 

revoke any form of withdrawal, applies e.g. to consent

store saving data

withhold (consent) a refusal of ds to give consent, for example for the collection or 
processing of his/her personal data, or for the dissemination of these 
data to a third_party.
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STATES:

intention(a(s,"o",[,t][,p][,l])) - a describes the action that is intended (e.g. process)

- s is the subject that has the intention 

- "o" is the object, this specifies the content of the action that is 
intended or the object to which the action applies, e.g. "personal_data". 

- if the action is only intended at a certain time or within a certain time 
limit, this will be stipulated with t[time], e.g. t<0 (whereby 0 is the first 
time action is intended).

- p is the purpose for which the action is intended to take place, e.g. 
"necessary_for_contract"

- l is the location to where or where the action is permitted, e.g. 
"non_EU_country". 

intention(a(s←T,"o",[,t][,p][,l])) - a describes the action that is intended (e.g. process)

- s is the subject that has the intention 

- T is the agent (target) with whom the intended action would be 
performed  (e.g. the collection of data from a ds).

- "o" is the object, this specifies the content of the action that is 
intended or the object to which the action applies, e.g. "personal_data". 

- if the action is only intended at a certain time or within a certain time 
limit, this will be stipulated with t[time], e.g. t<0 (whereby 0 is the first 
time action is intended).

- p is the purpose for which the action is intended to take place, e.g. 
"necessary_for_contract"

- l  is the location to where or where the action is permitted, e.g. 
"non_EU_country". 

intention(a(s→T,"o",[,t][,p][,l])) - a describes the action that is intended (e.g. process)

- s is the subject that has the intention 

- T is the agent (target) with whom the intended action would be 
performed  (e.g. the intention to disseminate data to a third_party).

- "o" is the object, this specifies the content of the action that is 
intended or the object to which the action applies, e.g. "personal_data". 

- if the action is only intended at a certain time or within a certain time 
limit, this will be stipulated with t[time], e.g. t<0 (whereby 0 is the first 
time action is intended).

- p is the purpose for which the action is intended to take place, e.g. 
"necessary_for_contract"

- l is the location to where or where the action is permitted, e.g. 
"non_EU_country". 
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STATES:

permission(a(s,"o",[,t][,p][,l])) - a describes the action that is permitted (e.g. process).

- s is the subject that has permission.

- "o" is the object, this specifies the content of the action, or the object 
to which the action applies, e.g. "personal_data".

- if the action is only permitted at a certain time or within a certain 
time limit, this will be stipulated with t[time], e.g. t<0 (whereby 0 is 
the first time data is collected).

- p is the purpose for which the permitted action may only take place, 
e.g. "necessary_for_contract".

- l is the location to where or where the action is permitted, e.g. 
"non_EU_country". 

permission(a(s←T,"o",[,t][,p]
[,l]))

- a describes the action that is permitted (e.g. process).

- s is the subject that has permission.

 - T is the agent (target) with (or from) whom the action may be 
performed  (e.g. the collection of data from a ds).

- "o" is the object, this specifies the content of the action, or the object 
to which the action applies, e.g. "personal_data".

- if the action is only permitted at a certain time or within a certain 
time limit, this will be stipulated with t[time], e.g. t<0 (whereby 0 is 
the first time data is collected).

- p is the purpose for which the permitted action may only take place, 
e.g. "necessary_for_contract".

- l is the location to where or where the action is permitted, e.g. 
"non_EU_country". 

permission(a(s→T,"o",[,t][,p]
[,l]))

- a describes the action that is permitted (e.g. process).

- s is the subject that has permission.

- T is the agent (target) with (or to) whom the action may be performed 
(e.g. the dissemination of data to a third_party).

- "o" is the object, this specifies the content of the action, or the object 
to which the action applies, e.g. "personal_data".

- if the action is only permitted at a certain time or within a certain 
time limit, this will be stipulated with t[time], e.g. t<0 (whereby 0 is 
the first time data is collected).

- p is the purpose for which the permitted action may only take place, 
e.g. "necessary_for_contract".

- l is the location to where or where the action is permitted, e.g. 
"non_EU_country". 
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STATES:

prohibition(a(s[,T],"o",[,t][,p]
[,l]))

- a describes the action that is prohibited (e.g. process)

- s is the subject to which the prohibition applies.

- T is the agent (target) whom the action concerns (e.g. processing of 
personal_data concerning a particular ds is prohibited).

- "o" is the object, this specifies the content of the action, or the object 
to which the action applies, e.g. "personal_data".

- if the action is only prohibited at a certain time or within a certain 
time limit, this will be stipulated with t[time].

- p is the purpose for which the action may not take place, e.g. 
"direct_marketing".

-  l is the location to where or where the action is prohibited, e.g. 
"non_EU_country".
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5.4.2. Legal Requirements for the Spanish Data Protection Act 

ORGANIC ACT 15/1999 of 13 December on the Protection of Personal Data (Ley Orgánica 15/1999,  
de 13 de diciembre, de protección de datos personales - LOPD)

TITLE I. GENERAL PROVISIONS

Article 1. Subject

Art.1 This Organic Act is intended to guarantee and protect the public liberties and fundamental rights of  
natural  persons,  and  in  particular  their  personal  and  family  privacy,  with  regard  to  the  processing  of  
personal data.

Requirements for Article 1:

Unimplementable as such.

Article 2. Scope 

Art.2(1) This Organic Act shall apply to personal data recorded on a physical support which makes them 
capable of processing, and to any type of subsequent use of such data by the public and private sectors.

Art.2(2) This Organic Act shall govern any processing of personal data:

a) When the processing is carried out on Spanish territory as part of the activities of an establishment 
belonging to the person responsible for the processing.

b) When the person responsible for the processing is not established on Spanish territory but is subject to 
Spanish law pursuant to the norms of public international law.

c) When the person responsible for the processing is not established on the territory of the European Union 
and is using for the processing means situated on Spanish territory, unless such means are used solely for 
transit purposes.

Art.2(3) The system of protection of personal data laid down by this Organic Act shall not apply to:

a) Files maintained by natural persons in the exercise of purely personal or household activities.

b) Files subject to the legislation on the protection of classified materials.

c) Files established for the investigation of terrorism and serious forms of organised crime. However, in 
such cases, the person responsible for the file shall previously inform the Data Protection Agency of its 
existence, its general characteristics and its purpose.

Art.2(4) The following processing of personal data shall be governed by the specific provisions, and by any 
special provisions, of this Organic Act:

a) Files regulated by the legislation on the electoral system.

b) Those used solely for statistical purposes and protected by central or regional government legislation on  
public statistical activities.

c) Those intended for the storage of the data contained in the personal assessment reports covered by the  
legislation on the personnel regulations of the armed forces.

d) Those contained in the Civil Register and the Central Criminal Register.

e) Those deriving from images and sound recorded by video-cameras for the security forces in accordance  
with the relevant legislation.
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Requirements for Article 2:

For Article 2 please check the following scheme

Para 5.4.4.1. Scheme1: Applicability

EdReq.2(1) LOPD Scope

Legal provision Art.2(1)  This  Organic  Act  shall  apply  to  personal  data  recorded on  a  physical  
support which makes them capable of processing, and to any type of subsequent use 
of such data by the public and private sectors.

Requirement Whether or not the processing of personal data falls within the scope of the LOPD 
MUST be determined in the editor. 

EdReq.2(2) LOPD Applicability

Legal provision Art.2(2) This Organic Act shall govern any processing of personal data:

a) When the processing is carried out on Spanish territory as part of the activities of 
an establishment belonging to the person responsible for the processing.

b) When the person responsible for the processing is not established on Spanish 
territory but is subject to Spanish law pursuant to the norms of public international 
law.

c) When the person responsible for the processing is not established on the territory 
of the European Union and is using for the processing means situated on Spanish 
territory, unless such means are used solely for transit purposes.

Requirement Whether  or  not  the  LOPD  is  applicable  Article  to  data  processing  MUST  be 
determined in the editor. If the conditions of Article 2(2) of the LOPD are met, and 
hence the Spanish LOPD applies, the Spanish ruleset will be loaded in the runtime 
environment.

EdReq.2(3) LOPD Not applicable if

Legal provision Art.2(3) The system of protection of personal data laid down by this Organic Act  
shall not apply to:

a)  Files  maintained  by  natural  persons  in  the  exercise  of  purely  personal  or 
household activities.

Requirement Whether or not data processing falls within the scope of Article 2(3)a of the LOPD 
MUST be determined in the editor. 

Out of scope

Art.2(3) The system of protection of personal data laid down by this Organic Act shall not apply to:

b) Files subject to the legislation on the protection of classified materials.

c) Files established for the investigation of terrorism and serious forms of organised crime. However, in 
such cases, the person responsible for the file shall previously inform the Data Protection Agency of its  
existence, its general characteristics and its purpose.
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Art.2(4) The following processing of personal data shall be governed by the specific provisions, and by any 
special provisions, of this Organic Act:

a) Files regulated by the legislation on the electoral system.

EdReq.2(4) LOPD Not applicable if

Legal provision Art.2(4) The following processing of personal data shall be governed by the specific 
provisions, and by any special provisions, of this Organic Act:

b) Those used solely for statistical purposes and protected by central or regional  
government legislation on public statistical activities.

Requirement Whether or not data processing falls within the scope of Article 2(4)b of the LOPD 
MUST be determined in the editor. 

Art.2(4) The following processing of personal data shall be governed by the specific provisions, and by any 
special provisions, of this Organic Act:

c) Those intended for the storage of the data contained in the personal assessment reports covered by the  
legislation on the personnel regulations of the armed forces.

d) Those contained in the Civil Register and the Central Criminal Register.

e) Those deriving from images and sound recorded by video-cameras for the security forces in accordance  
with the relevant legislation.

Article 3. Definitions 

FOR A COMPLETE LIST OF ALL DEFINITIONS IN THE LOPD: SEE TABLES AT THE END OF THE  
SPANISH SET OF REQUIREMENTS (para 5.4.3)

The following definitions shall apply for the purposes of this Organic Act:

a) Personal data: any information concerning identified or identifiable natural persons.

b)  File:  any  structured  set  of  personal  data,  whatever  the  form  or  method  of  its  creation,  storage  
organisation and access.

c) Processing of data: operations and technical processes, whether or not by automatic means, which allow 
the  collection,  recording,  storage,  adaptation,  modification,  blocking  and  cancellation,  as  well  as 
assignments of data resulting from communications, consultations, interconnections and transfers.

d) Controller: natural or legal person, whether public or private, or administrative body which determines  
the purpose, content and use of the processing.

e) Data subject: the natural person who owns the data undergoing the processing referred to in (c) above.

f) Dissociation procedure: any processing of personal data carried out in such a way that the information 
obtained cannot be associated with an identified or identifiable person.

g) Processor: the natural or legal person, public authority, service or any other body which alone or jointly 
with others processes personal data on behalf of the controller.

h) Consent of the data subject: any free, unequivocal, specific and informed indication of his wishes by  
which the data subject consents to the processing of personal data relating to him.

i) Onward transfer or communication of data: any disclosure of data to a person other than the data subject.

j) Sources accessible to the public: those files which can be consulted by anyone, which are not subject to 
restrictive legislation, or which are subject only to payment of a consultation fee. Only the following shall  
be considered to be sources accessible to the public: the publicity register, telephone directories subject to 
the conditions laid down in the relevant  regulations,  and the lists  of persons belonging to professional  
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associations containing only data on the name, title, profession, activity, academic degree, address and an 
indication of his membership of the association. Newspapers, official gazettes and the media shall also be 
considered sources with public access.

TITLE II. PRINCIPLES OF DATA PROTECTION

Article 4. Quality of the data 

Art.4(1) Personal data may be collected for processing, and undergo such processing, only if they are 
adequate, relevant and not excessive in relation to the scope and the specific, explicit and legitimate 
purposes for which they were obtained.

Art.4(2) Personal data subjected to processing may not be used for purposes incompatible with those for 
which they were collected. Further processing of the data for historical, statistical or scientific purposes 
shall not be considered incompatible.

Art.4(3) Personal data shall be accurate and updated in such a way as to give a true picture of the current 
situation of the data subject.

Art.4(4) If the personal data recorded prove to be inaccurate, either in whole or in part, or incomplete, shall 
be erased and officially replaced by the corresponding rectified or supplemented data, without prejudice to 
the rights granted to data subjects in Article 16.

Art.4(5) Personal data shall be cancelled when they have ceased to be necessary or relevant for the purpose 
for which they were obtained or recorded. They shall not be kept in a form which permits identification of 
the data subject for longer than necessary for the purposes for which they were obtained or recorded.

Art4(6) Personal data shall be stored in a way which permits the right of access to be exercised, unless 
lawfully erased. [Out of scope: The collection of data by fraudulent, unfair or illicit means is prohibited].

Requirements for Article 4:

For Article 4 please check the following schemes 

Para 5.4.4.1. Scheme1: Applicability

Para 5.4.4.3. Scheme 3a: Lawful Processing

Ed.Req4(1) LOPD Specifying purposes

Legal provision Art.4(1) Personal data may be collected for processing, and undergo such 
processing, only if they are adequate, relevant and not excessive in relation to the 
scope and the specific, explicit and legitimate purposes for which they were 
obtained

Requirement The  editor  MUST  facilitate  the  creation  of  data  collection  purposes  and  data 
processing purposes.
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SysReq4(1) LOPD Storing purposes

Legal provision Art.4(1) Personal data may be collected for processing, and undergo such 
processing, only if they are adequate, relevant and not excessive in relation to the 
scope and the specific, explicit and legitimate purposes for which they were 
obtained

Requirement The  system  MUST  facilitate  the  storing  of  data_collection_purposes  and 
data_processing_purposes.

R.4(1) LOPD Specify purpose when collecting

Legal provision Art.4(1) Personal data may be collected for processing, and undergo such 
processing, only if they are adequate, relevant and not excessive in relation to the 
scope and the specific, explicit and legitimate purposes for which they were 
obtained

Requirement/Rule IF intention(collect(dc←ds, “personal_data”)) THEN create(dc, 
“data_collection_purposes”,t<0)

Ed.Req.4(2) LOPD Purpose binding 

Legal provision Art.4(2) Personal data subjected to processing may not be used for purposes 
incompatible with those for which they were collected. Further processing of the 
data for historical, statistical or scientific purposes shall not be considered 
incompatible.

Requirement The  system  MUST  facilitate  the  binding  of  personal  data  to 
data_collection_purposes AND data_processing_purposes.

SysReq.4(2) LOPD Purpose binding 

Legal provision Art.4(2) Personal data subjected to processing may not be used for purposes 
incompatible with those for which they were collected. Further processing of the 
data for historical, statistical or scientific purposes shall not be considered 
incompatible.

Requirement It MUST be possible to check purpose_binding

R.4(2).1 LOPD Specify purposes for processing

Legal provision Art.4(1) Personal data may be collected for processing, and undergo such 
processing, only if they are adequate, relevant and not excessive in relation to the 
scope and the specific, explicit and legitimate purposes for which they were 
obtained

Requirement/Rule IF intention(process(dc,“personal_data”)) THEN create(dc, 
“data_processing_purposes”,t=0)
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R.4(2).2 LOPD Purpose binding 

Legal provision Art.4(2) Personal data subjected to processing may not be used for purposes 
incompatible with those for which they were collected. Further processing of the 
data for historical, statistical or scientific purposes shall not be considered 
incompatible.

Requirement/rule IF  intention(process(dc,“personal_data”))  AND  check(dc,“purpose_binding”)  = 
true THEN permission(process(dc,“personal_data”))

SysReq.4(3) LOPD Accuracy of personal data 

Legal provision Art.4(3) Personal data shall be accurate and updated in such a way as to give a true 
picture of the current situation of the data subject.

Requirement It MUST be possible to check accuracy of personal_data by periodically validating 
if the data is up to date and accurate.

R.4(3)-(4) LOPD Accuracy of personal data

Legal provision Art.4(3) Personal data shall be accurate and updated in such a way as to give a true 
picture of the current situation of the data subject.

Art.4(4) If the personal data recorded prove to be inaccurate, either in whole or in 
part, or incomplete, shall be erased and officially replaced by the corresponding 
rectified or supplemented data, without prejudice to the rights granted to data 
subjects in Article 16.

Requirement/rule IF process(dc,“personal_data”,t0...∞) THEN check(dc←ds,“data_accuracy”) AND 
IF check(dc←ds,“data_accuracy”) = false THEN correct(dc←ds,“personal_data”)

SysReq.4(5).1 
LOPD

Purpose accomplishment 

Legal provision Art.4(5) Personal data shall be cancelled when they have ceased to be necessary or 
relevant for the purpose for which they were obtained or recorded. They shall not 
be kept in a form which permits identification of the data subject for longer than 
necessary for the purposes for which they were obtained or recorded. 

Requirement The system MUST be able to check for which purposes data are used, and MUST 
recognize whether such purposes are achieved. If a purpose has been achieved, this 
fact MUST be stored in the system. 
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SysReq.4(5).2 
LOPD

Purpose relevance 

Legal provision Art.4(5) Personal data shall be cancelled when they have ceased to be necessary or 
relevant for the purpose for which they were obtained or recorded. They shall not 
be kept in a form which permits identification of the data subject for longer than 
necessary for the purposes for which they were obtained or recorded. 

Requirement The system MUST be able to check whether data are collected and processed for 
relevant purposes, and the relevance of that processing for each purpose MUST be 
stored in the system. 

SysReq.4(5).3 
LOPD

Anonymization

Legal provision Art.4(5) Personal data shall be cancelled when they have ceased to be necessary or 
relevant for the purpose for which they were obtained or recorded. They shall not 
be kept in a form which permits identification of the data subject for longer than 
necessary for the purposes for which they were obtained or recorded. 

Requirement The system MUST facilitate anonymization of personal_data.

R.4(5).1 LOPD Data processing must be for relevant purposes only 

Legal provision Art.4(5) Personal data shall be cancelled when they have ceased to be necessary or 
relevant for the purpose for which they were obtained or recorded. They shall not 
be kept in a form which permits identification of the data subject for longer than 
necessary for the purposes for which they were obtained or recorded. 

Requirement/rule IF check(dc,“purpose_binding”) = false THEN 
prohibition(process(dc,“personal_data”)) AND anonymize(dc,“personal_data”) 

Out of scope

Art.4(5) [...] On a regular basis, the procedure shall be determined by which, exceptionally, it is decided to 
keep the entire set of particular data, in accordance with the specific legislation, because of their historical,  
statistical or scientific value.

SysReq.4(6).1 
LOPD

Storing personal data

Legal provision Art.4(6) Personal data shall be stored in a way which permits the right of access to 
be exercised, unless lawfully erased. [Out of scope: The collection of data by 
fraudulent, unfair or illicit means is prohibited].

Requirement The system MUST facilitate storing of personal_data.
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SysReq.4(6).2 
LOPD

Access rights

Legal provision Art.4(6) Personal data shall be stored in a way which permits the right of access to 
be exercised, unless lawfully erased. [Out of scope: The collection of data by 
fraudulent, unfair or illicit means is prohibited].

Requirement The system MUST enable data subjects to exercise their access rights to stored 
personal_data.

R.4(6).1 LOPD Storing personal data

Legal provision Art.4(6) Personal data shall be stored in a way which permits the right of access to 
be exercised, unless lawfully erased. [Out of scope: The collection of data by 
fraudulent, unfair or illicit means is prohibited].

Requirement/rule IF process(dc,“personal_data”) THEN store(dc,“personal_data”)

Article 5. Right of information in the collection of data

Art.5(1) Data subjects from who personal data are requested must previously be informed explicitly, 
precisely and unequivocally of the following particulars:

a) The existence of a file or personal data processing operation, the purpose of collecting the data, and the 
recipients of the information.

b) The obligatory or voluntary nature of the reply to the questions put to them.

c) The consequences of obtaining the data or of refusing to provide them.

d) The possibility of exercising rights of access, rectification, erasure and objection.

e) The identity and address of the controller or of his representative, if any.

f) Where the controller is not established on the territory of the European Union, and he is using for the 
processing means situated on Spanish territory, he must, unless these means are being used for transit 
purposes, designate a representative in Spain, without prejudice to any action which may be taken against 
the controller himself.

Art.5(2) Where questionnaires or other forms are used for collection, they must contain the warnings set out 
in the previous paragraph in a clearly legible form.

Art.5(3) The information set out in subparagraphs (b), (c) and (d) of paragraph 1 shall not be required if its 
content can be clearly deduced from the nature of the personal data requested or the circumstances in which 
they are obtained.

Art.5(4) Where the personal data have not been obtained from the data subject, he must be informed 
explicitly, precisely and unequivocally by the controller or his representative within three months from the 
recording of the data - unless he has been informed previously - of the content of the processing, the origin 
of the data, and the information set out in (a), (d) and (e) of paragraph 1 of this Article.

Art.5(5) The provisions of the preceding paragraph shall not apply where explicitly provided for by law, 
when the processing is for historical, statistical or scientific purposes, or when it is not possible to inform 
the data subject, or where this would involve a disproportionate effort in the view of the Data Protection 
Agency or the corresponding regional body, in view of the number of data subjects, the age of the data and 
the possible compensatory measures. The provisions of the preceding paragraph shall also not apply where 
the data come from sources accessible to the public and are intended for advertising activity or market 
research, in which case each communication sent to the data subject shall inform him of the origin of the 
data, the identity of the controller and the rights of the data subject.
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Requirements for Article 5:

For Article 5 please check the following scheme

Para 5.4.4.1. Scheme 1: Applicability

Para 5.4.4.2. Scheme 2: Data Controller or Data Processor?

Para 5.4.4.3. Scheme 3a: Lawful Processing

EdReq.5(1).1 
LOPD

Informing data subjects 1

Legal provision Art.5(1) Data subjects from who personal data are requested must previously be 
informed explicitly, precisely and unequivocally of the following particulars:

a) The existence of a file or personal data processing operation, the purpose of 
collecting the data, and the recipients of the information.

b) The obligatory or voluntary nature of the reply to the questions put to them.

c) The consequences of obtaining the data or of refusing to provide them.

d) The possibility of exercising rights of access, rectification, erasure and objection.

e) The identity and address of the controller or of his representative, if any.

f) Where the controller is not established on the territory of the European Union, 
and he is using for the processing means situated on Spanish territory, he must, 
unless these means are being used for transit purposes, designate a representative in 
Spain, without prejudice to any action which may be taken against the controller 
himself.

Requirement In the editor it MUST be possible to indicate whether a certain data requests sent to 
ds are obligatory/voluntary, what the consequences of responding/not responding 
for ds are, what rights ds's have, the identity of dc and (if applicable) the identity of 
the representative in the EU.

R.5(1).1 LOPD Informing data subjects 1

Legal provision Art.5(1) Data subjects from who personal data are requested must previously be 
informed explicitly, precisely and unequivocally of the following particulars:

a) The existence of a file or personal data processing operation, the purpose of 
collecting the data, and the recipients of the information.

Requirement/rule IF intention(collect(dc←ds,“personal_data”,t0)) THEN 
communicate(dc→ds,“processing_operations”,t<0) AND 
communicate(dc→ds,“data_processing_purposes”,t<0) AND 
communicate(dc→ds,“data_recipients”,t<0) AND 
store(dc→ds,“processing_operations”,t<0) AND 
store(dc→ds,“data_processing_purposes”,t<0) AND 
store(dc→ds,“processing_operations”,t<0)
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R.5(1).2 LOPD Informing data subjects 2

Legal provision Art.5(1) Data subjects from who personal data are requested must previously be 
informed explicitly, precisely and unequivocally of the following particulars:

b) The obligatory or voluntary nature of the reply to the questions put to them.

Requirement/rule IF intention(collect(dc←ds,“personal_data”,t0)) THEN 
(communicate(dc→ds,“data_processing_voluntary”,t<0) OR 
communicate(dc→ds,“data_processing_obligatory”,t<0)) AND 
(store(dc→ds,“data_processing_voluntary”,t<0) OR 
store(dc→ds,“data_processing_obligatory”,t<0))

R.5(1).3 LOPD Informing data subjects 3

Legal provision Art.5(1) Data subjects from who personal data are requested must previously be 
informed explicitly, precisely and unequivocally of the following particulars:

c) The consequences of obtaining the data or of refusing to provide them.

Requirement/rule IF intention(collect(dc←ds,“personal_data”,t0)) THEN 
communicate(dc→ds,“data_processing_consequences”,t<0).

R.5(1).4 LOPD Informing data subjects 4

Legal provision Art.5(1) Data subjects from who personal data are requested must previously be 
informed explicitly, precisely and unequivocally of the following particulars:

d) The possibility of exercising rights of access, rectification, erasure and objection.

Requirement/rule IF intention(collect(dc←ds,“personal_data”,t0)) THEN 
communicate(dc→ds,“rights”,t<0) AND store(dc→ds,“rights”,t<0)

R.5(1).5 LOPD Informing data subjects 5

Legal provision Art.5(1) Data subjects from who personal data are requested must previously be 
informed explicitly, precisely and unequivocally of the following particulars:

e) The identity and address of the controller or of his representative, if any.

Requirement/rule IF intention(collect(dc←ds,“personal_data”,t0)) THEN 
communicate(dc→ds,“identity_dc”,t<0) OR 
communicate(dcoutside_EU→ds,“identity_dc_representative”,t<0) .
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Ed.Req.5(1) LOPD Representative 

Legal provision Art.5(1) Data subjects from who personal data are requested must previously be 
informed explicitly, precisely and unequivocally of the following particulars:

f) Where the controller is not established on the territory of the European Union, 
and he is using for the processing means situated on Spanish territory, he must, 
unless these means are being used for transit purposes, designa 
identity_dc_representative te a representative in Spain, without prejudice to any 
action which may be taken against the controller himself.

Requirement If dc is not established in the EU, that is if Article 5(1)f of the LOPD applies, then 
the ENDORSE system must flag that dc must designate a representative established 
in the EU country of which the national laws applies. This must be done in the 
editor.

Out of scope:

Art.5(2) Where questionnaires or other forms are used for collection, they must contain the warnings set out 
in the previous paragraph in a clearly legible form.

Art. 5(3) The information set out in subparagraphs (b), (c) and (d) of paragraph 1 shall not be required if its  
content can be clearly deduced from the nature of the personal data requested or the circumstances in which 
they are obtained.

SysReq.5(4) LOPD Data from third parties: communicate to ds

Legal provision Art. 5(4) Where the personal data have not been obtained from the data subject, he 
must be informed explicitly, precisely and unequivocally by the controller or his 
representative within three months from the recording of the data - unless he has 
been informed previously - of the content of the processing, the origin of the data, 
and the information set out in (a), (d) and (e) of paragraph 1 of this Article.

Requirement The system MUST be able to check whether a data subject has been informed that 
his/her personal_data are collected and processed.

R.5(4) LOPD Data from third parties: communicate to ds

Legal provision Art. 5(4) Where the personal data have not been obtained from the data subject, he 
must be informed explicitly, precisely and unequivocally by the controller or his 
representative within three months from the recording of the data - unless he has 
been informed previously - of the content of the processing, the origin of the data, 
and the information set out in (a), (d) and (e) of paragraph 1 of this Article.

Requirement/rule IF collect(dc←third_party,“personal_data”)) AND 
check(dc→ds,“communicated_Art.5(1)a,d,eLOPD_information”) = false THEN 
communicate(dc→ds,“Art.5(1)a,d,eLOPD_information”,t<3months) AND 
store(dc,"communicated_Art.5(1)a,d,eLOPD_information”).

Out of scope 

Art5(5) The provisions of the preceding paragraph shall not apply where explicitly provided for by law,  
when the processing is for historical, statistical or scientific purposes, or when it is not possible to inform  
the data subject, or where this would involve a disproportionate effort in the view of the Data Protection 
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Agency or the corresponding regional body, in view of the number of data subjects, the age of the data and  
the possible compensatory measures. The provisions of the preceding paragraph shall also not apply where  
the data come from sources accessible to the public and are intended for advertising activity or market  
research, in which case each communication sent to the data subject shall inform him of the origin of the  
data, the identity of the controller and the rights of the data subject.

Article 6 Consent of the data subject

Art.6(1) Processing of personal data shall require the unambiguous consent of the data subject, unless laid 
down otherwise by Law.

Art.6(2) Consent shall not be required: 

i. where the personal data are collected for the exercise of the functions proper to public administrations 
within the scope of their responsibilities;

ii. where they relate to the parties to a contract or preliminary contract for a business, employment or 
administrative relationship, and are necessary for its maintenance or fulfillment;

iii. where the purpose of processing the data is to protect a vital interest of the data subject under the terms 
of Article 7(6) of this Act;

iv. where the data are contained in sources accessible to the public and their processing is necessary to 
satisfy the legitimate interest pursued by the controller or that of the third party to whom the data are 
communicated, unless the fundamental rights and freedoms of the data subject are jeopardised.

Art.6(3) The consent to which the article refers may be revoked when there are justified grounds for doing 
so and the revocation does not have retroactive effect.

Art.6(4) In the cases where the consent of the data subject is not required for processing personal data, and 
unless provided otherwise by law, the data subject may object to such processing when there are 
compelling and legitimate grounds relating to a particular personal situation. In such an event, the 
controller shall exclude the data relating to the data subject from the processing.

Requirements for Article 6:

For Article 6 please check the following schemes

Para 5.4.4.3. Scheme 3a: Lawful Processing

SysReq.6(1).1 
LOPD

Obtaining consent

Legal provision Art.6(1)  Processing of personal data shall require the unambiguous consent of the 
data subject, [Out of scope: unless laid down otherwise by Law.]

Requirement The system MUST be able to obtain a data subject’s consent for the collection 
and/or processing of his/her personal_data.

SysReq.6(1).2 
LOPD

Storing consent

Legal provision Art.6(1)  Processing of personal data shall require the unambiguous consent of the 
data subject, [Out of scope: unless laid down otherwise by Law.]

Requirement The system MUST be able to store a data subject’s consent once it has been given.
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SysReq.6(1).3 
LOPD

Checking consent

Legal provision Art.6(1)  Processing of personal data shall require the unambiguous consent of the 
data subject, [Out of scope: unless laid down otherwise by Law.]

Requirement The system MUST be able to check whether a data subject has consented to the fact 
that his/her personal_data are collected and processed.

R.6(1).1 LOPD Data subject must consent 1

Legal provision Art.6(1) Processing of personal data shall require the unambiguous consent of the 
data subject, [Out of scope: unless laid down otherwise by Law.]

Requirement/rule IF intention(process(dc,“personal_data”)) AND check(dc←ds,“consent_stored”) = 
false THEN obtain(dc←ds,“consent”) AND store(dc←ds,“consent”)

R.6(1).3 LOPD Data subject must consent 2

Legal provision Art. 6(1) Processing of personal data shall require the unambiguous consent of the 
data subject, [Out of scope: unless laid down otherwise by Law.] 

Requirement/rule IF intention(process(dc,“personal_data”)) AND check(dc←ds,“consent_stored”) = 
true THEN permission(process(dc,“personal_data”))

Out of scope

Art.6(2)i Consent shall not be required: where the personal data are collected for the exercise of the 
functions proper to public administrations within the scope of their responsibilities;

Ed.Req.6(2) LOPD Store contract

Legal provision Art.6(1)  Processing of personal data shall require the unambiguous consent of the 
data subject, [Out of scope: unless laid down otherwise by Law.]

Requirement Whether or not a contract exists between dc and ds, and whether or not this fact is 
stored, MUST be determined using the editor.

SysReq.6(2).1 
LOPD

Store processing ground

Legal provision Art.6(1)  Processing of personal data shall require the unambiguous consent of the 
data subject, [Out of scope: unless laid down otherwise by Law.]

Requirement The system MUST be able to store and differentiate between the various processing 
grounds stipulated in Art.6(2) of the LOPD.
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SysReq.6(2).2 
LOPD

Check contract

Legal provision Art.6(2)ii Consent shall not be required: where they relate to the parties to a 
contract or preliminary contract for a business, employment or administrative 
relationship, and are necessary for its maintenance or fulfillment 

Requirement The system MUST be able to check whether a contract is established between ds 
and dc.

R.6(2).1 LOPD No need to inform if contract exists

Legal provision Art.6(2)ii Consent shall not be required: where they relate to the parties to a 
contract or preliminary contract for a business, employment or administrative 
relationship, and are necessary for its maintenance or fulfillment 

Requirement/rule IF intention(process(dc,“personal_data”)) AND check(dc↔ds,“contract_stored”) = 
true THEN permission(process(dc,“personal_data”))

Ed.Req.6(2).2 
LOPD

Check vital insterest_ds

Legal provision Art.6(2)iii Consent shall not be required: where the purpose of processing the data 
is to protect a vital interest of the data subject under the terms of Article 7(6) of this 
Act

Requirement Using the editor, the system MUST facilitate checking whether the data_subject has 
a vital interest, as defined in Art.6(2) of the LOPD.

R.6(2).3 LOPD Check vital interest_ds

Legal provision Art.6(2)iii Consent shall not be required: where the purpose of processing the data 
is to protect a vital interest of the data subject under the terms of Article 7(6) of this 
Act

Requirement/rule IF intention(process(dc,“personal_data”)) AND check(dc,“vital_interest_ds”) = true 
THEN permission(process(dc,“personal_data”,p=necessary_for_vital_interest_ds))

Ed.Req.6(2).3 
LOPD

Check personal data source

Legal provision Art.6(2)iv Consent shall not be required: where the data are contained in sources 
accessible to the public and their processing is necessary to satisfy the legitimate 
interest pursued by the controller or that of the third party to whom the data are 
communicated, unless the fundamental rights and freedoms of the data subject are 
jeopardised.

Requirement Using the editor, the system MUST facilitate assigning whether a data_subject’s 
data are derived from a public source.
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Ed.Req.6(2).4 
LOPD

Check legitimacy data processing

Legal provision Art.6(2)iv Consent shall not be required: where the data are contained in sources 
accessible to the public and their processing is necessary to satisfy the legitimate 
interest pursued by the controller or that of the third party to whom the data are 
communicated, unless the fundamental rights and freedoms of the data subject are 
jeopardised.

Requirement Using the editor, the system MUST facilitate checking whether a data controller or 
third_party processes a data_subject’s data to satisfy a legitimate interest.

Ed.Req.6(2).5 
LOPD

Check public accessibility personal data/check legitimate 
interest_ds/_third_party/check fundamental rights_ds/check interests_ds

Legal provision Art.6(2)iv Consent shall not be required: where the data are contained in sources 
accessible to the public and their processing is necessary to satisfy the legitimate 
interest pursued by the controller or that of the third party to whom the data are 
communicated, unless the fundamental rights and freedoms of the data subject are 
jeopardised.

Requirement Whether data are contained in sources accessible to the public AND processing is 
necessary for legitimate interest of the dc or third party AND whether the interest 
or fundamental rights and freedoms of the data subject prevail MUST be 
determined in the editor.

R.6(2).4 LOPD Public accessibility personal data and/or legitimate interest_DC/_third_party

Legal provision Art.6(2)iv Consent shall not be required: where the data are contained in sources 
accessible to the public and their processing is necessary to satisfy the legitimate 
interest pursued by the controller or that of the third party to whom the data are 
communicated, unless the fundamental rights and freedoms of the data subject are 
jeopardised.

Requirement/rule IF intention(process(dc,“personal_data”)) AND 
check(dc,“public_accessibility_personal_data”) = true AND IF 
(check(dc,“legitimate_interest”) = true OR check(third_party,“legitimate_interest”) 
= true) THEN 
(permission(process(dc,“publicly_accessible_personal_data”,p=legitimate_interest)
) OR 
permission(process(third_party,“publicly_accessible_personal_data”,p=legitimate_i
nterest)))

SysReq.6(3).1 
LOPD

Revoke consent

Legal provision Art.6(3) The consent to which the article refers may be revoked when there are 
justified grounds for doing so [Out of scope: and the revocation does not have 
retroactive effect].

Requirement The system MUST be able to revoke a data subject’s consent to data processing. 
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SysReq.6(3).2 
LOPD

Storing revoked consent

Legal provision Art.6(3) The consent to which the article refers may be revoked when there are 
justified grounds for doing so [Out of scope: and the revocation does not have 
retroactive effect].

Requirement The system MUST be able to store a data subject’s revoked consent to data 
processing. 

Ed.Req.6(3) LOPD Check revocation consent on justified grounds

Legal provision Art.6(3) The consent to which the article refers may be revoked when there are 
justified grounds for doing so [Out of scope: and the revocation does not have 
retroactive effect].

Requirement When a data subject wishes to revoke consent for data processing the data 
controller MUST be able to check whether the grounds for doing so are justified in 
the editor. 

R.6(3) LOPD Revoke consent on justified ground

Legal provision Art.6(3) The consent to which the article refers may be revoked when there are 
justified grounds for doing so [Out of scope: and the revocation does not have 
retroactive effect].

Requirement/rule IF intention(revoke(ds→dc,“consent”)) AND 
check(dc,“legitimate_grounds_for_revocation_consent”) = true THEN 
store(dc←ds,“revoked_consent”) AND end(dc,“data_processing”)

SysReq.6(4) LOPD Objection to consent

Legal provision Art.6(4) In the cases where the consent of the data subject is not required for 
processing personal data, and unless provided otherwise by law, the data subject 
may object to such processing when there are compelling and legitimate grounds 
relating to a particular personal situation. In such an event, the controller shall 
exclude the data relating to the data subject from the processing.

Requirement The system MUST be able to receive and process a data subject’s objection to data 
processing. 

Ed.Req.6(4) LOPD Check legitimate personal grounds for objection to processing

Legal provision Art.6(4) In the cases where the consent of the data subject is not required for 
processing personal data, and unless provided otherwise by law, the data subject 
may object to such processing when there are compelling and legitimate grounds 
relating to a particular personal situation. In such an event, the controller shall 
exclude the data relating to the data subject from the processing.

Requirement When a data subject objects to processing and consent is not required, the data 
controller MUST be able to check whether the personal grounds a data subject may 
have for doing so are justified in the editor. 
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R.6(4) LOPD Objecting to processing on personal grounds, no consent needed

Legal provision Art.6(4) In the cases where the consent of the data subject is not required for 
processing personal data, and unless provided otherwise by law, the data subject 
may object to such processing when there are compelling and legitimate grounds 
relating to a particular personal situation. In such an event, the controller shall 
exclude the data relating to the data subject from the processing.

Requirement/rule IF intention(process(dc,“personal_data”)) AND IF 
check(dc,“processing_ground_Art.6(2)_LOPD) = true AND IF 
check(dc←ds,“objection_Art.6(4)_LOPD”) = true THEN 
prohibition(process(dc,“personal_dataprocessing_ground_Art.6(2)_LOPD”))

Article 7. Data with special protection

Art.7(1) In accordance with the provisions of Article 16(2) of the Constitution, nobody may be obliged to  
state his ideology, religion or beliefs. If, in relation to such data, the consent referred to in the following 
paragraph is sought, the data subject shall be warned of his right to refuse such consent.

Art.7(2) Personal data which reveal the ideology,  trade union membership, religion and beliefs may be  
processed  only  with  the  explicit  and  written  consent  of  the  data  subject.  Exceptions  shall  be  files  
maintained  by  political  parties,  trade  unions,  churches,  religious  confessions  or  communities,  and 
associations, foundations and other non-profit-seeking bodies with a political, philosophical, religious or 
trade-union aim, as regards the data relating to their associates or members, without prejudice to the fact  
that assignment of such data shall always require the prior consent of the data subject.

Art.7(3) Personal  data which refer  to racial  origin,  health or sex life may be collected,  processed and  
assigned only when, for reasons of general interest, this is so provided for by law or the data subject has 
given his explicit consent.

Art.7(4) Files created for the sole purpose of storing personal data which reveal the ideology, trade union 
membership, religion, beliefs, racial or ethnic origin or sex life remain prohibited.

Art.7(5) Personal data on criminal or administrative offences may be included in files of the competent  
public administrations only under the circumstances laid down in the respective regulations.

Art.7(6)  Notwithstanding  the  provisions  of  the  preceding  paragraphs,  the  personal  data  referred  to  in 
paragraphs 2 and 3 of this Article may be processed when such processing is necessary for purpose of 
preventive medicine or diagnosis, the provision of medical care or treatment, or the management of health-
care services, provided such data processing is effected by a health professional subject to professional 
secrecy or by another person also subject to an equivalent obligation of secrecy. The data referred to in the  
preceding subparagraph may also be processed when this is necessary to safeguard the vital interests of the 
data subject or another person in the event that the data subject is physically or legally incapable of giving  
his consent.

Requirements for Article 7:

For Article 7 please check the following schemes

Para 5.4.4.3. Scheme 3a: Lawful Processing

Para 5.4.4.7. Scheme 5: Information to be provided to data subjects
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SysReq.7(1).1 
LOPD

Processing of sensitive data

Legal provision Art.7(1) In accordance with the provisions of Article 16(2) of the Constitution, 
nobody may be obliged to state his ideology, religion or beliefs. If, in relation to 
such data, the consent referred to in the following paragraph is sought, the data 
subject shall be warned of his right to refuse such consent.

Requirement The system MUST be able to recognize some personal data as being sensitive data 
as defined under Article 7(1) of the LOPD.

SysReq.7(1).2 
LOPD

Check consent for the processing of sensitive data

Legal provision Art.7(1) In accordance with the provisions of Article 16(2) of the Constitution, 
nobody may be obliged to state his ideology, religion or beliefs. If, in relation to 
such data, the consent referred to in the following paragraph is sought, the data 
subject shall be warned of his right to refuse such consent.

Requirement The system MUST be able to check whether consent has been given to process 
sensitive data as defined under Article 7(1) of the LOPD.

SysReq.7(1).3 
LOPD

Store consent for the processing of sensitive data

Legal provision Art.7(1) In accordance with the provisions of Article 16(2) of the Constitution, 
nobody may be obliged to state his ideology, religion or beliefs. If, in relation to 
such data, the consent referred to in the following paragraph is sought, the data 
subject shall be warned of his right to refuse such consent.

Requirement The system MUST be able to store consent that has been given to process sensitive 
data as defined under Article 7(1) of the LOPD.

R.7(1) LOPD Consent for the processing of sensitive data

Legal provision Art. 7(1) In accordance with the provisions of Article 16(2) of the Constitution, 
nobody may be obliged to state his ideology, religion or beliefs. If, in relation to 
such data, the consent referred to in the following paragraph is sought, the data 
subject shall be warned of his right to refuse such consent.

Requirement/rule IF intention(process(dc,“personal_data”)) AND check(dc,“sensitive_data”) = true 
THEN communicate(dc→ds,“right_to_refuse_sensitive_data_processing”)
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SysReq.7(2).1 
LOPD

Processing of sensitive data 2

Legal provision Art.7(2) Personal data which reveal the ideology, trade union membership, religion 
and beliefs may be processed only with the explicit and written consent of the data 
subject. [Out of scope: Exceptions shall be files maintained by political parties, 
trade unions, churches, religious confessions or communities, and associations, 
foundations and other non-profit-seeking bodies with a political, philosophical, 
religious or trade-union aim, as regards the data relating to their associates or 
members, without prejudice to the fact that assignment of such data shall always 
require the prior consent of the data subject].

Requirement The system MUST be able to recognize some personal data as being sensitive data 
as defined under Article 7(2) of the LOPD.

SysReq.7(2).2 
LOPD

Explicit consent for the processing of sensitive data

Legal provision Art.7(2) Personal data which reveal the ideology, trade union membership, religion 
and beliefs may be processed only with the explicit and written consent of the data 
subject. [Out of scope: Exceptions shall be files maintained by political parties, 
trade unions, churches, religious confessions or communities, and associations, 
foundations and other non-profit-seeking bodies with a political, philosophical, 
religious or trade-union aim, as regards the data relating to their associates or 
members, without prejudice to the fact that assignment of such data shall always 
require the prior consent of the data subject].

Requirement The system MUST be able to check whether explicit consent has been given to 
process sensitive data as defined under Article 7(2) of the LOPD.

R.7(2) LOPD Consent for the processing of sensitive data

Legal provision Art.7(2) Personal data which reveal the ideology, trade union membership, religion 
and beliefs may be processed only with the explicit and written consent of the data 
subject. [Out of scope: Exceptions shall be files maintained by political parties, 
trade unions, churches, religious confessions or communities, and associations, 
foundations and other non-profit-seeking bodies with a political, philosophical, 
religious or trade-union aim, as regards the data relating to their associates or 
members, without prejudice to the fact that assignment of such data shall always 
require the prior consent of the data subject].

Requirement/rule IF intention(process(dc,“personal_data”)) AND check(dc,“sensitive_data”) = true 
AND check(dc,“stored_consent_sensitive_data_processing”) = false THEN 
obtain(dc←ds,“consent_sensitive_data_processing") AND IF withhold(ds→dc, 
“consent_sensitive_data_processing”) THEN 
prohibition(process(dc→ds,“sensitive_data”))
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SysReq.7(3).1 
LOPD

Processing of sensitive health data 

Legal provision Art.7(3) Personal data which refer to racial origin, health or sex life may be 
collected, processed and assigned only when, for reasons of general interest, this is 
so provided for by law or the data subject has given his explicit consent.

Requirement The system MUST be able to recognize some personal data as being sensitive data 
as defined under Article 7(3) of the LOPD.

SysReq.7(3).2 
LOPD

Consent for the processing of sensitive health data/general interest

Legal provision Art.7(3) Personal data which refer to racial origin, health or sex life may be 
collected, processed and assigned only when, for reasons of general interest, this is 
so provided for by law or the data subject has given his explicit consent.

Requirement The system MUST be able to check whether explicit consent has been given to 
process sensitive data as defined under Article 7(3) of the LOPD.

R.7(3) LOPD Processing of sensitive data Art.7(3)

Legal provision Art.7(3) Personal data which refer to racial origin, health or sex life may be 
collected, processed and assigned only when, for reasons of general interest, this is 
so provided for by law or the data subject has given his explicit consent.

Requirement/rule IF intention(process(dc,“personal_data”)) AND IF 
check(dc,“sensitive_data_Art.7(3)_LOPD”) = true THEN AND 
check(dc←ds,“consent_data_processingsensitive_data_Art.7(3)_LOPD”) = true 

OR 

IF check(dc, “legal_obligation_processing_sensitive_data_Art.7(3)_LOPD”) = true 
THEN process(dc,“sensitive_health_data_Art.7(3)_LOPD”)

R.7(4) LOPD Processing of sensitive health data

Legal provision Art.7(4) Files created for the sole purpose of storing personal data which reveal the 
ideology, trade union membership, religion, beliefs, racial or ethnic origin or sex 
life remain prohibited.

Requirement/rule IF intention(process(dc,“personal_data”)) AND 
check(dc,“sensitive_data_Art.7(4)_LOPD”) = true THEN 
prohibition(process(dc,“sensitive_data_Art.7(4)_LOPD”))

Out of scope:

Art.7(5) Personal data on criminal or administrative offences may be included in files of the competent  
public administrations only under the circumstances laid down in the respective regulations.
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R.7(6) LOPD Processing of sensitive health data

Legal provision Art.7(6) Notwithstanding the provisions of the preceding paragraphs, the personal 
data referred to in paragraphs 2 and 3 of this Article may be processed when such 
processing  is  necessary  for  purpose  of  preventive  medicine  or  diagnosis,  the 
provision of medical care or treatment, or the management of health-care services, 
provided  such  data  processing  is  effected  by  a  health  professional  subject  to  
professional secrecy or by another person also subject to an equivalent obligation of 
secrecy. The data referred to in the preceding subparagraph may also be processed 
when this is necessary to safeguard the vital interests of the data subject or another 
person in the event that the data subject is physically or legally incapable of giving 
his consent.

Requirement/rule IF intention(process(dchealth_professional,“personal_data”,p=medical)) AND 
check(dchealth_professional,“obligation_of_secrecy”) = true THEN 
permission(process(dchealth_professional,“sensitive_data”)) AND 
permission(process(dchealth_professional,“sensitive_data_Art.7(3)_LOPD”)).

Article 8. Data on health

Art.8 Without  prejudice to  the  provisions  of  Article  11 on  assignment,  public  and private  health-care 
institutions and centres and the corresponding professionals may process personal data relating to the health 
of persons consulting them or admitted to them for treatment, in accordance with the provisions of the  
central or regional government legislation on health care.

Requirements for Article 8:

For Article 8 please check the following schemes

Para 5.4.4.3. Scheme 3a: Lawful Processing

Para 5.4.4.7. Scheme 5: Information to be provided to data subjects

R.8 LOPD Processing of sensitive health data

Legal provision Art. 8 Without prejudice to the provisions of Article 11 on assignment, public and 
private health-care institutions and centres and the corresponding professionals may 
process personal data relating to the health of persons consulting them or admitted 
to them for treatment, in accordance with the provisions of the central or regional 
government legislation on health care.

Requirement/rule To be specified further in the domain specific rule sets.

Article 9. Data security

Art.9(1) The controller or, where applicable, the processor shall adopt the technical and organisational 
measures necessary to ensure the security of the personal data and prevent their alteration, loss, 
unauthorised processing or access, having regard to the state of the art, the nature of the data stored and the 
risks to which they are exposed by virtue of human action or the physical or natural environment.

Art.9(2) No personal data shall be recorded in files which do not meet the conditions laid down by rules  
regarding  their  integrity  and  security,  as  well  as  the  rules  governing  the  processing  centre,  premises, 
equipment, systems and programs.

Art.9(3) Rules shall be laid down governing the requirements and conditions to be met by the files and the 
persons involved in the data processing referred to in Article 7 of this Law.
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Requirements for Article 9:

For Article 9 please check the following schemes

Para 5.4.4.3. Scheme 3a: Lawful Processing

SysReq.9(1)-(3) 
LOPD

Data security 

Legal provision Art.9(1) The controller or, where applicable, the processor shall adopt the technical 
and organisational measures necessary to ensure the security of the personal data 
and prevent their alteration, loss, unauthorised processing or access, having regard 
to the state of the art, the nature of the data stored and the risks to which they are 
exposed by virtue of human action or the physical or natural environment.

Art.9(2) No personal data shall be recorded in files which do not meet the 
conditions laid down by rules regarding their integrity and security, as well as the 
rules governing the processing centre, premises, equipment, systems and programs.

Art.9(3) Rules shall be laid down governing the requirements and conditions to be 
met by the files and the persons involved in the data processing referred to in 
Article 7 of this Law.

Requirement The system MUST meet the security requirements defined by ISO/IEC 27001:2005.

Article 10. Duty of secrecy

Art.10 The controller and any persons involved in any stage of processing personal data shall be subject to 
professional secrecy as regards such data and to the duty to keep them. These obligations shall continue 
even after the end of the relations with the owner of the file or, where applicable, the person responsible for  
it.

Requirements for Article 10:

For Article 10 please check the following schemes

Para 5.4.4.3. Scheme 3a: Lawful Processing

Para 5.4.4.4. Scheme 3b: Data Communication 

SysReq.10.1 LOPD Role-based access control

Legal provision Art.10 The controller and any persons involved in any stage of processing personal 
data shall be subject to professional secrecy as regards such data and to the duty to 
keep them. These obligations shall continue even after the end of the relations with 
the owner of the file or, where applicable, the person responsible for it.

Requirement The system MUST facilitate role-based access control, and be able to identify who 
is processing or collecting personal data, eg. dc, dp, dcunder_authority or dpunder_authority
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SysReq.10.2 LOPD Confidentiality of personal data 1

Legal provision Art.10 The controller and any persons involved in any stage of processing personal 
data shall be subject to professional secrecy as regards such data and to the duty to 
keep them. These obligations shall continue even after the end of the relations with 
the owner of the file or, where applicable, the person responsible for it.

Requirement The system MUST facilitate confidentiality of personal data, e.g. through 
encryption. 

SysReq.10.3 LOPD Confidentiality of personal data 2

Legal provision Art.10 The controller and any persons involved in any stage of processing personal 
data shall be subject to professional secrecy as regards such data and to the duty to 
keep them. These obligations shall continue even after the end of the relations with 
the owner of the file or, where applicable, the person responsible for it.

Requirement The system MUST guarantee the confidentiality of personal data during and after 
data processing. 

Article 11. Communication of data

Art.11(1) Personal data subjected to processing may be communicated to third persons only for purposes  
directly related to the legitimate functions of the transferor and transferee with the prior consent of the data  
subject.

Art.11(2) The consent required under the previous paragraph shall not be required:

a) when the transfer is authorised by a law.

b) when the data have been collected from publicly accessible sources.

c) when the processing corresponds to the free and legitimate acceptance of a legal relationship whose 
course, performance and monitoring necessarily involve the connection between such processing and files 
of third parties. In that case, communication shall be legitimate to the extent of the purpose justifying it.

d) when the communication to be effected is destined for the Ombudsman, the Office of Public Prosecutor,  
judges, courts or the Court of Auditors in the exercise of the functions assigned to them. Not shall consent  
be  required  when  the  communication  is  destined  to  regional  government  authorities  with  functions 
analogous to the Ombudsman or the Court of Auditors.

e) when the transfer is between public administrations and concerns the retrospective processing of the data 
for historical, statistical or scientific purposes.

f) when the transfer of personal data on health is necessary for resolving an emergency which requires 
access  to  a  file  or  for  conducting  epidemiological  studies  within  the  meaning  of  central  or  regional 
government health legislation. 

Art.11(3) Consent for the communication of personal data to a third party shall be null and void when the  
information given to the data subject does not enable him to know the purpose for which the data whose 
communications is authorised will be used or the type of activity of the person to whom it is intended to 
communicate them. 

Art.11(4) Consent for the communication of personal data may also be revoked. 

Art.11(5)  The  person  to  who  personal  data  are  communicated  is  obliged,  by  the  mere  fact  of  the  
communication, to abide by the provisions of this Law. 

Art.11(6)  If  the  communication  is  preceded  by  a  depersonalisation  procedure,  the  provisions  of  the  
preceding paragraphs shall not apply.
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Requirements for Article 11:

For Article 11 please check the following schemes

Para 5.4.4.3. Scheme 3a: Lawful Processing

Para 5.4.4.4. Scheme 3b: Data Communication 

SysReq.11(1).1 
LOPD

Consent for communicating personal data to third parties 1

Legal provision Art.11(1) Personal data subjected to processing may be communicated to third 
persons only for purposes directly related to the legitimate functions of the 
transferor and transferee with the prior consent of the data subject.

Requirement The system MUST be able to store data subjects’ consent for data dissemination to 
third parties.

SysReq.11(1).2 
LOPD

Consent for communicating personal data to third parties 2

Legal provision Art.11(1) Personal data subjected to processing may be communicated to third 
persons only for purposes directly related to the legitimate functions of the 
transferor and transferee with the prior consent of the data subject.

Requirement The system MUST be able to check whether a data subject has given consent to 
share his/her data with third parties.

R.11(1) LOPD Communicating personal data with third parties

Legal provision Art.11(1) Personal data subjected to processing may be communicated to third 
persons only for purposes directly related to the legitimate functions of the 
transferor and transferee with the prior consent of the data subject.

Requirement/rule IF intention(disseminate(dc→third_party,“personal_data”)) AND IF 
check(dc←ds,“stored_consent_communication_third_parties”) = true THEN 
permission(disseminate(dc→third_party,“personal_data”))

Ed.Req.11(2).1 
LOPD

No consent required: legally authorised

Legal provision Art.11(2) The consent required under the previous paragraph shall not be required:

a) when the transfer is authorised by a law.

Requirement Whether or not the transfer of personal data to a third party is authorised by law and 
hence no consent, as specified under Art.11(1) of the LOPD is required, MUST be 
determined and stored in the editor. 
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R.11(2).1 LOPD No consent required: legally authorised

Legal provision Art.11(2) The consent required under the previous paragraph shall not be required:

a) when the transfer is authorised by a law.

Requirement/rule IF intention(disseminate(dc→third_party,“personal_data”)) AND IF 
check(dc,“legal_obligation”) = true THEN 
permission(disseminate(dc→third_party,“personal_data”,p=legal_obligation))

Ed.Req.11(2).2 
LOPD

No consent required: data from public sources

Legal provision Art.11(2) The consent required under the previous paragraph shall not be required:

b) when the data have been collected from publicly accessible sources.

Requirement Whether or not the personal data to be communicated to a third party was collected 
from publicly accessible sources, and hence no consent, as specified under 
Art.11(1) of the LOPD is required, MUST be determined and stored in the editor. 

R.11(2).2 LOPD No consent required: data from public sources

Legal provision Art.11(2) The consent required under the previous paragraph shall not be required:

b) when the data have been collected from publicly accessible sources.

Requirement/rule IF intention(disseminate(dc→third_party,“personal_data”)) AND IF 
check(dc,“data_source_is_public”) = true THEN 
permission(disseminate(dc→third_party,“public_data”))

Ed.Req.11(2).3 
LOPD

No consent required: legal relationship

Legal provision Art.11(2) The consent required under the previous paragraph shall not be required:

c) when the processing corresponds to the free and legitimate acceptance of a legal 
relationship whose course, performance and monitoring necessarily involve the 
connection between such processing and files of third parties. In that case, 
communication shall be legitimate to the extent of the purpose justifying it.

Requirement Whether or not the processing corresponds to the free and legitimate acceptance of 
a legal relationship whose course, performance and monitoring necessarily involve 
the connection between such processing and files of third parties, and hence no 
consent, as specified under Art.11(1) of the LOPD is required, MUST be 
determined in the editor. 
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R.11(2).3 LOPD No consent required: legal relationship

Legal provision Art.11(2) The consent required under the previous paragraph shall not be required:

c) when the processing corresponds to the free and legitimate acceptance of a legal 
relationship whose course, performance and monitoring necessarily involve the 
connection between such processing and files of third parties. In that case, 
communication shall be legitimate to the extent of the purpose justifying it.

Requirement/rule IF intention(disseminate(dc→third_party,“personal_data”)) AND IF 
check(dc,“legal_relationship”) = true THEN 
permission(disseminate(dc→third_party,“personal_data”))

Ed.Req.11(2).4 
LOPD

No consent required: official request

Legal provision Art.11(2) The consent required under the previous paragraph shall not be required:

d) when the communication to be effected is destined for the Ombudsman, the 
Office of Public Prosecutor, judges, courts or the Court of Auditors in the exercise 
of the functions assigned to them. Not shall consent be required when the 
communication is destined to regional government authorities with functions 
analogous to the Ombudsman or the Court of Auditors.

Requirement Whether or not the communication to be effected is destined for the Ombudsman, 
the Office of Public Prosecutor, judges, courts or the Court of Auditors, and hence 
no consent, as specified under Art.11(1) of the LOPD is required, MUST be 
determined in the editor. 

R.11(2).4 LOPD No consent required: official request

Legal provision Art.11(2) The consent required under the previous paragraph shall not be required:

d) when the communication to be effected is destined for the Ombudsman, the 
Office of Public Prosecutor, judges, courts or the Court of Auditors in the exercise 
of the functions assigned to them. Not shall consent be required when the 
communication is destined to regional government authorities with functions 
analogous to the Ombudsman or the Court of Auditors.

Requirement/rule IF intention(disseminate(dc→third_partypublic_authority,“personal_data”)) AND 
check(dc←third_partypublic_authority,“official_request”) = true THEN 
permission(disseminate(dc→third_partypublic_authority,“personal_data”))

Out of scope:

Art.11(2) The consent required under the previous paragraph shall not be required:

e) when the transfer is between public administrations and concerns the retrospective processing of the data 
for historical, statistical or scientific purposes.
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Ed.Req.11(2).5 
LOPD

No consent required: health data - emergency or epidemiological studies

Legal provision Art.11(2) The consent required under the previous paragraph shall not be required:

f) when the transfer of personal data on health is necessary for resolving an 
emergency which requires access to a file or for conducting epidemiological studies 
within the meaning of central or regional government health legislation.

Requirement Whether or not the communication involves personal data on health which are 
necessary for resolving an emergency or for conducting epidemiological studies, 
and hence no consent, as specified under Art.11(1) of the LOPD is required, MUST 
be determined in the editor. 

R.11(2).5 LOPD No consent required: health data – emergency or epidemiological studies

Legal provision Art.11(2) The consent required under the previous paragraph shall not be required:

f) when the transfer of personal data on health is necessary for resolving an 
emergency which requires access to a file or for conducting epidemiological studies 
within the meaning of central or regional government health legislation.

Requirement/rule IF intention(disseminate(dc→third_party,“personal_data”)) AND 
check(dc,“medical_emergency”) = true THEN 
permission(disseminate(dc→third_party,“personal_data”))

OR

IF intention(disseminate(dc→third_party,“personal_data”)) AND 
check(dc,“epidemiological_studies”) = true THEN 
permission(disseminate(dc→third_party,“data_dissemination”))

R.11(3) LOPD Consent void

Legal provision Art.11(3) Consent for the communication of personal data to a third party shall be 
null and void when the information given to the data subject does not enable him to 
know the purpose for which the data whose communications is authorised will be 
used or the type of activity of the person to whom it is intended to communicate 
them.

Requirement/rule IF intention(disseminate(dc→third_party,“personal_data”)) AND 
check(dc,“purposes_communicated_to_ds_Art.5(4)_LOPD”) = false THEN 
prohibition(disseminate(dc→third_party,“personal_data”))

R.11(4) LOPD Consent revocation

Legal provision Art.11(4) Consent for the communication of personal data may also be revoked.

Requirement/rule IF disseminate(dc→third_party,“personal_data”) AND 
check(ds→dc,“revoke_consent_dissemination_third_parties”,t=x) = true THEN 
end(disseminate(dc→third_party,“personal_data”,t=x)) AND 
prohibition(disseminate(dc→third_party,“personal_data”,t>x))
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R.11(5) LOPD Third party data processing

Legal provision Art.11(5) The person to whom personal data are communicated is obliged, by the 
mere fact of the communication, to abide by the provisions of this Law. 

Requirement/rule IF disseminate(dc→third_party,“personal_data”) THEN 
processin_accordance_with_LOPD(third_party,“personal_data”)

R.11(6) LOPD Anonymization of personal data before dissemination

Legal provision Art.11(6) If the communication is preceded by a depersonalisation procedure, the 
provisions of the preceding paragraphs shall not apply.

Requirement/rule IF intention(disseminate(dc→third_party,“personal_data”)) AND 
check(dc,“anonymized_personal_data”) = true THEN 
permission(disseminate(dc→third_party,“anonymized_personal_data”))

Article 12. Access to data on behalf of third parties

Art.12(1) Access to data by a third party shall not be considered communication of data when such access 
is necessary for the provision of a service to the data controller. 

Art.12(2) Processing on behalf of third parties shall be regulated in a contract which must be in writing or  
in any other form which allows its performance and content to be assessed, it being expressly laid down  
that the processor shall process the data only in accordance with the instructions of the controller, shall not  
apply or use them for a purpose other than that set out in the said contract, and shall not communicate them 
to other persons even for their preservation. The contract shall also set out the security measures referred to  
in Article 9 of this Law, which the processor is obliged to implement. 

Art.12(3) Once the contractual service has been provided, the personal data must be destroyed or returned  
to the controller, together with any support or documents contain personal data processed. 

Art.12(4) If the processor uses the data for another purpose, communicates them or uses them in a way not 
in accordance with the terms of the contract, he shall also be considered as the controller and shall be  
personally responsible for the infringements committed by him.

Requirements for Article 12:

For Article 12 please check the following schemes

Para 5.4.4.2. Scheme 2: Data Controller or Data Processor?

Para 5.4.4.3. Scheme 3a: Lawful Processing 

Out of scope:

Art.12(1) Access to data by a third party shall not be considered communication of data when such access 
is necessary for the provision of a service to the data controller. 
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SysReq.12(2).1 
LOPD

Data processor

Legal provision Art.12(2) Processing on behalf of third parties shall be regulated in a contract which 
must be in writing or in any other form which allows its performance and content to 
be assessed, it being expressly laid down that the processor shall process the data 
only in accordance with the instructions of the controller, shall not apply or use 
them for a purpose other than that set out in the said contract, and shall not 
communicate them to other persons even for their preservation. The contract shall 
also set out the security measures referred to in Article 9 of this Law, which the 
processor is obliged to implement. 

Requirement The system MUST be able to compare processing operations of a data processor 
with orders of the dc and check whether they match. If these processing operations 
do not match with the processing operations as ordered by the dc, then the 
processing of personal data by the data processor is prohibited. 

SysReq.12(2).2 
LOPD

Data processor: contract

Legal provision Art.12(2) Processing on behalf of third parties shall be regulated in a contract which 
must be in writing or in any other form which allows its performance and content to 
be assessed, it being expressly laid down that the processor shall process the data 
only in accordance with the instructions of the controller, shall not apply or use 
them for a purpose other than that set out in the said contract, and shall not 
communicate them to other persons even for their preservation. The contract shall 
also set out the security measures referred to in Article 9 of this Law, which the 
processor is obliged to implement. 

Requirement The system MUST be able to check whether a contract is established between dc 
and dp.

Ed.Req.12(2).1 
LOPD

Orders data controller to data processor

Legal provision Art.12(2) Processing on behalf of third parties shall be regulated in a contract which 
must be in writing or in any other form which allows its performance and content to 
be assessed, it being expressly laid down that the processor shall process the data 
only in accordance with the instructions of the controller, shall not apply or use 
them for a purpose other than that set out in the said contract, and shall not 
communicate them to other persons even for their preservation. The contract shall 
also set out the security measures referred to in Article 9 of this Law, which the 
processor is obliged to implement. 

Requirement Within the editor it MUST be indicated what the orders (permitted processing 
operations) from dc to dp are. 
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R.12(2) LOPD Data processor: contract

Legal provision Art.12(2) Processing on behalf of third parties shall be regulated in a contract which 
must be in writing or in any other form which allows its performance and content to 
be assessed, it being expressly laid down that the processor shall process the data 
only in accordance with the instructions of the controller, shall not apply or use 
them for a purpose other than that set out in the said contract, and shall not 
communicate them to other persons even for their preservation. The contract shall 
also set out the security measures referred to in Article 9 of this Law, which the 
processor is obliged to implement.

Requirement/rule IF process(dp,“personal_data”) AND check(dc↔dp,“contract”) = true AND 
check(dp,“orders_dc”) = true THEN permission(process(dp,“personal_data”))

Ed.Req.12(3) 
LOPD

End contract data controller and data processor

Legal provision Art.12(3) Once the contractual service has been provided, the personal data must be 
destroyed or returned to the controller, together with any support or documents 
contain personal data processed.

Requirement When a contract between a dp and dc ends, and hence data processing by the dp 
under orders of the dc ends, this MUST be indicated in the editor.

R.12(3) LOPD Data processor: contract ends

Legal provision Art.12(3) Once the contractual service has been provided, the personal data must be 
destroyed or returned to the controller, together with any support or documents 
contain personal data processed.

Requirement/rule IF (process(dp,“personal_data”)) AND check(dc↔dp,“contract_end”) = true THEN 
end(process(dp,“personal_data”)) AND ((delete(dp,“personal_data”)) OR 
disseminate(dp→dc,“personal_data”))).

R.12(4) LOPD Data processor acts outside contract or orders

Legal provision Art.12(4) If the processor uses the data for another purpose, communicates them or 
uses them in a way not in accordance with the terms of the contract, he shall also be 
considered as the controller and shall be personally responsible for the 
infringements committed by him.

Requirement/rule IF (process(dp,“personal_data”) AND (check(dc↔dp,“contract”)) = false OR 
check(dp,“processing_in_accordance_with_orders_dc”) = false) THEN dp=dc.
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TITLE II.I RIGHTS OF PERSONS

Article 13. Automated Individual Decision

Art.13(1) Citizens have the right not to be subject to a decision with legal consequences for them, or which 
significantly affects them, and which is based on processing of data intended to assess certain aspects of 
their personality.

Art.13(2)  The  data  subject  may  challenge  administrative  acts  or  private  decisions  which  involve  an 
assessment of his behaviour, the only basis for which is the processing of personal data which provides a  
definition of his characteristics or personality.

Art.13(3) In that case, the data subject shall have the right to obtain information from the controller on the  
assessment criteria and program used in the processing on the basis of which the decision containing the act 
was adopted.

Art.13(4) An assessment of the behaviour of citizens based on data processing shall have conclusive force  
only at the request of the data subject.

Requirements for Article 13:

For Article 13 please check the following schemes

Para 5.4.4.3. Scheme 3a: Lawful Processing 

Ed.Req.13(1)-(3) 
LOPD

Legal consequences of data processing: right to object

Legal provision Art.13(1) Citizens have the right not to be subject to a decision with legal 
consequences for them, or which significantly affects them, and which is based on 
processing of data intended to assess certain aspects of their personality.

Art.13(2) The data subject may challenge administrative acts or private decisions 
which involve an assessment of his behaviour, the only basis for which is the 
processing of personal data which provides a definition of his characteristics or 
personality.

Art.13(3) In that case, the data subject shall have the right to obtain information 
from the controller on the assessment criteria and program used in the processing 
on the basis of which the decision containing the act was adopted.

Requirement It MUST be possible to ascertain and store in the editor, whether legal decisions are 
made by means of automated processing operations. 

It MUST be possible to store data subjects’ objection to such legal decisions and the 
data processing actions that that led to them.
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R.13(1)-(3) LOPD Data processing: legal consequences for ds

Legal provision Art.13(1) Citizens have the right not to be subject to a decision with legal 
consequences for them, or which significantly affects them, and which is based on 
processing of data intended to assess certain aspects of their personality.

Art.13(2) The data subject may challenge administrative acts or private decisions 
which involve an assessment of his behaviour, the only basis for which is the 
processing of personal data which provides a definition of his characteristics or 
personality.

Art.13(3) In that case, the data subject shall have the right to obtain information 
from the controller on the assessment criteria and program used in the processing 
on the basis of which the decision containing the act was adopted.

Requirement/rule IF (process(dc,“personal_data”) AND 
check(dc,“stored_automated_decision_making”) = true AND 
request(ds→dc,“access_decision_criteria”) = true THEN 
communicate(dc→ds,“decision_criteria”))

Out of scope:

Art.13(4) An assessment of the behaviour of citizens based on data processing shall have conclusive force  
only at the request of the data subject.
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Out of scope:

Article 14. Right to consult the General Data Protection Register

Art.14 Anyone may consult the General Data Protection Register to learn about the existence of personal 
data,  their  purpose  and  the  identity  of  the  controller.  The  General  Register  shall  be  open  to  public 
consultation free of charge.

Article 15. Right of access

Art.15(1) The data subject shall  have the right to request and obtain free of charge information on his  
personal data subjected to processing, on the origin of such data and on their communication or intended  
communication.

Art.15(2) The information may be obtained by simply displaying the data for consultation or by indicating 
the data subjected to processing in writing, or in a copy, fax or photocopy, whether certified a true copy or  
not, in legible and intelligible form, and without using keys or codes which require the use of specific  
devices.

Art.15(3) The right of access referred to in this Article may be exercised only at intervals of not less than 
twelve months, unless the data subject can prove a legitimate interest in doing so, in which case it may be 
exercised before then.

Requirements for Article 15:

For Article 15 please check the following schemes

Para 5.4.4.3. Scheme 3a: Lawful Processing 

SysReq.15(1) 
LOPD

Receive, process and store access requests

Legal provision Art.15(1) The data subject shall have the right to request and obtain free of charge 
information on his personal data subjected to processing, on the origin of such data 
and on their communication or intended communication.

Requirement The system MUST be able to receive, process and store data subjects’ access 
requests. 

Ed.Req.15(1) 
LOPD

Store origin of personal data

Legal provision Art.15(1) The data subject shall have the right to request and obtain free of charge 
information on his personal data subjected to processing, on the origin of such data 
and on their communication or intended communication.

Requirement The origin (source) of personal data MUST be stored using the editor (or the system 
MUST be able recognize and store personal_data at t=data_collection. 
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Ed.Req.15(3) 
LOPD

Store origin of personal data

Legal provision Art.15(3) The right of access referred to in this Article may be exercised only at 
intervals of not less than twelve months, unless the data subject can prove a 
legitimate interest in doing so, in which case it may be exercised before then.

Requirement Whether the ds has a legitimate interest in submitting an access request MUST be 
determined and stored in the editor. 

R.15(1)-(3) LOPD Access requests 

Legal provision Art.15(1) The data subject shall have the right to request and obtain free of charge 
information on his personal data subjected to processing, on the origin of such data 
and on their communication or intended communication.

Art.15(2) The information may be obtained by simply displaying the data for 
consultation or by indicating the data subjected to processing in writing, or in a 
copy, fax or photocopy, whether certified a true copy or not, in legible and 
intelligible form, and without using keys or codes which require the use of specific 
devices.

Art.15(3) The right of access referred to in this Article may be exercised only at 
intervals of not less than twelve months, unless the data subject can prove a 
legitimate interest in doing so, in which case it may be exercised before then.

Requirement/rule IF process(dc,“personal_data”) AND request(ds→ds,“access”) AND 
(check(dc,“access_request_ds”t=>12months) = true OR 
check(dc,“legitimate_interest”) = true) THEN 
(communicate(dc→ds,“personal_data”) AND communicate(dc→ds, “data_source”) 
AND (communicate(dc→ds, “dissemination_personal_data”) AND 
communicate(dc→ds, “intention_dissemination_personal_data”)).

Article 16. Right of rectification or cancellation

Art.16(1) The controller shall be obliged to implement the right of rectification or cancellation of the data  
subject within a period of ten days.

Art.16(2) Rectification or cancellation shall apply to data whose processing is not in accordance with the 
provisions of this Law and, in particular, when such data are incorrect or incomplete.

Art.16(3) Cancellation shall lead to the data being blocked and maintained solely at the disposal of the 
public administrations, judges and courts,  for the purpose of determining any liability arising from the  
processing, and for the duration of such liability. On expiry of such liability, they shall be deleted.

Art.16(4) If the data rectified or cancelled have previously been communicated, the controller shall notify 
the person to whom they have been communicated of the rectification or cancellation. If the processing is  
being maintained by that person, he shall also cancel the data. 

Art.16(5) Personal data shall be kept for the periods set out in the relevant provisions or, where applicable,  
in the contractual relations between the person or body responsible for the processing ("the controller") and 
the data subject.
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Requirements for Article 16:

For Article 16 please check the following schemes

Para 5.4.4.3. Scheme 3a: Lawful Processing 

SysReq.16(1) 
LOPD

Rectification/deletion

Legal provision Art.16(1) The controller shall be obliged to implement the right of rectification or 
cancellation of the data subject within a period of ten days.

Requirement The system MUST be able to receive and store data subjects’ requests for 
rectification and/or cancellation. It MUST register the date of reception.

Ed.Req.16(1) 
LOPD

Rectification/deletion

Legal provision Art.16(1) The controller shall be obliged to implement the right of rectification or 
cancellation of the data subject within a period of ten days.

Requirement Using the editor the dc MUST be able to rectify a data subjects’ data when asked by 
the data subject to do so. Using the editor the dc MUST be able to cancel further 
data processing, and/or delete the data subject’s processed data, when asked by the 
data subject to do so.

SysReq.16(3) 
LOPD

Blocking data

Legal provision Art.16(3) Cancellation shall lead to the data being blocked and maintained solely at 
the disposal of the public administrations, judges and courts, for the purpose of 
determining any liability arising from the processing, and for the duration of such 
liability. On expiry of such liability, they shall be deleted.

Requirement The system MUST be able to block the further processing of data subjects’ personal 
data once a request for cancellation by the ds has been approved by the dc. The 
system MUST add a time stamp to these blocked data and MUST deleted these 
blocked data after expiry as stipulated in Art.16(3) of the LOPD.

Ed.Req.16(3).1 
LOPD

Blocked data: check legitimate purposes

Legal provision Art.16(3) Cancellation shall lead to the data being blocked and maintained solely at 
the disposal of the public administrations, judges and courts, for the purpose of 
determining any liability arising from the processing, and for the duration of such 
liability. On expiry of such liability, they shall be deleted.

Requirement When data are blocked, the editor MUST flag that the dc must assign the purposes 
stipulated in Art.16(3) of the LOPD to those blocked data. 
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Ed.Req.16(3).2 
LOPD

Blocked data: check expiry

Legal provision Art.16(3) Cancellation shall lead to the data being blocked and maintained solely at 
the disposal of the public administrations, judges and courts, for the purpose of 
determining any liability arising from the processing, and for the duration of such 
liability. On expiry of such liability, they shall be deleted.

Requirement Using the editor the dc MUST be able to stipulate  and tag expiry dates to blocked 
data as stipulated in Art.16(3) of the LOPD. 

R.16(1-3) LOPD Correction or deletion of personal data

Legal provision Art.16(1) The controller shall be obliged to implement the right of rectification or 
cancellation of the data subject within a period of ten days.

Art.16(2) Rectification or cancellation shall apply to data whose processing is not in 
accordance with the provisions of this Law and, in particular, when such data are 
incorrect or incomplete.

Art.16(3) Cancellation shall lead to the data being blocked and maintained solely at 
the disposal of the public administrations, judges and courts, for the purpose of 
determining any liability arising from the processing, and for the duration of such 
liability. On expiry of such liability, they shall be deleted.

Requirement/rule IF request(ds→dc,“correct_personal_data”) AND 
check(dc,“correction_grounds_legitimate”) = true THEN 
correct(dc,“personal_data”,t<10days)

OR 

IF request(ds→dc,“end_data_processing”) AND 
check(dc,“cancellation_grounds_legitimate”) = true THEN 
block(dc,“data_processing”,t<10days)

R.16(3) LOPD Deleting blocked personal data

Legal provision Art.16(3) Cancellation shall lead to the data being blocked and maintained solely at 
the disposal of the public administrations, judges and courts, for the purpose of 
determining any liability arising from the processing, and for the duration of such 
liability. On expiry of such liability, they shall be deleted.

Requirement/rule IF block(dc,“personal_data”) AND check(dc,“blocking_period_ends”) = true 
THEN delete(dc,“personal_data”)
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Ed.Req.16(4) 
LOPD

Informing third parties of rectification or cancellation

Legal provision Art.16(4) If the data rectified or canceled have previously been communicated, the 
controller shall notify the person to whom they have been communicated of the 
rectification or cancellation. If the processing is being maintained by that person, he 
shall also cancel the data.

Requirement Using the editor the dc MUST be able to determine whether or not a third party 
should be informed of a ds’s rectification or cancellation of processed personal 
data. 

R.16(4) LOPD Communicating cancellation/rectification to third parties

Legal provision Art.16(4) If the data rectified or canceled have previously been communicated, the 
controller shall notify the person to whom they have been communicated of the 
rectification or cancellation. If the processing is being maintained by that person, he 
shall also cancel the data.

Requirement/rule IF disseminate(dc→third_party,“personal_data”,t<rectification_request) AND 
check(dc,“correction_grounds_legitimate”) = true THEN 
communicate(dc→third_party,“correct_data”)

OR

IF disseminate(dc→third_party,“personal_data”,t<cancellation_request) AND 
check(dc,“cancellation_grounds_legitimate”) = true THEN 
communicate(dc→third_party,“end_processing”)

Ed.Req.16(5) 
LOPD

Informing third parties of rectification or cancellation

Legal provision Art.16(5) Personal data shall be kept for the periods set out in the relevant 
provisions or, where applicable, in the contractual relations between the person or 
body responsible for the processing ("the controller") and the data subject.

Requirement Using the editor the dc MUST be able to set a duration for which personal data will 
be stored in accordance with the requirements stipulated in Art.16(5) of the LOPD.
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Article 17. Objection, access, rectification or cancellation procedure

Art.17(1) The procedures for exercising the right of objection, access, rectification and cancellation shall be  
established by regulation. 

Art.17(2)  No  consideration  shall  be  demanded  for  the  exercise  of  the  rights  of  objection,  access,  
rectification or cancellation.

Requirements for Article 17:

For Article 17 please check the following schemes

Para 5.4.4.3. Scheme 3a: Lawful Processing 

SysReq.17(1) 
LOPD

Enabling the exercising of rights of objection, access, rectification and 
cancellation

Legal provision Art.17(1) The procedures for exercising the right of objection, access, rectification 
and cancellation shall be established by regulation. 

Requirement The system MUST facilitate the exercising of the ds’s right object to processing, 
access requests, requests for rectification and requests for cancellation. 
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Out of scope:

Article 18. Supervision of rights

Art.18(1) Acts contrary to the provisions of this Law may be the subject of complaints by data subjects to 
the Data Protection Agency in the form laid down by regulation. 

Art.18(2) A data subject who is denied, either wholly or partially, the exercise of the rights of objection,  
access, rectification or cancellation, may bring this to the attention of the Data Protection Agency or, where  
applicable, to the competent body in each Autonomous Community, which must decide on the admissibility 
or inadmissibility of the denial. 

Art.18(3) The maximum period within which a decision on the ownership of data must be reached shall be 
six months.

Art.18( 4) An appeal may be lodged against the decisions of the Data Protection Agency.

Article 19. Rights to damages

Art.19(1) Data subjects who, as a result of failure to comply with the provisions of this Law on the part of  
the controller or processor, suffer damage to their possessions or rights, shall have the right to damages. 

Art.19(2) Where the files are in public ownership, liability shall  be established in accordance with the 
legislation regulating the liability of public administrations. 

Art.19(3) In the case of files in private ownership, the case shall be heard by the civil courts.

TITLE IV. SECTORAL PROVISIONS

Out of scope:

CHAPTER I. Files in public ownership 

Article 20. Creation, modification or deletion 

Art.20(1)  Files of the public  administrations  may only be created,  modified or  deleted by means  of a  
general provision published in the Boletin Oficial del Estado or in the corresponding official gazette.

Art.20(2) The provisions for the creation or modification of files must indicate:

a) The purpose of the file and its planned use. 

b) The persons or bodies on which it is planned to obtain personal data or which they are obliged to submit 
data. 

c) The procedure for collecting the personal data.

d) The basic structure of the file and a description of the personal data included in it. 

e) The intended transfers of personal data and, where applicable, the intended transfers of data to third 
countries. 

f) The officials in the administrations responsible for the file. 

g) The services or units with which the rights of access, rectification, cancellation and objection may be  
exercised. 

h) The security measures, indicating the basic, medium or high level required. 

Art.20(3) The provisions on the deletion of files shall lay down the fate of the files or, where applicable, the  
timetables to be adopted for their destruction. 

Article 21. Communication of data between public administrations 
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Art.21(1) Personal data collected or drawn up by public administrations in the performance of their tasks 
shall not be communicated to other public administrations for the exercise of different powers or powers 
relating  to  other  matters  unless  the  communication  is  for  the  purpose  of  subsequent  processing  for 
historical, statistical or scientific purposes.

Art.21(2)  Personal  data  which  a  public  administration  obtains  or  draws  up  on  behalf  of  another  
administration may be communicated. 

Art.21(3)  Notwithstanding the provisions  of  Art.11(2)b,  communication  of  data  obtained from sources 
accessible to the public shall apply to files in private ownership only with the consent of data subject or  
when a law stipulates otherwise.

Art.21(4) In the cases provided for in paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Article, the consent of the data subject  
referred to in Article 11 of this Law shall not be required.

Article 22. Files of the security forces 

Art.22(1) The files created by the security forces and containing personal data which, because they were  
collected for administrative purposes, must be recorded permanently, shall be subject to the general rules of 
this Law.

Art.22(2) Collection and processing, for police purposes, of personal data by the security forces without the 
consent  of  the  data  subjects  shall  be  limited  to  those  cases  and  categories  of  data  necessary  for  the 
prevention of a genuine threat to public safety or for the suppression of crime; such data shall be stored in  
special files established for the purpose, which must be classified according to their degree of reliability. 

Art.22(3) The data referred to in paragraphs 2 and 3 of Article 7 may be collected and processed only in  
cases in which it is absolutely essential for the purposes of a specific investigation, without prejudice to 
checks on the legality of the administrative action or the obligation to consider any applications made by 
the data subjects falling within the remit of the bodies responsible for the administration of justice. 

Art.22(4) Personal data stored for police purposes shall be cancelled when they are not necessary for the  
investigations for the purposes of which they were stored. To this end, special consideration shall be given 
to the age of the data subject and the nature of the data stored, the need to maintain the data until the  
conclusion of  a  specific  investigation or  procedure,  a final  judgment,  and in  particular  an acquittal,  a 
pardon, rehabilitation and the expiry of liability.

Article 23. Exceptions to the rights of access, rectification and cancellation

Art.23(1) The controllers of files containing the data referred to in paragraphs 2, 3 and 4 of the preceding  
Article may deny access, rectification or cancellation in the light of the risks which might arise for the 
defence of the state or public safety, the protection of the rights and liberties of third parties, or for the  
needs of investigations under way. 

Art.23(2) Controllers of files in the public finance sector may also deny exercise of the rights referred to in  
the  previous  paragraph  when  this  impede  administrative  actions  aimed  at  ensuring  fulfilment  of  tax  
obligations, and particularly when the data subject is under investigation. 

Art.23(3) A data subject who is denied, either wholly or partially, exercise of the rights referred toin the  
preceding paragraphs may bring this to the notice of the Director of the Data Protection Agency, or of the 
competent body in each Autonomous Community in the case of files maintained by its own police forces,  
or  the  tax  authorities  of  the  Autonomous  Communities,  which  must  establish  the  admissibility  or 
inadmissibility of the denial.

Article 24. Other exceptions to the rights of data subjects

Art. 24 The provisions of paragraphs 1 and 2 of Article 5 shall not apply to the collection of data when  
informing  the data  subject  would affect  national  defence,  public  safety or  the  prosecution of  criminal 
offences.
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CHAPTER II. Files in private ownership

Article 25. Creation

Art.25 Files in private ownership containing personal data may be created when it  is necessary for the 
success of the legitimate activity and purpose of the person, undertaking or body owning them and the  
guarantees laid down by this Law for the protection of persons are respected. 

Requirements for Article 25:

For Article 25 please check the following scheme

Para 5.4.4.6. Scheme 4: Notification

EdReq.25.1 LOPD Check private ownership

Legal provision Art.25 Files in private ownership containing personal data may be created when it is 
necessary for the success of the legitimate activity and purpose of the person, 
undertaking or body owning them and the guarantees laid down by this Law for the 
protection of persons are respected. 

Requirement The dc MUST indicate in the editor whether files are privately owned.

Ed.Req.25.1 LOPD Enter legitimate grounds for processing data in private ownership

Legal provision Art.25 Files in private ownership containing personal data may be created when it is 
necessary for the success of the legitimate activity and purpose of the person, 
undertaking or body owning them and the guarantees laid down by this Law for the 
protection of persons are respected. 

Requirement When files are privately owned the dc MUST be able to enter grounds for data 
processing in the editor.

Ed.Req.25.2 LOPD Confirm legitimate processing when processing data in private ownership

Legal provision Art.25 Files in private ownership containing personal data may be created when it is 
necessary for the success of the legitimate activity and purpose of the person, 
undertaking or body owning them and the guarantees laid down by this Law for the 
protection of persons are respected. 

Requirement When files are privately owned the dc MUST be made to consent to processing 
personal data in accordance with the rules laid down in the LOPD in the editor.
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R.25 LOPD Processing personal data in private ownership

Legal provision Art.25 Files in private ownership containing personal data may be created when it 
is necessary for the success of the legitimate activity and purpose of the person, 
undertaking or body owning them and the guarantees laid down by this Law for the 
protection of persons are respected. 

Requirement/rule IF intention(process(dcprivate_party, “personal_data”) AND 
check(dc,“legitimate_activity”) = true AND 
check(dc,“legitimate_processing_LOPD”) = true THEN 
permission(process(dcprivate_party,“personal_data”))

Article 26. Notification and entry in the register

Art.26(1) Any person or body creating files of personal data shall first notify the Data Protection Agency.

Art.26(2) Detailed rules shall be established for the information to be contained in the notification, amongst 
which must be the name of the controller, the purpose of the file, its location, the type of personal data  
contained, the security measures, with an indication of whether they are of basic, medium or high level, any 
transfers  intended and,  where  applicable,  ant  intended transfers  of  data  to  third  countries.   (no  rules 
derived from this provision, implemented in definition of notification)

Art.26(3) The Data Protection Agency must be informed of any changes in the purpose of the computer 
file, the controller and the address of its location.

Art.26(4)  The  General  Data  Protection  Register  shall  enter  the  file  if  the  notification  meets  the 
requirements. If this is not the case, it may ask for the missing data to be provided or take remedial action. 

Art.26(5) If one month has passed since submitting the application for entry without the Data Protection 
Agency responding, the computer file shall, for all accounts and purposes, be considered entered in the  
Register.

Requirements for Article 26:

For Article 26 please check the following scheme

Para 5.4.4.6. Scheme 4: Notification

Ed.Req.26(1) 
LOPD

Notify DPAESP

Legal provision Art.26(1) Any person or body creating files of personal data shall first notify the 
Data Protection Agency.

Requirement When a dc intends to process personal data, the editor MUST flag that the dc must 
fill in and send in a notification to the DPA before the actual processing starts.
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R.26(1) LOPD Notifying the DPA

Legal provision Art.26(1) Any person or body creating files of personal data shall first notify the 
Data Protection Agency. 

Requirement/rule IF intention(process(dc, “personal_data”) AND check(dc,“notification_completed”) 
= false THEN communicate(dc→DPAESP,“notification”) and 
store(dc,"notification_completed").

R.26(1) LOPD Notifying the DPA

Legal provision Art.26(1) Any person or body creating files of personal data shall first notify the 
Data Protection Agency. 

Requirement/rule IF intention(process(dc, “personal_data”) AND check(dc,“notification_completed”) 
= trueTHEN permission(process(dc,“personal_data”) ).

Ed.Req.26(3).01 
LOPD

Make changes to purposes, controller and address

Legal provision Art.26(3) The Data Protection Agency must be informed of any changes in the 
purpose of the computer file, the controller and the address of its location.

Requirement The system MUST facilitate making changes to the data_collection_purposes, the 
data_processing_purposes, the designated dc and the address at which the 
processing takes place in the editor.

Ed.Req.26(3).02 
LOPD

When changes, notify DPAESP

Legal provision Art.26(3) The Data Protection Agency must be informed of any changes in the 
purpose of the computer file, the controller and the address of its location.

Requirement When a dc makes changes to he data_collection_purposes, the 
data_processing_purposes, the designated dc and the address at which the 
processing takes place the editor MUST flag that such changes MUST be 
communicated to the DPA.

R.26(3).01 LOPD Notifying the DPA

Legal provision Art.26(3) The Data Protection Agency must be informed of any changes in the 
purpose of the computer file, the controller and the address of its location.

Requirement/rule IF modify(dc,“data_collection_purposes”) THEN 
(communicate(dc→DPAESP,“changed_data_collection_purposes”).
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R.26(3).02 LOPD Notifying the DPA 

Legal provision Art.26(3) The Data Protection Agency must be informed of any changes in the 
purpose of the computer file, the controller and the address of its location.

Requirement/rule IF modify(dc,"data_processing_purposes") THEN 
(communicate(dc→DPAESP,“changed_data_processing_purposes”).

R.26(3).03 LOPD Notifying the DPA 

Legal provision Art.26(3) The Data Protection Agency must be informed of any changes in the 
purpose of the computer file, the controller and the address of its location.

Requirement/rule IF modify(dc,"identity_dc") THEN 
communicate(dc→DPAESP,“changed_identity_dc”).

Out of scope:

Art.26(4)  The  General  Data  Protection  Register  shall  enter  the  file  if  the  notification  meets  the 
requirements. If this is not the case, it may ask for the missing data to be provided or take remedial action. 

Art.26(5) If one month has passed since submitting the application for entry without the Data Protection 
Agency responding, the computer file shall, for all accounts and purposes, be considered entered in the  
Register.

Article 27. Notification of data transfers to data subjects

Art.27(1) When making the first transfer of data, the controller must communicate this to the data subjects,  
also indicating the purpose of the file, the nature of the data transferred and the name and address of the 
transferee. 

Art.27(2) The obligation set out in the preceding paragraph shall  not apply in the case provided for in  
paragraphs (2)c), d) and e) and (6) of Article 11, nor when the transfer is forbidden by law.

Requirements for Article 27:

R.27(1)-(2) LOPD Notifying ds of first transfer

Legal provision Art.27(1) When making the first transfer of data, the controller must communicate 
this to the data subjects, also indicating the purpose of the file, the nature of the data 
transferred and the name and address of the transferee. 

Art.27(2) The obligation set out in the preceding paragraph shall not apply in the 
case provided for in paragraphs (2)c), d) and e) and (6) of Article 11, nor when the 
transfer is forbidden by law.

Requirement/rule IF disseminate(dc→third_party,“personal_data”,t0) AND 
check(dc,“legal_relationship”) = false AND 
check(dc←third_partypublic_authority,“official_request”) = false AND 
check(dc,“anonymized_personal_data”) = false THEN 
communicate(dc→ds,“dissemination_details_Art.27(1)_LOPD”) 
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Out of scope:

Article 28. Data included in sources accessible to the public

Art.28(1)  Personal  data  contained  in  the  publicity  register  or  in  the  lists  of  persons  belonging  to 
professional associations referred to in Article 3.j) of this Law must be limited to those that are strictly  
necessary to fulfil the purpose for which each list is intended. The inclusion of additional data by the bodies 
responsible  for  maintaining these sources  shall  require  the  consent  of  the  data  subject,  which may be 
revoked at any time. 

Art.28(2) Data subjects shall have the right to require the body responsible for maintaining the lists of 
professional associations to indicate, free of charge, that their data may not be used for the purposes of  
publicity or market research. Data subjects shall have the right to have all the personal data contained in the  
publicity register excluded, free of charge, by the bodies entrusted with maintaining those sources. A reply 
to the application for exclusion of the unnecessary information or for inclusion of the objection to the use of 
the data for the purposes of publicity or distance selling must  be given within ten days in the case of 
information provided via telematic consultation or communication, and in the following edition of the list  
regardless of the medium on which it is published. 

Art.28(3) Publicly accessible sources published in the form of a book or on any other physical support shall 
cease to be an accessible source when the new edition is published. If an electronic version of the list is 
obtained by telematic means, it shall cease to be a publicly accessible source within one year from the  
moment it was obtained. 

Art.28(4) Data contained in guides to telecommunications services available to the public shall be governed 
by the relevant legislation.

Article 29. Provision of information services on creditworthiness and credit

Art.29(1) Providers of information services on creditworthiness and credit may process only personal data 
obtained  from registers  and  sources  accessible  to  the  public  and set  up  for  that  purpose  or  based  on 
information provided by the data subject or with his consent. 

Art.29(2) Processing is also allowed of personal data relating to the fulfilment or non-fulfilment of financial 
obligations provided by the creditor or by someone acting on his behalf. In such cases the data subjects 
shall be informed, within a period of thirty days from the recording, of those who have recorded personal  
data in files, with a reference to the data included, and they shall be informed of their right to request  
information on all of them under the conditions laid down by this Law. 

Art.29(3) In the cases referred to in the two paragraphs above, and at the request of the data subject, the  
data controller shall communicate to him the data, together with any assessments and appreciations made 
about him during the previous six months and the name and address of the person or body to whom the data  
have been disclosed. 

Art.29(4) Only those personal data may be recorded and transferred which are necessary for assessing the 
economic capacity of the data subjects and which, in the case adverse data, do not go back for more than 
six years, always provided that they give a true picture of the current situation of the data subjects.
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Article 30. Processing for the purpose of publicity and market research

Art.30(1)  Those involved in compiling addresses,  disseminating documents,  publicity,  distance selling,  
market research or other similar activities shall use names and addresses or other personal data when they 
feature in sources accessible to the public or when they have been provided by the data subjects themselves  
or with their consent. 

Art.30(2) When the data come from sources accessible to the public, in accordance with the provisions of 
the second paragraph of Article 5(5) of this Law, each communication sent to the data subject shall indicate 
the origin of the data and the identity of the controller, as well as the rights available to the data subject. 

Art.30(3) In exercising the right of access, data subjects shall have the right to know the origin of their  
personal data and the rest of the information referred to in Article 15. 

Art.30(4) Data subjects shall have the right to object, upon request and free of charge, to the processing of  
the  data  concerning them,  in  which case they shall  be deleted from the processing and,  at  their  mere 
request, the information about them contained in the processing shall be cancelled.

Requirements for Article 30:

For Article 30 please check the following schemes

Para 5.4.4.3. Scheme 3a: Lawful Processing 

Para 5.4.4.7. Scheme 5: Information to be provided to data subjects

Ed.Req.30(1) 
LOPD

Check purpose = marketing

Legal provision Art.30(1) Those involved in compiling addresses, disseminating documents, 
publicity, distance selling, market research or other similar activities shall use 
names and addresses or other personal data when they feature in sources accessible 
to the public or when they have been provided by the data subjects themselves or 
with their consent. 

Requirement When a dc intends to use personal data to for marketing purposes (s)he MUST 
specify this purpose using the editor.

R.30(1) LOPD Processing for marketing purposes

Legal provision Art.30(1) Those involved in compiling addresses, disseminating documents, 
publicity, distance selling, market research or other similar activities shall use 
names and addresses or other personal data when they feature in sources accessible 
to the public or when they have been provided by the data subjects themselves or 
with their consent. 

Requirement/rule IF intention(process(dc, “personal_data”,p=marketing_purposes)) AND 
(check(dc,“public_accessibility_personal_data”) = true OR 
check(dc←ds,“consent_processing_for_marketing_purposes”) = true) THEN 
permission(process(dc,“personal_data”,p=marketing_purposes)).
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R.30(2) LOPD Processing for marketing purposes

Legal provision Art.30(2) When the data come from sources accessible to the public, in accordance 
with the provisions of the second paragraph of Article 5(5) of this Law, each 
communication sent to the data subject shall indicate the origin of the data and the 
identity of the controller, as well as the rights available to the data subject.

Requirement/rule IF intention(process(dc, “personal_data”,p=marketing_purposes)) AND 
(check(dc,“public_accessibility_personal_data”) = true THEN 
communicate(dc→ds,"data_source") AND communicate(dc→ds,"identity_dc") 
AND communicate(dc→ds,"rights").

R.30(3) LOPD Access requests when processing for marketing purposes

Legal provision Art.30(3) In exercising the right of access, data subjects shall have the right to 
know the origin of their personal data and the rest of the information referred to in 
Article 15. 

Requirement/rule Already covered by previous articles. Please see requirements/rules specified 
in Art.15 of the LOPD.

R.30(4) LOPD Access requests when processing for marketing purposes

Legal provision Art.30(4) Data subjects shall have the right to object, upon request and free of 
charge, to the processing of the data concerning them, in which case they shall be 
deleted from the processing and, at their mere request, the information about them 
contained in the processing shall be canceled.

Requirement/rule Already covered by previous articles. Please see requirements/rules specified 
in Art.15 – Art.17 of the LOPD.
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Out of scope:

Article 31. Publicity register

Art.31(1)  Those intending to  be  involved,  either  permanently or  occasionally,  in  compiling  addresses, 
disseminating  documents,  publicity,  distance  selling,  market  research  or  other  similar  activities,  may 
request from the National Statistical Institute or the equivalent bodies in the Autonomous Communities a  
copy of the publicity register comprising data on the surnames, forenames and domiciles contained in the  
electoral roll. 

Art.31(2) Each publicity register list shall be valid for one year. Thereafter, the list shall lose its validity as 
a publicly accessible source. 

Art.31(3) The procedures by which data subjects may request not to be included in the publicity register 
shall  be governed by regulation. Amongst  these procedures, which shall  be free of charge for the data 
subjects, shall be the census document. Every quarter,  an updated list of the publicity register shall  be  
published, leaving out the names and addresses of those who have asked to be excluded. 

Art.31(4) A consideration may be required for providing the above list on a digital medium.

Article 32. Standard codes of conduct

Art.32(1) By means of sectoral agreements, administrative agreements or company decisions, publicly and 
privately-owned controllers and the organisations to which they belong may draw up standard codes of  
conduct laying down the organisation conditions. The operating rules, the applicable procedures, the safety 
standards for the environment, programs and equipment, the obligations of those involved in the processing 
and use of personal information, as well as the guarantees, within their remit, for exercising the rights of the  
individual in full compliance with the principles and provisions of this Law and its implementing rules. 

Art.32(2) These codes may or may not contain detailed operational rules for each particular system and 
technical standards for their  application. If  these codes are not incorporated directly into the code,  the 
instructions or orders for drawing them up must comply with the principles laid down in the code. 

Art.32(3) The codes must be in the form of codes of conduct or of good professional practice, and must be  
deposited or entered in the General Data Protection Register and, where appropriate, in the registers set up 
for  this  purpose  by the  Autonomous  Communities,  in  accordance  with  Article  41.  The  General  Data  
Protection Register may refuse entry when it considers that the code does not comply with the legal and 
regulatory provisions on the subject.  In such a case,  the Director of the Data Protection Agency must  
require the applicants to make the necessary changes.

TITLE V. INTERNATIONAL MOVEMENT OF DATA 

Article 33. General rule

Art.33(1) There may be no temporary or permanent transfers of personal data which have been processed  
or which were collected for the purpose of such processing to countries which do not provide a level of 
protection comparable to that provided by this Law, except where, in addition to complying with this Law,  
prior authorisation is obtained from the Director of the Data Protection Agency, who may grant it only if  
adequate guarantees are obtained.

Art.33(2) The adequacy of the level of protection afforded by the country of destination shall be assessed  
by the Data Protection Agency in the light of all the circumstances surrounding the data transfer or category 
of data transfer. Particular consideration shall be given to the nature of the data, the purpose and duration of  
the proposed processing operation or operations, the country of origin and country of final destination, the 
rules of law, both general and sectoral, in force in the third country in question, the content of the reports by 
the Commission of the European Union, and the professional rules and security measures in force in those 
countries.
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Requirements for Article 33:

For Article 33 please check the following schemes

Para 5.4.4.5. Scheme 3c: Data Export

SysReq.33(1) 
LOPD

Transfer of personal data to third countries

Legal provision Art.33(1) There may be no temporary or permanent transfers of personal data which 
have been processed or which were collected for the purpose of such processing to 
countries which do not provide a level of protection comparable to that provided by 
this Law, except where, in addition to complying with this Law, prior authorisation 
is obtained from the Director of the Data Protection Agency, who may grant it only 
if adequate guarantees are obtained.

Requirement The system MUST be able to recognize to which country data is transferred (and 
whether or not it counts as providing an adequate level of protection)

R.33(1) LOPD Transfer of personal data to third countries

Legal provision Art.33(1) There may be no temporary or permanent transfers of personal data which 
have been processed or which were collected for the purpose of such processing to 
countries which do not provide a level of protection comparable to that provided by 
this Law, except where, in addition to complying with this Law, prior authorisation 
is obtained from the Director of the Data Protection Agency, who may grant it only 
if adequate guarantees are obtained.

Requirement/rule IF intention(disseminate(dc→third_partynon_EU_country,“personal_data”)) AND 
check(dc,“adequate_level_of_protection”) = false AND check(dc, 
“transfer_outside_EU_authorised_by_DPAESP”) = true THEN 
permission(disseminate(dc→third_partynon_EU_country,“personal_data”)).

Ed.Req.33(2) 
LOPD

Check adequacy level of protection

Legal provision Art.33(2) The adequacy of the level of protection afforded by the country of 
destination shall be assessed by the Data Protection Agency in the light of all the 
circumstances surrounding the data transfer or category of data transfer. Particular 
consideration shall be given to the nature of the data, the purpose and duration of 
the proposed processing operation or operations, the country of origin and country 
of final destination, the rules of law, both general and sectoral, in force in the third 
country in question, the content of the reports by the Commission of the European 
Union, and the professional rules and security measures in force in those countries.

Requirement Whether or not the adequate level of protection is offered MUST be indicated in the 
editor.
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Article 34. Derogations 
Art.34 The provisions of the preceding paragraph shall not apply where: 

a) The international transfer of personal data is the result of applying treaties or agreements to which Spain  
is a party. 

b) The transfer serves the purposes of offering or requesting international judicial aid. 

c) The transfer is necessary for medical prevention or diagnosis, the provision of health aid or medical  
treatment, or the management of health services. 

d) Where the transfer of data is related to money transfers in accordance with the relevant legislation. 

e) The data subject has given his unambiguous consent to the proposed transfer. 

f) The transfer is necessary for the performance of a contract between the data subject and the controller or  
the adoption of precontractual measures taken at the data subject's request. 

g) The transfer is necessary for the conclusion or performance of a contract concluded, or to be concluded,  
in the interest of the data subject, between the controller and a third party. 

h) The transfer is necessary or legally required to safeguard a public interest. A transfer requested by a tax  
or customs authority for the performance of its task shall be considered as meeting this condition. 

i) The transfer is necessary for the recognition, exercise or defence of a right in legal proceedings. 

j) The transfer takes place at the request of a person with a legitimate interest, from a public register, and 
the request complies with the purpose of the register. 

k) The transfer takes place to a Member State of the European Union or to a country which the Commission  
of the European Communities, in the exercise of its powers, has declared to ensure an adequate level of  
protection.

Requirements for Article 34:

For Article 34 please check the following schemes

Para 5.4.4.5. Scheme 3c: Data Export
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Ed.Req.34 LOPD Check adequacy level of protection

Legal provision Art.34 The provisions of the preceding paragraph shall not apply where: 

a) The international transfer of personal data is the result of applying treaties or 
agreements to which Spain is a party. 

b) The transfer serves the purposes of offering or requesting international judicial 
aid. 

c) The transfer is necessary for medical prevention or diagnosis, the provision of 
health aid or medical treatment, or the management of health services. 

d) Where the transfer of data is related to money transfers in accordance with the 
relevant legislation. 

e) The data subject has given his unambiguous consent to the proposed transfer. 

f) The transfer is necessary for the performance of a contract between the data 
subject and the controller or the adoption of precontractual measures taken at the 
data subject's request. 

g) The transfer is necessary for the conclusion or performance of a contract 
concluded, or to be concluded, in the interest of the data subject, between the 
controller and a third party. 

h) The transfer is necessary or legally required to safeguard a public interest. A 
transfer requested by a tax or customs authority for the performance of its task shall 
be considered as meeting this condition. 

i) The transfer is necessary for the recognition, exercise or defence of a right in 
legal proceedings. 

j) The transfer takes place at the request of a person with a legitimate interest, from 
a public register, and the request complies with the purpose of the register. 

k) The transfer takes place to a Member State of the European Union or to a country 
which the Commission of the European Communities, in the exercise of its powers, 
has declared to ensure an adequate level of protection.

Requirement Whether or not the an exception to Art.33 of the LOPD is applicable, as specified in 
Art.34 of the LOPD, MUST be established using the editor.
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R.34 LOPD Exceptions: transfer of personal data to third countries allowed

Legal provision Art.34 The provisions of the preceding paragraph shall not apply where: 

a) The international transfer of personal data is the result of applying treaties or 
agreements to which Spain is a party. 

b) The transfer serves the purposes of offering or requesting international judicial 
aid. 

c) The transfer is necessary for medical prevention or diagnosis, the provision of 
health aid or medical treatment, or the management of health services. 

d) Where the transfer of data is related to money transfers in accordance with the 
relevant legislation. 

e) The data subject has given his unambiguous consent to the proposed transfer. 

f) The transfer is necessary for the performance of a contract between the data 
subject and the controller or the adoption of precontractual measures taken at the 
data subject's request. 

g) The transfer is necessary for the conclusion or performance of a contract 
concluded, or to be concluded, in the interest of the data subject, between the 
controller and a third party. 

h) The transfer is necessary or legally required to safeguard a public interest. A 
transfer requested by a tax or customs authority for the performance of its task shall 
be considered as meeting this condition. 

i) The transfer is necessary for the recognition, exercise or defence of a right in 
legal proceedings. 

j) The transfer takes place at the request of a person with a legitimate interest, from 
a public register, and the request complies with the purpose of the register. 

k) The transfer takes place to a Member State of the European Union or to a 
country which the Commission of the European Communities, in the exercise of its 
powers, has declared to ensure an adequate level of protection.

Requirement/rule IF intention(disseminate(dc→third_partynon_EU_country,“personal_data”)) AND 
check(dc,“transfer_allowed_Art.34_LOPD”) = true THEN 
permission(disseminate(dc→third_partynon_EU_country,“personal_data”))
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Out of scope:

TITLE VI – DATA PROTECTION AGENCY 

Article 35 Nature and legal status
Art.35(1) The Data Protection Agency is  a body under public law, with its  own legal  personality and  
unlimited public and private legal capacity, which acts fully independently of the public administrations in 
the performance of its tasks. It shall be governed by the provisions of this Law and in a Statute of its own to  
be approved by the Government. 

Art.35(2) In the exercise of its public functions, and until such time as this Law and its implementing 
provisions  are  adopted,  the  Data  Protection  Agency shall  act  in  conformity  with  Law 301992  of  26 
November on the Legal Status of Public Administrations and the Common Administrative Procedure. Its  
acquisitions of assets and contracts shall be governed by private law. 

Art.35(3) The posts in the bodies and services belonging to the Data Protection Agency shall be filled by 
officials of the public administrations and by staff recruited to this end, in accordance with the functions 
assigned  to  each  post.  The  staff  is  obliged  to  keep  secret  any  personal  data  of  which  they  acquire 
knowledge in the performance of their task. 

Art.35(4) For the performance of its tasks, the Data Protection Agency shall have the following assets and 
resources:

a) The annual appropriations from the General Government Budget.

b) The goods and assets making up its resources, and any interest from them. 

c) Any other resources legally assigned to it. 

Art.35(5) Each year the Data Protection Agency shall draw up and approve the corresponding preliminary 
draft budget and send it to the Government for incorporation, with due regard to its independence, into the 
General Government Budget.

Article 36. The Director 

Art.36(1) The Director of the Data Protection Agency manages and represents the Agency. He shall be  
appointed from amongst the members of the Consultative Council, by Royal Decree, for a period of four 
years. 

Art.36(2) He shall exercise his functions fully independently and objectively and shall not be subject to any 
instructions thereby. The Director shall in all cases take note of any proposals the Consultative Council  
may make to him in the exercise of its functions. 

Art.36(3) The Director of the Data Protection Agency may be removed from office before the end of the 
period set out in paragraph 1 only at his own request or on the instructions of the Government, after an 
investigation  in  which  the  other  members  of  the  Consultative  Council  must  be  consulted,  for  serious 
infringement  of  his  obligations,  inability  to  exercise  his  functions,  incompatibility  or  conviction  for  a 
criminal offence.

Art.36(4) The Director of the Data Protection Agency shall be considered as occupying a senior post and 
shall be governed by the special services regime if he was previously exercising a pubic function. If a 
member of the judicial or tax career bracket is appointed to the post, he shall also be governed by the 
special services administrative regime.
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Article 37. Functions 

Art.37 The functions of the Data Protection Agency are as follows: 

a) To ensure compliance with the legislation on data protection and ensure its application, in particular as 
regards the rights of information, access, rectification, objection and cancellation of data. 

b) To issue the authorisations provided for in the Law or in its regulatory provisions. 

c) To issue, where applicable, and without prejudice to the remits of other bodies, the instructions needed to  
bring processing operations into line with the principles of this Law. 

d) To consider the applications and complaints from the data subjects. 

e) To provide information to persons on their rights as regards the processing of personal data. 

f) To require controllers and processors, after having heard them, to take the measures necessary to bring 
the processing operations  into line  with this Law and,  where applicable,  to order the  cessation of  the  
processing operation when the cancellation of  the  files,  when the operation does  not  comply with the  
provisions of the Law. 

g) To impose the penalties set out in Title VII of this Law. 

h) To provide regular information on the draft general provisions set out in this Law. 

i) To obtain from the data controllers any assistance and information it deems necessary for the exercise of 
its functions. 

j) To make known the existence of files of personal data, to which end it shall regularly publish a list of 
such files with any additional information the Director of the Agency deems necessary. 

k) To draw up an annual report and submit it to the Ministry of Justice. 

l) To monitor and adopt authorisations for international movements of data, and to exercise the functions  
involved in international cooperation on the protection of personal data. 

m) To ensure compliance with the provisions laid down by the Law on Public Statistics with regard to the 
collection of statistical data and statistical secrecy,  to issue precise instructions, to give opinions on the  
security conditions of the files set up for purely statistical purposes, and to exercise the powers referred to  
in Article 46. 

n) Any other functions assigned to it by law or regulation.

Article 38. Consultative Council The Director of the Data Protection 

Art.38  Agency shall  be  assisted  by a  Consultative  Council  made  up  of  the  following  members:  One 
member of the Congress of Deputies, proposed by the Congress. 

One member of the Senate, proposed by the Senate. 

One member of the central administration, proposed by the Government. 

One  member  of  the  local  administration,  proposed  by  the  Spanish  Federation  of  Municipalities  and 
Provinces.

One member of the Royal Academy of History, proposed by the Academy. 

One expert in the field, proposed by the Supreme Council of Universities. 

A  representative  of  users  and  consumers,  to  be  selected  according  to  a  method  to  be  laid  down  by  
regulation. 

One representative of each Autonomous  Community which has set  up a data protection agency on its  
territory,  to be proposed in accordance with the procedure laid down by the Autonomous Community  
concerned. 

One representative of the private file sector,  to be proposed according to  the  procedure laid down by  
regulation. 
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The Consultative Council shall operate in accordance with the regulations laid down for that purpose.

Article 39. The General Data Protection Register 

Art.39(1) The General Data Protection Register is a body incorporated into the Data Protection Agency.  
Art.39(2) The following shall be entered in the General Data Protection Register: 

a) Files owned by the public administrations. 

b) Files in private ownership. 

c) The authorisations referred to in this Law. 

d) The codes of conduct referred to in Article 32 of this Law. 

e)  Data  relating  to  files  which  are  necessary  for  the  exercise  of  the  rights  of  information,  access,  
rectification, cancellation and objection. 

Art.39(3)  The  procedures  for  entering  the  files  in  public  and  private  ownership  in  the  General  Data 
Protection Register, the content of the entry, its modification, cancellation, complaints and appeals against 
the corresponding decisions, and other related matters, shall be laid down by regulation. 

Article 40. Powers of inspection

Art.40(1)  The  supervisory  authorities  may  inspect  the  files  referred  to  in  this  Law  and  obtain  any 
information they require for the performance of their tasks. To this end, they may require the disclosure or 
transmission of documents and data and examine them at their place of storage, inspect the hardware and  
software used to process the data, and obtain access to the premises on which they are located. 

Art.40(2)  In the  performance of their  tasks,  the  officials  carrying  out  the  inspection referred to in the  
preceding paragraph shall be deemed to be a public authority. They shall be obliged to keep secret any 
information  acquired  in  the  exercise  of  the  aforementioned  functions,  even  after  they  have  ceased  to  
exercise them. 

Article 41. Corresponding bodies of the Autonomous Communities

Art.41(1) The functions of the Data Protection Agency set out in Article 37, with the exception of those  
referred to in paragraphs j), k) and l), and in paragraphs f) and g) as regards international transfers of data,  
as well as in Articles 46 and 49 relating to its specific powers, shall, when they concern files of personal  
data  created  and  administered  by  the  Autonomous  Communities  and  by  local  government  within  its 
territory,  be exercised by the corresponding bodies  in each Community,  which shall  be deemed to be 
supervisory authorities guaranteed full independence and objectivity in the performance of their task. 

Art.41(2)  The Autonomous  Communities  may create  and maintain  their  own registers  of  files  for  the 
exercise of the powers assigned to them. 

Art.41(3) The Director of the Data Protection Agency may regularly meet the corresponding bodies in the 
Autonomous Communities for the purposes of institutional cooperation and coordination of the criteria or  
operating procedures. The Director of the Data Protection Agency and the corresponding bodies in the  
Autonomous  Communities  may  ask  each  other  for  the  information  needed  for  the  exercise  of  their 
functions. 

Article 42. Files of the Autonomous Communities for which the Agency has sole responsibility

Art.42(1) When the Director of the Data Protection Agency establishes that the maintenance or use of a 
particular file of the Autonomous Communities contravenes any provision of this Law for which it has sole 
responsibility, he may require the corresponding administration to adopt the corrective measures specified 
by him within the period laid down by him. 

Art.42(2) If the public administration in question does not comply with the requirement, the Director of the  
Data Protection Agency may challenge the decision taken by that administration. 
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Out of scope:

TITLE VII – INFRINGEMENTS AND PENALTIES

Article 43. Controllers

Art.43(1) Controllers and processors shall be subject to the penalties set out in this Law. 

Art.43(2) In the case of files for which the public administrations are responsible, the provisions of Article  
46(2) shall apply to the procedure and penalties. 

Article 44. Types of infringement

Art.44(1) Infringements shall be classified as minor, serious and very serious. 

Art.44(2) The following shall be minor infringements: 

a) Failure to respond, for formal reasons, to a request by a data subject for the rectification or cancellation 
of personal data subject to processing, when that request is justified in law. 

b)  Failure  to  provide the information  requested by the Data  Protection Agency in the  exercise  of  the 
functions assigned to it by law, with regard to non-substantive aspects of data protection. 

c) Failure to request the entry of the file of personal data in the General Data Protection Register, where this 
does not amount to a serious infringement. 

d) Collection of personal data on data subjects without providing them with the information set out in 
Article 5 of this Law. 

e) Failure to respect the duty of secrecy set out in Article 10 of this Law, where this does amount to a  
serious infringement. 

Art.44(3) The following shall be serious infringements: 

a) Creating files in public ownership, or initiating the collection of personal data for such files, without the  
authorisation published in the Boletin Oficial del Estado or the corresponding official gazette. 

b) Creating files in private ownership, or initiating the collection of data for such files, for purposes other  
than the legitimate purposes of the undertaking or body. 

c) Collecting personal data without obtaining the explicit consent of the data subjects, where this has to be 
obtained. 

d) Processing personal data or subsequently using them in infringement of the principles and guarantees 
laid down in this Law, and failure to respect the protection laid down by the implementing provisions, 
where this does not amount to a very serious infringement. 

e) Preventing or hindering the exercise of the rights of access and objection, and refusing to provide the 
information asked for. 

f) Maintaining incorrect personal data or failure to rectify or cancel such data when legally obliged if the  
citizens’ rights protected by this Law are affected 

g) Breach of the duty of secrecy for personal data incorporated into files containing data on the commission 
of administrative or criminal offences, public finance, financial services, provision of creditworthiness and 
credit services, as well as other files containing a set of personal data sufficient to obtain an assessment of  
the personality of the individual. 

h) Maintaining files, premises, programs or hardware containing personal data without the security required 
by regulations. 

i) Failure to send the Data Protection Agency the notifications laid down in this Law or in its implementing 
provisions, and not providing it, on time, with any documents and information due to it or which it may 
require to that end. 

j) Impeding inspections. 
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k) Failure to enter  a file of  personal  data in the General  Data Protection Register  when this has been 
required by the Director of the Data Protection Agency.

l) Failure to comply with the duty of information laid down in Articles 5, 28 and 29 of this Law, when the 
data have been obtained from a person other than the data subject. 

Art.44(4) The following shall be very serious infringements: 

a) The misleading or fraudulent collection of data. 

b) Communication or transfer of personal data other than in cases where these are allowed. 

c) Obtaining and processing the personal data referred to in paragraph 2 of Article 7 without the explicit  
consent of the data subject; obtaining and processing the data referred to in paragraph 3 of Article 7 when  
not  covered  by  a  law or  when  the  data  subject  has  not  given  his  explicit  consent,  or  breaching  the  
prohibition contained in paragraph 4 of Article 7. 

d) Failure to cease the illegitimate use of personal data processing operations when required to do so by the  
Director of the Data Protection Agency or by the persons owning the rights of access. 

e) The temporary or final transfer of personal data which have been subjected to processing, or which have 
been collected for such processing, to countries which do not provide a comparable level of protection, 
without the authorisation of the Director of the Data Protection Agency. 

f) Processing personal data illegally or in breach of the principles and guarantees applying to them, when  
this prevents or infringes the exercise of fundamental rights. 

g) Breach of the duty to maintain the secrecy of the personal data referred to in paragraphs 2 and 3 of  
Article 7, as well as of data obtained for police purposes without the consent of the data subjects. 

h) Systematically impeding or failing to comply with the exercise of the rights of access, rectification,  
cancellation or objection. 

i) Systematic failure to comply with the duty to notify the inclusion of personal data in a file.

Article 45. Penalties

Art.45(1) Minor infringements shall be punished by a fine of Ptas 100 000 to 10 000 000. 

Art.45(2) Serious infringements shall be punished by a fine of Ptas 10 000 000 to 50 000 000. 

Art.45(3) Very serious infringements shall be punished by a fine of Ptas 50 000 000 to 100 000 000. 

Art.45(4) The amount of the penalties shall  be graded taking account the nature of the personal rights 
involved,  the  volume  of  the  processing  operations  carried  out,  the  profits  gained,  the  degree  of 
intentionality,  repetition,  the  damage  caused  to  the  data  subjects  and  to  third  parties,  and  any  other 
considerations  of  relevance  in  determining  the  degree  of  illegality  and  culpability  of  the  specific  
infringement.

Art.45(5). If,  in the light of the circumstances, there is a qualified diminution of the culpability of the  
offender or of the illegality of the action, the body applying the penalties shall determine the amount of the 
penalty by applying the scale for the category of penalties immediately below that for the actual case in  
question.

Art.45(6) In no case shall a penalty be imposed which is higher than that laid down in the Law for the 
category covering the infringement to be punished. 

Art.45(7) The Government shall regularly update the amount of the penalties in accordance with changes in  
the price indices.

Article 46. Infringements by public administrations

Art.46(1) When the infringements referred to in Article 44 are committed in files for which the public 
administrations are responsible, the Director of the Data Protection Agency shall issue a decision setting 
out the measures to be adopted to terminate or correct the effects of the infringement. This decision shall be  
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notified to the data controller, the body to which he is responsible, and to the data subjects, if any. 

Art.46(2) The Director of the Agency may also propose that disciplinary proceedings be initiated. The  
procedure and penalties to be applied shall be those laid down in the legislation on disciplinary proceedings 
in public administrations. 

Art.46(3)  Decisions on the measures  and proceedings referred to  in  the  preceding paragraphs shall  be  
communicated to the Agency. 

Art.46(4) The Director of the Agency shall communicate to the Ombudsman the proceedings and decisions 
taken within the terms of the preceding paragraphs. 

Article 47. Time limits

Art.47(1) The time limits for pursuing infringements shall be three years for very serious infringements,  
two years for serious infringements and one year for minor infringements. 

Art.47(2) The time limits shall start to run on the day on which the infringement was committed

Art.47(3) The time limits shall be interrupted when the person concerned is informed of the initiation of the 
infringement procedure, and the time limit shall recommence if the procedure is held up for more than six  
months for reasons for which the alleged offender cannot be held responsible. 

Art.47(4) Penalties imposed for very serious infringements shall expire after three years, those imposed for 
serious infringements after two years, and those imposed for minor infringements after one year. 

Art.47(5) The time limits for penalties shall start to run from the day after the decision imposing the penalty  
comes into force. 

Art.47(6) The time limits shall be interrupted when the person concerned is informed of the initiation of the 
execution procedure,  and shall  recommence  if  the  procedure is  held up for  more  than six months  for 
reasons for which the offender cannot be held responsible. 

Article 48. Penalty procedure 

Art.48(1) The procedure for determining infringements and imposing the penalties referred to in this Title  
shall be laid down by regulation. 

Art.48(2) The decisions of the Data Protection Agency or the corresponding body in the Autonomous  
Community shall exhaust the administrative procedure. 

Article 49. Power to immobilise files 

Article 49

Art.49 In cases of very serious infringement, involving the use or illicit transfer of personal data in which 
the  exercise  of  the  rights  of  citizens  and  the  free  development  of  the  personality  guaranteed  by  the 
Constitution and the laws are seriously impeded or otherwise affected, the Director of the Data Protection 
Agency may, in addition to imposing a penalty, require the controllers of files personal data in both public 
and private ownership to terminate the use or illicit transfer of the data. If there is no response to this  
requirement, the Data Protection Agency may, on the basis of a reasoned decision, immobilise such files  
for the sole purpose of restoring the rights of the data subjects.
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5.4.3. Definitions Spanish Data Protection Act 

ACTORS:

dc (data_controller) the natural or legal person, whether public or private, or administrative 
body which determines the purpose, content and use of the processing.

dcprivate_party a private party that acts as data controller

DPAESP The Spanish data protection authority

ds (data_subject) the natural person who owns the data undergoing the processing referred 
to under ‘process […] “personal_data”’.

third_party any other party than ds, dc or dp 

third_partypublic_authority a specified third party, namely: the Ombudsman, or the Office of Public 
Prosecutor,  or  judges,  or  courts,  or  the  Court  of  Auditors,  or  regional 
government authorities with functions analogous to the Ombudsman or 
the Court of Auditors. These are stipulated in Art.11(2)iv of the LOPD.

TYPES OF PROCESSING:

collect […] “personal_data” any  operations  and  technical  processes,  whether  or  not  by  automatic 
means,  which  allow  the  collection,  of  data  resulting  from 
communications, consultations, interconnections and transfers  from a ds 
or third_party at t0

process […] “personal_data” any  operations  and  technical  processes,  whether  or  not  by  automatic 
means,  which  allow  the  collection,  recording,  storage,  adaptation, 
modification, blocking and cancellation, as well as assignments of data 
resulting  from  communications,  consultations,  interconnections  and 
transfers of personal_data

processing_operations any  operations  and  technical  processes,  whether  or  not  by  automatic 
means,  which  allow  the  collection,  recording,  storage,  adaptation, 
modification, blocking and cancellation, as well as assignments of data 
resulting  from  communications,  consultations,  interconnections  and 
transfers of personal_data

TYPES OF DATA:

anonymized_personal_data data  that  cannot  lead  directly  or  indirectly  to  the  identification  of  a 
person.

health_data data regarding health / medical data

personal_data any information concerning identified or identifiable natural persons.

public_accessibility_personal_
data

or

public_data

data contained in sources accessible to the public. See also definition on 
"public source"
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sensitive_data Personal data which reveal the ideology, trade union membership, 
religion and beliefs 

sensitive_data_Art.7(3)_LOPD Personal data which refer to racial origin, health or sex life

PURPOSES:

data_collection_ purposes specific, explicitly defined and legitimate purposes for which data will 
be collected at t

0
.

data_processing_ purposes specific, explicitly defined and legitimate purposes for which data will 
be processed at t0,>0.

purpose_binding data_processing_purposes  MAY  NOT  be  incompatible  with 
data_collection_purposes  AND data_processing_purposes  MAY NOT 
be  excessive  in  comparison  to  data_collection_purposes. 
(‘Incompatible’: see Article 9(2-4) Wbp).

purposes_communicated_to_
ds_Art.5(4)_LOPD”

specific, explicitly defined and legitimate purposes consisting of both 
data_collection_purposes AND data_processing_purposes.

COMMUNICATION AND NOTIFICATION:

Art.5(1)a,d,eLOPD_ 
information

Provision of the following information to ds:

a)  The  existence  of  a  file  or  personal  data  processing  operation,  the 
purpose of collecting the data, and the recipients of the information.

d) The possibility of exercising rights of access, rectification, erasure and 
objection.

e) The identity and address of the controller or of his representative, if  
any.

data_processing_consequences the consequences of responding or not responding by ds to a request from 
dc to provide personal_data

data_processing_obligatory the obligatory nature of the reply from ds to requests for personal_data 
from dc

data_processing_voluntary the voluntary nature of the reply from ds to requests for personal_data 
from dc

dissemination_details_Art.27(
1)_LOPD

the intention to disseminate personal data, also indicating the purpose of 
the file, the nature of the data transferred and the name and address of the 
transferee. 

notification a notification to the dpa stipulating:

name of the controller, the purpose of the file, its location, the type of 
personal  data  contained,  the  security  measures,  with  an  indication  of 
whether they are of basic, medium or high level, any transfers intended 
and, where applicable, ant intended transfers of data to third countries.  

rights the rights of access, rectification, erasure and objection a ds has

ACTIONS BY/RIGHTS OF DS'S:

access or access_request  the right of ds to request and obtain free of charge information on his 
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personal data subjected to processing, on the origin of such data and on 
their communication or intended communication.

consent any free, unequivocal, specific and informed indication of his wishes by 
which  the  data  subject  consents  to  the  processing  of  personal  data 
relating to him.

correct_personal_data

or

rectification_request

a request from ds to update his personal data that are incorrect or 
incomplete

end_data_processing

or

cancellation_request

a request form ds to end the processing of his data that are unlawfully 
processed

objection_Art.6(4)_LOPD In the cases where the consent of the data subject is not required for 
processing personal data, and unless provided otherwise by law, the data 
subject may object to such processing when there are compelling and 
legitimate grounds relating to a particular personal situation. 

right_to_refuse_sensitive_dat
a_processing

the right of ds's to refuse to state their ideology, religion or beliefs. 

OTHER:

adequate_level_of_protection countries which provide a level of protection comparable to that 
provided by the LOPD.

The adequacy of the level of protection afforded by the country of 
destination shall be assessed by the Data Protection Agency in the light 
of all the circumstances surrounding the data transfer or category of data 
transfer. Particular consideration shall be given to the nature of the data, 
the purpose and duration of the proposed processing operation or 
operations, the country of origin and country of final destination, the 
rules of law, both general and sectoral, in force in the third country in 
question, the content of the reports by the Commission of the European 
Union, and the professional rules and security measures in force in those 
countries.

automated_decision_making  an automated decision with legal consequences for ds, or which 
significantly affects ds, and which is based on processing of data

blocking_period_ends Cancellation shall lead to the data being blocked and maintained solely 
at the disposal of the public administrations, judges and courts, for the 
purpose of determining any liability arising from the processing, and for 
the duration of such liability. On expiry of such liability, they shall be 
deleted. The blocking period thus refers to this duration of liability. 

cancellation_grounds_legitim
ate

the grounds for which end_data_processing may be requested by ds, 
including data whose processing is not in accordance with the 
provisions of the LOPD

contract a legally binding contract 

data_accuracy the  extent  to  which  personal_data  that  is  factually  inaccurate  or 
incomplete.

data_recipients parties (other than dc) that receive data

data_source the source from where personal_data was collected

file (or data file) any structured set of personal data, whatever the form or method of its 
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creation, storage organisation and access.

identity_dc the identity (name, contact details) of the dc

identity_dc_representative the identity (name, contact details) of the representative of a dc that is 
established outside the EU according to Art. 5(1f) LOPD.

legal relationship a  legal  relationship  between  dc  and  ds,  dc  and  third_party,  ds  and 
third_party or other relationships.

legitimate_grounds_for_revo
cation_consent

unlawful processing

obligation_of_secrecy the obligation to maintain the secrecy of data according to a profession 
(e.g. medical professions) or otherwise

official_request a request for data by the Ombudsman, the Office of Public Prosecutor, 
judges, courts or the Court of Auditors in the exercise of the functions 
assigned  to  them,  or  regional  government  authorities  with  functions 
analogous to the Ombudsman or the Court of Auditors.

orders(_dc) The orders or instructions of the entity to which someone is in a 
hierarchical position, which may be a condition to data_processing, e.g. 
the dp must follow the orders or instructions of the dc, and employees of 
the dp must follow instructions of both the dp and dc.

processing_ground A legal  ground  on  the  basis  of  which  a  dc  is  permitted  to  process 
personal_data. These grounds limitatively include the grounds specified 
in Art. 6 LOPD.

public source those files which can be consulted by anyone, which are not subject to 
restrictive  legislation,  or  which  are  subject  only  to  payment  of  a  
consultation fee. 

Only the following shall be considered to be sources accessible to the 
public:  the  publicity  register,  telephone  directories  subject  to  the 
conditions laid down in the relevant regulations, and the lists of persons 
belonging to professional associations containing only data on the name, 
title, profession, activity, academic degree, address and an indication of 
his membership of the association. Newspapers, official gazettes and the 
media shall also be considered sources with public access.

vital_interest a medical urgency of the person concerned
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5.4.4. Schemes Spanish Data Protection Act 

5.4.4.1. Scheme 1: Applicability 
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5.4.4.2. Scheme 2: Data Controller or Data Processor?
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5.4.4.3. Scheme 3a: Lawful Processing 
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5.4.4.4. Scheme 3b: Data Communication 
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5.4.4.5. Scheme 3c: Data Export
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5.4.4.6. Scheme 4: Notification
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5.4.4.7. Scheme 5: Information to be provided to data subjects
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5.5. Legal Requirements Analysis for the Italian Personal Data Protection Code

5.5.1. Language specifications

EXPLANATION SYMBOLS/ABBREVIATIONS

R Runtime requirement / rule.

SysReq System requirement.

Ed.Req Editor requirement.

CPDP Codice In Materia Di Protezione Dei Dati Personali (Italian Personal 
Data Protection Code).

→, ← The arrow points to the actor on whom/to whom an action is 
performed. For example, when a data controller must communicate 
something to a data subject, that is expressed as dc→ds. Or, when 
personal data is collected by a data controller from a ds, it is epressed 
as dc←ds.

↔ concerns a relationship between, or an action that is performed by two 
actors. For example, when a contract is established between dc and ds, 
it is expressed as follows: dc↔ds. 

[..] The square brackets in the syntax specifications indicate that 
something is optional. 

LANGUAGE SPECIFICATIONS

ACTORS:

dc data controller

dcagency an agency that processes personal data on behalf of the dc

ds data subject

dslegal_representative the legal representative of a legal data subject

dp data processor

dp_under_authority a person working under the authority of dp

third_party third party

dpaIT Italian data protection authority
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ACTIONS:

a(s,"o",[,t][,p][,l]) - a describes the action itself (e.g. store, obtain etc.)

- s is the subject (i.e. the agent who performs the action)

- "o" is the object, this specifies the content of the action that is 
intended or the object to which the action applies, e.g. "personal_data" 
or e.g. "notification" (then the notification must be communicated)

- if the action must take place at, before, or a after a specified time, this 
will be stipulated in t, e.g. t<0. NOTE: not every rule includes this  
variable!

- p is the purpose for which the action takes place, indicated by p, e.g. 
p=direct_marketing. NOTE: not every rule includes this variable!

- l is the location where or to where an action is performed, indicated 
by l, e.g. l=non_EU_country. NOTE: not every rule includes this  
variable!

a(s→T,"o",[,t][,p][,l]) subject s performs an action a with target T, whereby "o" describes the 
content or object of the action, t specifies the time, p specifies the 
purpose for which a takes place and l specifies the location where or to 
where an action is performed. NOTE that t, p and l are optional  
variables! 

E.g.: s communicates to T that "o" at t. 

a(s←T,"o",[,t][,p][,l]) subject s performs an action a with target T, whereby "o" describes the 
content or object of the action, t specifies the time, p specifies the 
purpose for which a takes place and l specifies the location where or to 
where an action is performed. NOTE that t, p and l are optional  
variables! 

E.g.: s collects "o" from T at t.

a(s↔T,"o",[,t][,p][,l]) subject s performs an action a with target T, whereby "o" describes the 
content or object of the action, t specifies the time, p specifies the 
purpose for which a takes place and l specifies the location where or to 
where an action is performed. NOTE that t, p and l are optional  
variables!

E.g.: s and T engage a contract together.
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VERBS: (represented by a in each formula)

anonymize any form of anonymization of personal_data, hence making it not 
longer possible to identify a person by means of that data

block keeping personal data by temporarily suspending any other processing 
operation (see Sec.7 of the CPDP)

check anything that needs to be verified, output is boolean (yes or no)

collect collection of personal data

communicate communication, mostly applies to obligations of the dc to 
communicate to another party, e.g. ds, DPAIT or a third_party. 

conclude refers to the establishment of a contract between two parties.

correct the correction of data that are inaccurate, see Sec.11 of the CPDP.

create (purpose) applies to specified purposes for collecting or processing 
personal_data, which need to be created at data collection (t<0)

delete any set of operations concerning personal_data at t
x
 that ensures that 

that data_processing ends AND personal_data are deleted.

disseminate the dissemination of data, mostly from the dc to another party. E.g. the 
dissemination of data to a third_party.

end any set of operations concerning personal_data at t
x
 that ensures that 

that data_processing ends.

integrate combining personal data into single (new) set.

object applies to a ds’s right to object to data processing (see Sec.7(4) of the 
CPDP)

obtain applies to permissions, e.g. to obtain consent etc.

process the processing of personal data, including also the collection of 
personal data.

request applies to requests for DC that come from the DS, e.g. an access 
request. 

store saving data

verify any set of operations whereby identities are checked
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STATES:

intention(a(s,"o",[,t][,p][,l])) - a describes the action that is intended (e.g. process)

- s is the subject that has the intention 

- "o" is the object, this specifies the content of the action that is 
intended or the object to which the action applies, e.g. "personal_data". 

- if the action is only intended at a certain time or within a certain time 
limit, this will be stipulated with t[time], e.g. t<0 (whereby 0 is the first 
time action is intended).

- p is the purpose for which the action is intended to take place, e.g. 
"necessary_for_contract"

- l is the location to where or where the action is permitted, e.g. 
"non_EU_country". 

intention(a(s←T,"o",[,t][,p][,l])) - a describes the action that is intended (e.g. process)

- s is the subject that has the intention 

- T is the agent (target) with whom the intended action would be 
performed  (e.g. the collection of data from a ds).

- "o" is the object, this specifies the content of the action that is 
intended or the object to which the action applies, e.g. "personal_data". 

- if the action is only intended at a certain time or within a certain time 
limit, this will be stipulated with t[time], e.g. t<0 (whereby 0 is the first 
time action is intended).

- p is the purpose for which the action is intended to take place, e.g. 
"necessary_for_contract"

- l  is the location to where or where the action is permitted, e.g. 
"non_EU_country". 

intention(a(s→T,"o",[,t][,p][,l])) - a describes the action that is intended (e.g. process)

- s is the subject that has the intention 

- T is the agent (target) with whom the intended action would be 
performed  (e.g. the intention to disseminate data to a third_party).

- "o" is the object, this specifies the content of the action that is 
intended or the object to which the action applies, e.g. "personal_data". 

- if the action is only intended at a certain time or within a certain time 
limit, this will be stipulated with t[time], e.g. t<0 (whereby 0 is the first 
time action is intended).

- p is the purpose for which the action is intended to take place, e.g. 
"necessary_for_contract"

- l is the location to where or where the action is permitted, e.g. 
"non_EU_country". 
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STATES:

permission(a(s,"o",[,t][,p][,l])) - a describes the action that is permitted (e.g. process).

- s is the subject that has permission.

- "o" is the object, this specifies the content of the action, or the object 
to which the action applies, e.g. "personal_data".

- if the action is only permitted at a certain time or within a certain 
time limit, this will be stipulated with t[time], e.g. t<0 (whereby 0 is 
the first time data is collected).

- p is the purpose for which the permitted action may only take place, 
e.g. "necessary_for_contract".

- l is the location to where or where the action is permitted, e.g. 
"non_EU_country". 

permission(a(s←T,"o",[,t][,p]
[,l]))

- a describes the action that is permitted (e.g. process).

- s is the subject that has permission.

 - T is the agent (target) with (or from) whom the action may be 
performed  (e.g. the collection of data from a ds).

- "o" is the object, this specifies the content of the action, or the object 
to which the action applies, e.g. "personal_data".

- if the action is only permitted at a certain time or within a certain 
time limit, this will be stipulated with t[time], e.g. t<0 (whereby 0 is 
the first time data is collected).

- p is the purpose for which the permitted action may only take place, 
e.g. "necessary_for_contract".

- l is the location to where or where the action is permitted, e.g. 
"non_EU_country". 

permission(a(s→T,"o",[,t][,p]
[,l]))

- a describes the action that is permitted (e.g. process).

- s is the subject that has permission.

- T is the agent (target) with (or to) whom the action may be performed 
(e.g. the dissemination of data to a third_party).

- "o" is the object, this specifies the content of the action, or the object 
to which the action applies, e.g. "personal_data".

- if the action is only permitted at a certain time or within a certain 
time limit, this will be stipulated with t[time], e.g. t<0 (whereby 0 is 
the first time data is collected).

- p is the purpose for which the permitted action may only take place, 
e.g. "necessary_for_contract".

- l is the location to where or where the action is permitted, e.g. 
"non_EU_country". 
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STATES:

prohibition(a(s[,T],"o",[,t][,p]
[,l]))

- a describes the action that is prohibited (e.g. process)

- s is the subject to which the prohibition applies.

- T is the agent (target) whom the action concerns (e.g. processing of 
personal_data concerning a particular ds is prohibited).

- "o" is the object, this specifies the content of the action, or the object 
to which the action applies, e.g. "personal_data".

- if the action is only prohibited at a certain time or within a certain 
time limit, this will be stipulated with t[time].

- p is the purpose for which the action may not take place, e.g. 
"direct_marketing".

-  l is the location to where or where the action is prohibited, e.g. 
"non_EU_country".
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5.5.2. Legal requirements for the Italian Personal Data Protection Code

CODICE IN MATERIA DI PROTEZIONE DEI DATI PERSONALI – Personal Data Protection 
Code (CPDP), Legislative Decree no. 196 of 30 June 2003 

TITLE I – GENERAL PRINCIPLES

Section 1. Right to the Protection of Personal Data

Sec.1(1) Everyone has the right to protection of the personal data concerning him or her. 

Requirements for Section 1:

Unimplementable as such.

Section 2. Purposes

Sec.2(1) This consolidated statute, hereinafter referred to as “Code”, shall ensure that personal data are 
processed by respecting data subjects’ rights, fundamental freedoms and dignity, particularly with regard to 
confidentiality, personal identity and the right to personal data protection. 

Sec.2(2) The processing of personal data shall be regulated by affording a high level of protection for the 
rights and freedoms referred to in paragraph 1 in compliance with the principles of simplification, 
harmonisation and effectiveness of the mechanisms by which data subjects can exercise such rights and 
data controllers can fulfil the relevant obligations.

Requirements for Section 2:

Unimplementable as such.

Section 3. Data Minimisation Principle

Sec.3(1) Information systems and software shall be configured by minimising the use of personal data and 
identification data, in such a way as to rule out their processing if the purposes sought in the individual 
cases can be achieved by using either anonymous data or suitable arrangements to allow identifying data 
subjects only in cases of necessity, respectively.

Requirements for Section 3:

For Section 5 please check the following schemes

Para 5.5.4.3. Scheme 3: Lawful Processing
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SysReq.3(1).1 
CPDP

Anonymization

Legal provision Sec.3(1) Information systems and software shall be configured by minimising the 
use of personal data and identification data, in such a way as to rule out their 
processing if the purposes sought in the individual cases can be achieved by using 
either anonymous data or suitable arrangements to allow identifying data subjects 
only in cases of necessity, respectively. 

Requirement The system MUST facilitate anonymization of personal_data.

SysReq.3(1).2 
CPDP

Minimisation

Legal provision Sec.3(1) Information systems and software shall be configured by minimising the 
use of personal data and identification data, in such a way as to rule out their 
processing if the purposes sought in the individual cases can be achieved by using 
either anonymous data or suitable arrangements to allow identifying data subjects 
only in cases of necessity, respectively. 

Requirement The system MUST facilitate minimisation of personal_data.

Ed.Req.3(1) CPDP Purposes, minimisation and anonymization

Legal provision Sec.3(1) Information systems and software shall be configured by minimising the 
use of personal data and identification data, in such a way as to rule out their 
processing if the purposes sought in the individual cases can be achieved by using 
either anonymous data or suitable arrangements to allow identifying data subjects 
only in cases of necessity, respectively. 

Requirement When processing personal_data the dc MUST ensure data minimisation, specifying 
explicit purposes for collecting and processing these data, and anonymizing these 
data as much as possible, using the editor.

R.3(1).2 CPDP Data minimisation

Legal provision Sec.3(1) Information systems and software shall be configured by minimising the 
use of personal data and identification data, in such a way as to rule out their 
processing if the purposes sought in the individual cases can be achieved by using 
either anonymous data or suitable arrangements to allow identifying data subjects 
only in cases of necessity, respectively.

Requirement/rule IF check(dc,“identification_data_necessary_for_purposes”) = false THEN 
prohibition(process(dc,“personal_data”)) AND anonymize(dc,“personal_data”) 
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Section 4. Definitions

FOR A COMPLETE LIST OF ALL DEFINITIONS IN THE CPDP: SEE TABLES AT THE END OF THE  
SET OF ITALIAN REQUIREMENTS (para 5.5.3)

Sec.4(1) For the purposes of this Code,

a) ‘processing’ shall mean any operation, or set of operations, carried out with or without the help of 
electronic or automated means, concerning the collection, recording, organisation, keeping, interrogation, 
elaboration, modification, selection, retrieval, comparison, utilization, interconnection, blocking, 
communication, dissemination, erasure and destruction of data, whether the latter are contained or not in a 
data bank;

b) ‘personal data’ shall mean any information relating to natural or legal persons, bodies or associations 
that are or can be identified, even indirectly, by reference to any other information including a personal 
identification number;

c) ‘identification data’ shall mean personal data allowing a data subject to be directly identified;

d) ‘sensitive data’ shall mean personal data allowing the disclosure of racial or ethnic origin, religious, 
philosophical or other beliefs, political opinions, membership of parties, trade unions, associations or 
organizations of a religious, philosophical, political or trade-unionist character, as well as personal data 
disclosing health and sex life; 

e) ‘judicial data’ shall mean personal data disclosing the measures referred to in Section 3(1), letters a) to o) 
and r) to u), of Presidential Decree no. 313 of 14 November 2002 concerning the criminal record office, the 
register of offence-related administrative sanctions and the relevant current  charges, or the status of being 
either defendant or the subject of investigations pursuant to Sections 60 and 61 of the Criminal Procedure 
Code;

f) ‘data controller’ shall mean any natural or legal person, public administration, body, association or other 
entity that is competent, also jointly with another data controller, to determine purposes and methods of the 
processing of personal data and the relevant means, including security matters;

g) ‘data processor’ shall mean any natural or legal person, public administration, body, association or other 
agency that processes personal data on the controller’s behalf; 

h) ‘persons in charge of the processing’ shall mean the natural persons that have been authorised by the 
data controller or processor to carry out processing operations;

i) ‘data subject’ shall mean any natural or legal person, body or association that is the subject of the 
personal data;

l) ‘communication’ shall mean disclosing personal data to one or more identified entities other than the data 
subject, the data controller’s representative in the State’s territory, the data processor and persons in charge 
of the processing in any form whatsoever, including by making available or interrogating such data;

m) ‘dissemination’ shall mean disclosing personal data to unidentified entities, in any form whatsoever, 
including by making available or interrogating such data;

n) ‘anonymous data’ shall mean any data that either in origin or on account of its having been processed 
cannot be associated with any identified or identifiable data subject; 

o) ‘blocking’ shall mean keeping personal data by temporarily suspending any other processing operation;

p) ‘data bank’ shall mean any organised set of personal data, divided into one or more units located in one 
or more places;

q) ‘Garante’ shall mean the authority referred to in Section 153 as set up under Act no. 675 of 31 December 
1996.

Sec.4(2) Furthermore, for the purposes of this Code,

a) ‘electronic communication’ shall mean any information exchanged or conveyed between a finite number 
of parties by means of a publicly available electronic communications service. This does not include any 
information conveyed as part of a broadcasting service to the public over an electronic communications 
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network except to the extent that the information can be related to the identifiable or identified subscriber 
or user receiving the information;

b) ‘call’ means a connection established by means of a publicly available telephone service allowing two-
way communication in real time;

c) ‘electronic communications network’ shall mean transmission systems and switching or routing 
equipment and other resources which permit the conveyance of signals by wire, by radio, by optical or by 
other electromagnetic means, including satellite networks, fixed (circuit- and packet-switched, including 
Internet) and mobile terrestrial networks, networks used for radio and television broadcasting, electricity 
cable systems, to the extent that they are used for the purpose of transmitting signals, and cable television 
networks, irrespective of the type of information conveyed;

d) ‘public communications network shall mean an electronic communications network used wholly or 
mainly for the provision of publicly available electronic communications services;

e) ‘electronic communications service’ shall mean a service which consists wholly or mainly in the 
conveyance of signals on electronic communications networks, including telecommunications services and 
transmission services in networks used for broadcasting, to the extent that this is provided for in Article 2, 
letter c) of Directive 2202/21/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 7 March 2002;

f) ‘subscriber’ shall mean any natural or legal person, body or association who or which is party to a 
contract with the provider of publicly available electronic communications services for the supply of such 
services, or is anyhow the recipient of such services by means of pre-paid cards;

g) ‘user’ shall mean a natural person using a publicly available electronic communications service for 
private or business purposes, without necessarily being a subscriber to such service;

h) ‘traffic data’ shall mean any data processed for the purpose of the conveyance of a communication on an 
electronic communications network or for the billing thereof;

i) ‘location data’ shall mean any data processed in an electronic communications network, indicating the 
geographic position of the terminal equipment of a user of a publicly available electronic communications 
service;

l) ‘value added service’ shall mean any service which requires the processing of traffic data or location data 
other than traffic data beyond what is necessary for the transmission of a communication or the billing 
thereof;

m) ‘electronic mail’ shall mean any text, voice, sound or image message sent over a public communications 
network, which can be stored in the network or in the recipient’s terminal equipment until it is collected by 
the recipient.

Sec.4(3). And for the purposes of this Code,

a) ‘minimum measures’ shall mean the technical, informational, organizational, logistics and procedural 
security measures affording the minimum level of protection which is required by having regard to the risks 
mentioned in Section 31;

b) ‘electronic means’ shall mean computers, computer software and any electronic and/or automated device 
used for performing the processing;

c) “computerised authentication” shall mean a set of electronic tools and procedures to verify

identity also indirectly,

d) “authentication credentials” shall mean the data and devices in the possession of a person, whether 
known by or uniquely related to the latter, that are used for computer authentication,

e) “password” shall mean the component of an authentication credential associated with and known to a 
person, consisting of a sequence of characters or other data in electronic format, 

f) “authorisation profile” shall mean the information uniquely associated with a person that allows 
determining the data that may be accessed by said person as well as the processing operations said person 
may perform,

g) “authorisation system” shall mean the tools and procedures enabling access to the data and the relevant 
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processing mechanisms as a function of the requesting party’s authorisation profile.

Sec.4(4) For the purposes of this Code,

a) ‘historical purposes’ shall mean purposes related to studies, investigations, research and documentation 
concerning characters, events and situations of the past;

b) ‘statistical purposes’ shall mean purposes related to statistical investigations or the production of 
statistical results, also by means of statistical information systems;

c) ‘scientific purposes’ shall mean purposes related to studies and systematic investigations that are aimed 
at developing scientific knowledge in a given sector.

Section 5. Subject-Matter and Scope of Application

Sec.5(1) This Code shall apply to the processing of personal data, including data held abroad, where the 
processing is performed by any entity established either in the State’s territory or in a place that is under the 
State’s sovereignty.

Sec.5(2) This Code shall also apply to the processing of personal data that is performed by an entity 
established in the territory of a country outside the European Union, where said entity makes use in 
connection with the processing of equipment, whether electronic or otherwise, situated in the State’s 
territory, unless such equipment is used only for purposes of transit through the territory of the European 
Union. If this Code applies, the data controller shall designate a representative established in the State’s 
territory with a view to implementing the provisions concerning processing of personal data.

Sec.5(3) This Code shall only apply to the processing of personal data carried out by natural persons for 
exclusively personal purposes if the data are intended for systematic communication or dissemination. The 
provisions concerning liability and security referred to in Sections 15 and 31 shall apply in any case.

Sec.5(3)bis This Code shall not apply to the processing of personal data relating to legal persons, 
companies, bodies or associations if such processing is performed within the framework of relationships 
that are in place exclusively between the aforementioned entities for the administrative and accounting 
purposes specified in Section 34(1-ter) hereof. [Added by section 6(2)a, item 1. of decree no. 70 dated 13 
May 2011 as converted, with amendments, into Act no. 106 dated 12 July 2011]

Requirements for Section 5:

For Section 5 please check the following schemes

Para 5.5.4.1. Scheme 1: Applicability
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EdReq.5(1)-(2).1 
CPDP

Scope

Legal provision Sec.5(1) This Code shall apply to the processing of personal data, including data 
held abroad, where the processing is performed by any entity established either in 
the State’s territory or in a place that is under the State’s sovereignty.

Sec.5(2)  This  Code  shall  also  apply  to  the  processing  of  personal  data  that  is  
performed by an entity established in the territory of a country outside the European 
Union, where said entity makes use in connection with the processing of equipment, 
whether  electronic  or  otherwise,  situated  in  the  State’s  territory,  unless  such 
equipment is used only for purposes of transit through the territory of the European 
Union.  If  this  Code  applies,  the  data  controller  shall  designate  a  representative 
established  in  the  State’s  territory  with  a  view  to  implementing  the  provisions 
concerning processing of personal data.

Requirement Whether or not the processing of personal data falls within the scope of the CPDP 
MUST be determined in the editor. 

EdReq.5(1)-(2).2 
CPDP

Applicability

Legal provision Sec.5(1) This Code shall apply to the processing of personal data, including data 
held abroad, where the processing is performed by any entity established either in 
the State’s territory or in a place that is under the State’s sovereignty.

Sec.5(2) This Code shall also apply to the processing of personal data that is 
performed by an entity established in the territory of a country outside the European 
Union, where said entity makes use in connection with the processing of equipment, 
whether electronic or otherwise, situated in the State’s territory, unless such 
equipment is used only for purposes of transit through the territory of the European 
Union. If this Code applies, the data controller shall designate a representative 
established in the State’s territory with a view to implementing the provisions 
concerning processing of personal data.

Requirement Whether or not the CPDP is applicable to data processing MUST be determined in 
the editor. If the conditions of Section 5(1)-(2) of the CPDP are met, and hence the 
Italian CPDP applies, the Italian ruleset will be loaded in the runtime environment.

EdReq.5(2) CPDP dc outside_EU: designate representative in EU

Legal provision Sec.5(2) This Code shall also apply to the processing of personal data that is 
performed by an entity established in the territory of a country outside the European 
Union, where said entity makes use in connection with the processing of equipment, 
whether electronic or otherwise, situated in the State’s territory, unless such 
equipment is used only for purposes of transit through the territory of the European 
Union. If this Code applies, the data controller shall designate a representative 
established in the State’s territory with a view to implementing the provisions 
concerning processing of personal data.

Requirement If the dc is not established in an EU_country, i.e. if Sec.5(2) of the CPDP applies, 
the ENDORSE system must flag, within the editor environment, that the dc must 
designate a representative established in the territory of the EU country of which the 
national laws apply.
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EdReq.5(3) CPDP Scope

Legal provision Sec.5(3) This Code shall only apply to the processing of personal data carried out 
by natural persons for exclusively personal purposes if the data are intended for 
systematic communication or dissemination. The provisions concerning liability 
and security referred to in Sections 15 and 31 shall apply in any case.

Requirement Whether the activities of a (potential) dc fall within scope of the CPDP MUST be 
determined in the editor.

Out of scope:

Sec.5(3)bis This Code shall not apply to the processing of personal data relating to legal persons, 
companies, bodies or associations if such processing is performed within the framework of relationships 
that are in place exclusively between the aforementioned entities for the administrative and accounting 
purposes specified in Section 34(1-ter) hereof. [Added by section 6(2)a, item 1. of decree no. 70 dated 13 
May 2011 as converted, with amendments, into Act no. 106 dated 12 July 2011]

Section 6. Regulations Applying to Processing Operations 

Sec.6(1) The provisions contained in this Part shall apply to any processing operations except as specified 
in connection with some processing operations by the provisions contained in Part II that amend and/or 
supplement those laid down herein.

Requirements for Section 6:

Unimplementable as such. Incorporated into the other requirements.

TITLE II – DATA SUBJECT’S RIGHTS

Section 7. Right to Access Personal Data and Other Rights

Sec.7(1) A data subject shall have the right to obtain confirmation as to whether or not personal data 
concerning him exist, regardless of their being already recorded, and communication of such data in 
intelligible form.

Sec.7(2) A data subject shall have the right to be informed

a) of the source of the personal data;

b) of the purposes and methods of the processing;

c) of the logic applied to the processing, if the latter is carried out with the help of electronic means;

d) of the identification data concerning data controller, data processors and the representative designated as 
per Section 5(2);

e) of the entities or categories of entity to whom or which the personal data may be communicated and who 
or which may get to know said data in their capacity as designated representative(s) in the State’s territory, 
data processor(s) or person(s) in charge of the processing.

Sec.7(3) A data subject shall have the right to obtain 

a) updating, rectification or, where interested therein, integration of the data; 

b) erasure, anonymization or blocking of data that have been processed unlawfully, including data whose 
retention is unnecessary for the purposes for which they have been collected or subsequently processed; 

c) certification to the effect that the operations as per letters a) and b) have been notified, as also related to 
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their contents, to the entities to whom or which the data were communicated or disseminated, unless this 
requirement proves impossible or involves a manifestly disproportionate effort compared with the right that 
is to be protected. 

Sec.7(4) A data subject shall have the right to object, in whole or in part, 

a) on legitimate grounds, to the processing of personal data concerning him/her, even though they are 
relevant to the purpose of the collection; 

b) to the processing of personal data concerning him/her, where it is carried out for the purpose of sending 
advertising materials or direct selling or else for the performance of market or commercial communication 
surveys.

Requirements for Section 7:

For Section 7 please check the following schemes

Para 5.4.4.7. Scheme 5.2: Information to Data Subjects: Modalities and content

SysReq.7(1).1 
CPDP

Receive access requests

Legal provision Sec.7(1) A data subject shall have the right to obtain confirmation as to whether or 
not personal data concerning him exist, regardless of their being already recorded, 
and communication of such data in intelligible form.

Requirement The system MUST be able to receive access_requests from ds's.

SysReq.7(1).2 
CPDP

Access rights

Legal provision Sec.7(1) A data subject shall have the right to obtain confirmation as to whether or 
not personal data concerning him exist, regardless of their being already recorded, 
and communication of such data in intelligible form.

Requirement The system MUST enable data subjects to exercise their access rights to stored 
personal_data.

R.7(1) CPDP Storing personal data

Legal provision Sec.7(1) A data subject shall have the right to obtain confirmation as to whether or 
not personal data concerning him exist, regardless of their being already recorded, 
and communication of such data in intelligible form.

Requirement/rule IF process(dc,“personal_data”) THEN store(dc,“personal_data”)
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R.7(1)-(2)/8(1).1 
CPDP

Access request: duty to communicate 1

Legal provision Sec.7(1) A data subject shall have the right to obtain confirmation as to whether or 
not personal data concerning him exist, regardless of their being already recorded, 
and communication of such data in intelligible form.

Sec.7(2) A data subject shall have the right to be informed

a) of the source of the personal data;

b) of the purposes and methods of the processing;

c) of the logic applied to the processing, if the latter is carried out with the help of 
electronic means;

d) of the identification data concerning data controller, data processors and the 
representative designated as per Section 5(2);

e) of the entities or categories of entity to whom or which the personal data may be 
communicated and who or which may get to know said data in their capacity as 
designated representative(s) in the State’s territory, data processor(s) or person(s) in 
charge of the processing.

Sec.8(1) The rights referred to in Section 7 may be exercised by making a request 
to the data controller or processor without formalities, also by the agency of a 
person in charge of the processing. A suitable response shall be provided to said 
request without delay.

Requirement/rule IF (request(ds→dc_or_dp_or_dcagency,“access”) AND 
check(dc_or_dp_or_dcagency←ds,“personal_data”) = true THEN 
communicate(dc_or_dp_or_dcagency→ds,“personal_data_processed_Sec.7(2)_CPDP
”,t=immediately)
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R.7(1)-(2)/8(1).2 
CPDP

Access request to agency: duty to communicate 2

Legal provision Sec.7(1) A data subject shall have the right to obtain confirmation as to whether or 
not personal data concerning him exist, regardless of their being already recorded, 
and communication of such data in intelligible form.

Sec.7(2) A data subject shall have the right to be informed

a) of the source of the personal data;

b) of the purposes and methods of the processing;

c) of the logic applied to the processing, if the latter is carried out with the help of 
electronic means;

d) of the identification data concerning data controller, data processors and the 
representative designated as per Section 5(2);

e) of the entities or categories of entity to whom or which the personal data may be 
communicated and who or which may get to know said data in their capacity as 
designated representative(s) in the State’s territory, data processor(s) or person(s) in 
charge of the processing.

Sec.8(1) The rights referred to in Section 7 may be exercised by making a request 
to the data controller or processor without formalities, also by the agency of a 
person in charge of the processing. A suitable response shall be provided to said 
request without delay.

Requirement/rule IF (request(ds→dc_or_dp_or_dcagency,“access”) AND 
check(dc←dc_or_dp_or_dcagency,“personal_data”) = false THEN 
communicate(dc_or_dp_or_dcagency→ds,“no_personal_data_processed_Sec.7(2)_CP
DP”, t=immediately)

SysReq.7(3).1 
CPDP

Receive requests for updating, rectification, integration, deletion, 
anonymization, and blocking

Legal provision Sec.7(3) A data subject shall have the right to obtain 

a) updating, rectification or, where interested therein, integration of the data; 

b) erasure, anonymization or blocking of data that have been processed unlawfully, 
including data whose retention is unnecessary for the purposes for which they have 
been collected or subsequently processed; 

c) certification to the effect that the operations as per letters a) and b) have been 
notified, as also related to their contents, to the entities to whom or which the data 
were communicated or disseminated, unless this requirement proves impossible or 
involves a manifestly disproportionate effort compared with the right that is to be 
protected. 

Requirement The system MUST be able to receive requests for updating, rectification, 
integration, deletion, anonymization, and blocking from ds's.
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SysReq.7(3).2 
CPDP

Right  of  updating,  rectification,  integration,  deletion,  anonymization,  and 
blocking

Legal provision Sec.7(3) A data subject shall have the right to obtain 

a) updating, rectification or, where interested therein, integration of the data; 

b) erasure, anonymization or blocking of data that have been processed unlawfully, 
including data whose retention is unnecessary for the purposes for which they have 
been collected or subsequently processed; 

c) certification to the effect that the operations as per letters a) and b) have been 
notified, as also related to their contents, to the entities to whom or which the data 
were communicated or disseminated, unless this requirement proves impossible or 
involves a manifestly disproportionate effort compared with the right that is to be 
protected. 

Requirement The system MUST enable data subjects to exercise their rights with regard to 
personal_data, as stipulated in Sec.7(3) of the CPDP.

Ed.Req.7(3) CPDP Right of updating, rectification, integration, deletion, anonymization, and 
blocking

Legal provision Sec.7(3) A data subject shall have the right to obtain 

a) updating, rectification or, where interested therein, integration of the data; 

b) erasure, anonymization or blocking of data that have been processed unlawfully, 
including data whose retention is unnecessary for the purposes for which they have 
been collected or subsequently processed; 

c) certification to the effect that the operations as per letters a) and b) have been 
notified, as also related to their contents, to the entities to whom or which the data 
were communicated or disseminated, unless this requirement proves impossible or 
involves a manifestly disproportionate effort compared with the right that is to be 
protected. 

Requirement Whether or not a data subject can exercise his/her rights with regard to 
personal_data, as stipulated in Sec.7(3) of the CPDP, MUST be established by the 
dc using the editor.
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R.7(3)/8(1) CPDP Right  of  updating,  rectification,  integration,  deletion,  anonimyzation,  and 
blocking

Legal provision Sec.7(3) A data subject shall have the right to obtain 

a) updating, rectification or, where interested therein, integration of the data; 

b) erasure, anonymization or blocking of data that have been processed unlawfully, 
including data whose retention is unnecessary for the purposes for which they have 
been collected or subsequently processed; 

c) certification to the effect that the operations as per letters a) and b) have been 
notified, as also related to their contents, to the entities to whom or which the data 
were communicated or disseminated, unless this requirement proves impossible or 
involves a manifestly disproportionate effort compared with the right that is to be 
protected. 

Sec.8(1) The rights referred to in Section 7 may be exercised by making a request 
to the data controller or processor without formalities, also by the agency of a 
person in charge of the processing. A suitable response shall be provided to said 
request without delay.

Requirement/rule IF request(ds→dc_or_dp_or_dcagency,“update_personal_data”) THEN 
correct(dc_or_dp_or_dcagency,“personal_data”) AND 
communicate(dc_or_dp_or_dcagency→ds,“personal_data_updated_Sec.7(3)c_CPDP”
) OR

IF request(ds→dc_or_dp_or_dcagency,“integrate_personal_data”) THEN 
integrate(dc_or_dp_or_dcagency,“personal_data”) AND 
communicate(dc_or_dp_or_dcagency→ds,“personal_data_updated_Sec.7(3)c_CPDP”
) OR

IF request(ds→dc_or_dp_or_dcagency,“delete_personal_data”) AND 
check(dc,“processed_lawfully_Sec.7(3)b_CPDP”) is false THEN 
delete(dc_or_dp_or_dcagency,“personal_data”) AND 
communicate(dc_or_dp_or_dcagency→ds,“personal_data_deleted_Sec.7(3)c_CPDP”) 
OR

IF request(ds→dc_or_dp_or_dcagency,“anonymize_personal_data”) AND 
check(dc_or_dp_or_dcagency,“processed_lawfully”) is false THEN 
anonymize(dc_or_dp_or_dcagency,“personal_data_Sec.7(3)b_CPDP”) AND 
communicate(dc_or_dp_or_dcagency→ds,“personal_data_anonymized_Sec.7(3)c_CP
DP”) OR 

IF request(ds→dc_or_dp_or_dcagency,“block_personal_data”) AND 
check(dc_or_dp_or_dcagency,“processed_lawfully_Sec.7(3)b_CPDP”) is false THEN 
block(dc_or_dp_or_dcagency,“personal_data”) AND 
communicate(dc_or_dp_or_dcagency→ds,“personal_data_blocked_Sec.7(3)c_CPDP”
)
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SysReq.7(4).1 
CPDP

Receive objection

Legal provision Sec.7(4) A data subject shall have the right to object, in whole or in part, 

a) on legitimate grounds, to the processing of personal data concerning him/her, 
even though they are relevant to the purpose of the collection; 

b) to the processing of personal data concerning him/her, where it is carried out for 
the purpose of sending advertising materials or direct selling or else for the 
performance of market or commercial communication surveys.

Requirement The system MUST be able to receive objections to processing from ds's.

SysReq.7(4).2 
CPDP

Right to object

Legal provision Sec.7(4) A data subject shall have the right to object, in whole or in part, 

a) on legitimate grounds, to the processing of personal data concerning him/her, 
even though they are relevant to the purpose of the collection; 

b) to the processing of personal data concerning him/her, where it is carried out for 
the purpose of sending advertising materials or direct selling or else for the 
performance of market or commercial communication surveys.

Requirement The system MUST enable data subjects to exercise their rights with regard to 
personal_data, as stipulated in Sec.7(4) of the CPDP.

Ed.Req.7(4) CPDP Right to object

Legal provision Sec.7(4) A data subject shall have the right to object, in whole or in part, 

a) on legitimate grounds, to the processing of personal data concerning him/her, 
even though they are relevant to the purpose of the collection; 

b) to the processing of personal data concerning him/her, where it is carried out for 
the purpose of sending advertising materials or direct selling or else for the 
performance of market or commercial communication surveys.

Requirement Whether or not a data subject has the right to object to the processing of 
personal_data, as stipulated in Sec.7(4) of the CPDP, MUST be established using 
the editor.
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R.7(4)/8(1) CPDP Right to object

Legal provision Sec.7(4) A data subject shall have the right to object, in whole or in part, 

a) on legitimate grounds, to the processing of personal data concerning him/her, 
even though they are relevant to the purpose of the collection; 

b) to the processing of personal data concerning him/her, where it is carried out for 
the purpose of sending advertising materials or direct selling or else for the 
performance of market or commercial communication surveys.

Sec.8(1) The rights referred to in Section 7 may be exercised by making a request 
to the data controller or processor without formalities, also by the agency of a 
person in charge of the processing. A suitable response shall be provided to said 
request without delay.

Requirement/rule IF object(ds,“processing_personal_data”) AND 
check(dc_or_dp_or_dcagency,“data_processing”) = true AND 
check(dc_or_dp_or_dcagency,“objection_legitimate_grounds”) = true THEN 
end(dc_or_dp_or_dcagency,“personal_data_processing”)

OR

IF object(ds,“processing_personal_data”,p=marketing_purposes) AND 
check(dc_or_dp_or_dcagency,“data_processing”) = true AND 
check(dc_or_dp_or_dcagency,“processing_personal_data”,p=marketing_purposes) = 
true THEN 
end(dc_or_dp_or_dcagency,“personal_data_processing”,p=marketing_purposes)

Section 8. Exercise of Rights

Sec.8(1) The rights referred to in Section 7 may be exercised by making a request to the data controller or 
processor without formalities, also by the agency of a person in charge of the processing. A suitable 
response shall be provided to said request without delay. 

Sec.8(2) The rights referred to in Section 7 may not be exercised by making a request to the data controller 
or processor, or else by lodging a complaint in pursuance of Section 145, if the personal data are processed: 
a) pursuant to the provisions of decree-law no. 143 of 3 May 1991, as converted, with amendments, into 
Act no. 197 of 5 July 1991 and subsequently amended, concerning money laundering; 

b) pursuant to the provisions of decree-law no. 419 of 31 December 1991, as converted, with amendments, 
into Act no. 172 of 18 February 1992 and subsequently amended, concerning support for victims of 
extortion; 

c) by parliamentary Inquiry Committees set up as per Article 82 of the Constitution;

d) by a public body other than a profit-seeking public body, where this is expressly required by a law for 
purposes exclusively related to currency and financial policy, the system of payments, control of brokers 
and credit and financial markets and protection of their stability; 

e) in pursuance of Section 24(1), letter 

f), as regards the period during which performance of the investigations by defence counsel or 
establishment of the legal claim might be actually and concretely prejudiced; f) by providers of publicly 
available electronic communications services in respect of incoming phone calls, unless this may be 
actually and concretely prejudicial to performance of the investigations by defence counsel as per Act no. 
397 of 7 December 2000; 

g) for reasons of justice by judicial authorities at all levels and of all instances as well as by the Higher 
Council of the Judiciary or other self-regulatory bodies, or else by the Ministry of Justice; 

h) in pursuance of Section 53, without prejudice to Act no. 121 of 1 April 1981. 3. In the cases referred to 
in paragraph 2, letters a), b), d), e) and f), the Garante, also following a report submitted by the data subject, 
shall act as per Sections 157, 158 and 159; in the cases referred to in letters c), g) and h) of said paragraph, 
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the Garante shall act as per Section 160. 

Sec.8(4) Exercise of the rights referred to in Section 7 may be permitted with regard to data of non- 
objective character on condition that it does not concern rectification of or additions to personal evaluation 
data in connection with judgments, opinions and other types of subjective assessment, or else the 
specification of policies to be implemented or decision-making activities by the data controller.

Requirements for Section 8:

For Section 8 please check the following schemes

Para 5.5.4.3. Scheme 3: Lawful Processing

SysReq.8(1).1 
CPDP

Receive access requests: agency

Legal provision Sec.8(1) The rights referred to in Section 7 may be exercised by making a request to 
the data controller or processor without formalities, also by the agency of a person 
in charge of the processing. A suitable response shall be provided to said request 
without delay. 

Requirement The system MUST be able to receive access_requests from ds’s aimed at dcagency.

SysReq.8(1).2 
CPDP

Access rights: agency

Legal provision Sec.8(1) The rights referred to in Section 7 may be exercised by making a request to 
the data controller or processor without formalities, also by the agency of a person 
in charge of the processing. A suitable response shall be provided to said request 
without delay. 

Requirement The system MUST enable data subjects to exercise their access rights to stored 
personal_data, even when the dc has delegated the (processing of) personal data to 
an agency.

Out of scope:

Sec.8(2) The rights referred to in Section 7 may not be exercised by making a request to the data controller 
or processor, or else by lodging a complaint in pursuance of Section 145, if the personal data are processed: 
a) pursuant to the provisions of decree-law no. 143 of 3 May 1991, as converted, with amendments, into 
Act no. 197 of 5 July 1991 and subsequently amended, concerning money laundering; 

b) pursuant to the provisions of decree-law no. 419 of 31 December 1991, as converted, with amendments, 
into Act no. 172 of 18 February 1992 and subsequently amended, concerning support for victims of 
extortion; 

c) by parliamentary Inquiry Committees set up as per Article 82 of the Constitution;

d) by a public body other than a profit-seeking public body, where this is expressly required by a law for 
purposes exclusively related to currency and financial policy, the system of payments, control of brokers 
and credit and financial markets and protection of their stability; 

e) in pursuance of Section 24(1), letter 

f), as regards the period during which performance of the investigations by defence counsel or 
establishment of the legal claim might be actually and concretely prejudiced; f) by providers of publicly 
available electronic communications services in respect of incoming phone calls, unless this may be 
actually and concretely prejudicial to performance of the investigations by defence counsel as per Act no. 
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397 of 7 December 2000; 

g) for reasons of justice by judicial authorities at all levels and of all instances as well as by the Higher 
Council of the Judiciary or other self-regulatory bodies, or else by the Ministry of Justice; 

h) in pursuance of Section 53, without prejudice to Act no. 121 of 1 April 1981. 3. In the cases referred to 
in paragraph 2, letters a), b), d), e) and f), the Garante, also following a report submitted by the data subject, 
shall act as per Sections 157, 158 and 159; in the cases referred to in letters c), g) and h) of said paragraph, 
the Garante shall act as per Section 160. 

Sec.8(4) Exercise of the rights referred to in Section 7 may be permitted with regard to data of non- 
objective character on condition that it does not concern rectification of or additions to personal evaluation 
data in connection with judgments, opinions and other types of subjective assessment, or else the 
specification of policies to be implemented or decision-making activities by the data controller.

Section 9. Mechanisms to Exercise Rights

Sec.9(1) The request addressed to the data controller or processor may also be conveyed by means of a 
registered letter, facsimile or e-mail. The Garante may specify other suitable arrangements with regard to 
new technological solutions. If the request is related to exercise of the rights referred to in Section 7(1) and 
(2), it may also be made verbally; in this case, it will be written down in summary fashion by either a 
person in charge of the processing or the data processor.

Sec9(2) The data subject may grant, in writing, power of attorney or representation to natural persons, 
bodies, associations or organisations in connection with exercise of the rights as per Section 7. The data 
subject may also be assisted by a person of his/her choice.

Sec.9(3) The rights as per Section 7, where related to the personal data concerning a deceased, may be 
exercised by any entity that is interested therein or else acts to protect a data subject or for family related 
reasons deserving protection.

Sec.9(4) The data subject’s identity shall be verified on the basis of suitable information, also by means of 
available records or documents or by producing or attaching a copy of an identity document. The person 
acting on instructions from the data subject must produce or attach a copy of either the proxy or the letter of 
attorney, which shall have been undersigned by the data subject in the presence of a person in charge of the 
processing or else shall bear the data subject's signature and be produced jointly with a copy of an ID 
document from the data subject, which shall not have to be certified true pursuant to law. If the data subject 
is a legal person, a body or association, the relevant request shall be made by the natural person that is 
legally authorized thereto based on the relevant regulations or articles of association.

Sec.9(5) The request referred to in Section 7(1) and (2) may be worded freely without any constraints and 
may be renewed at intervals of not less than ninety days, unless there are well-grounded reasons.

Requirements for Section 9:

For Section 9 please check the following schemes

Para 5.4.4.7.  Scheme 5.2: Information to Data Subjects: Modalities and content
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SysReq.9(4) CPDP Access/update/deletion request - identity ds

Legal provision Sec.9(4) The data subject’s identity shall be verified on the basis of suitable 
information, also by means of available records or documents or by producing or 
attaching a copy of an identity document. The person acting on instructions from 
the data subject must produce or attach a copy of either the proxy or the letter of 
attorney, which shall have been undersigned by the data subject in the presence of a 
person in charge of the processing or else shall bear the data subject's signature and 
be produced jointly with a copy of an ID document from the data subject, which 
shall not have to be certified true pursuant to law. If the data subject is a legal 
person, a body or association, the relevant request shall be made by the natural 
person that is legally authorized thereto based on the relevant regulations or articles 
of association.

Requirement System MUST be able to verify the identity of the ds.

R.9(4) CPDP Access/update/deletion request - identity ds

Legal provision Sec.9(4) The data subject’s identity shall be verified on the basis of suitable 
information, also by means of available records or documents or by producing or 
attaching a copy of an identity document. The person acting on instructions from 
the data subject must produce or attach a copy of either the proxy or the letter of 
attorney, which shall have been undersigned by the data subject in the presence of a 
person in charge of the processing or else shall bear the data subject's signature and 
be produced jointly with a copy of an ID document from the data subject, which 
shall not have to be certified true pursuant to law. If the data subject is a legal 
person, a body or association, the relevant request shall be made by the natural 
person that is legally authorized thereto based on the relevant regulations or articles 
of association.

Requirement/rule IF request(ds→dc_or_dp_or_dcagency,“access_Sec.7(1)-(2)_CPDP”) OR 
request(ds→dc_or_dp_or_dcagency,“update_data_Sec.7(3)a_CPDP”) OR 
request(ds→dc_or_dp_or_dcagency,“delete_data_Sec.7(3)b_CPDP”) THEN 
verify(dc_or_dp_or_dcagency,“identity_requester=identity_ds”) = true

SysReq.9(5).1 
CPDP

Time interval for access requests 1

Legal provision Sec.9(5) The request referred to in Section 7(1) and (2) may be worded freely 
without any constraints and may be renewed at intervals of not less than ninety 
days, unless there are well-grounded reasons.

Requirement The system MUST be able to store time stamps with each access request.
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SysReq.9(5).2 
CPDP

Time interval for access requests 2

Legal provision Sec.9(5) The request referred to in Section 7(1) and (2) may be worded freely 
without any constraints and may be renewed at intervals of not less than ninety 
days, unless there are well-grounded reasons.

Requirement The system MUST be able to flag an access request when it is received within 90 
days of a previous access request, and send a notification to the dc to review the 
access request (using the editor).

Ed.Req.9(5).1 
CPDP

Legitimate grounds for access requests, overrule time interval

Legal provision Sec.9(5) The request referred to in Section 7(1) and (2) may be worded freely 
without any constraints and may be renewed at intervals of not less than ninety 
days, unless there are well-grounded reasons.

Requirement Whether or not an access request may be granted on the basis of legitimate grounds, 
thus overruling the time interval specified in Sec.9(5) MUST be determined in the 
editor.

R.9(5) CPDP Time interval and legitimate grounds for access requests

Legal provision Sec.9(5) The request referred to in Section 7(1) and (2) may be worded freely 
without any constraints and may be renewed at intervals of not less than ninety 
days, unless there are well-grounded reasons.

Requirement/rule IF request(ds→dc_or_dp_or_dcagency,“access_Sec.7(1)-(2)_CPDP”) AND 
(check(dc_or_dp_or_dcagency,“previous_access_request”,t<90days) = false OR 
check(dc_or_dp_or_dcagency,“legitimate_grounds_access”) = true)  AND 
check(dc_or_dp_or_dcagency←ds,“personal_data”) = true THEN 
communicate(dc_or_dp_or_dcagency→ds,“personal_data_processed_Sec.7(2)_CPDP
”,t=immediately) 
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Section 10. Response to Data Subjects

Sec.10(1) With a view to effectively exercising the rights referred to in Section 7, data controllers shall take 
suitable measures in order to, in particular,

a) facilitate access to personal data by the data subjects, even by means of ad hoc software allowing 
accurate retrieval of the data concerning individual identified or identifiable data subjects;

b) simplify the arrangements and reduce the delay for the responses, also with regard to public relations 
departments or offices.

Sec.10(2) The data processor or the person(s) in charge of the processing shall be responsible for retrieval 
of the data, which may be communicated to the requesting party also verbally, or else displayed by 
electronic means - on condition that the data are easily intelligible in such cases also in the light of the 
nature and amount of the information. The data shall be reproduced on paper or magnetic media, or else 
transmitted via electronic networks, whenever this is requested.

Sec.10(3) The response provided to the data subject shall include all the personal data concerning him/her 
that are processed by the data controller, unless the request concerns either a specific processing operation 
or specific personal data or categories of personal data. If the request is made to a health care professional 
or health care body, Section 84(1) shall apply.

Sec.10(4) If data retrieval is especially difficult, the response to the data subject’s request may also consist 
in producing or delivering copy of records and documents containing the personal data at stake.

Sec.10(5) The right to obtain communication of the data in intelligible form does not apply to personal data 
concerning third parties, unless breaking down the processed data or eliminating certain items from the 
latter prevents the data subject’s personal data from being understandable.

Sec.10(6) Data are communicated in intelligible form also by using legible handwriting. If codes or 
abbreviations are communicated, the criteria for understanding the relevant meanings shall be made 
available also by the agency of the persons in charge of the processing.

Sec.10(7) Where it is not confirmed that personal data concerning the data subject exist, further to a request 
as per Section 7(1) and (2), letters a), b) and c), the data subject may be charged a fee which shall not be in 
excess of the costs actually incurred for the inquiries made in the specific case. 

Sec.10(8) The fee referred to in paragraph 7 may not be in excess of the amount specified by the Garante in 
a generally applicable provision, which may also refer to a lump sum to be paid in case the data are 
processed by electronic means and the response is provided verbally. Through said instrument the Garante 
may also provide that the fee may be charged if the personal data are contained on special media whose 
reproduction is specifically requested, or else if a considerable effort is required by one or more data 
controllers on account of the complexity and/or amount of the requests and existence of data concerning the 
data subject can be confirmed. 

Sec.10(9) The fee referred to in paragraphs 7 and 8 may also be paid by bank or postal draft, or else by 
debit or credit card, if possible upon receiving the relevant response and anyhow within fifteen days of said 
response.

Requirements for Section 10:

For Section 10 please check the following schemes

Para 5.4.4.7.  Scheme 5.2: Information to Data Subjects: Modalities and content
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SysReq.10(1)-(2) 
CPDP

Technical requirements for executing the rights stipulated in Sec.7 CPDP

Legal provision Sec.10(1) With a view to effectively exercising the rights referred to in Section 7, 
data controllers shall take suitable measures in order to, in particular,

a) facilitate access to personal data by the data subjects, even by means of ad hoc 
software allowing accurate retrieval of the data concerning individual identified or 
identifiable data subjects;

b) simplify the arrangements and reduce the delay for the responses, also with 
regard to public relations departments or offices.

Sec.10(2) The data processor or the person(s) in charge of the processing shall be 
responsible for retrieval of the data, which may be communicated to the requesting 
party also verbally, or else displayed by electronic means - on condition that the 
data are easily intelligible in such cases also in the light of the nature and amount of 
the information. The data shall be reproduced on paper or magnetic media, or else 
transmitted via electronic networks, whenever this is requested.

Requirement The system MUST meet the technical requirements stipulated in Sec.10(1)-(2) of 
the CPDP.

SysReq.10(3) 
CPDP

Send all personal data upon access request Sec.7 CPDP

Legal provision Sec.10(3) The response provided to the data subject shall include all the personal 
data concerning him/her that are processed by the data controller, unless the request 
concerns either a specific processing operation or specific personal data or 
categories of personal data. If the request is made to a health care professional or 
health care body, Section 84(1) shall apply.

Requirement The system MUST be able to gather all the personal data of a ds so that these can be 
communicated to the ds if an access request to be given access to all data by the ds 
is granted.
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R.10(3) CPDP Send all personal data upon access request Sec.7 CPDP

Legal provision Sec.10(3) The response provided to the data subject shall include all the personal 
data concerning him/her that are processed by the data controller, unless the request 
concerns either a specific processing operation or specific personal data or 
categories of personal data. If the request is made to a health care professional or 
health care body, Section 84(1) shall apply.

Requirement/rule IF request(ds→dc_or_dp_or_dcagency,“access_all_data_Sec.7(1)-(2)_CPDP”) AND 
check(dc_or_dp_or_dcagency←ds,“personal_data”) = true THEN 
communicate(dc_or_dp_or_dcagency→ds,“all_personal_data_processed_Sec.7(2)_CP
DP”,t=immediately) 

OR

IF request(ds→dc_or_dp_or_dcagency,“access_specified_data_Sec.7(1)-(2)_CPDP”) 
AND check(dc_or_dp_or_dcagency←ds,“personal_data”) = true THEN 
communicate(dc_or_dp_or_dcagency→ds,“specified_personal_data_processed_Sec.7
(2)_CPDP”,t=immediately) 

Out of scope:

Sec.10(5) The right to obtain communication of the data in intelligible form does not apply to personal data 
concerning third parties, unless breaking down the processed data or eliminating certain items from the 
latter prevents the data subject’s personal data from being understandable.

R.10(6) CPDP Response to access request in intelligible form

Legal provision Sec.10(6) Data are communicated in intelligible form also by using legible 
handwriting. If codes or abbreviations are communicated, the criteria for 
understanding the relevant meanings shall be made available also by the agency of 
the persons in charge of the processing.

Requirement/rule IF request(ds→dc_or_dp_or_dcagency,“access_data_Sec.7(1)-(2)_CPDP”) AND 
check(dc_or_dp_or_dcagency←ds,“personal_data”) = true THEN 
communicate(dc_or_dp_or_dcagency→ds,“personal_data_processed_Sec.7(2)_CPDP
_in_intelligible_form_Sec.10(6)_CPDP”,t=immediately)
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Ed.Req.10(7)-(9) 
CPDP

Pay a fee if no records exist

Legal provision Sec.10(7) Where it is not confirmed that personal data concerning the data subject 
exist, further to a request as per Section 7(1) and (2), letters a), b) and c), the data 
subject may be charged a fee which shall not be in excess of the costs actually 
incurred for the inquiries made in the specific case. 

Sec.10(8) The fee referred to in paragraph 7 may not be in excess of the amount 
specified by the Garante in a generally applicable provision, which may also refer 
to a lump sum to be paid in case the data are processed by electronic means and the 
response is provided verbally. Through said instrument the Garante may also 
provide that the fee may be charged if the personal data are contained on special 
media whose reproduction is specifically requested, or else if a considerable effort 
is required by one or more data controllers on account of the complexity and/or 
amount of the requests and existence of data concerning the data subject can be 
confirmed. 

Sec.10(9) The fee referred to in paragraphs 7 and 8 may also be paid by bank or 
postal draft, or else by debit or credit card, if possible upon receiving the relevant 
response and anyhow within fifteen days of said response. 

Requirement Whether or not a data subject ought to pay a fee for placing an access request 
MUST be determined in the editor.

R.10(7)-(9) CPDP Pay a fee if no record exists

Legal provision Sec.10(7) Where it is not confirmed that personal data concerning the data subject 
exist, further to a request as per Section 7(1) and (2), letters a), b) and c), the data 
subject may be charged a fee which shall not be in excess of the costs actually 
incurred for the inquiries made in the specific case.

Sec.10(8) The fee referred to in paragraph 7 may not be in excess of the amount 
specified by the Garante in a generally applicable provision, which may also refer 
to a lump sum to be paid in case the data are processed by electronic means and the 
response is provided verbally. Through said instrument the Garante may also 
provide that the fee may be charged if the personal data are contained on special 
media whose reproduction is specifically requested, or else if a considerable effort 
is required by one or more data controllers on account of the complexity and/or 
amount of the requests and existence of data concerning the data subject can be 
confirmed. 

Sec.10(9) The fee referred to in paragraphs 7 and 8 may also be paid by bank or 
postal draft, or else by debit or credit card, if possible upon receiving the relevant 
response and anyhow within fifteen days of said response. 

Requirement/rule IF request(ds→dc_or_dp_or_dcagency,“access_data_Sec.7(1)-(2)_CPDP”) AND 
check(dc_or_dp_or_dcagency←ds,“personal_data”) = false AND 
check(dc_or_dp_or_dcagency,“charge_fee_Sec.10(7)-(9)_CPDP ”) = true THEN 
communicate(dc_or_dp_or_dcagency→ds,“charge_fee_Sec.10(7)-(9)_CPDP”)
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TITLE III – GENERAL DATA PROCESSING RULES

CHAPTER I – RULES APPLYING TO ALL PROCESSING OPERATIONS

Section 11. Processing Arrangements and Data Quality

Sec.11(1) Personal data undergoing processing shall be: 

a) processed lawfully and fairly; 

b) collected and recorded for specific, explicit and legitimate purposes and used in further processing 
operations in a way that is not inconsistent with said purposes; 

c) accurate and, when necessary, kept up to date; 

d) relevant, complete and not excessive in relation to the purposes for which they are collected or 
subsequently processed;

e) kept in a form which permits identification of the data subject for no longer than is necessary for the 
purposes for which the data were collected or subsequently processed. 

Sec.11(2) Any personal data that is processed in breach of the relevant provisions concerning the 
processing of personal data may not be used.

Requirements for Section 11.

For Section 11 please check the following schemes

Para 5.5.4.3. Scheme 3: Lawful Processing

Sec.11(1) Personal data undergoing processing shall be: a) processed lawfully and fairly; 

Unimplementable as such.

Ed.Req.11(1)b.1 
CPDP

Specifying purposes

Legal provision Sec.11(1) Personal data undergoing processing shall be:

b) collected and recorded for specific, explicit and legitimate purposes and used in 
further processing operations in a way that is not inconsistent with said purposes;

Requirement The editor MUST facilitate the creation of data collection purposes and data 
processing purposes.

Ed.Req.11(1)b.2 
CPDP

Purpose binding 

Legal provision Sec.11(1) Personal data undergoing processing shall be:

b) collected and recorded for specific, explicit and legitimate purposes and used in 
further processing operations in a way that is not inconsistent with said purposes;

Requirement The system MUST facilitate the binding of personal data to 
data_collection_purposes AND data_processing_purposes.
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SysReq.11(1)b.1 
CPDP

Storing purposes

Legal provision Sec.11(1) Personal data undergoing processing shall be:

b) collected and recorded for specific, explicit and legitimate purposes and used in 
further processing operations in a way that is not inconsistent with said purposes;

Requirement The system MUST facilitate the storing of data_collection_purposes and 
data_processing_purposes.

SysReq.11(1)b.2 
CPDP

Purpose binding 

Legal provision Sec.11(1) Personal data undergoing processing shall be:

b) collected and recorded for specific, explicit and legitimate purposes and used in 
further processing operations in a way that is not inconsistent with said purposes;

Requirement It MUST be possible to check purpose_binding

R.11(1)b.2 CPDP Specify purpose when collecting

Legal provision Sec.11(1) Personal data undergoing processing shall be:

b) collected and recorded for specific, explicit and legitimate purposes and used in 
further processing operations in a way that is not inconsistent with said purposes;

Requirement/Rule IF intention(collect(dc←ds, “personal_data”)) THEN create(dc, 
“data_collection_purposes”,t<0)

R.11(1)b.2 CPDP Specify purposes for processing

Legal provision Sec.11(1) Personal data undergoing processing shall be:

b) collected and recorded for specific, explicit and legitimate purposes and used in 
further processing operations in a way that is not inconsistent with said purposes;

Requirement/Rule IF intention(process(dc,“personal_data”)) THEN create(dc, 
“data_processing_purposes”,t=0)

R.11(1)b.3 CPDP Purpose binding 

Legal provision Sec.11(1) Personal data undergoing processing shall be:

b) collected and recorded for specific, explicit and legitimate purposes and used in 
further processing operations in a way that is not inconsistent with said purposes;

Requirement/rule IF  intention(process(dc,“personal_data”))  AND  check(dc,“purpose_binding”)  = 
true THEN permission(process(dc,“personal_data”))
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SysReq.11(1)c 
CPDP

Accuracy of personal data 

Legal provision Sec.11(1) Personal data undergoing processing shall be:

c) accurate and, when necessary, kept up to date;

Requirement It MUST be possible to check accuracy of personal_data by periodically validating 
if the data is up to date and accurate.

R.11(1)c CPDP Accuracy of personal data

Legal provision Sec.11(1) Personal data undergoing processing shall be:

c) accurate and, when necessary, kept up to date;

Requirement/rule IF process(dc,“personal_data”,t0...∞) THEN check(dc←ds,“data_accuracy,t0...∞”) 
AND IF check(dc←ds,“data_accuracy,t=x”) = false THEN 
correct(dc←ds,“personal_data”) AND delete(dc,“incorrect_data”)

SysReq.11(1)d 
CPDP

Purpose relevance 

Legal provision Sec.11(1) Personal data undergoing processing shall be:

d) relevant, complete and not excessive in relation to the purposes for which they 
are collected or subsequently processed;

Requirement The system MUST be able to check whether data are collected and processed for 
relevant purposes, and the relevance of that processing for each purpose MUST be 
stored in the system. 

Ed.Req.11(1)d 
CPDP

Complete and not excessive data 

Legal provision Sec.11(1) Personal data undergoing processing shall be:

d) relevant, complete and not excessive in relation to the purposes for which they 
are collected or subsequently processed;

Requirement Whether or not personal data are complete and not excessive in relation to the 
purposes for which they are collected and processed MUST be determined in the 
editor. 

R.11(1)d.1 CPDP Data processing must be for relevant purposes only 

Legal provision Sec.11(1) Personal data undergoing processing shall be:

d) relevant, complete and not excessive in relation to the purposes for which they 
are collected or subsequently processed;

Requirement/rule IF check(dc,“purpose_relevance”) = false THEN 
prohibition(process(dc,“personal_data”))
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R.11(1)d.2 CPDP Complete data and not excessive

Legal provision Sec.11(1) Personal data undergoing processing shall be:

d) relevant, complete and not excessive in relation to the purposes for which they 
are collected or subsequently processed;

Requirement/rule IF check(dc,“personal_data_complete_for_specified_purposes”) = false OR 
check(dc,“personal_data_excessive_for_specified_purposes”) = false THEN 
prohibition(process(dc,“personal_data”))

SysReq.11(1)e 
CPDP

Anonymization

Legal provision Sec.11(1) Personal data undergoing processing shall be:

e) kept in a form which permits identification of the data subject for no longer than 
is necessary for the purposes for which the data were collected or subsequently 
processed.

Requirement The system MUST facilitate anonymization of personal_data.

R.11(1)e CPDP Anonymize personal data once purposes accomplished

Legal provision Sec.11(1) Personal data undergoing processing shall be:

e) kept in a form which permits identification of the data subject for no longer than 
is necessary for the purposes for which the data were collected or subsequently 
processed.

Requirement/rule IF check(dc,“specified_purposes_achieved”) = true THEN 
anonymize(dc,“personal_data”)

R.11(2) CPDP Anonymize personal data once purposes accomplished

Legal provision Sec.11(2) Any personal data that is processed in breach of the relevant provisions 
concerning the processing of personal data may not be used.

Requirement/rule Incorporated in the rules specified under Sec.11(1) of the CPDP.
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Section 12. Codes of Conduct and Professional Practice

Sec.12(1) The Garante shall encourage, within the framework of the categories concerned and in 
conformity with the principle of representation, by having regard to the guidelines set out in Council of 
Europe recommendations on the processing of personal data, the drawing up of codes of conduct and 
professional practice for specific sectors, verify their compliance with laws and regulations by also taking 
account of the considerations made by the entities concerned, and contribute to adoption of and compliance 
with such codes. 

Sec.12(2) The Garante shall be responsible for having the codes published in the Official Journal of the 
Italian Republic; the codes shall be included into Annex A) to this Code based on a decree by the Minister 
of Justice. 

Sec.12(3) Compliance with the provisions included in the codes referred to in paragraph 1 shall be a 
prerequisite for the processing of personal data by public and private entities to be lawful.

Sec.12(4) The provisions of this Section shall also apply to the code of conduct on the processing of data 
for journalistic purposes as adopted further to the encouragement provided by the Garante in pursuance of 
paragraph 1 and Section 139.

Requirements for Section 12:

Out of scope:

Sec.12(1) The Garante shall encourage, within the framework of the categories concerned and in 
conformity with the principle of representation, by having regard to the guidelines set out in Council of 
Europe recommendations on the processing of personal data, the drawing up of codes of conduct and 
professional practice for specific sectors, verify their compliance with laws and regulations by also taking 
account of the considerations made by the entities concerned, and contribute to adoption of and compliance 
with such codes. 

Sec.12(2) The Garante shall be responsible for having the codes published in the Official Journal of the 
Italian Republic; the codes shall be included into Annex A) to this Code based on a decree by the Minister 
of Justice. 

Ed.Req.12(3) 
CPDP

Compliance to CPDP 

Legal provision Sec.12(3) Compliance with the provisions included in the codes referred to in 
paragraph 1 shall be a prerequisite for the processing of personal data by public and 
private entities to be lawful.

Requirement Whether or not personal data may be processed, under the conditions stipulated in 
the CPDP, by public and private entities MUST be determined in the editor.

Out of scope:

Sec.12(4) The provisions of this Section shall also apply to the code of conduct on the processing of data 
for journalistic purposes as adopted further to the encouragement provided by the Garante in pursuance of 
paragraph 1 and Section 139.
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Section 13. Information to Data Subjects

Sec.13(1) The data subject as well as any entity from whom or which personal data are collected shall be 
preliminarily informed, either orally or in writing, as to:

a) the purposes and modalities of the processing for which the data are intended;

b) the obligatory or voluntary nature of providing the requested data;

c) the consequences if (s)he fails to reply;

d) the entities or categories of entity to whom or which the data may be communicated, or who/which may 
get to know the data in their capacity as data processors or persons in charge of the processing, and the 
scope of dissemination of said data;

e) the rights as per Section 7;

f) the identification data concerning the data controller and, where designated, the data controller’s 
representative in the State’s territory pursuant to Section 5 and the data processor. If several data processors 
have been designated by the data controller, at least one among them shall be referred to and either the site 
on the communications network or the mechanisms for easily accessing the updated list of data processors 
shall be specified. If a data processor has been designated to provide responses to data subjects in case the 
rights as per Section 7 are exercised, such data processor shall be referred to.

Sec.13(2) The information as per paragraph 1 shall also contain the items referred to in specific provisions 
of this Code and may fail to include certain items if the latter are already known to the entity providing the 
data or their knowledge may concretely impair supervisory or control activities carried out by public bodies 
for purposes related to defence or State security, or else for the prevention, suppression or detection of 
offences.

Sec.13(3) The Garante may issue a provision to set out simplified information arrangements as regards, in 
particular, telephone services providing assistance and information to the public. 

Sec.13(4) Whenever the personal data are not collected from the data subject, the information as per 
paragraph 1, also including the categories of processed data, shall be provided to the data subject at the time 
of recording such data or, if their communication is envisaged, no later than when the data are first 
communicated. 

Sec.13(5) Paragraph 4 shall not apply 

a) if the data are processed in compliance with an obligation imposed by a law, regulations or Community 
legislation; 

b) if the data are processed either for carrying out the investigations by defence counsel as per Act no. 397 
of 07.12.2000 or to establish or defend a legal claim, provided that the data are processed exclusively for 
said purposes and for no longer than is necessary therefor; 

c) if the provision of information to the data subject involves an effort that is declared by the Garante to be 
manifestly disproportionate compared with the right to be protected, in which case the Garante shall lay 
down suitable measures, if any, or if it proves impossible in the opinion of the Garante. 

Sec.13(5)-bis The information as per paragraph 1 shall not be necessary in case CVs are received that are 
sent voluntarily by the relevant data subjects with a view to recruitment for job positions. When first 
contacting a data subject that has sent his/her CV, the data controller shall be required to provide such data 
subject, also verbally, with a short information notice that shall include at least the items mentioned in 
paragraph 1, letters a., d., and f. . [Paragraph added by Section 6(2)a, item 2. of decree no. 70 dated 13 May 
2011 as converted, with amendments, into Act no. 106 dated 12 July 2011]
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Requirements for Section 13:

For Section 13 please check the following schemes

Para 5.5.4.3. Scheme 3: Lawful Processing

Para 5.5.4.6. Scheme 5.1: Information to Data Subjects

Para 5.4.4.7.  Scheme 5.2: Information to Data Subjects: Modalities and content

SysReq.13(1) 
CPDP

Compliance to CPDP 

Legal provision Sec.13(1) The data subject as well as any entity from whom or which personal data 
are collected shall be preliminarily informed, either orally or in writing, as to:

a) the purposes and modalities of the processing for which the data are intended;

b) the obligatory or voluntary nature of providing the requested data;

c) the consequences if (s)he fails to reply;

d) the entities or categories of entity to whom or which the data may be 
communicated, or who/which may get to know the data in their capacity as data 
processors or persons in charge of the processing, and the scope of dissemination of 
said data;

e) the rights as per Section 7;

f) the identification data concerning the data controller and, where designated, the 
data controller’s representative in the State’s territory pursuant to Section 5 and the 
data processor. If several data processors have been designated by the data 
controller, at least one among them shall be referred to and either the site on the 
communications network or the mechanisms for easily accessing the updated list of 
data processors shall be specified. If a data processor has been designated to 
provide responses to data subjects in case the rights as per Section 7 are exercised, 
such data processor shall be referred to.

Requirement When a data subject has been informed of the information items stipulated under 
Sec.13(1) of the CPDP the system MUST store this fact, together with a time 
stamp.
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R.13(1) CPDP Informing data subjects

Legal provision Sec.13(1) The data subject as well as any entity from whom or which personal data 
are collected shall be preliminarily informed, either orally or in writing, as to:

a) the purposes and modalities of the processing for which the data are intended;

b) the obligatory or voluntary nature of providing the requested data;

c) the consequences if (s)he fails to reply;

d) the entities or categories of entity to whom or which the data may be 
communicated, or who/which may get to know the data in their capacity as data 
processors or persons in charge of the processing, and the scope of dissemination of 
said data;

e) the rights as per Section 7;

f) the identification data concerning the data controller and, where designated, the 
data controller’s representative in the State’s territory pursuant to Section 5 and the 
data processor. If several data processors have been designated by the data 
controller, at least one among them shall be referred to and either the site on the 
communications network or the mechanisms for easily accessing the updated list of 
data processors shall be specified. If a data processor has been designated to 
provide responses to data subjects in case the rights as per Section 7 are exercised, 
such data processor shall be referred to.

Requirement/rule IF collect(dc←ds,“personal_data”) THEN 
communicate(dc→ds,“information_items_Sec.13(1)a-f_CPDP”,t<0)

Out of scope:

Art.13(2) The information as per paragraph 1 shall also contain the items referred to in specific provisions  
of this Code and may fail to include certain items if the latter are already known to the entity providing the 
data or their knowledge may concretely impair supervisory or control activities carried out by public bodies 
for purposes related to defence or State security, or else for the prevention, suppression or detection of  
offences.

Art.13(3) The Garante may issue a provision to set out simplified information arrangements as regards, in  
particular, telephone services providing assistance and information to the public.

R.13(4) CPDP Informing data subjects if personal data obtained from third_party

Legal provision Sec.13(4) Whenever the personal data are not collected from the data subject, the 
information as per paragraph 1, also including the categories of processed data, 
shall be provided to the data subject at the time of recording such data or, if their 
communication is envisaged, no later than when the data are first communicated.

Requirement/rule IF collect(dc←third_party,“personal_data”) THEN 
communicate(dc→ds,“information_items_Sec.13(1)a-f_CPDP”,t<0)
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Ed.Req.13(5).1 
CPDP

No need to inform if 1

Legal provision Sec.13(5) Paragraph 4 shall not apply

a) if the data are processed in compliance with an obligation imposed by a law, 
regulations or Community legislation;

Requirement Whether or not the dc does not have an obligation to inform the ds of the matters 
stipulated in Sec.13(1) of the CPDP, in light that which is stipulated in Sec.13(5) of 
the CPDP, MUST be determined in the editor.

R.13(5) CPDP Informing data subjects if personal data obtained from third_party

Legal provision Sec.13(5) Paragraph 4 shall not apply

a) if the data are processed in compliance with an obligation imposed by a law, 
regulations or Community legislation;

Requirement/rule IF collect(dc←third_party,“personal_data”) AND 
check(dc,“legal_obligations_Sec.13(5)_CPDP”) = true AND check(dc, 
“stored_ds_informed_Sec.13(1)_CPDP”) = false THEN 
permission(process(dc,“personal_data”)

Out of scope:

b) if the data are processed either for carrying out the investigations by defence counsel as per Act no. 397  
of 07.12.2000 or to establish or defend a legal claim, provided that the data are processed exclusively for  
said purposes and for no longer than is necessary therefore;

c) if the provision of information to the data subject involves an effort that is declared by the Garante to be 
manifestly disproportionate compared with the right to be protected, in which case the Garante shall lay 
down suitable measures, if any, or if it proves impossible in the opinion of the Garante.
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Out of scope:

Section 14. Profiling of Data Subjects and Their Personality

Sec.14(1) No judicial or administrative act or measure involving the assessment of a person’s conduct may 
be based solely on the automated processing of personal data aimed at defining the data subject’s profile or 
personality.

Sec.14(2) The data subject may challenge any other decision that is based on the processing referred to in 
paragraph 1, pursuant to Section 7(4), letter a), unless such decision has been taken for the conclusion or 
performance of a contract, further to a proposal made by the data subject or on the basis of adequate 
safeguards laid down either by this Code or in a provision issued by the Garante in pursuance of Section 17.

Section 15. Damage Caused on Account of the Processing

Sec.15(1) Whoever causes damage to another as a consequence of the processing of personal data shall be 
liable to pay damages pursuant to Section 2050 of the Civil Code. 

Sec.15(2) Compensation for non-pecuniary damage shall be also due upon infringement of Section 11.

Section 16. Termination of Processing Operations

Sec.16(1) Should data processing be terminated, for whatever reason, the data shall be

a) destroyed;

b) assigned to another data controller, provided they are intended for processing under terms that are 
compatible with the purposes for which the data have been collected;

c) kept for exclusively personal purposes, without being intended for systematic communication or 
dissemination;

d) kept or assigned to another controller for historical, scientific or statistical purposes, in compliance with 
laws, regulations, Community legislation and the codes of conduct and professional practice adopted in 
pursuance of Section 12.

Sec.16(2) Assignment of data in breach either of paragraph 1, letter b), or of other relevant provisions 
applying to the processing of personal data shall be void.
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Requirements for Section 16:

R.16(1) CPDP Deleting personal data

Legal provision Sec.16(1) Should data processing be terminated, for whatever reason, the data shall 
be

a) destroyed;

b) assigned to another data controller, provided they are intended for processing 
under terms that are compatible with the purposes for which the data have been 
collected;

c) kept for exclusively personal purposes, without being intended for systematic 
communication or dissemination;

d) kept or assigned to another controller for historical, scientific or statistical 
purposes, in compliance with laws, regulations, Community legislation and the 
codes of conduct and professional practice adopted in pursuance of Section 12.

Requirement/rule IF end(dc,“data_processing”) THEN delete(dc,“personal_data”) OR 
(disseminate(dc→dp,“personal_data”,p=collection_purposes) AND 
check(dc,“purpose_binding”) = true) OR 
store(dc,“personal_data”,p=Sec.16(1)c_CPDP) OR 
disseminate(dc,“personal_data”,p=Sec.16(1)d_CPDP)

R.16(2) CPDP Personal data processing void

Legal provision Sec.16(2) Assignment of data in breach either of paragraph 1, letter b), or of other 
relevant provisions applying to the processing of personal data shall be void

Requirement/rule IF disseminate(dc→dp,“personal_data”,p=collection_purposes) AND 
check(dc,“purpose_binding”) = false THEN 
prohibition(process(dp,“personal_data”))
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Section 17. Processing Operations Carrying Specific Risks

Sec.17(1) Processing of data other than sensitive and judicial data shall be allowed in accordance with such 
measures and precautions as are laid down to safeguard data subjects, if the processing is likely to present 
specific risks to data subjects’ fundamental rights and freedoms and dignity on account of the nature of the 
data, the arrangements applying to the processing or the effects the latter may produce.

Sec.17(2) The measures and precautions referred to in paragraph 1 shall be laid down by the Garante on the 
basis of the principles set out in this Code within the framework of a check to be performed prior to start of 
the processing as also related to specific categories of data controller or processing, following the request, if 
any, submitted by the data controller.

Requirements for Section 17:

SysReq.17(1) 
CPDP

Processing of sensitive data

Legal provision Sec.17(1) Processing of data other than sensitive and judicial data shall be allowed 
in accordance with such measures and precautions as are laid down to safeguard 
data subjects, if the processing is likely to present specific risks to data subjects’ 
fundamental rights and freedoms and dignity on account of the nature of the data, 
the arrangements applying to the processing or the effects the latter may produce.

Requirement The system MUST be able to recognize some personal data as being sensitive data 
as defined under Article 17(1) of the CPDP.

Ed.Req.17(2) 
CPDP

Processing of sensitive data

Legal provision Sec.17(2) The measures and precautions referred to in paragraph 1 shall be laid 
down by the Garante on the basis of the principles set out in this Code within the 
framework of a check to be performed prior to start of the processing as also related 
to specific categories of data controller or processing, following the request, if any, 
submitted by the data controller.

Requirement Whether or not sensitive data are being processed MUST be checked before 
processing using the editor.
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Out of scope:

CHAPTER II – ADDITIONAL RULES APPLYING TO PUBLIC BODIES 

Section 18. Principles Applying to All Processing Operations Performed by Public Bodies

Sec.18(1) The provisions of this Chapter shall apply to all public bodies except for profit-seeking public 
bodies. 

Sec.18(2)  Public  bodies  shall  only  be  permitted  to  process  personal  data  in  order  to  discharge  their  
institutional tasks.

Sec.18(3) In processing the data, public bodies shall abide by the prerequisites and limitations set out in this  
Code, by having also regard to the different features of the data, as well as in laws and regulations. 

Sec.18(4) Subject to the provisions of Part II as applying to health care professionals and public health care  
organisations, public bodies shall not be required to obtain the data subject’s consent. 

Sec.18(5) The provisions laid down in Section 25 as for communication and dissemination shall apply.

Section 19. Principles Applying to the Processing of Data Other Than Sensitive and Judicial Data

Sec.19(1) Public bodies may process data other than sensitive and judicial data also in the absence of laws 
or regulations providing expressly for such processing, subject to Section 18(2). 

Sec.19(2) Communication by a public body to other public bodies shall be permitted if it is envisaged by 
laws or regulations. Failing such laws or regulations, communication shall be permitted if it is necessary in 
order to discharge institutional tasks and may be started upon expiry of the term referred to in Section 39(2)  
if it has not been provided otherwise as specified therein. 

Sec.19(3) Communication by a public body to private entities or profit-seeking public bodies as well as 
dissemination by a public body shall only be permitted if they are provided for by laws or regulations. 

Sec.19(3)bis The information concerning performance  of the  tasks  committed to  any person that  is  in 
charge  of  public  functions  including  the  respective  evaluation  shall  be  made  available  by  the  public 
employer. Except where provided for by law, no information may be disclosed concerning nature of the 
medical  conditions and/or personal  or  family circumstances resulting into a person’s absence from the 
workplace  or  else  the  elements  making  up  the  evaluation  or  any  information  on  the  employment  
relationship between the aforementioned public employee and the public employer if they are suitable for 
disclosing any items of information referred to in section 4(1)d. hereof. [This paragraph was added by  
section 14(1)b. of Act no. 183/2010]

Section 20. Principles Applying to the Processing of Sensitive Data

Sec.20(1)  Processing  of  sensitive  data  by  public  bodies  shall  only  be  allowed  where  it  is  expressly 
authorised by a law specifying the categories of data that may be processed and the categories of operation 
that may be performed as well as the substantial public interest pursued. 

Sec.20(2) Whenever the substantial public interest is specified by a law in which no reference is made to  
the categories of sensitive data and the operations that may be carried out, processing shall only be allowed 
with regard to the categories of data and operation that have been specified and made public by the entities  
processing  such  data,  having  regard  to  the  specific  purposes  sought  in  the  individual  cases  and  in 
compliance with the principles referred to in Section 22, via regulations or regulations-like instruments that 
shall be adopted pursuant to the opinion rendered by the Garante under Section 154(1), letter g), also on the 
basis of draft models. 

Sec.20(3) If the processing is not provided for expressly by a law, public bodies may request the Garante to  
determine the activities that pursue a substantial public interest among those they are required to discharge  
under the law. Processing of sensitive data shall be authorised in pursuance of Section 26(2) with regard to  
said activities,  however it  shall  only be allowed if the public bodies also specify and make public the 
categories of data and operation in the manner described in paragraph 2. 
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Sec.20(4) The specification of the categories of data and operation referred to in paragraphs 2 and 3 shall  
be updated and supplemented regularly.

Section 21. Principles Applying to the Processing of Judicial Data

Sec.21(1) Processing of judicial data by public bodies shall only be permitted where expressly authorized 
by a law or an order of the Garante specifying the purposes in the substantial public interest underlying  
such processing, the categories of data to be processed and the operations that may be performed. 

Sec.21(2) Section 20(2) and (4) shall also apply to processing of judicial data.

Section 22. Principles Applying to the Processing of Sensitive Data as well as to Judicial Data

Sec.22(1) Public bodies shall process sensitive and judicial data in accordance with arrangements aimed at  
preventing breaches of data subjects’ rights, fundamental freedoms and dignity. 

Sec.22(2)  When  informing  data  subjects  as  per  Section  13,  public  bodies  shall  expressly refer  to  the  
provisions setting out the relevant obligations or tasks, on which the processing of sensitive and judicial  
data is grounded. 

Sec.22(3) Public bodies may process exclusively such sensitive and judicial data as are indispensable for  
them to discharge institutional tasks that cannot  be performed, on a case by case basis,  by processing  
anonymous data or else personal data of a different nature 

Sec.22(4) Sensitive and judicial data shall be collected, as a rule, from the data subject. 

Sec.22(5) In pursuance of Section 11(1),  letters c),  d)  and e),  public bodies shall  regularly check that  
sensitive and judicial data are accurate and updated, and that they are relevant, complete, not excessive and 
indispensable with regard to the purposes sought in the individual cases - including the data provided on the 
data subject's initiative. With a view to ensuring that sensitive and judicial data are indispensable in respect 
of their obligations and tasks, public bodies shall specifically consider the relationship between data and 
tasks to be fulfilled. No data that is found to be excessive, irrelevant or unnecessary, also as a result of the  
above checks, may be used, except for the purpose of keeping - pursuant to law - the record or document  
containing said data. Special care shall  be taken in checking that sensitive and judicial data relating to 
entities other than those which are directly concerned by the service provided or the tasks to be fulfilled are  
indispensable.

Sec.22(6) Sensitive or judicial data that are contained in lists, registers or data banks kept with electronic  
means shall be processed by using encryption techniques, identification codes or any other system such as  
to  make  the  data  temporarily  unintelligible  also  to  the  entities  authorised  to  access  them and  allow 
identification of the data subject only in case of necessity, by having regard to amount and nature of the  
processed data. 

Sec.22(7) Data disclosing health and sex life shall be kept separate from any other personal data that is  
processed for purposes for which they are not required. Said data shall be processed in accordance with the 
provisions laid down in paragraph 6 also if they are contained in lists, registers or data banks that are kept 
without the help of electronic means.

Sec.22(8) Data disclosing health may not be disseminated.

Sec.22(9) As for the sensitive and judicial data that are necessary pursuant to paragraph 3, public bodies  
shall be authorized to carry out exclusively such processing operations as are indispensable to achieve the  
purposes  for  which  the  processing  is  authorized,  also  if  the  data  are  collected  in  connection  with 
discharging supervisory, control or inspection tasks.

Sec.22(10) Sensitive and judicial data may not be processed within the framework of psychological and  
behavioural tests aimed at defining the data subject’s profile or personality. Sensitive and judicial data may 
only be matched as well as processed in pursuance of Section 14 if the grounds therefor are preliminarily  
reported in writing. 

Sec.22(11) In any case, the operations and processing referred to in paragraph 10, if performed by using 
data banks from different data controllers, as well as the dissemination of judicial and sensitive data shall  
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only be allowed if they are expressly provided for by law. 

Sec.22(12) This Section shall set out principles that are applicable to the processing operations provided for  
by the Office of the President of the Republic, the Chamber of Deputies, the Senate of the Republic and the 
Constitutional Court, in pursuance of their respective regulations.

CHAPTER  III  –  ADDITIONAL  RULES  APPLYING  TO  PRIVATE  BODIES  AND  PROFIT-
SEEKING PUBLIC BODIES

Section 23. Consent

Sec.23(1) Processing of personal data by private entities or profit-seeking public bodies shall only be 
allowed if the data subject gives his/her express consent 

Sec.23(2) The data subject’s consent may refer either to the processing as a whole or to one or more of the 
operations thereof.

Sec.23(3) The data subject’s consent shall only be deemed to be effective if it is given freely and 
specifically with regard to a clearly identified processing operation, if it is documented in writing, and if the 
data subject has been provided with the information referred to in Section 13.

Sec.23(4) Consent shall be given in writing if the processing concerns sensitive data.

Requirements for Section 23:

For Section 23 please check the following schemes

Para 5.5.4.3. Scheme 3: Lawful Processing

SysReq.23.1 CPDP Obtaining consent

Legal provision Sec.23(1) Processing of personal data by private entities or profit-seeking public 
bodies shall only be allowed if the data subject gives his/her express consent 

Sec.23(2) The data subject’s consent may refer either to the processing as a whole 
or to one or more of the operations thereof.

Sec.23(3) The data subject’s consent shall only be deemed to be effective if it is 
given freely and specifically with regard to a clearly identified processing 
operation, if it is documented in writing, and if the data subject has been provided 
with the information referred to in Section 13.

Sec.23(4) Consent shall be given in writing if the processing concerns sensitive 
data. 

Requirement The system MUST be able to obtain a data subject’s consent for the collection 
and/or processing of his/her personal_data.
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SysReq.23.2 CPDP Storing consent

Legal provision Sec.23(1) Processing of personal data by private entities or profit-seeking public 
bodies shall only be allowed if the data subject gives his/her express consent 

Sec.23(2) The data subject’s consent may refer either to the processing as a whole 
or to one or more of the operations thereof.

Sec.23(3) The data subject’s consent shall only be deemed to be effective if it is 
given freely and specifically with regard to a clearly identified processing 
operation, if it is documented in writing, and if the data subject has been provided 
with the information referred to in Section 13.

Sec.23(4) Consent shall be given in writing if the processing concerns sensitive 
data.

Requirement The system MUST be able to store a data subject’s consent once it has been given.

SysReq.23.3 CPDP Checking consent

Legal provision Sec.23(1) Processing of personal data by private entities or profit-seeking public 
bodies shall only be allowed if the data subject gives his/her express consent 

Sec.23(2) The data subject’s consent may refer either to the processing as a whole 
or to one or more of the operations thereof.

Sec.23(3) The data subject’s consent shall only be deemed to be effective if it is 
given freely and specifically with regard to a clearly identified processing 
operation, if it is documented in writing, and if the data subject has been provided 
with the information referred to in Section 13.

Sec.23(4) Consent shall be given in writing if the processing concerns sensitive 
data. 

Requirement The system MUST be able to check whether a data subject has consented to the fact 
that his/her personal_data are collected and processed.

R.23.1 CPDP Data subject must consent 1

Legal provision Sec.23(1) Processing of personal data by private entities or profit-seeking public 
bodies shall only be allowed if the data subject gives his/her express consent 

Sec.23(2) The data subject’s consent may refer either to the processing as a whole 
or to one or more of the operations thereof.

Sec.23(3) The data subject’s consent shall only be deemed to be effective if it is 
given freely and specifically with regard to a clearly identified processing 
operation, if it is documented in writing, and if the data subject has been provided 
with the information referred to in Section 13.

Sec.23(4) Consent shall be given in writing if the processing concerns sensitive 
data. 

Requirement/rule IF intention(process(dc,“personal_data”)) AND check(dc←ds,“consent_stored”) = 
false THEN obtain(dc←ds,“consent”) AND store(dc←ds,“consent”)
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R.23.2 CPDP Data subject must consent 2

Legal provision Sec.23(1) Processing of personal data by private entities or profit-seeking public 
bodies shall only be allowed if the data subject gives his/her express consent 

Sec.23(2) The data subject’s consent may refer either to the processing as a whole 
or to one or more of the operations thereof.

Sec.23(3) The data subject’s consent shall only be deemed to be effective if it is 
given freely and specifically with regard to a clearly identified processing 
operation, if it is documented in writing, and if the data subject has been provided 
with the information referred to in Section 13.

Sec.23(4) Consent shall be given in writing if the processing concerns sensitive 
data. 

Requirement/rule IF intention(process(dc,“personal_data”)) AND check(dc←ds,“consent_stored”) = 
true THEN permission(process(dc,“personal_data”))

Section 24. Cases in Which No Consent Is Required for Processing Data

Sec.24(1) Consent shall not be required in the cases referred to in Part II as well as if the processing

a) is necessary to comply with an obligation imposed by a law, regulations or Community legislation;

b) is necessary for the performance of obligations resulting from a contract to which the data subject is a 
party, or else in order to comply with specific requests made by the data subject prior to entering into a 
contract; 

c) concerns data taken from public registers, lists, documents or records that are publicly available, without 
prejudice to the limitations and modalities laid down by laws, regulations and Community legislation with 
regard to their disclosure and publicity; 

d) concerns data relating to economic activities that are processed in compliance with the legislation in 
force as applying to business and industrial secrecy; 

e) is necessary to safeguard life or bodily integrity of a third party. If this purpose concerns the data subject 
and the latter cannot give his/her consent because (s)he is physically unable to do so, legally incapable or 
unable to distinguish right and wrong, the consent shall be given by the entity legally representing the data 
subject, or else by a next of kin, a family member, a person cohabiting with the data subject or, failing 
these, the manager of the institution where the data subject is hosted. Section 82(2) shall apply; 

f) is necessary for carrying out the investigations by defence counsel referred to in Act no. 397 of 
07.12.2000, or else to establish or defend a legal claim, provided that the data are processed exclusively for 
said purposes and for no longer than is necessary therefor by complying with the legislation in force 
concerning business and industrial secrecy, dissemination of the data being ruled out; 

g) is necessary to pursue a legitimate interest of either the data controller or a third party recipient in the 
cases specified by the Garante on the basis of the principles set out under the law, unless said interest is 
overridden by the data subject’s rights and fundamental freedoms, dignity or legitimate interests, 
dissemination of the data being ruled out; [Amended by Section 6(2)a, item 3. of decree no. 70 dated 13 
May 2011 as converted, with amendments, into Act no. 106 dated 12 July 2011] 

h) except for external communication and dissemination, is carried out by no-profit associations, bodies or 
organisations, recognised or not, with regard either to entities having regular contacts with them or to 
members in order to achieve specific, lawful purposes as set out in the relevant memorandums, articles of 
association or collective agreements, whereby the mechanisms of utilisation are laid down expressly in a 
resolution that is notified to data subjects with the information notice provided for by Section 13, 

i) is necessary exclusively for scientific and statistical purposes in compliance with the respective codes of 
professional practice referred to in Annex A), or else exclusively for historical purposes in connection 
either with private archives that have been declared to be of considerable historical interest pursuant to 
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Section 6(2) of legislative decree no. 499 of 29 October 1999, adopting the consolidated statute on cultural 
and environmental heritage, or with other private archives pursuant to the provisions made in the relevant 
codes; 

i-bis) concerns information contained in the CVs as per Section 13(5-bis); [Added by Section 6(2)a, item 3. 
of decree no. 70 dated 13 May 2011 as converted, with amendments, into Act no. 106 dated 12 July 2011]

i-ter) except for dissemination and subject to Section 130 hereof, concerns communication of data between 
companies, bodies and/or associations and parent, subsidiary and/or related companies pursuant to Section 
2359 of the Civil Code, or between the former and jointly controlled companies, or between consortiums, 
corporate networks and/or corporate joint ventures and the respective members, for the administrative and 
accounting purposes specified in Section 34(1-ter) hereof, providing such purposes are expressly referred to 
in a decision that shall be disclosed to data subjects jointly with the information notice referred to in 
Section 13 hereof. [Added by Section 6(2)a, item 3. of decree no. 70 dated 13 May 2011 as converted, with 
amendments, into Act no. 106 dated 12 July 2011]

Requirements for Section 24:

For Section 24 please check the following schemes

Para 5.5.4.3. Scheme 3: Lawful Processing

SysReq.24(1)a 
CPDP

Store processing ground

Legal provision Sec.24(1) Consent shall not be required if the processing [...]

Requirement The system MUST be able to store and differentiate between the various processing 
grounds stipulated in Art.24(1)a-i-ter of the CPDP.

SysReq.24(1)a 
CPDP

Legal obligation dc: no consent needed

Legal provision Sec.24(1) Consent shall not be required if the processing

a) is necessary to comply with an obligation imposed by a law, regulations or 
Community legislation;

Requirement The system MUST be able to check whether an obligation is provided by law, 
regulations or community legislation

R.24(1) CPDP Legal obligation dc: no consent needed

Legal provision Sec.24(1) Consent shall not be required if the processing

a) is necessary to comply with an obligation imposed by a law, regulations or 
Community legislation;

Requirement/rule IF process(dc,“personal_data”,p=necessary_for_legal_obligation_dc) AND 
check(dc,“processing_ground=legal_obligation_Sect.24(1)a_CPDP”) = true THEN 
permission(process(dc,“personal_data”,p=necessary_for_legal_obligation_dc))
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SysReq.24(1)b 
CPDP

Contract: no consent needed

Legal provision Sec.24(1) Consent shall not be required if the processing

b) is necessary for the performance of obligations resulting from a contract to which 
the data subject is a party, or else in order to comply with specific requests made by 
the data subject prior to entering into a contract;

Requirement The system MUST be able to check whether a contract is established between ds 
and dc or if ds is a part of a contract established between dc and a third party.

Ed.Req.24(1)b 
CPDP

Store contract

Legal provision Sec.24(1) Consent shall not be required if the processing

b) is necessary for the performance of obligations resulting from a contract to which 
the data subject is a party, or else in order to comply with specific requests made by 
the data subject prior to entering into a contract;

Requirement Whether or not a contract exists between dc and ds, and whether or not this fact is 
stored, MUST be determined using the editor.

R.24(1)b.1 CPDP Store contract

Legal provision Sec.24(1) Consent shall not be required if the processing

b) is necessary for the performance of obligations resulting from a contract to 
which the data subject is a party, or else in order to comply with specific requests 
made by the data subject prior to entering into a contract;

Requirement/rule IF conclude(dc↔ds,“contract”)) THEN store(dc↔ds,“contract)

R.24(1)b.2 CPDP Contract: no consent needed 1

Legal provision Sec.24(1) Consent shall not be required if the processing

b) is necessary for the performance of obligations resulting from a contract to 
which the data subject is a party, or else in order to comply with specific requests 
made by the data subject prior to entering into a contract;

Requirement/rule IF intention(process(dc,“personal_data”)) AND check(dc↔ds,“contract_stored”) = 
true AND check(dc,“processing_ground=legal_obligation_Sect.24(1)b_CPDP”) = 
true AND check(dc,“sensitive_data_Sec.26_CPDP”) = true THEN 
permission(process(dc,“personal_data”))
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R.24(1)b.3 CPDP Contract: no consent needed 2

Legal provision Sec.24(1) Consent shall not be required if the processing

b) is necessary for the performance of obligations resulting from a contract to 
which the data subject is a party, or else in order to comply with specific requests 
made by the data subject prior to entering into a contract;

Requirement/rule IF intention(process(dc,“personal_data”)) AND check(dc↔ds,“contract_stored”) = 
true AND check(dc,“processing_ground=legal_obligation_Sect.24(1)b_CPDP”) = 
true AND check(dc,“necessary_for_progress_conclude_contract_dc↔ds”,t<0) = 
true AND check(dc,“sensitive_data_Sec.26_CPDP”) = true THEN 
permission(process(dc,“personal_data”))

Out of scope:

Sec.24(1) Consent shall not be required if the processing

c) concerns data taken from public registers, lists, documents or records that are publicly available, without 
prejudice to the limitations and modalities laid down by laws, regulations and Community legislation with 
regard to their disclosure and publicity;

SysReq.24(1)d 
CPDP

Business and industrial secrecy: no consent needed

Legal provision Sec.24(1) Consent shall not be required if the processing

d) concerns data relating to economic activities that are processed in compliance 
with the legislation in force as applying to business and industrial secrecy;

Requirement The system MUST be able to check whether data is processed with the purpose of 
complying with legislation in force relating to business and industrial secrecy;

R.24(1)d CPDP Business and industrial secrecy: no consent needed 

Legal provision Sec.24(1) Consent shall not be required if the processing

d) concerns data relating to economic activities that are processed in compliance 
with the legislation in force as applying to business and industrial secrecy;

Requirement/rule IF intention(process(dc,“personal_data”)) = true AND 
check(dc,“processing_ground=legal_obligation_Sect.24(1)d_CPDP”) = true AND 
check(dc,“legal_obligation_secrecy”) = true THEN 
permission(process(dc,“personal_data”))
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SysReq.24(1)e 
CPDP

Vital interest_ds: no consent needed

Legal provision Sec.24(1) Consent shall not be required if the processing

e) is necessary to safeguard life or bodily integrity of a third party. If this purpose 
concerns the data subject and the latter cannot give his/her consent because (s)he is 
physically unable to do so, legally incapable or unable to distinguish right and 
wrong, the consent shall be given by the entity legally representing the data subject, 
or else by a next of kin, a family member, a person cohabiting with the data subject 
or, failing these, the manager of the institution where the data subject is hosted. 
Section 82(2) shall apply;

Requirement The system MUST be able to recognize when there is a vital_interest_ds.

Ed.Req.24(1)e 
CPDP

Check vital interest_ds

Legal provision Sec.24(1) Consent shall not be required if the processing

e) is necessary to safeguard life or bodily integrity of a third party. If this purpose 
concerns the data subject and the latter cannot give his/her consent because (s)he is 
physically unable to do so, legally incapable or unable to distinguish right and 
wrong, the consent shall be given by the entity legally representing the data subject, 
or else by a next of kin, a family member, a person cohabiting with the data subject 
or, failing these, the manager of the institution where the data subject is hosted. 
Section 82(2) shall apply;

Requirement Whether or not a the ds has a vital interest MUST be determined using the editor.

R.24(1)e CPDP Vital interest_ds: no consent needed 

Legal provision Sec.24(1) Consent shall not be required if the processing

e) is necessary to safeguard life or bodily integrity of a third party. If this purpose 
concerns the data subject and the latter cannot give his/her consent because (s)he is 
physically unable to do so, legally incapable or unable to distinguish right and 
wrong, the consent shall be given by the entity legally representing the data subject, 
or else by a next of kin, a family member, a person cohabiting with the data subject 
or, failing these, the manager of the institution where the data subject is hosted. 
Section 82(2) shall apply;

Requirement/rule IF intention(process(dc,“personal_data”)) AND 
check(dc,“processing_ground=legal_obligation_Sect.24(1)e_CPDP”) = true AND 
check(dc,“necessary_for_vital_interest_ds”) = true OR 
(check(dc,“necessary_for_vital_interest_not_ds”)) = true AND 
check(dc←ds,“stored_consent”) = true OR check(dc←dslegal_representative,“consent”) = 
true) THEN 
permission(process(dc,“personal_data”,p=necessary_for_vital_interest_ds))

Out of scope:

Sec.24(1) Consent shall not be required if the processing

f)  is  necessary  for  carrying  out  the  investigations  by  defence  counsel  referred  to  in  Act  no.  397  of  
07.12.2000, or else to establish or defend a legal claim, provided that the data are processed exclusively for 
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said purposes  and for  no longer  than is  necessary therefor  by complying  with the legislation in force  
concerning business and industrial secrecy, dissemination of the data being ruled out;

Ed.Req.24(1)g 
CPDP

Check legitimate interest dc or third_party

Legal provision Sec.24(1) Consent shall not be required if the processing

g) is necessary to pursue a legitimate interest of either the data controller or a third 
party recipient in the cases specified by the Garante on the basis of the principles 
set out under the law, also with regard to the activities of banking groups and 
subsidiaries or related companies, unless said interest is overridden by the data 
subject’s rights and fundamental freedoms, dignity or legitimate interests, 
dissemination of the data being ruled out;

Requirement Whether or not a a legitimate interest of the dc or a third party exists, and whether 
the interest  interests or fundamental rights and freedoms of the data subject prevail, 
MUST be determined using the editor.

R.24(1)g CPDP Legitimate interest dc or third_party: no consent needed 

Legal provision Sec.24(1) Consent shall not be required if the processing

g) is necessary to pursue a legitimate interest of either the data controller or a third 
party recipient in the cases specified by the Garante on the basis of the principles 
set out under the law, also with regard to the activities of banking groups and 
subsidiaries or related companies, unless said interest is overridden by the data 
subject’s rights and fundamental freedoms, dignity or legitimate interests, 
dissemination of the data being ruled out;

Requirement/rule IF intention(process(dc,“personal_data”)) AND 
check(dc,“processing_ground=legal_obligation_Sect.24(1)g_CPDP”) = true AND 
check(dc,“necessary_for_legitimate_interest_dc_or_third_party”) = true THEN 
permission(process(dc,“personal_data”,p=necessary_for_legitimate_interest_dc_or
_third_party))

Out of scope:

Sec.24(1) Consent shall not be required if the processing

h) except for external communication and dissemination, is carried out by no-profit associations, bodies or  
organisations,  recognised or not,  with regard either to entities having regular contacts with them or to  
members in order to achieve specific, lawful purposes as set out in the relevant memorandums, articles of 
association or collective agreements, whereby the mechanisms of utilisation are laid down expressly in a  
resolution that is notified to data subjects with the information notice provided for by Section 13,

i) is necessary exclusively for scientific and statistical purposes in compliance with the respective codes of  
professional practice referred to in Annex A), or  else exclusively for historical  purposes in connection 
either with private archives that have been declared to be of considerable historical interest pursuant to  
Section 6(2) of legislative decree no. 499 of 29 October 1999, adopting the consolidated statute on cultural 
and environmental heritage, or with other private archives pursuant to the provisions made in the relevant  
codes.

i-bis) concerns information contained in the CVs as per Section 13(5-bis); [Added by Section 6(2)a, item 3. 
of decree no. 70 dated 13 May 2011 as converted, with amendments, into Act no. 106 dated 12 July 2011]

i-ter) except for dissemination and subject to Section 130 hereof, concerns communication of data between 
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companies, bodies and/or associations and parent, subsidiary and/or related companies pursuant to Section 
2359 of the Civil Code, or between the former and jointly controlled companies, or between consortiums, 
corporate networks and/or corporate joint ventures and the respective members, for the administrative and 
accounting purposes specified in Section 34(1-ter) hereof, providing such purposes are expressly referred to 
in a decision that shall be disclosed to data subjects jointly with the information notice referred to in 
Section 13 hereof. [Added by Section 6(2)a, item 3. of decree no. 70 dated 13 May 2011 as converted, with 
amendments, into Act no. 106 dated 12 July 2011]

Section 25. Bans on Communication and Dissemination

Sec.25(1) Communication and dissemination shall be prohibited if an order to this effect has been issued by 
either the Garante or judicial authorities, as well as 

a) with regard to personal data that must be erased by order, or else upon expiry of the term referred to in 
Section 11(1), letter e), 

b) for purposes other than those specified in the notification, whenever the latter is to be submitted. 

Sec.25(2) This shall be without prejudice to communication and dissemination of the data as requested, 
pursuant to law, by police, judicial authorities, intelligence and security agencies and other public bodies 
according to Section 58(2), for purposes of defence or relating to State security, or for the prevention, 
detection or suppression of offences.

Requirements for Section 25:

Ed.Req.25 CPDP Check prohibition dissemination

Legal provision Sec.25(1) Communication and dissemination shall be prohibited if an order to this 
effect has been issued by either the Garante or judicial authorities, as well as 

a) with regard to personal data that must be erased by order, or else upon expiry of 
the term referred to in Section 11(1), letter e), 

b) for purposes other than those specified in the notification, whenever the latter is 
to be submitted. 

Sec.25(2) This shall be without prejudice to communication and dissemination of 
the data as requested, pursuant to law, by police, judicial authorities, intelligence 
and security agencies and other public bodies according to Section 58(2), for 
purposes of defence or relating to State security, or for the prevention, detection or 
suppression of offences.

Requirement Whether or not it is prohibited to disseminate personal data MUST be determined 
using the editor.
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R.25 CPDP Prohibition to disseminate

Legal provision Sec.25(1) Communication and dissemination shall be prohibited if an order to this 
effect has been issued by either the Garante or judicial authorities, as well as 

a) with regard to personal data that must be erased by order, or else upon expiry of 
the term referred to in Section 11(1), letter e), 

b) for purposes other than those specified in the notification, whenever the latter is 
to be submitted. 

Sec.25(2) This shall be without prejudice to communication and dissemination of 
the data as requested, pursuant to law, by police, judicial authorities, intelligence 
and security agencies and other public bodies according to Section 58(2), for 
purposes of defence or relating to State security, or for the prevention, detection or 
suppression of offences.

Requirement/rule IF disseminate(dc,“personal_data”)) AND 
check(dc,“prohibition_communication_or_dissemination”) = true THEN 
prohibition(disseminate(dc,“personal_data”))

Section 26. Safeguards Applying to Sensitive Data

Sec26.(1) Sensitive data may only be processed with the data subject’s written consent and the Garante’s 
prior authorisation, by complying with the prerequisites and limitations set out in this Code as well as in 
laws and regulations.

Sec.26(2) The Garante shall communicate its decision concerning the request for authorisation within forty- 
five days; failing a communication at the expiry of said term, the request shall be regarded as dismissed. 
Along with the authorisation or thereafter, based also on verification, the Garante may provide for measures 
and precautions in order to safeguard the data subject, which the data controller shall be bound to apply. 

Sec.26(3) Paragraph 1 shall not apply to processing 

a) of the data concerning members of religious denominations and entities having regular contact with said 
denominations for exclusively religious purposes, on condition that the data are processed by the relevant 
organs or bodies recognised under civil law and are not communicated or disseminated outside said 
denominations. The latter shall lay down suitable safeguards with regard to the processing operations 
performed by complying with the relevant principles as set out in an authorisation by the Garante; 

b) of the data concerning affiliation of trade unions and/or trade associations or organisations to other trade 
unions and/or trade associations, organisations or confederations; 

b-bis) of the data contained in CVs under the terms set forth in Section 13(5-bis) hereof. [Added by Section 
6(2)a, item 4. of decree no. 70 dated 13 May 2011 as converted, with amendments, into Act no. 106 dated 
12 July 2011] 

Sec.26(4) Sensitive data may also be processed without consent, subject to the Garante’s authorisation, 

a) if the processing is carried out for specific, lawful purposes as set out in the relevant memorandums, 
articles of association or collective agreements by not-for-profit associations, bodies or organisations, 
whether recognised or not, of political, philosophical, religious or trade-unionist nature, including political 
parties and movements, with regard to personal data concerning members and/or entities having regular 
contacts with said associations, bodies or organisations in connection with the aforementioned purposes, 
provided that the data are not communicated or disclosed outside and the bodies, associations or 
organisations lay down suitable safeguards in respect of the processing operations performed by expressly 
setting out the arrangements for using the data through a resolution that shall be made known to data 
subjects at the time of providing the information under Section 13; 

b) if the processing is necessary to protect a third party’s life or bodily integrity. If this purpose concerns 
the data subject and the latter cannot give his/her consent because (s)he is physically unable to do so, 
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legally incapable or unable to distinguish right and wrong, the consent shall be given by the entity legally 
representing the data subject, or else by a next of kin, a family member, a person cohabiting with the data 
subject or, failing these, the manager of the institution where the data subject is hosted. Section 82(2) shall 
apply; 

c) if the processing is necessary for carrying out the investigations by defence counsel referred to in Act no. 
397 of 07.12.2000, or else to establish or defend a legal claim, provided that the data are processed 
exclusively for said purposes and for no longer than is necessary therefor. Said claim must not be 
overridden by the data subject’s claim, or else must consist in a personal right or another fundamental, 
inviolable right or freedom, if the data can disclose health and sex life; 

d) if the processing is necessary to comply with specific obligations and/or tasks laid down by laws, 
regulations or Community legislation in the employment context, also with regard to occupational and 
population hygiene and safety and to social security and assistance purposes, to the extent that it is provided 
for in the authorisation and subject to the requirements of the code of conduct and professional practice 
referred to in Section 111. 

Sec.26(5) Data disclosing health may not be disseminated.

Requirements for Section 26:

SysReq.26(1) 
CPDP

Sensitive data rule sets

Legal provision Sec. 26(1) CPDP: Sensitive data may only be processed with the data subject’s 
written consent and the Garante’s prior authorisation, by complying with the 
prerequisites and limitations set out in this Code as well as in laws and regulations.

Requirement The system MUST distinguish rule sets for personal_data AND (different 
categories of) sensitive_data.

Ed.Req.26(1) 
CPDP

Sensitive data authorised?

Legal provision Sec. 26(1) CPDP: Sensitive data may only be processed with the data subject’s 
written consent and the Garante’s prior authorisation, by complying with the 
prerequisites and limitations set out in this Code as well as in laws and regulations.

Requirement In the editor it MUST be indicated whether or not an authorisation for the 
processing of sensitive_data of the dpa has been received.

R.26(1).1 CPDP Sensitive data: consent 1

Legal provision Sec. 26(1) CPDP: Sensitive data may only be processed with the data subject’s 
written consent and the Garante’s prior authorisation, by complying with the 
prerequisites and limitations set out in this Code as well as in laws and regulations.

Requirement/rule IF (collect(dc←ds,“sensitive_data”) OR process(dc,“sensitive_data”)) THEN 
obtain(dc←ds,“consent_sensitive_data”) AND 
store(dc←ds,“consent_sensitive_data”) AND 
request(dc→dpaIT,“authorization_sensitive_data”) AND 
store(dc←dpaIT,“authorization_sensitive_data”)
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R.26(1).2 CPDP Sensitive data: consent 2

Legal provision Sec. 26(1) CPDP: Sensitive data may only be processed with the data subject’s 
written consent and the Garante’s prior authorisation, by complying with the 
prerequisites and limitations set out in this Code as well as in laws and regulations.

Requirement/rule IF (collect(dc←ds,“sensitive_data”) OR process(dc,“sensitive_data”)) AND 
check(dc,“authorisation_sensitive_data_dpaIT”) = true AND 
check(dc←ds,“consent_sensitive_data_stored”) = true THEN 
(permission(collect(dc←ds,“sensitive_data”)) OR 
permission(process(dc,“sensitive_data”)))

R.26(1).3 CPDP Sensitive data: consent 3

Legal provision Sec. 26(1) CPDP: Sensitive data may only be processed with the data subject’s 
written consent and the Garante’s prior authorisation, by complying with the 
prerequisites and limitations set out in this Code as well as in laws and regulations.

Requirement/rule IF (collect(dc←ds,“sensitive_data”) OR process(dc,“sensitive_data”)) AND 
check(dc,“authorisation_sensitive_data_dpaIT”) = true AND 
check(dc←ds,“consent_sensitive_data_stored”) = false THEN 
obtain(dc←ds,“consent_sensitive_data”) AND 
store(dc←ds,“consent_sensitive_data”)

R.26(1).4 CPDP Sensitive data: consent 4

Legal provision Sec. 26(1) CPDP: Sensitive data may only be processed with the data subject’s 
written consent and the Garante’s prior authorisation, by complying with the 
prerequisites and limitations set out in this Code as well as in laws and regulations.

Requirement/rule IF (collect(dc←ds,“sensitive_data”) OR process(dc,“sensitive_data”)) AND 
check(dc,“authorisation_sensitive_data_dpaIT”) = false AND 
check(dc←ds,“consent_sensitive_data_stored”) = true THEN 
request(dc→dpaIT,“authorization_sensitive_data”) AND 
store(dc←dpaIT,“authorization_sensitive_data”)

R.26(1).5 CPDP Sensitive data: consent 5

Legal provision Sec. 26(1) CPDP: Sensitive data may only be processed with the data subject’s 
written consent and the Garante’s prior authorisation, by complying with the 
prerequisites and limitations set out in this Code as well as in laws and regulations.

Requirement/rule IF (collect(dc←ds,“sensitive_data”) OR process(dc,“sensitive_data”)) AND 
(check(dc,“authorisation_sensitive_data_dpaIT”) = false OR 
check(dc←ds,“consent_sensitive_data_stored”) = false) THEN 
(prohibition(collect(dc←ds,“sensitive_data”)) OR 
prohibition(process(dc,“sensitive_data”)))

Out of scope:

Sec.26(2) The Garante shall communicate its decision concerning the request for authorisation within 
fortyfive days; failing a communication at the expiry of said term, the request shall be regarded as 
dismissed. Along with the authorisation or thereafter, based also on verification, the Garante may provide 
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for measures and precautions in order to safeguard the data subject, which the data controller shall be 
bound to apply.

Sec.26(3) Paragraph 1 shall not apply to processing

a) of the data concerning members of religious denominations and entities having regular contact with said 
denominations for exclusively religious purposes, on condition that the data are processed by the relevant 
organs or bodies recognised under civil law and are not communicated or disseminated outside said 
denominations. The latter shall lay down suitable safeguards with regard to the processing operations 
performed by complying with the relevant principles as set out in an authorisation by the Garante;

b) of the data concerning affiliation of trade unions and/or trade associations or organisations to other trade 
unions and/or trade associations, organisations or confederations.

Ed.Req.26(4)a 
CPDP

Sensitive data: no consent needed 1

Legal provision Sec.26(4) Sensitive data may also be processed without consent, subject to the 
Garante’s authorisation,

a) if the processing is carried out for specific, lawful purposes as set out in the 
relevant memorandums, articles of association or collective agreements by not-for-
profit associations, bodies or organisations, whether recognised or not, of political, 
philosophical, religious or trade-unionist nature, including political parties and 
movements, with regard to personal data concerning members and/or entities 
having regular contacts with said associations, bodies or organisations in 
connection with the aforementioned purposes, provided that the data are not 
communicated or disclosed outside and the bodies, associations or organisations lay 
down suitable safeguards in respect of the processing operations performed by 
expressly setting out the arrangements for using the data through a resolution that 
shall be made known to data subjects at the time of providing the information under 
Section 13;

Requirement Whether or not consent is needed for the processing of sensitive data, as stipulated 
in Sec.26(4)a of the CPDP, MUST be determined using the editor.
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R.26(4)a CPDP Sensitive data: no consent needed 1

Legal provision Sec.26(4) Sensitive data may also be processed without consent, subject to the 
Garante’s authorisation,

a) if the processing is carried out for specific, lawful purposes as set out in the 
relevant memorandums, articles of association or collective agreements by not-for-
profit associations, bodies or organisations, whether recognised or not, of political, 
philosophical, religious or trade-unionist nature, including political parties and 
movements, with regard to personal data concerning members and/or entities 
having regular contacts with said associations, bodies or organisations in 
connection with the aforementioned purposes, provided that the data are not 
communicated or disclosed outside and the bodies, associations or organisations lay 
down suitable safeguards in respect of the processing operations performed by 
expressly setting out the arrangements for using the data through a resolution that 
shall be made known to data subjects at the time of providing the information under 
Section 13;

Requirement/rule IF (collect(dc←ds,“sensitive_data”) OR process(dc,“sensitive_data”)) AND 
check(dc←ds,“consent_sensitive_data_stored”) = false AND check(dc, 
“sensitive_data_proceesing”,p=lawful_purposes_Sec.26(4)_CPDP) = true THEN 
(permission(collect(dc←ds,“sensitive_data”,p=lawful_purposes_Sec.26(4)_CPDP)) 
OR 
permission(process(dc,“sensitive_data”,p=lawful_purposes_Sec.26(4)_CPDP)))

Ed.Req.26(4)b 
CPDP

Sensitive data: no consent needed 2

Legal provision Sec.26(4) Sensitive data may also be processed without consent, subject to the 
Garante’s authorisation,

b) if the processing is necessary to protect a third party’s life or bodily integrity. If 
this purpose concerns the data subject and the latter cannot give his/her consent 
because (s)he is physically unable to do so, legally incapable or unable to 
distinguish right and wrong, the consent shall be given by the entity legally 
representing the data subject, or else by a next of kin, a family member, a person 
cohabiting with the data subject or, failing these, the manager of the institution 
where the data subject is hosted. Section 82(2) shall apply;

Requirement Whether or not consent is needed for the processing of sensitive data, as stipulated 
in Sec.26(4)b of the CPDP, MUST be determined using the editor.
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R.26(4)b CPDP Sensitive data: no consent needed 2

Legal provision Sec.26(4) Sensitive data may also be processed without consent, subject to the 
Garante’s authorisation,

b) if the processing is necessary to protect a third party’s life or bodily integrity. If 
this purpose concerns the data subject and the latter cannot give his/her consent 
because (s)he is physically unable to do so, legally incapable or unable to 
distinguish right and wrong, the consent shall be given by the entity legally 
representing the data subject, or else by a next of kin, a family member, a person 
cohabiting with the data subject or, failing these, the manager of the institution 
where the data subject is hosted. Section 82(2) shall apply;

Requirement/rule IF (collect(dc←ds,“sensitive_data”,p=necessary_for_vital_interest) OR 
process(dc,“sensitive_data”,p=necessary_for_vital_interest)) AND 
check(dc←ds,“consent_sensitive_data_stored”) = false AND 
check(dc←dslegal_representative,“consent”)) = true AND 
check(dc,“authorisation_sensitive_data_dpaIT”) = true AND 
(check(dc,“necessary_for_vital_interest_ds”) = true OR 
check(dc,“necessary_for_vital_interest__not_ds”) = true) THEN 
(permission(collect(dc←ds,“sensitive_data”,p=necessary_for_vital_interest)) OR 
permission(process(dc,“sensitive_data”,p=necessary_for_vital_interest)))

Out of scope:

Sec.26(4) Sensitive data may also be processed without consent, subject to the Garante’s authorisation,

c) if the processing is necessary for carrying out the investigations by defence counsel referred to in Act no. 
397 of 07.12.2000, or else to establish or defend a legal claim, provided that the data are processed 
exclusively for said purposes and for no longer than is necessary therefore.  Said claim must not be 
overridden by the data subject’s claim, or else must consist in a personal right or another fundamental, 
inviolable right or freedom, if the data can disclose health and sex life;

Ed.Req.26(4)d 
CPDP

Sensitive data: no consent needed 3

Legal provision Sec.26(4) Sensitive data may also be processed without consent, subject to the 
Garante’s authorisation,

d) if the processing is necessary to comply with specific obligations and/or tasks 
laid down by laws, regulations or Community legislation in the employment 
context, also with regard to occupational and population hygiene and safety and to 
social security and assistance purposes, to the extent that it is provided for in the 
authorisation and subject to the requirements of the code of conduct and 
professional practice referred to in Section 111.

Requirement Whether or not consent is needed for the processing of sensitive data, as stipulated 
in Sec.26(4)d of the CPDP, MUST be determined using the editor.
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R.26(4)d CPDP Sensitive data: no consent needed 3

Legal provision Sec.26(4) Sensitive data may also be processed without consent, subject to the 
Garante’s authorisation,

b) if the processing is necessary to protect a third party’s life or bodily integrity. If 
this purpose concerns the data subject and the latter cannot give his/her consent 
because (s)he is physically unable to do so, legally incapable or unable to 
distinguish right and wrong, the consent shall be given by the entity legally 
representing the data subject, or else by a next of kin, a family member, a person 
cohabiting with the data subject or, failing these, the manager of the institution 
where the data subject is hosted. Section 82(2) shall apply;

Requirement/rule IF (collect(dc←ds,“sensitive_data”,p=legal_obligation) OR 
process(dc,“sensitive_data”,p=legal_obligation)) AND 
check(dc←ds,“consent_sensitive_data_stored”) = false AND 
check(dc,“authorisation_sensitive_data_dpaIT”) = true AND 
check(dc,“necessary_for_legal_obligation”) = true THEN 
(permission(collect(dc←ds,“sensitive_data”,p=necessary_for_legal_obligation)) 
OR permission(process(dc,“sensitive_data”,p=necessary_for_legal_obligation)))

Ed.Req.26(5) 
CPDP

Health data

Legal provision Sec.26(5) Data disclosing health may not be disseminated.

Requirement Whether or not consent is needed for the processing of sensitive data, as stipulated 
in Sec.26(5) of the CPDP, MUST be determined using the editor.

R.26(5) CPDP Health data

Legal provision Sec.26(5) Data disclosing health may not be disseminated.

Requirement/rule IF check(dc,“sensitive_data=health_data”) = true THEN 
(prohibition(disseminate(dc,“health_data”))

Out of scope:

Section 27. Safeguards Applying to Judicial Data

Sec.27(1) Processing of judicial data by private entities and profit-seeking public bodies shall be permitted 
only where expressly authorized by a law or an order by the Garante specifying the reasons in the 
substantial public interest underlying such processing, the categories of processed data and the operations 
that may be performed.

TITLE IV – ENTITIES PERFORMING PROCESSING OPERATIONS

Section 28. Data Controller

Sec.28(1) Whenever processing operations are carried out by a legal person, a public administrative agency 
or any other body, association or organisation, the data controller shall be either the entity as a whole or the 
department or peripheral unit having fully autonomous decision-making powers in respect of purposes and 
mechanisms of said processing operations as also related to security matters.
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Requirements for Section 28:

For Section 28 please check the following schemes

Para 5.5.4.2. Scheme 2: Data controller or data processor? 

SysReq.28(1) 
CPDP

Role-based access control

Legal provision Sec.28(1) Whenever processing operations are carried out by a legal person, a 
public administrative agency or any other body, association or organisation, the data 
controller shall be either the entity as a whole or the department or peripheral unit 
having fully autonomous decision-making powers in respect of purposes and 
mechanisms of said processing operations as also related to security matters.

Requirement The system MUST facilitate role-based access control, and be able to identify who 
is processing or collecting personal data, eg. dc, dp, dcunder_authority or dpunder_authority

Ed.Req.28(1) 
CPDP

data controller

Legal provision Sec.28(1) Whenever processing operations are carried out by a legal person, a 
public administrative agency or any other body, association or organisation, the 
data controller shall be either the entity as a whole or the department or peripheral 
unit having fully autonomous decision-making powers in respect of purposes and 
mechanisms of said processing operations as also related to security matters.

Requirement The content of the roles in the role-based access control system, and the 
responsibilities and permissions attached to these roles, MUST be determined in the 
editor, as governed by Sec.28(1) of the CPDP. 

Note: if someone within a company has fully autonomous decision-making powers 
in respect of purposes and mechanisms of processing operations, then (s)he 
considered equal to dc according to Sec.28(1) of the CPDP, and hence (s)he has the 
same responsibilities and permissions as dc.

Section 29. Data Processor

Sec.29(1) The data processor may be designated by the data controller on an optional basis. 

Sec.29(2) Where designated, the data processor shall be selected among entities that can appropriately 
ensure, on account of their experience, capabilities and reliability, thorough compliance with the provisions 
in force applying to processing as also related to security matters. 

Sec.29(3) If necessary on account of organizational requirements, several entities may be designated as data 
processors also by subdividing the relevant tasks. 

Sec.29(4) The tasks committed to the data processor shall be detailed in writing by the data controller. 

Sec.29(5) The data processor shall abide by the instructions given by the data controller in carrying out the 
processing. The data controller shall supervise over thorough compliance with both said instructions and 
the provisions referred to in paragraph 2, also by means of regular controls.
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Requirements for Section 29:

For Section 29 please check the following schemes

Para 5.5.4.2. Scheme 2: Data controller or data processor? 

R.29(1)-(3) CPDP dc may assign dp

Legal provision Sec.29(1)  The  data  processor  may  be  designated  by  the  data  controller  on  an 
optional basis.

Sec.29(2) Where designated, the data processor shall  be selected among entities 
that  can  appropriately  ensure,  on  account  of  their  experience,  capabilities  and 
reliability, thorough compliance with the provisions in force applying to processing 
as also related to security matters. 

Sec.29(3) If necessary on account of organizational requirements, several entities 
may be designated as data processors also by subdividing the relevant tasks. 

Requirement/rule IF (intention(collect(dp←ds,“personal_data”)) OR 
intention(process(dp,“personal_data”))) THEN 

 
permission(dc,“assign_dp”) 

Ed.Req.29(4).1 
CPDP

dc and dp 1

Legal provision Sec.29(4) The tasks committed to the data processor shall be detailed in writing by 
the data controller.

Requirement The dc MUST be able to indicate whether personal data is also processed by a dp 
using the editor.

Ed.Req.29(4).2 
CPDP

dc and dp 2

Legal provision Sec.29(4) The tasks committed to the data processor shall be detailed in writing by 
the data controller.

Requirement If the dc indicated that there is a dp in the editor, the editor MUST flag hat the dc 
must communicate the orders to which data processing by the dp is bound to the dp 
in writing.

Ed.Req.29(4).3 
CPDP

Orders data controller to data processor

Legal provision Sec.29(4) The tasks committed to the data processor shall be detailed in writing by 
the data controller.

Requirement Within the editor it MUST be indicated what the orders (permitted processing 
operations) from dc to dp are. 
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R.29(5) CPDP dp must follow instruction

Legal provision Sec.29(5) The data processor shall abide by the instructions given by the data 
controller in carrying out the processing. The data controller shall supervise over 
thorough compliance with both said instructions and the provisions referred to in 
paragraph 2, also by means of regular controls.

Requirement/rule IF (collect(dp←ds,“personal_data”) OR process(dp,“personal_data”)) AND 
check(dp,“orders_dc”) = true THEN 

 (
permission(collect(dp←ds,“personal_data”) 

OR permission(process(dp,“personal_data”))

Section 30. Persons in Charge of the Processing

Sec.30(1) Processing operations may only be performed by persons in charge of the processing that act 
under the direct authority of either the data controller or the data processor by complying with the 
instructions received. 

Sec.30(2) The aforementioned persons shall be nominated in writing by specifically referring to the scope 
of the processing operations that are permitted. This requirement shall be also fulfilled if a natural person is 
entrusted with the task of directing a department, on a documentary basis, whereby the scope of the 
processing operations that may be performed by the staff working in said department has been specified in 
writing.

Requirements for Section 30:

For Section 30 please check the following schemes

Para 5.5.4.2. Scheme 2: Data controller or data processor? 

R.30(1) CPDP dp_under_authority

Legal provision Sec.30(1) Processing operations may only be performed by persons in charge of the 
processing that act under the direct authority of either the data controller or the data 
processor by complying with the instructions received.

Requirement/rule IF intention(process(dp_under_authority,“personal_data”)) AND 
check(dp_under_authority,“orders_dc_and_dp”) = true THEN 
permission(process(dp_under_authority,“personal_data”))

Ed.Req.30(2) 
CPDP

Orders to dp_under_authority

Legal provision Sec.29(2) The aforementioned persons shall be nominated in writing by specifically 
referring to the scope of the processing operations that are permitted. This 
requirement shall be also fulfilled if a natural person is entrusted with the task of 
directing a department, on a documentary basis, whereby the scope of the 
processing operations that may be performed by the staff working in said 
department has been specified in writing.

Requirement Within the editor it MUST be indicated what the orders (permitted processing 
operations) from dc/dp to dp_under_authority are. 
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TITLE V – DATA AND SYSTEM SECURITY

Out of scope:

CHAPTER I – SECURITY MEASURES

Section 31. Security Requirements

Sec.30(1) Personal data undergoing processing shall be kept and controlled, also in consideration of 
technological innovations, of their nature and the specific features of the processing, in such a way as to 
minimise, by means of suitable preventative security measures, the risk of their destruction or loss, whether 
by accident or not, of unauthorized access to the data or of processing operations that are either unlawful or 
inconsistent with the purposes for which the data have been collected.

Section 32. Specific Categories of Data Controller

Sec.32(1) The provider of a publicly available electronic communications service shall take suitable 
technical and organisational measures under Section 31 that are adequate in the light of the existing risk, in 
order to safeguard security of its services and integrity of traffic data, location data and electronic 
communications against any form of unauthorised utilisation or access.

Sec.32(2) Whenever security of service or personal data makes it necessary to also take measures applying 
to the network, the provider of a publicly available electronic communications service shall take those 
measures jointly with the provider of the public communications network. Failing an agreement between 
said providers, the dispute shall be settled, at the instance of either provider, by the Authority for 
Communications Safeguards in pursuance of the arrangements set out in the legislation in force.

Sec.32(3) In case of a particular risk of a breach of network security, the provider of a publicly available 
electronic communications service shall inform subscribers and, if possible, users concerning said  risk and, 
when the risk lies outside the scope of the measures to be taken by said provider pursuant to paragraphs 1 
and 2, of all the possible remedies including an indication of the likely costs involved. This information 
shall be also provided to the Garante and the Authority for Communications Safeguards.

CHAPTER II – MINIMUM SECURITY MEASURES

Section 33. Minimum Security Measures

Sec.33(1) Within the framework of the more general security requirements referred to in Section 31, or else 
provided for by specific regulations, data controllers shall be required in any case to adopt the minimum 
security measures pursuant either to this Chapter or to Section 58(3) in order to ensure a minimum level of 
personal data protection.

Requirements for Section 33:

SysReq.33 CPDP Minimum security measures

Legal provision Sec.33(1) Within the framework of the more general security requirements referred 
to in Section 31, or else provided for by specific regulations, data controllers shall 
be required in any case to adopt the minimum security measures pursuant either to 
this Chapter or to Section 58(3) in order to ensure a minimum level of personal data 
protection.

Requirement The system MUST meet the minimum security measures defined by Sec.33(1) of 
the CPDP.
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Section 34. Processing by Electronic Means

Sec.34(1) Processing personal data by electronic means shall only be allowed if the minimum security 
measures referred to below are adopted in accordance with the arrangements laid down in the technical 
specifications as per Annex B: 

a) computerised authentication,

b) implementation of authentication credentials management procedures,

c) use of an authorisation system,

d) regular update of the specifications concerning scope of the processing operations that may be performed 
by the individual entities in charge of managing and/or maintenancing electronic means,

e) protection of electronic means and data against unlawful data processing operations, unauthorised access 
and specific software, 

f) implementation of procedures for safekeeping backup copies and restoring data and system availability,

g) keeping an up-to-date security policy document,

h) implementation of encryption techniques or identification codes for specific processing operations 
performed by health care bodies in respect of data disclosing health and sex life.

1-bis. Where an entity only processes non-sensitive personal data or else sensitive and judicial data that 
relate to the respective employees and collaborators, including non-EU nationals, and/or to their spouses 
and/or relatives, the obligation to keep an updated security policy document shall be replaced by the 
obligation for the data controller to issue a self-executing affidavit, in pursuance of section 47 of the 
consolidated statute referred to in Presidential decree no. 445 dated 28 December 2000, certifying that only 
the data in question are processed in compliance with the minimum security measures laid down herein as 
well as in the technical specifications document contained in Annex B hereto. As regards the said 
processing operations as well as any processing that is carried out for standard administrative and 
accounting purposes, in particular by SMEs, self-employed professionals, and handicrafts, the Garante shall 
determine, by own decision to be updated on a regular basis, having consulted with the Minister for De-
Regulation and the Minister for Public Administration, simplified arrangements to implement the technical 
specifications contained in the said Annex B with a view taking the minimum measures mentioned in 
paragraph 1. [Paragraph added by Section 29(1) of decree-law no. 112 dated 25 June 2008, as converted, 
with amendments, into Act no. 133 dated 6 August 2008. Amended by Section 6(2)a, item 5. of decree no. 
70 dated 13 May 2011 as converted, with amendments, into Act no. 106 dated 12 July 2011] 

1-ter. For the purpose of applying the provisions concerning the protection of personal data, a processing 
operation performed for administrative and accounting purposes shall by any processing operation that is 
related to the performance of organizational, administrative, financial and accounting activities irrespective 
of the nature of the processed data. The said purposes apply, in particular, to in-house organizational 
activities, the activities aimed at fulfilling contractual and pre- contractual obligations, managing employer-
employee relationships, keeping accounting records, and implementing the legislation on taxation, trade 
unions, social security and welfare, and occupational health and safety. [Added by Section 6(2)a, item 5. of 
decree no. 70 dated 2011 as converted, with amendments, into Act no. 106 dated 12 July 2011]

Requirements for Section 34:

SysReq.34 CPDP Processing by electronic means

Legal provision Sec.34(1) Processing personal data by electronic means shall only be allowed if the 
minimum security measures referred to below are adopted in accordance with the 
arrangements laid down in the technical specifications as per Annex B

Requirement The system MUST meet the requirements stipulated in Sec.34(1)a-i-ter of the 
CPDP.
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Out of scope:

Section 35. Processing without Electronic Means

Sec.35(1) Processing personal data without electronic means shall only be allowed if the minimum security 
measures referred to below are adopted in accordance with the arrangements laid down in the technical 
specifications as per Annex B:

a) regular update of the specifications concerning scope of the processing operations that may be performed 
by the individual entities in charge of the processing and/or by the individual organisational departments,

b) implementing procedures such as to ensure safekeeping of records and documents committed to the 
entities in charge of the processing for the latter to discharge the relevant tasks, 

c) implementing procedures to keep certain records in restricted-access filing systems and regulating access 
mechanisms with a view to enabling identification of the entities in charge of the processing.

Section 36. Upgrading 

Sec.36(1) The technical specifications as per Annex B concerning the minimum measures referred to in this 
Chapter shall be regularly updated by a decree of the Minister of Justice issued in agreement with the 
Minister for Innovation and Technologies and the Minister for De-Regulation by having regard to both 
technical developments and the experience gathered in this sector.

Requirements for Section 36:

SysReq.36 CPDP Upgrading

Legal provision Sec.36(1) The technical specifications as per Annex B concerning the minimum 
measures referred to in this Chapter shall be regularly updated by a decree of the 
Minister of Justice issued in agreement with the Minister for Innovation and 
Technologies and the Minister for De-Regulation by having regard to both technical 
developments and the experience gathered in this sector.

Requirement The system MUST meet the requirements stipulated in Sec.36(1) of the CPDP.

TITLE VI – PERFORMANCE OF SPECIFIC TASKS

Section 37. Notification of the Processing

Sec.37(1) A data controller shall notify the processing of personal data he/she intends to perform 
exclusively if said processing concerns:

a) genetic data, biometric data, or other data disclosing geographic location of individuals or objects by 
means of an electronic communications network,

b) data disclosing health and sex life where processed for the purposes of assisted reproduction, provision 
of health care services via electronic networks in connection with data banks and/or the supply of goods, 
epidemiological surveys, diagnosis of mental, infectious and epidemic diseases, seropositivity, organ and 
tissue transplantation and monitoring of health care expenditure,

c) data disclosing sex life and the psychological sphere where processed by not-for-profit associations, 
bodies or organisations, whether recognised or not, of a political, philosophical, religious or trade-union 
character,

d) data processed with the help of electronic means aimed at profiling the data subject and/or his/her 
personality, analysing consumption patterns and/or choices, or monitoring use of electronic 
communications services except for such processing operations as are technically indispensable to deliver 
said services to users,
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e) sensitive data stored in data banks for personnel selection purposes on behalf of third parties, as well as 
sensitive data used for opinion polls, market surveys and other sample-based surveys,

f) data stored in ad-hoc data banks managed by electronic means in connection with creditworthiness, 
assets and liabilities, appropriate performance of obligations, and unlawful and/or fraudulent conduct.

Sec.37(1)-bis. The notification relating to the data referred to in paragraph 1 shall not be required if it 
concerns the activity carried out by general practitioners and/or freely chosen paediatricians, as the relevant 
functions are typical of their professional relationships with the National Health Service. [This paragraph 
was added by Section 2-quinquies of Decree-Law no. 81 of 29th March 2004, converted into Act no. 138 of 
26th May 2004.]

Sec.37(2) The Garante may specify, by means of a decision that shall be adopted also in pursuance of 
Section 17, additional processing operations that are liable to affect the data subjects’ rights and freedoms 
on account of the relevant mechanisms and/or the nature of the personal data at stake. By means of a 
similar decision to be published in the Official Journal of the Italian Republic, the Garante may also specify 
the processing operations among those referred to in paragraph 1 that are not liable to be prejudicial in the 
way described above and are therefore exempted from notification. 

Sec.37(3) The notification shall be submitted by means of a single form also if the processing entails cross- 
border data flows. 

Sec.37(4) The Garante shall enter the notifications submitted as above into a publicly available register of 
processing operations and shall set out the mechanisms for such register to be interrogated free of charge 
via electronic networks, also by means of agreements with public bodies or else at the Office of the 
Garante. Any information that is accessed by interrogating said register may only be processed for the 
purpose of implementing personal data protection legislation.

Requirements for Section 37:

For Section 37 please check the following schemes

Para 5.5.4.3. Scheme 3: Lawful Processing

Para 5.5.4.4. Scheme 4.1: Notification of Processing 1

Para 5.5.4.5. Scheme 4.2: Notification of Processing 2

SysReq.37(1)a-f 
CPDP

Processing that requires notification

Legal provision Sec.37(1) A data controller shall notify the processing of personal data he/she 
intends to perform exclusively if said processing concerns: [37(1)a-37(1)f]

Requirement The system MUST recognise the types of personal data stipulated in Sec.37(1)a-f of 
the CPDP as requiring notification prior to processing.

Ed.Req.37(1)a-f 
CPDP

Processing that requires notification

Legal provision Sec.37(1) A data controller shall notify the processing of personal data he/she 
intends to perform exclusively if said processing concerns: [37(1)a-37(1)f]

Requirement Whether or not personal data fits into the categories stipulated in Sec.37(1)a-f of the 
CPDP MUST be determined in the editor.
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R.37(1)a-f CPDP Processing that requires notification

Legal provision Sec.37(1) A data controller shall notify the processing of personal data he/she 
intends to perform exclusively if said processing concerns:

a) genetic data, biometric data, or other data disclosing geographic location of 
individuals or objects by means of an electronic communications network,

b) data disclosing health and sex life where processed for the purposes of assisted 
reproduction, provision of health care services via electronic networks in 
connection with data banks and/or the supply of goods, epidemiological surveys, 
diagnosis of mental, infectious and epidemic diseases, seropositivity, organ and 
tissue transplantation and monitoring of health care expenditure,

c) data disclosing sex life and the psychological sphere where processed by not-for-
profit associations, bodies or organisations, whether recognised or not, of a 
political, philosophical, religious or trade-union character,

d) data processed with the help of electronic means aimed at profiling the data 
subject and/or his/her personality, analysing consumption patterns and/or choices, 
or monitoring use of electronic communications services except for such processing 
operations as are technically indispensable to deliver said services to users,

e) sensitive data stored in data banks for personnel selection purposes on behalf of 
third parties, as well as sensitive data used for opinion polls, market surveys and 
other sample-based surveys,

f) data stored in ad-hoc data banks managed by electronic means in connection with 
creditworthiness, assets and liabilities, appropriate performance of obligations, and 
unlawful and/or fraudulent conduct.

Requirement/rule IF intention(process(dc,“personal_data”)) AND 
check(dc,“sensitive_data_Sec.37(1)a-f_CPDP”) = true THEN 
communicate(dc→dpaIT,“processing_sensitive_data_Sec.37(1)a-f_CPDP”)

Out of scope

Sec.37(1)bis. The notification relating to the data referred to in paragraph 1 shall not be required if it 
concerns the activity carried out by general practitioners and/or freely chosen paediatricians, as the relevant 
functions are typical of their professional relationships with the National Health Service. 

Sec.37(2) The Garante may specify, by means of a decision that shall be adopted also in pursuance of 
Section 17, additional processing operations that are liable to affect the data subjects’ rights and freedoms 
on account of the relevant mechanisms and/or the nature of the personal data at stake. By means of a 
similar decision to be published in the Official Journal of the Italian Republic, the Garante may also specify 
the processing operations among those referred to in paragraph 1 that are not liable to be prejudicial in the 
way described above and are therefore exempted from notification.

Ed.Req.37(3) 
CPDP

Notification through single form

Legal provision Sec.37(3) The notification shall be submitted by means of a single form also if the 
processing entails crossborder data flows.

Requirement Whether or not the personal data stipulated in Sec.37(1)a-f are involved in 
crossborder data flows MUST be established using the editor. When data of the 
types stipulated in Sec.37(1)a-f are processed, the system MUST flag that 
notification is needed, and compile a single form to do so, using the editor.
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Out of scope:

Sec.37(4) The Garante shall enter the notifications submitted as above into a publicly available register of 
processing operations and shall set out the mechanisms for such register to be interrogated free of charge  
via  electronic  networks,  also by means  of  agreements  with public  bodies  or  else  at  the  Office  of  the  
Garante. Any information that is accessed by interrogating said register may only be processed for the 
purpose of implementing personal data protection legislation.

Section 38. Notification Mechanisms

Sec.38(1) The notification of processing operations shall have to be submitted to the Garante in advance of 
the processing and once only, regardless of the number of operations to be performed and the duration of 
the processing, and may concern one or more processing operations for related purposes.

Sec.38(2) A notification shall only be effective if it is transmitted via the Garante’s website by using the ad-
hoc form, which shall contain the request to provide all the following pieces of information: 

a) information to identify the data controller and, where appropriate, his/her representative, as well as the 
arrangements to identify the data processor if the latter has been appointed; 

b) the purpose(s) of the processing; 

c) a description of the category/categories of data subject and the data or data categories related to the said 
category/categories of data subject; 

d) the data recipients or the categories of data recipient; 

e) data transfers to third countries, where envisaged; 

f) a general description that shall allow assessing beforehand whether the measures adopted to ensure 
security of the processing are adequate. [This paragraph was replaced by Section 29(4) of decree law no. 
112 dated 25 June 2008, as converted, with amendments, into Act no. 133 dated 6 August 2008.]

Sec.38(3) The Garante shall enhance both availability of the electronic form and submission of 
notifications also by means of agreements with authorised entities pursuant to the legislation in force, 
including trade associations and professional councils.

Sec.38(4) A new notification shall only have to be submitted either prior to termination of processing 
operations or in connection with the modification of any of the items to be specified in the notification. 

Sec.38(5) The Garante may set out further appropriate arrangements for notification by having regard to 
new technological solutions as referred to in the legislation in force. 

Sec.38(6) Where a data controller is not required to submit a notification to the Garante in pursuance of 
Section 37, he/she shall make available the information contained in the form as per paragraph 2 to any 
person requesting it, unless the processing operations concern public registers, lists, records or publicly 
available documents.

Requirements for Section 38:

R.38(1) CPDP Notification of processing

Legal provision Sec.38(1) The notification of processing operations shall have to be submitted to 
the Garante in advance of the processing and once only, regardless of the number of 
operations to be performed and the duration of the processing, and may concern one 
or more processing operations for related purposes.

Requirement/rule Implemented through R.37(1)a-f CPDP (see under Sec.37(1)a-f above).
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Ed.Req.38(2)a-f 
CPDP

Notification of processing

Legal provision Sec.38(2) A notification shall only be effective if it is transmitted via the Garante’s 
website by using the ad-hoc form, which shall contain the request to provide all the 
following pieces of information: [Sec.38(2)a-Sec.38(3)f]

Requirement Whether or not dpaIT has been informed of the processing of data of the type 
stipulated in Sec.37(1)a-f, following the specifications stipulated in Sec.38(2)a-f 
MUST be established using the editor. 

SysReq.38(2)a-f 
CPDP

Notification of processing

Legal provision Sec.38(2) A notification shall only be effective if it is transmitted via the Garante’s 
website by using the ad-hoc form, which shall contain the request to provide all the 
following pieces of information: [Sec.38(2)a-Sec.38(3)f]

Requirement The system MUST be able to store that dpaIT has been informed of the processing 
of data of the type stipulated in Sec.37(1)a-f, following the specifications stipulated 
in Sec.38(2)a-f. 

R.38(2) CPDP Notification of processing: what information to send

Legal provision Sec.38(2) A notification shall only be effective if it is transmitted via the Garante’s 
website by using the ad-hoc form, which shall contain the request to provide all the 
following pieces of information: 

a) information to identify the data controller and, where appropriate, his/her 
representative, as well as the arrangements to identify the data processor if the latter 
has been appointed; 

b) the purpose(s) of the processing; 

c) a description of the category/categories of data subject and the data or data 
categories related to the said category/categories of data subject; 

d) the data recipients or the categories of data recipient; 

e) data transfers to third countries, where envisaged; 

f) a general description that shall allow assessing beforehand whether the measures 
adopted to ensure security of the processing are adequate. 

Requirement/rule IF intention(process(dc,“personal_data”,t0)) AND 
check(dc,“sensitive_data_Sec.37(1)a-f_CPDP”) = true THEN 
communicate(dc→dpaIT,“identity_dc_or_dp”,t<0) AND 
communicate(dc→dpaIT,“data_processing_purposes”,t<0) AND 
communicate(dc→dpaIT,“data_subject_categories”,t<0) AND 
communicate(dc→dpaIT,“data_recipients”,t<0) AND 
communicate(dc→dpaIT,“transfer_to_third_countries”,t<0) AND 
communicate(dc→dpaIT,“security_measures”,t<0) AND 
store(dc→dpaIT,“identity_dc__or_dp_communicated”) AND 
store(dc→dpaIT,“data_processing_purposes_communicated”) AND 
store(dc→dpaIT,“data_subject_categories_communicated”) AND 
store(dc→dpaIT,“data_recipients_communicated”) AND 
store(dc→dpaIT,“transfer_to_third_countries_communicated”) AND 
store(dc→dpaIT,“security_measures_communicated”)
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Out of scope:

Sec.38(3) The Garante shall enhance both availability of the electronic form and submission of 
notifications also by means of agreements with authorised entities pursuant to the legislation in force, 
including trade associations and professional councils.

Ed.Req.38(4) 
CPDP

Notification of processing after modification or end of processing

Legal provision Sec.38(4) A new notification shall only have to be submitted either prior to 
termination of processing operations or in connection with the modification of any 
of the items to be specified in the notification.

Requirement When a modification is made in the processing of personal data that fit into the 
types stipulated in Sec.37(1)a-f, or when processing of such data end, the editor 
MUST flag so that a new notification will be send to the dpaIT .

SysReq.38(4) 
CPDP

Notification of processing after modification or end of processing

Legal provision Sec.38(4) A new notification shall only have to be submitted either prior to 
termination of processing operations or in connection with the modification of any 
of the items to be specified in the notification.

Requirement The system MUST be able to store the fact that a data subject has been informed of 
the modification or cessation of the processing of data of the type stipulated in 
Sec.37(1)a-f, following the specifications stipulated in Sec.38(2)a-f. 
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R.38(4) CPDP Notification of processing after modification or end of processing

Legal provision Sec.38(4) A new notification shall only have to be submitted either prior to 
termination of processing operations or in connection with the modification of any 
of the items to be specified in the notification.

Requirement/rule IF modify(dc,“identity_dc_or_dp”,t=x)) AND 
check(dc,“sensitive_data_Sec.37(1)a-f_CPDP”) = true THEN 
communicate(dc→ds,“identity_dc_or_dp_modified”,t<x) AND 
store(dc→ds,“identity_dc__or_dp_modified_communicated”) AND

IF modify(dc,“identity_dc_or_dp”,t=x)) AND 
check(dc,“sensitive_data_Sec.37(1)a-f_CPDP”) = true THEN 
communicate(dc→ds,“data_processing_purposes_modified”,t<x) AND 
store(dc→ds,“data_processing_purposes_modified_communicated”) AND

IF modify(dc,“data_subject_categories”,t=x)) AND 
check(dc,“sensitive_data_Sec.37(1)a-f_CPDP”) = true THEN 
communicate(dc→ds,“data_subject_categories_modified”,t<x) AND 
store(dc→ds,“data_subject_categories_modified_communicated”) AND

IF modify(dc,“data_recipients”,t=x)) AND check(dc,“sensitive_data_Sec.37(1)a-
f_CPDP”) = true THEN communicate(dc→ds,“data_recipients_modified”,t<x) 
AND store(dc→ds,“data_recipients_modified_communicated”) AND

IF modify(dc,“transfer_to_third_countries”,t=x)) AND 
check(dc,“sensitive_data_Sec.37(1)a-f_CPDP”) = true THEN 
communicate(dc→ds,“transfer_to_third_countries_modified”,t<x) AND 
store(dc→ds,“transfer_to_third_countries_modified_communicated”)

IF modify(dc,“security_measures”,t=x)) AND 
check(dc,“sensitive_data_Sec.37(1)a-f_CPDP”) = true THEN 
communicate(dc→ds,“security_measures_modified”,t<x)) AND 
store(dc→ds,“security_measures_modified_communicated”)

OR

IF end(dc,“identity_dc_or_dp”,t=x)) AND check(dc,“sensitive_data_Sec.37(1)a-
f_CPDP”) = true THEN

 
 communicate(dc→ds,“identity_dc_or_dp_ended”,t<x) 

AND store(dc→ds,“identity_dc__or_dp_ended_communicated”) AND

IF end(dc,“identity_dc_or_dp”,t=x)) AND check(dc,“sensitive_data_Sec.37(1)a-
f_CPDP”) = true THEN 
communicate(dc→ds,“data_processing_purposes_ended”,t<x) AND 
store(dc→ds,“data_processing_purposes_ended_communicated”) AND

IF end(dc,“data_subject_categories”,t=x)) AND 
check(dc,“sensitive_data_Sec.37(1)a-f_CPDP”) = true THEN 
communicate(dc→ds,“data_subject_categories_ended”,t<x) AND 
store(dc→ds,“data_subject_categories_ended_communicated”) AND

IF end(dc,“data_recipients”,t=x)) AND check(dc,“sensitive_data_Sec.37(1)a-
f_CPDP”) = true THEN communicate(dc→ds,“data_recipients_ended”,t<x) AND 
store(dc→ds,“data_recipients_ended_communicated”) AND

IF end(dc,“transfer_to_third_countries”,t=x)) AND 
check(dc,“sensitive_data_Sec.37(1)a-f_CPDP”) = true THEN 
communicate(dc→ds,“transfer_to_third_countries_ended”,t<x) AND 
store(dc→ds,“transfer_to_third_countries_ended_communicated”)

IF modify(dc,“security_measures”,t=x)) AND 
check(dc,“sensitive_data_Sec.37(1)a-f_CPDP”) = true THEN 
communicate(dc→ds,“security_measures_ended”,t<x)) AND 
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store(dc→ds,“security_measures_ended_communicated”)

Out of scope:

Sec. 38(5) The Garante may set out further appropriate arrangements for notification by having regard to 
new technological solutions as referred to in the legislation in force.

Sec.38(6) Where a data controller is not required to submit a notification to the Garante in pursuance of 
Section 37, he/she shall make available the information contained in the form as per paragraph 2 to any 
person requesting it, unless the processing operations concern public registers, lists, records or publicly 
available documents.

Section 39. Communication Obligations

Out of scope:

Sec.39(1) Data controllers shall be required to communicate what follows in advance to the Garante: 

a) that personal data are to be communicated by a public body to another public body in the absence of 
specific laws or regulations, irrespective of the form taken by such communication and also in case the 
latter is based on an agreement, 

b) that data disclosing health are to be processed in pursuance of the biomedical or health care research 
programme referred to in Section 110(1), first sentence. 

Sec.39(2) The processing operations that are the subject of a communication as per paragraph 1 may start 
after 45 days have elapsed since receipt of the relevant communication, except as provided otherwise by the 
Garante also thereafter. 

Sec.39(3) The communication as per paragraph 1 shall be given by using the form drawn up and made 
available by the Garante; it shall be transmitted to the latter either electronically in compliance with the 
digital signature and receipt confirmation mechanisms outlined in Section 38(2), or by fac- simile or 
registered letter.

Section 40. General Authorisations

Out of scope:

Sec.40(1). The provisions of this Code referring to an authorisation to be granted by the Garante shall also 
be implemented by issuing authorisations applying to specific categories of data controller or processing, 
which shall be published in the Official Journal of the Italian Republic.

Section 41. Authorisation Requests

Out of scope:

Sec.41(1) Data controllers falling under the scope of application of an authorisation issued pursuant to 
Section 40 shall not be required to lodge an authorisation request with the Garante if the processing they 
plan to perform is compliant with the relevant provisions. 

Sec.41(2) If an authorisation request concerns a processing operation that has been authorised pursuant to 
Section 40, the Garante may decide nevertheless to take steps regarding said request on account of the 
specific modalities of the processing. 

Sec.41(3) Any authorisation request shall be submitted by using exclusively the form drawn up and made 
available by the Garante, and shall be transmitted to the latter electronically in compliance with the 
arrangements applying to digital signature and receipt confirmation as per Section 38(2). Said request and 
authorisation may also be transmitted by fac-simile or registered letter. 

Sec.41(4) If the requesting party is called upon by the Garante to provide information or produce 
documents, the forty-five-day period referred to in Section 26(2) shall start running from the date of expiry 
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of the term for complying with the above request. 

Sec.41(5) Under special circumstances, the Garante may issue a provisional, time-limited authorisation.

TITLE VII – TRANSBORDER DATA FLOWS

Section 42. Data Flows in the EU

Sec.42(1). The provisions of this Code shall not be applied in such a way as to restrict or prohibit the free 
movement of personal data among EU Member States, subject to the taking of measures under this Code in 
case data are transferred in order to escape application of said provisions.

Unimplementable as such.

Section 43. Permitted Data Transfers to Third Countries

Sec.43(1) Personal data that are the subject of processing may be transferred from the State’s territory to 
countries outside the European Union, temporarily or not and in any form and by any means whatsoever, 

a) if the data subject has given his/her consent either expressly or, where the transfer concerns sensitive 
data, in writing;

b) if the transfer is necessary for the performance of obligations resulting from a contract to which the data 
subject is a party, or to take steps at the data subject’s request prior to entering into a contract, or for the 
conclusion or performance of a contract made in the interest of the data subject; 

c) if the transfer is necessary for safeguarding a substantial public interest that is referred to by laws or 
regulations, or else that is specified in pursuance of Sections 20 and 21 where the transfer concerns 
sensitive or judicial data; 

d) if the transfer is necessary to safeguard a third party’s life or bodily integrity. If this purpose concerns the 
data subject and the latter cannot give his/her consent because (s)he is physically unable to do so, legally 
incapable or unable to distinguish right and wrong, the consent shall be given by the entity legally 
representing the data subject, or else by a next of kin, a family member, a person cohabiting with the data 
subject or, failing these, the manager of the institution where the data subject is hosted. Section 82(2) shall 
apply; 

e) if the transfer is necessary for carrying out the investigations by defence counsel referred to in Act no. 
397 of 07.12.2000, or else to establish or defend a legal claim, provided that the data are transferred 
exclusively for said purposes and for no longer than is necessary therefor in compliance with the legislation 
in force applying to business and industrial secrecy; 

f) if the transfer is carried out in response to a request for access to administrative records or for 
information contained in a publicly available register, list, record or document, in compliance with the 
provisions applying to this subject-matter; 

g) if the transfer is necessary, pursuant to the relevant codes of conduct referred to in Annex A), exclusively 
for scientific or statistical purposes, or else exclusively for historical purposes, in connection with private 
archives that have been declared to be of considerable historical interest under Section 6(2) of legislative 
decree no. 490 of 29 October 1999, enacted to adopt the consolidated statute on cultural and environmental 
heritage, or else in connection with other private archives pursuant to the provisions made in said codes; 

h) if the processing concerns data relating to legal persons, bodies or associations.
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Requirements for Section 43:

SysReq.43(1) 
CPDP

Transfer to countries outside the EU

Legal provision Sec.43(1) Personal data that are the subject of processing may be transferred from 
the State’s territory to countries outside the European Union, temporarily or not and 
in any form and by any means whatsoever,

Requirement The system MUST be able to recognize to which country data is transferred. 

R.43(1)a.1 CPDP Transfer to countries outside the EU: consent needed 1

Legal provision Sec.43(1) Personal data that are the subject of processing may be transferred from 
the State’s territory to countries outside the European Union, temporarily or not and 
in any form and by any means whatsoever,

a) if the data subject has given his/her consent either expressly or, where the 
transfer concerns sensitive data, in writing;

Requirement/rule IF intention(disseminate(dc→third_party,“personal_data”,l=non_EU_country) 
AND check(dc←ds,“consent_transfer_outside_EU”_stored) = false THEN 
obtain(dc←ds,“consent_transfer_outside_EU”) AND 
store(dc←ds,“consent_transfer_outside_EU”)

R.43(1)a.2 CPDP Transfer to countries outside the EU: consent needed 2

Legal provision Sec.43(1) Personal data that are the subject of processing may be transferred from 
the State’s territory to countries outside the European Union, temporarily or not and 
in any form and by any means whatsoever,

a) if the data subject has given his/her consent either expressly or, where the 
transfer concerns sensitive data, in writing;

Requirement/rule IF intention(disseminate(dc→third_party,“personal_data”,l=non_EU_country) 
AND check(dc←ds,“consent_transfer_outside_EU”_stored) = true THEN 
permission(disseminate(dc→third_party,“personal_data”,l=non_EU_country))

R.43(1)b.1 CPDP Transfer to countries outside the EU: contract 1

Legal provision Sec.43(1) Personal data that are the subject of processing may be transferred from 
the State’s territory to countries outside the European Union, temporarily or not and 
in any form and by any means whatsoever,

b) if the transfer is necessary for the performance of obligations resulting from a 
contract to which the data subject is a party, or to take steps at the data subject’s 
request prior to entering into a contract, or for the conclusion or performance of a 
contract made in the interest of the data subject;

Requirement/rule IF intention(disseminate(dc→third_party,“personal_data”,l=non_EU_country) 
AND check(dc↔ds,“contract_transfer_outside_EU_stored”) = false THEN 
obtain(dc↔ds,“contract_transfer_outside_EU”) AND 
store(dc↔ds,“contract_transfer_outside_EU”)
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R.43(1)b.2 CPDP Transfer to countries outside the EU: contract 2

Legal provision Sec.43(1) Personal data that are the subject of processing may be transferred from 
the State’s territory to countries outside the European Union, temporarily or not and 
in any form and by any means whatsoever,

b) if the transfer is necessary for the performance of obligations resulting from a 
contract to which the data subject is a party, or to take steps at the data subject’s 
request prior to entering into a contract, or for the conclusion or performance of a 
contract made in the interest of the data subject;

Requirement/rule IF intention(disseminate(dc→third_party,“personal_data”,l=non_EU_country) 
AND check(dc↔ds,“contract_transfer_outside_EU_stored”) = true THEN 
permission(disseminate(dc→third_party,“personal_data”))

OR

IF intention(disseminate(dc→third_party,“personal_data”,l=non_EU_country) 
AND check(dc↔ds,“contract_transfer_outside_EU_stored”) = true AND 
check(dc,“necessary_for_progress_conclude_contract_dc↔ds”) = true THEN 
permission(disseminate(dc→third_party,“personal_data”,p=necessary_for_progress
_conclude_contract_dc↔ds,l=non_EU_country))

R.43(1)c CPDP Transfer to countries outside the EU: public interest 

Legal provision Sec.43(1) Personal data that are the subject of processing may be transferred from 
the State’s territory to countries outside the European Union, temporarily or not and 
in any form and by any means whatsoever,

c) if the transfer is necessary for safeguarding a substantial public interest that is 
referred to by laws or regulations, [Out of scope: or else that is specified in 
pursuance of Sections 20 and 21 where the transfer concerns sensitive or judicial 
data;]

Requirement/rule IF intention(disseminate(dc→third_party,“personal_data”,l=non_EU_country) 
AND check(dc,“legal_obligation_public_interest”) = true AND 
check(dc,“transfer_necessary_for_legal_obligation_public_interest_dc”) = true 
THEN 
permission(disseminate(dc→third_party,“personal_data”,p=legal_obligation_public
_interest,l=non_EU_country))
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R.43(1)d CPDP Transfer to countries outside the EU: vital interest_third_party

Legal provision Sec.43(1) Personal data that are the subject of processing may be transferred from 
the State’s territory to countries outside the European Union, temporarily or not and 
in any form and by any means whatsoever,

d) if the transfer is necessary to safeguard a third party’s life or bodily integrity. If 
this purpose concerns the data subject and the latter cannot give his/her consent 
because (s)he is physically unable to do so, legally incapable or unable to 
distinguish right and wrong, the consent shall be given by the entity legally 
representing the data subject, or else by a next of kin, a family member, a person 
cohabiting with the data subject or, failing these, the manager of the institution 
where the data subject is hosted. Section 82(2) shall apply;

Requirement/rule IF intention(disseminate(dc→third_party,“personal_data”,l=non_EU_country) 
AND check(dc,“transfer_necessary_for_vital_interest_third_party”) = true AND 
(check(dc←ds,“consent_transfer_outside_EU”_stored) = true OR 
check(dc←dslegal_representative,“consent_transfer_outside_EU”_stored) = true) 

THEN 
permission(disseminate(dc→third_party,“personal_data”,p=vital_interest_third_par
ty,l=non_EU_country))

Out of scope:

Sec.43(1)e) if the transfer is necessary for carrying out the investigations by defence counsel referred to in  
Act no. 397 of 07.12.2000, or else to establish or defend a legal claim, provided that the data are transferred 
exclusively for said purposes and for no longer than is necessary therefor in compliance with the legislation 
in force applying to business and industrial secrecy;

f)  if  the  transfer  is  carried  out  in  response  to  a  request  for  access  to  administrative  records  or  for  
information contained in a publicly available register,  list,  record or document,  in compliance with the  
provisions applying to this subject-matter;

g) if the transfer is necessary, pursuant to the relevant codes of conduct referred to in Annex A), exclusively 
for scientific or statistical purposes, or else exclusively for historical purposes, in connection with private  
archives that have been declared to be of considerable historical interest under Section 6(2) of legislative  
decree no. 490 of 29 October 1999, enacted to adopt the consolidated statute on cultural and environmental  
heritage, or else in connection with other private archives pursuant to the provisions made in said codes;

h) if the processing concerns data relating to legal persons, bodies or associations.
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Section 44. Other Permitted Data Transfers

Sec.44(1) The transfer of processed personal data to a non-EU Member State shall also be permitted if it is 
authorised by the Garante on the basis of adequate safeguards for data subjects’ rights 

a) as determined by the Garante also in connection with contractual safeguards, or else by means of rules of 
conduct as in force within the framework of companies all belonging to the same group. A data subject may 
establish his/her rights in the State’s territory as set forth by this Code also with regard to non-compliance 
with the aforementioned safeguards

b) as determined via the decisions referred to in Articles 25(6) and 26(4) of Directive 95/46/EC of the 
European Parliament and of the Council, of 24 October 1995, through which the European Commission 
may find that a non-EU Member State affords an adequate level of protection, or else that certain 
contractual clauses afford sufficient safeguards.

Requirements for Section 44:

Ed.Req.44(1) 
CPDP

Transfer to countries outside the EU: allowed if enough safeguards

Legal provision Sec.44(1) The transfer of processed personal data to a non-EU Member State shall 
also be permitted if it is authorised by the Garante on the basis of adequate 
safeguards for data subjects’ rights 

a) as determined by the Garante also in connection with contractual safeguards, or 
else by means of rules of conduct as in force within the framework of companies all 
belonging to the same group. A data subject may establish his/her rights in the 
State’s territory as set forth by this Code also with regard to non-compliance with 
the aforementioned safeguards

b) as determined via the decisions referred to in Articles 25(6) and 26(4) of 
Directive 95/46/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council, of 24 October 
1995, through which the European Commission may find that a non-EU Member 
State affords an adequate level of protection, or else that certain contractual clauses 
afford sufficient safeguards.

Requirement Whether or not the safeguards required by the Garante, as stipulated in Sec.44(1) of 
the CPDP are met, MUST be established using the editor.
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R.44(1) CPDP Transfer to countries outside the EU: allowed if enough safeguards

Legal provision Sec.44(1) The transfer of processed personal data to a non-EU Member State shall 
also be permitted if it is authorised by the Garante on the basis of adequate 
safeguards for data subjects’ rights 

a) as determined by the Garante also in connection with contractual safeguards, or 
else by means of rules of conduct as in force within the framework of companies all 
belonging to the same group. A data subject may establish his/her rights in the 
State’s territory as set forth by this Code also with regard to non-compliance with 
the aforementioned safeguards

b) as determined via the decisions referred to in Articles 25(6) and 26(4) of 
Directive 95/46/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council, of 24 October 
1995, through which the European Commission may find that a non-EU Member 
State affords an adequate level of protection, or else that certain contractual clauses 
afford sufficient safeguards.

Requirement/rule IF intention(disseminate(dc→third_party,“personal_data”,l=non_EU_country) 
AND check(dc,“authorisation_dpaIT_transfer_non_EU_country”) = true AND 
check(dc,“EU_list_adequate_protection”) = true THEN 
permission(disseminate(dc→third_party,“personal_data”,l=non_EU_country))

Section 45. Prohibited Data Transfers

Sec.45(1) Apart from the cases referred to in Sections 43 and 44, it shall be prohibited to transfer personal 
data that are the subject of processing from the State’s territory to countries outside the European Union, 
temporarily or not and in any form and by any means whatsoever, if the laws of the country of destination 
or transit of the data do not ensure an adequate level of protection of individuals. Account shall also be 
taken of the methods used for the transfer and the envisaged processing operations, the relevant purposes, 
nature of the data and security measures.

Requirements for Section 45:

R.38(1) CPDP Notification of processing

Legal provision Sec.38(1) The notification of processing operations shall have to be submitted to 
the Garante in advance of the processing and once only, regardless of the number of 
operations to be performed and the duration of the processing, and may concern one 
or more processing operations for related purposes.

Requirement/rule Implemented through R.43(1)a.1–R.44(1) CPDP (see under Sec.43 and Sec.44 
above).
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PART II – PROVISIONS APPLYING TO SPECIFIC SECTORS

Out of scope:

CHAPTER I – IN GENERAL 

Section 46. Data Controllers

Sec.46(1) Judicial offices at all levels and of all instances, the Higher Council of the Judiciary, the other 
self-regulatory bodies and the Ministry of Justice shall act as controllers of the processing operations 
concerning personal data in connection with the tasks respectively conferred on them by laws and/or 
regulations. 

Sec.46(2) The non-occasional processing operations referred to in paragraph 1 that are performed by 
electronic means shall be specified in a decree by the Minister of Justice as per Annex C) to this Code 
where they concern data banks that are either centralised or interconnected with regard to several offices 
and/or data controllers. The provisions by which the Higher Council of the Judiciary and the other self-
regulatory bodies referred to in paragraph 1 specify the processing operations they respectively perform 
shall be included into Annex C) pursuant to a decree by the Minister of Justice.

Section 47. Processing Operations for Purposes of Justice

Sec.47(1) As for the processing of personal data carried out by judicial offices at all levels and of all 
instances, by the Higher Council of the Judiciary, other self-regulatory bodies and the Ministry of Justice, 
the following provisions of the Code shall not apply if the processing is carried out for purposes of justice: 
a) Sections 9, 10, 12, 13 and 16, 18 to 22, 37, 38 (paragraphs 1 to 5), and 39 to 45; b) Sections 145 to 151. 

Sec.47(2) For the purposes of this Code, personal data shall be considered to be processed for purposes of 
justice if the processing is directly related to the judicial handling of matters and litigations, or if it 
produces direct effects on the functioning of courts as regards legal and economic status of members of the 
judiciary, as well as if it is related to auditing activities carried out in respect of judicial offices. 
Conventional administrative and management activities regarding personnel, assets or facilities shall not be 
considered to be carried out for purposes of justice if they do not affect the secrecy of acts that are directly 
related to the handling of matters and litigations referred to above.

Section 48. Data Banks of Judicial Offices

Sec.48(1) Where judicial authorities at all levels and of all instances may acquire data, information, records 
and documents from public bodies pursuant to the procedural regulations in force, such acquisition may 
also take place electronically. To that end, judicial offices may avail themselves of the standard agreements 
made by the Minister of Justice with public bodies in order to facilitate interrogation by said offices of 
public registers, lists, filing systems and data banks via electronic communication networks, whereby 
compliance with the relevant provisions as well as with the principles laid down in Sections 3 and 11 of this 
Code shall have to be ensured.

Section 49. Implementing Provisions

Sec.49(1) The regulatory provisions required to implement the principles of this Code with regard to civil 
and criminal matters shall be adopted by means of a decree of the Minister of Justice, which shall also 
supplement the provisions laid down in decree no. 334 of 30 September 1989 by the Minister of Justice.
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Out of scope:

CHAPTER II – CHILDREN 

Section 50. Reports or Images Concerning Underage Persons

Sec.50(1) The prohibition to publish and disseminate, by any means whatsoever, reports or images 
allowing an underage person to be identified, which is referred to in Section 13 of Presidential Decree no. 
448 of 22 September 1988, shall also apply if an underage person is involved for whatever reason in 
judicial proceedings concerning non-criminal matters. 

Out of scope:

CHAPTER III – LEGAL INFORMATION SERVICES 

Section 51. General Principles

Sec.51(1) Without prejudice to procedural regulations on viewing and obtaining abstracts and copies of 
records and documents, the data identifying matters pending before judicial authorities at all levels and of 
all instances shall be made accessible to any entity interested therein also by means of electronic 
communications networks, including the institutional sites of said authorities on the Internet. 

Sec.51(2) Judgments and other decisions of judicial authorities at all levels and of all instances that have 
been deposited with the court’s clerk’s office shall be made accessible also by means of the information 
systems and institutional sites of said authorities on the Internet, in compliance with the precautions 
referred to in this Chapter.

Section 52. Information Identifying Data Subjects

Sec.52(1) Without prejudice to the provisions that regulate drawing up and contents of judgments and other 
measures by judicial authorities at all levels and of all instances, a data subject may request on legitimate 
grounds, by depositing the relevant application with either the court’s clerk’s office or the secretariat of the 
authority in charge of the proceeding, prior to finalisation of the latter, that said office or secretariat add a 
notice to the original text of the judgment or measure to the effect that the data subject’s name and other 
identification data as reported in the judgment or measure must not be referred to if said judgment or 
measure are to be reproduced in whatever form for legal information purposes on legal journals, electronic 
media or else by means of electronic communication networks. 

Sec.52(2) The judicial authority issuing the judgment and/or taking the measure at stake shall decide on the 
request referred to in paragraph 1 by an order without further formalities. Said authority may order of its 
own motion that the notice as per paragraph 1 be added in order to protect data subjects’ rights or dignity. 

Sec.52(3) In the cases as per paragraphs 1 and 2, the court’s clerk’s office or secretariat shall add and 
undersign, also by stamping it, the following notice upon depositing the relevant judgment or measure, by 
also referring to this Section: “In case of disclosure, leave out name(s) and other identification data 
concerning ...”. 

Sec.52(4) If judgments or other measures, or the corresponding headnotes, bearing the notice as per 
paragraph 2 are disclosed also by third parties, the data subject’s name and other identification data shall be 
omitted.

Sec.52(5) Without prejudice to Section 734-bis of the Criminal Code as applying to victims of sexual 
violence, whoever discloses judgments or other measures by judicial authorities at all levels and of all 
instances shall be required to omit, in any case, name(s), other identification data and other information, 
also concerning third parties, that may allow detecting - directly or not - the identity of children or else of 
parties to proceedings concerning family law and civil status – irrespective of the absence of the notice 
referred to in paragraph 2. 

Sec.52(6) The provisions of this Section shall also apply in case an award under Section 825 of the Civil 
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Procedure Code is deposited. A party may lodge the request as per paragraph 1 with the arbitrators prior to 
issuing of the relevant award, and the arbitrators shall add the notice referred to in paragraph 3 to their 
award also in pursuance of paragraph 2. The arbitration panel set up at the Arbitration Chamber for Public 
Works under Section 32 of Act no. 109 of 11 February 1994 shall proceed accordingly in case a party 
lodges the relevant request.

Sec.52(7) Except for the cases referred to in this Section, the contents of judgments and other judicial 
measures may be disclosed in full in whatever form. 

Out of scope:

TITLE II – PROCESSING OPERATIONS BY THE POLICE CHAPTER I – IN GENERAL 

Section 53. Scope of Application and Data Controllers

Sec.53(1) The following provisions of this Code shall not apply to the processing of personal data that is 
carried out either by the Data Processing Centre at the Public Security Department or by the police with 
regard to the data that are intended to be transferred to said centre under the law, or by other public bodies  
or public security entities for the purpose of protecting public order and security, the prevention, detection 
or suppression of offences as expressly provided for by laws that specifically refer to such processing: a)  
Sections 9, 10, 12, 13 and 16, 18 to 22, 37, 38(1) to (5), and 39 to 45; b) Sections 145 to 151. Sec.53(2) The  
non-occasional processing operations referred to in paragraph 1 as performed by electronic means and the 
relevant data controllers shall be specified in a decree by the Minister for Home Affairs, which shall be  
annexed to this Code as Annex C).

Section 54. Processing Mechanisms and Data Flows

Sec.54(1) Whenever public security authorities or the police may acquire data, information, records and 
documents from other entities in accordance with the laws and regulations in force, such acquisition may 
also take place by electronic means. To that end, the bodies or offices concerned may avail themselves of  
agreements  aimed  at  facilitating interrogation  by said  bodies  or  offices,  via  electronic  communication 
networks, of public registers, lists, filing systems and data banks in pursuance of the relevant provisions as 
well as of the principles laid down in Sections 3 and 11. Such standard agreements shall be adopted by the  
Minister  for  Home  Affairs  following  a  favourable  opinion  given  by  the  Garante,  and  shall  set  out  
arrangements for connections and accesses also with a view to ensuring selective access exclusively to the  
data required to achieve the purposes referred to in Section 53.

Sec.54(2) The data processed for the purposes referred to in Section 53 shall be kept separately from those 
that are stored for administrative purposes, which do not require their use. 

Sec.54(3) Subject to the provisions made in Section 11, the Data Processing Centre referred to in Section 
53 shall be responsible for ensuring that the personal data undergoing processing are regularly updated,  
relevant and not excessive, also by interrogating – as authorised – the register held by the Criminal Records 
Office and the register of pending criminal proceedings at the Ministry of Justice pursuant to Presidential  
Decree no. 313 of 14 November 2002 as well as other police data banks that are required for the purposes 
referred to in Section 53. 

Sec.54(4) Police bodies, offices and headquarters shall regularly verify compliance with the requirements  
referred to in Section 11 with regard to the data processed with or without electronic means, and shall  
update such data also based on the procedures adopted by the Data Processing Centre in pursuance of 
paragraph  3;  alternatively,  notices  and  other  remarks  may  be  added  to  the  documents  containing  the 
processed data if the processing is carried out without electronic means. 
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Section 55. Specific Technology

Sec.55(1) Where the processing of personal data carries higher risks of harming data subjects by having 
regard, in particular, to genetic or biometric data banks, technology based on location data, data banks  
based on particular data processing techniques and the implementation of special technology, the measures  
and precautions aimed at safeguarding data subjects shall have to be complied with as required by Section  
17 and prior communication shall have to be given to the Garante as per Section 39. 

Section 56. Safeguards for Data Subjects

Sec.56(1) The provisions referred to in Section 10, paragraphs 3 to 5, of Act no. 121 of 1 April 1981 as  
subsequently amended shall also apply to data that are processed with electronic means by police bodies,  
offices or headquarters as well as to the data that are intended to be transferred to the Data Processing  
Centre referred to in Section 53. 

Section 57. Implementing Provisions

Sec. 57(1) A Presidential Decree issued following a resolution by the Council of Ministers, acting on a 
proposal put forward by the Minister for Home Affairs in agreement with the Minister of Justice, shall set  
out  the provisions implementing the principles referred to in this Code with regard to data processing 
operations performed by the Data Processing Centre as well as by police bodies, offices and headquarters  
for the purposes mentioned in Section 53, also with a view to supplementing and amending Presidential  
Decree no. 378 of 3 May 1982, and by putting into practice Council of Europe’s Recommendation No.  
R(87)15 of 17 September 1987 as subsequently modified. Said provisions shall be set out by having regard, 
in particular, to 

a) the principle by which data collection should be related to the specific purpose sought, in connection  
with preventing a concrete danger or suppressing offences, in particular as regards processing operations  
for analysis purposes, 

b) regular updating of the data, also in connection with assessment operations carried out under the law, the  
different arrangements applying to data that are processed without electronic means and the mechanisms to  
notify the updated information to the other bodies and offices that had previously received the original data, 

c)  the prerequisites to carry out  processing operations on transient  grounds or else in connection with 
specific  circumstances,  also  with  a  view  to  verifying  data  quality  requirements  as  per  Section  11, 
identifying data subject categories and keeping such data separate from other data for which they are not  
required, 

d) setting out specific data retention periods in connection with nature of the data or the means used for  
processing such data as well as with the type of proceeding in whose respect they are to be processed or the  
relevant measures are to be taken, 

e) communication of the data to other entities, also abroad, or else with a view to exercising a right or a  
legitimate interest, as well as to dissemination of the data, where this is necessary under the law, 

f) use of specific data processing and retrieval techniques, also by means of reverse search systems. 
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Out of scope:

TITLE III – STATE DEFENCE AND SECURITY CHAPTER I – IN GENERAL 

Section 58. Applicable Provisions

Sec.58(1) As regards the processing operations carried out by the entities referred to in Sections 3, 4 and 6 
of Act no. 801 of 24 October 1977, as well as the data to which State secret applies under Section 12 of said 
Act, the provisions of this Code shall apply insofar as they are set out in Sections 1 to 6, 11, 14, 15, 31, 33,  
58, 154, 160 and 169. 

Sec.58(2) As regards the processing operations carried out by public bodies for purposes of defence or  
relating  to  State  security,  as  expressly required  by  laws  that  specifically  provide  for  such  processing 
operations, the provisions of this Code shall apply insofar as they are set out in paragraph 1 as well as in  
Sections 37, 38 and 163.

Sec.58(3) The security measures relating to the data processed by the agencies as per paragraph 1 shall be  
laid  down  and  regularly  updated  in  a  decree  by  the  Prime  Minister’s  Office  in  compliance  with  the 
provisions applying to this subject matter. 

Sec.58(4) The arrangements to implement the applicable provisions of this Code with regard to categories  
of data, data subject, permitted processing operation and entities in charge of the processing, also with a  
view to updating and retaining the data, shall be laid down in a decree by the Prime Minister’s Office. 

Out of scope:

TITLE IV – PROCESSING OPERATIONS IN THE PUBLIC SECTOR CHAPTER I – ACCESS 
TO ADMINISTRATIVE RECORDS 

Section 59. Access to Administrative Records

Sec.59(1) Subject to the provisions made in Section 60, prerequisites for, mechanisms of, and limitations 
on exercise of the right to access administrative records containing personal data, and the relevant judicial  
remedies shall be regulated further by Act no. 241 of 7 August 1990 as subsequently amended and by the 
other laws concerning this subject-matter, as well as by the relevant implementing regulations, also with  
regard to the categories of sensitive and judicial data and the processing operations that may be performed 
to comply with a request for access. The activities aimed at implementing the relevant provisions shall be 
regarded to be in the substantial public interest. 

Section 60. Data Disclosing Health and Sex Life

Sec.60(1) Where the processing concerns data disclosing health or sex life, it shall be allowed if the legal  
claim to be defended by means of the request for accessing administrative records is at least equal in rank  
to the data subject’s rights, or else if it consists in a personal right or another fundamental, inviolable right  
or freedom. 

CHAPTER II – PUBLIC REGISTERS AND PROFESSIONAL REGISTERS 

Section 61. Use of Public Information

Sec.61(1)  The  Garante  shall  encourage  adoption,  pursuant  to  Section  12,  of  a  code  of  conduct  and  
professional practice for processing personal data from archives, registers, lists, records or documents held 
by public bodies, by also specifying the cases in which the source of the data is to be mentioned and laying  
down suitable safeguards in connection with matching data from different archives, and by taking account 
of the provisions made in Council of Europe’s Recommendation No. R(91)10 as regards Section 11. 

Sec.61(2) For the purposes of implementing this Code, personal data other than sensitive or judicial data 
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that are to be entered into a professional register pursuant to laws or regulations may be communicated to  
public  and  private  bodies  and  disseminated  also  by  means  of  electronic  communication  networks,  in  
pursuance of Section 19, paragraphs 2 and 3. Reference may also be made to the existence of measures that 
either provide for disqualification from practising a profession or produce effects on such practice. 

Sec.61(3) The relevant professional board or society may, at the request of the member interested therein, 
supplement the information referred to in paragraph 2 by additional, relevant and not excessive data in  
connection with professional activities. 

Sec.61(4) At the data subject’s request, the relevant professional board or society may also provide third  
parties with information or data concerning, in particular, professional qualifications that are not mentioned 
in the register, or else the availability to undertake tasks or the consent to receive scientific information 
materials also concerning meetings and workshops. 

CHAPTER III – REGISTERS OF BIRTHS, DEATHS AND MARRIAGES, CENSUS REGISTERS 
AND ELECTORAL LISTS 

Section 62. Sensitive and Judicial Data

Sec.62(1) The purposes consisting in keeping the registers of births, deaths and marriages, census registers  
for the resident population in Italy and Italian nationals resident abroad, and electoral lists, as well as in 
issuing identification documents or providing for name changes shall be regarded to be in the substantial  
public interest pursuant to Sections 20 and 21. 

Section 63. Interrogation of Records

Sec.63(1) The records concerning the registers of births, deaths and marriages as kept in State Archives  
may be interrogated insofar as this is  provided for by Section 107 of legislative decree no. 490 of 29  
October 1999.

CHAPTER IV – PURPOSES IN THE SUBSTANTIAL PUBLIC INTEREST 

Section 64. Citizenship, Immigration and Alien Status

Sec.64(1) For the purposes of Sections 20 and 21, the activities aimed at implementing the provisions 
concerning  citizenship,  immigration,  asylum,  alien  and  refugee  status  and  displaced  persons  shall  be  
considered to be in the substantial public interest. 

Sec.64(2) For the purposes referred to in paragraph 1, it shall be allowed to process, in particular, sensitive 
and judicial data that are indispensable in order to: 

a) issue visas, permits, certifications, authorizations and documents, including medical documents; 

b)  recognise  right  of  asylum  or  refugee  status,  or  implement  temporary  protection  and  any  other  
humanitarian measures, or else fulfil legal obligations related to immigration policy; 

c) fulfil the obligations imposed on employers and employees, allow reunification of families, implement  
legislation  in  force  applying  to  education  and  housing,  enable  participation  in  public  life  and  social 
integration. 

Sec.64(3) This Section shall not apply to the processing of sensitive and judicial data that is performed to  
implement the agreements and conventions referred to in Section 154(2), letters a) and b), or for purposes 
related to State defence or security or else for preventing, detecting and suppressing offences as based on  
legislation that specifically provides for such processing. 
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Section 65. Political Rights and Public Disclosure of the Activities of Certain Bodies

Sec.65(1) For the purposes of Sections 20 and 21, the activities aimed at implementing the provisions 
concerning 

a) electors and elected and exercise of other political rights, in compliance with secrecy of voting, and 
exercise of the mandate conferred on representation bodies or keeping of the general lists of jurors, 

b) documentation of the institutional activities carried out by public bodies shall be considered to be in the 
substantial public interest.

Sec.65(2) Processing of sensitive and judicial data for the purposes referred to in paragraph 1 shall be  
allowed in order to discharge specific tasks as laid down in laws and regulations including, in particular,  
those related to 

a) polling operations and checks on their conformity with the law; 

b) petitions for referenda, the relevant polling and checks on their conformity with the law; 

c) establishing the grounds for ineligibility for or disqualification from a public office, the grounds for  
removal or suspension from a public office, or else for suspension or dissolution of an organ;

d) evaluation of reports, petitions, applications and community-sponsored bills, the activity of investigation 
committees,  relationships  with  political  groups;  e)  nominating  and  appointing  representatives  in 
committees, bodies and offices.

Sec.65(3) For the purposes of this Section, it shall be allowed to disseminate sensitive and judicial data for  
the purposes referred to in paragraph 1, letter a), with particular regard to underwriters of electoral lists,  
submission of candidates, tasks conferred within political organizations or associations, institutional offices 
and elected organs.

Sec.65(4) For the purposes of this Section, in particular, it shall be allowed to process sensitive and judicial  
data that are indispensable 

a)  to  draw up minutes  and  reports  of  the  activity  of  representatives'  meetings,  committees  and other 
collegiate organs or assemblies, 

b) exclusively to carry out activities consisting in supervision, political guidance and inspection, and to  
access documents  as  permitted by laws and regulations concerning the relevant  bodies  exclusively for 
purposes that are directly related to discharge of an electoral mandate. 

Sec.65(5) Sensitive and judicial data that are processed for the purposes referred to in paragraph 1 may be 
communicated and disseminated in accordance with the relevant legislation. It shall not be permitted to 
disclose sensitive  and judicial  data  that  are  not  indispensable  to  ensure  compliance with the  publicity 
principle applying to institutional activities, subject to the ban on disseminating data disclosing health. 

Section 66. Taxation and Customs Matters

Sec.66(1) For the purposes of Sections 20 and 21, the activities of public bodies aimed at implementing, 
even through the relevant licensees, the provisions concerning taxation in respect of taxpayers and those 
concerning tax deductions and exemptions, as well as the activities aimed at implementing the provisions 
that must be enforced by customs offices, shall be considered to be in the substantial public interest. 

Sec.66(2)  Furthermore,  as  regards  taxation matters,  the  activities  aimed  at  preventing and suppressing 
breaches of the relevant obligations, taking the measures provided for in laws, regulations and Community 
legislation, checking and enforcing full compliance with said obligations, paying reimbursement, allocating 
taxation  quotas,  managing  and  selling  State-owned  property,  making  the  inventory  of  and  evaluating 
property and keeping land registries shall  be considered to be in the substantial public interest for  the 
purposes of Sections 20 and 21. 

Section 67. Auditing and Controls

Sec.67(1) For the purposes of Sections 20 and 21, the activities aimed at 
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a) verifying lawfulness, fairness and impartiality of administrative activities and compliance of the latter  
with rational, cost-effective, and efficient criteria, in the light of the fact that public bodies are anyhow 
entrusted by law with control, verification and inspection tasks concerning other entities, 

b) inquiring into sensitive and judicial data, in compliance with the relevant institutional purposes, with 
regard to complaints and petitions as well as to the controls and inspections referred to in Section 65(4)

shall be regarded to be in the substantial public interest. 

Section 68. Grants and Certifications

Sec.68(1) For the purposes of Sections 20 and 21, the activities aimed at implementing the provisions for 
granting,  paying,  modifying  and  withdrawing  benefits,  allowances,  gifts,  other  types  of  payment  and 
certifications shall be considered to be in the substantial public interest. 

Sec.68(2)  The  processing  operations  falling  within  the  scope  of  this  Section  shall  also  include  such 
processing operations as are indispensable with regard to: 

a) communications, certificates and information provided for in anti-Mafia legislation; 

b) granting allowances as laid down in laws and regulations concerning extortion and victims of extortion; 

c) payment of war pensions and granting benefits to victims of political persecution and persons detained in  
concentration camps as well as to their relatives; 

d) granting disability claims; 

e) granting allowances in connection with vocational training; 

f) granting allowances, funds, gifts and further benefits as laid down in laws, regulations and Community 
legislation as also related to associations, foundations and other bodies; 

g) granting exemptions, allowances or price reductions, and tax allowances, or else licences also in the 
broadcasting sector, permits, authorisations, registrations and further certifications as provided for by laws, 
regulations and Community legislation. 

Sec.68(3) Processing may also include dissemination if this is indispensable to ensure transparency of the  
activities  referred to  in  this  Section under  the  law as  well  for  purposes  of  supervision and control  in 
connection with said activities, subject to the ban on dissemination of data disclosing health. 

Section 69. Granting Honours, Rewards and Recognition

Sec.69(1) For the purposes of Sections 20 and 21, the activities aimed at implementing the provisions for 
granting honours and rewards, recognising legal personality of associations, foundations and other bodies, 
including religious denominations, assessing – to the extent this falls within the competence of a public  
body  –  moral  character  and  professional  qualifications  for  appointment  to  an  office,  including  an 
ecclesiastical  office,  or  to  management  posts  in  corporations,  businesses  and  non-  public  schooling 
institutions, as well as for granting and withdrawing authorizations or certifications, granting sponsorship, 
patronage and symbolic prizes, participating in boards of honours and getting access to official ceremonies  
and meetings shall be considered to be in the substantial public interest. 

Section 70. Voluntary Organisations and Conscientious Objection

Sec.70(1) For the purposes of Sections 20 and 21, the activities aimed at implementing the provisions 
concerning relationships  between public  entities  and voluntary organizations  – in  particular  as  regards 
granting  funds  for  their  support,  keeping  the  general  registers  of  said  organizations  and  international  
cooperation – shall be considered to be in the substantial public interest. 

Sec.70(2) The activities aimed at implementing Act no. 230 of 08.07.98 and further legislation applying to  
conscientious objection shall also be considered to be in the substantial public interest. 
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Section 71. Imposition of Sanctions and Precautionary Measures

Sec.71(1) For the purposes of Sections 20 and 21, the activities aimed at 

a) implementing the provisions concerning administrative sanctions and complaints, 

b) allowing exercise of the right of defence in administrative or judicial matters, also by third parties and in  
pursuance of Section 391-quarter of the Criminal Procedure Code, or directly at remedying miscarriages of  
justice, or else in case of either breach of the due process principle or unfair restriction of personal freedom,  
shall be considered to be in the substantial public interest. 

Sec.71(2) Where the processing concerns data disclosing health or sex life, it shall be allowed if the claim 
to establish or defend as per letter b) of paragraph 1 is at least equal in rank to the data subject's one or else  
if it consists in a personal right or another fundamental, inviolable right or freedom. 

Section 72. Relationships with Religious Denominations

Sec.72(1)  For  the  purposes  of  Sections  20  and  21,  the  activities  aimed  at  managing  institutional  
relationships with ecclesiastical bodies, religious denominations and communities shall be considered to be  
in the substantial public interest.

Section 73. Other Purposes Related to Administrative and Social Matters

Sec.73(1) For the purposes of Sections 20 and 21, the activities aimed at providing social assistance shall  
be regarded to be in the substantial public interest within the framework of the activities entrusted by law to 
public bodies, in particular as for 

a) psychological and social support and training for youths  and other entities with social,  economic or  
family disadvantages, 

b) measures – including medical care – for disadvantaged, non self-sufficient or disabled entities, including 
economic or home assistance services, tele-aid, personal assistance and transport services, 

c) assistance to children also in connection with judicial proceedings, 

d) psychological and social investigations related to national and international adoption proceedings, 

e) monitoring in connection with foster care children, 

f) supervision and support with regard to the stay of nomadic groups, 

g) measures related to architectural barriers. 

Sec.73(2) For the purposes of Sections 20 and 21, the following activities shall also be regarded to be in the  
substantial public interest within the framework of those entrusted by law to public bodies: 

a) management of kindergartens, 

b) management of school canteens or provision of grants, contributions and educational materials, 

c)  recreational  initiatives  and  promotion  of  cultural  and  sports  activities,  with  particular  regard  to  
organisation of holidays, exhibitions, conferences and sports events as well as to the use of immovables and  
occupancy of public areas, 

d) provision of public housing units, 

e) conscription services, 

f)  administrative policing,  including local  policing,  subject  to the provisions made  in Section 53,  with  
particular  regard to  public  hygiene  services  and supervision over  handling of  corpses,  and to  controls 
concerning environment, protection of water resources and land, 

g) activities carried out by public relations departments, 

h) civil protection, 

i)  support  for  employee  recruitment  and  training,  in  particular  as  regards  local  initiative  centres  for 
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employment and one-stop employment counters, l) regional and local ombudsmen. 

CHAPTER V – SPECIFIC PERMITS 

Section 74. Car Permits and Access to Town Centres

Sec.74(1) The permits issued for whatever reason to allow driving and parking vehicles serving disabled  
people, or else to allow driving through and parking in restricted access areas, which must be placed visibly 
on  the  relevant  vehicles,  shall  only  contain  such  data  as  are  indispensable  to  identify  the  specific  
authorisation without using any wording that may allow identifying the natural person concerned. 

Sec.74(2) Name and address of the natural person concerned shall be reported on the said permits by taking 
care that they are not immediately visible unless a request is made to produce the permit or an assessment is  
to be carried out. [As amended by Section 58 of Act no. 120 dated 29 July 2010.] 

Sec.74(3) The provision as per paragraph 2 shall also apply if the obligation to affix a copy of the car  
registration document or any other document on the vehicle is provided for on any grounds. 

Sec.74(4) The provisions laid down in Presidential Decree no. 250 of 22 June 1999 shall further apply to 
processing of the data collected by means of equipment detecting access by vehicles to town centres and 
restricted access areas. (1) 

Out of scope:

TITLE V – PROCESSING OF PERSONAL DATA IN THE HEALTH CARE SECTOR

Section 75. Scope of Application

Sec.75(1) This Title shall regulate the processing of personal data in the health care sector.

Section 76. Health Care Professionals and Public Health Care Bodies

Sec.76(1) Health professionals and public health care bodies may process personal data disclosing health,  
also within the framework of activities in the substantial public interest pursuant to Section 85, 

a) with the data subject’s consent, also without being authorised by the Garante, if the processing concerns  
data and operations that are indispensable to safeguard the data subject’s bodily integrity and health,

b)  also without  the  data  subject’s  consent,  based on the Garante’s  prior  authorisation,  if  the  purposes  
referred to under a) concern either a third party or the community as a whole.

Sec.76(2) In the cases referred to in paragraph 1, consent may be given in accordance with the simplified  
arrangements referred to in Chapter II.

Sec.76(3) In the cases referred to in paragraph 1, the Garante’s authorisation shall be granted after seeking 
the opinion of the Higher Health Care Council except for emergencies.

CHAPTER  II  –  SIMPLIFIED  ARRANGEMENTS  CONCERNING   INFORMATION  AND 
CONSENT

Section 77. Simplification

Sec.77(1) This Chapter shall lay down simplified arrangements that may be applied by the entities referred  
to in paragraph 2

a) to inform data subjects of the personal data collected either from them or from third parties, in pursuance 
of Section 13, paragraphs 1 and 4,
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b)  to obtain data subjects’  consent  to  the  processing of  personal  data  whenever  this is  required under  
Section 76,

c) to process personal data.

Sec.77(2) The simplified arrangements referred to in paragraph 1 shall be applicable

a) by public health care bodies,

b) by other private health care bodies and health care professionals,

c) by the other public entities referred to in Section 80.

Section 78. Information Provided by General Practitioners and Paediatricians

Sec.78(1). General practitioners and paediatricians shall inform data subjects of the processing of personal 
data in a clear manner such as to allow the items referred to in Section 13(1) to be easily understandable. 

Sec.78(2) The information may be provided as regards the overall personal data processing operations that 
are required for prevention, diagnosis, treatment and rehabilitation as carried out by a general practitioner 
or a paediatrician to safeguard the data subject’s health or bodily integrity, such activities being performed 
at the data subject’s request or else being known to the data subject in that they are carried out in his/her  
interest.

Sec.78(3)  The  information  may  also  concern  personal  data  collected  from third  parties  and  is  given 
preferably in writing, also by means of pocketable cards with foldable annexes, and should include at least  
the items specified by the Garante in pursuance of Section 13(3), which may be supplemented by additional 
information – also verbally – in connection with specific features of the processing. 

Sec.78(4) Unless specified otherwise by the general practitioner or paediatrician, the information shall also 
concern data processing operations that  are related to those carried out  by said general  practitioner or  
paediatrician, being performed by either a professional or another entity, who should be identifiable on the  
basis of the service requested and 

a) temporarily replaces the general practitioner or paediatrician in question, 

b) provides specialised advice at the general practitioner’s or paediatrician’s request, 

c) may lawfully process the data within the framework of a professional partnership, 

d) supplies prescribed drugs, 

e) communicates personal data to the general practitioner or paediatrician in compliance with the applicable 
regulations. 

Sec.78(5) The information provided pursuant to this Section shall highlight, in detail, processing operations 
concerning  personal  data  that  may  entail  specific  risks  for  the  data  subject’s  rights  and  fundamental  
freedoms and dignity,  in particular  if  the processing is  carried out  a)  for scientific purposes, including 
scientific  research  and  controlled  clinical  drug  testing,  in  compliance  with  laws  and  regulations,  by  
especially pointing out that the consent, if necessary, is given freely, b) within the framework of tele-aid or  
tele-medicine  services,  c)  to  supply  other  goods  or  services  to  the  data  subject  via  electronic 
communication networks. 

Section 79. Information Provided by Health Care Bodies

Sec.79(1)  Public  and  private  health  care  bodies  may  avail  themselves  of  the  simplified  arrangements 
concerning information  and consent  referred to  in  Sections  78 and 81 with regard to  several  services 
delivered also by different divisions and units of a selfsame body or else by several specifically identified  
hospitals and local entities. 

Sec.79(2) In the cases referred to in paragraph 1, the health care body or entity shall record the provision of 
information and consent in a unified manner such as to allow this circumstance to be verified by other  
divisions and units that may happen to process data concerning the same data subject also thereafter. 

Sec.79(3) The simplified arrangements referred to in Sections 78 and 81 may be applied in a homogeneous,  
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consistent manner with regard to all the processing operations concerning personal data that are carried out  
by all the entities pertaining to a given health care agency. 

Sec.79(4)  Based  on  appropriate  organisational  measures  in  pursuance  of  paragraph  3,  the  simplified 
arrangements in question may be applied to several data processing operations carried out both in the cases  
referred to in this Section and by the entities referred to in Section 80. 

Section 80. Information Provided by Other Public Bodies

Sec.80(1) In addition to the provisions made in Section 79, the competent services or departments of public 
bodies  working  in  the  sectors  of  health  care  and/or  occupational  safety  and  prevention  may  avail  
themselves  of  the  possibility  to  provide  a  single  information  notice  in  connection  with  several  data 
processing  operations  performed  in  different  periods  for  administrative  purposes  with  regard  to  data 
collected both from a data subject and from third parties. 

Sec.80(2) The information as per paragraph 1 shall be supplemented by placing suitable, specific notices 
and signs, which shall be easily visible to the public and shall be affixed and disseminated also within the  
framework of institutional publications as well as on electronic communication networks – with particular  
regard to administrative activities in the substantial public interest requiring no consent by data subjects.

Section 81. Providing One’s Consent

Sec.81(1) Consent to the processing of data disclosing health – where required pursuant to either this Code  
or another law – may be provided by means of a single statement, also verbally. In this case, the consent  
shall not be documented in a written instrument released by the data subject, but in a notice written by the  
health care professional and/or public health care body, in which reference shall be made to the processing 
of data by either one or several entities and to the information provided to the data subject according to  
Sections 78, 79 and 80.

Sec.80(2)  Where  a  general  practitioner  or  paediatrician  provides  information  on  behalf  of  several 
professionals as per Section 78 (4), the consent rendered in pursuance of paragraph 1 shall have to be also  
notified to said professionals by appropriate mechanisms, also by referring to it or placing a notice or a  
stamp/tag on a electronic card and/or the medical card, in which reference shall be made to Section 78(4) as 
well  as  to  the  detailed  specifications  made,  if  any,  in  the  information  provided  pursuant  to  the  latter 
paragraph.

Section 82. Emergency and Protection of Health and Bodily Integrity

Sec.82(1) Information and consent requirements in connection with the processing of personal data may be  
complied with after the relevant service has been delivered, without delay, in cases of medical emergency  
and/or related to public hygiene whenever the competent authority has issued a contingent emergency order 
pursuant to Section 117 of legislative decree no. 112 of 31 March 1998.

Sec.82(2) Information and consent requirements in connection with the processing of personal data may 
also be complied with after the relevant service has been delivered, without delay,

a) if the data subject is physically impaired, legally incapable or unable to distinguish right and wrong, and 
the consent cannot be obtained from the entity legally representing the data subject, or else a next of kin, a 
family member, a person cohabiting with the data subject or, failing these, the manager of the institution 
where the data subject is hosted,

b)  if  there  exists  a  serious,  impending and irretrievable  danger  for  the  data  subject’s  health  or  bodily 
integrity.

Sec.82(3) Information and consent requirements in connection with the processing of personal data may be  
complied with after the relevant service has been delivered, without delay, also if the provision of medical 
care may be negatively affected - in terms of its timeliness or effectiveness - by the need to obtain the data  
subject’s prior consent.

Sec.82(4) As regards persons over eighteen years of age, the information shall be provided to a data subject  
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also for the purpose of newly obtaining his/her consent whenever the latter is required.

Section 83. Other Provisions to Ensure Respect for Data Subjects’ Rights

Sec.83(1) The entities referred to in Sections 78, 79 and 80 shall take suitable measures to ensure that data 
subjects’  rights,  fundamental  freedoms  and  dignity,  as  well  as  professional  secrecy  requirements  are 
respected in organising the relevant services and discharging the relevant tasks, without prejudice to the  
provisions made in laws and regulations concerning arrangements to process sensitive data and minimum 
security measures.

Sec.83(2) The measures referred to in paragraph 1 shall include, in particular, 

a) solutions aimed at respecting precedence and order in calling up data subjects regardless of their specific 
names as regards medical care activities and administrative requirements entailing a waiting time,

b) setting up appropriately spaced waiting lines by having regard to the use of voice messages  and/or 
barriers,

c) solutions to prevent third parties from unduly getting to know information disclosing health during an  
interview,

d) precautions aimed at preventing medical care activities – including collection of a patient’s history – 
from being carried out in privacy-unfriendly situations due to the specific arrangements and/or the premises 
selected,

e)  respect  for  the  data  subject’s  dignity when  providing  the  specific  medical  treatment  as  well  as  in  
connection with all data processing operations,

f) suitable arrangements to ensure that the provision of emergency aid can be notified or confirmed also by 
phone, if necessary, exclusively to third parties entitled thereto,

g) provisions in line with the internal regulations of hospitals and other establishments for medical care by 
which suitable mechanisms are laid down to inform third parties that are lawfully entitled thereto on the 
whereabouts of data subjects inside medical wards, on the occasion of visits paid by such third parties,  
whereby data  subjects  are  informed thereof  in  advance and compliance with their  legitimate  denial  of 
authorisation is ensured,

h) implementing procedures, including training of staff, to prevent third parties from establishing a link  
between a data subject and a given ward or department such as to disclose a specific medical condition,

i) subjecting persons in charge of the processing that are not bound by professional secrecy under the law to  
rules of practice that are similar to those based on professional secrecy.

Sec.83(2)bis. The measures referred to in paragraph 2 shall not apply to the entities as per Section 78, who 
shall comply with the provisions set out in paragraph 1 by such mechanisms as are suitable for ensuring 
personalised, trust-based relationships with their patients pursuant to the code of conduct and professional 
practice adopted under Section 12 hereof. [This paragraph was added by Section 2-quinquies, paragraph 1,  
letter b., of Decree-Law no. 81 of 29th March 2004, converted with amendments into Act no. 138 of 26th  
May 2004.]

Section 84. Data Communication to Data Subjects

Sec.84(1) Personal data disclosing health may be communicated by health care professionals and health  
care bodies either to the data subject or to the entities referred to in Section 82(2), letter a), only by the  
agency of a physician who must have been designated either by the data subject or by the data controller.  
This paragraph shall not apply to the personal data that had been provided previously by said data subject.

Sec.84(2) The data controller or processor may authorise, in writing, health care professionals other than  
physicians who, to fulfil their respective duties, have direct contacts with patients and are in charge of  
processing personal data disclosing health, to communicate said data either to data subjects or to the entities  
referred to in Section 82(2), letter a). The instrument by which said task is conferred shall set out adequate 
arrangements and precautions having regard to the context within which the data are to be processed.
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Out of scope

CHAPTER III – PURPOSES IN THE SUBSTANTIAL PUBLIC INTEREST

Sections 85 – 86

CHAPTER IV – MEDICAL PRESCRIPTIONS 

Sections 87 – 89

CHAPTER V – GENETIC DATA

Section 90

CHAPTER VI – MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS

Sections 91 – 94

Out of scope

TITLE VI – EDUCATION

Sections 95 – 96

Out of scope

TITLE VII – PROCESSING FOR HISTORICAL, STATISTICAL OR SCIENTIFIC PURPOSES

Sections 97 – 110

Out of scope

TITLE VIII – OCCUPATIONAL AND SOCIAL SECURITY ISSUES

Sections 111 – 116

Out of scope

TITLE IX – BANKING, FINANCIAL AND INSURANCE SYSTEMS

Sections 117 – 120

Out of scope

TITLE X – ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS

Sections 121 – 134

Out of scope

TITLE XI – SELF-EMPLOYED PROFESSIONALS AND PRIVATE DETECTIVES

Sections 135
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Out of scope

TITLE XII – JOURNALISM AND LITERARY AND ARTISTIC EXPRESSION

Sections 136 – 139

Out of scope

TITLE XIII – DIRECT MARKETING

Section 140

Out of scope

PART III – REMEDIES AND SANCTIONS

Out of scope

TITLES I – IV (Sections 141 – 186)

ANNEXES

Out of scope

ANNEX A. Codes of Conduct

ANNEX  B.  TECHNICAL  SPECIFICATIONS  CONCERNING  MINIMUM  SECURITY 
MEASURES

PROCESSING BY ELECTRONIC MEANS

The following technical arrangements to be implemented by the data controller, data processor – if 
nominated – and person(s) in charge of the processing whenever data are processed by electronic means:

Computerised Authentication System

1. Persons in charge of the processing shall be allowed to process personal data by electronic means if they 
are provided with authentication credentials such as to successfully complete an authentication procedure 
relating either to a specific processing operation or to a set of processing operations.

2. Authentication credentials shall consist in an ID code for the person in charge of the processing as 
associated with a secret password that shall only be known to the latter person; alternatively, they shall 
consist in an authentication device that shall be used and held exclusively by the person in charge of the 
processing and may be associated with either an ID code or a password, or else in a biometric feature that 
relates to the person in charge of the processing and may be associated with either an ID code or a 
password.

3. One or more authentication credentials shall be assigned to or associated with each person in charge of 
the processing.

4. The instructions provided to the persons in charge of the processing shall lay down the obligation to take 
such precautions as may be necessary to ensure that the confidential component(s) in the credentials are 
kept secret and that the devices used and held exclusively by persons in charge of the processing are kept 
with due care.

5. Where provided for by the relevant authentication system, a password shall consist of at least eight 
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characters; if this is not allowed by the electronic equipment, a password shall consist of the maximum 
permitted number of characters. It shall not contain any item that can be easily related to the person in 
charge of the processing and shall be modified by the latter when it is first used as well as at least every six 
months thereafter. If sensitive or judicial data are processed, the password shall be modified at least every 
three months.

6. An ID code, if used, may not be assigned to another person in charge of the processing even at a different 
time.

7. Authentication credentials shall be de-activated if they have not been used for at least six months, except 
for those that have been authorised exclusively for technical management purposes. 

8. Authentication credentials shall be also de-activated if the person in charge of the processing is 
disqualified from accessing personal data.

9. The persons in charge of the processing shall be instructed to the effect that electronic equipment should 
not be left unattended and made accessible during processing sessions.

10. Where data and electronic equipment may only be accessed by using the confidential component(s) of 
the authentication credential, appropriate instructions shall be given in advance, in writing, to clearly 
specify the mechanisms by which the data controller can ensure that data or electronic equipment are 
available in case the person in charge of the processing is either absent or unavailable for a long time and it 
is indispensable to carry out certain activities without further delay exclusively for purposes related to 
system operationality and security. In this case, copies of the credentials shall be kept in such a way as to 
ensure their confidentiality by specifying, in writing, the entities in charge of keeping such credentials. Said 
entities shall have to inform the person in charge of the processing, without delay, as to the activities 
carried out.

11. The provisions concerning the authentication system referred to above as well as those concerning the 
authorisation system shall not apply to the processing of personal data that are intended for dissemination.

Authorisation System

12. Where authorisation profiles with different scope have been set out for the persons in charge of the 
processing, an authorisation system shall be used. 

13. Authorisation profiles for each person or homogeneous set of persons in charge of the processing shall 
be set out and configured prior to start of the processing in such a way as to only enable access to the data 
that are necessary to perform processing operations.

14. It shall be regularly verified, at least at yearly intervals, that the prerequisites for retaining the relevant 
authorisation profiles still apply. 

Other Security Measures

15. Within the framework of the regular update – to be performed at least at yearly intervals – of the 
specifications concerning the scope of the processing operations that are entrusted to the individual persons 
in charge of the processing as well as to the technicians responsible for management and/or maintenance of 
electronic equipment, the list of the persons in charge of the processing may also be drawn up by 
homogeneous categories of task and corresponding authorisation profile. 

16. Personal data shall be protected against the risk of intrusion and the effects of programmes as per 
Section 615-quinquies of the Criminal Code by implementing suitable electronic means to be updated at 
least every six months.

17. The regular update of computer programmes as aimed at preventing vulnerability and removing flaws 
of electronic means shall be carried out at least annually. If sensitive or judicial data are processed, such 
update shall be carried out at least every six months.

18. Organisational and technical instructions shall be issued such as to require at least weekly data back-
ups.
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Security Policy Document

19. By 31 March of each year, the controller of processing operations concerning sensitive and/or judicial 
data shall draw up, also by the agency of the data processor, if nominated, a security policy document 
containing appropriate information with regard to:

19.1 the list of processing operations concerning personal data,

19.2 the distribution of tasks and responsibilities among the departments/divisions in charge of processing 
data,

19.3 an analysis of the risks applying to the data,

19.4 the measures to be taken in order to ensure data integrity and availability as well as protection of areas 
and premises insofar as they are relevant for the purpose of keeping and accessing such data,

19.5 a description of the criteria and mechanisms to restore data availability following destruction and/or 
damage as per point 23 below,

19.6 a schedule of training activities concerning the persons in charge of the processing with a view to 
informing them on the risks applying to the data, the measures that are available to prevent harmful events, 
the most important features of personal data protection legislation in connection with the relevant activities, 
the resulting liability and the arrangements to get updated information on the minimum security measures 
adopted by the data controller. Said training activities shall be planned as of the start of the employment 
relationship as well as in connection with changes in the task(s) discharged and/or the implementation of 
new, significant means that are relevant to the processing of personal data,

19.7 a description of the criteria to be implemented in order to ensure adoption of the minimum security 
measures whenever processing operations concerning personal data are externalised in accordance with the 
Code,

19.8 as for the personal data disclosing health and sex life referred to under point 24, the specification of 
the criteria to be implemented in order to either encrypt such data or keep them separate from other 
personal data concerning the same data subject.

Additional Measures Applying to Processing of Sensitive or Judicial Data

20. Sensitive or judicial data shall be protected against unauthorised access as per Section 615-ter of the 
Criminal Code by implementing suitable electronic means.

21. Organisational and technical instructions shall be issued with regard to keeping and using the 
removable media on which the data are stored in order to prevent unauthorised access and processing.

22. The removable media containing sensitive or judicial data shall be destroyed or made unusable if they 
are not used; alternatively, they may be re-used by other persons in charge of the processing, who are not 
authorised to process the same data, if the information previously contained in them is not intelligible and 
cannot be re-constructed by any technical means.

23. If either the data or electronic means have been damaged, suitable measures shall be adopted to ensure 
that data access is restored within a specific deadline, which must be compatible with data subjects’ rights 
and not in excess of seven days.

24. Health care bodies and professionals shall process data disclosing health and sex life as contained in 
lists, registers or data banks in accordance with the mechanisms referred to in Section 22(6) of the Code 
also in order to ensure that said data are processed separately from the other personal data allowing data 
subjects to be identified directly. Data concerning genetic identity shall only be processed in protected 
premises that may only be accessed by such persons in charge of the processing and entities as have been 
specifically authorised to access them. Containers equipped with locks or equivalent devices shall have to 
be used in order to remove the data outside the premises reserved for their processing; the data shall have to 
be encrypted for the purpose of electronically transferring them.

Safeguards and Protections

25. Where a data controller adopts minimum security measures by committing the relevant tasks to external 
entities, prior to implementing such measures he or she shall require the installing technician(s) to supply a 
written description of the activities performed by which it is certified that they are compliant with the 
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provisions set out in these technical specifications.

26. The circumstance that the security policy document has been drawn up and/or updated shall be referred 
to in the management report that the data controller may be required to submit together with the relevant 
balance sheet.

PROCESSING WITHOUT ELECTRONIC MEANS

Out of scope:

The following technical arrangements to be implemented by the data controller, data processor – if 
nominated – and person(s) in charge of the processing whenever data are processed without electronic 
means:

27. The persons in charge of the processing shall be instructed in writing with regard to controlling and 
keeping, throughout the steps required to perform processing operations, records and documents containing 
personal data. Within the framework of the regular update – to be performed at least at yearly intervals – of 
the specifications concerning the scope of the processing operations that are entrusted to the individual 
persons in charge of the processing, the list of the persons in charge of the processing may also be drawn up 
by homogeneous categories of task and corresponding authorisation profile.

28. If records and documents containing sensitive or judicial personal data are entrusted to the persons in 
charge of the processing for the latter to discharge the relevant tasks, said records and documents shall be 
kept and controlled by the persons in charge of the processing until they are returned so as to prevent 
unauthorised entities from accessing them; they shall be returned once the relevant tasks have been 
discharged.

29. Access to archives containing sensitive or judicial data shall be controlled. The persons authorised to 
access said archives for whatever purpose after closing time shall be identified and registered. If an archive 
is not equipped with electronic devices for access control or is not placed under the surveillance of security 
staff, the persons accessing said archive shall have to be authorised in advance.

Requirements for ANNEX B:

SysReq. ANNEX B 
CPDP

Technical security specifications

Legal provision ANNEX B. The following technical arrangements to be implemented by the data 
controller, data processor – if nominated – and person(s) in charge of the processing 
whenever data are processed by electronic means: [1-26]

Requirement The system MUST meet the security requirements defined in ANNEX B of the 
CPDP.
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5.5.3. Definitions Italian Personal Data Protection Code

CENTRAL TERMS:

Term Definition
personal_data any  information  relating  to  natural  or  legal  persons,  bodies  or 

associations that are or can be identified, even indirectly, by reference to 
any other information including a personal identification number;

sensitive_data ‘sensitive data’ shall mean personal data allowing the disclosure of racial 
or ethnic origin, religious, philosophical or other beliefs, political 
opinions, membership of parties, trade unions, associations or 
organizations of a religious, philosophical, political or trade-unionist 
character, as well as personal data disclosing health and sex life; 

collect […] “personal_data” any operations any operations and technical processes, whether or not by 
automatic means, which allow the collection of data resulting from 
communications, consultations, interconnections and transfers from a ds 
or third_party at t0

process […] “personal_data” any operation, or set of operations, carried out with or without the help of 
electronic or automated means, concerning the collection, recording, 
organisation, keeping, interrogation, elaboration, modification, selection, 
retrieval, comparison, utilization, interconnection, blocking, 
communication, dissemination, erasure and destruction of data, whether 
the latter are contained or not in a data bank;

consent any consent given freely and specifically with regard to a clearly 
identified processing operation, if it is documented in writing, and if the 
data subject has been provided with the information referred to in Section 
13.

ACTORS:

Term Definition
dc (data_controller) any natural or legal person, public administration, body, association or 

other entity that is competent, also jointly with another data controller, to 
determine purposes and methods of the processing of personal data and 
the relevant means, including security matters;

dp (data_processor) any natural or legal person, public administration, body, association or 
other agency that processes personal data on the controller’s behalf; 

ds (data_subject) any natural or legal person, body or association that is the subject of the 
personal data;

third_party any other party than ds, dc or dp 

dpaIT The Italian data protection authority
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5.5.4. Schemes Italian Personal Data Protection Code

5.5.4.1. Scheme 1: Applicability
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5.5.4.2. Scheme 2: Data controller or data processor? 
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5.5.4.3. Scheme 3: Lawful Processing
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5.5.4.4. Scheme 4.1: Notification of Processing 1
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5.5.4.5. Scheme 4.2: Notification of Processing 2
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5.5.4.6. Scheme 5.1: Information to Data Subjects
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5.5.4.7. Scheme 5.2: Information to Data Subjects: Modalities and content
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5.6. Legal Requirements Analysis for the UK Data Protection Act 

5.6.1. Language specifications

ACTORS:

ds data subject

dsattribute a special type of data subject, e.g. a minor (dsminor) or a patient (dspatient).

dc data controller

dcunder_authority someone working under the authority of dc

dsminor Data subject who is a minor or under the care of a legal guardian.

Note:  In Great  Britain,  the  age of  majority is  18 (or  21 in  Jersey)  
although a minor may be able to provide consent from the age of 12 
upwards.

There is therefore recommended  

dsCHILD: A child under the age of 12 who is unable to consent.

dsYOUTH  A minor who is under the age of 18 but also over the age of 12. 

a) In certain cases the minor will be able to consent and will be entitled 
to privacy from the guardian or parent. (dsYOUTH_SC  A minor able to give 
sole consent).
b) In other cases, the minor will be able to consent and but consent will 
also be required  from the guardian or parent. (dsYOUTH_DC  A minor able 
to give dual consent together with the guardian or parent).
c) In certain cases the minor will be unable to consent and consent will 
be required from the guardian or parent.(dsYOUTH_NC  A minor able to 
give no consent).

Source : Information Commissioner guidance on Minors

dp data processor

dpunder_authority someone working under the authority of dp

third_party third party

dspatient Data subject who is a patient

dpa_UK data protection authority in the UK (Information Commissioner)

officer_UK data protection officer in the  UK

legal_representative_ds the legal representative of a data subject, required if the data subject is 
a minor is under the care of a mentor, or is under legal restraint.

Note: Only applicable where consent from legal representative is 
required
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health_insurer a health insurance company

healthcare_professional a healthcare professional, not being a health-insurer

ACTIONS:

action(a(s[,T],"o"[,t][,p][,l])) - a describes the action itself (e.g. store, obtain etc.)

- s is the subject (i.e. the agent who performs the action)

- T is the agent (target) whom the action concerns (e.g. a data subject 
whose data is being processed). NOTE: not every rule includes this  
viariable!

- "o" is the object, this specifies the content of the action, e.g. what 
must be communicated to T, or obtained from T)

- if the action must take place at, before, or a after a specified time, this 
will be stipulated in t, e.g. t<0. NOTE: not every rule includes this  
viariable!

- p is the purpose for which the action takes place, indicated by p, e.g. 
p=direct_marketing. NOTE: not every rule includes this viariable!

- l is the location where or to where an action is performed, indicated 
by l, e.g. l=non_EU_country. NOTE: not every rule includes this  
viariable!

action(a(s→T,"o"[,t][,p][,l])) subject s performs an action a with target T, whereby "o" describes the 
content of the action, t specifies the time, p specifies the purpose for 
which a takes place and l specifies the location where or to where an 
action is performed. NOTE that t, p and l are optional variables! 

E.g.: s communicates to T that "o" at t. 

action(a(s←T,"o"[,t][,p][,l])) subject s performs an action a with target T, whereby "o" describes the 
content of the action, t specifies the time, p specifies the purpose for 
which x takes place and l specifies the location where or to where an 
action is performed. NOTE that t, p and l are optional variables! 

E.g.: s collects "o" from T at t.

action(a(s↔T,"o"[,t][,p][,l])) subject s performs an action a with target T, whereby "o" describes the 
content of the action, t specifies the time, p specifies the purpose for 
which x takes place and l specifies the location where or to where an 
action is performed. NOTE that t, p and l are optional variables!

E.g.: s and T engage a contract together.
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VERBS (i.e. fill in under a):

achieve applies to specified purposes, these purposes are then achieved

anonymize any form of anonymization of personal_data, hence making it not 
longer possible to identify a person by means of that data

check anything that needs to be verified, output is boolean (yes or no)

communicate communication, mostly applies to obligations of the DC to 
communicate to another party, e.g. DPA, ds, third_party. 

conclude (contract) applies to contracts

conduct any action you can DO

correct the correction of data that are inaccurate, see Article 36 Wbp. 

create (purpose) applies to specified purposes, which need to be created at data 
collection (t<0)

delete any set of operations concerning personal_data at t
x
 that ensures that 

that data_processing ends AND personal_data are deleted.

disseminate the dissemination of data, mostly from the dc to another party. E.g. the 
dissemination of data to a third_party.

end any set of operations concerning personal_data at t
x
 that ensures that 

that data_processing ends.

object An objection from DS to data_collection_or_processing by DC based 
on particular legal grounds, see Article 40 Wbp. 

obtain applies to permissions, e.g. to obtain consent etc.

pseudomymize A form of semi-anonymisation disguising the true identity of the data 
subject where the data subject is not readily identifiable but where the 
data subject's true identity can be restored. 

request applies to requests for DC that come from the DS, e.g. an access 
request. 

revoke any form of withdrawal, applies e.g. to consent

store saving data

validate dc must ensure with regular intervals that personal_data are correct and 
accurate 

verify applies to verification of DS's identity by a DC; to ensure that in case 
of e.g. an access_request, personal_data are not sent to someone else 
than ds or his agent, e.g by sending a copy of the id-card of ds by ds, or 
a signed authorization of ds. 
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LEGAL STATES:

permission (a(s[,T],"o"[,t][,p][,l])) - a describes the action that is permitted (e.g. conduct)

- s is the subject that has permission 

- T is the agent (target) whom the action concerns (e.g. processing of 
personal_data concerning a particular ds is permitted).

- "o" is the object, this specifies the content of the action, e.g. 
"data_collection". 

- if the action is only permitted at a certain time or within a certain 
time limit, this will be stipulated with t[time], e.g. t<0 (whereby 0 is 
the first time data is collected).

- p is the purpose for which the permitted action may only take place, 
e.g. "necessary_for_contract"

-  l is the location to where or where the action is permitted, e.g. 
"non_EU_country". 

prohibition (a(s[,T],"o")) - a describes the action that is prohibited (e.g. conduct)

- s is the subject to which the prohibition applies.

- T is the agent (target) whom the action concerns (e.g. processing of 
personal_data concerning a particular ds is prohibited).

- "o" is the object, this specifies the content of the action, e.g. 
"data_collection". 

Notes on Legal Nomenclature

Action  Describes the action itself
If action (store) = … if the action taken is to store

If action (check)= … if the action taken is to store 

Applicable For each provision of the Act, an appliable marker will be applied. If data is not 
subject to the provision then Applicable flag = false and the provision does not 
apply. 

Applicable(Data Protection Principle 1)=”false”

Applicable(Subject_Access_Request)=”false”

 [i.e. - no subject access request is required and any attempt to run a SAR results in a standard letter saying that the data is 

exempt from SARs.

Applicable(Rectification)=”true” 

 [i.e. - permits Rectification scheme to run 

Location Describes the location 

If location (dc) =  … if the location of the data controller is

Check Describes a check on existing data

If check (consent) = … if the consent is checked

If check (purpose) = … if the purpose is checked

If check(DS access_request)   If a check on the Data Subject Access Request  
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Permission If a permitted event is specified in law 

If check (permission_sensitive_storage)= … if permission to store sensitive data is...

Target If the target is described

if target(DS_known)= if the target data subject is known

Set Set switches elsewhere in the processing schema to a particular value
Set( DS access_request) “Valid” 

Set(Process)=”continue”

Print Print a report

The assumption is that data processors and input systems are properly set up so that input checklists are  
properly identifying  the data and requirements  being input  into the system as part  of  the creation and  
implementation of the system. For example, where a company sets up a system to log the use of medical  
insurance, it will establish as part of the data entry for any particular customer that there is a legal contract  
between the Data Controller and the Data Subject, such that the field “(DS_Contract)” [i.e. that there is a  
contract with the Data Subject] is activated when the contract is input. 

In some cases, it is expected that when particular data entry fields are input, the party inputting will be 
required to determine particular uses. For example, where a medical insurance policy is input, the inputting 
party may have to tick boxes identifying that the contract data may be used for a) fulfiling a contract with 
the Data Subject, and b) for the vital interests of the subject, c) that the Data Subject has consented to  
transfer of data generally or d) that the Data Subject has consented to transfer of data to doctors certifying 
that they are treating the Data Subject etc.

This report contains extracts from the Information Commissioner's website and guidance notes provided by 
the  Information  Commissioner.  The  website  and  guidance  notes  are  formal  guidance  with  indicative 
interpretational indicia and may be provided in evidence in respect of any question about interpretation. As 
such these represent a legal effect below that of statutory instrument. Much of the guidance was taken from 
discussions  in  Parliament  reported  in  Hansard  and  which  are  therefore  adducable  in  evidence  of  
interpretation.  
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5.6.2 Legal requirements for the UK Data Protection Act 

Source: Data Protection Act 1998 as amended, Statutory Instruments and Guidance Notes

Section 1 Definitions

Not incorporated but available

Section 2 Definitions of Sensitive data

UK s2 Sensitive data

Legal provision In this Act “sensitive personal data” means personal data consisting of 
information as to—
(a)the racial or ethnic origin of the data subject,
(b)his political opinions,
(c)his religious beliefs or other beliefs of a similar nature,
(d)whether he is a member of a trade union (within the meaning of the Trade 
Union and Labour Relations (Consolidation) Act 1992),
(e)his physical or mental health or condition,
(f)his sexual life,
(g)the commission or alleged commission by him of any offence, or
(h)any proceedings for any offence committed or alleged to have been 
committed by him, the disposal of such proceedings or the sentence of any 
court in such proceedings..

Requirement To recognise when data is classed as sensitive data for each field of data

Computer 
Conditions

IF check(Data_type_sensitive_)=true 
OR IF check(Data_type_sensitive_racial_origin)=true
OR IF check(Data_type_sensitive_ethnic_origin)=true 
OR IF check(Data_type_sensitive_political)=true
OR IF check(Data_type_sensitive_religious belief)=true
OR IF check(Data_type_sensitive_Trade_Union)=true
OR IF check(Data_type_sensitive_Physical_Health)=true
OR IF check(Data_type_sensitive_Physical_Condition)=true
OR IF check(Data_type_sensitive_Mental_Health)=true
OR IF check(Data_type_sensitive_Mental_Condition)=true
OR IF check(Data_type_sensitive_Sexual_Life)=true
OR IF check(Data_type_sensitive_Sexual_Orientation)=true 
OR IF check(Data_type_sensitive_Commission_Offence)=true
OR IF check(Data_type_sensitive_Commission_Offence_Suspect)=true 
OR IF check(Data_type_sensitive_Charged_Offence)=true
OR IF check(Data_type_sensitive_Convicted_Offence)=true
OR IF check(Data_type_sensitive_Acquitted_Offence)=true
OR IF check(Data_type_sensitive_Sentence_Criminal)=true
THEN SET(Data_Type_Sensitive)=true

Computer 
Language
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Section 3 Special Purposes

UK s2 Special Purposes

Legal provision “Special purposes” means any one or more of the following—
(a)the purposes of journalism,

(b)artistic purposes, and
(c)literary purpose.

Requirement To recognise Special (JAL) Purposes
Carried out usually at system integration

Computer 
Conditions

IF check(Processing_Purpose_Journalism)=true
OR IF check(Processing_Purpose_Artistic)=true
OR IF check(Processing_Purpose_Literary)=true
THEN SET(Processing_Purpose_Special_Purpose)=true

Computer 
Language

Section 4  Applicability of Data Protection Principles

DATA PROTECTION PRINCIPLES 

Principle 1. Processing shall be fair and lawful

Personal data shall be processed fairly and lawfully and, in particular, shall not be processed unless 
–
(a)  at  least  one  of  the  conditions  in  Schedule  2  is  met,  and
(b) in the case of sensitive personal data, at least one of the conditions in Schedule 3 is also met.

This means the legitimate grounds must exist for both collecting the data and for using it.  It means 
that the data must be use in a manner that does not have unjustified adverse effects on individual  
data subjects  and the use of the data is transparent  and the privacy notices were given at the time  
the data was collected.  It also means that date must be handled in the way that the data  subject 
expects based on the information provided.  Their will need to be a balance between the interest of 
the  individual  and the interest  of  the  processor,   and  a reasonable  legitimate  interest  will  be 
assumed unless there is a serious mismatch between the individuals or legitimate interests in the 
process is legitimate interests. ( For example, even where a debtor has ceased to pay a debt and  
data is processed to find the debtor, the credit is assumed to have met legitimate purpose because 
there is an assumption that both parties wish to comply with the contract between them. The data 
passed must still be current and accurate and not excessive).

The so-called conditions for processing listed under a) and b)  are linked to the purposes for which 
you have stated you are using the information.  In the practice this means that either the individual  
who the personal data is about has consented to the processing, or that the processing is necessary  
(note necessary and not merely desirable) in relation to a contract which the individual has entered 
into or because the individual has asked for something to be done so they can enter into a contract 
or fulfils a legal obligation (i.e an obligation outside contractual obligations), necessary to protect 
the individual’s “vital interests” (such as “life or death” decisions like disclosing medical history to 
a hospital’s A&E department in a life or death treatment scenario) or for administering justice or  
for exercising statutory, governmental, or other public functions.
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UK DPP1 Principle 1

Legal provision Personal data shall be processed fairly and lawfully and, in particular, shall not be 
processed unless –

(a) at least one of the conditions in Schedule 2 is met, and

(b) in the case of sensitive personal data, at least one of the conditions in Schedule 3 
is also met.

System 
Requirement

Must recognise Schedule 2 & 3 conditions.

In processing (including storage), the system must recognise Sensitive Data. If 
sensitive data is held then systems must carry out an additional  check for sensitive 
processing consent.
i.e. a condition is set  such as SET(data_sensitive)=true and will apply to each 
particular field. 

These will normally be set at system initiation by the data controller. 

The data must check for consent or whether there is a “minor” consent issue.

Fair processing is indicated below

Computer 
Conditions

Is the data personal data?
Is the data sensitive data?
Is the data processed fairly?
Is the data processed lawfully?
Is the data processed in accordance with Schedule 2?

If sensitive data, is the data processed in accordance with Schedule 3?

IF check(data_type_PD)=true 
AND check(data_type_Sensitive)=false 
AND check (processing_fair)=true
AND check (processing_lawful)=true 
AND check(Schedule_2_event)=true 
THEN Process  

IF check(data_type_PD)=true 
AND check(data_type_Sensitive)=true 
AND check (processing_fair)=true
AND check (processing_lawful)=true 
AND check(Schedule_2_event)=true 
AND check(Schedule_3_event)=true 
THEN Process  

Computer 
Language
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Principle 2. Processing shall be for specified and lawful purposes only

Personal data shall be obtained only for one or more specified and lawful purposes, and shall not be 
further processed in any manner incompatible with that purpose or those purposes.

It requires openness about the reasons for obtaining personal data and the description about what 
processing is intended must allow the data subject to understand how the information is being 
processed (i.e. within the reason expectations of the individual data subjects from the description 
given). In practice this requires a clear statement about why data is being collected and how it is 
going to used. If data is going to be used outside the originally specified purpose, then unless new 
consent is to be obtained, the new use  must be fair and not processed in a manner "not compatible" 
with the original purposes. 

Additional use notification may be given directly to the individual data subject or can be given by 
an update notification given to the data protection office. 

In reality, individual data subjects do not regularly check the notification entries and therefore 
notification to the data protection office, whilst less effective, is often more convenient and permits 
a wider processing of data and steps around notification purposes unless fundamentally unfair. If a 
new subsequent purpose means that processing is fair  even if not compatible with the original 
purpose, it is permitted unless “not incompatible” test occurs. 
For example, the doctor who gives his patient list to his wife who arranges for holidays specialised 
to patients needing recuperation will have done so in an incompatible manner and because not all 
patients require recuperation the higher hurdle of not incompatible will have been achieved 
however the doctor who provides his wife with his patient list only in respect of those patients 
needing recuperation will have done so fairly and will not have met the higher hurdle of not 
incompatible and will therefore not have breached the Act, because the purpose of the disclosure in 
the 2nd case has the primary object of patient welfare. This is compatible with the original purpose.

  

UK DPP 2

Legal provision Personal data shall be obtained only for one or more specified and lawful purposes, 
and shall not be further processed in any manner incompatible with that purpose or 
those purposes.

System 
Requirement

System must recognise purposes for which data is being provided and purposes for  
which data is being processed. 

System must recognise processing purposes which would be “wholly incompatible” 
with the  purposes for which data was provided. (In practice this is a subjective test  
and would need to be determined at system initiation. 

A  provided  purpose  will  need  to  tier  into  a  number  of  other  permitted  “not  
incompatible” purposes.

The system will also have to identify the data protection register entries

The system will need to provide for manual intervention in the event that the “not  
incompatible” test is failed so that the processor can confirm that this is the case or  
provide override.

System will also need a list of Permitted Purposes and an ability that where 

Computer 
Conditions

Input (Permitted_Purpose_Type)  …... probably drop-down list that if selected 
returns a value set as (Permitted_Purpose_Type)=true
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IF check(Permitted_Purpose_Type)=true 
THEN Set (Permitted_Purpose) =true

IF check(data_type_PD)=true 
AND check(Permitted_Purpose) =true 
THEN Process  

IF check(data_type_PD)=true 
AND check(Permitted_Purpose) =false
THEN Request_Input(Not_incompatible_Purpose_Override)
THEN IF  (Not_incompatible_Override)=true
THEN Process

IF  check(data_type_PD)=true  AND  check(DC_Processing)=true  AND 
check(Provision_Purpose) =purpose(processing)  THEN Process  

Computer Language

Implemented above are NHS Conditions on 1st Principle Processing of Sensitive Personal data 
(NHSDPP1)

NHSDPP1-1

Legal provision The data subject has given his explicit consent to the processing of the personal data.

System 
Requirement

System must recognise the data subjects explicit consent.

System must initially specify the consent purposes given and these will set various 
check(DS_Consent_Purpose_X)=True status fields 
 where X is the input purpose

Computer 
Conditions

Input(Processing_Purpose)

IF check(Data_Type_Sensitive_NHS)=true 
AND check(DS_Consent_Purpose_X)=True
 where X is the input purpose

specified input purposes will be set at system initiation

Computer Language

NHSDPP1-2

Legal provision 2. (1) The processing is necessary for the purposes of exercising or performing any right or obligation 
which is conferred or imposed by law on the data controller in connection with employment.

System 
Requirement

System must know if the processing is part of NHS employment purposes in respect  
of rigs or obligations of DC

Computer 
Conditions

Input(Processing_Purpose_Employment_NHS)

IF check(Data_Type_Sensitive_NHS)=true
AND
IF check(Data_Type_Sensitive_NHS)=true 
AND check(Processing _Purpose_employment_NHS)=true

System must initially specify the relevant dropdowns for the input box 
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Computer Language

Outside Scope Rule 2(2) The Secretary of State may by order
(a) exclude the application of sub-paragraph (1) in such cases as may be specified, or
(b) provide that, in such cases as may be specified, the condition in sub-paragraph (1) is not to be 
regarded as satisfied unless such further conditions as may be specified in the order are also satisfied.

NHSDPP1-3

Legal provision 3  The processing is necessary-
(a) in order to protect the vital interests of the data subject or another person, in a case where
(i) consent cannot be given by or on behalf of the data subject, or,
(ii) the data controller cannot reasonably be expected to obtain the consent of the data subject, or
(b) in order to protect the vital interests of another person, in a case where consent by or on behalf of 
the data subject has been unreasonably withheld.

System 
Requirement

Computer must recognise Input wehre Processing Purpose is by NHS in the Vital 
Interest of any person. It must recognise both DS non-availability of consent and DS 
withholding of consent as well as where vital interests of a 3rd Party arise.

Computer 
Conditions

Input(Processing_Purpose_Vital_Interest_NHS)
Input(Consent_DS_Not_Available)
Input (Vital_interests_3rd_Party)
Input (Consent_DS_Withheld)

IF check(Data_Type_Sensitive_NHS)=true
AND IF check(Data_Type_Sensitive_NHS)=true 
AND check(Processing_Purpose_Vital_Interest_NHS)=true
AND check(Consent_DS_Not_Available)=true
OR ( check(Vital_interests_3rd_Party)=true 
AND check Consent_DS_Withheld)=true)
THEN Process 

System must initially specify the relevant dropdowns for the input box 

Computer Language

NHSDPP1-4

Legal provision 4.The processing
(a) is carried out in the course of its legitimate activities by any body or association 
which
(i) is not established or conducted for profit, and
(ii) exists for political, philosophical, religious or trade-union purposes, (PPRT)
(b) carried out with appropriate safeguards for the rights and freedoms of data 
subjects,
(c) relates only to individuals who either are members of the body or association or 
have regular contact with it in connection with its purposes, and
(d) does not involve disclosure of the personal data to a third party without the 
consent of the data subject

System 
Requirement

political, philosophical, religious or trade-union purposes, (PPRT) to be recognised

Computer IF check(Data_Type_Sensitive_NHS)=true
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Conditions AND IF check(Processing_Purpose_Non-Profit)=true
AND IF check(Processing_Purpose_PPRT)=true
AND (DS_Membership)=true
AND(3P_Disclosure)=false
THEN Process 

Computer Language

Outside Scope 4(b)

NHSDPP1-5

Legal provision 5. The information contained in the personal data has been made public as a result  
of steps deliberately taken by the data subject.

System 
Requirement

N/A

Computer 
Conditions

IF check(Data_Type_Sensitive_NHS)=true
AND IF check(Data_Public_DS)=true
THEN Process 

Computer Language

NHSDPP1-6

Legal provision 6. The processing
(a) is necessary for the purpose of, or in connection with, any legal 
proceedings (including prospective legal proceedings),
(b) is necessary for the purpose of obtaining legal advice, or
(c) is otherwise necessary for the purposes of establishing, exercising 
or defending legal rights.

See normal data processing for sensitive information section below

NHSDPP1-7

Legal provision 7 (1) The processing is necessary

(a) for the administration of justice,

(b)  for  the  exercise  of  any  functions  conferred  on  any person  by  or  under  an 
enactment, or

(c) for the exercise of any functions of the Crown, a Minister of the Crown or a  
government department.

(2) The Secretary of State may by order

(a) exclude the application of sub-paragraph (1) in such cases as may be specified,  
or

(b) provide that, in such cases as may be specified, the condition in sub-paragraph 
(1)  is  not  to  be  regarded as  satisfied  unless  such  further  conditions  as  may be 
specified in the order are also satisfied.
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See normal data processing for sensitive information section below

NHSDPP1-8

Legal provision 8.(1) The processing is necessary for medical purposes and is undertaken by-
(a) a health professional, or
(b) a person who in the circumstances owes a duty of confidentiality which is equivalent to that which 
would arise if that person were a health professional.
(2) In this paragraph "medical purposes" includes the purposes of preventative medicine, medical 
diagnosis, medical research, the provision of care and treatment and the management of healthcare 
services

See normal data processing for sensitive information section below

NHSDPP1-9

Legal provision 9. (1) The processing
(a) is of sensitive personal data consisting of information as to racial or ethnic origin,
(b) is necessary for the purpose of identifying or keeping under review the existence or absence of 
equality of opportunity or treatment between persons of different racial or ethnic origins, with a view 
to enabling such equality to be promoted or maintained, and
(c) is carried out with appropriate safeguards for the rights and freedoms of data subjects.
(2) The Secretary of State may by order specify circumstances in which processing falling within sub-
paragraph (1)(a) and (b) is, or is not, to be taken for the purposes of sub-paragraph (1)(c) to be carried 
out with the appropriate safeguards for the rights and freedoms of data subjects

See normal data processing for sensitive information section below

NHSDPP1-10

Legal provision 10 The personal data are processed in circumstances specified in an order made by the Secretary of 
State for the purposes of this paragraph

See normal data processing for sensitive information section below

Principle 3. Personal data shall be adequate, relevant and not excessive for its purpose

Personal data shall be adequate, relevant and not excessive in relation to the purpose or purposes 
for which they are processed.

The  3rd principle required that you must hold personal data about data subject that is sufficient for 
the purpose but also makes it clear that you should not hold more information than is needed. This 
requires a clear view on the purpose of holding and processing. It is the part of the Act most 
commonly breached by the retail sector online which repeatedly request information required for 
marketing regardless of whether the "permit marketing" checkbox is ticked. The effect of not 
ticking the permit marketing box is that data is not passed to marketing, but the data provided is 
still retained even though it is way beyond the scope of the "necessary" test for the remaining part 
of the relationship between retailer and client. 

For example, if an employer holds details of the blood groups of all its employees because some of 
them do hazardous work and the information is needed in case of accident, that information is 
"irrelevant and excessive" if collected for the other part of the workforce. Similarly CCTV used to 
identify  individuals entering and leaving a building will be deemed inadequate if the image is so 
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poor that identification is difficult or not conclusive as this undermines the purpose for which the 
CCTV system was stated to be used.

UK DPP3 Principle 3. Personal data shall be adequate, relevant and not excessive for its 
purpose

Legal provision

Personal data shall be adequate, relevant and not excessive in relation to the purpose 
or purposes for which they are processed.

Requirement At system set-up, the checklist must provide a check that collection of data is 

adequate, relevant and not excessive 

Computer 
Conditions

Not Applicable

Computer 
Language

Principle 4. Processing shall be accurate and (where necessary) kept up to date.

Personal data shall be accurate and, where necessary, kept up to date.

The Data Protection Act does not define the word “accurate”, but it does say that personal data is 
inaccurate if it is incorrect or misleading as to any matter of fact. It will usually be obvious whether 
information is accurate or not, but the principle is very weak as a protection for data as it is largely 
a question of semantic interpretation of language. 

For example, if an individual has moved house from London to Manchester, the data of a London 
Address is inaccurate and held in breach of the Act if labelled as "Current Address" but permitted 
and not a breach of the Act if exactly the same data is labelled as "Last Known Address" instead. 

Similarly a heading for the data entry "this is the information held as at  <date of last update>" it is 
permitted because it reflects the fact that at the relevant date that was the information held. 

It is acceptable to keep records of events that happened in error, provided those records are not 
misleading about the facts. You may need to add a note to a record to clarify that a mistake 
happened. 

For example, if an individual is dismissed for alleged misconduct and an Employment Tribunal 
finds that the dismissal was unfair and the individual is reinstated, then the record of the dismissal, 
and containing the references to misconduct,  is accurate providing it also shows that the Tribunal’s 
decision was that the employee should not have been dismissed on those grounds. Similarly a 
reference stating that the employee was dismissed with the references to misconduct,  and which 
subsequently goes on to state that the Tribunal’s decision was that the employee should be 
reinstated and the dismissal was unfair, is unobjectionable under the Act as entirely accurate. 

UK DPP4 Principle 4. Processing shall be accurate and (where necessary) kept up to date.

Legal provision Personal data shall be accurate and, where necessary, kept up to date.
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Requirement System set-up  checklist  must  identify  whether  all  relevant  information  has  been 
collected 

Once this has been done, the system must regularly request updates of data and each 
time that records are accessed with the data subject present, the system must identify 
those elements to be checked to ensure that they are and remain up to date.

The System should also provide a facility where the Data Subject is able to notify 
updates or update their information. 

System should use “last known” rather than “current” markers

Computer 
Conditions

No comments

Computer 
Language

Principle 5. Processing shall be kept only for so long as necessary for the purposes specified

Personal data processed for any purpose or purposes shall not be kept for longer than is necessary 
for that purpose or those purposes.

The data protection principles recognise that deletion too early of data may not be in the data 
processor's interests or those of the data subject. For example, where a deletion of client records 
takes place after 3 years where a limitation period for action remains for a period of 6 years, 
deletion before the 6 year mark not only deprives the data processor of its potential defences in the 
event of a claim up to the 6 year limitation period (12 years in some cases in the UK) but also 
deprives the data subject of their rights to come to the company and demand proof of the purchase 
of product, under data protection access requests, which will then show the proof of purchase 
necessary to bring litigation. (Where latent defects may arise, such as in house building, although 
limitation periods are considered, the time limit only commences running when the latent defect is 
or should first have been found and therefore a building contract deleted after 6 years may still be 
deleted too early if there is a likelihood of a latent defect claim. 

UK DPP5 1. Principle 5. Processing shall be kept only for so long as necessary for the purposes 
specified

Legal provision Personal data processed for any purpose or purpose shall not be kept for longer than 
is necessary for that purpose or those purposes.

Requirement The system should have a capability of either a)  automatically deleting data at  a  
particular date or b) automatically deleting data at a particular time after the last entry 
or c) referring data for manual confirmation of data deletion at a particular date or d)  
referring data for manual confirmation of data deletion at a particular time after the 
last entry.

Systems must also identify whether data is Data Subject data or data about a third 
party held on the Data Subject's file 

Systems must also be able to restrict access to third party held on the Data Subject's 
file 

Systems must also be able to ensure that where data on a third party is held on the 
Data Subject's file, that data is also held on a file in the name of the Third Party as  
the Third Party may also have data rights. 

Particular standard configuration files should be available for relevant sectors and 
relevant countries which contain default deletion protocols based on relevant 
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limitation periods and these should configure at installation (and be visible and 
changeable at that time) so that they can be amended for the particular end-user.

See below for sample limitation periods

option should exist for anonymizing or pseudonymising data at the end of the 
permitted purpose or when a data record becomes dormant (even if the data may 
need to be revived – when pseudonymisation may be the preferred option). This has 
the advantage that late claims are still able to be dealt with.  (A capability to encrypt 
data to a particular index and appropriate measures to decrypt data under special 
safeguards may be appropriate). 

(A capability to undo pseudomysiation under special safeguards may be appropriate).

Principle 6. Processing shall be processed in accordance with data subject rights

Personal data shall be processed in accordance with the rights of data subjects under this Act.

The rights of individuals that it refers to are a right of access to a copy of the information 
comprised in their personal data, a right to object to processing that is likely to cause or is causing 
damage or distress, a right to prevent processing for direct marketing and to object to decisions 
being taken by automated means as well as a limited right in certain circumstances to have 
inaccurate personal data rectified, blocked, erased or destroyed

This right which is known as a subject access allows individuals who want to see what information 
is held on them by an organisation and an individual who makes a written request and pays a fee is 
entitled to be told whether any personal data is being processed and given a description of the 
personal data, the reasons it is being processed, and whether it will be given to any other 
organisations or people as well as being given a copy of the information comprising the data; and 
given details of the source of the data (where this is available). (Note: A reasonable adjustment in 
respect of written request may need to be made under the Disability Discrimination Act 1995 and it 
should be remembered that it is not necessary to mention the Act specifically or even say that it is a 
subject access request and that a request is valid even if the individual has not sent it directly to the 
person who normally deals with such requests(For example, where the company publishes a SAR 
process naming the “data protection officer” as addressee, the SAR is still valid if written to a 
Director. This can create problems as a SAR may be addressed to someone other than the Data 
Protection Officer and may not mention the Act or that this is a SAR, but may still have that effect, 
although if missed and there is a good explanation why the letter was not recognised as a SAR, the 
Data Protection Office may accept this as a defence and not impose a fine as long as the company 
can also show that the company had also carried out adequate training).

An individual can also request information about the reasoning behind any automated decisions 
except where this information is a trade secret or would compromise security, although where these 
defences are used, the organisation must consider whether it can provide some of that information 
without disclosing the trade secret or compromising security. 

Under the right of subject access, an individual is entitled only to their own personal data or that of 
people they act for and not to information relating to other people. In many cases, this will mean 
that subject access requests are complex because of the need to avoid disclosure of 3rd party data. 
For example, a driver's request for information about a Road traffic Accident held by an insurer 
will have to exclude personal data held about the other parties involved even though part of that 
information about the third parties was originally provided by the driver, although a request for the 
same information in respect of litigation about the accident may fall within legitimate disclosure 
even though not falling within subject access request. (Note: Subject access provides a right to see 
the information contained in personal data, not the original documents containing that information).
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SAR information must be provided in  “intelligible form” and capable of being understood by the 
average person and the fact that a particular SAR recipient cannot understand the data is not an 
offence as there is no requirement to ensure that the information is provided in a form that is 
intelligible to the particular individual making the request (although consideration of Disability 
Discrimination Act requirements may need to be taken into account, if known).

So for a SAR response which contains coded notes such as Course A493 and Course B322, then an 
explanation of what Course A493 and B322 may need to be given, but a note of attendance where 
A is used for Absent and a tick is used for present is understandable by the reasonable person and 
needs not further explanation and Where the information is in the form of hand-written notes that 
are difficult to read such as a doctor's attendance note, there is no need to provide a de-cyphered 
note as the Act does not require you to decipher the poorly written notes. (i.e. The requirement is to 
provide “intelligible form” (i.e. Capable of being understood) and not “readable” or “legible” (i.e. 
able to be understood).

UK DPP6 Principle 6. Processing shall be processed in accordance with data subject rights

Legal provision Personal data shall be processed in accordance with the rights of data subjects under 
this Act.

Requirement These rights are set out below

Principle 7. Processing shall be subject to appropriate technical and organisational measures shall be 
taken against unauthorised or unlawful processing 

Appropriate technical and organisational measures shall be taken against unauthorised or  
unlawful processing of personal data and against accidental loss or destruction of, or damage to,  
personal data.

The Act specifies that a subject access request relates to the data held at the time the request was 
received (see above), so where data is being amended or even deleted when dealing with the 
request, it is reasonable for data supplied to be after such processing but it is not acceptable to 
amend or delete the data if you would not otherwise have done so and to do so may also constitute 
an offence under Freedom of Information legislation if processing of deletions or amendments is 
done with the intention of preventing disclosure.

In practice, it means that a data processor must have appropriate security to prevent the personal 
data held being accidentally or deliberately compromised and may require consideration of design 
and organisation of data security to identify the risk to the personal data held and the harm that may 
result from a security breach, adequate back-up to prevent loss in the event of system failures and 
implementation of the right physical and technical security as well as training in data reliability and 
also in respect of actions in the event of  any breach of security.

This will include identity-theft credit card transactions, intimidation of witnesses, exposure of the 
addresses of service personnel, police and prison officers, offenders at risk from vigilantes or and 
women at risk of domestic violence; mortgage fraud, details of vacations in the future which may 
increase risk of burglary etc. The obligation is not ameliorated because the consequences are less 
serious or only cause embarrassment or inconvenience to the individuals concerned.
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UK DPP7 Principle 7. Processing shall be subject to appropriate technical and organisational 
measures shall be taken against unauthorised or unlawful processing 

Legal provision Processing shall be subject to appropriate technical and organisational measures shall 
be taken against unauthorised or unlawful processing 

Appropriate  technical  and  organisational  measures  shall  be  taken  against 
unauthorised or unlawful processing of personal data and against accidental loss or 
destruction of, or damage to, personal data.

Requirement System should be able to lock data so that it is immune to unauthorised or unlawful 
processing 

Principle 8. Processing shall  not be transferred to a country or territory outside the European 
Economic Area unless that country or territory ensures an adequate level of protection

Personal data shall not be transferred to a country or territory outside the European Economic Area 
unless that country or territory ensures an adequate level of protection for the rights and freedoms 
of data subjects in relation to the processing of personal data.

This Principle as well as other principles of the Act will be relevant to sending personal data 
overseas including fair and lawful processing(P1), information security(P7) and protection must be 
in place before the transfer occurs. (If data is made anonymous the data protection principles will 
not apply and transfer of information outside the EEA is permitted)

EU countries include Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, 
Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Liechtenstein, 
Lithuania, Luxembourg Malta, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovakia, 
Slovenia, Spain, and Sweden. The Countries with equivalent protection outside Europe are 
Andorra, Argentina, Canada, Faroe Islands, Guernsey, Isle of Man, Israel, Jersey and Switzerland. 
In addition, the United States of America (US) operates a “Safe Harbor” scheme which is deemed 
to provide adequate protection and whose members agree to follow seven principles of information 
handling; and be held responsible for keeping to those principles by the Federal Trade Commission 
or other US oversight schemes.

UK DPP8-1 Prohibition on transfer of personal data outside State. 

Legal provision The transfer of personal data to a country or territory outside the European 
Economic Area may not take place unless that country or territory ensures an 
adequate level of protection for the privacy and the fundamental rights and 
freedoms of data subjects in relation to the processing of personal data having 
regard to all the circumstances surrounding the transfer and, in particular, but 
without prejudice 
to the generality of the foregoing, to— 
(a) the nature of the data, 
(b) the purposes for which and the period during which the data are intended 
to 
be processed, 
(c) the country or territory of origin of the information contained in the data, 
(d) the country or territory of final destination of that information, 
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(e) the law in force in the country or territory referred to in paragraph (d), 
(f) any relevant codes of conduct or other rules which are enforceable in that 
country or territory, 
(g) any security measures taken in respect of the data in that country or 
territory, 
and 
(h) the international obligations of that country or territory. 

Requirement The  System  must  know  the  countries  considered  to  have   adequate  level  of 
protection  
(i.e.  Country_Equiv_Protection_List)

Computer 
Conditions

IF check(Transfer_OutEEC)=true and (External_Transfer_Exemption)=false
AND check (TargetCountry)=(On_Country_Equiv_Protection_List]
THEN Set (Permit_Transfer)=true.
IF check(Transfer_OutEEC)=true 
AND check (TargetCountry)=(Not_On_Country_Equiv_Protection_List]
THEN  Set (Permit_Transfer)=false

IF check(Transfer_OutEEC)=true and (External_Transfer_Exemption)=true
THEN Set (Permit_Transfer)=true.

Computer 
Language

UK DPP8-2 Prohibition on transfer of personal data outside State – Permitted 
Transfer. 

Legal provision If satisfied that in the particular circumstances there is an adequate level of 
protection, it is possible for a company for a data processor to self-assess adequacy 
whether by using contracts, including the European Commission approved model 
contractual clauses, using Binding Corporate Rules approved by the Information 
Commissioner or relying on the exceptions from the rule.

Considerations  for equivalent protection etc (to be considered at system integration):
- the nature of the personal data being transferred;
- how the data will be used and for how long; and
- the laws and practices of the country you are transferring it tooth extent to which 
the country - has adopted data protection standards in its law;
- whether there is a way to make sure the standards are achieved in practice; and
- whether there is an effective procedure for individuals to enforce their rights or get 
compensation if things go wrong.

ICO Guidance: Unstructured personal data (which would not otherwise be caught) 
will be “exported personal data” if it is collected and sent overseas with the intention 
that it will be added to a structured system and processed overseas. For example 
where a large insurance broker sends a set of notes about individual customers to a 
company acting on their behalf in another country, even if the notes are hand-written 
and not part of a relevant filing system or computer, if they are then entered onto a 
computer in the other country and added to a customer management system, there 
will have been an export  of data. Putting personal data on a website will often result 
in transfers to countries outside the EEA if accessed by someone outside the EEA 
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and therefore 99.9% of personal data on a website is exported by a transfer.  If it is 
intended that information on the website to be accessed outside the EEA, then this is 
a transfer and an adequate level of protection becomes a requirement.

From ICO Note on Contractual equivalence Note: If personal data is transferred to a 
processor acting under contract, the data controller remains legally responsible for 
making sure the data is processed in line with the principles and the processor must 
have appropriate security and act only in accordance with the contract and therefore 
processing should be protected to the same standard as in the UK and they will have 
the same rights they can exercise in the UK (as the data controller remain liable).
For example in relation to outsourced fulfilment outside the EEA adequate protection 
exists if:
- the information transferred is only names and addresses; 
- there is nothing particularly sensitive about company A’s line of business;
- the names and addresses are for one-time use and must be returned or destroyed 
within a short time-scale;
- company A knows company B is reliable; and
- there is a contract between them governing how the information will be used.

ICO Prosecution Guidance: Data exported on employee laptops travelling outside the 
EEA  containing personal data connected with their employment may result in a 
breacj. There is no breach if the  employer in the UK is still the data controller 
providing that there is an effective procedure to deal with security and the other risks 
of using laptops.

Requirement The  System  must  know  the  countries  considered  to  have   adequate  level  of 
protection  
(i.e.  Country_Equiv_Protection_List)

System must know whether a contract of equivalent protection is in place 

Computer 
Conditions

IF check(Transfer_OutEEC)=true 
OR check(Processing_OutEEC)=true 
AND (External_Transfer_Exemption)=false
AND check (TargetCountry_On_Country_Equiv_Protection_List]=true
OR check(Model_clauses_used)=true
OR check(Contractual Protection)=true
OR check(DS_External_Transfer)=true
OR check(Binding_corporate_Rules_Equivalence)=true
THEN Set (Permit_Transfer)=true.

Computer 
Language

Notes: EC model clauses to be displayed as guidance

The European Commission has approved three sets of standard contractual clauses (known as 
model clauses) as providing an adequate level of protection. Although reliance on the European 
Commission model clauses prevents changes in  the clauses in any way, this does not mean that 
clauses cannot be varied via other contracts and ancillary schedules and there is probably an 
obligation to consider these in law. 

Binding Codes of Corporate Conduct to be displayed as guidance
also known as binding corporate rules or BCR usually relate to multinational organisations 
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transferring information outside the EEA within their group of companies and where obligations 
for the company exist within the EEA. BCRs must be approved by all the relevant European data 
protection authorities and may be supplemented by  Internal codes of conduct. 

DS Consent to be displayed as guidance
Transfer of personal data overseas is permitted with  the individual’s consent, given “clearly and 
freely” and where  it may later be withdrawn by the individual. Where the individual has no choice 
but to give their consent, such as a conditon of employment this is no longer “consent” especially 
where the penalty for not agreeing is dismissal, a disciplinary matter or ma damage career 
progression. Consent can also arise only there the individual knows and has understood what they 
are agreeing to, the nature of the processing and the countries involved and any particular risks 
involved in the transfer have been expressly drawn to their attention. 

UK DPP8-3 Prohibition on transfer of personal data outside State –  

Legal provision Required within Contract performance
Controllers  can transfer personal data overseas where it is necessary for carrying out 
certain types of contract or if the transfer is necessary to set up the contract (i.e. a 
necessary part of the steps the individual has asked the controllers company to take 
before a contract is made). Third Party transfers are also permitted to fulfil a contract 
between the organisation and someone other than the individual, if the individual 
requests the contract or it is in their interests; and the transfer is necessary to 
conclude the contract or the transfer is necessary to carry out such a contract.

Requirement This will be carried out at initiation of the system

Computer 
Conditions

IF check(Transfer_OutEEC)=true 
OR check(Processing_OutEEC)=true 
AND IF check(Purpose_Contract_Performance)-true

THEN Process 

Computer 
Language

UK DPP8-3 Prohibition on transfer of personal data outside State –  Substantial public 
interest

Legal provision Transfer can also be made of personal data overseas where it is necessary for reasons 
of substantial public interest, such as preventing and detecting crime, national 
security or collecting tax, although the public interest must be that of the UK and not 
the third country.

Requirement To allow for input of Substantial Public Interest
(In the UK this test is too wide for computerisation and therefore will be a 
manual  certification, probably with input of reasons and justification)

Computer 
Conditions

IF check(Transfer_OutEEC)=true 
OR check(Processing_OutEEC)=true 
AND IF Check (Substantial Public Interest)=true

THEN Process 
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Computer 
Language

UK DPP8-3 Prohibition on transfer of personal data outside State –  Vital Interests

Legal provision Transfer of personal data overseas is also permitted where it is necessary to protect 
the vital interests of the individual. This relates to matters of life and death and this 
covers transfer of relevant medical records from the UK to another country where an 
individual has a pressing medical need for that information to be provided.
(Note only applies to individua)

Requirement This would arise on a case by case basis and this test is probably most suitable for 
manual  certification (probably with input of reasons and justification)

Computer 
Conditions

IF check(Transfer_OutEEC)=true 
OR check(Processing_OutEEC)=true 
 AND IF (Purpose_Vital_interests_DS)=true

THEN Process 

Computer 
Language

UK DPP8-3 Prohibition on transfer of personal data outside State –  Public registers

Legal provision Transfer of personal data overseas is also permitted  for  personal data on a public 
register, as long as the person you transfer to complies with any restrictions on access 
to or use of the information in the register.

Requirement To recognise a purpose of Public register and any restrictions on access to or use 
of the information in the register.

Computer 
Conditions

IF check(Transfer_OutEEC)=true 
OR check(Processing_OutEEC)=true 
AND IF (Purpose_Public_Register)=true

Computer 
Language

UK DPP8-3 Prohibition on transfer of personal data outside State –  Legal claims

Legal provision Transfer of personal data overseas is also permitted in connection with any legal 
proceedings (including future proceedings not yet underway) or to get legal advice or 
to establish, exercise or defend legal rights.

Requirement To  recognise  if  legal  claims  purposes  arises  and  any  confidentiality 
obligations attached

Computer 
Conditions

IF check(Transfer_OutEEC)=true 
OR check(Processing_OutEEC)=true 
AND IF (Purpose_Legal_Claims)=true
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THEN Proces

Computer 
Language

Section 5.1 Applicability

Application of Act.

(1)Except as otherwise provided by or under section 54, this Act applies to a data controller in respect of  
any data only if—

(a)the data controller is established in the United Kingdom and the data are processed in the context of that  
establishment, or

(b)the data controller is established neither in the United Kingdom nor in any other EEA State but uses 
equipment in the United Kingdom for processing the data otherwise than for the purposes of transit through 
the United Kingdom.

UK5.1 Applicability

Legal provision (1)Except as otherwise provided by or under section 54, this Act applies to a data 
controller in respect of any data only if—

(a)the data controller is established in the United Kingdom and the data are processed 
in the context of that establishment, or

(b)the data controller is established neither in the United Kingdom nor in any other 
EEA  State  but  uses  equipment  in  the  United  Kingdom  for  processing  the  data 
otherwise than for the purposes of transit through the United Kingdom.

Requirement System must know if the data controller is established in the UK
System must know if the data controller is established in the EEA outside UK
System must know if data are processed in the context of that establishment, System 
must know if processing uses equipment in the United Kingdom System must know 
if processing in UK is only for the purposes of transit 

Computer 
Conditions

IF check (location_dc_UK=true
AND IF check(section54UK_exception)=false
AND IF check(DC_Own_Purpose)=True
THEN SET (Applicability_DPA_UK)=true

IF check (location_dc_EEA_Non_UK=true
AND IF check(section54UK_exception)=false
AND IF check(DC_Own_Purpose)=True
THEN SET (Applicability_DPA_UK)=true

IF check (location_dc_UK)=false
AND IF check (location_dc_EEA_Non_UK)=false
AND IF check(section54UK_exception)=false

AND IF check(Data_Processing_UK)=true
AND IF check(Data_Processing_Transit)=False
THEN SET (Applicability_DPA_UK)=true
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IF check (location_dc_UK)=false
AND IF check (location_dc_EEA_Non_UK)=false
AND IF check(section54UK_exception)=false

AND IF check(Data_Processing_UK)=true
AND IF check(Data_Processing_Transit)=False
THEN SET (Applicability_DPA_UK)=False

Computer 
Language

Section 5.2 Applicability

(2)A  data  controller  falling  within  subsection  (1)(b)  must  nominate  for  the  purposes  of  this  Act  a  
representative established in the United Kingdom.

UK5.2 Applicability

Legal provision A data controller falling within subsection (1)(b) must nominate for the purposes of 
this Act a representative established in the United Kingdom.

Requirement

Conditions IF Require_Input((Data_Representative_Appointed_Name)
THEN At Input SET (Data_Representative_Appointed)=true

IF check (location_dc_UK)=false
AND IF check (location_dc_EEA_Non_UK)=false
AND IF check(section54UK_exception)=false
AND IF check(Data_Processing_UK)=true
AND IF check(Data_Processing_Transit)=False
AND IF check(Data_Representative_Appointed)=false
THEN Require_Input((Data_Representative_Appointed_Name)

Conputer 
Language

Section 5.3 Applicability

Outside Scope:
For the purposes of subsections (1) and (2), each of the following is to be treated as established in the 
United Kingdom—
(a)an individual who is ordinarily resident in the United Kingdom,
(b)a body incorporated under the law of, or of any part of, the United Kingdom,
(c)a partnership or other unincorporated association formed under the law of any part of the United 
Kingdom, and
(d)any person who does not fall within paragraph (a), (b) or (c) but maintains in the United Kingdom—
(i)an office, branch or agency through which he carries on any activity, or
(ii)a regular practice;
and the reference to establishment in any other EEA State has a corresponding meaning.

Section 7 Right of access to personal data.
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(1)Subject to the following provisions of this section and to sections 8, 9 and 9A, an individual is entitled—

(a)to be informed by any data controller whether personal data of which that individual is the data subject  
are being processed by or on behalf of that data controller,

(b)if that is the case, to be given by the data controller a description of—

(i)the personal data of which that individual is the data subject,

(ii)the purposes for which they are being or are to be processed, and

(iii)the recipients or classes of recipients to whom they are or may be disclosed,

(c)to have communicated to him in an intelligible form—

(i)the information constituting any personal data of which that individual is the data subject, and

(ii)any information available to the data controller as to the source of those data, and

(d)where the processing by automatic means of personal data of which that individual is the data subject for 
the  purpose  of  evaluating matters  relating to  him such as,  for  example,  his  performance  at  work,  his  
creditworthiness, his reliability or his conduct, has constituted or is likely to constitute the sole basis for any 
decision significantly affecting him, to be informed by the data controller of the logic involved in that  
decision-taking.

UK7.1 Right of Access 

Legal provision An individual is entitled to be informed by any data controller whether personal data  
of which that individual is the data subject are being processed by or on behalf of that  
data controller. 

If  subject  entitlement  arises  then  they  must  be  given  by  the  data  controller  a 
description of—

(i)the personal data of which that individual is the data subject,

(ii)the purposes for which they are being or are to be processed, and

(iii)the recipients or classes of recipients to whom they are or may be disclosed.

This  information  must  constituting  any  personal  data  (section  7.1c),  be 
communicated to him in an intelligible form and any information available to the 
data controller as to the source of those data must also be communicated. 

Requirement System must know if 
a) the Access Request is Valid 
b) if there is processing of DS data 
c) if third party data is maintained in the Data Subject Records
d) Any criteria or codes necessary to render DS records into an intelligible form. 
(This is envisaged as being a standard “Interpretation of Data Subject Access 
Requests” document provided under all DSARs.)
e) processing Purposes of the DS personal data held
f) any recipients of the data 

Note:  IF check(DS_Data_Disclosure_restriction)=false comes from other sections of 
the Act 

Computer 
Conditions

If check(DS access_request_Valid)=true
AND IF check(DSAR_s7.3UK)=true
AND IF check(DS_Data_Disclosure_restriction)=false 
AND IF check(Third_Party_Data)=false 
THEN Process(DSAR)
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AND Print(Interpretation of Data Subject Access Requests)

If check(DS access_request_Valid)=true
AND IF check(DSAR_s7.3UK)=true 
AND IF check(DS_Data_Disclosure_restriction)=true  
AND IF check(Third_Party_Data)=false  
THEN Process(DSAR_Request_for_Manual_Intervention)

If check(DS access_request_Valid)=true
AND IF check(DSAR_s7.3UK)=true 
AND IF check(DS_Data_Disclosure_restriction)=false  
AND IF check(Third_Party_Data)=true
AND IF check (Third_Party_Data_redaction_available)=true  
THEN Process(DSAR_Third_Party_Redacted)
AND Print(Interpretation of Data Subject Access Requests)

If check(DS access_request_Valid)=true
AND IF check(DSAR_s7.3UK)=true 
AND IF check(DS_Data_Disclosure_restriction)=false  
AND IF check(Third_Party_Data)=true
AND IF check (Third_Party_Data_redaction_available)=false  
THEN Process(DSAR_Request_for_Manual_Intervention)

[Computer 
Language

Out of Scope Format of DS access request
Content of Access Request Response

Assumption Data Access requests will be automatically produced

Information identifying that individual as the source of the information likely 
sought by the request does not trigger 3rd party information marker. 

UK7.1(d) Automated Processing

Legal provision (d)where  the  processing  by  automatic  means  of  personal  data  of  which  that 
individual is the data subject for the purpose of evaluating matters relating to him 
such as, for example, his performance at work, his creditworthiness, his reliability or  
his conduct, has constituted or is likely to constitute the sole basis for any decision 
significantly  affecting  him,  to  be  informed  by  the  data  controller  of  the  logic 
involved in that decision-taking.

 

Requirement System must know if data is being automatically processed

Computer 
Conditions

If check(DS access_request_Valid)=true
AND IF check(DSAR_s7.3UK)=true
(DS_Data_7.4UK_restriction)=false
AND IF check(DS_Data_Disclosure_restriction)=false 
AND IF check(Third_Party_Data)=false 
AND IF check(automatic_Processing)=true
THEN Process (DSAR_Automated_processing_notification)
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AND Print(Interpretation of Automated Processing by the Company)

[Computer 
Language

Out of Scope Format of DS access request
Content of Access Request Response

Assumption Data Access requests will be automatically produced

Information identifying that individual as the source of the information likely 
sought by the request does not trigger 3rd party information marker. 

UK7.2 Valid Requests

Legal provision (2)A data controller is not obliged to supply any information under subsection (1) 
unless he has received—

(a)a request in writing, and

(b)except in prescribed cases, such fee (not exceeding the prescribed maximum) as 
he may require.

System 
Requirement

To have a manual input on DSAR for requests in writing
To have a manual input on DSAR o confirm fees

Computer 
Conditions

Require Input (DSAR_Written)

Require Input (DSAR_Fee)

IF check  (DSAR_Written)=false 
THEN SET (DS access_request_Valid)=false
AND PRINT (letter_DSAR_must_be_written)

IF check  (DSAR_Fee)=false 
THEN SET (DS access_request_Valid)=false
AND PRINT (letter_DSAR_prescribed_fee_missing)

IF check  (DSAR_Fee)=true
AND IF check  (DSAR_Written)=true
AND  IF check(DS_Data_Disclosure_restriction)=true
AND IF check(DSAR_s7.3UK)=true
THEN SET (DS access_request_Valid)=true
AND Process(DSAR_Request_for_Manual_Intervention)
AND Print (Letter_certain_restrictions_will_delay_DSAR)

[Computer 
Language

Out of Scope Format of DS access request
Content of Access Request Response

Assumption Data Access requests will be automatically produced

Information identifying that individual as the source of the information likely 
sought by the request does not trigger 3rd party information marker. 
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UK7.3 Inadequate  Requests

Legal provision (3)Where a data controller—

(a)reasonably requires further information in order to satisfy himself as to the identity 
of the person making a request under this section and to locate the information which 
that person seeks, and

(b)has informed him of that requirement,

the data controller is not obliged to comply with the request unless he is supplied 
with that further information.]

System 
Requirement

To have a manual input on inadequate requests
ie SET (DSAR_s7.3UK)=true

Computer 
Conditions

IF check(DS access_request_Valid)=true
AND  IF check(DS_Data_Disclosure_restriction)=false
AND IF check (target_DS_Known)=true
AND IF check(DS_Processing) = true
AND IF check(DS_Data_Identification) =true
THEN SET (DSAR_s7.3UK)=true

IF check(DS access_request_Valid)=true
AND  IF check(DS_Data_Disclosure_restriction)=false
AND IF check (target_DS_Known)=false 
THEN SET (DSAR_s7.3UK)=false
AND action(Print_Letter_Inadequate_Identification)

IF check(DS access_request_Valid)=true
AND  IF check(DS_Data_Disclosure_restriction)=false
AND IF check(DS_Processing) = “false”
THEN SET (DSAR_s7.3UK)=false
AND action(Print_Letter_Unable_To_identify_data_on_DS)

                         (For example name and address only held)

IF check(DS access_request_Valid)=true
AND  IF check(DS_Data_Disclosure_restriction)=false
AND IF check(DS_Data_Identification) = “false”
THEN SET (DSAR_s7.3UK)=false
AND action(Print_Letter_Unable_To_identify_relevant_data_on_DS)

[Computer 
Language

Out of Scope Format of DS access request
Content of Access Request Response

Assumption Data Access requests will be automatically produced

Information identifying that individual as the source of the information likely 
sought by the request does not trigger 3rd party information marker. 
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UK7.4 DSAR 3rdParty Disclosure refusals

Legal provision (4)Where  a  data  controller  cannot  comply  with  the  request  without  disclosing 
information  relating  to  another  individual  who  can  be  identified  from  that 
information, he is not obliged to comply with the request unless—

(a)the  other  individual  has  consented  to  the  disclosure  of  the  information  to  the 
person making the request, or

(b)it is reasonable in all the circumstances to comply with the request without the 
consent of the other individual.

System 
Requirement

To know where  3rd Party Data is held on Data Subject Records

To identify the   3rd Party Data is held on Data Subject Records

To know whether deletion of   3rd Party Data renders 3rd Party unidentifiable

To be able to redact 3rd Party data where this renders 3rd Party unidentifiable

Computer 
Conditions

IF  check(Third_Party_Data_Disclosure_Consent)=false
OR IF  check(Third_Party_Data_Disclosure_Deemed_Consent)=false
AND IF check(Redact_Not_Applicable)=true
AND IF check(Data_In_confidence)=false
THEN SET   check(DS_Data_7.4UK_restriction)=true
AND PRINT(Letter_3rd_Party_Data_held_DSAR_Refusal)

IF  check(Third_Party_Data_Disclosure_Consent)=false
OR IF  check(Third_Party_Data_Disclosure_Deemed_Consent)=false
AND IF check(Redact_Not_Applicable)=false
AND IF check(Data_In_confidence)=false 
THEN SET   check(DS_Data_7.4UK_restriction)=false
AND SET  (Third_Party_Data_redaction_available)=true 

IF  check(Third_Party_Data_Disclosure_Consent)=false
OR IF  check(Third_Party_Data_Disclosure_Deemed_Consent)=false
AND IF check(Redact_Not_Applicable)=true
AND IF check(Data_In_confidence)=true
THEN SET   check(DS_Data_7.4UK_restriction)=true
AND refer(Manual_intervention)
AND PRINT(Letter_3rd_Party_Confidential_Data_held_DSAR_Refusal)

[Computer 
Language

Out of Scope Format of DS access request
Content of Access Request Response

Assumption Data Access requests will be automatically produced

Information identifying that individual as the source of the information likely 
sought by the request does not trigger 3rd party information marker. 

(5)In subsection (4) the  reference to information relating to another individual  includes a reference to 
information identifying that individual as the source of the information sought by the request; and that  
subsection  is  not  to  be  construed  as  excusing  a  data  controller  from communicating  so  much  of  the 
information sought by the request as can be communicated without disclosing the identity of the other  
individual concerned, whether by the omission of names or other identifying particulars or otherwise.
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UK7.5 Incorporated above

Legal 
requirement

(5)In  subsection  (4)  the  reference  to  information  relating  to  another  individual 
includes a reference to information identifying that individual as the source of the 
information  sought  by the request;  and that  subsection  is  not  to  be construed as 
excusing a data controller from communicating so much of the information sought by 
the  request  as  can  be  communicated  without  disclosing  the  identity  of  the  other 
individual  concerned,  whether  by  the  omission  of  names  or  other  identifying 
particulars or otherwise.

Assumption That the information referred to could be redacted

UK7.6 Confidential 3rd Party Information

Legal 
requirement

(6)In determining for the purposes of subsection (4)(b) whether it is reasonable in all  
the  circumstances  to  comply  with  the  request  without  the  consent  of  the  other  
individual concerned, regard shall be had, in particular, to—

(a)any duty of confidentiality owed to the other individual,

(b)any steps taken by the data controller with a view to seeking the consent of the  
other individual,

(c)whether the other individual is capable of giving consent, and

(d)any express refusal of consent by the other individual.

System 
Requirement

For each field the system must identify whether the information has been provided in 
confidence

i.e. SET (Data_Confidence)=true

Computer 
Conditions

IF check  (Data_Confidence)=true 
AND IF check (Confidence_Field_Deletion)=true
THEN Process (RedAct Field) 
AND Continue_process_DSAR

Computer 
language

Assumption That the information referred to could be identified by a confidential marker and each 
data field treated on a field by field basis

(7)An individual making a request under this section may, in such cases as may be prescribed, specify that  
his request is limited to personal data of any prescribed description.

UK7.7 Limited DSAR 

Legal 
requirement

7)An individual making a request under this section may, in such cases as may be 
prescribed,  specify that  his  request  is  limited  to  personal  data  of  any prescribed 
description.

System 
Requirement

System must allow specified fields to be designated for DSAR
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Computer 
Conditions

Manual Intervention expected

Computer 
language

IF (check(DSAR_Limited_Request)=true
THEN Process(Refer_for_manual_Intervention)

Assumption That the information referred to could be  treated on a field by field basis

(8)Subject to subsection (4), a data controller shall comply with a request under this section promptly and 
in any event before the end of the prescribed period beginning with the relevant day.

UK7.8 Timelimits

Legal 
requirement

(8)Subject to subsection (4), a data controller shall comply with a request under this 
section promptly and in any event before the end of the prescribed period beginning 
with the relevant day.

System 
Requirement

System must provide a reminder after the specified period unless DSAR is completed

Computer 
Conditions

If check(DS access_request_Valid)=true
AND IF check(DSAR_s7.3UK)=true
AND IF check(DSAR_s7.4UK_Restriction)=false 
AND IF check(DS_Data_Disclosure_restriction)=false
THEN Set(DSAR_Deadline_Reminder)=[Date+X]

Where X is 7 days prior to the  specified period for answer

Computer 
language

Assumption

Sections 7.9, s7.10, s7.11 and s7.12  are outside scope

Section 8 are supplementary provisions and ourside scope

Section 9 UK  

Out of Scope: s9 Application of section 7 where data controller is credit reference agency.
(1)Where the data controller is a credit reference agency, section 7 has effect subject to the provisions of 
this section.
(2)An individual making a request under section 7 may limit his request to personal data relevant to his 
financial standing, and shall be taken to have so limited his request unless the request shows a contrary 
intention.
(3)Where the data controller receives a request under section 7 in a case where personal data of which the 
individual making the request is the data subject are being processed by or on behalf of the data controller, 
the obligation to supply information under that section includes an obligation to give the individual making 
the request a statement, in such form as may be prescribed by the [Secretary of State] by regulations, of the 
individual’s rights—
(a)under section 159 of the M1Consumer Credit Act 1974 , and
(b)to the extent required by the prescribed form, under this Act.

Section 9A UK  
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Out of Scope: s9A  Unstructured personal data held by public authorities.
In this section “unstructured personal data” means any personal data falling within paragraph (e) of the 
definition  of  “data”  in  section  1(1),  other  than  information  which  is  recorded as  part  of,  or  with  the  
intention that it should form part of, any set of information relating to individuals to the extent that the set is  
structured by reference to individuals or by reference to criteria relating to individuals.
(2)A  public  authority  is  not  obliged  to  comply  with  subsection  (1)  of  section  7  in  relation  to  any 
unstructured personal data unless the request under that section contains a description of the data.
(3)Even if the data are described by the data subject in his request, a public authority is not obliged to  
comply with subsection (1) of section 7 in relation to unstructured personal data if the authority estimates  
that the cost of complying with the request so far as relating to those data would exceed the appropriate 
limit.
(4)Subsection (3) does not exempt the public authority from its obligation to comply with paragraph (a) of 
section 7(1) in relation to the unstructured personal data unless the estimated cost of complying with that  
paragraph alone in relation to those data would exceed the appropriate limit.
(5)In subsections (3) and (4) “the appropriate limit” means such amount as may be prescribed by the [F2  
Secretary of State] by regulations, and different amounts may be prescribed in relation to different cases.
(6)Any estimate for the purposes of this section must be made in accordance with regulations under section 
12(5) of the Freedom of Information Act 2000.]

s10 UK Right to prevent processing likely to cause damage or distress.

UK s10-1 Damaging Purpose 

Legal provision S10 (1)Subject to subsection (2), an individual is entitled at any time by notice in 
writing to a data controller to require the data controller at the end of such period as 
is reasonable in the circumstances to cease, or not to begin, processing, or processing 
for a specified purpose or in a specified manner, any personal data in respect of 
which he is the data subject, on the ground that, for specified reasons—
(a)the processing of those data or their processing for that purpose or in that manner 
is causing or is likely to cause substantial damage or substantial distress to him or to 
another, and
(b)that damage or distress is or would be unwarranted.
(2)Subsection (1) does not apply—
(a)in a case where any of the conditions in paragraphs 1 to 4 of Schedule 2 is met, or
(b)in such other cases as may be prescribed by the [F1 Secretary of State] by order.

System 
Requirement

System to recognise when data processing for all purposes or for a particualr purpose 
is claimed by DS to be causing or is likely to cause substantial damage or substantial 
distress to him or to another person and that the damage is unwarranted.

The system must have an override for DC to state that damage or distress is 
warranted.

Computer 
Conditions

If action DS-> DC notice to stop processing or stop processing for particular 
purposes, then Processing must Stop if Substantial_Distress or Substantial_Damage 
AND Unwarranted, unless Sch2pp1-4 exception applies. Must confirm with within 
21 days or give reason why unjustified (such as ongoing contract).

  
IF check(DS_consent_withdrawal")) =true AND t=”DS_Specified_Time” AND 
check(Unwarranted_Consequence_=”true” AND check(exceptions=”false”) THEN 
date=t+21, action(Stop_Processing_DS) AND conduct 
(“Print_letter_confirmation_Stop_Processing”).

IF check(DS_consent_withdrawal")) =true AND t=”DS_Specified_Time”AND 
check(Unwarranted_Consequence_=”true” AND check(exceptions=”true”) THEN 
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conduct(“Print_letter_confirmation_Exception_Apply”).

IF check(DS_consent_withdrawal")) =true AND t=”DS_Specified_Time”AND 
check(Unwarranted_Consequence) =”true” AND check(exceptions=”false”) THEN 
date=t+21, action(Stop_Processing_DS) AND conduct 
(“Print_letter_confirmation_Stop_Processing”).

IF check(DS_consent_withdrawal")) =true AND t=”DS_Specified_Time”AND 
check(Unwarranted_Consequence) =”false” AND check(exceptions=”false”) THEN 
conduct (“Print_letter_NotUnwarrantedConsequence”).

[Computer 
Language}

Out of Scope

UK10-3 Withdrawal of Consent

Legal provision (3)The data controller must within twenty-one days of receiving a notice under 
subsection (1) (“the data subject notice”) give the individual who gave it a written 
notice—
(a)stating that he has complied or intends to comply with the data subject notice, or
(b)stating his reasons for regarding the data subject notice as to any extent unjustified 
and the extent (if any) to which he has complied or intends to comply with it.

System 
Requirement

Simple Timetable process

Computer 
Conditions

IF check(s10-1_damaging_Purpose_Notification)=true
AND if (s10-1_DC_Override)=false
THEN Print(Letter_DC_Complying_s10UK)

IF check(s10-1_damaging_Purpose_Notification)=true
AND if (s10-1_DC_Override)=true
THEN Print(Letter_DC_Not_Complying_s10UK)
AND Print (Letter_s10UK_Override_justifications)

[Computer 
Language}

Assumption As an automated process this would always occur within 21 days

Outside Scope s10(4) and s10(5)

(4)If a court is satisfied, on the application of any person who has given a notice under subsection (1) which 
appears to the court to be justified (or to be justified to any extent), that the data controller in question has 
failed to comply with the notice, the court may order him to take such steps for complying with the notice 
(or for complying with it to that extent) as the court thinks fit.
(5)The failure by a data subject to exercise the right conferred by subsection (1) or section 11(1) does not 
affect any other right conferred on him by this Part.
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S11  UK . Right to prevent processing for purposes of direct marketing.

(1)An individual is entitled at any time by notice in writing to a data controller to require the data 
controller at the end of such period as is reasonable in the circumstances to cease, or not to begin, 
processing for the purposes of direct marketing personal data in respect of which he is the data 
subject.

UK11 

Legal provision (1)An individual is entitled at any time by notice in writing to a data controller to 
require  the  data  controller  at  the  end  of  such  period  as  is  reasonable  in  the  
circumstances  to  cease,  or  not  to  begin,  processing  for  the  purposes  of  direct 
marketing personal data in respect of which he is the data subject.

Requirement The system must maintain a check on whether the Data Subject has requested 
cessation of direct marketing using the DS data.
i.e. SET (DS_DM_withdrawal)=true

Computer
Conditions 

Upon any attempt to use the data for Direct Marketing:

IF check(DS_DM_withdrawal))=true 
AND IF check (Purpose_Direct_Marketing)=“true 
THEN  display(ScreenMessage: “Marketing_Use_Not Permitted”) 
AND DeleteRecord from Marketing Database

[Computer 
Language}

Out of Scope (2)If the court is satisfied, on the application of any person who has given a notice 
under subsection (1), that the data controller has failed to comply with the notice, the 
court may order him to take such steps for complying with the notice as the court 
thinks fit.

(2A)This section shall not apply in relation to the processing of such data as are 
mentioned in paragraph (1) of regulation 8 of the Telecommunications (Data 
Protection and Privacy) Regulations 1999 (processing of telecommunications billing 
data for certain marketing purposes) for the purposes mentioned in paragraph (2) of 
that regulation.]

(3)In this section “direct marketing” means the communication (by whatever means) 
of any advertising or marketing material which is directed to particular individuals.

S  UK . 12 Automated Decision Making

s12 Rights in relation to automated decision-taking.

s. UK 12-1 Automated Decisions

Legal provision 1)An individual is entitled at any time, by notice in writing to any data controller, to 
require the data controller to ensure that no decision taken by or on behalf of the data 
controller which significantly affects that individual is based solely on the processing 
by automatic means of personal data in respect of which that individual is the data 
subject for the purpose of evaluating matters relating to him such as, for example, his 
performance at work, his creditworthiness, his reliability or his conduct.

System
Requirement

System must know if a decision is taken SOLELY by automated decision making.

If any decision is taken SOLELY by automated decision making, then that decision 
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must be flagged as a “Computer Recommendation” and if objection has been made 
(check(AP_withdrawal)= true], then the “recommendation” needs to be referred to 
the DC or their representative to take the decision. 

At initiation system must know if an AP decision is performed for any of the stated 
purposes relating to his performance at work, his creditworthiness, his reliability or 
his conduct.

Computer Conditio IF check(decision_AP_Process))= true 
AND IF check(Purpose_Automated_Processing)= true
AND IF action(check(AP_withdrawal))= false
AND Set (decision_AP))= Automatic_permitted

IF check(decision_AP_Process))= true 
AND IF check(Purpose_Automated_Processing)= true
AND IF check(exempt_AP)= true
THEN Set (decision_AP))= Automatic_exempt
AND Print (Letter_AP_Exempt)

IF check(decision_AP_Process))= true
AND IF action(check(AP_withdrawal))= true 
AND IF check(Purpose_Automated_Processing)= true
AND IF check(exempt_AP)= false 
THEN Set (decision_AP))= recommend

IF check(decision_AP))= recommend
THEN  display(Screen_Message “Computer Recommendation needs consideration”) 
AND Require_Input(Manual_Intervention_Decision_AP_Human)
ON INPUT (ENTER DECISION)
AND  Set (decision_AP))= MADE_MANUAL

[Computer 
Language}

Out of Scope ss5-8

s. UK 12-2 Automated decisions reconsidered

Legal provision (2)Where, in a case where no notice under subsection (1) has effect, a decision which 
significantly affects an individual is based solely on such processing as is mentioned 
in subsection (1)—
(a)the data controller must as soon as reasonably practicable notify the individual that 
the decision was taken on that basis, and
(b)the individual is entitled, within twenty-one days of receiving that notification 
from the data controller, by notice in writing to require the data controller to 
reconsider the decision or to take a new decision otherwise than on that basis.

System
Requirement

N/A
note 12(2)(a) is incorporated in 12-1
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Computer Conditio IF check(decision_AP_Process))= true 
AND IF check(Purpose_Automated_Processing)= true
AND IF action(check(AP_withdrawal))= True
AND IF check(exempt_AP)= true
AND IF check(Reconsider+_S2_decision))= true
AND IF check(decision_AP)=Automatic_exempt 
AND IF check(timesince_decision)<21 days
THEN set (decision_AP))= reconsider

IF check(decision_AP))= reconsider
AND IF check(exempt_AP)= true 
THEN  display(Screen_Message “Computer Recommendation needs consideration”) 
AND Require_Input(Manual_Intervention_Decision_AP_Human)
AND ON INPUT (ENTER DECISION)
AND  Set (decision_AP))= MADE_MANUAL_reconsidered
AND Print(Letter_AP_Exempt_No_Reconsideration)

IF check(decision_AP))= reconsider
AND IF check(exempt_AP)= false
THEN  display(Screen_Message “Computer Recommendation needs consideration”) 
AND Require_Input(Manual_Intervention_Decision_AP_Human)
AND ON INPUT (ENTER DECISION)
AND  Set (decision_AP))= MADE_MANUAL_reconsidered
AND Print(Letter_AP_Reconsideration)

IF check(decision_AP))= MADE_MANUAL_reconsidered
THEN  Print(letter_decision_already_reconsidered)

[Computer 
Language}

Out of Scope ss5-8

s. UK 12(3)

Legal provision (3)The data controller must, within twenty-one days of receiving a notice under 
subsection (2)(b) (“the data subject notice”) give the individual a written notice 
specifying the steps that he intends to take to comply with the data subject notice.

System
Requirement

Incorporated in 12(2)

Computer Conditio N/A

[Computer 
Language}

Out of Scope ss5-8

(4)A notice under subsection (1) does not have effect in relation to an exempt decision; and nothing in 
subsection (2) applies to an exempt decision.
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s. UK 12(4)

Legal provision (4)A notice under subsection (1) does not have effect in relation to an exempt 
decision; and nothing in subsection (2) applies to an exempt decision.

System
Requirement

Incorporated in 12(2)

Computer 
Condition

N/A

[Computer 
Language}

Out of Scope ss5-8

(5)In subsection (4) “exempt decision” means any decision—
(a)in respect of which the condition in subsection (6) and the condition in subsection (7) are met, or
(b)which is made in such other circumstances as may be prescribed by the [F1 Secretary of State] by order.
(6)The condition in this subsection is that the decision—
(a)is taken in the course of steps taken—
(i)for the purpose of considering whether to enter into a contract with the data subject,
(ii)with a view to entering into such a contract, or
(iii)in the course of performing such a contract, or
(b)is authorised or required by or under any enactment.
(7)The condition in this subsection is that either—
(a)the effect of the decision is to grant a request of the data subject, or
(b)steps have been taken to safeguard the legitimate interests of the data subject (for example, by allowing 
him to make representations).
(8)If a court is satisfied on the application of a data subject that a person taking a decision in respect of him 
(“the responsible person”) has failed to comply with subsection (1) or (2)(b), the court may order the 
responsible person to reconsider the decision, or to take a new decision which is not based solely on such 
processing as is mentioned in subsection (1).

S  UK 13

Compensation for failure to comply with certain requirements.
(1)An individual who suffers damage by reason of any contravention by a data controller of any of the 
requirements of this Act is entitled to compensation from the data controller for that damage.
(2)An individual who suffers distress by reason of any contravention by a data controller of any of the 
requirements of this Act is entitled to compensation from the data controller for that distress if—
(a)the individual also suffers damage by reason of the contravention, or
(b)the contravention relates to the processing of personal data for the special purposes.
(3)In proceedings brought against a person by virtue of this section it is a defence to prove that he had taken 
such care as in all the circumstances was reasonably required to comply with the requirement concerned
Out of Scope s13

S  UK 14 Rectification.

UK s14 Rectification, blocking, erasure and destruction.

Legal 
requirements

S14 Rectification, blocking, erasure and destruction.
(1)If a court is satisfied on the application of a data subject that personal data of 
which the applicant is the subject are inaccurate, the court may order the data 
controller to rectify, block, erase or destroy those data and any other personal data in 
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respect of which he is the data controller and which contain an expression of opinion 
which appears to the court to be based on the inaccurate data.
(2)Subsection (1) applies whether or not the data accurately record information 
received or obtained by the data controller from the data subject or a third party but 
where the data accurately record such information, then—
(a)if the requirements mentioned in paragraph 7 of Part II of Schedule 1 have been 
complied with, the court may, instead of making an order under subsection (1), make 
an order requiring the data to be supplemented by such statement of the true facts 
relating to the matters dealt with by the data as the court may approve, and
(b)if all or any of those requirements have not been complied with, the court may, 
instead of making an order under that subsection, make such order as it thinks fit for 
securing compliance with those requirements with or without a further order 
requiring the data to be supplemented by such a statement as is mentioned in 
paragraph (a).
(3)Where the court—
(a)makes an order under subsection (1), or
(b)is satisfied on the application of a data subject that personal data of which he was 
the data subject and which have been rectified, blocked, erased or destroyed were 
inaccurate,
it may, where it considers it reasonably practicable, order the data controller to notify 
third parties to whom the data have been disclosed of the rectification, blocking, 
erasure or destruction.
(4)If a court is satisfied on the application of a data subject—
(a)that he has suffered damage by reason of any contravention by a data controller of 
any of the requirements of this Act in respect of any personal data, in circumstances 
entitling him to compensation under section 13, and
(b)that there is a substantial risk of further contravention in respect of those data in 
such circumstances,
the court may order the rectification, blocking, erasure or destruction of any of those 
data.
(5)Where the court makes an order under subsection (4) it may, where it considers it 
reasonably practicable, order the data controller to notify third parties to whom the 
data have been disclosed of the rectification, blocking, erasure or destruction.
(6)In determining whether it is reasonably practicable to require such 
notification as is mentioned in subsection (3) or (5) the court shall have regard, 
in particular, to the number of persons who would have to be notified.

Out of Scope This provision involves decisions of a Court

S  UK .15

Jurisdiction and procedure.
(1)The jurisdiction conferred by sections 7 to 14 is exercisable by the High Court or a county court or, in 
Scotland, by the Court of Session or the sheriff.
(2)For the purpose of determining any question whether an applicant under subsection (9) of section 7 is 
entitled to the information which he seeks (including any question whether any relevant data are exempt 
from that section by virtue of Part IV) a court may require the information constituting any data processed 
by or on behalf of the data controller and any information as to the logic involved in any decision-taking as 
mentioned in section 7(1)(d) to be made available for its own inspection but shall not, pending the 
determination of that question in the applicant’s favour, require the information sought by the applicant to 
be disclosed to him or his representatives whether by discovery (or, in Scotland, recovery) or otherwise.
Out of Scope

S  UK s28

National security.
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(1)Personal data are exempt from any of the provisions of—
(a)the data protection principles,
(b)Parts II, III and V, and
(c)sections 54A and] 55,
if the exemption from that provision is required for the purpose of safeguarding national security.

s. UK National Security

Legal provision

Requirement/ If Purpose is National Security then exclude provisions of  Data Protection 
Principles, Parts II (Rights of Data Subjects), PART III (Notifications by Data 
Controllers), 

Computer As the first priority, the system needs to check for whether for the particular data 
subject it is necessary to operate the Data Principles (Data_Principles_DS) and 
Rights of Data Subjects (Rights of Data Subjects_DS) and 
Notifications_Data_Controller (Notifications_Data_Controllers_DS) and 
Enforcement Powers (Enforcement_DS) and Obtaining Data Unlawfully provisions 
(Unlawful_Obtaining_DS).  If National Security is the processing purpose, then by 
setting the markers to false for 24 hours (and resetting them by a ChronJob 24 hours 
later), this can be achieved. With Markers false, those provisions are not applied. 

IF  purpose(National Security)= “true” AND check(Ministerial Certificate)=”true” 
THEN  set (Data_Principles_DS)= “false” AND set (Rights of Data 
Subjects_DS),=”false” and set (Notifications_Data_Controllers_DS)=”false” and set 
(Enforcement_DS)=”false” AND set (Unlawful_Obtaining_DS)=”false” 
AND 
ChronJob [ENDQUERY]  (set (Data_Principles_DS)= “true” AND set (Rights of 
Data Subjects_DS),=”true” and set (Notifications_Data_Controllers_DS)=”true” and 
set (Enforcement_DS)=”true” AND set (Unlawful_Obtaining_DS)=”true”) 

[Computer 
Language}

Top priority`, process first

Out of Scope Ss 2 to 12

(2)Subject to subsection (4), a certificate signed by a Minister of the Crown certifying that exemption from 
all or any of the provisions mentioned in subsection (1) is or at any time was required for the purpose there 
mentioned in respect of any personal data shall be conclusive evidence of that fact.
(3)A certificate under subsection (2) may identify the personal data to which it applies by means of a 
general description and may be expressed to have prospective effect.
(4)Any person directly affected by the issuing of a certificate under subsection (2) may appeal to the 
Tribunal against the certificate.
(5)If on an appeal under subsection (4), the Tribunal finds that, applying the principles applied by the court 
on an application for judicial review, the Minister did not have reasonable grounds for issuing the 
certificate, the Tribunal may allow the appeal and quash the certificate.
(6)Where in any proceedings under or by virtue of this Act it is claimed by a data controller that a 
certificate under subsection (2) which identifies the personal data to which it applies by means of a general 
description applies to any personal data, any other party to the proceedings may appeal to the Tribunal on 
the ground that the certificate does not apply to the personal data in question and, subject to any 
determination under subsection (7), the certificate shall be conclusively presumed so to apply.
(7)On any appeal under subsection (6), the Tribunal may determine that the certificate does not so apply.
(8)A document purporting to be a certificate under subsection (2) shall be received in evidence and deemed 
to be such a certificate unless the contrary is proved.
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(9)A  document which purports to be certified by or on behalf of a Minister of the Crown as a true copy of 
a certificate issued by that Minister under subsection (2) shall in any legal proceedings be evidence (or, in 
Scotland, sufficient evidence) of that certificate.
(10)The power conferred by subsection (2) on a Minister of the Crown shall not be exercisable except by a 
Minister who is a member of the Cabinet or by the Attorney General or the Lord Advocate.
No power conferred by any provision of Part V may be exercised in relation to personal data which by 
virtue of this section are exempt from that provision.
(12)Schedule 6 shall have effect in relation to appeals under subsection (4) or (6) and the proceedings of the 
Tribunal in respect of any such appeal.

S  UK s29 Crime and taxation.

Crime and taxation.
(1)Personal data processed for any of the following purposes—
(a)the prevention or detection of crime,
(b)the apprehension or prosecution of offenders, or
(c)the assessment or collection of any tax or duty or of any imposition of a similar nature,
are exempt from the first data protection principle (except to the extent to which it requires compliance 
with the conditions in Schedules 2 and 3) and section 7 in any case to the extent to which the application of 
those provisions to the data would be likely to prejudice any of the matters mentioned in this subsection.
(2)Personal data which—
(a)are processed for the purpose of discharging statutory functions, and
(b)consist of information obtained for such a purpose from a person who had it in his possession for any of 
the purposes mentioned in subsection (1),
are exempt from the subject information provisions to the same extent as personal data processed for any of 
the purposes mentioned in that subsection.
(3)Personal data are exempt from the non-disclosure provisions in any case in which—
(a)the disclosure is for any of the purposes mentioned in subsection (1), and
(b)the application of those provisions in relation to the disclosure would be likely to prejudice any of the 
matters mentioned in that subsection.
(4)Personal data in respect of which the data controller is a relevant authority and which—
(a)consist of a classification applied to the data subject as part of a system of risk assessment which is 
operated by that authority for either of the following purposes—
(i)the assessment or collection of any tax or duty or any imposition of a similar nature, or
(ii)the prevention or detection of crime, or apprehension or prosecution of offenders, where the offence 
concerned involves any unlawful claim for any payment out of, or any unlawful application of, public 
funds, and
(b)are processed for either of those purposes,
are exempt from section 7 to the extent to which the exemption is required in the interests of the operation 
of the system.
(5)In subsection (4)— “public funds” includes funds provided by any Community institution; “relevant 
authority” means—
(a)a government department,
(b)a local authority, or
(c)any other authority administering housing benefit or council tax benefit.

s. UK s29 (1)

Legal provision s29(1) If disclosure or processing of personal  data occurs for the prevention or 
detection of crime or the apprehension or prosecution of offenders or the assessment 
or collection of any tax or duty or of any imposition of a similar nature, or is personal 
data processed in discharge of statutory functions for and consists of information 
obtained the prevention or detection of crime or the apprehension or prosecution of 
offenders or the assessment or collection of any tax or duty or of any imposition of a 
similar nature 
then the first data protection principle will  not apply (except to the extent required 
under Schedules 2 and 3). It is also exempt under s7 in any case if  prejudicial to the 
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prevention or detection of crime or the apprehension or prosecution of offenders or 
the assessment or collection of any tax or duty or of any imposition of a similar 
nature. 

Requirement IF  purpose(Detection_Crime)= “true” OR purpose(Offenders)= “true” OR 
purpose(Collect_Tax_Duty)= “true” AND check(DP_Status_authorised 
person)=”true” THEN  set (Data_Principles_DS)= “false” AND set (Rights of Data 
Subjects_DS),=”false” and set (Notifications_Data_Controllers_DS)=”false” and set 
(Enforcement_DS)=”false” AND set (Unlawful_Obtaining_DS)=”false” 

AND 
ChronJob [ENDQUERY] (set (Data_Principles_DS)= “true” AND set (Rights of 
Data Subjects_DS),=”true” and set (Notifications_Data_Controllers_DS)=”true” and 
set (Enforcement_DS)=”true” AND set (Unlawful_Obtaining_DS)=”true”) 

Computer

[Computer 
Language}

ss(4)(5)

Out of Scope

S  UK30 .Data relating to  physical or mental health or condition of the data subject

S30 Health, education and social work.
(1)The Secretary of State may by order exempt from the subject information provisions, or modify those 
provisions in relation to, personal data consisting of information as to the physical or mental health or 
condition of the data subject.

UK s30(1)

Legal provision An  order from the Secretary of State may  exempt (or modify) from the subject 
information provisions, personal data that
i) consisting of information as to the data subject's physical or mental health or 
condition; or 
ii) relates to persons who are or have been pupils at the school where the  data 
controller is the proprietor of, or a teacher at a school; or 
iii) appears to be processed for the purposes of or as part of carrying out social work 
but no  exemption or modification may be made if  likely to prejudice the carrying 
out of social work.

Requirement To know if SOS s30(1) Order is in place 

Computer IF check (SOS_Order_s30UK)= “true” AND (check(datatype_health) = “true” OR 
(check(datatype_school)= “true” OR (check(datatype_Socialwork)) THEN action 
(Permit_Processing)

[Computer 
Language}

Out of Scope

(2)The  Secretary of State may by order exempt from the subject information provisions, or modify those 
provisions in relation to—
(a)personal data in respect of which the data controller is the proprietor of, or a teacher at, a school, and 
which consist of information relating to persons who are or have been pupils at the school, or
(b)personal data in respect of which the data controller is an education authority in Scotland, and which 
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consist of information relating to persons who are receiving, or have received, further education provided 
by the authority.

s. UK s30(2)

Legal provision (2)The  Secretary of State may by order exempt from the subject information 
provisions, or modify those provisions in relation to—
(a)personal data in respect of which the data controller is the proprietor of, or a 
teacher at, a school, and which consist of information relating to persons who are or 
have been pupils at the school, or
(b)personal data in respect of which the data controller is an education authority in 
Scotland, and which consist of information relating to persons who are receiving, or 
have received, further education provided by the authority.

Requirement/ To know if SOS s30(2) Order  is in place

Computer IF check (SOS_Order_s30-2UK)= “true” AND (check(datatype_education) = “true” 
THEN action(prevent_DSAR_Processing)

[Computer 
Language}

Out of Scope ss3-4

(3)The Secretary of State] may by order exempt from the subject information provisions, or modify those 
provisions in relation to, personal data of such other descriptions as may be specified in the order, being 
information—
(a)processed by government departments or local authorities or by voluntary organisations or other bodies 
designated by or under the order, and
(b)appearing to him to be processed in the course of, or for the purposes of, carrying out social work in 
relation to the data subject or other individuals;
but the Secretary of State] shall not under this subsection confer any exemption or make any modification 
except so far as he considers that the application to the data of those provisions (or of those provisions 
without modification) would be likely to prejudice the carrying out of social work.
(4)An order under this section may make different provision in relation to data consisting of information of 
different descriptions
(5)In this section—
“education authority” and “further education” have the same meaning as in the Education (Scotland) Act 
1980 (“the 1980 Act”), and
“proprietor”—
(a)in relation to a school in England or Wales, has the same meaning as in the M2Education Act 1996,
(b)in relation to a school in Scotland, means—
(b)(i)in the case of a self-governing school, the board of management within the meaning of the Self-
Governing Schools etc. (Scotland) Act 1989,]
(ii)in the case of an independent school, the proprietor within the meaning of the 1980 Act,
(iii)in the case of a grant-aided school, the managers within the meaning of the 1980 Act, and
(iv)in the case of a public school, the education authority within the meaning of the 1980 Act, and
(c)in relation to a school in Northern Ireland, has the same meaning as in the M4Education and Libraries 
(Northern Ireland) Order 1986 and includes, in the case of a controlled school, the Board of Governors of 
the school.

S  UK31 . Regulatory  activity

31  Regulatory activity.
(1)Personal data processed for the purposes of discharging functions to which this subsection applies are 
exempt from the subject information provisions in any case to the extent to which the application of those 
provisions to the data would be likely to prejudice the proper discharge of those functions.
(2)Subsection (1) applies to any relevant function which is designed—
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(a)for protecting members of the public against—
  (i)financial loss due to dishonesty, malpractice or other seriously improper conduct by, or the unfitness or 
incompetence of, persons concerned in the provision of banking, insurance, investment or other financial 
services or in the management of bodies corporate,
  (ii)financial loss due to the conduct of discharged or undischarged bankrupts, or
  (iii)dishonesty, malpractice or other seriously improper conduct by, or the unfitness or incompetence of, 
persons authorised to carry on any profession or other activity,
(b)for protecting charities [or community interest companies] against misconduct or mismanagement 
(whether by trustees [, directors] or other persons) in their administration,
(c)for protecting the property of charities [or community interest companies] from loss or misapplication,
(d)for the recovery of the property of charities [F1or community interest companies] ,
(e)for securing the health, safety and welfare of persons at work, or
(f)for protecting persons other than persons at work against risk to health or safety arising out of or in 
connection with the actions of persons at work.

UK s31 Regulatory Activity Provisions

Legal provision 31  Regulatory activity.
(1)Personal data processed for the purposes of discharging functions to which 
this subsection applies are exempt from the subject information provisions in 
any case to the extent to which the application of those provisions to the data 
would be likely to prejudice the proper discharge of those functions.

Legal Requirement (2)Subsection (1) applies to any relevant function which is designed—
(a)for protecting members of the public against—
  (i)financial loss due to dishonesty, malpractice or other seriously improper 
conduct by, or the unfitness or incompetence of, persons concerned in the 
provision of banking, insurance, investment or other financial services or in the 
management of bodies corporate,

System, 
Requirement

System must know if there is a risk of financial loss due to dishonesty, 
malpractice or other seriously improper conduct by, or the unfitness or 
incompetence of, persons concerned in the provision of banking, insurance, 
investment or other financial services or in the management of bodies 
corporate,

Computer 
Condition 

IF check(purpose=”protecting_public” or check(purpose=”protecting 
charity”)AND [check(ds_conduct) = improper conduct” or check(ds_conduct) 
=unfit or check(ds_conduct) = malpractice ] AND 
[[ check(ds_Sector)=”banking” OR  check(ds_Sector)=insurance OR 
check(ds_Sector)= investment OR check(ds_Sector)=financial services OR 
check (ds_Sector)= “corporate_management”)], AND 
(check(Damage)=”financial loss”  THEN action(Permit_Processing)  

Computer 
Language

Legal Requirement 
(ii)financial loss due to the conduct of discharged or undischarged bankrupts,

System, 
Requirement

N/A
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Computer 
Condition 

IF check(purpose=”protecting_public” AND (check(Damage)=”financial loss”) 
AND  [ds_status=  “discharged  or  undischarged  bankrupt]   THEN 
action(Permit_Processing) 

Computer 
Language

Legal Requirement To guard against
(iii)dishonesty, malpractice or other seriously improper conduct by, or the 
unfitness or incompetence of, persons authorised to carry on any profession or 
other activity,

System, 
Requirement

N/A

Computer 
Condition 

IF check(purpose=”protecting_public” AND (check(Damage)=”financial loss”) 
AND check (status_target_DS) = “regulated_profession”) THEN 
action(Permit_Processing) 

Computer 
Language

Legal Requirement Safeguard against dishonesty, malpractice or other seriously improper conduct 
by, or the unfitness or incompetence of and Director of any Charity or 
Protecting Charitable Assets 

System, 
Requirement

To know if data is being used for charity or in respect of  Charitable Assets 

Computer 
Condition 

IF  check(purpose=  “protecting_charity”)  AND  check(ds_conduct)  = 
malpractice  ]  and  check(ds_Sector)=”Director”  THEN 
action(Permit_Processing) 

IF  check(purpose=  “protecting_charity_assets”)  THEN 
action(Permit_Processing) 

Computer 
Language

Legal Requirement Activities in respect of health and safety at work

System, 
Requirement

To know if data is being used in respect of  health & safety  at work

Computer 
Condition 

IF check (Purpose)= “health & safety  at work”THEN 
action(Permit_Processing) 

Computer 
Language

Outside Scope (b) is designed for protecting members of the public against—
(i)maladministration by public bodies,
(ii)failures in services provided by public bodies, or
(iii)a failure of a public body to provide a service which it was a function of the body 
to provide,are exempt from the subject information provisions in any case to the 
extent to which the application of those provisions to the data would be likely to 
prejudice the proper discharge of that function.
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Out of Scope  (4A) 4B 4C 5 5A 5B 5 C 6 7 8

(4A) data processed for the purpose of discharging any function which is conferred by or under Part XVI of  
the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 on the body established by the Financial Services Authority 
for the purposes of that Part are exempt from the subject information provisions in any case to the extent to 
which the application of those provisions to the data would be likely to prejudice the proper discharge of  
the function.

(4B)Personal data processed for the purposes of discharging any function of the Legal Services Board are  
exempt from the subject information provisions in any case to the extent to which the application of those 
provisions to the data would be likely to prejudice the proper discharge of the function.

(4C)Personal data processed for the purposes of the function of considering a complaint under the scheme 
established under Part 6 of the Legal Services Act 2007 (legal complaints) are exempt from the subject  
information provisions in any case to the extent to which the application of those provisions to the data  
would be likely to prejudice the proper discharge of the function.

(5)Personal data processed for the purpose of discharging any function which—

(a)is conferred by or under any enactment on the [F16the Office of Fair Trading] , and

(b)is designed—

(i)for  protecting members  of  the  public  against  conduct  which may adversely affect  their  interests  by 
persons carrying on a business,

(ii)for regulating agreements or conduct which have as their object or effect the prevention, restriction or 
distortion of competition in connection with any commercial activity, or

(iii)for  regulating conduct  on  the part  of  one  or  more  undertakings which amounts  to  the  abuse  of  a 
dominant position in a market,

are exempt from the subject information provisions in any case to the extent to which the application of  
those provisions to the data would be likely to prejudice the proper discharge of that function.

[F17(5A)Personal data processed by a CPC enforcer for the purpose of discharging any function conferred 
on such a body by or under the CPC Regulation are exempt from the subject information provisions in any  
case to the extent to which the application of those provisions to the data would be likely to prejudice the 
proper discharge of that function.

(5B)In subsection (5A)—

(a)“CPC enforcer” has the meaning given to it in section 213(5A) of the Enterprise Act 2002 but does not  
include the Office of Fair Trading;

(b)“CPC Regulation” has the meaning given to it in section 235A of that Act.]

[F18(6)Personal data processed for the purpose of the function of considering a complaint under section 
113(1) or (2) or 114(1) or (3) of the Health and Social Care (Community Health and Standards) Act 2003, 
or section 24D, 26 F19...  or 26ZB of the Children Act 1989, are exempt from the subject information 
provisions in any case to the extent to which the application of those provisions to the data would be likely 
to prejudice the proper discharge of that function.]

[F20(7)Personal data processed for the purpose of discharging any function which is conferred by or under 
Part 3 of the Local Government Act 2000 on—

(a)the monitoring officer of a relevant authority,

(b)an ethical standards officer, or

(c)the Public Services Ombudsman for Wales,

are exempt from the subject information provisions in any case to the extent to which the application of  
those provisions to the data would be likely to prejudice the proper discharge of that function.
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(8)In subsection (7)—

(a)“relevant authority” has the meaning given by section 49(6) of the Local Government Act 2000, and

(b)any reference to the monitoring officer of a relevant authority, or to an ethical standards officer, has the 
same meaning as in Part 3 of that Act.]

S  UK 32.

32 Journalism, literature and art.
(1)Personal data which are processed only for the special purposes are exempt from any provision to which 
this subsection relates if—
(a)the processing is undertaken with a view to the publication by any person of any journalistic, literary or 
artistic material,
(b)the data controller reasonably believes that, having regard in particular to the special importance of the 
public interest in freedom of expression, publication would be in the public interest, and
(c)the data controller reasonably believes that, in all the circumstances, compliance with that provision is 
incompatible with the special purposes.
(2)Subsection (1) relates to the provisions of—
(a)the data protection principles except the seventh data protection principle,
(b)section 7,
(c)section 10,
(d)section 12, and
(e)section 14(1) to (3).
(3)In considering for the purposes of subsection (1)(b) whether the belief of a data controller that 
publication would be in the public interest was or is a reasonable one, regard may be had to his compliance 
with any code of practice which—
(a)is relevant to the publication in question, and
(b)is designated by the [F1 Secretary of State] by order for the purposes of this subsection.
(4)Where at any time (“the relevant time”) in any proceedings against a data controller under section 7(9), 
10(4), 12(8) or 14 or by virtue of section 13 the data controller claims, or it appears to the court, that any 
personal data to which the proceedings relate are being processed—
(a)only for the special purposes, and
(b)with a view to the publication by any person of any journalistic, literary or artistic material which, at the 
time twenty-four hours immediately before the relevant time, had not previously been published by the data 
controller, the court shall stay the proceedings until either of the conditions in subsection (5) is met.
(5)Those conditions are—
(a)that a determination of the Commissioner under section 45 with respect to the data in question takes 
effect, or
(b)in a case where the proceedings were stayed on the making of a claim, that the claim is withdrawn.
(6)For the purposes of this Act “publish”, in relation to journalistic, literary or artistic material, means make 
available to the public or any section of the public.

s. UK 

Legal provision If personal data is processed with a view to the publication by any person of any 
journalistic, literary or artistic material (even if not actually published) and the data 
controller believes that publication is in the public interest and that processing in 
compliance with a provision of the DPA is incompatible with the  special purpose, 
then processing is exempt in respect of all of the data Protection Principles except the 
7th Principle and exempt from subject access requests and the right to prevent 
damaging or distressful processing and automated decision making provisions and 
any right of rectification erasure or destruction. 
(Special Purpose means  journalistic, literary or artistic reasons 

Requirement/
Setting (Exempt_JLA)=true has the result that any requirement for data Protection 
Principles to be observed (except the 7th Principle) or to provide subject access 
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requests or to allow the Data Subject to  prevent damaging or distressful processing 
or to restrict automated decision making or to provide for any right of rectification 
erasure or destruction is removed. Therefore an Exempt_JLA flag being set must set 
the following to false:
Applicable (Data Protection Principle 1)=”false”
s to be observed (except the 7th Principle) or to provide subject access requests or to 
allow the Data Subject to  prevent damaging or distressful processing or to restrict 
automated decision making or to provide for any right of rectification erasure or 
destruction is removed.

Computer 
Conditions 

IF check(Purpose_JLA)=”true” AND check(DC_Public_Interest)=true AND 
check(DC_Processing_Incompatible=true THEN Set(Exempt_JLA)=true

[Computer 
Language}

Out of Scope S2 (a matter for training of input)

S  UK 33.Research, history and statistics.

33 Research, history and statistics.
(1)In this section— “research purposes” includes statistical or historical purposes; “the relevant 
conditions”, in relation to any processing of personal data, means the conditions—
(a)that the data are not processed to support measures or decisions with respect to particular individuals, 
and
(b)that the data are not processed in such a way that substantial damage or substantial distress is, or is likely 
to be, caused to any data subject.
(2)For the purposes of the second data protection principle, the further processing of personal data only for 
research purposes in compliance with the relevant conditions is not to be regarded as incompatible with the 
purposes for which they were obtained.
(3)Personal data which are processed only for research purposes in compliance with the relevant conditions 
may, notwithstanding the fifth data protection principle, be kept indefinitely.
(4)Personal data which are processed only for research purposes are exempt from section 7 if—
(a)they are processed in compliance with the relevant conditions, and
(b)the results of the research or any resulting statistics are not made available in a form which identifies 
data subjects or any of them.
(5)For the purposes of subsections (2) to (4) personal data are not to be treated as processed otherwise than 
for research purposes merely because the data are disclosed—
(a)to any person, for research purposes only,
(b)to the data subject or a person acting on his behalf,
(c)at the request, or with the consent, of the data subject or a person acting on his behalf, or
(d)in circumstances in which the person making the disclosure has reasonable grounds for believing that the 
disclosure falls within paragraph (a), (b) or (c).

UK s33 33 Research, history and statistics.

Legal provision Where data is processed for research , historical purposes or statistics, then it is 
considered to be processed for research as long as it is not processed in relation to 
particular individuals and in a  way that substantial damage or distress is likely. 
The 2nd Data Protection Principle is not to apply (i.e considered met) if processed for 
research.
The DSAR rights do not apply if processing is for research and anonymous

Requirement/
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Computer 
Conditions

If check(Purpose_RHS)=true THEN Set Applicable(Data Protection Principle 
2)=”false”

If check(Purpose_Research)=true THEN Set Applicable(Data Protection Principle 
5)=”false”

If check (Purpose_Research)=true AND check(data_anonymous)=true THEN Set 
Applicable(DSAR)=”false” 

Computer 
Language

Out of Scope (5) this is a matter for training.

33.

33A Manual data held by public authorities
Out of Scope

S  UK 34.Information available to the public by or under enactment.

s. UK34 Information available to the public by or under enactment.

Legal provision Information available to the public by or under enactment is  exempt from—
(a)the subject information provisions, the fourth data protection principle and section 
14(1) to (3), and the non-disclosure provisions, if the data consist of information 
which the data controller is obliged by or under any enactment other than an 
enactment contained in the Freedom of Information Act 2000 to make available to 
the public, whether by publishing it, by making it available for inspection, or 
otherwise and whether gratuitously or on payment of a fee

Requirement

Computer 
Onditions

If check(Enactment_DataRelease)=true THEN Set Applicable(DSAR)=false AND 
Set Applicable(Data Protection Principle 1)=false AND Set Applicable(Data 
Protection Principle 2)=false AND Set Applicable(Data Protection Principle 3)=false 
AND Set Applicable(Data Protection Principle 4)=false AND Set Applicable(Data 
Protection Principle 5)=false  AND Set 
Applicable(Damaging_Distressing_Processing)=false AND Set 
Applicable(Rectification_Erasure_Destruction)=”false”

[Computer 
Language}

Out of Scope Other than an enactment contained in the Freedom of Information Act 2000 (A 
matter for training)

S35 Disclosures by Law

UK S35 Disclosures by Law

Legal provision 35 Disclosures required by law or made in connection with legal proceedings etc.
(1)Personal data are exempt from the non-disclosure provisions where the disclosure 
is required by or under any enactment, by any rule of law or by the order of a court.
(2)Personal data are exempt from the non-disclosure provisions where the disclosure 
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is necessary(a)for the purpose of, or in connection with, any legal proceedings 
(including prospective legal proceedings), or
(b)for the purpose of obtaining legal advice,

or is otherwise necessary for the purposes of establishing, exercising or defending 
legal rights.

Requirement/

Computer If check(Purpose_Court OrderedDisclosure)=true THEN Set Applicable(Data 
Protection Principle 1)=false AND Set Applicable(Data Protection Principle 2)=false 
AND Set Applicable(Data Protection Principle 3)=false AND Set Applicable(Data 
Protection Principle 4)=false AND Set Applicable(Data Protection Principle 5)=false 
AND Set Applicable(Damaging_Distressing_Processing)=false AND Set 
Applicable(Rectification_Erasure_Destruction)=”false” AND 
Display(Warning_Court_Order_Note)

If check(Purpose_Disclosure_by_Law)=true THEN Set Applicable(Data Protection 
Principle 1)=false AND Set Applicable(Data Protection Principle 2)=false AND Set 
Applicable(Data Protection Principle 3)=false AND Set Applicable(Data Protection 
Principle 4)=false AND Set Applicable(Data Protection Principle 5)=false  AND Set 
Applicable(Damaging_Distressing_Processing)=false AND Set 
Applicable(Rectification_Erasure_Destruction)=”false”

[Court Order Note is a note that there must be a Court Order in place requiring 
disclosure, not merely legal proceedings. Note that disclosure in the ordinary course 
of proceedings falls within the definition of Court Order]

[Computer 
Language}

Out of Scope

S35  UK Parliamentary Privilege.

35A Parliamentary privilege

Out of Scope

S  UK36 Collection for Domestic Purpose

36 Collection for Domestic Purpose

s36 UK UK36 Collection for Domestic Purpose

Legal provision Exempt if collected for Domestic Purposes

Requirement/ N/A

Computer If check(Purpose_Domestic)=true THEN STOP AND Print(Letter_Domestic)

[Computer 
Language}

Out of Scope
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Legal requirements

Member States National Data Protection Law

England

LANGUAGE SPECIFICATIONS

SCHEDULES TO THE UK ACT

SCHEDULE 2
Conditions relevant for purposes of the first principle: processing of any personal data
1The data subject has given his consent to the processing.
2The processing is necessary—
(a)for the performance of a contract to which the data subject is a party, or
(b)for the taking of steps at the request of the data subject with a view to entering into a contract.
3The processing is necessary for compliance with any legal obligation to which the data controller is 
subject, other than an obligation imposed by contract.
4The processing is necessary in order to protect the vital interests of the data subject.
5The processing is necessary—
(a)for the administration of justice,
[aa)for the exercise of any functions of either House of Parliament,]
(b)for the exercise of any functions conferred on any person by or under any enactment,
(c)for the exercise of any functions of the Crown, a Minister of the Crown or a government department, or
(d)for the exercise of any other functions of a public nature exercised in the public interest by any person.

SCH2 . UK 

Legal provision Processing may only be made if 
a) with consent or 
b) necessary for performance of a contract with the DS or 
c) at the request of the data subject with a view to entering into a contract or d) for 
compliance with any legal non-contractual obligation to which the data controller is 
subject or 
e) necessary in order to protect the vital interests of the data subject or 
f) for the administration of justice or Parliament or 
g) for the exercise of any functions conferred on any person by or under any 
enactment or  
h) functions of the Crown, a Minister of the Crown or a government department, or 
i) for the exercise of any other functions of a public nature exercised in the public 
interest by any person.

Requirement System to recognise Consent
System must know when Sch 2 approval is required

Computer 
Conditions

IF [check(DS_Consent)=true 
OR check( q DS_necessary_contract)=true 
OR check(DS_request)=true OR purpose(DC_obligation)=true OR 
check(DS_vital_interests)=true OR purpose(justice )=true or purpose(Parliament or 
g) for the exercise of any functions conferred on any person by or under )=true or 
check(Authorised_Enactment)=true OR check(Authorised_by_Law)=true OR 
purpose(Crown_Functions)=true or purpose(public_nature_public_interest)=true OR 
(check Exemption_Any)=true] 
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THEN SET (Sch2_Permissions)=true

[Computer 
Language}

Out of Scope

 UK SCHEDULE 3

SCHEDULE 3
Conditions relevant for purposes of the first principle: processing of sensitive personal data
1The data subject has given his explicit consent to the processing of the personal data.
2(1)The processing is necessary for the purposes of exercising or performing any right or obligation which 
is conferred or imposed by law on the data controller in connection with employment.
(2)The Secretary of State] may by order—
(a)exclude the application of sub-paragraph (1) in such cases as may be specified, or
(b)provide that, in such cases as may be specified, the condition in sub-paragraph (1) is not to be regarded 
as satisfied unless such further conditions as may be specified in the order are also satisfied.

SCH3_UK Sensitive Data Processing Scheduled Conditions

Legal provision Sensitive data must only be processed where 
1. The data subject has given his explicit consent 
2i. Processing is necessary for the purposes of exercising or performing any right or 
obligation which is conferred or imposed by law on the data controller in connection 
with employment.

Requirement System must know when Sch 3 approval is required

Computer 
Conditions

IF check (data_Sensitive)=true 
AND check(DS_Consent)=true 
OR  purpose(DS_legal_authorisation) 
THEN Set (UKSCH3_approval)=true

[Computer 
Language}

Out of Scope Sch 3(2)(2) and DS_legal_authorisation definition 

S  UK .SCHEDULE 4

SCHEDULE 4
Cases where the eighth principle does not apply
1The data subject has given his consent to the transfer.
2The transfer is necessary—
(a)for the performance of a contract between the data subject and the data controller, or
(b)for the taking of steps at the request of the data subject with a view to his entering into a contract with 
the data controller.
3The transfer is necessary—
(a)for the conclusion of a contract between the data controller and a person other than the data subject 
which—
(i)is entered into at the request of the data subject, or
(ii)is in the interests of the data subject, or
(b)for the performance of such a contract.
4(1)The transfer is necessary for reasons of substantial public interest.
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(2)The [F1 Secretary of State] may by order specify—
(a)circumstances in which a transfer is to be taken for the purposes of sub-paragraph (1) to be necessary for 
reasons of substantial public interest, and
(b)circumstances in which a transfer which is not required by or under an enactment is not to be taken for 
the purpose of sub-paragraph (1) to be necessary for reasons of substantial public interest.
5The transfer—
(a)is necessary for the purpose of, or in connection with, any legal proceedings (including prospective legal 
proceedings),
(b)is necessary for the purpose of obtaining legal advice, or
(c)is otherwise necessary for the purposes of establishing, exercising or defending legal rights.
6The transfer is necessary in order to protect the vital interests of the data subject.
7The transfer is of part of the personal data on a public register and any conditions subject to which the 
register is open to inspection are complied with by any person to whom the data are or may be disclosed 
after the transfer.
8The transfer is made on terms which are of a kind approved by the Commissioner as ensuring adequate 
safeguards for the rights and freedoms of data subjects.
9The transfer has been authorised by the Commissioner as being made in such a manner as to ensure 
adequate safeguards for the rights and freedoms of data subjects.

s. UK SCH4

Legal provision If an External Transfer is being made it may only be made to a place of Equivalent 
Protection or where the data subject has given his consent to the transfer or that 
transfer is necessary for the performance of a contract with the data subject or done at 
the request of the data subject or is in the interests of the data subject or the transfer 
is necessary for reasons of substantial public interest or necessary for the purpose of, 
or in connection with, any legal proceedings (including prospective legal 
proceedings) or for the purpose of obtaining legal advice, or in connection with 
exercising  legal rights or  to protect the vital interests of the data subject or is 
information on a public register or a kind of transfer approved by the Commissioner 
to safeguard data subject rights and freedoms. 

Requirement/ System must know when Principle 9 does not apply to data transfers 

Computer If check(External_Transfer)=true 
AND check(Equivalent_Protection)=true 
THEN Permit Transfer, 

(IF purpose(DS_Contract)=true  OR purpose(DS_Request)=true OR 
purpose(DS_Interest)=true OR check(public interest)=true OR 
check(SoS_Order)=true OR check(legal proceedings)=true OR 
check(legal_advice)=true OR check(legal_rights)=true OR 
check(DS_vital_interests)=true OR  check(PublicRegister)=true  OR 
check(Approved_Safeguard_Purpose)=true THEN  Permit Transfer, STOP 
TRANSFER)

[Computer 
Language}

Out of Scope

SCHEDULE 5
s. UK SCH5

Out of Scope
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SCHEDULE 6
s. UK SCH6

Out of Scope

UK SCHEDULE 7 Miscellaneous exemptions

Sch7-1 UK Confidential references given by the data controller

Legal provision 1Personal data are exempt from section 7 if they consist of a reference given or to be 
given in confidence by the data controller for the purposes of—
(a)the education, training or employment, or prospective education, training or 
employment, of the data subject,
(b)the appointment, or prospective appointment, of the data subject to any office, or
(c)the provision, or prospective provision, by the data subject of any service.

Requirement To understand when information is given as a confidential reference
i.e. SET (Confidential_Reference)=true

Computer If check (Confidential_Reference)=true
AND IF (check(DSAR_Valid)=true
THEN SET(s7_exemption)=true

[Computer 
Language}

Out of Scope

Sch7-2 UK Armed forces

Legal provision Personal data are exempt from the subject information provisions in any case to the 
extent to which the application of those provisions would be likely to prejudice the 
combat effectiveness of any of the armed forces of the Crown.

Requirement To understand when information would be likely to prejudice the combat 
effectiveness of any of the armed forces of the Crown if the Subject information 
provisions were to apply. 
i.e. SET (Armed_Forces_Prejudice)=true

Computer If check (Armed_Forces_Prejudice)=true
THEN SET(Subject_information_exemption)=true

[Computer 
Language}

Out of Scope

Sch7-3 UK Judicial appointments and honours
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Legal provision Personal data processed for the purposes of—
(a)assessing any person’s suitability for judicial office or the office of Queen’s 
Counsel, or
(b)the conferring by the Crown of any honour or dignity

Requirement To understand when information is processed for  the purposes of assessing any 
person’s suitability for judicial office or the office of Queen’s Counsel, or

the conferring by the Crown of any honour or dignity

i.e. SET (Judicial_Office_Honours_Exemption)=true

Computer If check (Judicial_Office_Honours_Exemption)=true
THEN SET(Subject_information_exemption)=true

[Computer 
Language}

Out of Scope

Sch7-4 UK Crown employment and Crown or Ministerial appointments

Legal provision 4(1) The Secretary of State may by order exempt from the subject information 
provisions personal data processed for the purposes of assessing any person’s 
suitability for—
(a)employment by or under the Crown, or
(b)any office to which appointments are made by Her Majesty, by a Minister of the 
Crown or by a Northern Ireland authority.
(2)In this paragraph “Northern Ireland authority” means the First Minister, the 
deputy First Minister, a Northern Ireland Minister or a Northern Ireland department.

Requirement To understand when information is processed for  the purposes of assessing any 
person’s suitability for employment by or under the Crown, or any office to which 
appointments are made by Her Majesty, by a Minister of the Crown or by a Northern 
Ireland authority.

i.e. SET (Crown_appointment_Exemption)=true

Computer If check (Crown_appointment_Exemption)=true
THEN SET(Subject_information_exemption)=true

[Computer 
Language}

Out of Scope

Sch7-5 UK Management forecasts etc.

Legal provision Personal data processed for the purposes of management forecasting or management 
planning to assist the data controller in the conduct of any business or other activity 
are exempt from the subject information provisions in any case to the extent to which 
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the application of those provisions would be likely to prejudice the conduct of that 
business or other activity.

Requirement To understand when information is processed for  the purposes of  management 
forecasting or management planning to assist the data controller in the conduct of any 
business or other activity 

i.e. SET (Management_Forecast_Exemption)=true

Computer If check (Management_Forecast_Exemption)=true
THEN SET(Subject_information_exemption)=true

[Computer 
Language}

Out of Scope

Sch7-6 UK Corporate finance

Legal provision 6(1)Where personal data are processed for the purposes of, or in connection with, a 
corporate finance service provided by a relevant person—
(a)the data are exempt from the subject information provisions in any case to the 
extent to which either—
(i)the application of those provisions to the data could affect the price of any 
instrument which is already in existence or is to be or may be created, or
(ii)the data controller reasonably believes that the application of those provisions to 
the data could affect the price of any such instrument, and
(b)to the extent that the data are not exempt from the subject information provisions 
by virtue of paragraph (a), they are exempt from those provisions if the exemption is 
required for the purpose of safeguarding an important economic or financial interest 
of the United Kingdom.

Requirement To understand when information is processed for  the purposes of  , or in connection 
with, a corporate finance service provided by a relevant person and to exempt from 
the subject information provisions data where the application of those provisions to 
the data could affect the price of any instrument which is already in existence or is to 
be or may be created, or where the data controller reasonably believes this to be the 
case or where the exemption is required for the purpose of safeguarding an important 
economic or financial interest of the United Kingdom.

i.e. SET (Price_Sensitive_Information_Exemption)=true
i.e. SET (Economic_Interest_UK_Exemption)=true

Computer If check (Price_Sensitive_Information_Exemption)=true
THEN SET(Subject_information_exemption)=true

If check (Economic_Interest_UK_Exemption)=true
THEN SET(Subject_information_exemption)=true

[Computer 
Language}

Out of Scope (2)For the purposes of sub-paragraph (1)(b) the [F6 Secretary of State] may by order 
specify—
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(a)matters to be taken into account in determining whether exemption from the 
subject information provisions is required for the purpose of safeguarding an 
important economic or financial interest of the United Kingdom, or
(b)circumstances in which exemption from those provisions is, or is not, to be taken 
to be required for that purpose.
(3)In this paragraph—
“corporate finance service” means a service consisting in—
(a)underwriting in respect of issues of, or the placing of issues of, any instrument,
(b)advice to undertakings on capital structure, industrial strategy and related matters 
and advice and service relating to mergers and the purchase of undertakings, or
(c)services relating to such underwriting as is mentioned in paragraph (a);
“instrument” means any instrument listed in [F7section C of Annex I to Directive 
2004/39/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 21 April 2004 on 
markets in financial instruments]F8... ;
“price” includes value;
“relevant person” means—
(a)[F9any person who, by reason of any permission he has under Part IV of the 
Financial Services and Markets Act 2000, is able to carry on a corporate finance 
service without contravening the general prohibition, within the meaning of section 
19 of that Act;
(b)an EEA firm of the kind mentioned in paragraph 5(a) or (b) of Schedule 3 to that 
Act which has qualified for authorisation under paragraph 12 of that Schedule, and 
may lawfully carry on a corporate finance service;
(c)any person who is exempt from the general prohibition in respect of any corporate 
finance service—
(c)(i)as a result of an exemption order made under section 38(1) of that Act, or
(ii)by reason of section 39(1) of that Act (appointed representatives);
(cc)any person, not falling within paragraph (a), (b) or (c) who may lawfully carry on 
a corporate finance service without contravening the general prohibition;]
(d)any person who, in the course of his employment, provides to his employer a 
service falling within paragraph (b) or (c) of the definition of “corporate finance 
service”, or
(e)any partner who provides to other partners in the partnership a service falling 
within either of those paragraphs.

Sch7-7 UK Negotiations

Legal provision Personal data which consist of records of the intentions of the data controller in 
relation to any negotiations with the data subject are exempt from the subject 
information provisions in any case to the extent to which the application of those 
provisions would be likely to prejudice those negotiations.

Requirement To understand when information is processed for  the purposes of  negotations with 
the DS where disclosure would be prejudicial to the DC
i.e. SET (Privileged_Negotiations)=true

Computer If check (Privileged_Negotiations)=true
THEN SET(Subject_information_exemption)=true

[Computer 
Language}

Out of Scope
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Sch7-8 UK Examination marks

Legal provision Section 7  of the Act shall have effect subject to the provisions of sub-paragraphs (2) 
to (4) in the case of personal data consisting of marks or other information processed 
by a data controller—
(a)for the purpose of determining the results of an academic, professional or other 
examination or of enabling the results of any such examination to be determined, or
(b)in consequence of the determination of any such results.

(2)Where the relevant day falls before the day on which the results of the 
examination are announced, the period mentioned in section 7(8) shall be extended 
until—
(a)the end of five months beginning with the relevant day, or
(b)the end of forty days beginning with the date of the announcement,
whichever is the earlier.

Requirement To understand when information is processed for  the purpose of determining the 
results of an academic, professional or other examination or of enabling the results of 
any such examination to be determined, or in consequence of the determination of 
any such results
i.e. SET (Examination_Results_Exemption)=true

To understand when an examination result is or is to be announced

SET (Date_of_examination_results_announcement)

To understand date when examination results are requested

SET (Date_of_examination_results_announcement)

To understand when results of examination results are being requested

(Data_Request_Examination_Results)=true

Computer IF check (Examination_Results_Exemption)=true
AND IF (check(DSAR_Valid)=true
AND IF check(Data_Request_Examination_Results)=true
AND IF (Date_of_request)<(Date_of_examination_results_announcement)
THEN IF (Date_of_request+5months)< 
(Date_of_examination_results_announcement+40 days)
THEN SET (Data_Request_Examination_Results_Deadline)= 
(Date_of_request+5months)

IF check (Examination_Results_Exemption)=true
AND IF (check(DSAR_Valid)=true
AND IF check(Data_Request_Examination_Results)=true
AND IF (Date_of_request)<(Date of Examination)
THEN IF (Date_of_request+5months)> 
(Date_of_examination_results_announcement+40 days)
THEN SET (Data_Request_Examination_Results_Deadline)= 
(Date_of_request+5months)

[Computer 
Language}

Out of Scope (3)Where by virtue of sub-paragraph (2) a period longer than the prescribed period 
elapses after the relevant day before the request is complied with, the information to 
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be supplied pursuant to the request shall be supplied both by reference to the data in 
question at the time when the request is received and (if different) by reference to the 
data as from time to time held in the period beginning when the request is received 
and ending when it is complied with.

(4)For the purposes of this paragraph the results of an examination shall be treated as 
announced when they are first published or (if not published) when they are first 
made available or communicated to the candidate in question.

(5)In this paragraph— “examination” includes any process for determining the 
knowledge, intelligence, skill or ability of a candidate by reference to his 
performance in any test, work or other activity; “the prescribed period” means forty 
days or such other period as is for the time being prescribed under section 7 in 
relation to the personal data in question; “relevant day” has the same meaning as in 
section 7.

Sch7-9UK Examination scripts

Legal provision 9(1)Personal data consisting of information recorded by candidates during an 
academic, professional or other examination are exempt from section 7.
(2)In this paragraph “examination” has the same meaning as in paragraph 8.

Requirement To understand when information processed consists of the information recorded by 
candidates during an academic, professional or other examination 

i.e. SET (Data_Examination_Script)=true

Computer If check(Data_Examination_Script)=true
AND IF (check(DSAR_Valid)=true
THEN SET(Data_Release_prohibited)=true

[Computer 
Language}

Out of Scope

Sch7-10UK Legal Professional Privilege

Legal provision Personal data are exempt from the subject information provisions if the data consist 
of information in respect of which a claim to legal professional privilege or, in 
Scotland, to confidentiality of communications could be maintained in legal 
proceedings.

Requirement To understand when information processed consists of  information in respect of 
which a claim to legal professional privilege or, in Scotland, to confidentiality of 
communications could be maintained in legal proceedings.

i.e. SET (Legally_Privileged)=true

Computer If check(Legally_Privileged)=true
AND IF (check(DSAR_Valid)=true
THEN SET(Data_Release_prohibited)=true
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[Computer 
Language}

Out of Scope

Sch7-11UK Self_incrimination_Privilege

Legal provision 11(1)A person need not comply with any request or order under section 7 to the 
extent that compliance would, by revealing evidence of the commission of any 
offence, [other than an offence under this Act or an offence within sub-paragraph 
1A,] expose him to proceedings for that offence.

Requirement To understand when information processed consists of  information in respect of 
which a claim to self-incrimination-privilege.

i.e. SET (self-incrimination_Privileged)=true

Computer If check (self-incrimination_Privileged)=true
AND IF (check(DSAR_Valid)=true
THEN SET(Data_Release_prohibited)=true

[Computer 
Language}

Out of Scope Determination if the offence is “other than an offence under this Act or an offence 
within sub-paragraph”.

(1A)The offences mentioned in sub-paragraph (1) are—
(a)an offence under section 5 of the Perjury Act 1911 (false statements made 
otherwise than on oath),
(b)an offence under section 44(2) of the Criminal Law (Consolidation) (Scotland) 
Act 1995 (false statements made otherwise than on oath), or
(c)an offence under Article 10 of the Perjury (Northern Ireland) Order 1979 (false 
statutory declarations and other false unsworn statements).]

(2)Information disclosed by any person in compliance with any request or order 
under section 7 shall not be admissible against him in proceedings for an offence 
under this Act.

S  UK .SCHEDULES 8 to 16

Out of Scope Schedules 8-16

MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS TAKEN FROM GUIDELINE PROVISIONS ISSUED BY 
INFORMATION COMMISSION OFFICE IN UK OR FROM COMMENTARIES ON SITE

MISCELLANEOUS REQUIREMENTS
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UK Minors

Legal provision Minors cannot consent to data processing and only guardians can.

Requirement/ If the child is between 12 and 18, then the Data Controller must decide whether they 
can consent and understand the consent, the onus of proof being on the data 
controller. If the child is under 12, Guardian consent is needed. 

Must recognise whether Minor flag is activated

Computer If check(Age<18)=true AND If check(Age>12)=true 
THEN INPUT(Consent_Youth) 

If check(Age<12)=true THEN Set(Guardian_Consent)=required 

[Computer 
Language}

Out of Scope

Misc UK 

Legal provision Certain Adults do not have the capacity to consent due to mental illness.

 Requirement/

Computer If check(Mental_capacity)=false THEN action(Guardian_Consent) =required

[Computer 
Language}

Out of Scope

Misc UK 

Legal provision Data subjects may withdraw consent at any time

Requirement/ System must have a flag to indicate consent to process which must be capable of 
being reset.  

If reset to “no consent” processing must not be allowed. 

System must permit storage of existing data even if “no consent” is indicated

Computer If check(DS_Consent)=false THEN STOP PROCESSING

[Computer 
Language}

Out of Scope
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SENSITIVE DATA  UK .

The  processing  of  personal  data  concerning  a  person's  religion  or  philosophy  of  life,  race,  political 
persuasion, health and sexual life, or personal data concerning trade union membership,and criminal record 
is prohibited except in certain circumstances. (Note unlike other jurisdictions that prohibit tracking of non-
criminal unlawful or objectionable conduct, this is not the case in the UK).

Sensitive data

Legal provision It is prohibited to process personal data concerning a person's religion or philosophy 
of life, race, political persuasion, health and sexual life, or personal data concerning 
trade union membership,  or  criminal  except  as otherwise provided in this Section. 
This  prohibition  also  applies  to  personal  data  concerning  a  person's  criminal 
behaviour, or unlawful or objectionable conduct connected with a ban imposed with 
regard to such conduct.

Requirement System MUST recognise some personal_data as sensitive_data.

System must provide an ability to flag any data-field as sensitive

System  must  be  able  to  distinguish  different  processing  purposes  for  different  
categories of sensitive data

The system must  be able to identify a data controller type, e.g. health-care 
professional or insurer or lawyer.

The system must be able in relation to particular fields be able to recognise those 
fields as being associated with (data_type_sensitive)=true status. This will be 
designated as a standard marking for some fields and an optional marking at set up 
for other fields

Computer 
Conditions

SET (check(Data_Type_Sensitive)=true

Application of Sensitive Data is shown elsewhere

Computer 
Language

Sensitive data is processed under NHS guidelines set out in 2003 in a 43 page booklet supplemented by 
local NHS Trust additional guidelines and there are over 150 other relevant booklets and guides.

Unlike  other  jurisdictions,  there  is  no  general  exemption  for  processing  of  sensitive  data  for  medical  
professionals, healthcare institutions or facilities or social services, although the ICO position is that where 
this is carried out for treatment and care of the data subject or for the administration of the institution or  
professional practice concerned, consent is deemed to occur explicitly by the request to treat and in the UK 
National Health system, all patients are required to sign up to permit any member of the NHS to search 
their data including their sensitive data for the purposes of treatment and associated purposes. 

 In most cases, it will also be in the patient's vital interests that treatment occurs and therefore processing  
will be permitted but where a patient clearly does not wish treatment to occur, such consent is deemed 
withdrawn.  There are over 500 NHS documents on processing sensitive medical data.

UK . Guidance Paper on Consent 

Under UK law, Guidance Papers are not binding but considered recommended practice and where departed 
from, any DC has to justify departing from that guidance and has the burden of proof.
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GuCDP.Med. UK From ICO Guidance Paper on 
CONSENT IN DATA PROTECTION
Medical

Legal provision Where processing is carried out for treatment and care of the data subject or for the  
administration  of  the  institution  or  professional  practice  concerned,  consent  is 
deemed to occur explicitly by the request to treat.

In the UK National Health system, all patients are required to sign up to permit any 
member  of  the  NHS  to  search  their  data  including  their  sensitive  data  for  the 
purposes of treatment and associated purposes.

Requirement/ The system must be capable of a blanket consent to processing being possible based 
on the data-processor being a member of a particular group. 

Multiple groups must be able to be identified when a user sets up their system for 
use, such as NHS Membership or alternatively particular groups

Computer Set(DP_Group_Type)=..... this would allow DP_Group_Types to be set such as 
NHS, Private_care , etc. Certain modules such as the UK health module would come 
with Set(DP_Group_Type)= options already filled in (although others could still be 
added). 

Access from other Health Professionals in other countries would also be permitted. It 
is proposed that each registered doctor would have a medical registration. This would 
allow users to set commands such as 

Set(DP_Group_Type)=AnySpainGPD 
AND Time(Start)=14/8/2012 
AND Time(Stop)=18/9/2012 AND check(Data_Type)=All

Set(DP_Group_Type)=AnySpainGPD AND Time(Start)=14/8/2012 AND 
Time(Stop)=18/9/2012 AND check(Data_Type)=Non-sensitive

Set(DP_Group_Type)=AnySpainGPD AND Time(Start)=14/8/2012 AND 
Time(Stop)=18/9/2012 AND check(Data_Type)=Medical-sensitive

so that any registered Spanish GP Doctor (GPD) can access the health record 
between 14/8/2012 and 18/9/2012 for either all data, medical sensitive data or non-
sensitive data.

[Computer 
Language}

Out of Scope

For insurance companies, assessing the risk to be insured for the purposes of premiums is permitted unless 
the data subject has made objection when the insurance contract may be terminated. Most processing is  
permitted for the  performance of the insurance agreement. 

Deemed consent by the explicit action of attending a treatment centre will only apply to professional with  
an obligation of confidentiality by virtue of office, profession or legal provision, or under an agreement. As 
all individuals are required to register with the NHS, then NHS Consent to process sensitive data has been 
expressly given and it remains a requirement of NHS treatment that continuity of consent is maintained. 

GuCDP.Gen. UK From ICO Guidance Paper on 
CONSENT IN DATA PROTECTION
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Other Sections 

Commentary: In  law and  private  medicine,  express  written  consent  is  given  at  sign-up  to  the 
professional as a professional mandatory obligation.  

Where professionals process data and are generally expected by custom to observe 
an obligation of confidentiality by virtue of office, profession or legal provision, they 
are required to treat the data as confidential, except where they are required by law or 
in connection with their duties to communicate such data to other parties who are 
authorised to process such data.

Requirement/ This would be translatable for other services so that legal professions would operate 
so that access of data for barristers to a particular solicitor's letter in the UK  would 
allow appointed barristers to access data  such as 

Set(DP_Group_Type)=Clerks10KBW AND Set(DP_Access_Type)=BarEganM2 
AND  Set(DP_Access_Type)=BarLockettN1  AND 
Set(DP_Access_Type)=SolADLLegal

Similarly 

Set(DP_Access_Type)=LawInsure493 AND check(Data_Type)=LegalCosts AND 
check(Data_Type)=LegalTimetable

so that the clerks at 10KBW chambers can access the data and so can the 
barristers(Bar) Mr Egan and Mr Lockett and the legal expenses insurer

Similarly 

Set(DP_Consent_Type)=written AND Set(DP_Confidential)=Yes

Set(DP_Consent_Type)=NHSMember AND Set(DP_Confidential)=Yes

Computer If check(DS_Health_Consent) = true AND check (Authorised_Processor) =true 
AND check(Data_Confidential)=true AND check(Data_Sensitive)=true THEN 
Permit_Processing

[Computer 
Language}

Out of Scope

The  NHS  guidelines  are  required  practice  for  those  who  work  within  or  under  contract  to  NHS 
organisations concerning confidentiality and patients’ consent to the use of their health records. 

NHS Binding Guidelines for processing of Data Protection 

UK NHS Supplementary definitions

Out of Scope Patient identifiable  information means  Key identifiable information and includes patient’s 
name, address, full post code, date of birth,  pictures, photographs, videos, audio-tapes or 
other images of patients, NHS number and local patient identifiable codes; and anything else 
that may be used to identify a patient directly or indirectly. For example, rare diseases, drug 
treatments or statistical analyses which have very small numbers within a small population 
may allow individuals to be identified. 
Anonymisation of information requires the removal of name, address, full post code and any 
other 
detail or combination of details that might support identification. 
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Pseudonymised Information  is like anonymised information in that in the possession of the 
holder it cannot reasonably be used by the holder to identify an individual. However it differs 
in that the original provider of the  information may retain a means of identifying individuals. 
This will often be achieved by attaching codes or other unique references to information  so 
that the data will only be identifiable to those who have access to the  key or index. 
Pseudonymisation allows information about the same  individual to be linked in a way that 
true anonymisation does not. 
Clinical Audit is the evaluation of clinical performance against standards or through 
comparative analysis, with the aim of informing the management of services. This should be 
distinguished from studies that aim to derive, scientifically confirm and publish generalisable 
knowledge. The first is an essential component of modern healthcare provision, whilst the 
latter is research and is not encompassed within the definition of 
clinical audit in this document. 
Explicit or Express Consent means an articulated patient agreement. The terms are 
interchangeable and relate to a clear and voluntary indication of preference or choice, usually 
given orally or in writing and freely given in circumstances where the available options and 
the consequences have been made clear. 
Implied consent means patient agreement that has been signalled by behaviour of an informed 
patient. 
Disclosure  is the divulging or provision of access to data. 
Healthcare Purposes  include all activities that directly contribute to the diagnosis, care and 
treatment of an individual and the audit/assurance of the quality of the healthcare provided. 
They do not include research, 
teaching, financial audit and other management activities. 

Information sharing includes documented rules and procedures for the disclosure and 
use of patient information, which specifically relate to security, confidentiality and 
data destruction, between two or more organisations or agencies. 
Medical Purposes As defined in the Data Protection Act 1998, medical purposes 
include but are wider than healthcare purposes. They include preventative medicine, 
medical research, financial audit and management of healthcare services. The Health 
and Social Care Act 2001 explicitly 
broadened the definition to include social care. 
Public Interest events are exceptional circumstances that justify overruling the right 
of an individual to confidentiality in order to serve a broader societal interest. 
Decisions about the public interest are complex and must take account of both the 
potential harm that disclosure may cause and the interest of 
society in the continued provision of confidential health services. 
Social care is the support provided for vulnerable people, whether children or adults, 
including those with disabilities and sensory impairments. It excludes “pure” health 
care (hospitals) and community 
care (e.g. district nurses), but may include items such as respite care and it should be 
noted that there is therefore, no clear demarcation line between health and social 
care. Social care also covers services provided by others where these are 
commissioned by CSSRs (Councils with Social Service 
Responsibilities). 

Guidance on access to health records of the Deceased

UK Guidance on access to health records of the Deceased

Legal provision Guidance on access to health records of the Deceased is set out in Access to Health  
Records Act 1988 which is outside scope.
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Out of Scope Guidance on access to health records of the Deceased is set out in Access to Health  
Records Act 1988 which is outside scope.

UK Access to personal data under the Data Protection (subject Access Modification)(Health)Order 
2000

UK Access to personal data under the Data Protection (subject Access Modification)
(Health)Order 2000

Legal provision Access  to  personal  data  under  the  Data  Protection (subject  Access  Modification)
(Health)Order 2000 provides that where access to information would cause serious 
harm to  physical  or  mental  health  or  condition  of  the  data  subject  or  any other 
person, then data may be withheld and where not a data controller, the data controller 
must give consent to that withholding. Where another person such as a carer who is  
empowered to request information does so and data is provided in the expectation 
that it is not disclosed to the data subject .

Requirement/ System must make enquiry whenever SAR is requested for manual input confirming 
that  access to information would NOT cause serious harm to physical or mental 
health or condition of the data subject or any other person, 

Computer IF check(SAR_Authorised)=true THEN Action( Manual_Input(Harm_to_Persons))

IF check( Manual_Input(Harm_to_Persons))=True THEN Continue, 
Print(Letter_SAR_Harm_to_persons)

[Computer 
Language}

Out of Scope

UK Access to personal data under the Data Protection (subject Access Modification)(Health)Order 
2000 

s. UK Access to personal data under the Data Protection (subject Access Modification)
(Health)Order 2000 

Legal provision Access  to  personal  data  under  the  Data  Protection (subject  Access  Modification)
(Health)Order 2000 provides that where access to information would cause serious 
harm to  physical  or  mental  health  or  condition  of  the  data  subject  or  any other 
person, then data may be withheld and where not a data controller, the data controller 
must give consent to that withholding. Where another person such as a carer who is  
empowered to request information does so and data is provided in the expectation 
that it is not disclosed to the data subject .

Requirement/ Where another person such as a carer who is empowered to request information does 
so and data is provided in the expectation that it is not disclosed to the data subject, 
the system must provide notification  

Computer IF check(DS_Representative)=true AND  check(Disclosure_Patient)=false AND 
check(Access_Authorisation)=true THEN Action(Display_ 
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Manual_Warning_Given(Harm_to_Patient)) 

IF check(Display_ Manual_Warning_Given(Harm_to_Patient))=True THEN 
Continue, Stop

[Computer 
Language}

Out of Scope A duty of confidence arises when one person discloses information to another (e.g. 
patient to clinician) 
in circumstances where it is reasonable to expect that the information will be held in 
confidence. It – 
a. is a legal obligation that is derived from case law; 
b. is a requirement established within professional codes of conduct; and 
c. must be included within NHS employment contracts as a specific requirement 
linked to 
disciplinary procedures. 
Information that can identify individual patients, must not be used or disclosed for 
purposes other than healthcare without the individual’s explicit consent, some other 
legal basis, or where there is a robust public interest or legal justification to do so. 
Anonymised information is not confidential and may be used freely for research and 
statistics, clinical audit, record validation and research. (Section 60 of the Health and 
Social Care Act 2001).

LEGAL RETENTION – The Common Law Provisions

Limitation  Act 
Legal Provisions

Legal provision The application of Limitation Act  Legal Provisions as set out in ICO guidance 
suggests that:
a) Professionals and Data Holders may hold data until the expiry of the limitation 
period. 

Relevant Legislation:
(Nursing Homes and Mental 
Nursing Homes Regulations 1984, 
Relevant Acts:
Arrangements for placement of Children (General) Regulations 1999
 (Foster Placements (Children) Regulations 1991
Registered Care Home Regulations 1984,
Mental Health Act 1983 
Nursing Homes and Mental Nursing Homes Regulations 1984
Criminal Justice Act 1991 
Code of Practice for Video Recorded Interviews with Child Witnesses for Criminal 
Proceedings 1991 

System 
Requirement

The system must allow the input of the limitation period and this will vary between 
users. The limitation period will be set for data when the system is initiated.
System must flag data for deletion or automatically delete data after that date. 

(By resetting the time when new data is entered, an entry at the 5 year 9 month point 
for data normally held for 6 years and stating for example, “letter of potential claim” 
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would reset the clock and prevent standard deletion.)

The system must recognise the Limitation Periods under UK law:
3 years from identification of injury for personal injury
6 years for Ordinary Contract 
12 years for real property and speciality Contracts
3 years from first discoverable indication for latent defects
Special rules exist for UK Healthcare retention

Healthcare Records: Living Child Case records:   75th anniversary of the child’s birth 
Healthcare Records: Dead  Child Case records: 15 years after death if the child dies 
before age 18 
Healthcare Records: Fostering Records: Foster parent or Guardian: 10 years from the 
date on which his approval is terminated or until his death, if earlier.
Healthcare Records: Registered Nursing Homes are required to keep case records for 
not less than 1 year after the date the individual ceases to be a patient in the home 
(but in practice need to do so for 6 years for legal claims reasons).
Healthcare Records: Registered Nursing Homes dealing with patients under the 
Mental Health Act 1983 requires records to be kept for 5 years after the date the 
person ceases to be a patient in the home (but in practice need to do so for 6 years for 
legal claims reasons).
Child Witness video recording : Until after trial or appeal and only with consent of 
Director of Social Services and the senior police officer concerned(In practice Until 
after trial or appeal plus one year to allow for late appeals.). 
Registered Residential Homes are required to keep records for at least 3 years after 
the date of the last entry (but in practice need to do so for 6 years for legal claims 
reasons).

Limitation Act: Where a person is a minor, the limitation period does not start 
until the person reached majority age and therefore the system should adjust 
dates accordingly

Computer Set(Limitation_Period)=X where X is a number of years from last data entry.

(this is an entry of new data and not entry of an access request or correction). 

[Computer 
Language}

Out of Scope
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5.6.3. Definitions for UK Data Protection Act 

DEFINITIONS

Data” means information which—

(a) is being processed by means of equipment operating automatically in response to 
instructions given for that purpose,

(b) is recorded with the intention that it should be processed by means of such equipment,

(c) is recorded as part of a relevant filing system or with the intention that it should form 
part of a relevant filing system,

(d) does not fall within paragraph (a), (b) or (c) but forms part of an accessible record as 
defined by section 68;or

(e) is recorded information held by a public authority and does not fall within any of 
paragraphs (a) to (d);

“data controller” means, subject to subsection (4), a person who (either alone or jointly or  
in common with other persons) determines the purposes for which and the manner in 
which any personal data are, or are to be, processed;

“data processor”, in relation to personal data, means any person (other than an employee 
of the data controller) who processes the data on behalf of the data controller;

“data subject” means an individual who is the subject of personal data;

“personal data” means data which relate to a living individual who can be identified—

(a) from those data, or

(b) from those data and other information which is in the possession of, or is likely to 
come into the possession of, the data controller,

and includes any expression of opinion about the individual and any indication of the 
intentions of the data controller or any other person in respect of the individual;

“processing”, in relation to information or data, means obtaining, recording or holding the 
information or data or carrying out any operation or set of operations on the information 
or data, including—

(a) organisation, adaptation or alteration of the information or data,

(b) retrieval, consultation or use of the information or data,

(c)

disclosure of the information or data by transmission, dissemination or otherwise making 
available, or

(d) alignment, combination, blocking, erasure or destruction of the information or data;

[“public authority” means a public authority as defined by the Freedom of Information 
Act 2000 or a Scottish public authority as defined by the Freedom of Information 
(Scotland) Act 2002;]

“relevant filing system” means any set of information relating to individuals to the extent 
that,  although  the  information  is  not  processed  by  means  of  equipment  operating 
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automatically in  response to  instructions  given for  that  purpose,  the  set  is  structured, 
either by reference to individuals or by reference to criteria relating to individuals, in such 
a way that specific information relating to a particular individual is readily accessible.

 “sensitive personal data” (See s1) means personal data consisting of information as to—
(a)the racial or ethnic origin of the data subject,

(b)his political opinions,

(c)his religious beliefs or other beliefs of a similar nature,

(d)whether he is  a member  of a trade union (within the meaning of the M1Trade Union and Labour  
Relations (Consolidation) Act 1992),

(e)his physical or mental health or condition,

(f)his sexual life,

(g)the commission or alleged commission by him of any offence, or

(h)any proceedings for any offence committed or alleged to have been committed by him, 
the disposal of such proceedings or the sentence of any court in such proceedings

“the special purposes” means any one or more of the following—
(a)the purposes of journalism,
(b)artistic purposes, and
(c)literary purposes.

“obtaining” or “recording”, in relation to personal data, includes obtaining or recording the information to 
be contained in the data, and

“using” or “disclosing”, in relation to personal data, includes using or disclosing the 
information contained in the data.

In determining for the purposes of this Act whether any information is recorded with the 
intention—

(a)that it should be processed by means of equipment operating automatically in response 
to instructions given for that purpose, or

(b)that it should form part of a relevant filing system,

it is immaterial that it is intended to be so processed or to form part of such a system only 
after being transferred to a country or territory outside the European Economic Area.

Where personal data are processed only for purposes for which they are required by or 
under any enactment to be processed, the person on whom the obligation to process the 
data is imposed by or under that enactment is for the purposes of this Act the data 
controller.

In paragraph (e) of the definition of “data” in subsection (1), the reference to information 
“held” by a public authority shall be construed in accordance with section 3(2) of the 
Freedom of Information Act 2000 or Scottish equivalent
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Where section 7 of the Freedom of Information Act 2000 or Scottish equivalent prevents 
Parts I to V of that Act from applying to certain information held by a public authority, 
that information is not to be treated for the purposes of paragraph (e) of the definition of 
“data” in subsection (1) as held by a public authority.
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5.7. Legal Requirements Analysis for the Irish Data Protection Act 

5.7.1. Language specifications

Actors DS data subject

DS_minor DS (minor)

DS_child DS (child), a data subject under 12 years old

DS_youth DS (youth),  a data subject under 17 years old but 
over 12 years old

DS_patient dspatient

DC Data controller

DP data processor

3P third party

DPA data protection authority

DPO data protection officer

legal_representative_DS the legal representative of a data subject, required if 
the data subject is a minor, under 18, is under the care 
of a mentor or other authorised carer, or is under 
legal restriction in relation to capacity.

Verbs: anonymize any form of anonymization of personal_data, hence 
making it not longer possible to identify a person by 
means of that data

check anything that needs to be verified, output its usually 
boolean (yes or no)

delete the deletion of data 

end applies to actions that stop

notify An action notifying for manual intervention

redact applies to the obscuring of data in a Data Subject 
Record

set Set a particular flag

stop Stops processing
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verify See check

Process The process to be taken in relation to the above field, combined with the field name

i.e.  

Set(DC_Status_Doctor)=true  or  
Set  (DP_status_Doctor)=true  or  
Set (Processor_status_Doctor)=true 

it can also be used where other data fields are applicable, then  for a  provision oF 
the Act, an applicable marker will be applied.

For example, 

if a provision is applicable the command is 

Set((Data Protection Principle 1)=”true”  

if a provision is not applicable the command is 

Set(Data Protection Principle 1)=”false”  

Check(Data Protection Principle 1)=”true”  

Whereever possible the result is True or False but in some cases such as Set (Processor_Status) a number of  
listed  fields  such  as  employment  status  may  be  determined  at  the   initiation  of  the  system  viz:

Permitted Fields for Set (Processor_Status)  in the NHS may be:

Consultant

Surgeon
Doctor
Senior  Administrator
Sister

Nurse

AEUnit
&
Certain types of status would therefore not be allowed to process such as

Auxillary

Junior Administrator

Cleaner

Location Describes the location 

If location (dc) =  … if the location of the data controller is …. viz

– England 

– Ireland

– Iceland

– etc

Check Describes a check on existing data

If check (consent) = … if the consent is checked

If check (purpose) = … if the purpose is checked

If  check(DS  access_request)    If  a  check  on  the  Data  Subject  Access  Request   
(check(processor_DC)=true, such as checking that the Data Controller is the processor of 
the  data
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(check(processing_purpose) = check (within_purpose_permitted_list) THEN Process, such 
as checking that the purpose of processing falls within a one  of  the  permitted 
purposes in the list of permitted purposes.  

Permission If a permitted event is specified in law, this is achieved by a permission field-type 

If  check  (permission_sensitive_storage)=  …  
(i.e. checks if permission to store sensitive data is available (i.e. true) or  
required (false)...

Target If the target is described then this is part of the Field Condition viz
if target(DS_known)= true

if the target data subject is known

This would combine with 

If Set( target_DS_known)=....

such as  
GPSpain
GPLondon  
Doctor  
Surgeon  
Spratt
Grimsdyke
Virtue
Benskin

Set Set  switches  elsewhere  in  the  processing  schema  to  a  particular  value
Set(  DS  access_request)=“Valid”  
Set(  DS  access_request)=“False”  
Set( DS access_request)=“Valid” 

Set(Process)=”continue”

Print Print a report

RequestRequest an action (usually the input of data) such as   
Request(Input_processing_purpose) which requests input of the processing purpose

Request_input(DC_verification_ASM)). IF  input (DC_verify_ASM)) =true, then Reset_ChronJob_date, If 
not request_input(ASM_variance_reasons) THEN  Reset_ChronJob_date

IF input=DSAR THEN compile (DataVault_S2D2_DS) THEN (Data_S2D3_Disclosed)=true

Set Sets a particular value 

Alias Set an alias to a field value

Action take a particular action described in the field name such as THEN 
action(Encrypt_Data) or … THEN action(Delete_DS-Distribution_Consent)

ChronJob Set an action for a specific time

Most computer conditions are predicated on a true or false result but some have specific values.

Assumptions. 

The assumption is that data processors and input systems are properly set up so that input checklists are 
properly identifying the data and requirements being input into the system as part of the creation and 
implementation of the system. For example, where a company sets up a system to log the use of medical 
insurance, it will establish as part of the data entry for any particular customer that there is a legal contract 
between the Data Controller and the Data Subject, such that the field “(DS_Contract)” [i.e. that there is a 
contract with the Data Subject] is activated when the contract is input. 

In some cases, it is expected that when particular data entry fields are input, the party inputting will be 
required to determine particular uses. For example, where a medical insurance policy is input, the inputting 
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party may have to tick boxes identifying that the contract data may be used for a) fulfilling a contract with 
the Data Subject, and b) for the vital interests of the subject, c) that the Data Subject has consented to 
transfer of data generally or d) that the Data Subject has consented to transfer of data to doctors certifying 
that they are treating the Data Subject etc.

Nomenclature Note: Please note that certain commands are truncated in respect of the command action:
ie  the command “action(check(…..” is represented as “action(check.....” or in some cases as “check(.....”.  
or  the command “action(SET(…..” is represented as “action(SET.....” or in some cases as “SET(.....”.  Etc. 
The intention of truncating the command in the later part of the document is to reduce the complexity of the 
commuter conditions represented.
Each such command is interchangeable.

5.7.2. Legal requirements for the Irish Data Protection Act

IRISH DATA PROTECTION ACT 1998 and 2003 (as amended)

s2 Collection, processing, keeping, use and disclosure of personal data.
2.(1) A data controller shall, as respects personal data kept by him or her, comply with the following 
provisions: 

(a) the data or, as the case may be, the information constituting the data shall have been obtained, and the 
data shall be processed, fairly, 

(b) the data shall be accurate and complete and, where necessary, kept up to date, 

(c) the data— 

(i) shall have been obtained only for one or more specified, explicit and legitimate purposes, 

(ii) shall not be further processed in a manner incompatible with that purpose 

or those purposes, 

(iii) shall be adequate, relevant and not excessive in relation to the purpose 

or purposes for which they were collected or are further processed, and 

(iv) shall not be kept for longer than is necessary for that purpose or those purposes, 

(d) appropriate security measures shall be taken against unauthorised access to, or unauthorised alteration, 
disclosure or destruction of, the data, in particular where the processing involves the transmission of data 
over a network, and against all other unlawful forms of processing.

IR S2(1) Data shall be processed fairly and shall be accurate and where necessary up to date 
and processed for legitimate purposes. 

Legal Requirement 2.(1) Data Controllers must comply with the following : 
(a) the data or information constituting must have been obtained, and must be 
processed, fairly, 
(b) the data shall be accurate and complete and, where necessary, kept up to date, 
(c) the data— 
(i) must have been obtained only for one or more specified, explicit and legitimate 
purposes, 
(ii) must not be further processed in a manner incompatible with that purpose or 
those purposes, 
(iii) shall be adequate, relevant and not excessive in relation to the purpose or 
purposes for which they were collected or are further processed, and 
(iv) shall not be kept for longer than is necessary for that purpose or those purposes, 
(d) appropriate security measures shall be taken against unauthorised access to, or 
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unauthorised alteration, disclosure or destruction of, the data, in particular where the 
processing involves the transmission of data over a network, and against all other 
unlawful forms of processing.

System 
Requirement

System must recognise:

a)  the use of data as fair, 

Note: Use of data as fair is sufficiently subjective that it is considered that it is not 
programmable but that the system implementers at development and implementation 
will determine the purposes for which the data can be fairly processed for the 
particular circumstances of the case and determine those purposes as “permitted 
purposes”

b) where a use is legitimate for the stated purpose of collection,

Note: By determining if data processing purpose =true then use should be 
legitimate(it has been pre-determined at initiation of system)

c) the length of time for which the data must be kept by the Data Controller

Note: This period is determined at the initiation of the system for each data field.  

The system must also recognise the type of security appropriate to the data and to 
protect it from unauthorised access to, or unauthorised alteration, disclosure or 
destruction.

Computer 
Conditions

action(Request (Input_processing_purpose)), THEN IF 
action(check(processor_DC))=true AND action(check(processing_purpose) = 
(within_purpose_permitted_list)) THEN action(continue_processing) 

Legal provision 2.(1) A data controller shall, as respects personal data kept by him or her, comply 
with the following provisions: 
…....
(b) the data shall be accurate and complete and, where necessary, kept up to date.

System 
Requirement

System must recognise that data has been updated as accurate;

When a file accessed it should check that variable data is verified as unchanged and 
ask the operator to verify that they have requested updated information and changed 
it where appropriate.

Computer 
Conditions

IF action(check(processor_DC))=true AND action(check(data_updated))=true THEN 
action(continue_processing) 

2.(1) A data controller shall, as respects personal data kept by him or her, comply 
with the following provisions: 
….
(c) the data— 
(i) shall have been obtained only for one or more specified, explicit and 
legitimate purposes, 
(ii) shall not be further processed in a manner incompatible with that purpose 
or those purposes, 
(iii) shall be adequate, relevant and not excessive in relation to the purpose 
or purposes for which they were collected or are further processed, and 
(iv) shall not be kept for longer than is necessary for that purpose or those purposes.

System System must know the purposes for which the data was collected;
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Requirement

In initially determining the system set up the legitimate purposes for each data type 
must be specified into a permitted purpose list (purpose_permitted_list) and for each 
permitted purpose the system will have been set to notify the data subject of that 
purpose (directly or via a required disclosure at the time of collection of data).

As part of that process it will be determined  that the data was adequate, relevant and 
not excessive in relation to the purpose or purposes for which they were collected.

Computer 
Conditions

IF action(check(processing_purpose))
=action(check(within_purpose_permitted_list) )
THEN action(continue_processing)

Legal requirement 2.(1) A data controller shall, as respects personal data kept by him or her, comply 
with the following provisions: 
….(iv) shall not be kept for longer than is necessary for that purpose or those 
purposes.

System 
requirement 

The system must know for each sort of data what the “keep-me” time period is. In 
most cases, this will be the statutory limitation period. Certain health data in relation 
to care homes and adoption  must be kept for 
a) In relation to care homes, 6 years after the ending of the contract for care, or where 
there is any payment for rent of rooms by the individual constituting a short-term or 
long-term lease this period will be 12 years. 
b) In relation to adoption, this period will be determined by DC229.

The system should have a capability of either a) automatically deleting data at a 
particular date or b) automatically deleting data at a particular time after the last entry 
or c) referring data for manual confirmation of data deletion at a particular date or d) 
referring data for manual confirmation of data deletion at a particular time after the 
last entry.

Systems must also identify whether data is Data Subject data or data about a third 
party held on the Data Subject's file.

Systems must also be able to restrict access to third party held on the Data Subject's 
file.

Systems must also be able to ensure that where data on a third party is held on the 
Data Subject's file, that data is also held on a file in the name of the Third Party as 
the Third Party may also have data rights. 

Particular standard configuration files should be available for relevant sectors and 
relevant countries which contain default deletion protocols based on relevant 
limitation periods and these should configure at installation (and be visible and 
changeable at that time) so that they can be amended for the particular end-user.

See below for sample limitation periods.

Option should exist for anonymizing or pseudonymising data at the end of the 
permitted purpose. This has the advantage that late claims are still able to be dealt 
with.  (A capability to encrypt data to a particular index and appropriate measures to 
decrypt data under special safeguards may be appropriate). 

Computer 
Conditions

If action(check(actor_DC))=true 
AND action((check(Data_Expiry_DataField))=true 
AND action(check(Data_Flag_3P))=false 

229Awaiting IrDPA confirmation-TBC
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THEN action(Delete(DataField)).

or

If action(check(actor_DC))=true 
AND action(check(Data_Expiry_DataField))=true 
AND check((Data_Flag_3P))=true 
THEN Set(Delete_Flag(DataField))= true. 

(This is because the data flag will require a decision about relevance  of 3rd party 
data held which will need to  be decided on a case by case basis).

or 

IF action(check(actor_DC))=true 
AND action(check(Data_Expiry_DataField))=true 
AND action(check(Data_Flag_3P))=false 
THEN Set(Delete_Flag(DataField))= true.  

Note: Where a fields has a value of  Delete_Flag(DataField))=true then this must 
alert DC for manual intervention.

For Manual Intervention by DC who will provide either DCSet_ Delete(DataField) 
=true or (DCSet_ Encrypt(DataField))=true, each of which is mutually exclusive. 
Certain activities may be able to automate this but others will not.

IF action(check(actor_DC))=true 
AND action(check(Data_Expiry_DataField))=true  
AND action(check(DCSet_ Delete(DataField)))=true 
THEN action(Delete_DataField) 

or

IF action(check(actor_DC))=true 
AND action(check(Data_Expiry_DataField))=true  
AND action(check(DCSet_ Encrypt(DataField))=true 
THEN action(Encrypt_data). 

 Assumption: If anonymised data is required for field studies etc, this would be done 
by manual programming intervention.

Assumption: A standard form of acceptable anonymization would apply across the 
entire platform.

IR s2(1)(d) Data security and Integrity 

Legal provision (d) appropriate security measures shall be taken against unauthorised access to, or 
unauthorised alteration, disclosure or destruction of, the data, in particular where the 
processing involves the transmission of data over a network, and against all other 
unlawful forms of processing.

System 
Requirement 

The system must check that any alteration or disclosure or destruction of data is 
authorised by an appropriate person.

The system must have embedded in it security measures to protect the data from 
unauthorised access.

The system must be safe from corruption (such as a hash value being produced on the 
client record). 

Computer IF action(check (Amend_DataField))=true 
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Conditions AND action(check (amender_ID)=action(check<within list of authorised amending 
person)
THEN action(process(Amend_DataField)).

IF action (check(Amend_DataField))=true 
AND action(check (amender_ID))= action(check(<not within list of authorised 
amending person)) 
THEN action(Set (Security_Alert_UnauthAmend))=true

AND action(Process(Change_Data(DataField))

(Note if Set (Security_Alert_UnauthAmend)=true then DC should be notified.)

Note: Also add in standard data integrity check for subject data 

Note: At initiation of system for end-user corporate, appropriate system security 
should be determined for relevant fields for that particular sector

(2) A data processor shall, as respects personal data processed by him, comply with paragraph (d) of 
subsection (1) of this section. 

IR s2(2) Data security and Integrity 

Legal provision A data processor shall, as respects personal data processed by him, comply with 
paragraph (d) of subsection (1) of this section
This is assumed to mean that “appropriate security measures shall be taken against 
unauthorised access to, or unauthorised alteration, disclosure or destruction of, the 
data, in particular where the processing involves the transmission of data over a 
network, and against all other unlawful forms of processing” however it is also 
possible to interpret the phrase to mean that the data processor must comply with the 
Data Controller's implementation of appropriate security measures. This latter 
interpretation would tier-down the DC's data security measures; however this 
interpretation is not favoured by Data Commissioner Offices although no legal 
interpretation has yet been provided on the phrase.  

System 
requirement 

The system must check that any alteration or disclosure or destruction of data is 
authorised by an appropriate person 

The system must have embedded in it security measures to protect the data from 
unauthorised access 

The system must be safe from corruption (such as a hash value being produced on the 
client record). 

Computer 
Conditions

IF action check((Amend_DataField))=true 
AND action(check (amender_ID))=action(check<within list of authorised amending 
person>) THEN process(Amend_DataField).

IF action (check(Amend_DataField))=true
AND action(check (amender_ID))=action(check<not within list of authorised 
amending person>) 

THEN action(check(Set (Security_Alert_UnauthAmend))=true

AND action(SET(Change_Data(DataField)) =true

(Note if Set (Security_Alert_UnauthAmend)=true then DC should be notified.

Note: Also add in standard data integrity check for subject data 

Note: At initiation of system for end-user corporate, appropriate system security 
should be determined for relevant fields for that particular sector
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(3) Paragraph (a) of the said subsection (1) does not apply to information intended for inclusion in data, or 
to data, kept for a purpose mentioned in section 5 (1) (a) of this Act, in any case in which the application of 
that paragraph to the data would be likely to prejudice any of the matters mentioned in the said section 5 (1) 
(a). 

IR s2(3) Exclusion to permit processing for preventing, detecting and investigating crime.

Legal provision Fair obtaining and processing of information obligations do not apply where 
information is intended for inclusion in data used for preventing, detecting or 
investigating offences, apprehending or prosecuting offenders or assessing or 
collecting any tax, duty or other moneys owed or payable to the State, a local 
authority or a health board (“Criminal and tax investigations”), or where data is kept 
for those purposes if  the fair obtaining and processing of the data would be likely to 
cause prejudice to the Criminal and tax investigations.

System 
Requirement

The System should allow an override of the obligation for  the fair obtaining and 
processing of the data in the circumstances that the date is used for preventing, 
detecting or investigating offences, apprehending or prosecuting offenders or 
assessing or collecting any tax, duty or other moneys owed or payable to the State, a 
local authority or a health board 

and in circumstances where there is a declaration that the the fair obtaining and 
processing of the data would be likely to cause prejudice to the Criminal and tax 
investigations. 

This should apply only for the particular search. 

Upon the purpose for “detection and investigation” being selected, the system should 
also display  a check box for the user to tick such as “would fair processing cause 
prejudice” that sets (Declaration_prejudice)=”true”

Computer 
Conditions

IF action(check( purpose(Detection_Crime))= true 
OR action(check(purpose(Offenders)))= true 
OR action(check(purpose(Collect_Tax_Duty)))= true
AND action(check(DP_Status_authorised person))=true 
AND action(check(Declaration_prejudice))=true 
THEN  action(set (Data_Principles_DS))= false 
AND action(set (Rights of Data Subjects_DS)=false 
AND action(set (Notifications_Data_Controllers_DS))=false 
AND action(Set (Enforcement_DS))=false 
AND action(Set (Unlawful_Obtaining_DS))=false 

Additional Possibility: 
AND 
action(ChronJob [At_END_of_QUERY] (set (Data_Principles_DS)= “true” 
AND action(set (Rights of Data Subjects_DS))=true
AND action(Set (Notifications_Data_Controllers_DS))=true
AND action(Set (Enforcement_DS))=true 
AND action(Set (Unlawful_Obtaining_DS))=true 

(4) Paragraph (b) of the said subsection (1) does not apply to backup data.

IR s2(4) (5) Paragraph (b) of the said subsection (1) does not apply to backup data.
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Legal provision The requirement for to be data shall be accurate and complete and, where necessary, 
kept up to date does not apply to backup data.

System 
Requirement

The system must recognise when data is processed as backup data. (This is different 
to archive purposes).

Where the backup exception is active then the system must apply an exclusion for the 
requirement for to be data shall be accurate and complete and, where necessary kept 
up to date under s2(1)(b).

Computer 
Conditions

IF action(check(purpose_backup))=true 
THEN action(Set (Exclusion_2_1_b))=true

(5) (a) Subparagraphs (ii) and (iv) of paragraph (c) of the said subsection (1) do not apply to personal data 
kept for statistical or research or other scientific purposes, and the keeping of which complies with such 
requirements (if any) as may be prescribed for the purpose of safeguarding the fundamental rights and 
freedoms of data subjects, and
(b) the data or, as the case may be, the information constituting such data shall not be regarded for the 
purposes of paragraph (a) of the said subsection as having been obtained unfairly by reason only that its use 
for any such purpose was not disclosed when it was obtained, if the data are not used in such a way that 
damage or distress is, or is likely to be, caused to any data subject.

IR 2(5) Exclusion for Statistical, Research and Scientific Purposes

Legal provision Where personal data is processed for statistical or research or other scientific 
purposes and providing this does not infringe the fundamental rights and freedoms of 
data subjects, then there is no prohibition on processing in a manner incompatible 
with the purpose of collection or that data shall not be kept longer  than is necessary 
for that purpose.

Note: Under Irish and english caselaw, the definitions of  “statistical” “research” or 
“scientific” are given very wide interpretations.

Requirement The System must know where data is processed for statistical or research or other 
scientific purposes and must override c(ii) and c(iv) restrictions.

Associated Checkbox that “I confirm that fundamental rights and freedoms of data 
subjects are not infringed”.

Associated Checkbox that “I confirm that damage or distress is not, nor is likely to 
be, caused to any data subject”.

Computer 
Conditions

IF check(purpose_Statistical)=true OR  check(purpose_Research)=true OR 
check(purpose_Scientific)=true THEN Set (override_2_c_ii)=true AND Set 
(verride_2_c_iv)=true.

Outside scope Check for fundamental rights and freedoms of data subjects – it is intended that a 
simple check box and warning flag.
see 
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/about_fra/who_we_are/data_protection/data_protecti
on_en.htm

http://www.tinyurl.com/FundamentalData

(6) Deleted
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IR Provision deleted

(7) Deleted

IR Provision deleted

Minors

It is the Commissioner’s view that when dealing with personal data relating to minors, the standards of 
fairness in the obtaining and use of data, required by the Data Protection Acts, are much more onerous than 
when dealing with adults. 

Section 2A(1)(a) of the Data Protection Acts states that personal data shall not be processed by a data 
controller unless the data subject has given his/her consent to the processing, or if the data subject by 
reason of his/her physical or mental incapacity or age, is or is likely to be unable to appreciate the nature 
and effect of such consent, it is given by a parent or guardian etc. 
While the Data Protection Acts are not specific on what age a subject will be able to consent on their own 
behalf, the Commissioner's view is that it would be prudent to interpret the Acts in accordance with the 
Irish Constitution and to recognise therefore that  a parent has rights and duties in relation to a child. 

As a general guide, (but one without a legal basis):
(i)  a person aged eighteen or older should give consent themselves; 
(ii) A person aged from twelve to seventeen should give consent themselves and, in addition, consent 
should be considered from their parent or guardian. In some cases, a 12 year old will be able to consent 
whilst in other cases, their consent would need guardian consent as well.  (In some cases, consent may not 
be considered to be in place unless it is given by both the minor and a parent/guardian and in other cases, 
consent may not be considered to be in place unless it is given by both the minor and a parent/guardian). 
(iii) In the case of children under the age of twelve, consent of a parent or guardian will almost certainly 
suffice.

IR  Guidance Minors

Legal requirement See s2(1)

System 
requirements

The system will need to recognise whether a Data Subject is a Minor.
In most cases, the Minor will have to be be determined by the DC on a case by case 
basis at system initiation.
The default  starting point will be 12 yrs= child and 12-17years=youth and 18+ is 
adult and that the consent of parent and DS will be required by default for youth and 
consent of parent only will be required by default for the under 12 years old.  
The System must recognise that youth and child are both minors and must apply 
consents according to the default criteria unless a different criteria is set by DC at 
System setup or subsequently.

The system must substitute “DC_Consent” for the appropriate type of consent for the 
DC in consideration of their age.

Computer 
Conditions 

IF action(check(DS_ID_Age))<12 years 
THEN action(Set (DS_Age))=Child

IF  action(check(DS_ID_Age))>12 years 
AND  action(check(DS_ID_Age))<18 years 
THEN Action(Set (DS_Age))=Youth
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IF action(check(DS_ID_Age))>18 years 
THEN action(Set (DS_Age))=Adult

Data for Direct Marketing

(7) Where— 
(a) personal data are kept for the purpose of direct marketing, and 
(b) the data subject concerned requests the data controller in writing— 
(i) not to process the data for that purpose, or 
(ii) to cease processing the data for that purpose, 
then— 
(I) if the request is under paragraph (b)(i) of this subsection, the data controller: 
(A) shall, where the data are kept only for the purpose aforesaid, as soon as may be and in any event not 
more than 40 days after the request has been given or sent to him or her, erase the data, and 
(B) shall not, where the data are kept for that purpose and other purposes, process the data for that purpose 
after the expiration of the period aforesaid, 
(II) if the request is under paragraph (b)(ii) of this subsection, as soon as may be and in any event not more 
than 40 days after the request has been given or sent to the data controller, he or she:
(A) shall, where the data are kept only for the purpose aforesaid, erase the data, and 
(B) shall, where the data are kept for that purpose and other purposes, cease processing the data for that 
purpose, 
and 
(III) the data controller shall notify the data subject in writing accordingly and, where appropriate, inform 
him or her of those other purposes. 

IR s2(7) Data for Direct Marketing

Legal provision In relation to direct marketing data, a data subject may (in writing) request the data 
controller not to process data for direct marketing and to cease to process data for 
that purpose.  
This must be carried out within 40 days. 

Requests not to process data will require erasure of data provided only for direct 
marketing and where provided for other purposes then the data must not be processed 
for direct marketing.

The DC must notify the data subject in writing within 40 days that they have ceased 
to process for marketing purposes and where other purposes exist, must state what 
those purposes are.

Requirement The system must recognise any processing for direct marketing and distiguish 
between data provided only for direct marketing and data provided for other purposes 
(and know what those other purposes are). 

The system must have a “direct marketing opt-out” capability.

The system must be able to report the purposes.

The system must be able to notify compliance within 40 days. 

Template letter  “DMD_letter_other_Purpose” must import known data purposes into 
letter.

Computer 
Conditions

Manual or automated Capability:   
IF action(heck(marketing_opt-out_written))=true 
AND action(Set DS_request(marketing_opt-out))=true
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IF  action(check(DS_request(marketing_opt-out)))=true 
AND action(check(purpose_marketing_only))=true  
THEN action(ChronJob (Delete_Marketing_Data))=40 days 
AND action(ChronPrint(DMD_letter))=40 days. 

If  action(DS_request(marketing_opt-out))=true 
AND action(check(purpose_marketing_only))=false  
THEN action(ChronJob (Set_Marketing_Flag to false))=40 days 
AND action(ChronPrint(DMD_letter_other_Purpose))=40 days. 

Public Data
(8) Where a data controller anticipates that personal data, including personal data that is required by law to 
be made available to the public, kept by him or her will be processed for the purposes of direct marketing, 
the data controller shall inform the persons to whom the data relates that they may object, by means of a 
request in writing to the data controller and free of charge, to such processing.] 

IR Public Personal Data and direct marketing

Legal provision Where a DC holds personal data and processes it for direct marketing, the data 
controller shall inform data subjects that they may object in writing and without 
charge to such processing. 

This also applies to data that is must be made public by law.

System 
Requirement

At set up, the initial letter to the data subject shall detail that data subjects  may 
object in writing and without charge to such processing for direct marketing.

Computer 
Conditions

Not applicable

PROCESSING OF PERSONAL DATA 

2A.—(1) Personal data shall not be processed by a data controller unless section 2 of this Act (as amended 
by the Act of 2003) is complied with by the data controller and at least one of the following conditions is 
met: 
(a) the data subject has given his or her consent to the processing or, if the data subject, by reason of his or 
her physical or mental incapacity or age, is or is likely to be unable to appreciate the nature and effect of 
such consent, it is given by a parent or guardian or a grandparent, uncle, aunt, brother or sister of the data 
subject and the giving of such consent is not prohibited by law, 
(b) the processing is necessary— 
       (i) for the performance of a contract to which the data subject is a party, 

(ii) in order to take steps at the request of the data subject prior to entering into a contract,
(iii) for compliance with a legal obligation to which the data controller is subject other than an 

obligation imposed by contract, or 
      (iv) to prevent— 

(I) injury or other damage to the health of the data subject, or 
(II) serious loss of or damage to property of the data subject, or otherwise to protect his or her vital 
interests where the seeking of the consent of the data subject or another person referred to in 
paragraph (a) of this subsection is likely to result in those interests being damaged, 

(c) the processing is necessary—
(i) for the administration of justice, 
(ii) for the performance of a function conferred on a person by or under an enactment, 
(iii) for the performance of a function of the Government or a Minister of the Government, or 
(iv) for the performance of any other function of a public nature performed in the public interest by 
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a person, 
(d) the processing is necessary for the purposes of the legitimate interests pursued by the data 

controller or by a third party or parties to whom the data are disclosed, except where the processing 
is unwarranted in any particular case by reason of prejudice to the fundamental rights and freedoms 
or legitimate interests of the data subject.

IR s2A GROUNDS FOR PROCESSING OF PERSONAL DATA 

Legal provision Processing is only permitted if 
a) the data subject has consented or if under an incapacity, their guardian or quasi-
guardian has consented and there is no prohibition in law. (purpose_consent)
bi) processing is necessary for the performance of a contract (purpose_contract)
bii) a pre-contract necessity and at the request of the data subject prior to entering 
into a contract;
(purpose_pre-contract)
biii) for DC's compliance with a legal obligation (purpose_DC_legal_obligation)
bivI) to prevent injury or other damage to the health of the data subject 
(purpose_prevent_injury_DS)
bivIIa) to prevent serious loss of or damage to property of the data subject
(purpose_prevent_property_damage_DS)
bivIIb) to protect his or her vital interests where the seeking of the consent of the 
data subject or guardian or quasi-guardian is likely to result in those interests being 
damaged, (purpose_protect vital_interests)
ci) the processing is necessary for the administration of justice, 
(purpose_admin_justice)
cii) the processing is necessary for the performance of a function conferred on a 
person by or under an enactment, (purpose_enactment) 
ciii) the processing is necessary for the performance of a function of the 
Government or a Minister of the Government; (purpose_Government)
d) necessary for legitimate interests of the DC or other persons to whom data was 
disclosed, unless unwarranted by  reason of prejudice to the fundamental rights and 
freedoms or legitimate interests of the data subject  (purpose_Government)

Requirement Subject to over-rides set out elsewhere, the system must be able to prevent 
processing unless a permitted purpose is present.

Permitted purposes should be listed so that additional purposes can be added and the 
system should recognise both a specific permitted purpose (i.e. 
Permitted_Purpose_pre-contract) and the existence of any Permitted Purpose (i.e. 
Permitted_Purpose_All) where any permitted Purpose has been provided.

System should recognise either (Permitted_Purpose_2A1bi) or 
(Permitted_Purpose_contract) as valid syntax.

Alias is used because the terminology is used elsewhere

Computer 
Conditions 

At set up:
IF (action(SET (Permitted_Purpose_2A1a))=true 
THEN (Action(SET( alias (Permitted_Purpose_consent)))
IF (action(SET (Permitted_Purpose_2A1bi)= true 
THEN (Action(SET( alias (Permitted_Purpose_contract)))
IF (action(SET (Permitted_Purpose_2A1bii)=true 
THEN (Action(SET( alias (Permitted_Purpose_pre-contract)))
IF (action(SET (Permitted_Purpose_2A1biii)=true 
THEN (Action(SET( alias (Permitted_Purpose_DC_legal_obligation)))
IF (action(SET (Permitted_Purpose_2A1bivI)=true 
THEN (Action(SET( alias (Permitted_Purpose_prevent_injury_DS)))
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IF (action(SET(Permitted_Purpose_2A1bivIIa)=true 
THEN (Action(SET( alias (Permitted_Purpose_prevent_prop_damage_DS)))
IF (action(SET (Permitted_Purpose_2A1bivIIb)=true 
THEN (Action(SET( alias (Permitted_Purpose_protect vital_interests)))
IF (action(SET (Permitted_Purpose_2A1ci)=true 
THEN (Action(SET( alias (Permitted_Purpose_admin_justice)))
IF (action(SET (Permitted_Purpose_2A1cii)=true 
THEN (Action(SET( alias (Permitted_Purpose_enactment)))
IF (action(SET (Permitted_Purpose_2A1ciii)=true 
THEN (Action(SET( alias (Permitted_Purpose_Government)))
IF (action(SET (Permitted_Purpose_2A1d)=true 
THEN (Action(SET( alias (Permitted_Purpose_Government)))

IF action(check(Permitted_Purpose_consent) OR (Permitted_Purpose_contract) OR
(Permitted_Purpose_pre-contract) OR
(Permitted_Purpose_DC_legal_obligation) OR
(Permitted_Purpose_prevent_injury_DS) OR
(Permitted_Purpose_prevent_prop_damage_DS OR
(Permitted_Purpose_protect vital_interests) OR
(Permitted_Purpose_admin_justice) OR
(Permitted_Purpose_enactment) OR
(Permitted_Purpose_Government) OR
(Permitted_Purpose_Government) =true 
THEN action(Set(Permitted_Purpose_Processing)=”true”

IF action(check Permitted_Purpose_Processing)=”true”  
THEN action(Continue_processing)

s2A(2) The Minister may, after consultation with the Commissioner, by regulations specify particular 
circumstances in which subsection (1)(d) of this section is, or is not, to be taken as satisfied.] 

IR s2A2 Ministerial Powers

Legal Provisions The Minister may, after consultation with the Commissioner, by regulations specify 
particular circumstances in which Permitted_Purpose_Government is satisfied

Outside Scope This is outside scope

Processing of sensitive personal data 

2B.—(1) Sensitive personal data shall not be processed by a data controller unless: 
(a) sections 2 and 2A (as amended and inserted, respectively, by the Act of 2003) are complied with, and 
(b) in addition, at least one of the following conditions is met: 

(i) the consent referred to in paragraph (a) of subsection (1) of section 2A (as inserted by the Act of 
2003) of this Act is explicitly given, 
(ii) the processing is necessary for the purpose of exercising or performing any right or obligation 
which is conferred or imposed by law on the data controller in connection with employment, 
(iii) the processing is necessary to prevent injury or other damage to the health of the data subject 
or another person or serious loss in respect of, or damage to, property or otherwise to protect the 
vital interests of the data subject or of another person in a case where— 

(I) consent to the processing cannot be given by or on behalf of the data subject in 
accordance with section 2A(1)(a) (inserted by the Act of 2003) of this Act, or 
(II) the data controller cannot reasonably be expected to obtain such consent, or the 
processing is necessary to prevent injury to, or damage to the health of, another person, or 
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serious loss in respect of, or damage to, the property of another person, in a case where 
such consent has been unreasonably withheld, 

(iv) the processing— 
(I) is carried out in the course of its legitimate activities by any body 
corporate, or any unincorporated body of persons, that— 

(A) is not established, and whose activities are not carried on, for profit, and 
(B) exists for political, philosophical, religious or trade union purposes, 

(II) is carried out with appropriate safeguards for the fundamental rights and freedoms 
of data subjects, 
(III) relates only to individuals who either are members of the body or have regular contact 
with it in connection with its purposes, and 
(IV) does not involve disclosure of the data to a third party without the consent of the data 
subject, 

(v) the information contained in the data has been made public as a result of steps deliberately 
taken by the data subject, 
(vi) the processing is necessary— 

(I) for the administration of justice, 
(II) for the performance of a function conferred on a person by or under an enactment, or 
(III) for the performance of a function of the Government or a Minister of the Government, 

(vii) the processing— 
(I) is required for the purpose of obtaining legal advice or for the purposes of, or in 
connection with, legal proceedings or prospective legal proceedings, or 
(II) is otherwise necessary for the purposes of establishing, exercising or defending legal 
rights, 

(viii) the processing is necessary for medical purposes and is undertaken by— 
(I) a health professional, or 
(II) a person who in the circumstances owes a duty of confidentiality to 
the data subject that is equivalent to that which would exist if that person were a health 
professional, 

(ix) the processing is necessary in order to obtain information for use, subject to and in accordance 
with the Statistics Act 1993, only for statistical, compilation and analysis purposes, 
(x) the processing is carried out by political parties, or candidates for election to, or holders of, 
elective political office, in the course of electoral activities for the purpose of compiling data on 
people's political opinions and complies with such requirements (if any) as may be prescribed for 
the purpose of safeguarding the fundamental rights and freedoms of data subjects, 
(xi) the processing is authorised by regulations that are made by the Minister and are made for 
reasons of substantial public interest, 
(xii) the processing is necessary-for the purpose of the assessment, collection or payment of any 
tax, duty, levy or other moneys owed or payable to the State and the data has been provided by the 
data subject solely for that purpose, 
(xiii) the processing is necessary for the purposes of determining entitlement to or control of, or 
any other purpose connected with the administration of any benefit, pension, assistance, allowance, 
supplement or payment under the Social Welfare (Consolidation) Act 1993, or any nonstatutory 
scheme administered by the Minister for Social, Community and Family Affairs.
 

(2) The Minister may by regulations made after consultation with the Commissioner— 
(a) exclude the application of subsection (1)(b)(ii) of this section in such cases as may be specified, 
or 
(b) provide that, in such cases as may be specified, the condition in the said subsection (1)(b)(ii) is 
not to be regarded as satisfied unless such further conditions as may be specified are also satisfied.
 

(3) The Minister may by regulations make such provision as he considers appropriate for the protection of 
data subjects in relation to the processing of personal data as to— 

(a) the commission or alleged commission of any offence by data subjects, 
(b) any proceedings for an offence committed or alleged to have been committed by data subjects, 
the disposal of such proceedings or the sentence of any court in such proceedings, 
(c) any act or omission or alleged act or omission of data subjects giving rise to administrative 
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sanctions, 
(d) any civil proceedings in a court or other tribunal to which data subjects are parties or any 
judgment, order or decision of such a tribunal in any such proceedings, and processing of personal 
data shall be in compliance with any regulations under this subsection.

(4) In this section— 
'health professional' includes a registered medical practitioner, within the meaning of the Medical 
Practitioners Act 1978, a registered dentist, within the meaning of the Dentists Act 1985 or a member of 
any other class of health worker or social worker standing specified by regulations made by the Minister 
after consultation with the Minister for Health and Children and any other Minister of the Government 
who, having regard to his or her functions, ought, in the opinion of the Minister, to be consulted; 
'medical purposes' includes the purposes of preventive medicine, medical diagnosis, 
medical research, the provision of care and treatment and the management of 
healthcare services.] 

IR s2B Sensitive data (General Provisions)

Legal provision It is prohibited to process personal data concerning a person's religion or 
philosophy of life, race, political persuasion, health and sexual life, or 
personal data concerning trade union membership, or criminal Record or 
unlawful or objectionable conduct except as otherwise provided in this 
Section. 

System 
Requirement

System MUST recognise some personal_data as sensitive_data. (This is expected to 
be provided by a permanent flag at set-up).

System must provide an ability to flag any data-field as sensitive

System must be able to distinguish different processing purposes for different 
categories of sensitive data

The system must  be able to identify a data controller type, e.g. health-care 
professional or insurer or lawyer.

The system must be able in relation to particular fields be able to recognise those 
fields as being associated with (datatype_sensitive)=true status. This will be 
designated as a standard marking for some fields and an optional marking at set up 
for other fields

Data must be processed in accordance with s2 and s2A above plus one of the items 
below

Computer Runtime 
Requirement 

IF action(check (Data_Type_Sensitive))=true 
AND action(check (s2_Compliance)) =true 
AND action (check (s2A_Compliance)) =true  
THEN Run IRS2B1 

IR s2B1 Sensitive data processed by consent 

Legal provision Sensitive personal data can only be  processed where s2 and s2A compliance occurs 
and  explicit data subject consent is given 

System 
Requirement

In addition to the above general requirements 

System must recognise personal DS consent to processing of sensitive data

Computer Runtime IF check (Data_Type_Sensitive)=true and
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Requirement check (Sensitive_Data_General) =true and 
check (Sensitive_Data_DSConsent) =true 

THEN action(Contrinue Processing)), if not action(Run IRS2B2)  

IR s2B2 Sensitive data processed for employment 

Legal provision Sensitive personal data can only be  processed where s2 and s2A compliance occurs 
and  the processing is necessary for exercising a legal right or obligation conferred or 
imposed on DC in connection with employment, 

System 
Requirement

In addition to the above general requirements 

System must recognise personal DC related employment purposes to processing of 
sensitive data

Computer Runtime 
Requirement 

IF action(check (Data_Type_Sensitive))=true 
AND action(check (Sensitive_Data_General))=true 
AND action(purpose (DC_Employment_related))=true 
THEN action(Contrinue Processing)), if not action(Run  IRS2B3(i))

IR s2B3(i) Sensitive data processed for  Health and Vital Interests

Legal provision Sensitive personal data can only be  processed where s2 and s2A compliance occurs 
and  the processing is necessary  (and where consent  cannot be given by or on behalf 
of the data subject or the data controller cannot reasonably be expected to obtain such 
consent) to: 

a) prevent injury or other damage to the health of the data subject or 
another person or 

b) prevent serious loss in respect of, or damage to, property 
c) protect the vital interests of the data subject or of another person, 

System 
Requirement

In addition to the above general requirements 

System must recognise  where  injury or other damage to the health of the data 
subject or another person may occur or where serious loss in respect of, or damage 
to, property may occur or where processing is necessary to protect the vital interests 
of the data subject or of another person, in relation to  to processing of sensitive data. 
[(Health_Vital_Interest)=true]

This will normally be part of the initial set-up of the system but the system should 
also have a manual override which is also logged into DS data-processing records.

Computer Runtime 
Requirement 

IF action(check (Data_Type_Sensitive))=true 
AND action((check (Sensitive_Data_General)) =true 
AND action((purpose (Health_Vital_Interest)) =true 
THEN action(Continue _Processing) 
AND IF NOT (action(Run IRS2B3(ii))

IR s2B3(ii) Sensitive data processed non-consensually for 3rd Party Vital Interests

Legal provision Sensitive personal data can only be  processed where s2 and s2A compliance occurs 
and  the processing is necessary  to prevent injury to, or damage to the health of, 
another person, or serious loss in respect of, or damage to, the property of another 
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person and the data subject consent is unreasonably refused. (Note that the 
processing must be done to protect another person, not the refusing data subject)

System 
Requirement

In addition to the above general requirements 

System must recognise  where  injury to, or damage to the health of, another person, 
or serious loss in respect of, or damage to, the property of another person 

and also recognise where consent of DS is not available  [(3rdP_Vital_Interest)=true]

This will normally be part of the initial set-up of the system but the system should 
also have a manual override which is also logged into DS data-processing records.

Computer Runtime 
Requirement 

IF action(check(Data_Type_Sensitive))=true and
action(check (Sensitive_Data_General))=true and 
purpose(3rdP_Vital_Interest)=true and
THEN Permission (Process),  if not Run IRS2B4

IR s2B4 Not-for-Profit processing

Legal provision The processing is carried out by a not for profit body (incorporated or not) 
established for political, philosophical, religious or trade union purposes, 

Appropriate safeguards for the fundamental rights and freedoms of data subjects 
must be taken. 
 
The data must relate only to individuals who either are members of the body or have 
regular contact with it in connection with its purposes, and must not involve 
disclosure of the data to a third party without the consent of the data subject,

System 
Requirement

When used the system must ask for confirmation that appropriate safeguards for the 
fundamental rights and freedoms of data subjects have been taken.

The system must know whether data subjects are members of Non-Profit Companies 
carrying out processing or whether their data subjects have regular contract with 
them.

Computer Runtime 
Condition 
(Possible Draft)

IF check(Processor_Status_NotForProfit)=true
AND [check(DC_Established_PoliticalPurpose)=true 
OR check(DC_Established_Philospophical)=true 
OR check(DC_Established_Religious) = true
OR check(DC_Established_TradeUnion) = true]
AND [check(DS_Body_Member)=true 
OR check(DS_Body_Connection)=true]
AND check (non-consensual_3P_disclosure)=false
THEN Permission(Process), if not Run IRs2B6

IR s2B5 Sensitive data processed 

Legal provision Sensitive personal data can only be  processed where s2 and s2A compliance occurs 
and  the information contained in the data has been made public as a result of steps 
deliberately taken by the data subject.

System Override must be available for processing where DC verifies to the system that he 
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Requirement information contained in the data has been made public as a result of steps 
deliberately taken by the data subject.

Computer Runtime 
Condition 
(Possible Draft)

N/A

IR s2B6 Sensitive data processed for the administration of justice or government or carrying 
out a function conferred by enactment.

Legal provision Sensitive personal data can only be  processed where s2 and s2A compliance occurs 
and the processing is necessary— 
(I) for the administration of justice, 

(II) for the performance of a function conferred on a person by or under an 
enactment, or

(III) for the performance of a function of the Government or a Minister of 
the Government.

System 
Requirement

In addition to the above general requirements, certain functions need to be 
recognised, such as  the administration of justice,  the performance of a function 
conferred on a person by or under an enactment, or the performance of a function of 
the Government or a Minister of the Government,

For most cases, the creation of the permissions for the three classes wil be done at the 
initiation of the system but a general override will be needed for interventions (i.e. 
SET (purpose_insert)+true opens a manual entry screen with appropriate drop down 
boxes).

Computer Runtime 
Requirement 

IF check (Data_Type_Sensitive)=true and
check (Sensitive_Data_General) =true and 
[check (purpose_Administration of Justice) =true OR check 
(purpose_Enactment_Function) =true OR check 
(purpose_Government_Administration) =true ]

AND
THEN Permission (Process),  if not Run IRs2B7

IR s2B7 Sensitive Data Processing for Legal rights and Proceedings 

Legal provision Sensitive personal data can only be  processed where s2 and s2A compliance occurs 
and where required for the purpose of obtaining legal advice in connection with legal 
proceedings or establishing, exercising or defending legal rights,

System 
Requirement

Override must be available for processing where DC verifies to the system that the 
information contained in the data is being processed obtaining legal advice in 
connection with legal proceedings or for legal rights.

Computer Runtime 
Condition 
(Possible Draft)

IF check(Purpose_Legal_Advice_Proceedings)=true THEN Permission (process) , If 
not Run IRs2B8

IR s2B8 Sensitive Data Processing for Medical Purposes

Legal provision Sensitive personal data can only be  processed where s2 and s2A compliance occurs 
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and where processing is  undertaken by— 
(I) a health professional, or 
(II) a person who in the circumstances owes a duty of confidentiality to 
the data subject that is equivalent to that which would exist if that person were a 
health professional, 

System 
Requirement

System must be able to record that a person is a health professional 
[(Processor_Status_HealthProf)=true]

A data Processor must be able to confirm that owes a duty of confidentiality to the 
data subject that is equivalent to that which would exist if that person were a health 
professional, [(Processor_Status_HealthEquiv)=true ]

Computer Runtime 
Condition 
(Possible Draft)

IF check(Processor_Status_HealthProf)=true OR 
check(Processor_Status_HealthEquiv)=true  
THEN Permission (process) , If not Run IRs2B9

IR s2B9 Sensitive Data Processing for Statistical Purposes

Legal provision Sensitive personal data can only be  processed where s2 and s2A compliance occurs 
and where processing is for statistical, compilation and analysis purposes  in 
accordance with  the Statistics Act 1993

System 
Requirement

System must be able to recognise the permitted purposes under the statistics Act 
1993. These purposes will usually be created as part of system initiation for the end-
user. 

Computer Runtime 
Condition 
(Possible Draft)

IF check(Purpose_Statistical)=true, THEN Permission(Process), If not Run IRs2B10

IR s2B10 Sensitive Data Processing for Political Purposes

Legal provision Sensitive personal data can only be  processed where s2 and s2A compliance occurs 
and where processing is  undertaken by— 
political parties, or candidates for election to, or holders of, elective political office
AND
in the course of electoral activities for the purpose of compiling data on people's 
political opinions 

System 
Requirement

System must be able to identify stated Processor as political parties, or candidates for 
election to, or holders of, elective political office

AND upon such identification, data processor will also identify that purpose is for an 
electoral purpose.

Computer Runtime 
Condition 
(Possible Draft)

IF [Check(Data_Processor_PoliticalParty)=true
Check(Data_Processor_Politicalcandidate)=true
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Check(Data_Processor_PoliticalOfficeHolder)=true]

AND Check(Purpose_electoral_Activity)=true
THEN Permission (process) , If not Run IRs2B11

IR s2B11 Sensitive Data Processing for Public Interest  Purpose

Legal provision Sensitive personal data can only be  processed where s2 and s2A compliance occurs 
and where processing is  undertaken for reasons of substantial public interest,

System 
Requirement

System must be able to record that reasons of substantial public interest apply

Computer Runtime 
Condition 
(Possible Draft)

IF check(Purpose_PublicInterest)=true  
THEN Permission (process) , If not Run IRs2B12

Outside Scope Regulations that are made by the Minister 

IR s2B12 Sensitive Data Processing for Duty Assessment

Legal provision Sensitive personal data can only be  processed where s2 and s2A compliance occurs 
and where processing is  undertaken for assessing, collecting or paying tax, duty, 
levy or other money owed to the State and the data has been provided by the data 
subject solely for that purpose,

System 
Requirement

System must be able to record whether data has been provided by the data subject 
solely for the purpose of assessing, collecting or paying tax, duty, levy or other 
money owed to the State.

Computer Runtime 
Condition 
(Possible Draft)

IF check(Purpose_Duty_Assessment)=true AND 
check(Data_Provision_Duty_Assessment)=true 
THEN Permission (process) , If not Run IRs2B13

IR s2B13 Sensitive Data Processing for Social Welfare Benefit

Legal provision Sensitive personal data can only be  processed where s2 and s2A compliance occurs 
and where processing is  undertaken for a purpose connected with the administration 
of any Social welfare benefit, pension, assistance, allowance, supplement or 
payment. 

System 
Requirement

NONE

Computer Runtime 
Condition 
(Possible Draft)

IF check(Purpose_Social Welfare Benefit)=true 
THEN Permission (process) , If not Stop.
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Security measures for personal data. 

2C.—(1) In determining appropriate security measures for the purposes of section 2(1)(d) of this Act, in 
particular (but without prejudice to the generality of that provision), where the processing involves the 
transmission of data over a network, a data controller— 

(a) may have regard to the state of technological development and the cost of 
implementing the measures, and 
(b) shall ensure that the measures provide a level of security appropriate to— 

(i) the harm that might result from unauthorised or unlawful processing, 
accidental or unlawful destruction or accidental loss of, or damage to, the 
data concerned, and 
(ii) the nature of the data concerned. 

(2) A data controller or data processor shall take all reasonable steps to ensure 
that— 

(a) persons employed by him or her, and 
(b) other persons at the place of work concerned, 

are aware of and comply with the relevant security measures aforesaid.
 
(3) Where processing of personal data is carried out by a data processor on behalf 
of a data controller, the data controller shall— 

(a) ensure that the processing is carried out in pursuance of a contract in writing 
or in another equivalent form between the data controller and the data processor and that the 
contract provides that the data processor carries out the processing only on and subject to the 
instructions of the data controller and that the data processor complies with obligations equivalent 
to those 
imposed on the data controller by section 2(1)(d) of this Act, 
(b) ensure that the data processor provides sufficient guarantees in respect of 
the technical security measures, and organisational measures, governing the 
processing, and 
(c) take reasonable steps to ensure compliance with those measures.] 

IR s2C1A Data Security

Legal provision In determining appropriate security measures including  the transmission of data over 
a network, a data controller  may have regard to the state of technological 
development and the cost of implementing the measures. 

In determining appropriate security measures including  the transmission of data over 
a network, a data controller shall ensure that the measures provide a level of security 
appropriate to the harm that might result from unauthorised or unlawful processing, 
accidental or unlawful destruction or accidental loss of, or damage to, the data 
concerned, and  the nature of the data concerned. 

System 
Requirement

The Data Controller of the system must periodically re-verify that the system has 
been re-assessed and that appropriate technological implementation of security 
measures has been undertaken taking into account the cost of implementing the 
measures.

At implementation of the system, the DC must determine with a view to compliance 
with this section the appropriate period under which the system should have  the 
technological implementation of security measures re-assessed having regard to the 
types of data held and the consequences of its loss or unauthorised access. 

Appropriate assessment criteria should be determined and recorded in an (editable) 
form that is accessible at reassessment. As part of that criteria the costs of 
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implementation should be assessed and a sub-criteria determined for weighing the 
costs of loss or unauthorised access against the costs of implementation of 
technological safeguards.  

The DC should also be able to reset the   Appropriate_ChronJob_Period at any re-
assessment.

Computer Runtime 
Condition 
(Possible Draft)

At Setup:    Set(Appropriate_ChronJob_Period)

Criteria to be run at appropriate ChronJob time:
s2C1A: IF check(ChronJob_Period_Appropriate)=true, then S2C1A2, If not Set 
(Appropriate_ChronJob_Period) AND S2C1B.

s2C1B: Request_input(DC_verification_ASM)). IF  input (DC_verify_ASM)) =true, 
then Reset_ChronJob_date, If not request_input(ASM_variance_reasons) THEN 
Reset_ChronJob_date

[Note: ASM=Appropriate Security measures.  Pop-up guidance should be provided.]

Fair processing of personal data. 

2D.—(1) Personal data shall not be treated, for the purposes of section 2(1)(a) of this Act, as processed 
fairly unless— 

(a) in the case of data obtained from the data subject, the data controller ensures, so far as 
practicable, that the data subject has, is provided with, or has made readily available to him or her, 
at least the information specified in subsection (2) of this section, 
(b) in any other case, the data controller ensures, so far as practicable, that the data subject has, is 
provided with, or has made readily available to him or her, at least the information specified in 
subsection (3) of this section

(i) not later than the time when the data controller first processes the data, 
or 
(ii) if disclosure of the data to a third party is envisaged, not later than the time of such 
disclosure.

 
(2) The information referred to in subsection (1)(a) of this section is:

(a) the identity of the data controller, 
(b) if he or she has nominated a representative for the purposes of this Act, the identity of the 
representative, 
(c) the purpose or purposes for which the data are intended to be processed, 
and 
(d) any other information which is necessary, having regard to the specific circumstances in which 
the data are or are to be processed, to enable processing in respect of the data to be fair to the data 
subject such as infor- mation as to the recipients or categories of recipients of the data, as to 
whether replies to questions asked for the purpose of the collection of the data are obligatory, as to 
the possible consequences of failure to give such replies and as to the existence of the right of 
access to and the right to rectify the data concerning him or her. 

(3) The information referred to in subsection (1)(b) of this section is: 
(a) the information specified in subsection (2) of this section, 
(b) the categories of data concerned, and 
(c) the name of the original data controller. 

IR s2D1A Data Fair Processing

Legal provision Data obtained from the data subject,
a) has
b) is provided with
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OR
c) has made readily available to the data subject 
the information specified in s2D2. 

System 
Requirement

The system must recognise the data collected under s2D2 

System must recognise source of data as being DS

Computer Runtime 
Condition 
(Possible Draft)

Set (Data_S2D2)=true THEN

S2D1A1:   IF check(data_source_DS)=true AND check(Data_S2D2)=true AND 
check(DS_holds_data)=true THEN Set(Fair_Processing)=true, If not S2D1A2 

S2D1A2: IF check(data_source_DS)=true AND check(Data_S2D2)=true AND 
check(DS_Data_provision)=true THEN Set(Fair_Processing)=true,If not S2D1A3

S2D1A3: IF check(data_source_DS)=true AND check(Data_S2D2)=true AND 
check(DS_DSAR_availability)=true THEN Set(Fair_Processing)=true, If not 
S2D1A4

S2D1A4: IF check(data_source_DS)=true AND check(Data_S2D2)=true AND 
check(DS_DSAR_availability)=false AND  check(DS_DSAR_exception)=true 
THEN Set(Fair_Processing)=true

IR s2D1B Data Fair Processing

Legal provision  Personal data shall not be treated, for the purposes of section 2(1)(a) of this Act, as 
processed fairly unless in any case where data was not supplied by the DS, the data 
controller ensures, so far as practicable, that the data subject has, is provided with, or 
has made readily available to him or her, at least the information specified in 
subsection (3) of this section
(i) not later than the time when the data controller first processes the data, 

or 
(ii) if disclosure of the data to a third party is envisaged, not later than the time of 
such disclosure.

i.e. If the Data was not supplied by the subject then unless the data subject at the time 
when the data controller first processes data (i.e. at initial collection) or at the time 
that any disclosure to  3rd Parties occurred was given the ss3 information or held it 
already, the data processing is unfair

System 
Requirement

  System must recognise data collected under s2D3

System must recognise source of data 

Computer Runtime 
Condition 
(Possible Draft)

Set (Data_S2D3)=true THEN

s2D1B1 
IF check(Purpose_statistical)=true OR check(Purpose_historic)=true 
check(Purpose_historic)=true AND (S2D2_Disporportionate)=true THEN 
Set(Fair_Processing)=true, If Not s2D1B2

s2D1B2
 IF check(data_source_DS)=false AND check(Data_S2D3)=true AND 
check(DS_Data_held)=true AND AND [check(DS_Data_S2D3_Disclosure)=Initial 
OR check(Chron_DS_Data_S2D3_Disclosure)<check(Chron_3P_Data_Disclosure) 
THEN Set(Fair_Processing)=true, If not  STOP
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IR s2D2 Establishing s2D2 data

Legal provision  
(2) The information referred to in subsection (1)(a) of this section is:

(a) the identity of the data controller, 
(b) if he or she has nominated a representative for the purposes of this Act, the 
identity of the representative, 
(c) the purpose(s) for which data are intended to be processed, 

and 
(d) any other information which is necessary, having regard to the specific 
circumstances in which the data are or are to be processed, to enable processing in 
respect of the data to be fair to the data subject such as information as to the 
recipients or categories of recipients of the data, as to whether replies to questions 
asked for the purpose of the collection of the data are obligatory, as to the possible 
consequences of failure to give such replies and as to the existence of the right of 
access to and the right to rectify the data concerning him or her.

In other words, In respect of any data, the system must store the identity of the data 
controller, the identity of any  nominated data protection representative for the 
purposes of this Act, and the purpose or purposes for which the data are intended to 
be processed.
The system must also identify any other information necessary to enable the fair 
processing of data in relation to the DS, including:
a)information as to the recipients or categories of recipients of the data, 
b) as to whether replies to questions asked for the purpose of the collection of the 
data are obligatory, 
c) as to the possible consequences of failure to give such replies and as to the 
existence of the right of access to and the right to rectify the data concerning him or 
her. 

In setting up the system, the DC will need to 
a) identify the purpose or purposes for which the data are intended to be processed, 
for each data field collected
b) any other information which is necessary, having regard to the specific 
circumstances in which the data are or are to be processed, to enable processing in 
respect of the data to be fair to the data subject
this is such as information as 
(i)recipients or categories of recipients of the data, 
(ii) For each data field whether it is obligatory or voluntary information which will 
need to be displayed
(iii) the possible consequences of failure to give  replies to any information field 
(which must also be displayed) 
(iv) the existence of the DSAR ( right of access)
(v) the existence of the  right to rectify the data
(vi) any other information necessary to interpret data provided to the DS.

System 
Requirement

In respect of any data, the system must:
a)  store the identity of the data controller, 
b) store the identity of any  nominated data protection representative for the purposes 
of this Act, 
c) store the purpose or purposes for which the data are intended to be processed
d) Identify any other information necessary to enable the fair processing of data in 
relation to the DS,
e)identify the recipients or categories of recipients of the data, 
f) identify whether questions must be answered or whether provision of information 
is voluntary 
g) as to the possible consequences of failure to give such replies and as to the 
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existence of the right of access to and the right to rectify the data concerning him or 
her.   

Type Of Data Constituting S2D2 data:
a) data controller and any representative
b)  the purpose or purposes for which the data are intended to be processed, for each 
data field collected
b) any other information which is necessary, having regard to the specific 
circumstances in which the data are or are to be processed, to enable processing in 
respect of the data to be fair to the data subject
(c)recipients or categories of recipients of the data, 
(d) For each data field whether it is obligatory or voluntary information which will 
need to be displayed
(e) the possible consequences of failure to give  replies to any information field 
(which must also be displayed) 
(f) the existence of the DS right of access
(g) the existence of the  right to rectify the data
(h) any other information necessary to interpret data provided to the DS.

Computer Runtime 
Condition 
(Possible Draft)

Confirming Data 
At completion of first collection of data (i.e. when a Data subject is set up):

Display(Data_Confirmation_DS_Letter_Option)
UPON INPUT, Compile (Letter_S2D2)
IF input=Letter THEN Print(Letter_s2D2)
IF input=email THEN E-Mail(Letter_s2D2)
IF input=DSAR THEN compile (DataVault_S2D2_DS)

THEN (Data_S2D3_Disclosed)=true

Computer Runtime 
Condition 
(Possible Draft)

Establishing Data Vault S2D2 

Computer must Compile all s2D2 data into a S2D2 list for each DS

Type Of Data Constituting S2D2 data:
a) data controller and any representative
b)  the purpose or purposes for which the data are intended to be processed, for each 
data field collected
b) any other information which is necessary, having regard to the specific 
circumstances in which the data are or are to be processed, to enable processing in 
respect of the data to be fair to the data subject
(c)recipients or categories of recipients of the data, 
(d) For each data field whether it is obligatory or voluntary information which will 
need to be displayed
(e) the possible consequences of failure to give  replies to any information field 
(which must also be displayed) 
(f) the existence of the DSAR ( right of access)
(g) the existence of the  right to rectify the data
(h) any other information necessary to interpret data provided to the DS.

[Actual Computer run-time conditions are better programmed by computer 
programmers for this element] 

once this is done  THEN Set(Data_S2D2)=true

IR s2D3 Establishing s2D3  data

Legal provision (3) The information referred to in subsection (1)(b) of this section is: 
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(a) the information specified in subsection (2) of this section, 
(b) the categories of data concerned, and 

(c) the name of the original data controller. 

System 
Requirement

In respect of any S2D3 data, the system must provide the same data as for s2D2 and 
must also add:
(i) the categories of data concerned, and 
(ii) the name of the original data controller.

Computer Runtime 
Condition 
(Possible Draft)

IF check(Data_s2D3)=true THEN  
At completion of first collection of data (i.e. when a Data subject is set up):

Display(Data_Confirmation_DS_Letter_Option)
UPON INPUT, Compile (Letter_S2D3)
IF input=Letter THEN Print(Letter_s2D3)
IF input=email THEN E-Mail(Letter_s2D3)
IF input=DSAR THEN compile (DataVault_S2D3_DS)

THEN (Data_S2D3_Disclosed)=true

Computer Runtime 
Condition 
(Possible Draft)

Establishing Data Vault S2D3  

Computer must compile all s2D2 data plus the categories of data concerned, and the 
name of the original data controller into a S2D2 list for each DS

Type Of Data Constituting S2D3 data:
a) data controller and any representative
b)  the purpose or purposes for which the data are intended to be processed, for each 
data field collected
b) any other information which is necessary, having regard to the specific 
circumstances in which the data are or are to be processed, to enable processing in 
respect of the data to be fair to the data subject
(c)recipients or categories of recipients of the data, 
(d) For each data field whether it is obligatory or voluntary information which will 
need to be displayed
(e) the possible consequences of failure to give  replies to any information field 
(which must also be displayed) 
(f) the existence of the DSAR ( right of access)
(g) the existence of the  right to rectify the data
(h) any other information necessary to interpret data provided to the DS
(i) categories of data concerned, 
(j) if changed, the name of the original data controller 

[Actual Computer run-time conditions are better programmed by computer 
programmers for this element] 

once this is done  THEN Set(Data_S2D3)=true

(4) The said subsection (1)(b) does not apply— 
(a) where, in particular for processing for statistical purposes or for the purposes 
of historical or scientific research, the provision of the information specified 
therein proves impossible or would involve a disproportionate effort, or 
(b) in any case where the processing of the information contained or to be contained in the data by the data 
controller is necessary for compliance with a legal obligation to which the data controller is subject other 
than an obligation imposed by contract, if such conditions as may be specified in regulations made by the 
Minister after consultation with the Commissioner are complied with.] 
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IR s2D4 Data Fair Processing

Legal provision The said subsection (1)(b) does not apply— 
(a) where, in particular for processing for statistical purposes or for the purposes 
of historical or scientific research, the provision of the information specified 
therein proves impossible or would involve a disproportionate effort, or 
(b) in any case where the processing of the information contained or to be contained 
in the data by the data controller is necessary for compliance with a legal obligation 
to which the data controller is subject other than an obligation imposed by contract, if 
such conditions as may be specified in regulations made by the Minister after 
consultation with the Commissioner are complied with.] 

System 
Requirement

s2D4(a) incorporated above

IF check(Purpose_statistical)=true OR check(Purpose_historic)=true 
check(Purpose_historic)=true AND (S2D2_Disporportionate)=true THEN process, If 
Not …..

See above IR s2D1B

Outside scope s2D4(b)

Right of access. 
3.—An individual who believes that a person keeps personal data shall, if he so 
requests the person in writing— 
(a) be informed by the person whether he keeps any such data, and 
(b) if he does, be given by the person a description of the data and the purposes 
for which they are kept, 
as soon as may be and in any event not more than 21 days after the request has been 
given or sent to him. 

IR s3 Right of Copy of Data 

Legal provision An individual who believes that a person keeps personal data shall, if he so 
requests the person in writing
(a) be informed by the person whether he keeps any such data, and 
(b) if he does, be given by the person a description of the data and the purposes for 
which they are kept, as soon as may be and in any event not more than 21 days after 
the request has been given or sent to him. 

System 
Requirement

To monitor if a DSIR (Data Subject Informed Request) is made 

Computer 
Condition

S3A 
IF check(DS-DSIR_Written)=false THEN print (Letter_DSIR_Written)) AND 
STOP.

IF check(DS-DSIR_Written)=true AND  check(DS_DSIR_ID_identified)=false 
THEN print (Letter_DSIR_DS_ID_Inadequate)) AND STOP

IF check(DS-DSIR_Written)=true AND  check(DS_DSIR_ID_identified)=true 
AND check (DS_Data_Held)=true THEN Print(Letter_Confirm_DS_DATA_DSIR) 
AND Print(Data_dump_DSIR_DS) AND  Print(letter_DataSet_s2D3)

Note Possible inconsistency between S3 and S4

Data Subject Access
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4.—(1)[(a) Subject to the provisions of this Act, an individual shall, if he or she 
so requests a data controller by notice in writing— 

(i) be informed by the data controller whether the data processed by or on 
behalf of the data controller include personal data relating to the individual, 

(ii) if it does, be supplied by the data controller with a description of— 
(I) the categories of data being processed by or on behalf of the data 
controller, 
(II) the personal data constituting the data of which that individual is the 
data subject, 
(III) the purpose or purposes of the processing, and 
(IV) the recipients or categories of recipients to whom the data are or may be 
disclosed, 

(iii) have communicated to him or her in intelligible form— 
(I) the information constituting any personal data of which that individual 
is the data subject, and 
(II) any information known or available to the data controller as to the 
source of those data unless the communication of that information is 
contrary to the public interest, 

and 
(iv) where the processing by automatic means of the data of which the individual is the data subject has 

constituted or is likely to constitute the sole basis for any decision significantly affecting him or 
her, be informed free of charge by the data controller of the logic involved in the processing, as 
soon as may be and in any event not more than 40 days after compliance by the individual with the 
provisions of this section and, where any of the information is expressed in terms that are not 
intelligible to the average person without explanation, the information shall be accompanied by an 
explanation of those terms.
 

(b) A request under paragraph (a) of this subsection that does not relate to all of 
its subparagraphs shall, in the absence of any indication to the contrary, be 
treated as relating to all of them.

(c) (i) A fee may be payable to the data controller concerned in respect of such a 
request as aforesaid and the amount thereof shall not exceed such amount as may be prescribed or an 
amount that in the opinion of the Commissioner is reasonable, having regard to the estimated cost to the 
data controller of compliance with the request, whichever is the lesser. 
      (ii) A fee paid by an individual to a data controller under subparagraph (i) of 
this paragraph shall be returned to him if his request is not complied with or the data controller rectifies or 
supplements, or erases part of, the data concerned (and thereby materially modifies the data) or erases all of 
the data on the application of the individual or in accordance with an enforcement notice or an order of a 
court. 

IR s4(1)A Data Subject Right of PROCESSING CONFIRMATION (DSRPC)

Legal provision (1)[(a) Subject to the provisions of this Act, an individual shall, if he or she 
so requests a data controller by notice in writing— 

(i) be informed by the data controller whether the data processed by or 
on behalf of the data controller include personal data relating to the 
individual,
(ii) if it does, be supplied by the data controller with a description of— 

(I) the categories of data being processed by or on behalf of the data 
controller, 
(II) the personal data constituting the data of which that individual is 
the 
data subject, 
(III) the purpose or purposes of the processing, and 
(IV) the recipients or categories of recipients to whom the data are or 
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may 
be disclosed, 

(iii) have communicated to him or her in intelligible form— 
(I) the information constituting any personal data of which that 
individual is the data subject, and 
(II) any information known or available to the data controller as to 
the source of those data unless the communication of that 
information is contrary to the public interest, 

and 

(iv) where the processing by automatic means of the data of which the 
individual is the data subject has constituted or is likely to constitute the sole 
basis for any decision significantly affecting him or her, be informed free of 
charge by the data controller of the logic involved in the processing, as soon 
as may be and in any event not more than 40 days after compliance by the 
individual with the provisions of this section and, where any of the 
information is expressed in terms that are not intelligible to the average 
person without explanation, the information shall be accompanied by an 
explanation of those terms.

System 
Requirement

To identify if a DSRPC Request  is made 

If a valid DSRPC request is made the System must print a letter stating that data is 
processed by the data controller which includes data relating to the individual

Letter DSRPC_DS states “The data processed by or on behalf of the data controller 
include personal data relating to the data subject shown above and includes:
[insert I)  the categories of data being processed by or on behalf of the data 
controller], 
[insert II) the personal data constituting the data of which that individual is the data 
subject],
[Insert III) the purpose or purposes of the processing], and 
[Insert IV) the recipients or categories of recipients to whom the data are or may be 
disclosed],
and
The Data includes the following data
 [Insert DS_data]
[insert DS_data_sources]

The explanation of automated processing and the relevant logic is set out in Schedule 
1 to this letter  to the extent that it does not include trade secrets or intellectual 
property.

Letter DSRPC_DS_PubInt states:

“The data processed by or on behalf of the data controller include personal data 
relating to the data subject shown above and includes:
[insert I)  the categories of data being processed by or on behalf of the data 
controller], 
[insert II) the personal data constituting the data of which that individual is the data 
subject],
[Insert III) the purpose or purposes of the processing], and 
[Insert IV) the recipients or categories of recipients to whom the data are or may be 
disclosed],
and
The Data includes the following data
 [Insert DS_data]

The Source of the data has been withheld as it is not in the Public Interest that this is 
released.
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The explanation of automated processing and the relevant logic is set out in Schedule 
1 to this letter, to the extent that it does not include trade secrets or intellectual 
property. 

The system will have to be able to insert the relevant data for the particular data 
subject into the letters. The Schedule 1 data will be set up at system initiation and 
will be the same for all data subject DSRPC requests.

Computer 
Conditions

 IF check(DSRPC_Written)=false THEN print (Letter_DSPRC_Written)) AND 
STOP.

 IF check(DSRPC_Fee)=false THEN print (Letter_DSPRC_FeeNotPaid)) AND 
SET(DSRPC_Fee)=false. STOP

IF  check(DSRPC_Written)=true AND check DSRPC_Fee)=true AND check 
(DS_ID_Verified)=false THEN Print(Letter unable to Identify DS)

IF  check(DSRPC_Written)=true AND check DSRPC_Fee)=true AND check 
(DS_ID_Verified)=true  AND DSRPC_Public_Interest=”false” THEN 
SET(DSRPC_Valid)=true and Print(Letter DSRPC_DS).

IF  check(DSRPC_Written)=true AND check DSRPC_Fee)=true AND check 
(DS_ID_Verified)=true  AND DSRPC_Public_Interest=”false” THEN 
SET(DSRPC_Valid)=true and Print(Letter DSRPC_DS_PubInt).

IR s4(1)B Data Subject request for Processing Confirmation – detail of request 

Legal provision A request under paragraph (a) of this subsection that does not relate to all of 
its subparagraphs shall, in the absence of any indication to the contrary, be 
treated as relating to all of them.

System 
Requirement

Outside scope – all requests are treated as a request for all information on the DS

Computer 
Conditions

Outside scope – all requests are treated as a request for all information on the DS

IR s4(1)Ci Data Subject request for Processing Confirmation – Fees

Legal provision (c) (i) A fee may be payable to the data controller concerned in respect of such a 
request as aforesaid and the amount thereof shall not exceed such amount as may be 
prescribed or an amount that in the opinion of the Commissioner is reasonable, 
having regard to the estimated cost to the data controller of compliance with the 
request, whichever is the lesser. 

System 
Requirement

The system must know what the payable fee is. 

Fee payment check is incorporated above 

Computer 
Conditions

IF the fee is paid then 
SET(DSRPC_Fee)=true 

See s4(1)A for implementation of check (DSRPC_Fee)=true  condition

IR s4(1)Cii Data Subject request for Processing Confirmation – Fees Refund

Legal provision (ii) A fee paid by an individual to a data controller under subparagraph (i) of 
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this paragraph shall be returned to him if his request is not complied with or the data 
controller rectifies or supplements, or erases part of, the data concerned (and thereby 
materially modifies the data) or erases all of the data on the application of the 
individual or in accordance with an enforcement notice or an order of a court. 

System 
Requirement

Outside Scope. The system will automatically generate the DSRPC report if all 
requirements are valid. No opportunity will arise for the Data Controller to rectify or 
supplement, or erases part of, the data concerned (and thereby materially modifies 
the data) or erases all of the data on the application of the individual

Computer 
Conditions

IF the fee is paid then 
SET(DSRPC_Fee)=true 

See s4(1)A for implementation of check (DSRPC_Fee)=true  condition

(2) Where pursuant to provision made in that behalf under this Act there are separate entries in the register 
in respect of data kept by a data controller for different purposes, subsection (1) of this section shall apply 
as if it provided for the making of a separate request and the payment of a separate fee in respect of the data 
to which each entry relates. 

IR s4(2) Data Subject request for Processing Confirmation – Multiple Fees 

Legal provision Where pursuant to provision made in that behalf under this Act there are separate 
entries in the register in respect of data kept by a data controller for different 
purposes, subsection (1) of this section shall apply as if it provided for the making of 
a separate request and the payment of a separate fee in respect of the data to which 
each entry relates. 

System 
Requirement

The system must be aware whether the Data Controller has  separate entries in the 
register in respect of data kept by a data controller for different purposes.

It must request a separate DSRPC and a Fee for the data held under each of the 
entries.

Computer 
Conditions

IF check (Data_entries)>1 THEN Request(Manual Intervention)

Automated Processing of multiple Data Controller entries is Outside scope

(3) An individual making a request under this section shall supply the data controller 
concerned with such information as he may reasonably require in order to satisfy himself of the identity of 
the individual and to locate any relevant personal data or information. 

IR s4(3) Data Subject request for Processing Confirmation – verification of Identity 

Legal provision (3) An individual making a request under this section shall supply the data controller 
concerned with such information as he may reasonably require in order to satisfy 
himself of the identity of the individual and to locate any relevant personal data or 
information. 

System 
Requirement

System must include a manual check that adequate identify verification has occurred. 
This is achieved by SET(DS_ID_Verified)=true shown above.

Computer 
Conditions

Incorporated above

(4) Nothing in subsection (1) of this section obliges a data controller to disclose to a data subject personal 
data relating to another individual unless that other individual has consented to the disclosure provided that, 
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where the circumstances are such that it would be reasonable for the data controller to conclude that, if any 
particulars identifying that other individ-ual were omitted, the data could then be disclosed as aforesaid 
without his being thereby identified to the data subject, the data controller shall be obliged to disclose the 
data to the data subject with the omission of those particulars. 

IR s4(4) Data Subject request for Processing Confirmation – 3rd Party Data 

Legal provision (4) Nothing in subsection (1) of this section obliges a data controller to disclose to a 
data subject personal data relating to another individual unless that other individual 
has consented to the disclosure: 
Provided that, where the circumstances are such that it would be reasonable for the 
data controller to conclude that, if any particulars identifying that other individual 
were omitted, the data could then be disclosed as aforesaid without his being thereby 
identified to the data subject, the data controller shall be obliged to disclose the data 
to the data subject with the omission of those particulars.

note This is an ambiguous provision. 
Nothing in subsection (1) of this section obliges a data controller to disclose to a data 
subject personal data relating to another individual unless that other individual has 
consented to the disclosure would normally imply that the starting point (if this 
statement were on its own) would be to interpret it to imply that  data related to 3rd 
parties should be redacted; however the starting point is changed by the saving 
provision quoted below which appears to change the starting point to one where the 
inclusion of 3rd party data in a record entitles the data controller to withhold the 
record unless he is satisfied that: 
a) it is possible to omit 3rd party information without the 3rd party still being 
identifiable by any party;
b) the circumstances of the removal of the 3rd party data is reasonable in the opinion 
of the data controller (and this could incorporate reasonableness of cost for 
redaction).

The saving provision states that “provided that, where the circumstances are such that 
it would be reasonable for the data controller to conclude that, if any particulars 
identifying that other individual were omitted, the data could then be disclosed as 
aforesaid without his being thereby identified to the data subject, the data controller 
shall be obliged to disclose the data to the data subject with the omission of those 
particulars” 

There is no direct caselaw assisting the interpretation of this clause on way of the 
other. UK caselaw has interpreted “where the circumstances are such that it would be 
reasonable for the X to conclude” to be of a very wide latitude for the scope of 
reasonableness and to include costs and implications for X generally. (The resolution 
or analysis of ambiguous statutory interpretation is outside the scope of the project). 

The interpretation used in the project for Ireland is therefore that unless it is 
reasonable to redact 3rd party data, any record holding 3rd party data may be 
excluded.   

System 
Requirement

To identify if 3rd party data is held in a record without express consent to disclose 
the 3rd party data as part of the DS data. (This could be as simple as maternal or 
paternal blood groups etc).

If 3rd party data is included in a Data Set this will be identified and then the SET 
(DS_Data_3pInclusion)=true will arise.

If 3rd Party data is held in a record without express consent to disclose the 3rd party 
data as part of the DS data, then the system must add the following test to the 
procedures and computer conditions in 4(1)A.
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Letter_DSRPC_3P states:
Certain data includes 3rd party data and has been excluded as permitted by law.

Letter_DSRPC_3PRedAct states:
Certain data requested includes 3rd party data and requires manual redaction as 
permitted by law. Provision of your Data Subject request for Data Processing 
confirmation will be delayed by up to 30 days to allow redaction  to take place.

Computer 
Conditions

IF check(DS_Data_3pInclusion)=true AND  check (Redaction_ Reasonable)=null 
THEN  Input (Redaction_ Reasonable)

Set(Redaction_ Reasonable)=[Answer] 
(Note answer is true or false)

IF check(DS_Data_3pInclusion)=true AND  check (Redaction_ Reasonable)=false 
THEN  Set(DSRPC_Exclude_record)=true AND Print (Letter_DSRPC_3P)

IF check(DS_Data_3pInclusion)=true AND  check (Redaction_ Reasonable)=true 
THEN  Process(Refer_for_Manual_redaction)  AND Print 
(Letter_DSRPC_3PRedAct)

IR s4(4) Data Subject request for Processing Confirmation – Health Records and 3rd Party 
Carer information 

Legal provision Section 4 (4) of the Act shall not apply in relation to personal data relating to an 
individual other than the data controller or data subject concerned if that individual is 
a health professional who has been involved in the care of the data subject and the 
data relate to him in his capacity as such. 
Data Protection (Access Modification) (Health)  Regulations 1989
(i.e. where the only 3rd Party Data is that identifying the health professional  (note 
that this is wider than merely treating the data subject but covers anyone involved as 
a health professional in any respect in the case of the data subject or decisions about 
their care, such as hospital trust administrators).

Outside Scope

IR s4(4) Data Subject request for Processing Confirmation – Health Records and 3rd Party 
Carer information 

Legal provision Section 4 (4) of the Act shall not apply in relation to personal data relating to an 
individual other than the data controller or data subject concerned if that individual is 
a health professional who has been involved in the care of the data subject and the 
data relate to him in his capacity as such. 
Data Protection (Access Modification) (Health)  Regulations 1989
(i.e. where the only 3rd Party Data is that identifying the health professional  (note 
that this is wider than merely treating the data subject but covers anyone involved as 
a health professional in any respect in the case of the data subject or decisions about 
their care, such as hospital trust administrators).

Outside Scope

IR s4(4) Data Subject request for Processing Confirmation – Health Records Risk of Harm
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Legal provision Information constituting health data shall not be supplied by or on behalf of a data 
controller to the data subject concerned in response to a request under section 4 (1) 
(a) of the Act if it would be likely to cause serious harm to the physical or mental 
health of the data subject. 
Data Protection (Access Modification) (Health)  Regulations 1989

System 
requirements

System must have markers for information that if disclosed to the data subject 
concerned  it would be likely to cause serious harm to the physical or mental health 
of the data subject. 

i.e. Set (DS_Risk_of_Harm)=true

Computer 
Conditions IF check(DS_Risk_of_Harm)=true THEN Process (Exclude_Record_DSRPC)

IR s4(4) Data Subject request for Processing Confirmation – SocialWork Records – Risk of 
Harm

Legal provision 4. (1) Information constituting social work data shall not be supplied by or on behalf 
of a data controller to the data subject concerned in response to a request under 
section 4 (1) (a) of the Act if it would be likely to cause serious harm to the physical 
or mental health or emotional condition of the data subject. 
  
Data Protection (Access Modification) (Social Work) Regulations 1989 

System 
requirement 

System must have markers for information that if disclosed to the data subject 
concerned  it would be likely to cause serious harm to the physical or mental health 
of the data subject. 

i.e. Set (DS_Risk_of_Harm)=true

Computer 
Conditions IF check(DS_Risk_of_Harm)=true THEN Process (Exclude_Record_DSRPC)

IR s4(4) Data Subject request for Processing Confirmation – SocialWork Records - 

Legal provision 4. (1) Information constituting social work data shall not be supplied by or on behalf 
of a data controller to the data subject concerned in response to a request under 
section 4 (1) (a) of the Act if it includes information supplied to a data controller by 
an individual (other than an employee or agent of the data controller) while carrying 
out social work unless that individual has been consulted. 
Data Protection (Access Modification) (Social Work) Regulations 1989 

System 
requirement 

It is assumed that the legislation means that  if it includes information supplied to a 
data controller by an individual (other than an employee or agent of the data 
controller) while carrying out social work unless that individual has been consulted 
and has approved release to the DS., although the legislation does not expressly state 
this. 

Set (DS_SocialWork_Consent)=true 

Set ( DS_SocialWork_Consent_ID_name)=true
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Computer 
Conditions IF check (DS_SocialWork_Consent)=true AND

check(DS_SocialWork_Consent_ID_name)=true THEN Process_Record

IF check (DS_SocialWork_Consent)=true AND
check(DS_SocialWork_Consent_ID_name)=false THEN Process 
(Exclude_Record_DSRPC) 

IRs4A(a) Expressions of opinion

Legal Provision (4A) (a) Where personal data relating to a data subject consist of an expression of 
opinion about the data subject by another person, the data may be disclosed to the 
data subject without obtaining the consent of that person to the disclosure. 
(b) Paragraph (a) of this subsection does not apply— 
(i) to personal data held by or on behalf of the person in charge of an institution 
referred to in section 5(1)(c) of this Act and consisting of an expression of opinion by 
another person about the data subject if the data subject is being or was detained in 
such an institution, or if the expression of opinion referred to in that paragraph was 
given in confidence or on the understanding that it would be treated as confidential.]

Out of Scope It is not possible to easily monitor in an online system whether an statement is 
opinion or statement of act.

Future implementation may permit field markers of “opinion”

IRs4A(a) Right to preservation of Confidential Statements 

Legal provision If the expression of opinion was given in confidence or on the understanding that it 
would be treated as confidential, it shall not be disclosed to the data subject.

System 
Requirement

System must have a “in-confidence” or confidential” marker for particular fields

i.e SET(DS_Data_confidential) = “true” THEN conduct (refer matter for manual 
intervention – confidentiality1) 

Computer 
Conditions

IF check (DS_Data_confidential) = “true” THEN Process(Exclude_Record_DSRPC)

(5) Information supplied pursuant to a request under subsection (1) of this section 
may take account of any amendment of the personal data concerned made since the receipt of the request 
by the data controller (being an amendment that would have been made irrespective of the receipt of the 
request) but not of any other amendment. 

IRs4(5) Right to consider amendment requests 

Legal provision (5) Information supplied pursuant to a request under subsection (1) of this section 
may take account of any amendment of the personal data concerned made since the 
receipt of the request by the data controller (being an amendment that would have 
been made irrespective of the receipt of the request) but not of any other amendment

Outside Scope – System will process data existing at the time that the request is put 
into the system and therefore as the provision under s4(5) is discretionary, it is 
removed from consideration under the System requirements
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Examination Requests
(6) (a) A request by an individual under subsection (1) of this section in relation to the results of an 
examination at which he was a candidate shall be deemed, for the purposes of this section, to be made on (i) 
the date of the first publication of the results of the examination, or (ii) the date of the request, whichever is 
the later; and paragraph (a) of the said subsection (1) shall be construed and have effect in relation to such a 
request as if for "40 days" there were substituted "60 days". 
(b) In this subsection "examination" means any process for determining the  knowledge, intelligence, skill 
or ability of a person by reference to his performance in any test, work or other activity. 

IRs4(6) Examination requests 

Legal provision (6) (a) A request by an individual under subsection (1) of this section in relation to 
the results of an examination at which he was a candidate shall be deemed, for the 
purposes of this section, to be made on (i) the date of the first publication of the 
results of the examination, or (ii) the date of the request, whichever is the later; and 
paragraph (a) of the said subsection (1) shall be construed and have effect in relation 
to such a request as if for "40 days" there were substituted "60 days". 
(b) In this subsection "examination" means any process for determining the 
knowledge, intelligence, skill or ability of a person by reference to his performance 
in any test, work or other activity. 

System 
Requirements

System must have markers for examination requests

Computer 
Conditions 

IF check(Data_Type_Examination_Result=true THEN 
Set(timelimit_DSRPC)=60days

Reasons for Refusals
(7) A notification of a refusal of a request made by an individual under and in 
compliance with the preceding provisions of this section shall be in writing and shall include a statement of 
the reasons for the refusal and an indication that the individ- ual may complain to the Commissioner about 
the refusal. 

IRs4(7) Right to Reasons for Request 

Legal provision
When a refusal of a request is made, reasons shall be in writing and shall include a 
statement of the reasons for the refusal and an indication that the individual may 
complain to the Commissioner about the refusal. 

System 
Requirements

System must have reasons embedded in each letter of refusal. 

Note: It is unclear whether this also includes circumstances where refusal is made on 
grounds that providing the information may cause physical or mental harm to the DS. 

Computer 
Conditions 

Not applicable – incorporated in above requests

Ministerial Declarations relating to physical or mental health,

(8) (a) If and whenever the Minister considers it desirable in the interests of data subjects or in the public 
interest to do so and by regulations so declares, the application of this section to personal data— 
(i) relating to physical or mental health, or 
(ii) kept for, or obtained in the course of, carrying out social work by a Minister of the Government, a local 
authority, a health board or a specified voluntary organisation or other body, 
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may be modified by the regulations in such manner, in such circumstances, subject to such safeguards and 
to such extent as may be specified therein. 
(b) Regulations under paragraph (a) of this subsection shall be made only after 
consultation with the Minister for Health and any other Minister of the Government who, having regard to 
his functions, ought, in the opinion of the Minister, to be consulted and may make different provision in 
relation to data of different descriptions. 

IRs4(8) Ministerial Declarations relating to physical or mental health, or kept for, or obtained 
in the course of, carrying out social work 

Legal provision The Minister may make regulations in the public interest relating to physical or 
mental health, or kept for, or obtained in the course of, carrying out social work.

Outside Scope Outside Scope 

Right to durable information 

(9) The obligations imposed by subsection (1)(a)(iii) (inserted by the Act of 
2003) of this section shall be complied with by supplying the data subject with a copy 
of the information concerned in permanent form unless— 
(a) the supply of such a copy is not possible or would involve disproportionate 
effort, or 
(b) the data subject agrees otherwise. 

IRs4(9) Right to durable information 

Legal provision The obligations to supply a copy of the data under s4 (1)(a)(iii) (inserted by the Act 
of 2003) are to supply it in permanent form unless the supply of such a copy is not 
possible or would involve disproportionate effort, or the data subject agrees 
otherwise. 

System 
Requirements

None

The above system is designed to provide information in permanent form by letter or 
e-mail.  

Computer 
Conditions 

Not applicable – incorporated in above requests

Repeated Data Subject Requests
(10) Where a data controller has previously complied with a request under subsection (1) of this 

section, the data controller is not obliged to comply with a subsequent identical or similar request 
under that subsection by the same individual unless, in the opinion of the data controller, a 
reasonable interval has elapsed between compliance with the previous request and the making of 
the current request.

(11) In determining for the purposes of subsection (10) of this section whether the reasonable 
interval specified in that subsection has elapsed, regard shall be had to the nature of the data, the 
purpose for which the data are processed and the frequency with which the data are altered. 

IRs4(10) Right to refuse repeated DSRPC requests 

Legal provision (10) Where a data controller has previously complied with a request under section 
4(1) of this section, the data controller is not obliged to comply with a subsequent 
identical or similar request by the same data subject unless a reasonable interval has 
elapsed , in the opinion of the data controller, since the last request. 
(11) In determining for the purposes of subsection (10) of this section whether the 
reasonable interval specified in that subsection has elapsed, regard shall be had to the 
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nature of the data, the purpose for which the data are processed and the frequency 
with which the data are altered. 

System 
Requirements

It is optional whether the DC sets a minimum period between DSRPCs. If the DC 
decides to set a minimum period then 

a) The system must record the date when any Data Subject Request has been made. 
Set(DSRPC_Date) 

b) At initial set-up, the DC must determine the  reasonable interval to elapse between 
Data Subject Requests. (Interval_date)  

c) The DSRPC tests under s4(1) must include the computer computer conditions set 
out below. 

The DC must, in setting the reasonable interval between Data Subject Requests have 
regard to the nature of the data, the purpose for which the data are processed and the 
frequency with which the data are altered. 

Computer 
Conditions 

IF check(DSRPC_Written)=trueDate) AND IF [Current_Date]< [(DSRPC_Date) +
(Interval Date) THEN Print(Letter_DSRPC_Too_Soon)

IF check(DSRPC_Written)=trueDate) AND IF [Current_Date]> [(DSRPC_Date) +
(Interval Date) THEN Set (DSRPC_Interval_OK)

Right to refuse  logic

(12) Subsection (1)(a)(iv) of this section is not to be regarded as requiring the 
provision of information as to the logic involved in the taking of a decision if and to the extent only that 
such provision would adversely affect trade secrets or intellectual property (in particular any copyright 
protecting computer software). 

IR s4(12) Right to refuse  logic involved in the taking of a decision affecting trade secrets or 
intellectual property (in particular any copyright protecting computer software) 

Incorporated Above 

Prohibition on Forced Subject Access 

(13) (a) A person shall not, in connection with  
(i) the recruitment of another person as an employee, 
(ii) the continued employment of another person, or 
(iii) a contract for the provision of services to him or her by another person, 
require that other person— 
(I) to make a request under subsection (1) of this section, or 
(II) to supply him or her with data relating to that other person obtained 
as a result of such a request. 
(b) A person who contravenes paragraph (a) of this subsection shall be guilty of 
an offence.] 

IR s4(13) Prohibition on Forced Subject Access 

Outside Scope – Not detectable by computer systems 

s5 Restriction of Right of access. 
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5.—(1) Section 4 of this Act does not apply to personal data— 
     (a) kept for the purpose of preventing, detecting or investigating offences, apprehending or prosecuting 
offenders or assessing or collecting any tax, duty or other moneys owed or payable to the State, a local 
authority or a health board, in any case in which the application of that section to the data would be likely 
to prejudice any of the matters aforesaid, 
     (b) to which, by virtue of paragraph (a) of this subsection, the said section 4 does not apply and which 
are kept for the purpose of discharging a function conferred by or under any enactment and consisting of 
information obtained for such a purpose from a person who had it in his possession for any of the purposes 
mentioned in paragraph (a) of this subsection, 
     (c) in any case in which the application of that section would be likely to prejudice the security of, or the 
maintenance of good order and discipline in— 

(i) a prison, 
(ii) a place of detention provided under section 2 of the Prison Act, 1970, 

  (iii) a military prison or detention barrack within the meaning of the Defence  Act, 1954,  or 
(iv) Saint Patrick's Institution, 

     (d) kept for the purpose of performing such functions conferred by or under any enactment as may be 
specified by regulations made by the Minister, being functions that, in the opinion of the Minister, are 
designed to protect members of the public against financial loss occasioned by

(i) dishonesty, incompetence or malpractice on the part of persons concerned in the provision of 
banking, insurance, investment or other financial services or in the management of companies or similar 
organisations, or 

(ii) the conduct of persons who have at any time been adjudicated bankrupt,  in any case in which 
the application of that section to the data would be likely to prejudice the proper performance of any of 
those functions, 
     (e) in respect of which the application of that section would be contrary to the interests of protecting the 
international relations of the State, 
     (f) consisting of an estimate of, or kept for the purpose of estimating, the amount of the liability of the 
data controller concerned on foot of a claim for the payment of a sum of money, whether in respect of 
damages or compensation, in any case in which the application of the section would be likely to prejudice 
the interests of the data controller in relation to the claim, 
     (g) in respect of which a claim of privilege could be maintained in proceedings in a court in relation to 
communications between a client and his professional legal advisers or between those advisers, 
     (h) kept only for the purpose of preparing statistics or carrying out research if the data are not used or 
disclosed (other than to a person to whom a disclosure of such data may be made in the circumstances 
specified in section 8 of this Act) for any other purpose and the resulting statistics or the results of the 
research are not made available in a form that identifies any of the data subjects, or
    (i) that are back-up data.

IR s5(1)(a) Exclusion of s4 for Prevention or Detection of Crime or Collection of Tax.

Legal provision S4 does not apply if the processing of personal  data occurs for the prevention or 
detection of crime or the apprehension or prosecution of offenders or the assessment 
or collection of any tax or duty owed or payable to the State, a local authority or a 
health board, and s4 disclosure would be  prejudicial to purpose 

Requirement   

Computer IF  check (purpose_Detection_Crime)= “true” OR check(purpose_Offenders)= “true” 
OR check(purpose_Collect_Tax_Duty)= “true” AND 
check(s4_Disclosure_Prejudicial)=true  THEN  set(s4_Exclusion)=true

IR s5(1)(b) Exclusion of s4 for data Collected under power of an Enactment

Legal provision S4 does not apply if the processing of personal  data occurs in discharging a function 
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conferred by or under any enactment and data is collected for that purpose.

Requirement

Computer IF  check(purpose_Enactment)= “true” AND 
check(Data_Collection_enactment)=”true” THEN  set(s4_Exclusion)=true  

IR s5(1)(c) Exclusion of s4 for data likely to prejudice the security of, or the maintenance of 
good order and discipline in a prison or place of detention (inc a Saint Patrick's 
Institution) if disclosed

Legal provision S4 does not apply if the disclosure of data is likely to prejudice the security of, or the 
maintenance of good order and discipline in a prison or place of detention (inc a 
Saint Patrick's Institution) if disclosed

Requirement

Computer IF  check(purpose_Prison_Detention)= “true” AND 
check(s4_Disclosure_Prejudicial)=”true” THEN  set(s4_Exclusion)=true  

IR s5(1)(d)(i) Exclusion of s4 for data kept under enactment to protect the public from financial 
loss from dishonesty etc

Legal provision S4 does not apply if the data is kept for the purpose of performing such functions 
conferred by or under any enactment and designed to protect members of the public 
against financial loss occasioned by
(i) dishonesty, incompetence or malpractice on the part of persons concerned in the 
provision of banking, insurance, investment or other financial services or in the 
management of companies or similar organisations, or 

Requirement

Computer IF check(purpose_protecting_public_financial_loss)=true 
AND 
[check (Cause_of_Loss)= dishonesty OR check (Cause_of_Loss)=
incompetence OR check (Cause_of_Loss)=malpractice]
AND 
[check(Protected_sector_banking)=true OR 
check(Protected_sector_insurance)=true OR 
check(Protected_sector_investment)=true or 
check(Protected_sector_financial_services)=true OR 
check(Protected_sector_Management_companies]=true
AND
check(s4_Disclosure_Prejudicial)=”true” 
THEN set(s4_Exclusion)=true 

IR s5(1)(d)(ii) Exclusion of s4 for data kept under enactment to protect the public from financial 
loss from actions of bankrupt

Legal provision S4 does not apply if the data is kept for the purpose of performing such functions 
conferred by or under any enactment and designed to protect members of the public 
against financial loss occasioned by
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...
(ii) the conduct of persons who have at any time been adjudicated bankrupt, 
 in any case in which the application of that section to the data would be likely to 
prejudice the proper performance of any of those functions, 

Requirement

Computer IF check(purpose_protecting_public_financial_loss)=true 
AND 
[check (Cause_of_Loss_activity_Bankrupt)= true
AND
check(s4_Disclosure_Prejudicial)=”true” 
THEN set(s4_Exclusion)=true 

IR s5(1)(e) Exclusion of s4 for data which if disclosed would be prejudicial to the interests of 
protecting the international relations of the State

Legal provision S4 does not apply to data which if disclosed would be prejudicial to the interests of 
protecting the international relations of the State

Requirement

Computer IF check(purpose_protecting_State_International_Relations)=true 
THEN set(s4_Exclusion)=true 

IR s5(1)(f) Exclusion of s4 for data which if disclosed would prejudice the interest of the DC in 
respect of a claim for compensation or damages against the DC

Legal provision S4 does not apply to data which if disclosed would prejudice the interest of the DC in 
respect of a claim for compensation or damages against the DC

Requirement

Computer IF check(purpose_prejudicial to DC_defence) =true 
THEN set(s4_Exclusion)=true 

IR s5(1)(g) Exclusion of s4 for data which is legally privileged

Legal provision S4 does not apply to data which  is legally privileged

Requirement

Computer IF check(purpose_legally privileged) =true 
THEN set(s4_Exclusion)=true 

IR s5(1)(h) Exclusion of s4 for data which used for statitics or research 

Legal provision S4 does not apply to data which is kept only for the purpose only  of preparing 
statistics or carrying out research and the resulting statistics or the results of the 
research are not made available in a form that identifies any of the data subjects, or

Requirement
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Computer IF check (purpose_Statistics_research)=true AND check 
(Statistics_research_result_anonymous)=true
THEN set(s4_Exclusion)=true 

IR s5(1)(h) Exclusion of s4 for backup data  

Legal provision S4 does not apply to data which is only backup data

Requirement

Computer IF check (purpose_backup)=true 
THEN set(s4_Exclusion)=true 

(2) Regulations under subsections (1) (d) and (3) (b) of this section shall be made 
only after consultation with any other Minister of the Government who, having regard to his functions, 
ought, in the opinion of the Minister, to be consulted. 

IR s5(2) Nature of Regulations

Legal provision (2) Regulations under subsections (1) (d) and (3) (b) of this section shall be made 
only after consultation with any other Minister of the Government who, having 
regard to his functions, ought, in the opinion of the Minister, to be consulted.

OUTSIDE SCOPE 

(3) (a) Subject to paragraph (b) of this subsection, section 4 of this Act, as modified 
by any other provisions thereof, shall apply notwithstanding any provision of or made under any enactment 
or rule of law that is in force immediately before the passing of this Act and prohibits or restricts the 
disclosure, or authorises the withholding, of information. 
(b) If and whenever the Minister is of opinion that a prohibition, restriction or 
authorisation referred to in paragraph (a) of this subsection in relation to any information ought to prevail in 
the interests of the data subjects concerned or any other individuals and by regulations so declares, then, 
while the regulations are in force, the said paragraph (a) shall not apply as respects the provision or rule of 
law concerned and accordingly section 4 of this Act, as modified as aforesaid, shall not apply in relation to 
that information. 

IR s5(3) Nature of Regulations

Legal provision  3(a) Subject to paragraph (b) of this subsection, section 4 of this Act, as modified 
by any other provisions thereof, shall apply notwithstanding any provision of or 
made under any enactment or rule of law that is in force immediately before the 
passing of this Act and prohibits or restricts the disclosure, or authorises the 
withholding, of information. 

OUTSIDE SCOPE 

IR s5(3) Nature of Regulations

Legal provision 3(b) If and whenever the Minister is of opinion that a prohibition, restriction or 
authorisation referred to in paragraph (a) of this subsection in relation to any 
information ought to prevail in the interests of the data subjects concerned or any 
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other individuals and by regulations so declares, then, while the regulations are in 
force, the said paragraph (a) shall not apply as respects the provision or rule of law 
concerned and accordingly section 4 of this Act, as modified as aforesaid, shall not 
apply in relation to that information. 

OUTSIDE SCOPE 

S6 Right of rectification or erasure. 

6.—(1) An individual shall, if he so requests in writing a data controller who keeps personal data relating to 
him, be entitled to have rectified or, where appropriate, F16[blocked or] erased any such data in relation to 
which there has been a contraven- tion by the data controller of section 2 (1) of this Act; and the data 
controller shall comply with the request as soon as may be and in any event not more than 40 days after it 
has been given or sent to him provided that the data controller shall, as respects data that are inaccurate or 
not kept up to date, be deemed— 
(a) to have complied with the request if he supplements the data with a statement (to the terms of which the 
individual has assented) relating to the matters dealt with by the data, and 
(b) if he supplements the data as aforesaid, not to be in contravention of paragraph (b) of the said section 2 
(1). 

(2) Where a data controller complies, or is deemed to have complied, with a request under subsection (1) of 
this section, he or she shall, as soon as may be and in any event not more than 40 days after the request has 
been given or sent to him or her, notify— 
(a) the individual making the request, and 
(b) if such compliance materially modifies the data concerned, any person to whom the data were disclosed 
during the period of 12 months immediately before the giving or sending of the request unless such 
notification proves impossible or involves a disproportionate effort, of the rectification, blocking, erasure or 
statement concerned.] 

IR s6 Rectification Rights

Legal provision 6(1) A data subject is entitled to have data about him/her rectified or, where 
appropriate, blocked or erased (collectively “Rectification”) if there has been a 
contravention by the data controller of section 2(1) of this Act.

Any data subject rectification, block or erasure request must be carried out as soon as 
possible and in any event within 40 days.
Where data is inaccurate or not kept up to date, the DC may supplements the data 
with a statement (to the terms of which the DS has assented) relating to the matters 
dealt with by the data. 

6(2)(a) Where DC complies with a rectification, block or erasure request, DC 
shall, as soon as possible and within 40 days notify the individual making the 
request of the change.
6(2)(b) Where DC complies with a rectification, block or erasure request, DC 
shall, as soon as possible and within 40 days if the data is materially 
modified notify any person to whom the data were disclosed during the 
preceding period of 12 months of the rectification, blocking, erasure or 
statement concerned unless such notification proves impossible or involves a 
disproportionate effort.

System 
Requirement

Sub-routine also required to identify all parties to whom DS-data relating to 
the rectification has been provided in the last 12m, and to notify them of the 
Rectification. 
System must provide a process where the DC can request a rectification 
supplemental statement to be made and where request is passed to the DS 
who can consent or refuse to consent. 
System must also be able to monitor time of rectification.
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System must also be able to distinguish whether data rectification arises only 
because data is inaccurate_ or data is out of date or whether other 
rectification is required.
If  DC inputs a Supplement Request, then system must set 
(DC_Input_Supplement_Request)=true and notify DS of the request and 
seek consent. If No consent is provided within 40 days, then forced 
rectification must arise.

Computer 
Provisions

IF [check(DS_Rectification_Request)=true AND 
check(Rectification_Inaccurate_OutOfDate)=true AND check 
(DC_Input_Supplement_Request)=true AND check 
(DS_Consent_Supplement)=true THEN Request(DC_Input_Supplement) nd 
SET(DC_Rectification_Date)={Date] AND 
Print(Letter_2DS_Rectification_Supplement) AND 
SET(Rectification_Timelimit_40 days_)=true

1.
IF [check(DS_Rectification_Request)=true AND 
check(Rectification_Inaccurate_OutOfDate)=true AND check 
(DC_Input_Supplement_Request)=true AND check 
(DS_Consent_Supplement)=false THEN SET(Rectification_Timelimit_40 
days_)=true AND Request(DC_Rectification) and 
SET(DC_Rectification_Date)={Date] AND Print(Letter_2DS_Rectification)

2.
IF [check(DS_Rectification_Request)=true AND 
check(Rectification_Inaccurate_OutOfDate)=true AND check 
(DC_Input_Supplement_Request)=false THEN 
SET(Rectification_Timelimit_40 days_)=true AND 
Request(DC_Rectification) and SET(DC_Rectification_Date)={Date] AND 
Print(Letter_2DS_Rectification)

PLUS
Sub-routine also required to identify all parties to whom DS-data relating to 
the rectification has been provided in the last 12m, and to notify them of the 
Rectification. 

s6A Right of data subject to object to processing likely to cause damage or distress. 

6A.—(1) Subject to subsection (3) and unless otherwise provided by any enactment, an individual is 
entitled at any time, by notice in writing served on a data controller, to request him or her to cease within a 
reasonable time, or not to begin, processing or processing for a specified purpose or in a specified manner 
any personal data in respect of which he or she is the data subject if the processing falls within subsection 
(2) of this section on the ground that, for specified reasons— 
 (a) the processing of those data or their processing for that purpose or in that manner is causing or likely to 
cause substantial damage or distress to him or her or to another person, and 
 (b) the damage or distress is or would be unwarranted. 

(2) This subsection applies to processing that is necessary— 
   (a) for the performance of a task carried out in the public interest or in the exercise of official authority 
vested in the data controller or in a third party to whom the data are or are to be disclosed, or 
   (b) for the purposes of the legitimate interests pursued by the data controller to 
whom the data are or are to be disclosed, unless those interests are overridden by the interests of the data 
subject in relation to fundamental rights and freedoms and, in particular, his or her right to privacy with 
respect to the processing of personal data. 
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(3) Subsection (1) does not apply— 
(a) in a case where the data subject has given his or her explicit consent to the processing, 
(b) if the processing is necessary— 
   (i) for the performance of a contract to which the data subject is a party, 
   (ii) in order to take steps at the request of the data subject prior to his or her entering into a contract, 
   (iii) for compliance with any legal obligation to which the data controller or data subject is subject other 
than one imposed by contract, or 

(iv) to protect the vital interests of the data subject,
(v)

(c) to processing carried out by political parties or candidates for election to, or holders of elective political 
office, in the course of electoral activities, or (d) in such other cases, if any, as may be specified in 
regulations made by the Minister after consultation with the Commissioner. 

(4) Where a notice under subsection (1) of this section is served on a data controller,  he or she shall, as 
soon as practicable and in any event not later than 20 days after  the receipt of the notice, serve a notice on 
the individual concerned— 
   (a) stating that he or she has complied or intends to comply with the request concerned, or 
(b) stating that he or she is of opinion that the request is unjustified to any extent  and the reasons for the 
opinion and the extent (if any) to which he or she has complied or intends to comply with it. 

(5)If the Commissioner is satisfied, on the application to him or her in that behalf of an individual who has 
served a notice under subsection (1) of this section that appears to the Commissioner to be justified, or to be 
justified to any extent, that the data controller concerned has failed to comply with the notice or to comply 
with it to that extent and that not less than 40 days have elapsed since the receipt of the notice by him or 
her, the Commissioner may, by an enforcement notice served on the data controller, order him or her to 
take such steps for complying with the request, or for complying with it to that extent, as the Commissioner 
thinks fit and specifies in the enforcement notice, and that notice shall specify the reasons for the 
Commissioner being satisfied as aforesaid.]

IR s6(A) Right of data subject to object to processing likely to cause damage or distress

Legal provision s6 
Unless falling in s6(3) or provided for by any enactment, an individual is entitled at 
any time in writing to request the DC to cease processing data for particular purpose 
or purposes on the ground that the processing is causing or likely to cause substantial 
damage or distress to DS or to another person, and the damage or distress is or would 
be unwarranted. 

Such objections only apply to processing in s6(2).

6(2) applies to 
(i) processing carried out in the public interest
(ii) processing carried out in the exercise of official authority
(iii) processing for  the DC's legitimate interests (unless overridden by DS's 
fundamental rights and freedoms and right to privacy.

6(3) states that s6(1) does not apply if: 
(a)  the data subject has explicitly consented to the processing, 
(b)  the processing is necessary for performance of a contract with DS,  
(c) the processing is done  at the request of DS prior to his or her entering into a 
contract, 
(d) the processing is necessary for compliance with any non-contractual DC legal 
obligation 
(e) the processing is necessary for compliance with any non-contractual DS legal 
obligation
(f)  the processing is necessary to protect the DS vital interests,
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(g) the processing carried out by political parties or candidates for election to, or 
holders of elective political office, in the course of electoral activities, 
(h) in such other cases, if any, as may be specified in regulations. 

Requirement The System must know for any data held by it what the purposes of 
processing of that data is. 
The system must provide markers for each purpose for which data is used.
The system must provide for markers for the DS to object to each type of 
processing and that data processing for any purpose must only occur if no 
relevant objection marker is in place.

3. i.e. SET (DS_Cease_processing_[Purpose])=true
 or

4. SET (DS_Cease_processing_All Purposes)=true
Note: If SET (DS_Cease_processing_All Purposes)=true this generates SET 
(DS_Cease_processing_[Purpose])=true for each Purpose stated by DC in 
the records.
Where DS declares that processing is causing or likely to cause substantial 
damage or distress to DS or to another person, and the damage or distress is 
or would be unwarranted then the system must recognise : 

                    (DS_Damaging_processing]=true 
5.

 

Computer IF check(Permission_DS)=false AND 
check(Purpose_DS_Contract)=false AND 
check(Purpose_DC_Contract)=false AND 
check(Purpose_DS_NonContract_Obligation)=false AND 
check(Purpose_DC_NonContract_Obligation) AND
check(Purpose_DS_Vital_Interest)=false AND 
check(Purpose_Political)=false AND

[check(Purpose_public_interest)=true OR check(Purpose_official_authority)=true 
OR check(Purpose_DC_legitimate_interest)=true] OR 

AND
check(DS_Damaging_processing]=true 
AND 
SET (DS_Cease_processing_[Purpose])=true

6. Repeat for each [Purpose] in the last line shown above
 

Outside Scope s6(3)h

Rights in relation to automated decision taking. 

6B.—(1) Subject to subsection (2) of this section, a decision which produces legal effects concerning a data 
subject or otherwise significantly affects a data subject may not be based solely on processing by automatic 
means of personal data in respect of which he or she is the data subject and which is intended to evaluate 
certain personal matters relating to him or her such as, for example (but without prejudice to the generality 
of the foregoing), his or her performance at work, creditworthiness, reliability or conduct. 

(2) Subsection (1) of this section does not apply— 
    (a) in a case in which a decision referred to in that subsection— 
       (i) is made in the course of steps taken— 
         (I) for the purpose of considering whether to enter into a contract with DS
         (II) with a view to entering into such a contract, or 
         (III) in the course of performing such a contract, 
or 
      (ii) is authorised or required by any enactment and the data subject has been  informed of the proposal 
to make the decision, and 
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     (iii) either— 
(I) the effect of the decision is to grant a request of the data subject, or 

            (II) adequate steps have been taken to safeguard the legitimate interests of the data subject by, for 
example (but without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing), the making of arrangements to enable 
him or her to make representations to the data controller in relation to the proposal, 
or 
   (b) if the data subject consents to the processing referred to in subsection (1).] 

IR 6B Automated Decision Taking

Legal provision Unless  a decision is made 
• as part of considering whether to enter into a contract with DS or with a view 

to entering into such a contract or in the course of performing such a 
contract, (AP_DS_Contract) or 

• is authorised or required by any enactment and the DS informed accordingly 
and is to grant a request of the data subject, or

•  is authorised or required by any enactment and adequate steps have been 
taken to safeguard the legitimate interests of the DS or  

• is taken where the data subject has consented to the processing
then DS may object to purely automated processing of DS data which has a legal 
effect on DS or otherwise affects the DS and
is intended to evaluate certain personal matters relating to DS such as, for example 
(but without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing), his or her performance at 
work, creditworthiness, reliability or conduct. 

System 
Requirements

The System must recognise where a decision process is purely automated 
(i.e. Set(Process_Automated_Decision)=true.
The  System must recognise where a decision process is purely automated as 
part of considering whether to enter into a contract with DS or with a view to 
entering into such a contract or in the course of performing such a contract, 
The  System must recognise where an automated decision is part of 
authorisation or requirement under any  enactment and adequate steps have 
been taken to safeguard the legitimate interests of the DS. 
The  System must recognise where an automated decision  grants a request of 
the data subject. 

The  System must recognise where an automated decision has been 
consented to by the Data Subject. 
The System will have certain process criteria set for automated decision-
making in relation to certain personal matters (such as performance at work, 
creditworthiness, reliability or conduct).
i.e.
Set (AP_Decision)=True/False
Set (AP_DS_Contract)= True/False
Set (AP_Enactment)= True/False
Set (AP_DS_Informed)= True/False
Set (AP_DS_Legitimate_Interests)= True/False
Set (AP_Decision_DS_Request)=  True/False
Set (AP_DS_Consent)= True/False
Set (AP_Criteria_WorkPerformance)= object/true
Set (AP_Criteria_Creditworthiness)= object/true 
Set (AP_Criteria_reliability)= object/true 
Set (AP_Criteria_Conduct)= object/ true
Set (AP_Criteria_WorkPerformance_Permission)= true/false
Set (AP_Criteria_Creditworthiness_Permission)= true/false 
Set (AP_Criteria_reliability_Permission)= true/false
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Set (AP_Criteria_Conduct_Permission)= true/false

Note: Other items may need to be added by user like 
Set (AP_Criteria_XXXX)= object/ true
Set (AP_Criteria_XXXX_Permission)=true/false

Computer 
Conditions

IF AP_DS_Contract)=true OR 
[IF (AP_Enactment)=true AND IF (AP_DS_Informed)=true AND IF 
(AP_Decision_DS_Request)= true)] OR 
[IF (AP_Enactment)=true AND IF (AP_DS_Legitimate_Interests)= true ] 
OR 
IF (AP_DS_Consent)= true) 

AND
IF (AP_Criteria_WorkPerformance)= object THEN 
Set(AP_Criteria_WorkPerformance_Permission)=false 

IF AP_DS_Contract)=true OR 
[IF (AP_Enactment)=true AND IF (AP_DS_Informed)=true AND IF 
(AP_Decision_DS_Request)= true)] OR 
[IF (AP_Enactment)=true AND IF (AP_DS_Legitimate_Interests)= true ] 
OR 
IF (AP_DS_Consent)= true) 

AND
IF (AP_Criteria_Creditworthiness)= object THEN 
Set(AP_Criteria_Creditworthiness_Permission)=false 

IF AP_DS_Contract)=true OR 
[IF (AP_Enactment)=true AND IF (AP_DS_Informed)=true AND IF 
(AP_Decision_DS_Request)= true)] OR 
[IF (AP_Enactment)=true AND IF (AP_DS_Legitimate_Interests)= true ] 
OR 
IF (AP_DS_Consent)= true) 

AND 
IF (AP_Criteria_reliability)= object THEN 
Set (AP_Criteria_reliability_Permission)=false 

IF AP_DS_Contract)=true OR 
[IF (AP_Enactment)=true AND IF (AP_DS_Informed)=true AND IF 
(AP_Decision_DS_Request)= true)] OR 
[IF (AP_Enactment)=true AND IF (AP_DS_Legitimate_Interests)= true ] 
OR 
IF (AP_DS_Consent)= true) 

AND 
IF (AP_Criteria_Conduct)= object THEN 
Set (AP_Criteria_Conduct_Permission)=false 

s7.  Duty of care owed by data controllers and data processors. 

7.—For the purposes of the law of torts and to the extent that that law does not so provide, a person, being a 
data controller or a data processor, shall, so far as regards the collection by him of personal data or 
information intended for inclusion in such data or his dealing with such data, owe a duty of care to the data 
subject concerned, provided that, for the purposes only of this section, a data controller shall be deemed to 
have complied with the provisions of section 2 (1) (b) of this Act if and so long as the personal data 
concerned accurately record data or other information received or obtained by him from the data subject or 
a third party and include (and, if the data are disclosed, the disclosure is accompanied by)
(a) an indication that the information constituting the data was received or obtained as aforesaid, 
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(b) if appropriate, an indication that the data subject has informed the data controller that he regards the 
information as inaccurate or not kept up to date, and 
(c) any statement with which, pursuant to this Act, the data are supplemented. 

IR s7 Duty of Care

Legal provision For the purposes of the law of torts and to the extent that that law does not so 
provide, a person, being a data controller or a data processor, shall, so far as regards 
the collection by him of personal data or information intended for inclusion in such 
data or his dealing with such data, owe a duty of care to the data subject concerned, 
provided that, for the purposes only of this section, a data controller shall be deemed 
to have complied with the provisions of section 2 (1) (b) of this Act if and so long as 
the personal data concerned accurately record data or other information received or 
obtained by him from the data subject or a third party and include (and, if the data are 
disclosed, the disclosure is accompanied by)
(a) an indication that the information constituting the data was received or obtained 
as aforesaid, 
(b) if appropriate, an indication that the data subject has informed the data controller 
that he regards the information as inaccurate or not kept up to date, and 
(c) any statement with which, pursuant to this Act, the data are supplemented.

OUTSIDE SCOPE  -  This is a legal test for duty of care and court action  

s8. Disclosure of  personal data in certain cases. 

8.—Any restrictions in this Act on the processing of personal data do not apply 
if the F20[processing] is— 
(a) in the opinion of a member of the Garda Síochána not below the rank of chief 
superintendent or an officer of the Permanent Defence Force who holds an army rank not below that of 
colonel and is designated by the Minister for Defence under this paragraph, required for the purpose of 
safeguarding the 
security of the State, 
(b) required for the purpose of preventing, detecting or investigating offences, 
apprehending or prosecuting offenders or assessing or collecting any tax, 
duty or other moneys owed or payable to the State, a local authority or a health board, in any case in which 
the application of those restrictions would 
be likely to prejudice any of the matters aforesaid, 
(c) required in the interests of protecting the international relations of the State, (d) required urgently to 
prevent injury or other damage to the health of a person 
or serious loss of or damage to property, 
(e) required by or under any enactment or by a rule of law or order of a court, 
(f) required for the purposes of obtaining legal advice or for the purposes of, or 
in the course of, legal proceedings in which the person making the 
F20[processing] is a party or a witness, 
(g) F21[...] 
(h) made at the request or with the consent of the data subject or a person acting 
on his behalf. 

IR s8 Disclosure of  personal data in certain cases. 

Legal provision Any restrictions in this Act on the processing of personal data do not apply 
if the processing is— 
a) required for the purpose of safeguarding the security of the State230

(bi) required for the purpose of preventing, detecting or investigating offences, 

230(a) in the opinion of a member of the Garda Síochána not below the rank of chief 
superintendent or an officer of the Permanent Defence Force who holds an army rank not below that of colonel and is designated by the Minister for 
Defence under this paragraph, 
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apprehending or prosecuting offenders
(bii) required for the purpose of assessing or collecting any tax, 
duty or other moneys owed or payable to the State, a local authority or a health board 
and where application of those restrictions would be likely to prejudice any of the 
matters aforesaid, 
(c) required to protect the international relations of the State, 
(di) required urgently to prevent injury or other damage to the health of a person 
(dii) required urgently to prevent serious loss of or damage to property, 
(e) required by or under any enactment or by a rule of law or order of a court, 
(f) required for obtaining legal advice or in relation to legal proceedings involving 
the processor or where they are a witness, 
(g) [deleted]
(h) made at the request or with the consent of the data subject or a person acting on 
his behalf. 

System 
Requirements

The system must identify the restrictions applicable in relation to the Act and 
provide for an override

Computer 
Conditions

IF check(Purpose_State_security)=true OR 
IF [check(Purpose_Investigating_Crime)=true AND check 
(Restriction_Prejudicial)=true] OR 
IF [check(Purpose_Collecting_Duty)=true AND check 
(Restriction_Prejudicial)=true] OR 
IF check(Purpose_State_International_relations)=true OR 
IF check(Purpose_Injury_Health)=true OR 
IF check(Purpose_Loss_Property)=true OR 
IF check(Purpose_AuthorisedByEnactment)=true OR 
IF  check(Purpose_Legal_Proceedings)=true OR 
IF check(Purpose_DS_Consent)=true OR 
THEN Request_Input(Override_DPA_restrictions)
IF Input (Override_DPA_restrictions)=true THEN 
Permission(Process_All_Steps)

s12 Power to require information. 
12.—(1) The Commissioner may, by notice in writing (referred to in this Act as an information notice) 
served on a person, require the person to furnish to him in writing within such time as may be specified in 
the notice such information in relation to matters specified in the notice as is necessary or expedient for the 
performance by the Commissioner of his functions. 
(2) Subject to subsection (3) of this section— 
(a) an information notice shall state that the person concerned may appeal to the Court under section 26 of 
this Act against the requirement specified in the notice within 21 days from the service of the notice on 
him, and 
(b) the time specified in the notice for compliance with a requirement specified therein shall not be 
expressed to expire before the end of the period of 21 days specified in paragraph (a) of this subsection and, 
if an appeal is brought against the requirement, the requirement need not be complied with and subsection 
(5) of this section shall not apply in relation thereto, pending the determination or withdrawal of the appeal. 
(3) If the Commissioner— 
(a) by reason of special circumstances, is of opinion that a requirement specified in an information notice 
should be complied with urgently, and 
(b) includes a statement to that effect in the notice, subsection (2)  shall not apply in relation to the notice, 
but the notice shall contain a statement of the effect of the provisions of section 26 (other than subsection 
(3)) of this Act and shall not require compliance with the requirement before the end of the period of 7 days 
beginning on the date on which the notice is served. 
(4) (a) No enactment or rule of law prohibiting or restricting the disclosure of information shall preclude a 
person from furnishing to the Commissioner any information that is necessary or expedient for the 
performance by the Commissioner of his functions. 
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(b) Paragraph (a) of this subsection does not apply to information that in the opinion of the Minister or the 
Minister for Defence is, or at any time was, kept for the purpose of safeguarding the security of the State or 
information that is privileged from disclosure in court proceedings. 
(5) A person who, without reasonable excuse, fails or refuses to comply with a requirement specified in an 
information notice or who in purported compliance with such a requirement furnishes information to the 
Commissioner that the person knows to be false or misleading in a material respect shall be guilty of an 
offence. 

IR s12 s12 Power to require information. 

OUTSIDE SCOPE – Data Commissioner Enforcement Power only
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S12A Prior checks

12A.—(1) This section applies to any processing that is of a prescribed description, being processing that 
appears to the Commissioner to be particularly likely
(a) to cause substantial damage or substantial distress to data subjects, or 
(b) otherwise significantly to prejudice the rights and freedoms of data subjects. 
(2) The Commissioner, on receiving— 
(a) an application under section 17 of this Act by a person to whom section 16 of this Act applies for 
registration in the register and any prescribed information and any other information that he or she may 
require, or 
(b) a request from a data controller in that behalf, shall consider and determine— 
(i) whether any of the processing to which the application or request relates is processing to which this 
section applies, 
(ii) if it does, whether the processing to which this section applies is likely to comply with the provisions of 
this Act. 
(3) Subject to subsection (4) of this section, the Commissioner shall, within the period of 90 days from the 
day on which he or she receives an application or a request referred to in subsection (2) of this section, 
serve a notice on the data controller concerned stating the extent to which, in the opinion of the 
Commissioner, the proposed processing is likely or unlikely to comply with the provisions of this Act. 
(4) Before the end of the period referred to in subsection (3), the Commissioner may, by reason of special 
circumstances, extend that period once only, by notice in writing served on the data controller concerned, 
by such further period not exceeding 90 days as the Commissioner may specify in the notice. 
(5) If, for the purposes of his or her functions under this section, the Commissioner serves an information 
notice on the data controller concerned before the end of the period referred to in subsection (3) of this 
section or that period as extended under subsection (4) of this section— 
(a) the period from the date of service of the notice to the date of compliance with the requirement in the 
notice, or 
(b) if the requirement is set aside under section 26 of this Act, the period from the date of such service to 
the date of such setting aside, shall be added to the period referred to in the said subsection (3) or that 
period as so extended as aforesaid. 
(6) Processing to which this section applies shall not be carried on unless— 
(a) the data controller has— 
(i) previously made an application under section 17 of this Act and furnished the information specified in 
that section to the Commissioner, or 
(ii) made a request under subsection (2) of this section, 
and 
(b) the data controller has complied with any information notice served on him or her in relation to the 
matter, and 
(c) (i) the period of 90 days from the date of the receipt of the application or request referred to in 
subsection (3) of this section (or that period as extended under subsections (4) and (5) of this section or 
either of them) has elapsed without the receipt by the data controller of a notice under the said subsection 
(3), or 
(ii) the data controller has received a notice under the said subsection (3) stating that the particular 
processing proposed to be carried on is likely to comply with the provisions of this Act, or 
(iii) the data controller— 
(I) has received a notice under the said subsection (3) stating that, if the requirements specified by the 
Commissioner (which he or she is hereby authorised to specify) and appended to the notice are complied 
with by the data controller, the processing proposed to be carried on is likely to comply with the provisions 
of this Act, and 
(II) has complied with those requirements. 
(7) A person who contravenes subsection (6) of this section shall be guilty of an offence. 
(8) An appeal against a notice under subsection (3) of this section or a requirement appended to the notice 
may be made to and heard and determined by the Court under section 26 of this Act and that section shall 
apply as if such a notice and such a requirement were specified in subsection (1) of the said section 26. 
(9) The Minister, after consultation with the Commissioner, may by regulations amend subsections (3), (4) 
and (6) of this section by substituting for the number of days for the time being specified therein a different 
number specified in the regulations. 
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(10) A data controller shall pay to the Commissioner such fee (if any) as may be prescribed in respect of the 
consideration by the Commissioner, in relation to proposed processing by the data controller, of the matters 
referred to in paragraphs (i) and (ii) of subsection (2) of this section and different fees may be prescribed in 
relation to different categories of processing. 
(11) In this section a reference to a data controller includes a reference to a data processor.]
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IR s12A Checks on Application of persons

OUTSIDE SCOPE – Data Commissioner Enforcement Power only

S21 Disclosure of personal data obtained without authority. 

21.—(1) Personal data processed by a data processor shall not be disclosed by him, or by an employee or 
agent of his, without the prior authority of the data controller on behalf of whom the data are processed. 
(2) A person who knowingly contravenes subsection (1) of this section shall be guilty 
of an offence. 

IR s21 Disclosure of personal data obtained without authority.

Legal provision 21.—(1) Personal data processed by a data processor shall not be disclosed by him, 
or by an employee or agent of his, without the prior authority of the data controller 
on behalf of whom the data are processed. 
(2) A person who knowingly contravenes subsection (1) of this section shall be guilty 
of an offence. 

System 
requirements

None

Computer 
Requirement

IF check(Processor_DP)=true AND (DC_ConsentForDisclosure)=false, THEN 
Process(Prevent_Disclosure) 

S22 Obtaining personal data obtained without authority. 
22.—(1) A person who— 
(a) obtains access to personal data, or obtains any information constituting such 
data, without the prior authority of the data controller or data processor by 
whom the data are kept, and 
(b) discloses the data or information to another person, shall be guilty of an offence. 
(2) Subsection (1) of this section does not apply to a person who is an employee or 
agent of the data controller or data processor concerned.
 
IR s22 Obtaining personal data obtained without authority

Legal provision 22.—(1) A person who— 
(a) obtains access to personal data, or obtains any information constituting such 
data, without the prior authority of the data controller or data processor by 
whom the data are kept, and 
(b) discloses the data or information to another person, shall be guilty of an offence. 
(2) Subsection (1) of this section does not apply to a person who is an employee or 
agent of the data controller or data processor concerned.

OUTSIDE SCOPE – Data can only be processed by Endorse system by DC or DP

Journalism
22A.—(1) Personal data that are processed only for journalistic, artistic or literary purposes shall be exempt 
from compliance with any provision of this Act specified in subsection (2) of this section if— 
(a) the processing is undertaken solely with a view to the publication of any journalistic, literary or artistic 
material, 
(b) the data controller reasonably believes that, having regard in particular to the special importance of the 
public interest in freedom of expression, such publication would be in the public interest, and 
(c) the data controller reasonably believes that, in all the circumstances, compliance with that 
provision would be incompatible with journalistic, artistic or literary purposes. 
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(2) The provisions referred to in subsection (1) of this section are— 
(a) section 2 (as amended by the Act of 2003), other than subsection (1)(d), 
(b) sections 2A, 2B and 2D (which sections were inserted by the Act of 2003), 
(c) section 3, 
(d) sections 4 and 6 (which sections were amended by the Act of 2003), and 
(e) sections 6A and 6B (which sections were inserted by the Act of 2003). 

(3) In considering for the purposes of subsection (1)(b) of this section whether publication of the material 
concerned would be in the public interest, regard may be had to any code of practice approved under 
subsections (1) or (2) of section 13 (as amended by the Act of 2003) of this Act. 

(4) In this section 'publication', in relation to journalistic, artistic or literary material, 
means the act of making the material available to the public or any section of the 
public in any form or by any means.] 

IR s22A Journalism

Legal provision Certain provisions of the Data Protection Act do not apply to personal data used for 
journalistic, artistic or literary purposes.

– if solely processed for those purposes.
– If DC believes that it is in the public interest that publication occurs, 

considering the freedoms of expression 
– if DC believes that complying with the restrictions in the Act would be 

incompatible with journalistic, artistic or literary purposes.

If the above criteria are made out then the following arts of the Data Protection Act 
do not apply:
s2, 2A, 2B, and 2D
s3
s4
s6, s6A and s6B

System 
requirements

The system must know (alternatively it must be possible for the processor to 
manually specify) that the Processing is being carried for journalistic, artistic or 
literary purposes.

If such verification is carried out, the system will assume that the processing is only 
for JAL purposes and must warn the processor that the certification is only applicable 
if it is solely processed for JAL purposes.

At each search for JAL Purposes the processor must certify  that publication and 
processing is in the public interest AND that  complying with the restrictions in the 
Act would be incompatible with journalistic, artistic or literary purposes.

The system must be able to exclude the application of relevant sections of the Act if 
the criteria is met.
i.e. if Set (Exclude_s2_except_s2(1)(d))=true then the system must exclude (for JAL 
processing) the application of s2 except s2(1)(d)

i.e.  if Set (Exclude_s6A)=true then the system must exclude (for JAL processing) 
the application of s6A etc

Computer 
Conditions

IF [check(Purpose_Journalistic)=true OR check(Purpose_Artistic)=true OR 
check(Purpose_Literary)=true] AND  check(Purpose_Non_JAL)=false AND 
check(DC_Certification_Public_Interest)=true AND 
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check(DC_Certification_restrictions_incompatible)=true  THEN Set 
(Confirmed_JAL_Purpose)=True AND 
Set (Exclude_s2_except_s2(1)(d))=true AND 
Set (Exclude_s2A)=true AND 
Set (Exclude_s2B)=true AND 
Set (Exclude_s2D)=true AND

Set (Exclude_s3)=true AND
Set (Exclude_s4)=true AND
Set (Exclude_s6)=true AND
Set (Exclude_s6A)=true AND
Set (Exclude_s6B)=true. 

Outside Scope S3, s4

S11  Prohibition on transfer of personal data outside State. 

11.—(1) The transfer of personal data to a country or territory outside the European Economic Area may 
not take place unless that country or territory ensures an adequate level of protection for the privacy and the 
fundamental rights and freedoms of data subjects in relation to the processing of personal data having 
regard to all the circumstances surrounding the transfer and, in particular, but without prejudice 
to the generality of the foregoing, to— 
(a) the nature of the data, 
(b) the purposes for which and the period during which the data are intended to 
be processed, 
(c) the country or territory of origin of the information contained in the data, 
(d) the country or territory of final destination of that information, 
(e) the law in force in the country or territory referred to in paragraph (d), 
(f) any relevant codes of conduct or other rules which are enforceable in that 
country or territory, 
(g) any security measures taken in respect of the data in that country or territory, 
and 
(h) the international obligations of that country or territory. 

IR s11 Prohibition on transfer of personal data outside State. 

Legal provision 11.—(1) The transfer of personal data to a country or territory outside the European 
Economic Area may not take place unless that country or territory ensures an 
adequate level of protection for the privacy and the fundamental rights and freedoms 
of data subjects in relation to the processing of personal data having regard to all the 
circumstances surrounding the transfer and, in particular, but without prejudice 
to the generality of the foregoing, to— 
(a) the nature of the data, 
(b) the purposes for which and the period during which the data are intended to 
be processed, 
(c) the country or territory of origin of the information contained in the data, 
(d) the country or territory of final destination of that information, 
(e) the law in force in the country or territory referred to in paragraph (d), 
(f) any relevant codes of conduct or other rules which are enforceable in that 
country or territory, 
(g) any security measures taken in respect of the data in that country or territory, 
and 
(h) the international obligations of that country or territory. 
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Requirement The System must know the countries considered to have  adequate level of protection 

(i.e.  Country_Equiv_Protection_List)

Computer 
Conditions

IF check(Transfer_OutEEC)=true and (External_Transfer_Exemption)=false
AND check (TargetCountry)=(On_Country_Equiv_Protection_List]
THEN Set (Permit_Transfer)=true.

IF check(Transfer_OutEEC)=true 
AND check (TargetCountry)=(Not_On_Country_Equiv_Protection_List]
THEN  Set (Permit_Transfer)=false

IF check(Transfer_OutEEC)=true and (External_Transfer_Exemption)=true
THEN Set (Permit_Transfer)=true.

(2) (a) Where in any proceedings under this Act a question arises— 
(i) whether the adequate level of protection specified in subsection (1) of 
this section is ensured by a country or territory outside the European 
Economic Area to which personal data are to be transferred, and 
(ii) a Community finding has been made in relation to transfers of the kind 
in question, 
the question shall be determined in accordance with that finding. 
(b) In paragraph (a) of this subsection 'Community finding' means a finding of 
the European Commission made for the purposes of paragraph (4) or (6) of Article 25 of the Directive 
under the procedure provided for in Article 31(2) of the Directive in relation to whether the adequate level 
of protection specified in subsection (1) of this section is ensured by a country or territory outside the 
European Economic Area. 

(3) The Commissioner shall inform the Commission and the supervisory authorities 
of the other Member States of any case where he or she considers that a country or territory outside the 
European Economic Area does not ensure the adequate level of protection referred to in subsection (1) of 
this section. 

(4) (a) This section shall not apply to a transfer of data if— 
(i) the transfer of the data or the information constituting the data is required or authorised by or 
under— 

(I) any enactment, or 
(II) any convention or other instrument imposing an international obligation on the State, 

(ii) the data subject has given his or her consent to the transfer, 
(iii) the transfer is necessary— 

(I) for the performance of a contract between the data subject and the data controller, or 
(II) for the taking of steps at the request of the data subject with a view to his or her 
entering into a contract with the data controller, 

(iv) the transfer is necessary— 
(I) for the conclusion of a contract between the data controller and a person other than the 
data subject that— 

(A) is entered into at the request of the data subject, and 
(B) is in the interests of the data subject, or 

(II) for the performance of such a contract, 
(v) the transfer is necessary for reasons of substantial public interest, 
(vi) the transfer is necessary for the purpose of obtaining legal advice or for 
the purpose of or in connection with legal proceedings or prospective legal proceedings or is 
otherwise necessary for the purposes of establishing 
or defending legal rights, 
(vii) the transfer is necessary in order to prevent injury or other damage to the health of the data 
subject or serious loss of or damage to property of the data subject or otherwise to protect his or her 
vital interests, and informing the data subject of, or seeking his or her consent to, the transfer is 
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likely to damage his or her vital interests, 
(viii) the transfer is of part only of the personal data on a register established by or under an 
enactment, being— 

(I) a register intended for consultation by the public, or 
(II) a register intended for consultation by persons having a legitimate 
interest in its subject matter, and, in the case of a register referred to in clause (II) of this 
subparagraph, the transfer is made, at the request of, or to, a person referred to in that 
clause and any conditions to which such consultation is subject are complied with by any 
person to whom the data are or are to be transferred, 

or 
(ix) the transfer has been authorised by the Commissioner where the data controller adduces 
adequate safeguards with respect to the privacy and fundamental rights and freedoms of individuals 
and for the exercise by individuals of their relevant rights under this Act or the transfer is made on 
terms of a kind approved by the Commissioner as ensuring such safeguards. 

IR s11(4a) Permitted transfers

Legal provision This section shall not apply to a transfer of data if— 
(i) the transfer of the data or the information constituting the data is required or 
authorised by or under— 

(I) any enactment, or 
(II) any convention or other instrument imposing an international obligation 
on the State, 

(ii) the data subject has given his or her consent to the transfer, 
(iii) the transfer is necessary— 

(I) for the performance of a contract between the data subject and the data 
controller, or 
(II) for the taking of steps at the request of the data subject with a view to his 
or her entering into a contract with the data controller, 

(iv) the transfer is necessary— 
(I) for the conclusion of a contract between the data controller and a person 
other than the data subject that— 

(A) is entered into at the request of the data subject, and 
(B) is in the interests of the data subject, or 

(II) for the performance of such a contract, 
(v) the transfer is necessary for reasons of substantial public interest, 
(vi) the transfer is necessary for the purpose of obtaining legal advice or for 
the purpose of or in connection with legal proceedings or prospective legal 
proceedings or is otherwise necessary for the purposes of establishing 
or defending legal rights, 
(vii) the transfer is necessary in order to prevent injury or other damage to the health 
of the data subject or serious loss of or damage to property of the data subject or 
otherwise to protect his or her vital interests, and informing the data subject of, or 
seeking his or her consent to, the transfer is likely to damage his or her vital interests, 
(viii) the transfer is of part only of the personal data on a register established by or 
under an enactment, being— 

(I) a register intended for consultation by the public, or 
(II) a register intended for consultation by persons having a legitimate 
interest in its subject matter, and, in the case of a register referred to in clause 
(II) of this subparagraph, the transfer is made, at the request of, or to, a 
person referred to in that clause and any conditions to which such 
consultation is subject are complied with by any person to whom the data are 
or are to be transferred, 

(ix) the transfer has been authorised by the Commissioner where the data controller 
adduces adequate safeguards with respect to the privacy and fundamental rights and 
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freedoms of individuals and for the exercise by individuals of their relevant rights 
under this Act or the transfer is made on terms of a kind approved by the 
Commissioner as ensuring such safe- guards. 

System 
Requirement

At the initial set-up of the system, the DC will need to identify whether there are any 
relevant enactments or conventions that permit transfer outside the EEA. If there are, 
then 
SET (Transfer_outsideEEC_Enactment_Authority)=true OR
SET (Transfer_outsideEEC_Convention_Obligation)=true 

The System must allow a Data Subject when set up or subsequently to give consent 
to transfer their data outside the EEA
SET (Transfer_outsideEEC_DS_Consent)=true
(This may be assessed at any time)

The system must know whether the data is being transferred outside  the EEC as a 
necessary step for the performance of a contract between the data subject and the 
data controller, 
SET check(Transfer_outsideEEC_Contract_Obligation_DC_DS)=true OR
(This will normally be assessed as part of system initiation and assessment).

The system must know whether the data is being transferred outside the EEC  as part 
of  taking of steps at the request of the data subject with a view to his or her entering 
into a contract with the data controller
SET check(Transfer_outsideEEC_Contract_Intention_DC_DS)=true OR
(This will normally be assessed as part of system initiation and assessment)

The system must know whether the transfer is necessary— 
(I) for the conclusion of a contract between the data controller and a person 
other than the data subject that— 

(A) is entered into at the request of the data subject, and 
(B) is in the interests of the data subject, or 

(II) for the performance of such a contract
i.e. SET (Transfer_outsideEEC_Contract_Obligation_DC_3P)=true AND 
SET (Contract_Obligation_DC_3P_DSRequest_DSInterests)=true] 
(This will normally be assessed as part of system initiation and assessment)

It is envisaged that the following will normally take place unexpectedly or will be 
rare except perhaps where DC is a law firm) and therefore it is expected that this will 
be operated as an override on the system
a) transfers necessary for reasons of substantial public interest, (i.e. terrorism, public 
safety etc)
Intervention as override will SET(Transfer_outsideEEC_substantial public 
interest)=true
b) transfer necessary for the purpose of obtaining legal advice or for 
the purpose of or in connection with legal proceedings or of establishing 
or defending legal rights
Intervention as override will SET (Transfer_outsideEEC_legal_proceedings)=true
c) necessary in order to prevent injury or other damage to the health of the data 
subject;
d) serious loss of or damage to property of the data subject 
e) in order  to protect te data subject's vital interests

Intervention as override will SET (Transfer_outsideEEC_necessary_DS 
InjuryHealth)=true OR
 SET (Transfer_outsideEEC_prevent_PropertyLoss)=true OR
  SET (Transfer_outsideEEC_necessary_DS_Vital_Interest)=true 
At the time of verification of purpose, the data processor must also verify that 
informing the data subject of, or seeking his or her consent to, the transfer is likely to 
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damage his or her vital interests   i.e. SET 
(consent_DS_Damage_Vital_Interests)=true)]  
 

Computer 
Conditions

IF check(Transfer_outsideEEC_Enactment_Authority)=true OR
IF check(Transfer_outsideEEC_Convention_Obligation)=true OR
IF check(Transfer_outsideEEC_DS_Consent)=true OR
IF check(Transfer_outsideEEC_Contract_Obligation_DC_DS)=true OR

IF check(Transfer_outsideEEC_Contract_Intention_DC_DS)=true OR
[ IF check(Transfer_outsideEEC_Contract_Obligation_DC_3P)=true AND check 
(Contract_Obligation_DC_3P_DSRequest_DSInterests)=true] OR
IF check(Transfer_outsideEEC_substantial public interest)=true OR
IF check(Transfer_outsideEEC_legal_proceedings)=true OR
[ IF check(Transfer_outsideEEC_necessary_DS InjuryHealth)=true OR
  IF check(Transfer_outsideEEC_prevent_PropertyLoss)=true OR
  IF check(Transfer_outsideEEC_necessary_DS_Vital_Interest)=true AND check 
(consent_DS_Damage_Vital_Interests)=true)]  OR
IF check(Transfer_outsideEEC_From_Public_Register)=true

Out of Scope viii (II) a register intended for consultation by persons having a legitimate 
interest in its subject matter, and, in the case of a register referred to in clause 
(II) of this subparagraph, the transfer is made, at the request of, or to, a 
person referred to in that clause and any conditions to which such 
consultation is subject are complied with by any person to whom the data are 
or are to be transferred, 

(b) The Commissioner shall inform the European Commission and the supervisory 
authorities of the other states in the European Economic Area of any authorisation or approval under 
paragraph (a)(ix) of this subsection. 

IR s11(4b)

Legal provision The Commissioner shall inform the European Commission and the supervisory 
authorities of the other states in the European Economic Area of any authorisation or 
approval under paragraph (a)(ix) of this subsection. 

OUTSIDE SCOPE 

(c) The Commissioner shall comply with any decision of the European Commission 
under the procedure laid down in Article 31.2 of the Directive made for the purposes of paragraph 3 or 4 of 
Article 26 of the Directive. 

IR s11(4c)

Legal provision The Commissioner shall comply with any decision of the European Commission 
under the procedure laid down in Article 31.2 of the Directive made for the purposes 
of paragraph 3 or 4 of Article 26 of the Directive. 

OUTSIDE SCOPE 

(5) The Minister may, after consultation with the Commissioner, by regulations 
specify— 
(a) the circumstances in which a transfer of data is to be taken for the purposes 
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of subsection (4)(a)(v) of this section to be necessary for reasons of 
substantial public interest, and 
(b) the circumstances in which such a transfer which is not required by or under 
an enactment is not to be so taken. 

IR s11(5)

Legal provision The Commissioner shall comply with any decision of the European Commission 
under the procedure laid down in Article 31.2 of the Directive made for the purposes 
of paragraph 3 or 4 of Article 26 of the Directive. 

OUTSIDE SCOPE – Ministerial Power

 

(6) Where, in relation to a transfer of data to a country or territory outside the 
European Economic Area, a data controller adduces the safeguards for the data subject concerned referred 
to in subsection (4)(a)(ix) of this section by means of a contract embodying the contractual clauses referred 
to in paragraph 2 or 4 of Article 26 of the 
Directive, the data subject shall have the same right— 
(a) to enforce a clause of the contract conferring rights on him or her or relating 
to such rights, and 
(b) to compensation or damages for breach of such a clause, 
that he or she would have if he or she were a party to the contract. 

IR s11(6)

Legal provision Where a data controller adduces safeguards in relation to s4(a)(ix) by a contractual 
clauses contract embodying Article 26 paragraphs 2 or 4, the DS shall have the right 
to enforce contract clauses and obtain compensation or damages as if the DS was a 
party to the contract. 

System 
Requirement

For future reference, the system must be aware of  s4(ix) authorisation

Where this arises, then SET  (s4(ix)_Authorisation)=true

Computer 
Conditions

Outside Scope

 

(7) The Commissioner may, subject to the provisions of this section, prohibit the 
transfer of personal data from the State to a place outside the State unless such transfer is required or 
authorised by or under any enactment or required by any 
convention or other instrument imposing an international obligation on the State. 

IR s11(7)

OUTSIDE SCOPE – Ministerial Power

 

(8) In determining whether to prohibit a transfer of personal data under this section, 
the Commissioner shall also consider whether the transfer would be likely to cause damage or distress to 
any person and have regard to the desirability of facilitating international transfers of data. 
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IR s11(8)

OUTSIDE SCOPE – Ministerial Power

 

(9) A prohibition under subsection (7) of this section shall be effected by the service 
of a notice (referred to in this Act as a prohibition notice) on the person proposing to transfer the data 
concerned. 

IR s11(9)

OUTSIDE SCOPE – Data Protection Enforcement Power

 

(10) A prohibition notice shall— 
(a) prohibit the transfer concerned either absolutely or until the person aforesaid 
has taken such steps as are specified in the notice for protecting the interests 
of the data subjects concerned, 
(b) specify the time when it is to take effect, 
(c) specify the grounds for the prohibition, and 
(d) subject to subsection (12) of this section, state that the person concerned 
may appeal to the Court under section 26 of this Act against the prohibition specified in the notice within 
21 days from the service of the notice on him or her. 

IR s11(10)

OUTSIDE SCOPE 

 

(11) Subject to subsection (12) of this section, the time specified in a prohibition 
notice for compliance with the prohibition specified therein shall not be expressed to expire before the end 
of the period of 21 days specified in subsection (10)(d) of this section and, if an appeal is brought against 
the prohibition, the prohibition need not be complied with and subsection (15) of this section shall not 
apply in relation thereto, pending the determination or withdrawal of the appeal. 

IR s11(11)

OUTSIDE SCOPE 

 

(12) If the Commissioner— 
(a) by reason of special circumstances, is of opinion that a prohibition specified in a prohibition notice 
should be complied with urgently, and 
(b) includes a statement to that effect in the notice, subsections (10)(d) and (11) of this section shall not 
apply in relation to the notice but the notice shall contain a statement of the effect of the provisions of 
section 26 (other than subsection (3)) of this Act and shall not require compliance with the prohibition 
before the end of the period of 7 days beginning on the date on which the notice is served. 

IR s11(12)

OUTSIDE SCOPE 

 

(13) The Commissioner may cancel a prohibition notice and, if he or she does so, 
shall notify in writing the person on whom it was served accordingly. 
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IR s11(13)

OUTSIDE SCOPE 

 

(14) (a) This section applies, with any necessary modifications, to a transfer of 
information from the State to a place outside the State for conversion into personal data as it applies to a 
transfer of personal data from the State to such a place. 
(b) In paragraph (a) of this subsection 'information' means information (not being 
data) relating to a living individual who can be identified from it. 

IR s11(14)

OUTSIDE SCOPE 

 

(15) A person who, without reasonable excuse, fails or refuses to comply with a 
prohibition specified in a prohibition notice shall be guilty of an offence.] 

IR s11(15)

OUTSIDE SCOPE 
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5.8. Conclusion

This chapter has provided the basic set of legal rules for compliance with the DPD regulation in general and 
in  each  of  the  selected  European  Member  States  (NL,  ES,  IT,  UK  and  EI)  more  specifically.  The  
requirements as presented in this chapter represent a sub-set of the rules that have to be implemented in IT 
systems in order to guarantee data protection compliance. Absent are, first of all, the company privacy 
policies as these will have to be defined by the company end-users. Also absent at this stage are rule sets  
derived from relevant domain specific regulation. Within the domain of the ENDORSE pilot, an online  
health care service, this amounts to a considerable amount of regulation in some of the EU member states,  
such as the Netherlands.  These provisions will  be incorporated in future work (D4.5). Also absent are  
provisions relevant to the processing of personal data that can be found in a wide range of regulation, such 
as company law, tax law and  (administrative) duties based on tax law, administrative law, labour law, 
pension  law,  data  processing  for  purposes  of  bookkeeping,  data  processing  by  individual  associated 
medicals  as  autonomous  data  controllers,  insurance  administration,  communication  with  eternal 
(governmental) organizations, rules governing data processing by governmental authorities). For the sake  
of manageability these provisions were declared out of scope within the ENDORSE project.

What the current chapter shows is that a detailed analysis of the data protection regulation in the different  
member states (unsurprisingly) reveals an impressive amount of legal requirements. It only presents the 
final stage of a highly iterative process in which a pseudo formal language for representing an adequate  
level of detail of the legal sources was developed, intertwined with the actual representation of the legal  
runtime requirements in this language. Given the amount of rules and the language's syntax, this process  
has turned out to require considerable effort.

Some of the requirements presented in this chapter need to be hard-coded in the ENDORSE infrastructure,  
some have to be incorporated into the rule editor, and many have to be incorporated into country specific 
rule sets (dictionaries or files) that need to consulted in specific situations (for instance, when offering 
services by a subsidiary in a specific member state). The former two sets of requirements will drive the 
development of the ENDORSE architecture and the editor in the short run. The latter rule sets will  be  
developed once the initial tools are developed in WP3 and WP4.

By and large, the five country specific rule sets are similar. This should not come as a surprise as the  
different  national  data  protection  regulations  implement  the  DPD.  However,  the  analysis  also  shows 
differences.  For  instance,  regarding  consent  in  the  case  of  under  age  data  subjects,  information 
requirements, notification requirements (towards the Data Protection Authorities), etc. In the next steps 
towards building machine executable country specific rule sets, these differences will be become even more  
prominent.
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6. General conclusions
The current deliverable lays the legal foundation for the development of the ENDORSE tools, providing,  
with the limitations pinpointed in Chapter 1.5 (a) a thorough overview of the legal landscape pertaining to 
data protection on the EU level, as well as at the level of the following Member States: the Netherlands,  
Spain, Italy, the United Kingdom and Ireland; (b) an inventory of domain specific regulation with respect to 
the  handling of personal  data within the  health insurance domain  in  the  Netherlands,  Spain,  Italy,  the  
United Kingdom and Ireland; (c) a demonstration of the feasibility and complexity of representing legal  
obligations in the domain of data protection in machine executable form; (d) legal requirements in the form 
of rules (specified in 'pseudo code') that will inform the development of the policy language, policy editor  
and the development of (country specific) rule sets for data protection compliance.

Such  analytical  task  is  conducted  applying  a  methodology  based  on  the  Frame  Based  Requirements 
Analysis Method developed by Breaux, proposed to face the challenge of eliciting the legal requirements 
from data protection legislation. This methodology consists of five steps, (1) identification of relevant laws 
and regulations, (2) classification of legal texts with metadata', (3) initial formulation of requirements and 
runtime rules, (4) cross comparison; and (5) data dictionary and glossary to ensure consistency.  Such a  
methodology shall be able to face complexities of representing law in a machine executable from, such as  
(1)  vagueness,  open  texture,  ambiguity,  (2)  traceability  and  accountability and  (3)  rule  conflicts  and 
hierarchy. This methodology is under development, is applied for the Year 1 legal requirements and will be 
refined in Year 2 of the project when we will formulate relevant parts of the legislation in PRDL.

From the enterprise perspective, on the one hand, the need for complementary regulation which avoid open  
references and faces specific questions of online business related to data protection has been remarked, as 
the case of the Directive 2008/48/EC, where a balance between data protection, profiling and responsible  
granting of credit to consumers has been laid down.  The path to a more specific, sectoral-oriented, data 
protection regulation, where the legislator already offers a balance between privacy and business, is an 
interesting path to be follow; meanwhile initiatives such as the ENDORSE Project can help business to fill  
the gap between the general legislation and a more sectoral and specific enforcement of data protection 
legal and social requirements. On the other hand, a more coherent decision for a opt-in or opt-out solution 
regarding unsolicited commercial communication or cookies is needed, where an opt-out solution will be 
better  for the interests  of  online businesses,  and with an accurate legislation the risk of abuse will  be 
reduced. Furthermore, new challenges as social networks and cloud computing will be faced in showing 
enterprises a way of doing business which has an acceptable degree of legal certainty.

The detailed analysis of the legal requirements resulting from the data protection regulation in the different  
Member States reveals an impressive amount of legal requirements. It only presents the final stage of a 
highly iterative process in which a pseudo formal language for representing an adequate level of detail of  
the  legal  sources  was  developed,  intertwined  with  the  actual  representation  of  the  legal  runtime  
requirements in this language. Given the amount of rules and the language's syntax, this process has turned 
out to require considerable effort.

Some of the requirements presented need to be hard-coded in the ENDORSE infrastructure, some have to 
be incorporated into the  rule  editor,  and many have to  be incorporated into country specific  rule  sets 
(dictionaries or files) that need to consulted in specific situations (for instance, when offering services by a  
subsidiary in a specific member state). The former two sets of requirements will drive the development of  
the ENDORSE architecture and the editor in the short run. The latter rule sets will be developed once the  
initial tools are developed in WP3 and WP4.

By and large, the five country specific rule sets are similar. This should not come as a surprise as the  
different  national  data  protection  regulations  implement  the  DPD.  However,  the  analysis  also  shows 
differences.  For  instance,  regarding  consent  in  the  case  of  under  age  data  subjects,  information 
requirements, notification requirements (towards the Data Protection Authorities), etc. In the next steps 
towards building machine executable country specific rule sets, these differences will be become even more  
prominent.
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Annex 1: Database
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Figure 6: Database homepage

Figure 7: Entries for the EU Directives, thereby making it possible to link the short name (DPD) with the official name, see also 
Figure 8 (field: source).

Figure 8: Entries for legal provisions of EU Directives
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Figure 9: Entries for legal provisions of national legislation

Figure 10: Detailed view of the metadata entries for each legal provision
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Annex 2: Spanish research on purposes – Table I

The next table is just a simple example of some files which companies from the health insurance economic  
sector which are developing their activity into Spanish territory, have registered in the Spanish Agency of 
Data protection´s file´s data base.

Firstly,  we  have exhaustively surfed in  the  web,  looking for  companies  which are  acting as  potential 
competitors  of  EUROP ASSISTANCE into  Spanish  Health  insurance  market.  Once,  we  have  already 
localized all those companies, we addressed into the Files Spanish Data Base for finding all files which had 
been registered by those companies.

Secondly, we have elaborated TABLE 1 for summarizing all information that is included into the register. 
Logically, it is in Spanish to preserve the authenticity of the data collected.

Nombre Finalidad Datos empleados Empresas

CLIENTES

Emitir la documentación necesaria 
para gestionar las pólizas 
contratadas.

Dni/NIF
Dirección
Firma/Huella
Teléfono
Nombre y Apellidos
número de la seguridad 
social/núm. de la mutualidad

ACE EUROPE LIFE LIMITED

Ordenación de las citas para 
consulta médica.

Dni/NIF
Dirección
Firma/Huella
Teléfono
Nombre y Apellidos
número de la seguridad 
social/núm. de la mutualidad
Datos de característica personal
Datos de transacciones
Datos de detalles de empleo

ADESLAS
Datos para la elaboración de 
estadísticas internas.

Datos para facturación de 
servicios.

Gestión integral de la relación con 
los asegurados: 
- citas
-polizas
-siniestros
-cobros
-pagos

Dni/NIF
Dirección
Firma/Huella
Firma electrónica
Teléfono
Nombre y Apellidos
Imagen/Voz
Datos de característica personal
Datos de detalles de empleo
Datos económicos, financieros y 
de seguros
Datos transaccionales
Datos de circunstancias sociales

AEGON

Facturación de tratamientos 
médicos

Gestiones comerciales y postventa

Grabación llamadas telefónicas 
com fines de seguridad, gestión y 
calidad en el servicio.

Control de seguimiento de clientes 
y potenciales clientes y 
elaboración de presupuestos.

Nombre
Apellidos
Lengua de correspodencia

ALLIANZ SEGUROS

Fichero con datos personales de 
clientes y potenciales clientes, así 
como de asegurados y 
beneficiarios para la gestión de 
seguros.

Dni/NIF
Dirección
Firma/Huella
Teléfono
Nombre y Apellidos
Imagen/Voz
Datos de características personales
Datos de detalles de empleo
Datos económicos, financieros y 
de seguros
Datos de transacciones
Datos de circunstancias sociales

ARESA

Gestión de clientes Nombre y Apellidos
DNI/ NIF
Otros tipos de datos

AXA SEGUROS

Confección de ficheros, recibos y 
listados para su cobro por la 
compañía en concepto de pago del 

Nombre y Apellidos
Teléfono
Dirección

BARCELONA ASEGURADORA
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seguro contratado. Datos de características personales
Datos de transacciones
Datos económicos, financieros y 
de seguros.

Gestión de clientes y de las pólizas 
de seguro.

Dni/NIF
Dirección
Firma/Huella
Teléfono
Nombre y Apellidos
Imagen/Voz
Datos de características personales
Datos económicos, financieros y 
de seguros
Datos de transacciones

CAIXA TERRASSA

Datos de todos aquellos tipos de 
lcientes que tengan algún tipo de 
relación con la entidad.

Nombre y Apellidos
DNI/ NIF
Dirección
Teléfono
Datos académicos y profesionales

EUROMUTUA

Para relacionar datos de clientes 
con pólizas, recibos, y pagos a 
efecto del tratamiento de dichas 
entidades.

Nombre y Apellidos
DNI/ NIF
Dirección
Teléfono
Otros datos de carácter 
identificativo
Fax
e-mail
Datos de características personales
Datos académicos y profesionales
Datos de detalle de empleo
Datos de información comercial
Datos económicos, financieros y 
de seguros.

HALVETIA 

Cumplir con obligaciones fiscales 
contractuales.

Cumplir con obligaciones 
estadícticas de gestión.

Envío de publicidad interna SI hay 
consentimiento

Evolución y administración de los 
clientes

Nombre y Apellidos
DNI/ NIF
Dirección
Correo electrónico
Teléfono
Otros datos de carácter 
identificativo
Edad
Sexo

LA BOREAL MEDICA DE 
SEGUROS

Fichero con los datos personales de 
los clientes o potenciales clientes, 
así como de los asegurados y 
beneficiarios para la gestión de 
seguros.

Nombre y Apellidos
DNI/ NIF
num. de la Ssocial/ num. de 
mutualidad
Otros datos de caráctewr 
identificativo
Imagen/voz
Firma/huella
Teléfono
Dirección
Datos de características personales
Datos de detalle de empleo
Datos de transacción
Datos económicos, financieros y 
de seguros.
Datos de circunstancias sociales 

MUTUA MADRILEÑA

Para la gestión de clientes y 
clientes potenciales.

Nombre y Apellidos
DNI/ NIF
Dirección
Firma/Huella
Teléfono
Datos de características personales
Datos de detalle de empleo
Datos de transacción
Datos económicos, financieros y 
de seguros.

SANITAS

Para gestionar la relacción 
contractual con los clientes

Nombre y Apellidos
DNI/ NIF
Dirección
Datos de características personales
Datos de detalle de empleo

SEGUROS BILBAO
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Datos económicos, financieros y 
de seguros.

Proporciona las utilidades 
necesarias para los procesos de 
alta, mantenimiento y baja de 
clientes.

Nombre y Apellidos
DNI/ NIF
Dirección
Firma/Huella
Datos de características personales
Datos de transacciones.
Datos económicos, financieros y 
de seguros.
Datos de circunstancias sociales.

SVRNE MUTUA DE SEGUROS 
Y REASEGUROS

Proporciona las utilidades 
necesarias para la elaboración y 
cobro de facturas.

Proporciona las utilidades 
necesarias para el cumplimiento de 
obliagiones tributaris.

Recoger la información de base 
necesaria para la gestión de 
clientes.

Nombre y Apellidos
DNI/ NIF
Dirección
Firma/Huella
Teléfono

ZURICH

W01 CLIENTES Pestación de servicios en la 
actividad aseguradora.

Nombre y Apellidos
DNI/ NIF
Dirección
Firma/Huella
Teléfono
Num. S.S /Num. Mutualidad
Imagen/Voz
Marcas físicas
Firma electrónica
Datos de características personales
Datos académicos y profesionales.
Datos de detalles de empleo.
Datos económicos, financieros y 
de seguros.
Datos de circunstancias sociales.

AXA

ATLANTIDA CUSTOMER Fichero de clientes para el 
programa NAVISION para la 
gestión contable

Nombre y Apellidos
DNI/ NIF
Dirección
Otros datos de carácter 
identificativo
Teléfono
Fax
email
Datos de transacciones

ATLANTIDA

REGISTRO DE LLAMADAS Gestión de asegurados a través de 
la línea 900

Dni/NIF
Dirección
Firma/Huella
Teléfono
Nombre y Apellidos
Otros datos de carácter 
identificativo.
Datos de características personales
Datos de detalles de empleo
Datos económicos, financieros y 
de seguros
Datos de transacciones
Datos de circunstancias sociales

ASISA

POTENCIALES CLIENTES Registro de personas que solicitan 
presupuestos de seguros a las 
compañía, así como las que 
realizan sugerencias, comentarios 
y consultas y/o estan suscritas a 
boletines.

Nombre y Apellidos
DNI/ NIF
Dirección
Teléfono

ARESA SEGUROS GENERALES

Gestión de clientes que contratan 
con la empresa por intervención de 
medidadores

Nombre y Apellidos
DNI/ NIF
Dirección
Teléfono

ASISA

Proporciona las utilidades necarias 
para la promoción, 
comercialización de los productos 
de la entidad y el análisis de las 
solicitudes de contratación 
recibidas.

Nombre y Apellidos
DNI/ NIF
Dirección
Teléfono
Datos de características personales
Datos económicos, financieros y 
de seguros
Datos de circunstancias sociales

SVRNE
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Personas que solicitan presipuestos 
de seguros, que realizan consultas, 
sugerencias o comentarias y/o 
están inscritas a boletines.

Nombre y Apellidos
Dirección
Teléfono

MUTUA MADRILEÑA

COMERCIAL Base da datos sobre detalles de los 
clientes potenciales para la 
comercialización de los productos.

Nombre y Apellidos
DNI/ NIF
Dirección
Teléfono
Nom. Seguridad social/ Num. 
mutualidad.
Datos de características 
personales.
Datos económicos, financieros y 
de seguros.
Datos de detalles de empleo.

VIDACAIXA

DIEZNET Base de datos de usuarios que 
hayan contratado servicios de la 
entidad.

Nombre y Apellidos
DNI/ NIF
Dirección
Teléfono
Otros datos de carácter 
identificativo
Datos de características 
personales.
Datos económicos, financieros y 
de seguros.
Datos de circunstancias sociales.

ALLIANZ

ASEGURADOS Gestión de clientes de la compañía Nombre y Apellidos
DNI/NIF
Dirección 
Otros datos identificativos
Teléfono
Sexo
Correo electrónico
Profesión
Fecha de nacimiento
Estado civil
Datos económicos, financieros y 
de seguros
Otros tipos de datos
Num. Cuenta Bancaria para el 
cobro de recibos
Tetsigo de Jehová
Num. de colegiado
PA

ASMEQUIVA

Gestión de cobro de recibos

Para comuncarse con el cliente 
para la gestión de su seguro, así 
como para informarle de posibles 
ampliaciones o mejoras o nuevos 
productos de la compañía.

Evaluar el riesgo de conceder un 
seguro a los solicitantes y de 
prestar el servicio de asegurador en 
el caso de que el seguro sea 
contratado.

Nombre y Apellidos
DNI/NIF
Dirección 
Datos económicos, financieros y 
de seguros.
Datos de circunstancias sociales.
Datos de transacciones.
Datos de características personales

CASER

Gestión de clientes DNI/NIF
Num. Seguridad Social/Num. 
mutualidad
Nombre y Apelldos
Dirección 
Teléfono
Firma/huella
Fax
Imagen/Voz
Otros datos de carácter 
identificarivo
Correo electrónico
Datos de características personales
Datos acedémicos y profesionales
Datos de detalles de empleo
Datos económicos,financieros y de 
seguros.
Datos de circunstancias sociales
Datos de transacciones

CIGNA LIFE INSURANCE

Prestación y gestión de servicios 
sanitarios.

DNI/NIF
Num. Seguridad Social/Num. 
mutualidad

EUROMUTUA
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Nombre y Apellidos
Dirección 
Datos de características personales
Datos de detalles de empleo
Datos económicos,financieros y de 
seguros.
Datos de circunstancias sociales

Análisis sobre la idoneidad de la 
contratación.

DNI/MIF
Nombre y Apellidos
Tekéfono 
Dirección
Firma/Huella
Datos de características personales
Datos de detalles de empleo
Datos económicos,financieros y de 
seguros.

PREVISORA BILBAINA

Gestión de los productos y de los 
servicios contratados.

Mantenimiento del contacto y la 
relación contractual con los 
asegurados.

Gestión DNI/NIF
Nombre y Apellidos
Dirección 
Teléfono
Datos de detalles de empleo

SEGUROS LATINA

Gestión de clientes (asegurados en 
su pólizas)

DNI/MIF
Nombre y Apellidos
Tekéfono 
Dirección
Relación del asegurado con el 
tomador del seguro.
Otros datos de carácter 
identificativo.
Datos de características personales
Datos de detalles de empleo
Datos de transacciones.

VITAL SEGURO

ASEGURADOS DIRECT 
MARKETING

Gestión de clientes remitidos por 
los servicios de direct marketing

DNI/NIF
Num. Seguridad Social/Num. 
Mutualidad
Firma/Huella
Nombre y Apelldos
Dirección 
Teléfono
Fax
Imagen/Voz
Otros datos de carácter 
identificarivo
Correo electrónico
Datos de características personales
Datos acedémicos y profesionales
Datos de detalles de empleo
Datos económicos,financieros y de 
seguros.
Datos de circunstancias sociales
Datos de transacciones

CIGNA LIFE INSURANCE

AOPOL Identificaión de los asegurados 
para posteriores gestiones.

Nombre y Apellidos
DNI/NIF
Dirección 
Teléfono
Firma/Huella
Datos de características personales

ATLANTIDA

GESTIÓN DE CLIENTES Gestión y administración de 
seguros suscritos con clientes 
titulares de tarjetas de crédito.

Nombre y Apellidos
DNI/NIF
Direccción
Teléfono
Datos de características personales
Datos económicos, financieros y 
de seguros
Otros tipos de datos
Saldos mensuales
Tarjetas de crédito

AVIVA VIDA Y PENSIONES

PACIENTES Datos sobre pacientes atendidos 
para el control de la actividad y la 
elaboración de estadísticas 
internas.

Nombre y Apellidos
DNI/ NIF
Dirección
Teléfono
num. seguridad social/ num. 

ADESLAS
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mutualidad.
Datos de características personales
Datis de transacción.

DBOTROS Gestión de asegurados asignados a 
médicos de  medicina general y a 
ATS en la modalidad de pago 
capitativo. 

Nombre y Apellidos
DNI/ NIF

ASISA

PERSONAS Terificación y contratación de 
seguros.Gestión de recibos. 
Información de los 
contratantes/asegurados para su 
evaluación y pago de las 
prestaciones en base a los datos 
contractuales estabkecidos en el 
contrato de seguro.

DNI/NIF
Otros datos de carácter 
identificativo.
Nombre y Apellidos
Teléfono
Dirección
Num. Seguridad social/ 
Mutualidad
Datos de características personales
Datos acedémicos y profesionales
Datos de información comercial
Datos económicos,financieros y de 
seguros.
Datos de circunstancias sociales

BBVA SEGUROS

Gestión de contactos y contratos 
con las personas relacionadas con 
los servicios que presta la 
compañía (Asegurados, 
beneficiarios, tomadores, 
perjudicados, profesionales).

DNI/NIF
Otros datos de carácter 
identificativo.
Nombre y Apellidos
Teléfono
Dirección
Num. interno
Datos de características personales
Otros datos
Datos económicos,financieros y de 
seguros.
Datos relacionada con llamadas 
teléfonicas que realizen al centro.

CATOC

Gestión de los contactos y 
contratos con los servicios que 
presta la compañía (Asegurados, 
beneficiarios, tomadores, 
perjudicados, profesionales, 
clientes potenciales)

DNI/NIF
Otros datos de carácter 
identificativo.
Nombre y Apellidos
Teléfono
Dirección
Num. interno
Datos de características personales
Otros datos
Datos económicos,financieros y de 
seguros.
Datos relacionada con llamadas 
teléfonicas que realizen al centro.

COSALUD

Gestión de consultas DNI/NIF
Nombre y Apellidos
Teléfono
Dirección
Datos de características personales
Datos de detalles de empleo.
Datos económicos,financieros y de 
seguros.
Datos académicos y profesionales

DKV

Campañas de marketing

Servicios de atención telefónica 
con clientes y potenciales clientes 
y otros grupos de interés de la 
compañía.

Porpecciones de mercados

ALFABÉTICO Disponer de una base de datos de 
personas físicas y/o jurídicas con 
el fin de poder dar cumplimiento a 
lso contratos que éstos han 
formalizado con la compañía, así 
como envío de documentación.  

DNI/NIF
Nombre y Apellidos
Teléfono
Dirección
Otros datos de carácter 
identificativo. 
Relación contractual con la 
empresa.
Datos de características personales
Datos de detalles de empleo.
Datos de información comercial.

VIDACAIXA

TITULARES Mantenimiento y gestión de la 
relación con los titulares de las 
pólizas contratadas.

DNI/NIF
Nombre y Apellidos
Num. S.Social/ Num. mutualidad
Teléfono
Firma/Huella
Datos de características personales
Datos económicos,financieros y de 

HÉRCULES SALUD SEGUROS
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seguros.
Datos de circunstancias sociales.
Datos de detalles de empleo.
Datos académicos y profesionales.

BENEFICIARIOS Gestión de las prestaciones a los 
beneficiarios de los siniestros.

DNI/NIF
Nombre y Apellidos
Teléfono
Dirección
Firma/Huella
Datos de características personales
Datos económicos,financieros y de 
seguros.

EUROMUATUA

Mantenimiento y gestión de la 
relación con los beneficiarios de 
las pólizas.

DNI/NIF
Nombre y Apellidos
Num. S.Social/ Num. mutualidad
Teléfono
Direccción
Firma/Huella
Datos de características personales
Datos económicos,financieros y de 
seguros.
Datos de circunstancias sociales.
Datos de detalles de empleo.
Datos académicos y profesionales

HÉRCULES SALUD SEGUROS

Datos del beneficiario para la 
prestación del serguro/servicio

DNI/NIF
Nombre y Apellidos
Teléfono
Dirección
Fax
Firma/Huella
Datos de características personales
Datos económicos,financieros y de 
seguros.
Datos de circunstancias sociales.

MAPFRE

Datos de control de gestión y 
estadístico interno.

Recoge la información necesaria 
de los beneficiarios de los seguros 
contratados con la compeñaía.

DNI/NIF
Nombre y Apellidos
Teléfono
Dirección
Datos de características personales
Datos económicos,financieros y de 
seguros.

ZURICH

RECLAMANTE Fichero con los datos 
identificativos de las personas que 
reclaman (pago de 
indemnicaciones) a la compañía.

DNI/NIF
Nombre y Apellidos
Dirección

PELAYO

SOLICITANTES Fichero con datos de las solicitudes 
de contratación de seguros con la 
compañía.

DNI/NIF
Nombre y Apellidos
Teléfono
Dirección
Datos de características personales
Datos económicos,financieros y de 
seguros.

PREVISORA BILBAINA

PÓLIZAS Gestión de los proyectos y 
contratos de seguros.

DNI/NIF
Num. Seguridad Social/Num. 
mutualidad
Nombre y Apelldos
Dirección 
Teléfono
Firna/Huella
Imagen/Voz
Tarjeta sanitaria
Marcas físicas
Firma electrónica
Datos de características personales
Datos de transacciones
Datos acedémicos y profesionales
Datos de información comercial
Datos económicos,financieros y de 
seguros.
Datos de circunstancias sociales

AXA

Mantenimiento de datos de los 
asegurados de la compañía.

DNI/NIF
Nombre y Apellidos
Dirección

CAPRE
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Firma/Huella
Teléfono
Datos de características personales
Datos de detalles de empleo..

Gestión de los contratos de 
reembolso y de reembolsos de 
gastos por enfermedad y subsidio 
por hospitalización-

DNI/NIF
Otros datos de carácter 
identificativo.
Nombre y Apellidos
Teléfono
Dirección
Num. interno
Datos de características personales
Otros datos
Datos económicos,financieros y de 
seguros.
Declaración de enfermedades 
sufridas

COSALUD

Gestión pólizas. Cálculo actuarial 
y control de facturación.

DNI/NIF
Nombre y Apellidos
Teléfono
Fax
Otros datos de carácter 
identificativo.
Identificación de persona VIP
Dirección
Datos de circunstancias sociales
Datos de características personales
Datos económicos, financieros y 
de seguros.
Datos de detalles de empleo.

FIATC

Suscripción de contratos de 
seguros y gestión de siniestros.

DNI/NIF
Nombre y Apellidos
Otros datos de carácter 
identificativos
Teléfono
Dirección
Firma/Huella
Cuenta bancaria

GROUPAMA

Control de aseguramiento para el 
caso de siniestros. Datos para la 
emisión de los sucesivos recibos 
anuales e información estadística y 
de gestión para e propio negocio.

DNI/NIF
Nombre y Apellidos
Num. S. social/ Num. mutualidad
Teléfono
Dirección
Datos de circunstancias sociales
Datos de académicos y 
profesionales
Datos económicos, financieros y 
de seguros.
Datos de detalles de empleo.

HELVETIA

Fichero del tomador de seguro y 
asegurados, que incluye datos 
personales con la finalidad de 
determinar las garantías contenidas 
en cada póliza.

DNI/NIF
Nombre y Apellidos
Teléfono
Dirección
Datos de circunstancias sociales
Datos de características personales
Datos económicos, financieros y 
de seguros.
Datos de detalles de empleo.

LA ALIANZA ESPAÑOLA

Información necesaria para la 
cumplimentación, gestión y 
tramitación de los productos 
ofrecidos por la compañía, así 
como la información relativa a los 
clientes potenciales. 

DNI/NIF
Nombre y Apellidos
Teléfono
Fax
Firma/Huella
Tomador
Asegurador
Beneficiario
Núm. de póliza
Coberturas
Ejercicio de la LOPD
Datos de circunstancias sociales
Datos de características personales
Datos económicos, financieros y 
de seguros.

LIBERTY SEGUROS

Gestión de pólizas Imagen/Voz NORTEHISPANA
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Num. Interno

Gestión pólizas y permitir su 
facturación y gestión de cobros.

DNI/NIF
Nombre y Apellidos
Teléfono
Dirección
Datos de características personales
Datos económicos, financieros y 
de seguros.
Datos de detalles de empleo.

SEGUROS LATINA

Gestión de clientes (Tomadores y 
contratantes de seguros)

DNI/NIF
Nombre y Apellidos
Teléfono
Dirección
Datos de características personales
Datos económicos, financieros y 
de seguros.

VITAL SEGUROS

Recoger y almacemar la 
información de los contratos de los 
seguros de los clientes/ asegurados 
para poder cumplir la relación 
contractual y para poder realizar la 
gestión del cliente (Conocimiento 
del cliente, implementaciones de 
acciones comerciales y 
fedelización)

DNI/NIF
Nombre y Apellidos
Teléfono
Dirección
Firma/Huella
Voz/Imagen
Datos de información comercial.
Datos de características personales
Datos económicos, financieros y 
de seguros.
Datos de detalles de empleo.

ZURICH

PÓLIZAS COMPARTIDAS Información de los asegurados 
(identificación y primas) a las 
compañías en coaseguro para 
compartir el riesgo asegurado en 
contraprestación a la cesión de 
parte de la prima. 

DNI/NIF
Nombre y Apellidos
Dirección
Datos de características personales
Datos económicos, financieros y 
de seguros.

BBVA SEGUROS

CONTRATOS Gestionar la relación de la 
compañía con los clientes.

DNI/NIF
Nombre y Apellidos
Dirección
Datos de características personales
Datos económicos, financieros y 
de seguros.
Datos de detalles de empleo

SEGUROS BILBAO

PRODUCCIONES Pólizas, solicitudes, declaraciones 
de salud.

DNI/NIF
Nombre y Apellidos
Dirección
Teléfono
Firma/huella
Datos de características personales

GES SEGUROS

DECLARACIONES Contratación y gestión de seguros. Nombre y Apellidos
Datos de características 
personales.
Datos económicos, financieros y 
de seguros.

CAIXA TARRASSA

PROSPECTS Gestión de solicitudes de 
contratación de productos de 
seguros.

DNI/NIF
Num. Seguridad Social/Num. 
mutualidad
Nombre y Apelldos
Dirección 
Teléfono
Fax
Firna/Huella
Imagen/Voz
Otros datos de carácter 
identificarivo
Correo electrónico
Datos de información comercial.
Datos de características personales
Datos acedémicos y profesionales
Datos de detalles de empleo
Datos económicos,financieros y de 
seguros.
Datos de circunstancias sociales

CIGNA LIFE INSURANCE

DOCUMENTACIÓN DE 
PÓLIZAS

Reunir toda la documentación de 
contratación de pólizas y su 
historial.

DNI/NIF
Nombre y Apellidos
Dirección

CISNE SEGUROS
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Firma/Huella
Teléfono
Datos de características personales
Datos económicos, financieros y 
de seguros.
Datos de detalles de empleos.

APLICACIÓN DE SEGUROS Administración y gestión de la 
operatoria relacionada con los 
fines específicos de una compañía 
de seguros.

DNI/NIF
Nombre y Apellidos
Dirección
Firma/Huella
Teléfono
Datos de transacciones
Datos de circunstancias sociales
Datos de características personales
Datos económicos, financieros y 
de seguros.
Datos de detalles de empleo.

SEGUROS CAI

BOREASEG Datos para la emisión de polizas 
del seguro y de los recibos.

DNI/NIF
Nombre y Apellidos
Dirección
Teléfono
Datos de características personales
Datos económicos, financieros y 
de seguros.

LA BOREAL MÉDICA DE 
SEGUROS

PRESUPUESTOS Realizar presupuestos a clientes de 
diferente tipo de seguros, para que 
éste pueda comparar y 
posteriormente contratar el que 
más le convenga. Las tarifas 
usadas para el cálculo de las 
priams anuales son el función de la 
edad y el sexo.

Nombre y Apellidos
Teléfono
Dirección
Datos de características personales

SEGUROS LATINA

RECLAMACIONES Para la tramitación de segurencias 
formuladas por los clientes.

Nombre y Apellidos
DNI/ NIF
Dirección
Firma/Huella
Teléfono

ADESLAS

Para la tramitación de quejas 
formuladas por los clientes.

Para la tramitación de 
reclamaciones formuladas por los 
clientes.

Control, segumiento y resolución 
de las reclamaciones efectuádas 
por los clientes.

Nombre y Apellidos
DNI/ NIF
Dirección

BBVA SEGUROS

Gestión de reclamaciones 
judiciales y extrajudiciales y 
administrativas.

Nombre y Apellidos
DNI/ NIF
Dirección
Nim. S. Social /Num. mutualidad.
Firma/Huella
Teléfono
Otros datos de carácter 
identificativo
Datos médicos
Historiales clínicos
Datos académicos y profesionales.
Datos de transacciones.
Datos de detalles de empleo.

SANITAS

Fichero que contiene la 
información necesaria para la 
resolución de las reclamaciones de 
los asegurados. 

Nombre y Apellidos
DNI/ NIF
Dirección
Imagen/Voz
Firma/Huella
Teléfono

NORTEHISPANA

CONSULTAS Y 
RECLAMACIONES

Gestión de las consultas y de las 
reclamaciones que se dirigen a la 
compañía. Quejas y sugerencias.

Nombre y Apellidos
DNI/ NIF
Dirección
Imagen/Voz
Nim. S. Social /Num. mutualidad.
Firma/Huella
Teléfono
Datos de transacciones
Datos de circunstancias sociales
Datos de características personales
Datos económicos, financieros y 

DKV
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de seguros.
Datos de detalles de empleo.

DEFENSOR DEL ASEGURADO Gstión de reclamaciones que se 
dirigen al departamento de 
atención al cliente y al defensor del 
asegurado.

Nombre y Apellidos
DNI/ NIF
Dirección
Otros datos de carácter 
identificativo
Teléfono
Alegaciones
Resoluciones
Comentarios
Datos de transacciones.

COSALUD

RC0201 Gestión de reclamaciones Nombre y Apellidos
DNI/NIF
Teléfono
Dirección
Otros datos identificativos
Número de póliza
Datos de características 
personales.
Datos de detalles de empleo.
Datos académicos y profesionales.
Datos económicos, financieros y 
de seguros.

ASISA

ATENAS Mantenimiento del registro de los 
expedientes de reclamación 
realizados por los asegurados.

Nombre y Apellidos ASISA

RG2801 Reclamaciones a ginecólogos Nombre y Apellidos
Otros datos identificativos
Número de póliza
Datos de detalles de empleo.
Datos económicos, financieros y 
de seguros.

ASISA

ARCO Fichero para el registro de las 
incidencias del servicio y el 
ejercicio de los derechos de arco 
(acceso, rectificación, cosulta u 
oposición).

Nombre y Apellidos
Otros datos identificativos
Teléfono
Direccción
Email
DNI/NIF

ATLANTA

DEPARTAMENTO DE 
ATENCIÓN AL CLIENTE

Para dar soporte a toda la actividad 
del departamento de atención al 
cliente, conforme a sus requisitos y 
a sus deberes establecidos 
legalmente.

Nombre y Apellidos
DNI/ NIF
Dirección
Datos de trasacciones 

AEGON SALUD

ATENCIÓN A CLIENTES Getión de la relación con clientes. Nombre y Apellidos
DNI/ NIF
Dirección
Teléfono
Datos de características personales
Datos de detalles de empleo
Datos económicos, financieros y 
de seguros.
Datos de trasacciones 

AVIVA VIDA Y PENSIONES

Atención a cliente y no 
cliente.Respuesta a solicitides de 
información y a quejas, así como a 
consultas. Atención a los recursos 
reclamaciones recibidas y 
tramitadas donde se engloba toda 
la información necesaria para ello. 

Nombre y Apellidos
DNI/ NIF
Dirección
Teléfono
Datos de características personales
Datos económicos, financieros y 
de seguros.

LIBERTY SEGUROS

SUGERENCIAS Atención de las sugerecias, 
consultas y quejas tanto de clientes 
como de no clientes.

Nombre y Apellidos
DNI/ NIF
Teléfono
Firma/Huella
Datos de características personales
Datos de información comercial.

CAIXA TARRASSA

W01 CLIENTES POTENCIALES Facilitar información a clientes 
potenciales sobre productos, 
coberturas y precios.

Nombre y Apellidos
Teléfono
Direccción
Datos de características personales
Datos de detalles de empleo

AXA
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RED DE URGENCIAS Infornar telefónicamente a los 
asegurados de los centros y 
profesionales de la sanidad que se 
ebcuentran de urgencias en el 
momento de la llamda.

Nombre y Apellidos
DNI/NIF
Teléfono
Dirección
Datos de características 
personales.
Datos económicos, financieros y 
de seguros.

ASISA

GESTION DE CONTACT 
CENTER

Atención de clientes y no clientes Nombre y Apellidos
DNI/ NIF
Dirección
Teléfono
Datos de características 
personales.
Datos de detalles de empleo.
Datos de circunstancias sociales.
Datos económicos, financieros y 
de seguros.
Datos de transacciones

ALLIANZ

SAC Expedientes servicio de atención al 
cliente.

Nombre y Apellidos
DNI/ NIF
Dirección
Teléfono
Datos de características 
personales.
Datos económicos, financieros y 
de seguros.

EUROMUTUA

IN4101 Gestión de indemnizaciones Nombre y Apellidos
Datos económicos, financieros y 
de seguros.

ASISA

INDEMINIZACIONES Reclación de asegurados y abonos 
si procede

Nombre y Apellidos
DNI/ NIF
Dirección
Teléfono
Otros datos de carácter 
identificativo.
Datos de características 
personales.
Número de Póliza
Datos de detalles de empleo.
Datos de características 
personales..
Datos económicos, financieros y 
de seguros.
Datos académicos y profesionales.

ASISA

SINIESTROS Realizar la traminación de los 
posibles pagos derivados de un 
siniestro.

Nombre y Apellidos
DNI/ NIF
Dirección
Num. S.S/ Num. mutualidad
Firma/Huella
Tarjeta sanitaria
Firma electrónica
Marcas físicas
Datos de características 
personales.
Datos de detalles de empleo.
Datos de circunstancias sociales.
Datos económicos, financieros y 
de seguros.
Datos académicos y profesionales

AXA

Datos para los trámites de 
siniestros y cuestionarios.

Nombre y Apellidos
DNI/ NIF
Dirección
Num. S.S/ Num. mutualidad
Firma/Huella
Tarjeta sanitaria
Firma electrónica
Marcas físicas
Imagen/Voz
Teléfono
Datos de características 
personales.

SEGUROS CAI 

Creación de un historial de los 
servicios prestados al asegurado 

Nombre y Apellidos
Otros datos de carácter 

CAPRE
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como cobertura de su póliza. identificativo.
Siniestros.
Datos de detalles de empleo.

Gestión de los siniestros 
declarados pertenecientes a las 
pólizas.

DNI/NIF
Nombre y Apellidos
Dirección
Teléfono
Otros datos de carácter 
identificativo,
Num. Interno.
Datos de características personales
Datos sobre la salud..
Datos económicos, financieros y 
de seguros.
Datos de transacciones.
Otro tipo de datos..

CATOC

Gestión de clientes que han sufrido 
algún tipo de siniestro.

DNI/NIF
Num. Seguridad Social/Num. 
mutualidad
Nombre y Apelldos
Dirección 
Teléfono
Fax
Firna/Huella
Imagen/Voz
Otros datos de carácter 
identificarivo
Correo electrónico
Datos de características personales
Datos acedémicos y profesionales
Datos de detalles de empleo
Datos económicos,financieros y de 
seguros.
Datos de circunstancias sociales
Datos de transacciones

CIGNA LIFE INSURANCE

Gestión de los siniestros 
declarados pertenencientes a las 
pólizas de seguros.

Nombre y Apellidos
DNI/ NIF
Dirección
Otros datos de carácter 
identificativos.
Teléfono
Num. Interno
Datos de características personales
Datos económicos,financieros y de 
seguros.
Datos sobre salud
Datos de transacciones
Otros tipos de datos

COSALUD

Gestión de siniestros derivados de 
contratos de seguros de la 
compañía con datos de salud.

DNI/NIF
Num. Seguridad Social/Num. 
mutualidad
Nombre y Apelldos
Dirección 
Teléfono
Firna/Huella
Marcas físicas
Otros datos de carácter 
identificarivo
Correo electrónico
Datos de características personales
Datos de detalles de empleo
Datos económicos,financieros y de 
seguros.

DKV

Traminación y gestión de 
siniestros pendientes y cerrados.

DNI/NIF
Nombre y Apelldos
Dirección 
Teléfono
Datos de características personales
Datos económicos,financieros y de 
seguros.

EUROMUTUA

Para la gestión, valoración y para 
control del alcance del siniestro, 
así como de los daños. Incluído el 
pago de la indeminización pactada.

DNI/NIF
Nombre y Apelldos
Dirección 
Teléfono

FIATC
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Datos de características personales
Datos económicos,financieros y de 
seguros.
Datos de Trasacciones.

Gestión de tramitación de 
siniestros.

DNI/NIF
Num. Seguridad Social/Num. 
mutualidad
Nombre y Apelldos
Dirección 
Teléfono
Fax
Firma/Huella
Imagen/Voz
Otros datos de carácter 
identificarivo
Correo electrónico
Datos de características personales
Datos acedémicos y profesionales
Datos de detalles de empleo
Datos económicos,financieros y de 
seguros.
Datos de circunstancias sociales
Datos de transacciones

GES

Gestión de pagos de siniestros. 
Generar asientos a nivel de centros 
de coste, estadísticas de 
siniestralidad y de cumplir con las 
obligaciones legales y derivadas 
del contrato.

DNI/NIF
Num. Seguridad Social/Num. 
mutualidad
Nombre y Apelldos
Dirección 
Teléfono
Otros datos de carácter 
identificarivo
Tomador
Asegurador
Mediador en la relación.
Datos económicos,financieros y de 
seguros.

HELVETIA

Permitir la tramitación y 
administración de siniestros, así 
como la evaluación del alcance y 
consecuencias.Determinación de 
los daños y damnificacdos. Hacer 
frente a las reclamaciones y al 
pago efectivos de las sumas 
aseguradas cuando proceda.

DNI/NIF
Num. Seguridad Social/Num. 
mutualidad
Nombre y Apelldos
Teléfono
Firma/Huella
Beneficiario
Cobertura
Datos de la póliza

LIBERTY SEGUROS

Gestión de clientes y seguros de 
salud.

DNI/NIF
Num. Seguridad Social/Num. 
mutualidad
Nombre y Apelldos
Dirección 
Teléfono
Firma/Huella
Imagen/Voz
Datos de características personales
Datos de detalles de empleo
Datos económicos,financieros y de 
seguros.
Datos de circunstancias sociales
Datos de transacciones

MUTUA MADRILEÑA

Gestión de los siniestros 
declarados pertenecientes a las 
pólizas.

Imagen/Voz
Num. Interno

NORTEHISPANA

Permitir gestión de los siniestros, 
su pago y el control de riesgos.

Nombre y Apelldos
Datos de características personales
Datos económicos,financieros y de 
seguros.
Datos de transacciones

SEGUROS LATINA

Recoger la iformación necesaria de 
los siniestros de los seguros 
contratados en la compañía.

DNI/NIF
Num. Seguridad Social/Num. 
mutualidad
Nombre y Apelldos
Dirección 
Teléfono
Marcas físicas

ZURICH
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Firma/Huella
Imagen/Voz
Datos de características personales
Datos acedémicos y profesionales
Datos de detalles de empleo
Datos económicos,financieros y de 
seguros.
Datos de circunstancias sociales
Datos de transacciones

SINIESTROS DIRECT 
MARKETING

Gestión de clientes remitidos por 
direct marketing que han sufrido 
algún tipo de siniestro.

DNI/NIF
Num. Seguridad Social/Num. 
mutualidad
Nombre y Apelldos
Dirección 
Teléfono
Fax
Firma/Huella
Imagen/Voz
Otros datos de carácter 
identificarivo
Correo electrónico
Datos de características personales
Datos acedémicos y profesionales
Datos de detalles de empleo
Datos económicos,financieros y de 
seguros.
Datos de circunstancias sociales
Datos de transacciones

CIGNA LIFE INSURANCE

DOCUMENTACIÓN DE 
SINIESTROS

Reunir toda la documentación a 
cerca de la tramitación de 
siniestros de la compañía, y los 
pagos realizados a tarceros como 
consecuencias de los mismos.

DNI/NIF
Nombre y Apellidos
Dirección
Firma/Huella
Teléfono
Datos de transacciones
Otros datos
Datos económicos, financieros y 
de seguros.
Datos relativos a la salud.

CISNE ASEGURADORA

AUDATEX Tramitación de la información 
necesaria de los siniestros de los 
seguros realizados por la compañía 
para poder realizar la gestión de 
los peritajes.

Nombre y Apellidos
Dirección 
Teléfono.

ZURICH

DECLARACIONES 2 Gestión del riesgo que se apretende 
asegurar y gestión de siniestros.

DNI/NIF
Nombre y Apellidos
Dirección
Teléfono
Firma/Huella
Datos de características personales
Datos de detalles de empleo.
Datos económicos, financieros y 
de seguros.
Datos de circunstancias sociales.

CAIXA TARRASSA

SALUD CLIENTES Porporciona las utilidades 
necesarias para el análisis del 
riesgo, la gestión y la tramitación 
de los siniestros de los seguros y 
de los productos ofrecidos por la 
entidad.

DNI/NIF
Nombre y Apellidos
Dirección
Teléfono
Firma/Huella
Datos de características personales
Datos de detalles de empleo.
Datos económicos, financieros y 
de seguros.
Datos de circunstancias sociales.

SVRNE

AC1 Control de compromisos sobre el 
riesgo asegurado, así como 
valoración del riesgo.

Nombre y Apellidos
Datos de características personales
Datos de detalles de empleo.

ZURICH

DOCTOR VIRTUAL Fichero donde los asegurados 
realizan consultas realtivas a la 
salud a través de internet.

Dirección
Otros datos identificativos
Número de Póliza
Datos de características personales

ASISA

COMUNICACIONE S 
COMERCIALES

Para el envío de información 
comercial tanto a clientes, como a 
clientes potenciales.

Nombre y Apellidos
DNI/ NIF
Dirección

AEGON SALUD
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Teléfono
Datos de características 
personales.

Para la adecuación de los servicios 
a las preferencias de sus clientes o 
de los posibles potenciales.

Para gestionar, administrar y 
prestar los servicios que se 
soliciten a través del portal de la 
empresa.

Para el ofrecimiento de nuevos 
productos a sus clientes o clientes 
potenciales a través del portal.

DATOS MARKETING Gestión de marketing relacionado 
con premios, concursos y 
promociones.

Nombre y Apellidos
DNI/ NIF
Dirección
Teléfono

ALLIANZ

Información cuyo objetivo es el 
conocimiento comercial del cliente 
para realizar acciones comerciales 
de fidelización.

Nombre y Apellidos
DNI/ NIF
Dirección
Teléfono
Firma/Huella

ZURICH

CAMPAÑA MEIL MARKETING 
ASEGURADOS

Realización de campaña de email 
marketing a los asegurados

Dirección
Otros datos identificativos
Número de póliza

ASISA

PUBLICIDAD Envío de información de productos 
de las empresa, así como de 
presupuestos de seguros.

NIF/DNI
Nombre y Apellidos
Direccción
Teléfono
Datos de carácter identificativo.
Cuestionario de salud para seguros 
de asistencia sanitaria.

FIATC

CAMPAÑAS COMERCIALES Envío de documentación relativa a 
campañas comerciales cuyos datos 
se tratan, así como de ofertas de 
productos y servicios.

NIF/DNI
Nombre y Apellidos
Direccción
Teléfono
Datos de carácter identificativo.
Datos de características personles.

VIDACAIXA

RED COMERCIAL Gestión de los datos necesarios 
para mantener la relación con los 
sujetos que mantienen relaciones 
con la compañía.

Nombre y Apellidos
Direccción
Teléfono
Datos de características personles. 
Datos económicos, financieros y 
de seguros.

MUTUA MADRILEÑA

ACCESO A PÁGINA WEB Gestión de información de acceso 
a la página web de la compañía.

Nombre y Apellidos
Datos de características personales

DKV

CORREO ELECTRÓNICO Intercambio de correo electrónico. Nombre y Apellidos
Teléfono
Dirección
Datos de características personales
Datos de detalles de empleo
Datos de circunstancias sociales
Datos académicos y profesionales.

AVIVA VIDA Y PENSIONES

Recepción de formularios para la 
selección de candidatos

Receoción de encuentas de 
satisfacción.

Recepción de solucitudes de 
información.

CORRESPONDENCIA Gestión de toda la correspodencia 
que sale de la empresa.

Nombre y Apellidos
Dirección

BBVA SEGUROS

RELACIONES PÚBLICAS Envíos de invitaciones para actos 
públicos organizados por la 
empresa.

DNI/NIF
Nombre y Apellidos
Dirección
Cargo dentro de su entorno 
polítivo o institución.

FIATC

AGENDA COMERCIAL Planificación y seguimiento de 
visitas comerciales, gestión de la 
red comercial y análisis de las 
necesidades de potenciales 
clientes.

DNI/NIF
Nombre y Apellidos
Teléfono
Dirección
Datos de características personales
Datos de detalles de empleo
Datos de circunstancias sociales
Datos de información comercial
Datos económicos, financieros y 
de seguros. 

AVIVA VIDA Y PENSIONES

GRABACIÓN DE LLAMADAS Gestión de seguridad y de calidad Nombre y Apellidos AEGON SALUD
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TELEFÓNICAS del servicio de atención telefónica 
al cliente y de información de los 
derechos de los mismo de 
conformidad con la LOPD.

DNI/ NIF
Dirección
Teléfono
Imagen/Voz
Datos de características 
personales.
Datos económicos, financieros y 
de seguros.
Datos de transacciones

GRABACIONES DE VOZ Grabación de las llamadas 
telefónicas con la finalidad de 
garatizar la calidad del servicio, 
gestión de operaciones y ejercicio 
de los derechos derivados de las 
campañas comerciales.

Nombre y Apellidos
DNI/ NIF
Dirección
Teléfono
Imagen/Voz
Datos de características 
personales.
Datos económicos, financieros y 
de seguros.

ARESA SEGUROS GENERALES

Grabación de las llamadas 
telefónicas con la finalidad de 
garatizar la calidad del servicio, 
gestión de operaciones y ejercicio 
de los derechos derivados de las 
campañas comerciales.

Nombre y Apellidos
DNI/ NIF
Num. S. Social/ Num. mutualidad.
Imagen/Voz
Direccción
Datos de características 
personales.
Datos económicos, financieros y 
de seguros.

MUTUA MADRILEÑA

GRABACIONES DE CLIENTES Contratación telefónica DNI/NIF
Nombre y Apelldos
Dirección 
Teléfono
Teléfono movil
Fax
Imagen/Voz
Otros datos de carácter 
identificarivo
Correo electrónico
Datos de características personales
Datos de detalles de empleo
Datos económicos,financieros y de 
seguros.
Datos de circunstancias sociales

CIGNA LIFE INSURANCE

GRABACIONES DE ATENCIÓN 
AL CLIENTE

Grabación del servicio de atención 
al cliente.

DNI/NIF
Nombre y Apelldos
Dirección 
Teléfono
Fax
Teléfono móvil
Imagen/Voz
Otros datos de carácter 
identificarivo
Correo electrónico
Datos de características personales
Datos de detalles de empleo
Datos económicos,financieros y de 
seguros.
Datos de circunstancias sociales

CIGNA LIFE INSURANCE

VIDEOVIGILANCIA DE LAS 
INSTALACIONES

Videovigilancia, seguridad y 
control de los accesos a los 
edificios.

Imagen/Voz AEGON SALUD

Videovigilancia de las 
instalaciones.

Imagen/Voz AXA

VIDEOVIGILANCIA Sistemas de videovigilancia de las 
sedes de la compañía

Imagen/Voz ALLIANZ

Mantenimiento de la seguridad del 
edificio y de sus ocupantes.

Imagen/Voz CASER

Imágenes recogidas por el sistema 
de videocámaras cuta finalidad es 
la seguridad.

Imagen/Voz CIGNA LIFE INSURANCE

Gestión de los datos personales e 
imágenes de las personas físicas 
identificadas o identificables con 

Imagen/Voz
LA ALIANZA ESPAÑOLA

SANITAS
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fines de vigilacia a través de 
cámaras y videocámaras.

Seguridad de edificios Imagen/Voz PELAYO

GRABACIONES DE 
SEGURIDAD

Fichero que contiene las imágenes 
captadas por las distintas cámaras 
de seguridad ubicadas en la 
sociedad. 

Imagen/Voz ARESA SEGUROS GENERALES

Contiene imágenes captadas por 
las diferentes cámaras de 
seguridad.

Imagen/Voz MUTUA MADRILEÑA

ACCESOS Y 
VIDEOVIGILANCIA

Gestión de accesos y 
videovigilancia de las instalaciones 
de la compañía.

Nombre y Apellidos
Imagen/Voz
Dirección
DNI/NIF
Datos de características personales

DKV

CONTROL DE ACCESO 
LÓGICO

Control de acceso lógico a los 
sistemas de información de la 
compañía.

Firma/Huella
Datos de carácter identificativo
Nivel de confidencialidad
Datos de características personales
Datos de detallas de empleo

ALLIANZ

CONTROL DE ACCESO FÍSICO Control de accesos físicos y visitas 
a los edificos.

Nombre y apellidos
Persona que visita

ALLIANZ

CONTROL DE ACCESO Control de acceso de los 
empleados y vistantes al domicilio 
social de la entidad, así como a los 
distintos núcleos en el interior del 
mismo. Razones de seguridad.

Nombre y Apellidos
DNI/ NIF
Dirección
Teléfono
Otros datos de carácter 
identificativo.
Empresa
Matrícula del vehículo
Dirección empresa.

CASER

Gestión de datos de carácter 
personal de personas físicas con 
acceso a las instlaciones. 

Nombre y Apellidos
DNI/ NIF
Otros datos 
Accesos
Fechas y horas de entrada y salida
Empresa de procedencia.

SANITAS

Grabaciones y registro de entrada a 
las instalaciones de la entidad.

Nombre y Apellidos
DNI/ NIF
Firma/Huella
Imágen/Voz
Marcas físicas
Datos de características personales

PREVISORA BILBAINA

Control de acceso a edificios. Nombre y Apellidos
DNI/ NIF
Firma/Huella
Imágen/Voz

LIBERTY SEGUROS

Control de acceso a la compañía. Nombre y Apellidos
DNI/ NIF
Datos de características personales

MAPFRE

Datos de personas que acceden a 
las instalaciones.

Nombre y Apellidos
DNI/ NIF
Imágen/Voz
Datos de detalles de empleo.

MUTUA MADRILEÑA

CONTROL VISITAS Registrar visitas que acceden a los 
servicio centrales.

Nombre y Apellidos
DNI/ NIF
Dirección
Teléfono

ASISA

Control de acceso de personas a 
los edificios con fines de 
seguridad.

DNI/NIF
Imagen/Voz
Nombre y Apellidos
Otros tipos de datos
Empresas de procedencia visitas y 
proveedores

AXA

Fichero de datos de carácter 
personal para el registro de las 
personas que acceden a las 
instlaciones de la compañía.

Nombre y Apellidos
DNI/ NIF

NORTEHISPANA
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DB GENERAL Emisión de talones de autorización 
de las diferentes prestaciones.

Nombre y Apellidos
DNI/ NIF
Dirección
Teléfono
Datos de características personales
Datos de detalles de empleo
Datos económicos, financieros y 
de seguros.

ASISA

VOLANTES Confección de los volantes de 
autorización para que a los 
asegurados se les realizen las 
pruebas médicas, diagnósticas, 
actos terapeúticos e intervenciones 
quirúrgicas requeridas por el 
médico.

Nombre y Apellidos SEGUROS AL

DBRAD Envíar asistencia facultativa 
domiciliaria por motivos de 
urgencia.

Nombre y Apellidos
DNI/ NIF
Dirección
Teléfono
Datos de características personales

ASISA

TELEASISTENCIA Gestión de datos personales para 
atención telefónica ante situaciones 
de emergencia con movilización de 
recursos propios o ajenos.

Nombre y Apellidos
DNI/ NIF
Dirección
Imagen/Voz
Num. S. Social/ num. mutualidad
Teléfono
Datos de características personales
Datos de circunstancias sociales.
Datos económicos, financieros y 
de seguros.

MAPFRE

FICHERO DE BAJAS Gestión de bajas y reactivaciones 
de clientes.

Nombre y Apellidos
DNI/ NIF
Dirección
Otros datos de carácter 
identificativo
Número de Póliza

ASISA

VA0001 Gestión de actos médicos 
realizados

Nombre y Apellidos
Otros datos de carácter 
identificativo
Número de Póliza
Número de  colegiado
Datos de características personales
Datos de detalles de empleo
Datos económicos, financieros y 
de seguros.

ASISA

DEINFORMEDICO Detallar informe médico del 
paciente

Nombre y Apellidos
DNI/ NIF
Dirección
Datos de salud del paciente.
Datos de características personales
Datos de detalles de empleo

PELAYO

PT2501 Gestión de prestaciones de 
asistencia sanitaria.

Nombre y Apellidos
DNI/ NIF
Dirección
Teléfono
Otros datos de carácter 
identificativo
Número de Póliza
Datos de características personales

ASISA

DATOS DE SALUD Datos de salud de los asegurados Nombre y Apellidos PREVISORA BILBAINA

BDSEGUR Gestión y administración de la 
actividad aseguradora.

Nombre y Apellidos
DNI/NIF
Direccción
Teléfono
Datos de características personales
Datos de detalles de empleo
Datos económicos, financieros y 
de seguros.
Datos de circunstancias sociales.
Datos de transacciones.

EUROMUTUA

MGA Gestionar los envíos y servicios de 
asistencia prestados por terceros.

Nombre y Apellidos
DNI/NIF

ZURICH
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Direccción
Teléfono
Datos de características personales
Datos económicos, financieros y 
de seguros.
Datos de circunstancias sociales.
Datos de transacciones.

INGRESOS PSIQUIÁTRICOS Datos de pacientes con tratamiento 
psiquiátrico y se utiliza para el 
control de facturación de los 
mismos.

Nombre y Apellidos
Datos de características personales
Datos académicos y profesionales.

ASISA

FACTURAS DE HOSPITAL DEL 
ASEGURADO

Facturas del asegurado de visitas 
del asegurado a hospitales 
asociadas al cuadro médico de la 
compañía.

Nombre y Apellidos
DNI/NIF
Dirección
Teléfono 
Otro tipo de datos 
Hospital asociedo a la visita
Fecha de ingreso
Fecha de alta
Fecha de entrega
Actos realizados

ASMEQUIVA

Gestión de la siniestralidad del 
paciente.

Análisis de las rentabilidades

PARTES DE SINIESTROS DEL 
ASEGURADO

Visita o ingreso del asegurado a 
una clínica u hospital que presta su 
servicio a la compañía.

Nombre y Apellidos
DNI/NIF
Dirección
Teléfono 
Otro tipo de datos 
Hospital
Fecha de ingreso
Fecha de alta
Médico asociado
Acto médico

ASMEQUIVA

Gestión de la siniestrabilidad del 
paciente.

Análisis de rentabilidades.

PARTES DEL ASEGURADO Partes médicos asociados a visitas 
del asegurado realizadas a clínicas 
asociadas al cuadro médico de ka 
compañía.

Nombre y Apellidos
DNI/NIF
Dirección
Teléfono 
Otro tipo de datos 
Hospital
Fecha de ingreso
Fecha de alta
Fecha de entrega
Acto médico

ASMEQUIVA

Gestión de la siniestralidad

Análisis de las rentabilidades

LHIS Gestión de historiales médicos de 
los asegurados.

Nombre
Teléfono
Datos de características personales

ATLANTIDA

NOVAHIS CLIENTES Gestión hospitalaria de asegurados 
que incluye, la gestión 
administrativa, la facturación y el 
historial médico.

DNI/NIF
Marcas físicas
Teléfono
Núm. seguridad social/num. 
Mutualidad
Dirección
Nombre y Apellidos
Datos de características personales
Datos económicos, financieros y 
de seguros.
Datos de detalles de empleo
Datos académicos y profesionales
Datos de circunstancias sociales

ATLANTIDA

ADESER Gestión de servisios médicos 
utilizados por los asegurados.

Nombre y Apellidos ATLANTIDA

PRESALUD Gestión de las prestaciones de 
salud.

DNI/NIF
Teléfono
Dirección
Nombre y Apellidos
Firma/Huella
Datos de características personales
Datos económicos, financieros y 
de seguros.

EUROMUTUA

ECLIPSE Control de las relaciones 
contractuales derivadas de 
tomadores de seguros, asegurados 
y medidadores. 

DNI/NIF
Teléfono
Dirección
Nombre y Apellidos
Datos de características personales
Datos económicos, financieros y 

AVIVA VIDA Y PENSIONES
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de seguros.

SERVICIOS WEB Información general de la 
compañía y de los productos.

DNI/NIF
Otros datos de carácter 
indentificativo
Teléfono
Dirección
Dirección electrónica
Nombre y Apellidos
Datos de detalles de empleo
Datos económicos, financieros y 
de seguros.
Datos de transacciones

AVIVA VIDA Y PENSIONES

Información sobre coberturas, 
garantías y recibos para los 
clientes.

Comunicaciones entre los usuarios 
de la web y la compañía.

Simulaciones del producto para 
cualquier usuario o cliente.

TARJETA AXA VISA Datos personales de los clientes 
solicitantes de la tarjeta.

DNI/NIF
Teléfono
Dirección
Firma/Huella
Nombre y Apellidos
Datos de características personales
Otros datos
Personas a su cargo

AXA

CUESTIONARIOS SALUD 
PARA PRODUCTOS QUE 
REQUIEREN  SUSCRPCIÓN 
MÉDICA

Recabar información para su 
estudio por el departamento de 
salud.

DNI/NIF
Nombre y Apelldos
Dirección 
Teléfono
Fax
Imagen/Voz
Otros datos de carácter 
identificarivo
Correo electrónico
Firma/Huella
Datos de características personales
Datos acedémicos y profesionales
Datos de detalles de empleo
Datos de circunstancias sociales

CIGNA LIFE INSURANCE

FICHERO DE 
AUTORIZACIONES FAX

Reune la documentación necesaria 
para la tramitación de las 
autorizaciones para la realización 
de pruebas médicas; pruebas de 
diagnóstico, de tratamientos 
especiales, intervenciones 
quirúrgicas, rehabilitación u otros 
actos médicos cubiertos por las 
distintas pólizas de la compañía. 

DNI/NIF
Nombre y Apellidos
Dirección
Firma/Huella
Teléfono

CISNE ASEGURADORA

VISITAS Permitir la asignación de hora de 
visita a los agentes en el 
consultorio médico propio de la 
compañía y gestionar las agendas 
del médico.

Nombre y Apellidos
Teléfono.

SEGUROS LATINA

ASAS Mantenimiento de los datos de los 
asegurados para la gestión de la 
compañía.

Nombre y Apelldos
Dirección 
Teléfono
Otros datos de carácter 
identificarivo
Datos referentes a los tipos de 
póliza.
Datos de características personales
Datos económicos, financieros y 
de seguros.

LA EQUITATIVA DE MADRID

CONSULTORIO Fichero que sirve para la 
administración del consultorio.

Nombre y Apelldos
Dirección 
Teléfono
Datos de características personales

LA BOREAL MÉDICA DE 
SEGUROS
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Annex 3: Spanish research on purposes – Table II

Here we have a draft table with show us the meanly purposes which sometime have been declared for 
Insurance  Companies  that  are  developing  their  economic  activity  in  Spanish  borders,  and  which  are  
recorded in the SPANISH RESGISTER of the Spanish Personal Data Agency. In the right column we have 
also collected what are the mainly Personal data uses to register all those purposes.

PURPOSES Personal Data 

Emitting necessary documentation for managing contracted policies.
Identity Card or National identification
Address
Signature/fingerprints
Telephone number
Name & Surname

Tidying doctor´s office consultation for the clients. Name & Surname
Address 
ID or National Identification Card
Telephone Number 
Signature/ fingerprints 
Personal characteristic data 
Employment´s details data
Economical, financial and issuance data
Social circumstances data

Clients´data for statistical purposes. Name & Surname 
Age 
Sex
Address
ID or National Identification Card
Telephone Number 
Signature/ fingerprints
Personal characteristic data
Employment´s details data
Transactional data

Envoicing services and coilections. Name & Surname
Address
ID or National Identification Card
Telephone Number
Signature/ fingerprints
image/voice
electronic signature
Personal characteristic data
Employment´s details data
Economical, financial and issuance data
Social circumstances data
Transactional data

Commercial and aftersales services management. Name & Surname
Address 
Image/voice
ID or National Identification Card
Telephone Number 
Electronic signature
Signature/ fingerprints
Personal characteristic data
Employment´s details data
Economical, financial and issuance data
Social circumstances data
Transactional data 

Clients´personal data and potential clients´personal data management, 
so on, inssured and beneficiary person for issurance management.

Name & Surname
Age
Sex
Address
ID or National Identification Card
Telephone Number
Signature/ fingerprints 
E-mail Address
Profession/job
Date of Birth
Civil state
Bank account
Other details
Image/voice
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Electronic signature
Jehovah's Witnesses condition 
Personal characteristic data
Employment´s details data
Economical, financial and insurance data
Social circumstances data
Transactional data

Carrying out tax and contractual obligations. Name & Surname
Address
Image/voice
Electronic signature
ID or National Identification Card
Telephone Number
Signature/ fingerprints
Personal characteristic data
Employment´s details data
Economical, financial and insurance data
Social circumstances data
Transactional data 

Carrying out statistical management obligations. Name & Surname
Address
Image/voice
Electronic signature
ID or National Identification Card
Telephone Number
Signature/ fingerprints
Personal characteristic data
Employment´s details data
Economical, financial and insurance data
Social circumstances data
Transactional data 

Sending internal advertisement to clients if there is their consent for this 
type of action.

Name & Surname
Address
Image/voice
Electronic signature
ID or National Identification Card
Telephone Number
Signature/ fingerprints
Personal characteristic data
Employment´s details data
Economical, financial and insurance data
Social circumstances data
Transactional data.

Insured management through telephone media. Name & Surname
Address
ID or National Identification Card
Telephone Number
Signature/ fingerprints
Personal characteristic data
Employment´s details data
Economical, financial and insurance data
Social circumstances data
Transactional data 

For registering any suggestions, recommendation or consultations 
which have been made.

Name & Surname
Address
ID or National Identification Card
Telephone Number

Clients´ managements who make a contract with the company with any 
mediator´s intervention. 

Name & Surname
Address
ID or National Identification Card
Telephone Number

It provides the usefulness for the promotion, commercialization of its 
products and the analysis of the requests of contracting which have been 
received.

Name & Surname
Address
ID or National Identification Card
Telephone Number
Personal characteristic data
Economical, financial and insurance data
Social circumstances data

It collects all those potential clients´details which will be useful for the 
commercialization of  the products. 

Name & Surname
Address
ID or National Identification Card
Telephone Number
Personal characteristic data
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Economical, financial and insurance data
Social circumstances data

Receipt payments. Name & Surname
Age
Sex
Address
ID or National Identification Card
Telephone Number
Signature/ fingerprints 
E-mail Address
Profession/job
Date of Birth
Civil state
Bank account
Other details
Electronic signature
Jehovah's Witnesses condition 
Economical, financial and insurance data
Number of member of a professional association.

For communicating with their clients in  terms of insurance 
management so on, informing about new possible applications and 
improvements or new products of the company. 

Name & Surname
Age
Sex
Address
ID or National Identification Card
Telephone Number 
E-mail Address
Profession/job
Date of Birth
Civil state
Bank account
Other details
Number of member of a professional association.
Electronic signature
Jehovah's Witnesses condition 
Personal characteristic data
Employment´s details data
Economical, financial and insurance data
Social circumstances data
Transactional data

Clients management Name & Surname
Address
ID or National Identification Card
Telephone Number
Signature/ fingerprints 
Image/voice
Personal characteristic data
Employment´s details data
Economical, financial and insurance data
Social circumstances data
Transactional data

For provision and Healthy- care services management. Name & Surname
Address
ID or National Identification Card
Telephone Number
Personal characteristic data
Employment´s details data
Economical, financial and insurance data
Social circumstances data
Transactional data

Analysis on the suitability of the contracting. To evaluate the risk of 
granting an insurance to the solicitors and giving its services to those 
who have decided to contract with the company.

Name & Surname
Address
ID or National Identification Card
Telephone Number
Signature/ fingerprints
Personal characteristic data
Employment´s details data
Economical, financial and insurance data
Social circumstances data
Transactional data

Management of clients who have been transmitted by direct marketing 
services.

Name & Surname
Address
ID or National Identification Card
Telephone Number
Signature/ fingerprints 
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E-mail Address
Fax
Other details
Image/voice
Electronic signature
Personal characteristic data
Employment´s details data
Economical, financial and insurance data
Social circumstances data
Transactional data
Academic and professional data

Management of clients who have owners of the company credit card. Name & Surname
Address
ID or National Identification Card
Telephone Number
Other details
Image/voice
Electronic signature
Personal characteristic data
Economical, financial and insurance data
Monthly balance 
Credit cards

Attended patients control Name & Surname
Address
ID or National Identification Card
Telephone Number
Personal characteristic data
Transactional data

Policyholders' management assigned to doctors of general medicine Name & Surname
ID or National Identification Card

Policyholders´information for being evaluated and payment of all those 
provisions which have been executed by the Company in order to carry 
out contractual obligations. 

Name & Surname
Address
ID or National Identification Card
Telephone Number
Other details
Personal characteristic data
Economical, financial and insurance data
Data which provides commercial information.
Academic and professional data.
Data of social circumstances

Management of the contacts and contracts with the services that are 
given by the company (Policyholders, beneficiaries, drawees, harmed, 
professionals, potential clients).

Name & Surname
Address
ID or National Identification Card
Telephone Number
Internal number
Other details
Personal characteristic data
Economical, financial and insurance data
General Data which has relationship with telephone calls that have 
made to the sanitary centre. 

Consultations management Name & Surname
Address
ID or National Identification Card
Telephone Number
Personal characteristic data
Economical, financial and insurance data
Employment details data.
Academic and professional data.

General Marketing Campaigns. Identity card or national identification number.
Name & Surname.
Telephone number.
Address
Personal characteristic data
Economical, financial and insurance data
Employment details data.
Academic and professional data.

Services of telephone attention. Identity card or national identification number.
Name & Surname.
Telephone number.
Address
Personal characteristic data
Economical, financial and insurance data
Employment details data.
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Academic and professional data.

Market prospectives. Identity card or national identification number.
Name & Surname.
Telephone number.
Address
Personal characteristic data
Economical, financial and insurance data
Employment details data.
Academic and professional data.

Maintenance and management of the relation with the holders of the 
contracted policies.

Identity card or national identification number.
Name & Surname.
Telephone number.
Address.
Signature/ fingerprints
Personal characteristic data
Economical, financial and insurance data
Employment details data.
Social circumstances data.
Academic and professional data.

Management of the provisions which have made to the beneficiaries of 
the sinister.

Identity card or national identification number.
Name & Surname.
Telephone number.
Address.
Signature/ fingerprints
Personal characteristic data
Economical, financial and insurance data

Management of the relationship with beneficiaries of contracted 
policies. 

Identity card or national identification number.
Name & Surname.
Telephone number.
Address.
Signature/ fingerprints
Personal characteristic data
Economical, financial and insurance data
Employment details data.
Social circumstances data.
Academic and professional data.

This file provides all information details relative to those persons who 
claim some damages payment to the company.

Identity card or national identification number.
Name & Surname.
Address

This file contains information about the requests of potential contracted 
insurance policies with the company.

Name & Surname
Address
ID or National Identification Card
Telephone Number
Personal characteristic data
Economical, financial and insurance data

Management of the projects and insurances contracts. Name & Surname
Address
ID or National Identification Card
Telephone Number 
E-mail Address
Image/Voice
Heath card
Physical marks
Electronic signature
Personal characteristic data
Employment´s details data
Economical, financial and insurance data
Social circumstances data
Transactional data
Academic and professional data.
Commercial data.

Management of the reimbursement contracts  and of reimbursement 
expenses for disease and subsidy for hospitalization.

Name & Surname
Address
ID or National Identification Card
Telephone Number 
Internal Number
Other details
Economical, financial and insurance data
Declaration of illnesses which have been caught

Insurance policy Management. Name & Surname
Address
ID or National Identification Card
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Telephone Number 
Fax
Other details                          
VIP identification           
Personal characteristic data
Employment´s details data
Economical, financial and insurance data
Social circumstances data

Control of insurance for the case of disasters. Information for the 
emission of  successive annual receipts and statistical information.

Name & Surname
Address
ID or National Identification Card
Telephone Number 
Personal characteristic data
Employment´s details data
Economical, financial and insurance data
Academic and professional data

Insured and policyholder´s file that includes personal information with 
the purpose of determining the guarantees contained in each contracted 
policy.

Name & Surname
Address
ID or National Identification Card
Telephone Number       
Personal characteristic data
Employment´s details data
Economical, financial and insurance data
Social circumstances data

Necessary information to fill out, manage  and process the offered 
company products, as well as information relative to potential clients.

Name & Surname
Address
Image/voice
Fax
ID or National Identification Card
Telephone Number
Signature/ fingerprints
Policyholder
Insured
Beneficiary
Policy number
Covers
Exercise of the LOPD
Personal characteristic data
Economical, financial and insurance data
Social circumstances data

Collecting and recording information about the insurance contract to be 
able to fulfil contractual relationships with the client.

Name & Surname
Address
Image/voice
ID or National Identification Card
Telephone Number
Signature/ fingerprints
Personal characteristic data
Employment´s details data
Economical, financial and insurance data
Commercial information.

Management of applications of contracting insurance products.
Name & Surname
Address
Fax
Image/voice
Email Address
ID or National Identification Card
Telephone Number
Signature/ fingerprints
Other details
Bank account
Personal characteristic data
Employment´s details data
Economical, financial and insurance data
Social circumstances data
Commercial information.
Academic and professional data.

Data for emitting insurance policies and their receipts. Name & Surname
Address
ID or National Identification Card
Telephone Number
Personal characteristic data
Economical, financial and insurance data

To create budget to clients of different type of insurances, in order they 
can compare different budgets and later on, they will able to contract 

Name & Surname
Address
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the one that more is convenient for them. The rates used for the 
calculation of the annual premiums are according to the age and the sex 
of the subject.

ID or National Identification Card
Telephone Number
Personal characteristic data

To process clients´s suggestions. Name & Surname
Address
Fax
Image/voice
ID or National Identification Card
Telephone Number
Signature/ fingerprints
Transactional data
Personal characteristic data
Employment details data
Economical, financial and insurance data
Social circumstances data

To process clients´ claims or complaints. Name & Surname
Address
Fax
Image/voice
ID or National Identification Card
Telephone Number
Signature/ fingerprints
Transactional data
Personal characteristic data
Employment details data
Economical, financial and insurance data
Social circumstances data

Control, monitoring and resolution of the clients´claims and complaints. Name & Surname
Address
ID or National Identification Card

Management of complaints to the client attention department. Name & Surname
Address
ID or National Identification Card
Other details
Resolutions
Comments
Declarations.
Transactional data.

Maintenance of the register of claims. Name & Surname

Claims from the gynaecology section. Name & Surname
Other identified details
Policy number
Employment´s details data
Economical, financial and insurance data.

Recording  incidents of the service and the exercise of the rights 
(access, rectification, consultation or opposition).

Name & Surname
Other identified details.
Telephone number
Address
E-mail
ID or National Identification Card

To give support to the whole activity of the client attention department, 
according to the legal requirements and duties.

Name & Surname
ID or National Identification Card
Address
Transactional data 

Attention to clients and non-clients. Answer to request of information 
and complaints, as well as, queries and suggestions.

Name & Surname
ID or National Identification Card
Address
Telephone number
Transactional data
Personal characteristic data
Employment details data
Economical, financial and insurance data
Social circumstances data
Commercial information

Attention to the appeals received and proceeded claims.
Name & Surname
ID or National Identification Card
Address
Telephone number
Transactional data
Personal characteristic data
Employment details data
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Economical, financial and insurance data
Social circumstances data
Commercial information

Making easy to the potential clients, acceding
to the information about products, covers and prices.

Name & Surname
Address
Telephone number
Personal characteristic data
Employment details data

To inform the policyholders about
clinics, hospitals and  professionals who are working in emergency 
services at the moment of the phone call, by phone.

Name & Surname
ID or National Identification Card
Address
Telephone number
Personal characteristic data
Economical, financial and insurance data

Damage management Name & Surname
Economical, financial and insurance data

Policyholders´complaints and payments if they must be. Name & Surname
ID or National Identification Card
Address
Policy number
Telephone number
Other identifiable details
Personal characteristic data
Employment details data
Economical, financial and insurance data
Academic and professional data.

Making the proceeding and administration of the payments which come 
from the disaster.

Name & Surname
Address
Fax
Image/voice
ID or National Identification Card
Telephone Number
Electronic signature
Policy details
Covers
Beneficiary
Physical marks
Health card
Signature/ fingerprints
Personal characteristic data
Employment details data
Economical, financial and insurance data
Academic and professional data.

Disasters proceedings and questionnaires. Name & Surname
Address
Image/voice
Physical marks
Electronic signature
Health card
ID or National Identification Card
Telephone Number
Signature/ fingerprints
Personal characteristic data

Creation of a background of all those services which have been 
rendered because they have been covered in the terms of the insurance 
policy.

Name & Surname
Other identifiable details.
Disasters
Employment details data

Management of those disasters which have been stipulated into the 
insurance policies.

Name & Surname
Address
Image/voice
Physical marks
ID or National Identification Card
Telephone Number
Internal number
Signature/ fingerprints
Other identifiable details
E-mail address
Personal characteristic data
Employment details data
Economical, financial and insurance data
Data about healthy problems.
Transactional data
Other type of data
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Management of those clients who have suffered  a sinister. Name & Surname
Address
Fax
Image/voice
ID or National Identification Card
Telephone Number
Signature/ fingerprints
Image/ Voice
Other identifiable details.
E-mail Address
Transactional data
Personal characteristic data
Employment details data
Economical, financial and insurance data
Social circumstances data
Academic and professional data.

Assessment and control of the scope of the disaster, as well as the 
damages. Including the payment of stipulated damages.

Name & Surname
Address
ID or National Identification Card
Telephone Number
Policy details
Contracted covers
Beneficiary
Signature/ fingerprints
Transactional data
Personal characteristic data
Economical, financial and insurance data

Collecting necessary information about the insurance disaster which 
have been contracted with the company.

Name & Surname
Address
Fax
Image/voice
Physical marks
ID or National Identification Card
Telephone Number
Signature/ fingerprints
Transactional data
Personal characteristic data
Employment details data
Economical, financial and insurance data
Social circumstances data
Academic and professional data

Management of those clients who have been submitted by direct 
marketing and that have suffered some kind of disaster.

Name & Surname
Address
Fax
Image/voice
Other identifiable details.
E-mail address
ID or National Identification Card
Telephone Number
Signature/ fingerprints
Transactional data
Personal characteristic data
Employment details data
Economical, financial and insurance data
Social circumstances data
Academic and professional data

To join all kind of documentation relative to all those payments which 
have made by third parties as consequence of the happened disasters.

Name & Surname
Address
ID or National Identification Card
Telephone Number
Signature/ fingerprints
Transactional data
Other type of data
Economical, financial and insurance data
Data in relation with health

Processing necessary information for insurance disasters for being able 
to make the experts´ report management. 

Name & Surname
Telephone number
Address

Risk analysis and insurance sinister management and process, in 
general,  as well as those which come from offered company products. 

Name & Surname
Address
ID or National Identification Card
Telephone Number
Signature/ fingerprints
Personal characteristic data
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Employment details data
Economical, financial and insurance data
Social circumstances data

Files where policyholders looks up their health, using internet. Name & Surname 
Address
ID or National Identification Card
Policy number
Other identifiable details
Personal characteristic data

To adequate the services which are provided by the Company, to their 
clients´or potential clients´ preferences.

Name & Surname
Address
ID or National Identification Card
Telephone Number
Personal characteristic data

For managing and rendering services that are requested across the web-
site interface of the company.

Name & Surname
Address
ID or National Identification Card
Telephone Number
Personal characteristic data

Offering new products to clients and potential clients, through web-site 
interface.

Name & Surname
Address
ID or National Identification Card
Telephone Number
Personal characteristic data

Marketing management relative to promotions and competitions.         Name & Surname
Address
ID or National Identification Card
Telephone Number

Information whose purposes is client´s commercial knowledge to make 
loyalty commercial actions

Name & Surname
Address
ID or National Identification Card
Telephone Number
Signature/ fingerprints

Making e-mail marketing campaign to the policyholders Address
Other identifiable details
Policy number

The sending of any lack of documentation or documentation related to 
commercial campaigns, as well as offers of products and services and 
budgets of those requested insurances. And all that, for clients and non- 
clients.

Name & Surname
Address
ID or National Identification Card
Telephone Number
Other identifiable details.
Personal characteristic data
Questionnaire in relation with health-care 

Necessary data management to the maintenance of the relation with 
those subjects who have relations with the company, in fact.

Name & Surname
Address
ID or National Identification Card
Telephone Number
Transactional data
Personal characteristic data
Employment details data
Economical, financial and insurance data

Access information management to the official company web-site. Name & Surname
Personal characteristic data

Reception of satisfaction surveys. Name & Surname
Address
Telephone Number
Personal characteristic data
Employment details data
Social circumstances data
Academic and professional data

Reception of information requests. Name & Surname
Address
Telephone Number
Personal characteristic data
Employment details data
Social circumstances data
Academic and professional data

Commercial business correspondence Management Name & Surname
Address

Name & Surname
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The sending of invitations for public acts organized by the company. Address
ID or National Identification Card
Telephone Number
Political position or institutional position

Planning and monitoring of commercial visits and analysis of potential 
clients´necessities.

Name & Surname
Address
ID or National Identification Card
Telephone Number
Personal characteristic data
Employment details data
Economical, financial and insurance data
Social circumstances data

Quality and safety management of telephone attention service to the 
client. For managing any lack of information about clients´
rights with the LOPD´s assent.

Name & Surname
Address
Image/voice
ID or National Identification Card
Telephone Number
Transactional data
Personal characteristic data
Economical, financial and insurance data

Recording of any telephone call with the purpose of guaranteeing  the 
quality of the service, management of operations and exercise of the 
rights derived from the commercial campaigns.

Name & Surname
Address
Image/voice
ID or National Identification Card
Personal characteristic data
Economical, financial and insurance data

Telephone contract Name & Surname
Address
Image/voice
ID or National Identification Card
Telephone Number
Mobile number
Other identifiable details
E-mail address
Personal characteristic data
Employment details data
Economical, financial and insurance data
Social circumstances data

Recording all that is saying in the client attention service. Name & Surname
Address
Fax
Image/voice
ID or National Identification Card
Telephone Number
Mobile Number
Other identifiable details
E-mail Address
Personal characteristic data
Employment details data
Economical, financial and insurance data
Social circumstances data

Video-vigilance, safety and control of the accesses to the buildings for 
safety reasons of the building and its occupants. Management of the 
personal information and images of  identified or identifiable natural 
people with ends of vigilance across cameras and video cameras.

Name & Surname
Address
Image/voice
ID or National Identification Card
Access
Date of time  and hours of going in and out of the building
Physical marks
Signature/ Fingerprints
Personal characteristic data
Employment details data

Emission of authorization chits of the different provision which have 
been made, or confection of the referral note in order to policyholder 
will be provided with medical proofs, diagnostic tests, therapeutic acts 
and surgical interventions by the doctor.

Name & Surname
Address
ID or National Identification Card
Telephone Number
Personal characteristic data
Employment details data
Economical, financial and insurance data

Sending auscultation domiciliary assistance for emergency reasons. Name & Surname
Address
ID or National Identification Card
Telephone Number
Personal characteristic data
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Management of personal information associated with a telephone 
attention before emergency situations with mobilization of own or 
foreign resources.

Name & Surname
Address
Image/voice
ID or National Identification Card
Telephone Number
Personal characteristic data
Economical, financial and insurance data
Social circumstances data

Management of clients who are off sick and  their reactivations. Name & Surname
Address
Other identifiable data
Policy number
ID or National Identification Card
Telephone Number
Signature/ fingerprints
Transactional data
Personal characteristic data
Economical, financial and insurance data
Social circumstances data

Patient´s Health report details. Name & Surname
Address
ID or National Identification Card
Data about patient´s health problems
Personal characteristic data
Employment details data

Data about policyholders´health. Name & Surname

Management and administration of the insurance activity.
Name & Surname
Address
ID or National Identification Card
Telephone Number
Signature/ fingerprints
Transactional data
Personal characteristic data
Employment details data
Economical, financial and insurance data
Social circumstances data

To manage the sending and assistance services given by third parties.
Name & Surname
Address
ID or National Identification Card
Telephone Number
Transactional data
Personal characteristic data
Economical, financial and insurance data
Social circumstances data

Patients´ information with psychiatric treatment and the file contents the 
invoices which are derivated from the treatment provides.

Name & Surname
Personal characteristic data
Academic and professional data

Policyholder´s invoices in relation with the his visits to hospitals 
associated with the medical framework of the company.

Name & Surname
Address
Other identifiable details
ID or National Identification Card
Telephone Number
Hospital associated with the visit in question.
Date of admission
Date of discharge
Date of delivery
Realized acts
Health professional who attended

Management of the of the patient´s sinister rate. Control of 
commitments on the insured risk, as well as, valuation of the risk.

Name & Surname
Address
ID or National Identification Card
Telephone Number
Other identifiable details
Personal characteristic data
Employment details data
Date of admission
Date of discharge
Date of delivery
Realized acts
Health professional who attended

Profitability analyse. Name & Surname
Address
Other identifiable details
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ID or National Identification Card
Telephone Number
Hospital/ Clinic
Date of admission
Date of discharge
Data of delivery
Realized acts

Visit or admission of the policyholder into a clinic or hospital that 
provides its medical services to the Company.

Name & Surname
Address
Other identifiable details
ID or National Identification Card
Telephone Number
Hospital/ Clinic
Date of admission
Date of discharge
Data of delivery
Realized acts
Doctor

Medical reports associated with visits of the policyholders realized to 
those clinics which are associated with the medical picture of the 
company.

Name & Surname
Address
Other identifiable details
ID or National Identification Card
Telephone Number
Hospital/ Clinic
Date of admission
Date of discharge
Data of delivery
Realized acts

Medical History management. Name & Surname
Address
ID or National Identification Card
Telephone Number
Physical marks
Personal characteristic data
Employment details data
Economical, financial and insurance data
Social circumstances data
Academic and professional data

Control all those contractual relations between  insureds, mediators and 
policyholders. 

Name & Surname
Address
ID or National Identification Card
Telephone Number
Personal characteristic data
Economical, financial and insurance data

General information about the Company and its products. Name & Surname
Address
E-mail address
ID or National Identification Card
Telephone Number
Transactional data
Employment details data
Economical, financial and insurance data

Cover, warrant and receipt information for the clients. Name & Surname
Address
Other identifiable details.
E-mail address
ID or National Identification Card
Telephone Number
Transactional data
Employment details data
Economical, financial and insurance data

Communication between users´web and the Company. Name & Surname
Address
Other identifiable details.
E-mail address
ID or National Identification Card
Telephone Number
Transactional data
Employment details data
Economical, financial and insurance data
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Product simulation for whatever user or client. Name & Surname
Address
Other identifiable details.
E-mail address
ID or National Identification Card
Telephone Number
Transactional data
Employment details data
Economical, financial and insurance data

Collecting information useful for being evaluated by the Healthy 
department.

Name & Surname
Address
Fax
Image/voice
Other identifiable details.
E-mail address
ID or National Identification Card
Telephone Number
Signature/ fingerprints
Personal characteristic data
Employment details data
Social circumstances data
Academic and professional data

Maintenance of all those policyholders for the company management.  Name & Surname
Address
Other identifiable details.
ID or National Identification Card
Telephone Number
Details about different types of policies
Personal characteristic data
Economical, financial and insurance data
Social circumstances data
Transactional data

Medical centre administration. Name & Surname
Address
ID or National Identification Card
Telephone Number 
Personal characteristic data
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Annex 4: Dutch research on purposes

LIST OF PURPOSES FROM DUTCH COMPANIES IN THE HEALTH INSURANCE 
DOMAIN231

OHRA:

• Registration and processing of provisions of care and health costs claimed under the Health 
Insurance Act and / or the relevant insurance contract.

• The claimance of damages on a for the paid damages liable third party ( right of recourse)
sending the requested aggregate damage reports to employers of persons insured on a collective 
basis with the health insurance company

• Recording data for policy or management information, claims management, product and service 
development and other activities in support of the business operations.

• Identification, detection, prevention, investigation and fighting of conduct that may result in 
damage to CZ (Health Insurance Company)

• The identification, prevention, investigation and fighting of misuse of products, services and 
facilities directed against the industry to which CZ belongs CZ, or CZ itself

• The identification, prevention, investigation and fighting of (attempts) to criminal or reprehensible 
acts directed against the industry to which belongs CZ, or CZ itself

• The identification, prevention, investigation and suppression of violations of (legal) rules directed 
against the industry to which CZ belongs CZ, or CZ itself

• The use of and participation in warning systems

• Assessing and establishing a right to provision or reimbursement of medical expenses in the 
context of the execution of the Zorgverzekeringswet, supplementary insurance and the AWBZ.

• Making mailings for acquisition

• Preparing/making insurance quotes.

• Recording personal data serving policy or management information, product and service 
development and other activities in support of the business operations.

• Registration of customer data of healthcare providers for the treatment of claims on 
compensations for medical expenses or based on private insurance, the Health Insurance Act, 
supplementary insurance and the EMEA.

• The conclusion, implementation and termination of staff contracts under the Health Insurance Act 
and / or contracts for private care and supplemental insurance.

• Registration of customer data of (contacts of) employers, serving the execution of the collective 
insurance contracts concluded between (any of) the Health Insurance company and employers.

231 This is a non-offical translation of purposes stated by several health insurance companies from the Netherlands. 
These purposes are taken from the public notification register of the Dutch Data Protection Authority (College 
Bescherming Persoonsgegevens). All data controllers are required to notify their intent to process personal data before 
they start processing. The notification must include a purpose specification. Data controllers must also state in the 
notification from who the data will be collected and with whom the data will be shared. This is not included in the list 
of purposes.
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• Assessment and processing of a request or application for an insurance.

• Updating information of policy holders for the proper execution of the insurance contract, the 
Health Insurance Act and EMEA.

• Enrolling AWBZ entitled insured for AWBZ insurance, for a proper execution of the AWBZ 
collection and / or refund of premiums, excesses and co-payments for the execution of legislation 
or the execution of an insurance contract

• Providing service, in connection with the performance of the insurance contract, Health Insurance 
Act and / or the AWBZ (eg with regard to waiting lists)

• Supporting the further performance of insurance contract, Health Insurance Act and / or the 
AWBZ.

• Supporting the performance of statutory audits by external bodies.

• Support the processing of commission payments to brokers and intermediaries.

• Recording personal data for policy or management information, product and service development 
and other activities in support of the business operations.

ACHMEA:

• The processing of personal data in the context of reintegration and counseling of employees or 
beneficiaries in connection with illness or disability and vitality, such based on the Wet 
verbetering poortwachter, `wet werk en inkomen naar arbeidsvermogen, Ziektewet and ARBO 
laws and regulations. 

• Having available the information necessary for the execution of the by the employer to the 
responsible persons assigned tasks for control and social-medical supervision of employees as 
also the company medical care, such as the to the employer and ARBOservice directed legal 
tasks, as also the provision of personal information of in the context of the execution of legal 
obligations.

• Data processing for monitoring health and vitality of those involved.

• The processing of data for calculating, recording and collecting premiums and financial 
transactions related to the sale of products and services, including the transfer of claims of third 
parties , as also other activities of internal management .

• The processing of personal data necessary for recording reports of illness and recovery of 
employees of customers received via telephone, fax and e-mail, or entering through an automated 
delivery.

• Processing of data for management information, product and service development and 
determining overall strategy and policy.

• Comply with legal obligations, dealing with disputes and complaints and letting perform 
(auditors) checks, recording and payment of fees and execution of cred. / deb. control for order 
processing and sales support.

• The processing of information for preventing and handling fraud.

• Managing applications and application development.

• The processing of personal data necessary for a responsible exercise of the business objectives of 
Achmea Holding, its subsidiaries, other units of the group to which belongs and partnerships.

• The processing of data for direct and relation marketing, aimed at establishing / maintaining a 
direct relationship with customers, prospects and relations with Achmea Holding, daughters, other 
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(group) units and partnerships.

• The recording of transactions, interests and communication channels directly from customers, 
contacts, prospects (including web site visitors) and recording data for submitting proposals and / 
or tenders. 

• The processing of data of customers and relations, to communicate in the context of the operation 
of and making payments to a loyalty program.

• The processing of data for for management information, product and service development and 
determining the overall strategy and policy.

• Responsible exercise of the business objectives of Achmea Holding also on behalf of its 
subsidiaries, other units of Achmea Holding, other units of the group to which Achmea Holding 
belongs and partnerships. 

• The processing of personnel data, including applicants, secondees and interim/ temporary 
employees, to the extent necessary for a responsible exercise of the business objectives of 
Achmea Holding and other units of the group to which Achmea Holding Achmea Holding 
belongs and the processing of data for management information, product - and service 
development, facility processes, IT processes and defining the overall strategy and policy and the 
treatment of personnel matters, appointments and promotions.

• Data processing for organizing, directing, supervising, evaluating and assessing the work of the 
involved and processing of data for company medical care of the person / absence policy / 
reintegration and company societal work.

• Determination and payment of salaries, allowances, cash payments and other compensations in 
kind, controlling entitlements to benefits in connection with termination of employment and the 
implementation of applicable working conditions and training of the individual.

• Calculating, recording and payment of taxes and contributions for those concerned and 
secondment of the person concerned to another part of the group.

• The processing of data for activities of The Staf Association and facilitating the election of 
members of the (C) CONF.

• Implementation application other laws, internal control and corporate security, the collection of 
claims, including the transfer of claims to third parties and handling disputes and (auditors) 
checks

• Creating and maintaining internal, electronic directories and the processing of data for direct 
marketing purposes to inform the staff about new products services of the subsidiaries, other units 
of Achmea Holding and other parts of the group to which Achmea Holding belongs 

• The processing of personal data for the performance of contracts . These include handling 
transactions in relation to making quotations and providing information, purchasing, ordering and 
delivering goods and services between natural and legal persons, and / or partnerships and 
Achmea Holding NV and other units to which Achmea Holding NV Group belongs, data 
processing in the context of the pre-contractual phase and the preparation of following 
transactions or handling information requests, requests arising from past services such as 
treatment of claims/ Damageservice, healthcare reimbursements or premature termination

• Responsible exercise of the business objectives of Achmea Holding NV also on behalf of its 
subsidiaries, other parts of the group to which Achmea Holding belongs and partnerships

• The processing of personal data for advising the client aimed at management of claims, the 
control and limitation at damage and the processing of personal data in support for business 
operations.

• The processing for data for direct marketing purposes.

• Processing data for management information, product and service development, statistical 
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analysis and the determination of the overall strategy and policy.

• Comply with legal obligations, dealing with disputes and complaints and the doing exercising 
(auditors) checks, recording and payment for fees and execution for cred. / deb. checks for order 
processing and sales support.

• The processing of data for preventing and dealing with fraud, including for other financial 
institutions and the calculation, recording and collection of premiums and financial transactions 
relating to sales of products and services, including the transfer of claims to third parties , as also 
other activities concerning internal management.

• Managing applications and application development.

• Supporting activities aimed at ensuring the safety and integrity of the financial sector, including, 
(all) activities aimed at identifying, preventing, investigating and combating behaviors that can 
lead to damage to financial institutions

• prevention, investigation and fight of misuse of products, services and facilities and / or (attempts) 
to criminal or reprehensible conduct and / or violations of (legal) provisions, directed against the 
industry to which the financial institution belongs, the economic entity (group) to which the 
financial institution belongs, the financial institution itself, its clients and employees.

• The use of and participation in warning systems

ZORGVERZEKERAAR VGZ:

• The conclusion and performance of the insurance contract, including assessment and acceptance 
of insured, calculating, recording and collecting premiums, processing of claims and 
damageservice and the redress of paid damages on a liable third party (recourse)

• Providing information to groups of policyholders in the event of particular interest to these 
insured.

• Conducting fraud investigations and material control.

• Managing the relationship with the concerned including handling disputes.

• Recruitment for these insurance products and related products and other marketing activities .

• Conducting research and analysis for the optimization of ofthe purchase healthcare and 
management of claims.

• Fulfilment of legal agreements regarding submission of data.

AGIS ZORGVERZEKERINGEN:

• Concluding and performing based on the various health insurances

• Compliance with statutory obligations

• Providing service in connection with said insurances the management based on the claims 
(including fraud recovery of damages)

• The generation of management and policy information including for product and service 
development

• Providing service in connection with said insurances

• Recruitment for these insurances and related products 
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• Answering medical questions - by email - of the insured of Agis Health Insurance .

• Performing various aspects of the EMEA-insurances, based on the EMEA executive instances' 
mandated authorizations 

• Compliance with statutory obligations

• Providing service in connection with said AWBZ, including waiting list management

• The generation of management and policy information

ZORGVERZEKERAAR DSW:

• Support of needs assessment and care allocation

• Effective waiting list management

• Providing information for handling complaints

• Providing information about the quality of care needs assessment and health allocation

• Information, referring and advising clients and third parties

• Informing healthcare providers, health insurers and stakeholders
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DUTCH  PURPOSE  SPECIFICATION  ANALYSYS  BY  TAGGING  PHRASE-LEVEL 
CONCEPTS

PURPOSE 1:

NL:  Het  verwerken van  persoonsgegevens  ter  voorkoming  en  afhandeling  van  fraude  waaronder  het 
verstrekken van informatie  over claims,  declaraties en tussentijdse beëindiging,  binnen de branche en 
gerechtelijke instanties

 

EN: The processing of personal information for combatting and preventing fraud including the provision  
of information on claims, reimbursements and premature termination, within the industry and courts

 

TWO POSSIBLE INTERPRETATIONS:

 

1. The processing of personal information (

                  including the provision of information on {

claims, reimbursements, premature termination} )

for combatting and preventing fraud, 

within the industry and courts

 

2. The processing of personal information (

                  including the provision of information on {

claims, reimbursements} )

and premature termination,

for combatting and preventing fraud 

within the industry and courts

 

Interpretation 2 is incompatible with the placement of comma’s and conjunction (and) in the original, but 
seems most plausible.

 

PHRASE LEVEL CONCEPT ANALYSIS OF THE INTERPRETATIONS:

Phrase level concepts mentioned in brackets:

1. The processing [act] of personal information [object] ( 

                  including the provision [act type] of information [object]  on {

claims, reimbursements, premature termination} [object type] ) 

for combatting and preventing fraud, [purpose]
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within the industry and courts [target]

 

2. The processing [act] of personal information [object] (

                  including the provision [act type] of information [object] on {

claims, reimbursements}[object type] )

and premature termination[act type],

for combatting and preventing fraud [purpose]

within the industry and courts [target]

 

CONCLUSIONS:

-        Natural language pattern interpretation 1: [act] [object] [[act type] [object] object type] [purpose]  
[target]

-        Natural language pattern interpretation 2:  [act] [object] [[act type] [object] object type] [act type] 
[purpose] [target]

-        In both interpretations, at least the following phrase level concepts are missing: [Subject], [source],  
[instrument], [condition], [exception], [location]

-        There is a difference between interpretation 1 and 2: in interpretation 1,   “premature termination”= 
[object type], in interpretation 2 “premature termination”= [act type]!

PURPOSE 2:

NL: Het verwerken van persoonsgegevens voor het genereren van management-  en beleidsinformatie, 
nodig  voor  een  verantwoorde  uitoefening  van  de  bedrijfsdoelen/streefdoelen,  inclusief  die  van  de 
dochterondernemingen, en samenwerkingsverbanden

 

EN:  The processing  of  personal  data  to  generate  management  and policy information  needed for   a 
responsible pursuit of business goals / targets, including those of subsidiaries and joint ventures

 

1 POSSIBLE INTERPRETATION:

1. The processing of personal data

to generate management and policy information 

needed for a responsible pursuit of business goals or targets (

including those of {subsidiaries and joint ventures})

 

PHRASE LEVEL CONCEPT ANALYSIS OF THE INTERPRETATION:

 

Phrase level concepts in brackets:

1. The processing [act] of personal data [object] 
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to generate [act type] management and policy information [object type] 

needed for a responsible pursuit of business goals / targets

(including those of {subsidiaries and joint ventures})[purpose]

 

CONCLUSIONS:

-        Natural language pattern: [act] [object] [act type] [object type] [purpose]

-        Missing: [Subject], [target], [source], [instrument], [condition], [exception], [location]

PURPOSE 3:

NL: Het verwerken van persoonsgegevens voor de registratie van relatiegegevens van zorgverleners ten  
behoeve van de afhandeling van aanspraken op verstrekkingen c.q vergoeding van ziektekosten op grond 
van de Zorgverzekeringswet, de aanvullende verzekeringen en de AWBZ 

 

EN: The processing of personal data for registration of customer data from healthcare providers for the 
treatment  of  claims  to reimbursement  of medical  expenses  according  to the  Health  Insurance  Act, 
complementary insurances and the EMEA (Exceptional Medical Expenses Act) 

 

2 POSSIBLE INTERPRETATIONS:

1. The processing of personal data (

for registration of customer data from healthcare providers for the treatment of claims to reimbursement of 
medical  expenses  according  to the  Health  Insurance  Act,  complementary insurances and the EMEA 
(Exceptional Medical Expenses Act)) 

 

2. The processing of personal data (

by registration of customer data from healthcare providers) 

for the treatment of claims to reimbursement of medical expenses  according to the Health Insurance Act, 
complementary insurances and the EMEA (Exceptional Medical Expenses Act)

 

PHRASE LEVEL CONCEPT ANALYSIS OF THE INTERPRETATIONS:

 

Phrase level concepts in square brackets: 

1. The processing [act] of personal data [object] (

for registration [act type] of customer data from healthcare providers [object type] for the treatment of 
claims to reimbursement  of medical  expenses  according to the Health Insurance Act,  complementary 
insurances and the EMEA (Exceptional Medical Expenses Act)) [purpose]

 

2. The processing [act] of personal data [object] (

by registration [act type] of customer data from healthcare providers [object type] [instrument])
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for the treatment of claims to reimbursement of medical expenses  according to the Health Insurance Act, 
complementary insurances and the EMEA (Exceptional Medical Expenses Act) [purpose]

 

CONCLUSIONS:

-        Natural language pattern interpretation 1: [act] [object] [[act type] [object type] purpose]

-        Natural  language  pattern  interpretation  2:  [act]  [object]  [[act  type]  [object  type]  instrument] 
[purpose]

-        Missing  in  NL  pattern  1:  [Subject],  [target],  [source],  [instrument],  [condition],  [exception], 
[location] Definition?

-        Missing in NL pattern 2: [Subject], [target], [source], [condition], [exception], [location]

PURPOSE 4:

NL: Informatietoelevering voor klachtenbehandeling

 

EN: Supply of information for handling complaints

 

1 INTERPRETATION POSSIBLE:

Supply of information

for handling complaints

 

PHRASE LEVEL CONCEPT ANALYSIS OF THE INTERPRETATION:

Phrase level concepts in square brackets:

Supply [act] of information [object]

For handling complaints [purpose] 

CONCLUSIONS:

-        Natural language pattern: [act] [object] [purpose]

-        Missing in NL pattern: [Subject], [target], [source], [instrument], [condition], [exception], [location] 
Definition?

-        No object- or act types!
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DUTCH  PURPOSE  SPECIFICATION  ANALYSYS  BY  CREATING  A  HIERARCHICAL 
PURPOSE TREE
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Annex 5: Transposition Table DPD – Member State Legislation

DPD NL
 (Wbp)

SP 
(LOPD)

IT 
(Privacy Code)

1(1) 1 2
1(2) 42
2(a) 1(1)(a) 3(a) 4.1.b
2(b) 1(1)(b) 3(c) 4.1.a
2(c) 1(1)(c) 3(b) 4.1.p
2(d) 1(1)(d) 3(d) 4.1.f
2(e) 1(1)(e) 3(g) 4.1.g – 4.1.h
2(f) 1(1)(f) -
2(g) 1(1)(g) 3
2(h) 1(1)(h) 3(h) 23 - 24
3(1) 2(1) 2(1) 5
3(2) 2(2) 2(2),2(3) 5
4 (1)(a) 4 5
4(1)(b) 4 5
4(1)(c) 4 5
5 11
6(1)(a) 6 4(6), 4(7) 11.1.a
6(1)(b) 7, 9(1), 9(3) 4(2) 11.1.b
6(1)(c) 10, 11(1) 4(1) 11.1.d
6(1)(d) 11(2) 4(3), 4(4), 4(5) 11.1.c
6(1)(e) - 11.1.e
6(2) 15 - 28
7(a) 8 6(1), 6(3) 23
7(b) 6(2)(ii) 24.1.b
7(c) 24.1.a
7(d) 6(2)(iii) 24.1.e
7(e) 6(2)(i)
7(f) 6(2)(iv) 24.1.f
8(1) 16 7(1), 7(4) 26.1
8(2)(a) 23(1)(a) 7(2) 26.1
8(2)(b) 7(2) 26.4.d
8(2)(c) 7(6) 26.4.b
8(2)(d) 17, 19(1)(b), 20 7(2) 26.3
8(2)(e) 23(1)(b), 23(1)(c) 7 26.4.c
8(3) 21 7(6), 8 81 - 82
8(4) 3(2),  18,  19(1)(b),  21, 

23(1)(d), 23(1)(e), 23(2)
-

8(5) 22 7(5) 27
8(6) -
8(7) 24 -
9 3(1) 136 – 137 – 138 
10(1) 33 5(1),5(2),5(3),5(4) 13
10(2) 5(5)
11 34 13.4 – 13.5
12(a) 35 15(1),15(2),15(3), 16(5) 7.1 – 7.2
12(b) 36 16(1),16(2),16(3) 7.3.a – 7.3.b
12(c) 38 16(4) 7.3.c
13 30(4)(a) 7,8,34
13(1) 43 - 8 - 13.2
13(2) 44 -
14(a) 40 6(4) 7.4.a
14(b) 41 30(4) 7.4.b
15 4 13 14
16 12 10, 14,17,18 29 – 30 
17(1) 13 9(1) 31 – 33 – 34 – 35 – 36 – 

annex b
17(2) 14(1) 9(2) 29 – 30 
17(3) 14(2) 9(2) 29 – 30 
17(4) 14(3) 9(3) 29 – 30 
18(1) 27(1), 27(3) 26(1) 37
18(1)(g) 29(4) -
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18(2) 29(1), 29(2) 26(2) 37
18(2) 2nd indent 62-64 -
18(3) 29(4) 26(3) 37
18(4) 26(4)
18(5) 27(2) 26(5)
19(1) 28(1), 28(2) 26, 27(1) 38
19(2) 28(3) 27(2) 38
20(1) 31
20(2) 31, 32
20(3)
21(1) 30(2) 14,18
21(2) 30(1) 14,18 37.4
21(3) 30(3), 30(4)(b) 14,18 38.6
22 45-48 43(1) From 141 to 152
23 49-50 19, 43(1) 15
24 49-50, 66-75 43-48 From 161 to 172
25(1) 76 33(1) 44.1.b
25(2) 76 33(2) 44.1.b
25(3) 78 - 44.1.b
25(4) 78 - 44.1.b
25(5) 78 - 44.1.b
25(6) 78 - 44.1.b
26(1) 77 34 43.1.
26(2) 44.1.a
26(3)
26(4)
27 12
27(2) 25 12
28 51, 52, 58, 60, 61, 65 35-42 From 153 to 160
29
30
31
32 79 1st Final  Disposition,  3rd 

Final Disposition
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